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PREFACE 

THE articles contained in tliese volumes were compiled, for 
the most part, by Mr. R. Burn, I.C.S., from materials that 
had been prepared for the revision of District Gazetteers. 
The whole is therefore largely based on the labours of the 
District and Settlement officers, who collected the informa
tion required, and also rendered valuable assistance by exa
mining the articles on Districts, taksils, and towns. Special 
thanks are due to the late Mr. J. Hooper, C.S.I., and to 
Messrs. W. H. Moreland, C.I.E., S. H. Butler, C.I.E., an·d 
H. R. Nevill, I.C.S., who contributed portions of the Provin
cial article, or made useful criticisms. Other acknowledge
ments will be found attached to various articles. 
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PROVINCIAL GAZETTEERS 
OF INDIA 

UNITED PROVINCES 
VOLUME l 

United Provinces of Agra and Oudl,l.-The area ad- Physical 
ministered by the Lieutenant-Governor of Agra and Oudh lies a5~pect.s. 0 1 0 , 0 1 8 0 1 E Th ltuation between 23 52 and 31 x8 N. and 77 3 and 4 39 • e and boun-
Provinces are bounded on the north by Tibet, and on the daries. 

north-east by Nepal; on the east and south-east by the Cham-
paran, Saran, Shahabad, and Palamau Districts of Bengal; on 
the south by two of the Chota Nagpur States in the Central 
Provinces, Rewah and some small States in the Central India 
Agency, and Saugor District in the Central Provinces ; on the 
west by the States of Gwalior, Dholpur, and Bharatpur, the 
Districts of Gurgaon, Delhi, Kamal, and Ambii.la in the Punjab, 
and the Punjab States of Sirmur and Jubbal. The Jumna 
river forms part of the western boundary, the Ganges part of 
the southern, and the Gandak part of the eastern ; other 
boundaries are artificial. 

According to the District surveys the areas of the two Dimen
Provinces are, in square miles: Agra, 83,I98; Oudh, 23,966; sions. 

total, I 07, I 64. Including some river-beds which form District 
boundaries and are excluded from the District details, the total 
area amounts to 107,494 square miles. The area of the two 
Native States in the Provinces (Rampur and Tehri) is 5,<>79 
square miles more. . . 

A Presidency of Agra was first formed in' 18 34, up to which ·Origin of 
date the area then separated had been included in the Presi- naq~e, 
dency of Bengal, being sometimes called the Western Pro- • 
vinces. In 1836 its name was changed to the Lieutenant· 
Governorship of the North-Western Provinces. The Province Oudh, 

of Oudh 1 was annexed in 1856, and became a Chief Com~ 

• Awadh is a corruption of Ajodhya, and was the name of a Province 
bc:fore British rule. 

V.P. 1. ,,, B 
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2 UNITED PROVINCES 

missionership with a separate administration. In 1877 the 
two Provinces were brought together under the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-Western Provinces and Chief 
Commissioner of Oudh, and in 1902 the name of the 
Provinces was changed ana the title of Chief Commissioner 
dropped. 

The United Provinces include four distinct tracts of country : 
namely, portions of the Himalayas, the sub-Himalayan tracts, 
the great Gangetic plain, and portions of the hill systems of 
Central India.. 

The Himalayan tract, which lies on the extreme north, com-
prises the Districts of Garhwal, Almora, Debra Dun, and Naini 
Tal (in part), with the Native State of Tehri, its area being 
nearly 19,ooo square miles. The outer ranges of hills rise 
quickly from the submontane tracts to a height of 7,ooo or 
8,ooo feet, and on these are situated the hill stations of Nainr 
Tal and Mussoorie, and several small cantonments. A little 
farther in the interior is a second range, after passing which 
the elevation increases till heights of xo,ooo and I x,ooo feet 
are attained. Beyond, but still south of the great central axis 
of the Himalayas, tower the huge peaks of Trisiil or the 
'trident' mountain (23,382 feet); Nanda Devi (25,66x feet), 
the highest mountain in British dominions; and Nanda Kot: 
(22,538 feet). On the west Debra Dun District lies partly 
between the Himalayas and the Siwaliks for 45 miles, extend
ing up the slopes of both ranges. These mountainous regions, 
which nowhere assume the comparative level of a plateau, 
include some of the wildest and most magnificent country 
in the whole range of the Himalayas, and among their snow
clad peaks the sacred streams of the Ganges and J umna 
take their rise. Many famous temples and places of pil
grimages line, the upper course of the Ganges, and thousands 
of pious Hindus from all parts of India annually visit the 
holy source. 

Sub-Himii.- The submontane tract between the Ganges and the Sardii 
layas. river has three distinct portions. Immediately below the hills 

lies a strip of lanJ, 20 miles wide in the west and gradually 
becoming narrower in the east, called the Bhiibar 1, into which 
the torrents rushing down from the steep slopes sink and are 
lost, except during the rainy season, beneath a mass of boulders 
and gravel. Wells are almost unknown, and cultivation is 
carried on by means of small canals. A large portion of the 
Bhabar is covered with forests, the home of tigers and wild 

1 The w(;rfmeans 'porous.' 
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elephants, while other game abounds. Below the Bhabar is 
a wider strip of land called the Tarai, a damp and marshy 
tract, covered for the most part 'Yith thick jungle and tall 
grass. In both the Tarai and the Bhabar the population is 
largely migratory, cultivators coming in from the adjacent 
Districts in the plains to the Tarai, and from the hills to the 
Bhabar, and departing iifter cutting their crops. Only the 
Tharus and allied tribes, who seem fever-proof, can stand the 
pestilential climate of the Tarai throughout the year. 

Other Districts in the plains partake of the nature of the 
Tarai, especially in their northern portions. The rainfall is 
heavy and streams are numerous, while the water-level is high. 
Saharanpur lies below the Siwaliks; while Bijnor, the Rampur 
State, Bareilly, and Prlibhit border on the Tarai, and Kheri, 
Bahraich, Gonda, Basti, and Gorakhpur run up to the 
Nepal frontier. The whole of this tract is a sloping plain, 
lying practically free from the Himalayan system, though 
low hills are found to the north of Bahraich and Gonda. 
The area of these submontane Districts is about 24,ooo 
square miles. · 

Rather more than half the total area of the Provinces Gangetic 

(53.776 square miles) is included in the great Indo-Gangetic plain .. 

plain. The western portion comprises thirteen Districts : 
Muzaffarnagar, Meerut, Bulandshahr, Aligarh, Muttra, Agra; 
Farrukhabad, Malnpuri, Etawah, Etah, Budaun, Moradabad, 
and Shahjahanpur. Most of these are situated entirely in the 
Doab, or space between the two rivers Ganges and J umna ; but 
Muttra, Agra, and Etawah also extend to the south and west 
of the J umna, and the last three lie north and east of the 
Ganges. With the exception of Muttra and Agra, these 
Districts form a gently sloping plain of alluvial soil, in which 
neither rock nor stone approaches the surface, though beds of 
kankar (nodular limestone) are found. In the west of Muttra 
and Agra low stone ridges and hillocks form a feature of the 
landscape. This portion of the Provinces is by far the most 
prosperous. Ten bf the thirteen Districts are protected by 
canals, and the standard of comfort is distinctly higher than 
elsewhere. In the centre of the great plain lie the Districts of 
Cawnpore, Fatehpur, and Allahabad, with nine of the Oudh 
Districts: namely, Lucknow, Unao, Rae Bareli, Sitapur, Hardoi, 
Fyzabad, Sultanpur, Partabgarh, and Bara Banki. The Oudh 
Districts all lie between the Ganges and the Gogra, while 
Cawnpore, Fatehpur, and part of Allahabad are in the Doab; 

B 2 
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Allahabad also extends north of the Ganges and south of the 
J umna. There are no canals in Oudh, but parts of the other 
three Districts are irrigated by these works. The tract is 
generally fertile, and closely cultivated. The eastern portion 
of the great plain includes Ballia, Jaunpur, Azamgarh, Benares, 
and Ghiizipur, all lying between the Gogra and the Ganges, 
the last two Districts extending also south of the Ganges. The 
rainfall is heavier than in the central and western portions, and 
the population denser, 

On the south-west and south lie two small tracts belonging 
to natural divisions of India which differ considerably from the 
main portions of the Provinces. The four Districts of Jalaun, 
Banda, Hamirpur, and Jhansi, with a total area of xo,4oo 
square miles, form part of the Central Indian plateau, and are 
generally known as British Bundelkhand. · They are situated 
on and below the eastern slopes of the great plateau, with 
a gradual fall from south-west to north-east. The tract is 
broken up, especially in the south, by low rocky hills, spurs of 
the Vindhya mountains, covered with stunted trees and jungle. 
The soil is largely rocky and infertile, with considerable 
patches of the richer type known as ' black soil,' which differs 
entirely from the alluvium of the great plain. The spring-level 
is low, and there is little canal irrigation. The tract is 
peculiarly liable to suffer from either an excess or a deficie.ncy 
of rainfall, and as a whole ranks as the poorest and most 
backward portion of the Pro~ces. 

Mirzapur, the largest District in the plains, extends from 
north of the Ganges to the East Satpuras. Of a total area of 
5,2oo square miles, 6oo belong to the great plain; x,7oo to 
x,8oo form the. central table-land which stretches from the 
summit of the Vindhyan scarp 30. miles or more to the Kaimur 
range and the valley of the Son; and the remainder includes 
the wilderness of hill and valley, jungle and forest, ravine and 
crag, with here and there hill-encircled alluvial basins, which 
makes up South Mirzapur. 

The most .important mountains situated in the Provinces are 
the Himalayas, which have been already referred to. Running 
parallel to the outet ranges, at an average distance of 15 miles, 
is the chain of hills known as the Siwaliks, which forms the 
south-western boundary of Debra Diin District, and has a total 
length in these Provinces from the Ganges to the J umna of 
about 40 miles. East of the Ganges a similar elevation can be 
traced in part of the Provinces, but its height is insignificant. 
The northern slope, which "reaches 3,5oo feet at the highest, 
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leads gently down into the valley of the Dun which separates 
these hills from the Himalayas, but on the south a steep and 
bold escarpment falls abruptly towards Saharanpur. The 
principal pass is that called Mohan: over which the main road 
runs from Saharan pur to Debra Dun; but its importance has 
been much diminished since the opening of the Hardwar-Dehra 
Railway in xgoo. The outlying spurs of the Aravallis in Agra 
and Muttra are mere hillocks, though in the latter District 
great religious sanctity attaches to them. The three ranges 
of the Vindhyan system in Bundelkhand are known as the 
Bindhacha~ the Panna, and the Bandair hills ; but the highest 
point is only 1,3oo feet, in Banda District. The East Satpuras 
in Mirzapur are geologically distinct from the Vindhyas, and 
form a more rugged mass, with less frequent intervals of level 
ground. 

The drainage of the whole area ultimately falls into the River 

GANGES, which divides the Provinces into two parts, that on system. 
the east and north being roughly double the portion lying on 
the west and south. The western side consists of two tracts, 
the DoA.B, between the Ganges and the Jumna, and the tract 
south-west of the J umna. In the northern Doab much of the 
drainage of the Siwaliks and the pla1n below passes through 
the HINDAN into the Jumna. Lower down the more con
siderable streams join the Ganges. The J umna, however, 
receives on its right bank the large river Chambal, draining 
part of Central India and Rajputana, and the drainage f~o~ 
the northern slope of the Vindhyas through Bundelkhand. 
East of the Ganges there are three main systems, the RAM
GANGA, GUMTI, and GoGRA, the first and last of which rise in 
the Himalayas, while the Gumti starts in the Tarai between 
them. The characteristic feature of each of these three rivers 
is that the greater part of the water carried off by them is 
received on the left or northern banks. The GREAT GANDAK 
just touches the eastern boundary of the Provinces, but is not 
an important part of the river system. 

The 'GANGES rises in the Tehri State, under the name of Ganges. 

Bhagirathi, and its junction with the Gogra is the most 
easterly point in the Provinces. It is a considerable river even 
at Hardwar, where the UPPER GANGES Canal starts, and it is 
tapped again at Naraura for the LowER GANGES Cnnal. It is 
the source of the water-supply of the large cities of Meerut 
(by a canal), Cawnpore, and Benares. Its chief tributaries are 
the Ramgangii (Farrukhiibad), Jumna and Tons (Allahabad), 
Gumti (Ghazipur), Chhoti Sarjll or Tons, and Gogra (Ballia)l 
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besides many smaller afHuents. The principal towns on and 
near its banks are Snnagar (on the Alaknanda affluent), Hard
war, Garhmuktesar, Aniipshahr,. Soron, Farrukhabad, Kanauj, 
Bithii.r, Cawnpore, Dalmau, Manikpur, Kara, Allahabad, Sirsa, 
Mirzapur, Chunar, Benares, Ghazipur, and Ballia. Before the 
construction of roads the Ganges was the chief route for goods 
and passengers between Bengal and Upper India, and for more 
than thirty years after the completion of the grand trunk 
road it continued to be the principal through-trade route. 
The opening of railways has altered this; but timber and 
bamboos are still floated down the upper part of the course, and 
stone, grain, and sugar are exported to Bengal. Rice is largely 
imported from Bengal by river, and other grain, manufactured 
goods, and metals are brought in the same way. 

Jumna. The JuMNA likewise rises in Tehn, west of the lofty moun-
tain Bimdarphnch, in 30° x' N. and 78° 27' E. At its junction 
with the large river Tons it emerges from the Himalayas into 
the Diin, and piercing the Siwaliks enters the western plain at 
Faizabad, near which place it is tapped by the EASTERN and 
WESTERN ]UMNA Canals. It forms the western boundary 
between these Provinces and the Punjab as far as Muttra 
District, giving off a third canal 1 o miles below Delhi at Okhla. 
Mter traversing Muttra, Agra, and Etawah Districts, it forms 
the boundary between the three northern Districts of the 
Allahabad Division (Cawnpore

1 
Fatehpur, and Allahabad) and 

the Jalaun, Hamirpur, and Banda Districts of Bundelkhand. 
It then flows across Allahabad District to its junction with 
the Ganges, 86o miles from its source. The principal tribu
taries are the Tons (Debra Dl1n), Hindan (Bulandshahr), 
Chambal (Etawah), Betwa (Hamirpur), and Ken (Banda). 
On or near its banks are the towns of Baghpat, Brindaban, 
Muttra, Mahaban, Agra, Firozabad, Batesar, Etawah, Kalpi, 
Hamirpur, and Allahabad. The Jumna carries a smaller 
volume of water than the Ganges,· though its course to the 
point of junction is longer, and differs from it in ch!iracter, 
being usually confined within high, well-defined banks, while 
the Ganges rolls from side to side of a wide bed often five or 
six miles in breadth during floods. Its water is the source of 
supply for the towns of Agra and Allahabad, and has been 
found to possess, when fresh, special virtue in destroying the 
enteric microbe. 

Gogra. The GoGRA, or Ghli.gra, the great river of Oudh, vies with 
the Ganges in volume, while it surpasses it in velocity. Its 
main constituent is the Kaurililli, which rises in the upper ranges 
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of the Himalayas, and after passing through Nepal sweeps 
down on the plains in a series of rapids over immense boulders. 
Almost immediately after it debouches on the Tarai the stream 
splits in two, the western branch retaining the name of Kauriala, 
though the eastern, known as the Girwa, has a larger volume 
of water. The two branches reunite shortly after entering 
British territory in Bahraich District, and form the boundary 
between Bahraich and Kherr. At Bahramghat the stream, 
which has been joined by other tributaries, assumes the name 
of Gogra (though this is sometimes applied at Mallanpur higher 
up); and from here it divides Gonda, Basti, and Gorakhpur 
from Bara Banki, Fyzabad, Azamgarh, and Ballia, and then 
forms the boundary between these Provinces and Bengal as far as 
its junction with the Ganges. Its principal tributary is the large 
river, also coming from the higher Himalayas, which is known 
in its earlier course as the Kali and Sarda, and emerges from the 
hills at Barmdeo in Almora. The point of junction has varied 
considerably within the last hundred years; but the channel 
which now brings down the main stream is the Dahawar, which 
joins the Kauriala at Malliinpur. The main stream of the 
Sarju joins the Gogra in Bahraich District, and the Muchaura 
and Rapti in Gorakhpur. Fyzabaci and Ajodhya are the two 
largest towns on its banks; Tanda and Barhaj are also situated 
on or near it. 

The GuMTi rises in Pilibhit, and its valley is scooped out Gumti, 

almost in the middle of the plain between the Ganges and 
the Gogra. After flowing south-east through Shahjahiinpur 
and Kheri Districts, where it becomes navigable, it forms the 
boundary between Sitapur and HardoL Entering Lucknow 
District, it passes the city. Its winding course flows through 
the Districts of Bara Banki, Sultan pur, and J aunpur, and then 
it joins the Ganges on the borders of Benares and Ghlizipur. 
The Sai, its largest tributary, joins it in J aunpur District. The 
Kalyani, Kathna, and Sarayan are smaller affiuents. The 
traffic on the Gumti has been reduced sLnce the opening of 
the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway; but grain, fuel, and 
thatching grass are still carried. From time to time disastrous 
floods are caused by heavy rain when the river is full. . 

The Ramganga rises in the Outer Himalayas and enters the Ram .. 
plains in Bijnor District, whence it crosses Moradabad, the ganga. 

Riimpur State, Bareilly, Shahjahiinpur, Farrukhabad, and 
Hardoi, reaching the Ganges, nearly opposite Kanauj; after 
a total course of about 370 miles. Morlidabad is the principal 
town on its banks; but its bed changes frequently throughout 
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its whole course in the plains, and for some years, up to 187r, 
it flowed close to Bareilly. 

Scenery. The greater part of the Provinces consists of a level plain, 
the monotony of which is broken only by the numerous village 
sites and groves of dark-olive mango-trees which meet the eye 
in every direction. The great plain is, however, highly culti~ 
vated, and the fields are never bare except during the hot 
months, after the spring harvest has been gathered, and before 
the rainy season has sufficiently advanced for the autumn 
crops to have appeared above the ground. The country-side 
then puts on its most desolate appearance; even the grass 
withers, and hardly a green thing is visible except a few 
patches of garden crops near village sites, and the carefully 
watered fields of sugar-cane. At this time the dhiik trees 
(Butea frondosa) burst forth with brilliant scarlet flowers-a 
striking contrast to their dusty surroundings. With the breaking 
of the monsoon in the middle or end of June the scene changes 
as if by magic j the turf is renewed, and tall grasses begin to 
shoot in the small patches of jungle. Even the salt usar plains 
put on a green mantle, which lasts for a very short time after 
the close of the rains. A month later the autumn crops-rice, 
the millets, and maize-have begun to clothe the naked fields. 
These continue in the ground till late in the year, and are 
succeeded by the spring crops-wheat, barley, and gram. In 
March they ripen and the great plain is then a rolling sea of 
golden com, in which appeafislands of trees and villages, but 
no hedges. North of the Provinces the Himalayas rise with 
their outer face and flanks clothed in dense forest. The inner 
ranges form a tangled mass of ridges towering higher and higher 
till the- lofty snowy peaks are seen. In the south and south
west the level of the plain is-broken by the low but precipitous 
scarp of the Vindhyas, and the isolated hills which stand out 
beyond. 

Lakes. In the Outer Himalayas are found several mountain lakes, 
known as Naini, Bhim, Naukuchhiya, Malwa, and Sat, with the 
"affix tal or 'lake.' They are more remarkable for their beauti
ful scenery than for their size. The first four vary from 1 I o to 
120 acres in area, while the last is a series of seven basins 
(siit = 'seven'), two of which are now dry. In September, 
18931 a landslip took place at GoHNA in the interior of Garh
wal District, when the side of a mountain 9,ooo feet above the 
sea fell into the Birahi Ganga, the bed of which is 4,ooo feet 
below the summit of the mountain. A dam was formed 900 

feet high, 2,ooo feet across the top, and I x,ooo feet long. The 
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dam burst in August, I 894, and the level fell by about 390 
feet, leaving a permanent lake 3,9oo yards long with an average 
breadth of 400 yards and a depth near the dam of 300 feet. 

In the Doab, in Oudh, and still inore in the Gorakhpur and 
Ben ares Divisions, jluls or marshy lakes abound, most of which 
shrink to small dimensions in the hot season. Thus the 
Suraha Tal in Ballia. covers an area of 8,soo acres when 
full, but dwindles to 2,8oo.acres in the hot season. The Bakhira 
Tal in Basti, 5 miles long and 2 broad, is seldom more than 
4 or 5 feet deep. Another large swamp is at Sandi in Hardoi, 
while the Behti lake in Partabgarh has been drained and its 
site is now cultivated land. In Bundelkhand and Mirzapur 
there are artificial reservoirs of water, formed by embanking 
the mouths of valleys, most of them monuments of a former 
time. The principal lakes in Bundelkhand are in charge of 
the Irrigation Department. 

The Provinces may be divided geologically into a succession Geology. 
of zones lying north-west to south-east. North-east of the Tibetan 

. zone. 
central axis of snowy peaks, and stretching up to and into Ttbet, 
is a vast sequence of sedimentary strata lying in a great elevated 
basin. The series begins with unfossiliferous slates, quartzites, 
and occasional conglomerates of very ancient aspect, called 
Haimantas, which are at the base of everything, and are 
probably identical with the slate series found south of the 
great axis. These pass up into, and are overlaid by, thin
bedded dark-grey coral limestones, followed by flesh-coloured 
quartzite, and more coral limestone, shales, grey and crinoid 
limestones, which are probably of Silurian age, and capped by 
a massive white quartzite. The total thickness is about 2,300 
feet. Above this Pre-Permian group is a layer of black crum
bling shales of Upper Permian age, and there is thus a physical 
and palaeontological break here between the Upper Silurian 
and Upper Permian. After .about 130 feet, these black shales 
pass into the Trias, which is the most characteristic series of 
this part of the world. It averages 2,ooo feet in thickness, 
consisting of dark shales and limestone beds, with a quartzite 
stage near the top. The series is prolific in characteristic fossil 
zones. About 2,ooo feet of massive well-bedded limestone, 
mostly unfossiliferous, follow above the Trias, the so-called 
Dachsteinkalk in part, which represents the Lower and Middle 
Jurassic. Above that, again, come the characteristic dark Spiti 
shales, over I,ooo feet thick, with concretionary bands, contain· 

1 Condensed from notes by C. S. Middlemiss and E. Vredenburg, 
Geological Survey of India. 
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ing a fine Uf>per Jurassic fauna, not yet described in detail. 
These pass in this part into great thicknesses of dark Giumal 
sandstone of presumably neocomian age (Lower Cretaceous). 
The regular sequence is now broken, along the watershed, by 
a great horizontal thrust plane, bringing in exotic masses of 
older limestones and shales set in basic volcanic rock. They 
chiefly build up the lofty jagged summits from BaJchadhura 
(x8,no feet) and Ghatamenin (xS,7oo) -to Kungribingri. 
(rg,17o), and ~e upon Giumal sandstone or Spiti shales. 
Although they show magnificent suites of marine fossils, 
ranging from Permian or Permo-Carboniferous to· Upper 
Jurassic, the form of the rock, and the fossils it contains, 
differ from the same section lower down, and these masses 
have probably come from the north. 

· The snowy range containing all the loftier peaks is built up 
of immense sills of massive gneissic rock, much of which is 
probably very ancient. With the gneissose granite is associated 
a large quantity of thin-bedded micaceous, garnetiferous, and 
other crystalline schists. 

The large area from the snowy range to the outer edge of the 
Himalayas has not been fully examined. The most general 
feature is the gradual passage from the flatly dipping foliated 
schists with sills of gneissose granite to steeply dipping slates, 
slaty shales, and quartzite, with occasional thin bands of dark 
limestone and here and there volcanic breccia. All are unfossi
.liferous, and must be presumed to be at least as old as Pre· 
Cambrian. Here and there laccolites and sills of gneissose 
granite reappear, with much the same composition as, but 
isolated from, the central chain. Massive limestone and 
dolomite formations are found at many places, especially 
along the southern edge. They are of varying but consider
able thickness, always unfossiliferous, always in narrow bands 
among the slates. The Lower Himalayas are remarkable for 
their steep-sided ravines and frequent convex slopes, due to 
constant undermining by swollen rivers. Landslips are, as a 
consequence, not uncommon. In some cases, these calcareous 
formations are overlaid by an imperfectly fossiliferous series of 
dark sandy limestone, probably of mesozoic age. These in 
turn frequently underlie thin dark shales and calcareous shales. 
It is generally in rocks of these younger sub-zones that the 
ores of copper, lead, and iron in Kumaun are worked, but 
with only a small measure of success. 

Sub-Hima- . Th~ sub-Himalayan zone of younger Tertiary strata is well 
layan zone. defined and sharply separated -from the Outer. Himalayas by 
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a continuous reversed fault, and is 6 to 14 miles in width, 
except near the Dehra Dun, where it is wider. The whole of 
these Tertiary strata are fresh-water deposits, and are of 
immense thickness, comprising three stages: the Upper 
Siwalik conglomerates, sands, and clays ; the Middle Siwalik 
sand rock; and Lower Siwalik Nahan sandstone. The system 
is celebrated for having yielded the magnificent (chiefly mam
malian) Siwalik fauna. Most of these fossil remains have been 
gathered from the middle and upper rock stages. They com
prise thirty-nine genera and seventy-one species of mammalia 
which exist at the present day, and twenty-five genera and 
thirty-seven species now extinct. Gypsum is found in the 
Nihal Nadi, below Naini Tal; gold is washed in very small 
quantities in the Sona Nadi; and iron was formerly worked 
from clays in the Nahan sandstones, near Dechauri and 
Kaladhungi in Naini Tal District. 

The Gangetic alluvium is still being carried down from the Gangetic 
Himalayas and deposited by the Ganges and its affiuents. It alluvium. 
is 90 to 300 miles in width and extends to unknown depths 
near the foot of the hills, where its floor is probably still sink-
ing. On the south it overlaps the ancient rocks of peninsular 
India, and is much thinner. A well-boring was made at Luck-
now from a surface 370 feet above sea-level to a depth ofi,336 
feet without reaching the bottom of the Ganges basin. At 
Agra solid rock was met at 481 feet from a surface-level of 
553 feet above the sea. The Bhabar gravel or torrent-boulder 
zone reaches a height of about I,ooo feet. Below the Bhabar 
comes the great alluvial plain of clays and sands, broken only 
by the wide river valleys, which are from so to 200 feet lower 
in level, and have the distinctive names of khiidar, Ratrl, 
Rachhar or deiira, as opposed to biingar. In the drier parts of 
the great plain the fertility of the soil is impaired by a surface 

' effiorescenc<: called reh. This consists of carbonate and 
sulphate of soda, often mixed with common salt. Land 
covered with these salts, or barren from any other cause, is 
called iisar, and includes about 2,ooo,ooo acres. 

In the south-west of the Provinces the Vindhyan rocks Vinubyan 

emerge from the alluvium in Mirzapur, Allahabad, Banda, system. 
Hamlrpur, and Jhansi Districts. The system is primarily 
distinguished by its series of three massive scarps of sandstone, 
each representing a different subdivision ; but only two of these 
are found in the United Provinces. The northernmost or 
Kaimur sandstone, which forms the Bindhachal range, is 
deeply scored by river valleys. The celebrateQ. forts of Chunar 
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and Kalinjar stand on detached masses of this range. Farther 
south the lower and upper Rewah sandstones occur in the 
Panna range. Both of these formations are found throughout 
the southern portion of the Districts named above. In Mirza
pur the jungle series of red shale, Bijawar slates, quartzites and 
haematitic jaspers and. Archaean gneiss lie below them, and 
the Gondwana shales, sandstones, and boulder-beds above 
them. Coal is found in the latter, and was formerly worked. In 
Jha.nsi and Hamirpur the gneiss is more prominent; but the 
Bijii.war series occupies a strip of land about I 7 miles westward 
from the Dhasii.n river, containing rich haematitic ore in places, 
with a cupriferous vein in one locality. The outer fringe of 
the great spread of basalt constituting the Malwa trap just 
reaches the south of the Lalitpur tahsil in Jhansi. In Agra 
District the Vindhyan sandstones again appear, and farther 
north in Muttra are a few ridges of ancient quartzites. 

The flora of British India has been divided into five distinct 
elements 2• The oldest, called the Indo-African, extends from 
the Deccan to the Gangetic plain and to the drier parts of the 
Himalayas. Thus the flora of North Africa and Arabia is 
represented by I'eganum, Fagonia, Balanites, Acacia arabica, 
Alhagt", Grangea, Salvadora, &c. ; and that of tropical Africa 
by species of Grewt"a, Stda, Corchorus, Triumfttta, Indt"gojera, 
Gloriosa, and many others. The Eastern element, belonging 
to the Peninsula from Singapore to Assam, is represented along 
the base of the lfimalayas Trom Gorakhpur to the Jumna. 
The genera Astragalus, Artemt"sia, I'ediculans, and Corydalzs, 
with many Boragineae and Umbe!!iferae, are characteristic of 
the Central Asian element, found chiefly at high elevations, 
but sometimes extending to lower levels on the western drier 
ranges. The European element appears to have entered at 
the western end of the Himalayas, not long after the southward 
extension of the Central Asian element, and to ~ave spread ~ 
eastward in both hills and plains. The Quat~rnary element 
occupies the cultivated tracts and accompanies man. 

Throughout the great plain vegetation is on the whole 
uniform, differences being chiefly due to variation in rainfall 
and- temperature. In the west, where the rainfall is under 
30 inches, vegetation becomes scanty, the trees and shrubs are 
mostly thorny, and plants characteristic of desert regions are 
found, such as Alhagt", Cappans, I'rosopis spici'gera, Fagonia, 

1 Condensed from an account by J. F. Duthie, lately Superintendent, 
Botanical Survey of Northern India. 

' C. B. Clarke injlJurn. Linn. Soc:; vol. xxxv (t8g8). 
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Tecoma undulata, Salvadora persica, Sa/sola, and species of 
Grewia, Sida, and Acacia. Some of these extend eastwards in 
sandy waste ground. Two well-marked features are observed 
in the annual herbaceous species. - Those appearing in the 
cold season on waste ground, or as weeds in cultivation, are 
mostly of European origin and are more abundant in the wheat
growing Districts of the north-west ; while the annual herbage 
which springs up in the rains is composed mainly of species 
which have come from the east or from Central or Southern 
India. The sandy riverain tracts produce coarse grasses and 
deep-rooted perennials, with prickly shrubs and other desert 
plants. In the ravines the scanty vegetation consists mainly of 
stunted trees and shrubs and perennial plants, many of which 
belong to the African and Arabian type. In usar the land 
produces no vegetation where reh is very abundant, but else
where Sporobolus arabi'cus or pallidus and Chloris virgata are 
found, which will not thrive except on saline soil. The natural 
orders most represented in the Upper Gangetic plain are: 
Leguminosae, Gramineae, Compositae, and Cyperaceae. Only two 
palms are found wild, namely, Phoenix sylvestri's and P. acauli's. 

The tropical zone extends up to about s,ooo feet above the Hima
sea, and is eminently a forest 1 tract forming part of the great layas. 

belt which includes the Bhabar. In the west, the vegetation 
of the Dun valley between the Siwaliks and Himalayas is par
ticularly luxuriant. Orchids are plentiful along the base of the 
Himalayas, and about sixty-two species representing twenty-
five genera have been identified. The aspect ,of the vegetation 
changes as the slopes rise ; and at 4,ooo feet Engelhardti'a, 
Rhus, Pistacia, Cornus, Rosa, Clematis, Bauhinia retusa, and 
Albizzia mol/is (pink siris) are met with, followed by the ban} 
oak tree, rhododendron, and Pien"s ovalifolia. The forests are 
more scattered on the southern slope~, while the northern 

. ,declivities are covered with dense growths. The temperate 
zone reaches to about 1 z,ooo feet, which is the average limit of 
forests; and here European genera increase, such' as ClemaHs, 
Berberis, Ilex, Rhamnus, Vitis, Acer, Rubus, Rosa, Coto'(teaster, 
Viburnum, Lonicera, Rhododendron (arboreum and cam}af!U· 
/atum), Quercus (incana, dilatata, lanuginosa, annulata, and 
semecarpifo!ia), Pinus (longifolia and excelsa), and Arundinana 
(ringals). The epiphytic ferns (Davallia, Polypodium, &c.) 
drape the trees during the rains, turning brown and shrivelling 
when the monsoon ceases. At about I z,ooo feet the high-level 
forests begin to thin off into thickets of birch and willow, mixed 

1 For details see section on Forests, 
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with dwarf rhododendron and other shrubby plants, until the 
open pasture land is reached, which is richly bedizened in the 
summer months with brilliantly coloured alpine species. Ra
nunculaceae, CnmJerae, Leguminosae, Rosaceae,. Saxijragaceae, 
Crassulaceae, Umbelliferae, Cajm'joliaceae, Compositae, Campanu
laceae, Pn'mulaceae, Gentianac1ae, Scrophularineae, Labiatae, 
Polygonaceae, Salidneae, and Gramineae are the natural orders 
most largely represented. Saxijraga, Sedum, and Saussurea 
have been found up to r7,ooo feet. 

In the hilly portions of Mirzapur many Central and Southern 
Indian species reach their northern limits, such as Hardwiclda 
binata· and Soymi'da jebrifuga. The flora of Bundelkhand is 
similar in many respects to that of South Mirzapur, but the 
drier climate encourages the growth of desert plants. Ailantus 
excelsa, Anogeissus pendula, and the teak-tree do not grow wild 
north of Bundelkhand. 

Elephants are still found in the Siwaliks and in the Bhabar, 
and every few years they are noosed by men riding tame 
elephants. Tigers are fairly common in the forests of the 
Siwaliks, the sub-Himalayan tracts, and Mirzapur District, and 
are also found in the south of Allahabad, Banda, and Jhansi. 
·Leopards are still more widely distributed, and the snow 
leopard is found in the Himalayas. Within the last few years 
a rhinoceros has been shot in Gorakhpur District, and wild 
buffaloes are sometimes met with there. Wolves, jackals, and 
hyenas are found nearly everywhere, and the first-named are 
not infrequently the cause of death to human beings. In the 
Siwaliks, Almora District, parts of Northern Oudh, Mirziipur, 
Banda, and the Lalitpur subdivision of Jhii.nsi . wild dogs 
(Cyon dukhunensis) are occasionally met with. Antelope, nilgai 
(Boselaphus tragocamelus), and wild hog abound in many parts 
of the open plains. Sqmbar ( Cervus uni'color), kiiktir or barking
deer ( Cervulus muntfac), the four-horned antelope (Tetracerus 

· . tJUadricornis), and dulal or spotted deer ( Cervus axis), are to 
be found in the forests ; while the swamp deer, or gond ( Cervus 
duvauceli), and piirha, or hog deer ( Cervus porcinus), live near 

· swamps, and the chinkiira (Gazella bennetti) haunts the jungly 
ra-rioes on the banks of the larger rivers. Musk deer (Moschus 
moschiferus), thiir (Hemitragus jemlai'cus), gural ( Cemas goral), 
and other species of wild goats, sheep, and goat-like antelopes 
are found in the Himalayas. In the hills of Kumaun and in 
Mirzapur and Bundelkhand black bears ( Ursus torquatus in 
the Himalayas and Melursus ursinus elsewhere) are fairly 
common, while the Isabelline bear has been observed near the 
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snows. Many varieties of duck and geese visit the Provinces 
in the cold season and a few breed here. Snipe, quail, black 
and grey partridge, sand-grouse, bustard, plover, florican, and 
jungle-fowl are the commonest ganie birds, while woodcock, 
chi'kor, and pheasants are found in the hills, and the sacred 
peacock in most parts of the plains. Snakes are common 
everywhere, and immense pythons are met with at the foot of 
the outer ranges of the· Himalayas and in Bundelkhand. 
Cobras and karai'ts (Bungarus caeruleus) cause considerable 
loss of human life, and also kill cattle. 

The year may be divided into three distinct seasons. The Climate 
cold season, commencing shortly after the withdrawal of the and 1 

b 
. b seasons • 

south-west monsoon, egms at the end of Octo er and extends 
to the middle or end of March. It is characterized by bright 
clear weather, generally cloudless except for a few flecks of 
cirrus which accompany disturbances from Persia. At night 
frost on the ground is not infrequent during December, 
January, and February, but the days are pleasantly warm. 
Rain may fall at any time, owing to storms from Persia; but 
the total amount does not usually exceed two inches in the 
plains, and it usually falls about Christmas or early in the New 
Year. At the end of March the increasing heat causes a hot 
land-wind throughout the day, usually coming from the west 
with considerable force, and accompanied by violent dust-
storms. In June this wind ceases, as the south-west monsoon 
approaches, and the rains commence in the south of the 
Provinces between the middle and end of June. After the 
first burst the weather is broken, but rainless intervals are not 
uncommon. In September these dry periods become more 
frequent and last longer, and in October the monsoon currents 
cease. The climate in the hills resembles closely that of the 
low-lying parts of Switzerland. The winter is frosty, and snow 
generally falls as low as s,ooo feet, while it has been recorded 
at :z,soo feet. The summer is warm and relaxing, except at 
high altitudes. In the rains there is much cloud and fog. 

The mean shade temperature in the plains varies slightly Tempera
according to the position of stations : thus Agra, which is near tnre. 
the Rajputana desert, is very hot in the dry season, and is 
also warmer than more easterly stations during the monsoon, 
owing to its smaller rainfall. The difference is, however, only 
a few degrees. In the different seasons the temperature ranges 
from 6o0 or 61° in January to 93° or 94° in May. The average 
maximum and mininmm temperatures of the representative 

' From a note by E. G. Hill, D.Sc., Meteorological Reporter. 
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places shown in the table on page 142 may be ascertained by 
adding or subtracting half the daily range : thus the average 
temperature varies from a minimum of 4 7° or 48° in January 
to a maximum of 107° in May. The highest maximum re. 
corded was 120° at Agra on June I8, I878; but temperatures 
of 115° 'to n6° are reached at one place or another nearly 
every year. 

Rainfall. The monsoon rain may come from either the Bengal or the 
Bombay current, and the heaviest rain is frequently caused by 
the meeting of the currents from both directions. The fall 
in the plains is heaviest in the east, where it amounts to over 
so inches, and least in the north-west, where it is only 
27! inches, the humid winds discharging their moisture as 
they pass across the country. As they reach the submontane 
Districts and outer hills, cooling causes a precipitation greater 
than in the plains. Thus the rainfall · is, in the plains : at 
Benares, 40 inches; at Cawnpore, 31 inches; and at Agra, 
27! inches; in the submontane Districts, at Gorakhpur, 
so inches ; at Bahraich, 4I inches ; at Roorkee, 42 inches ; 
and in the Outer Himalayas, at Naini Tal, 102 inches; at 
Mussoorie, 97 inches; and at Ranikhet beyond the outer 
range, only 54 inches. There is a similar decrease in the 
Bombay current, which gives 6o inches at Jubbulpore; 
49 inches at Saugor; and only 37 inehes at Jhansi. Varia
tions in the rainfall are common.· In x883 Jhansi received 
only IS inches or 40 per cent. of the normal, and in 1896 
Allahabad received I8·3 inches (46 per cent.), Agra 9·4 inches 

· (34 per cent.), and Cawnpore I6·6 inches (52 per cent.). On 
the other .hand, in I894 there was a large excess. all over the 
Provinces. Allahabad received 76·3 inches (nearly double the 
normal), Debra Dun I23·8 inches, and Mussoorie 157·3 inches.· 
The heaviest fall recorded for twenty-four hours in the plains is 
32;4 inches at Nagi:na in Bijnor District on September I 8, 1 88o. 
For agricultural purposes the distribution of the fall is most 
important, and a premature cessation before the end of August 
will cause more damage than a postponement of the first fall to 
the middle, or even the end, of July. 

Storms, DestruCtive storms and cyclones are rare in these Provinces, 
fiolds; and and none of importance has been recorded. In March and 
eye ones. April much damage to crops is often done in limited areas by 

hail. The worst floods occur in the valley of the Gumti, which 
rose 37 feet at Jaunpur in 187I and 27 feet in I894, destroying 
4,ooo houses in the earlier year and over I,ooo in the later, but 
not causing much loss of life: 
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Earthquake shocks are occasionally felt, but are not serious. Earth· 
Some damage is recorded to have been caused in 1506 and in quakes. 

1764, and the earthquake ofigos destroyed a number of houses 
in Mussoorie and Debra. 

Stone implements have been found in large numbers in History. 

Mir~pur,. Ba~da, and Hamirp~~· A few have been dug up ~t :':r1~is· 
anc1ent s1tes m Benares, . Ghliz1pur, Bulandshahr, and Bash. remains. 
Those from Banda are chiefly hammer-stones of quartzite, 
basalt, sandstone or diorite, celts of basalt and diorite, and 
smaller implements made of chert. In Mirzapur the principal 
classes are chert flake knives and arrows. Cup-markings on 
boulders have been observed in Kumaun, and children still 
cut them irl Bundelkhand. On the walls of caves in the 
southern scarp of the Kaimur Hills, and on rock faces in 
Banda, Allahabad, and Mirzapur, rude drawings in red oxide 
of iron have been found, which depict hunting scenes and other 
subjects, the most interesting being a rhinoceros hunt. In 
a few places inscriptions of the same kind have been noticed, 
which apparently belong to a period early in the Christian era. 
At a few localities in the Western Districts-Muttra, Bijnor, 
\.-awnpore, and Unao-copper arrow-heads and spears are 
occasionally turned up. . 

Histories in the European sense were rarely compiled in .Historical 
India before the Muhammadan conquest, and little has been records. 

done to extract satisfactory historical material from Sanskrit 
literature. The Vedic hymns, which were probably composed 
at least as early as 2ooo B. c., show the Aryas still settled west 
of the Jumna. It has recently been suggested that the move 
forward commenced about xooo B.c. The two great epics, the 
Mahabharata and Ramayana, are of very doubtful historical 
value ; but in these we find Aryan kingdoms established-in 
the former near Meerut, and in the latter at Ajodhya. The 
Mahabharata describes a contest between two related families, 
the Panda vas and the Kaura vas, who lived at Hastinapur, now 
popularly believed to have been in Meerut District. The 
Pandava brothers were driven into exile for a time, and 
wandered irl places which cannot be satisfactorily identified, 
but they married a daughter of the king of PANCHALA. After-
wards they ruled near Delh~ which they are said to have 
founded. Orthodox Hindus place the final struggle between 
these families a little before the year 3102 B.c., when the 
present epoch (Kali Yuga) began. European students have 
suggested the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries B. c., while an 
attempt has recently been made to fix the war about II94 B.C. 

u.P. r. c 
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on astronomical da.ta. The Ramayana tells the story of the 
exile ofRamaChandra, son of the king of Ajodhya, who was com
pelled to wander away into Central India with his wi_fe Sita and 
a brother. While they dwelt in the wilds, Sita was abducted 
by Ravana, the demon-king of Ceylon, but was recovered with 
the help of Hanuman, lord of the monkeys. The path of 
the exiles is still traced by pilgrims, ;md the story is acted and 
recited every year, while Rama and Sita are to Hindus the 
perfect models of every virtue. These events are placed in an 
earlier epoch (Treta Yuga) than the present; and native opinion 
therefore holds that the Ramayana was composed before the 
Mahabhiirata, though European scholars would place it later 
on the evidence of style and subject. Linguistic researches 
have lately given rise to the opinion that the so-called Aryas 
came into these Provinces by different routes and at different 
times. Thus it seems probable that one wave passed along 
the foot of the Himalayas and spread southward only when it 
reached the east of the Provinces and Bihar, the ancient 
MAGADHA. Angther wave passed across the Jumna and down 
the Doab, the ancient MADHYA DESA or middle country. 

Buddhism. The earliest events \vhich can safely be called historical are 
connected with the life of Gautama Buddha. The Singhalese 
traditions place Gautama's death in S43 B. c., while European 

• .scholars have suggested various dates between 477 and 
3 7o B. c, It is C$rtain that...he spent much of his life in the 
eastern Districts, and the remains of stupas, monasteries, and 
other relics testify to the extent to which his doctrines were 
held in all parts of the Provinces as well as beyon~heir limits. 
A suggestion has recently been made that Buddhism was a 
regular development of religious thought among the people of 
Magadha, and not merely a revolt against the growth of 
Brahmanism in Madhya Desa, as is commonly supposed. 
As a religious system it appears to have maintained its position 
till the fourth century A.D., when a revival of Hinduism took 
place under the Guptas. The accounts of the Chinese pilgrims 
in the fifth and seventh centuries A. D. show that Buddhism 
wis then fast waning, and the latest memorial of it as a living 
faith is an inscription of the twelfth or thirteenth century found 
in Gonda District. 

The The first point of contact with Western history comes in the 
Greeks. fourth century B.c., with Alexander's invasion and the subsequent 

The 
Maurya.n 
dynasty. 

relations of Seleucus Nicator with Sandrocottus, who is iden
tified with Chandra Gup_ta,_ ;Maurya of the Puranic annals. 
Chandra Gupta's kingdom, the first organized empire in India 
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Qfwhich we have historic record, extended, after the withdrawal 
of Seleucus, from the Hindu Kush to the Bay of Bengal, with 
its capital at Patna. The grandson of Chandra Gupta was 
Asoka, the first great Buddhist king, whose pious edicts have 
been found on pillars and rocks in many parts of India. Three 
of his inscriptions are known in these Provinces, on pillars at 
ALLAHABAD and BENARES, and on a rock at KALSi in Debra 
Diin. The last mentions by name the contempQrary kings 
of Syria, Egypt, Macedonia, Cyrene, and Epirus, and thus fixes 
the date of Asoka's coronation at 270 or 269 B.c. These in
scriptions, and the fragments which have survived from the 
writings of Megasthenes, the ambassador of Seleucus at the 
court of Patna, show a highly developed system of government. 
Outlying provinces were under viceroys, and there were regular 
grades of officials subordinate to these. The army was care
fully organized. Agricultural land yielded one-fourth of its 
produce, besides rent, to the crown. There were roads witq 
pillars marking the distances, and the capital city was admin
istered by a board of thirty members. 

If the chronology of the Purlinas is to be accepted, the Later 
.Mauryan dynasty came to an end about 188 or 178 B.c., and dynasties. 

was succeeded by the Sunga, but there is no independent 
confirmation of this. Numismatic evidence points to the 
conclusion that about this time parts of at least four kingdoms 
were included in the Provinces, correspQnding to the ancient' 
SuRASENA (round 1\Iuttra), North PANCHALA {Rohilkhand)", 
KosALA (round Ajodhya), and a tract south of Allahabad 
which may have been the kingdom of Kosambhi:. From their 
coins the kings of Panchiila and Muttra appear to have been 
Hindus, while the symbols on the coins of Ajodhya and 
Kosambhi are often Buddhist. 

The Chinese chronicles describe the gradual rise in power Sak.as and 
of t!l.e Sakas or Scythians, who spread southward into India Kushans. 
about the middle of the second century B. c. ; and the coins of 
Muttra show that they penetrated as far as that place, for the 
native title of Raja is replaced by Kshatrapa (Satrap), and 
names of clearly foreign origin are found. The onward move-
ment of the Sakas had been to some extent involuntary, as 
they were retreating before the Yueb-chi, a horde divided 
into several tribes, the most important of which was called 
Kushan. Controversies still continue about the chronology 
of the period. Many dated inscriptions of the great Kushan 
kings Kanishka, Huvishka, and Bas Deo have been found at 
Muttra and elsewhere, but the era is in dispute. The latest 

c 2 
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theory places the reigns of these kings between 12 5 and 
225 A. D.1 Little is known of the Kushans. Kanishka is 
famous itt Pali literature as a liberal patron of Buddhism. 
The gold ·coinage of the period is clearly imitated from the 
Roman aureus first introduced by Augustus; and it bears the 
images of many deities, such as the Sun, Moon, Buddha 
(rarely), and others whose identity is not clearly established. 
It seems probable that the Kushans were soon Hinduized. 
The Greek inscriptions on the coins gradually 'become un
recognizable, and are replaced by Indian letters. 

Early in the fourth century a great Hindu kingdom arose 
in MAGADHA or Bihar, which, like its Mauryan predecessor, 
spread far and wide. The third king, Chandra Gupta (I), 
founded a new era commencing in A.D. 320; and his son, 
Samudra Gupta; carved out an empire from the Sutlej on the 
west to Central Bengal on the east, and from Oudh on the 
north to Central India on the south. Nine kings of Northern 
India, the rulers of Eastern Bengal, twelve kings of the 
Deccan, and the forest tribes of Central India and Rajputana 
owed him allegiance. For xso years the kingdom held 
together, and the period is remarkable for a revival in 
Hinduism. The language of the Gupta inscriptions is Sanskrit, 
instead of Prakrit, which was used previously, and the subject
matter, where religious topics are concerned, deals almost 
exclusively with Hindu ide_@. It has been suggested that 
the revival of Sanskrit literature dates from this period. 
A description of Northern India between A.D. 400 and 413 is 
given by the Chinese pilgrim Fa Hian. In these Provinces 
the people were well off, without poll tax or much official 
restriction, though land tax was collected. Part of Southern 
Oudh was forest, and the country north of the Gogra largely 
deserted. 

·The Gupta empire appears to have been gradually falling 
to pieces by the end of the fifth century, decay being hastened 
by incursions of the Ephthalites or White Huns, another tribe 
of Central Asian invaders, who penetrated as far as Gwalior 
and Eran. Petty chiefs rose into power, and among these 
was a line of rulers calling themselves Maukharis, who reigned 
throughout the latter part of the sixth century. The period 
was one of constant warfare between the Maukharis, the Huns, 
the Guptas of the shrunken kingdom of Magadha, and the 

1 V. A. Smith in J.R.A.S., 1903, pp. I et seq. An older theory, that 
the em began in 57 B.c., is maintained by Dr. Fleet (J.R.A.S., 1906, 

P· 979)• . 
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rulers of Malwa. The Maukhalis were finally crushed by 
Siladitya of Malwa, but in 6o6 he in turn fell before the armies 
of Thanesar, in the Punjab, whose ruler was connected by 
marriage with both Maukharis and· Guptas. Harshavardhana 
of Thanesar became king of Kanauj, and founded an era 
which was used in Northern India for some time. · The 
splendour of his reign and extent of his power are described 
by Hiuen Tsiang, who visited India between 629 and 645. 
Buddhism was fast declining, but still lingered, and was in 
fact regarded by the king too favourably to suit the Brahmans, 
who tried to murder him. Harshavardhana invaded Western 
India between 633 and 640 and also conquered Nepal, but 
was repulsed in an expedition to the Deccan. His appears to 
have been the first great kingdom of the modern Rajputs, 
who probably represent the Hinduized descendllonts of the 
invaders from Central Asia. Harshavardhana's empire did 
not last; and historical sources fail almost entirely till the 
latter half of the ninth century, when Raghuvansi kings were 
ruling at Kanauj. One of these was conquered in 917 by 
Indra (III) of Gujarat, but was restored by Harsha the 
Chandel, whose clan wa's rising into importance in BuNDEL
KHAND. North-west of the Provinces the Tomars were gather
ing strength in the Punjab, though they were defeated in 988 
by Sabuktagin of Ghazni. At Kanauj Tomars succeeded 
Raghuvansis, and gave place to Gaharwiirs. 

The Provinces had been free from foreign invaders for The early 
:about four hundred years, when in 1018 Mahmud of Ghazni Mu;am
~rossed the J umna, and took Bulandshahr; the rich city of ma ans. 
Muttra, with its temples full of jewels and gold; and Kanauj. 
This expedition and two more in 1021 and 1023, directed 
.against Kanauj, Gwalior, and Kalinjar, were mere raids, in 
which plunder rather than conquest was the aim. Throughout 
Oudh tr~ditions are numerous about the exploits of Mahmiid's 
general, Salar Masud Ghiizi, who is said to have fallen at 
Bahraich in 1033, fighting against Suhil Deo, Raja of Gonda; 
and although the Muhammadans had got no permanent hold 
on the country, they left converts behind them. The 
Ghaznivid rulers gave place to the Ghorids, who gradually 
overran the Punjab. Muhammad Ghorr failed in 1191 to 
~rush the great Prithwi Raj of Delhi, who had extended the 
power of the Chauhans as far as Southern Bundelkhand ; but 
in the next year he was successful, and Prithwi Raj lost his 
life with his kingdom. Kutb-ud-din, a Turki slave, was 
appointed general in Hindustan, and in 1192 captured Meerut; 
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the first town to fall east of the Jumna. Delhi, Kalinjar, 
Mahoba, and Koil were then taken; and in I I 94 Muhammad 
and his general defeated Jai Chand ofKanauj, and thus broke 
the last Hindu power of importance. Budaun and Ajodhya 
were -made the seats of local governors, who had plenty of 
fighting with their turbulent subjects during the next few 
years. Bundelkhand had not been subdued, and the first 
half of the twelfth century was a time of war in most parts of 
the Provinces. In Southern Oudh the Bhars had risen on 
the fall of Kanauj ; but their chiefs, Dalkr and Malki or Dal 

. and Bal, were crushed in 1247. Things were quieter under 
Ghiyas-ud-din Balban (1265-87), who was a strict but just 
ruler, and kept the Provinces at peace, partly no doubt to be 
free in case the dreaded Mongols should appear on the 
north-west. The Slave dynasty of Delhi was followed by 
the Khiljrs; and under the second of this line, Ala-ud-drn 
Muhammad, who gained the throne by murdering his uncle 
on the sands of the Ganges between Kara and Manikpur in 
1295, government was a stern reality. Spies were everywhere; 
all pensions, grants, and endowments were resumed ; Hindus 
were heavily taxed; the land revenue amounted to half the 
produce ; and an attempt was made tq fix prices. Ala-ud-din 
conquered the Deccan and repelled the Mongols ; but the 
harshness which kept internal peace in his lifetime was itself 
the cause of disruption '\Wen his strong personality •was 
removed in 1316. Five years later his debauched son was 
murdered, and a pretender was beheaded after a reign of 
a few months. Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlak, first of the Turki line, 
had been Ala-ud-din's general in the Punjab, and order was 
soon restored. Under his son, Muhammad bin Tughlak, 
a reign of terror was revived. Ghiyas-ud-din had reduced 
the land revenue to one-tenth of the gross produce; but it 
was now increased by new cesses to such an extent that when 
drought came in 1344 a famine began, which lasted for-years, 
and depopulated the Doab. In 1351 Firoz Shah (III) began 
a wise and beneficent rule. Taxation was reduced and yet 
money was· available for public works. The town of Jaunpur 
was ·founded in this reign, and a large fort was built near 
Budaun. After the death of Firoz in xg88 the Delhi kingdom 
fell to pieces. In 1394 Khwaja Jahan was made governor of 
Kanauj, Oudh, Kara, and Jaunpur, and assumed independence. 
For more than eighty years this Sharki ('eastern ') dynasty 
ruled from }AUNPUR over _t~~- greater part of the Provinces~ 
and has left splendid memorials in the mosques erected at 
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the capital city. Timiir, the Mongol, took Delhi in 1398, and 
next year harried the present Meerut Division. The first half 
of the fifteenth century saw a succession of puppet rulers or 
usurpers at Delhi or Kanauj, while the Doab, Rohilkhand, 
and Bundelkhand were the scenes of risings by the Hindus, 
and conflicts between the kings of Jaunpur, Delhi, and even 
1\Ialwa and Gujarat. . At the end of the period there were 
independent rulers at Sambhal, Koil or Jalesar, Rapri, and 
Kampil or Patiali. In 1450 or 1451 the Mghan line of Lodi 
was founded by Bahlol, who started vigorously on the task 
of crushing the petty local rulers, and breaking the more 
important power of J aunpur-a task which took twenty-five 
years to accomplish. · 

Early in the sixteenth century the capital was moved from The 

Delhi to Agra, which was to become a great city under the Mdg~~~~ 
Mongols or Mughals, who now appeared again. In 1526 an uns. 
Babar defeated the Afghan king, Ibrahim, at Panipat, but 
found himself in difficulties at Agra. On the west the Rajputs 
were united under the Rana of Udaipur, while on the east the 
Mghans were threatening an attack from Kanauj. The crown 
prince, Humayiin, made a successful raid as far as Jaunpur and 
Ghazipur, and Babar gained a great victory over the Rajputs 
near Fatehpur Sikri. He was thus able to send troops east to 
check the Afghans, who had taken Koil and held the central 
Doab. The Mughal forces were, however, unsuccessful, and 
Babar had to stop his invasion of Central India and return to 
their aid. He pressed on to Kanauj, and after defeating his 
opponents north of the Ganges marched through Oudh and 
returned to Agra, where he died. When Humayun succeeded 
to his father's kingdom in xsso, he found it imperfectly sub-
jugated and difficult to rule. His first efforts were in Central 
India ; but thougn he was successful there, a rival was con
solidating his resources in Bihar and the east of the Provinces. 
This was Sher Khan Suri, who had accepted a command from 
Babar, but now aimed at independence, and refused the offer 
of Jaunpur. Mter three years' fighting he gained a complete 
victory over Humayiin at Kanauj in 1540 and won the throne 
of Northern India, with the title of Sher Shah. He was a great 
administrator, who made roads, reformed the currency, and 
laid the foundations of a sound revenue system. In 1545 he 
was fatally wounded while besieging Kalinjar, and during the 
next ten years the Siirl power fell to pieces. Humayun returned 
in 1555 and recovered Agra and Delhi, but died in 1556. 

Akbar was a boy of thirteen at his father's death, and had to Akbar. 
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conquer his kingdom before he could rule it. For two years 
the Punjab kept him busy, but in 1558 he came to Agra and 
reduced Gwalior. The next year saw the Afghans defeated in 
Jaunpur and Benares, but they rebelled again in 156I, and 
Chunar was not taken till later. In 1565 the lords of Ajodhya 
and Jaunpur revolted and took Lucknow, and in r567 another 
governor ·of Jaunpur headed a rising. Apart from these events 
the Provinces had entered on a period of comparative peace 
.and good government, which was to last for a century and 
a half. Akbar abolished the pilgrim and po~l taxes on Hindus 
and many vexatious cesses; The land revenue system was still 
further improved, and assignments of land were examined. In 
the record of his great survey is found the most complete 
account of the country at any period before British rule, and 
the liberal monarch gathered r.ound him poets, musicians, 
theologians, and great writers. The earliest Christian mission 
in Northern India was established at his invitation. Mag· . 
nificent forts were built at Agra and Allahabad ; and on a rocky 
ridge west of Agra, where the saint lived who foretold the 
long-desired birth of a son to the monarch, a splendid mosque 
and palace buildings were raised, surrounded by the new town 
of Fatehpur Sikri. 

Jabangir. In x6os Akbar died at Agra, and his son succeeded as 
Jahlingir. Jahangir's son, Khusru, attempted to seize the 
throne; but apart from this the reign at first passed peacefully 
in Upper India, though there-was fighting elsewhere. In 1623 
Khurram, another son of the emperor, rebelled and advanced 
towards Muttra, but was driven back to Central India. The 
next year he advanced through Orissa, while Abdullah Khan, 
a noble who favoured him, besieged Allahabad. The royal 
troops forced Abdullah to fall back on Jaunpur and Benares, 
where he met Khurram, who again retreated to the Deccan. 
J ahangir, like his father, ·was a great builder, and he raised 
a noble tomb over Akbar's remains near Agra, and added 
palaces in the royal forts at Agra and Allahabad. He received 
with distinction English travellers at Agra and elsewhere. 

Shah On Jahangir's death at Lahore in 1627, Khurram hastened 
Jahan. to Agra and obtained the throne under the name of Shah 

Jahan. Early in his reign the Bundelas, who had been tur· 
bulent throughout Akbar's life, but had been friendly to 
J ahangir, broke out and several expeditions were sent against 
them. In 1639 a raid ·was made on the Hindu temples which 
had been built at Benares in the previous reign, and many 
were destroyed; but the Pmvinces were generally at peace. 
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The careful system of government started by Sher Shah~ and 
improved by Akbar, still continued, though deterioration had 
commenced. The most splendid relic of the reign is the tomb 
of white marble, built at Agra on the bank of the J umna by 
Shah J ahan in memory of his wife, where the remains of the 
emperor and his beloved Mumtaz Mahallie side by side under 
the most beautiful memorial of a life's devotion that the world 
has seen. In 1657 Shah Jahan's health failed, and he was 
now to be treated by his own sons as he had dealt with his 
father. The favourite, Dara Shikoh, was. with him and regarded 
himself as heir; Shuja was in Bengal, Murad Bakhsh at Ahmada
bad, and Aurangzeb, the most capable of all, in the Deccan. 
Dara seized the treasure at Agra, and sent one army which 
surprised Shuja near Benares, and another to watch Aurangzeb 
and Murad Bakhsh, who combined forces and defeated it. 
The allies then marched on Agra, and were successful in a 
battle at Samogarh. 

Aurangzeb entered Agra in 1658 and followed Dii.rii., who Aurang· 
had fled to the Punjab. He formally assumed the throne at zeb. 

Lahore, while Shah Jahan remained a prisoner in the fort at 
Agra till his death there in x666. Shuja's forces took Benares, 
Chunii.r, Allahabad, and J aunpur; and Aurangzeb abandoned 
the pursuit of Dara, who had escaped to Sind, and returned to 
meet them. At a battle between Kora and Khajuha in Fateh-
pur District, Aurangzeb won a decisive victory, which practically 
closed this war of succession. As in the previous reigns, these 
Provinces enjoyed comparative freedom from war; but the 
administration was harsh, and the way was being prepared for 
coming anarchy. At Benares and Muttra mosques were built 
upon the holiest temples. The poll tax on Hindus was revived ; 
and although, as usual at the beginning of a reign, cesses were 
formally abolished, the religious zeal of the emperor and his 
continued absence and absorption in the affairs of the Deccan 
had bad effects on the administration. 

When Aurangzeb died in 1707 he left a will advising his Decline 
three sons to divide the empire. The second son, Azam, of Mughal 

f d h . . . fi 11 . b . . power, re use to accept t e d1V1s10n and e m attle at JaJaU m 1707-61. 

Agra District, ~ghting the eldest brother, Muazzam, who be-
came emperor under the title of Shah Alam Bahiidur. Kam 
Bakhsh, the youngest, died of wounds received near Hyder-
abad in the following year. The collapse of the Mughal power 
was at hand. Shah Alam Bahiidur died in 171 2, and the 
approaching disasters became clearer. In less than fifty years 
eight rulers sa~ on the throne of Delhi. One of these, Muham-
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mad Shah, reigned for thirty years, and died a natural death ; 
three were puppets, each reigning for only a few months ; three 
mo!e were murdered while reigning, and one was deposed and 
blinded. The dissolution of the empire was primarily due to 
the incompetence of these degenerate rulers; but it was hastened 
by the repeated attacks of the growing Hindu powers on the 
west, the north, and the south (the Jats, Sikhs, and Marathas), 
and the paralyzing shocks dealt by Persian and Afghan in
vaders from beyond the north-west frontier. 

Before the death of Aurangzeb the Jats had begun to give 
trouble west of Agra, and gradually extended their influence 
within the Provinces. The first incursions of the ·Sikhs, who 
had changed from a religious sect to a warrior nation, took 
place in 1709, when they invaded Saharanpur and poured into 
Muzaffarnagar, but were checked there and driven back for 
a time into the hills. 

The most considerable factor was, however, the growth of 
Maratha. power north of the Vindhyas. The first appearance 
of Maratha armies so far from the Deccan, where their in
fluence was already paramount, took place in 1718, when 
they were invited to Delhi by one of the factions at the court 
of Farrukh Siyar. They withdrew for a time, but some years 
later (1729) they appeared again in what is now BRITISH 
BUNDELKHAND, where the Bundel.as had been trying with 
variable success to throw off the Muhammadan yoke, and this 
area became subject to Maraillarule and remained so for more 
than seventy years. A raid in which Agra and Etawah were 
plundered (1737) was repulsed by Saa.dat Ali; the capable 
Wazir of the empire and governor of Oudh, and for a time 
the Marathas were held in check. They were, however, in
vited to return (r75r) by Safdar Jang, nephew and successor to 
Saadat Ali:, who required help against the Pathans of Farrukh
·a.ba:d. The alliance was not lasting, and soon afterwards Safdar 
Jang found his former friends arrayed against him (1754). 

ln 1738 Nadir Shah swept down on Delhi, slaughtering and 
plundering ; and although his stay was short, the blow to the 
empire was serious. An attempt by his successor, Ahmad Shah 
Dun·ani (1748), was repelled by Safdar Jang, but the shock 
caused the death of the emperor, Muhammad Shah. A second 
invasion (1752) was more successful, and the Afghans pene
trated, five years later, as far as Agra, though they were unable 
to take that city. 

During the first ten years after the death of Shah Alam 
Bahadur the predominant feature of internal politics at Delhi 
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was the struggle at court between the Irani or Persian . party 
and the Turanis or people from Central Asia. Two Saiyid 
brothers, who belonged to 'the former party, were of great 
assistance to Farrukh Siyar in his struggle for the throne. 
The weak-minded emperor was then, however, won over by 
the Turanis and lost his life at the hands of the Saiyids (1719)· 
In 1720 one of the brothers was murdered, and the other was 
defeated soon after. · 

From this time commences the history of the new states New 
which began to be formed within the Provinces, and became states. 
practically independent, though acknowledging the emperor as 
their nominal lord. 

Chief among these was OunH, which had hitherto been a Oudh •. 
mere province of the empire. Saadat Ali, a leading member 
of the Turani party (though a Persian), was appointed governor 
of Oudh in 1721, and of Allahabad later; and though his 
abilities led to his being frequently employed elsewhere, he 
ruled efficiently through deputies. Safdar Jang, Saadat Ali's 
nephew and son-in-law, succeeded him, and maintained his 
position in Oudh, though he had constant fighting with the 
two Pathan powers of Rohilkhand and Farrukhabad which 
had grown up on his western border~. Both Saadat Ali and 
Safdar Jang, in addition to holding the province of Oudh, were 
W azirs of the empire ; but in I 7 54 the emperor Ahmad Shah 
deprived Safdar Jang of the latter office, in favour of a new 
Wazir, named Ghazi-ud-din. 

The Afghans or Pathans had first become important in these Farrukh
Provinces under Sher Shah Siiri, himself a Pathan. The iba:tnd 
Mughal emperors who succeeded him discouraged them, till kha~d: 
Aurangzeb made use of Pathan soldiers in the Deccan. A 
Bangash Pathan, named Muhammad Khan, who had served 
as governor of Malwa and Allahabad, where he had failed to 
repel the Marathiis (1729), founded the city of FARRUK.HABAD 
near his birthplace, and established a practically independent 
power in the central Doab. · In 17 40 a man of unce,rtain 
origin, named Ali Muhammad, who had been consolidating the 
Rohillas, was formally appointed governor of RoHILK.HAND. 
He quarrelled with Safdar Jang and was banished for a time 
(1745), but was allowed to return (1748}, and increased his 
influence considerably. When Ali Muhammad died (1749), 
Safdar Jang laid plots to annex both Rohilkhand and Farrukh
abiid. His first scheme was to promise Kaim Khan, Nawab of 
Farrukhabad, a grant of Rohilkhand, if he could conquer it. 
The bait was taken, and the Nawab marched to Budaun and lost 
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his life in battle. Safdar J ang at once annexed Farrukhabiid ; 
but Kaim Khan;s brother, Ahmad Khan, drove out the governor 
who had been sent there, and then d,efeated Safdar J ang, thus 
acquiring a state which stretched from Aligarh to Cawnpore. 
Having failed alone Safdar J ang called in the Marathas, and 
Ahmad Khan fled to Kumaun. 

When the third Durrani invasion took place (1757) the 
situation was as follows. The infamous Wazir, Ghazi-ud-din, 
had blinded and deposed the emperor, Ahmad Shah, and had 
set up a new ruler, named Alamgir (II), whose authority was 
limited to a small area round Delhi. Najib Khan, a Pathan, 
was in possession of the north of the present Meerut and Bareilly 
Divisions independently of the Rohillas, who held the rest of 
Rohilkhand. The central Doab was subject to the Nawab of 
Farrukhabad, and all the rest of the Provinces outside the hills 
was held by the Nawab of Oudh, except Bundelkhand, which 
was in the power of the Marathas. Najrb Khan had favoured 
the Durranis, and when· they withdrew to Kabul, the Wazir, 
Ghazi-ud-din, sought the aid of the Marathas to crush him. 
Two years later (1759) Ghazi-ud-din murdered the emperor, 
Alamgir (II), and set ;t pretender on the throne, though Ali 
Gauhar, afterwards known as Shah Alam (II), who had fled to 
Bengal, was generally recognized. The Rohillas and Shuja-ud
daula, Nawab of Oudh, were seriously alarmed at the growth of 
Hindu influence, for Jats and Rajputs had now united with 
the Marathas for a final struggle against the Muhammadan 
powers. In x76o Ahmad Shah Durrani returned to India, and 
was joined by the Rohillas and the Nawab of Oudh. For two 
months the great armies representing the rival religions lay 
opposite each other near the historic site of Panipat, engaging 
in skirmishes, till early in 1761 a pitched battle took place, and 
the fortunes of Northern India were decided for a time by the 
crushing defeat of the Hindus. 

Shah Alam had come into conflict with the English in Bihar, 
and in 1761 retired to Allahabad with the promise of an 
annual payment of 24 lakhs in lieu of the revenue of Bengal. 
Two years later the governor of Bengal, Mir Kasim, caused 
a massacre of the British at Patna and fled to Oudh, where 
Shuja-ud-daula took up his cause. The allies invaded Bihar, 
but failed to take Patna, and were defeated at Buxar (1764). 
The British advanced to Allahabad, and then met Shuja-ud
daula, who had again called in the Marathiis from Bundel
khand, near Jajmau in Cawnpore District. The Nawab and his 
allies were defeated; and it was finally decided that Shah Alam 
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should receive Allahabad and Kora (corresponding to the 
present Districts of Allahabad, Cawnpore, and Fatehpur} as 
well as 26 Iakhs a year from the revenues. of Bengal, while 
Shuja-ud-daula undertook to pay the British a contribution of 
so lakhs. · 

Although the battle of Pli.nipat had broken up the coalition ~ind~ 
among the Hindus, it had not operated as a check on the mvaslons 

incursions of the three principal members in the west of the 
Provinces. In 'the northern Doab the Sikhs were continually 
raiding the territory held by Najib Khan. The Jats seized 
Agra, and attempted to take Delhi (1763); the gradual increase 
in their power was, however, checked by the progress of the 
l\larathas, who occupied Delhi, where Shah Alam joined them 
against the advice of the British. When these successes were 
followed up by Maratha raids in Rohilkhand the situation 
became serious. In 1772 Sir Robert Barker met Shuja-ud-
daula, who attempted to gain the alliance of the Rohillas; but 
these distrusted him, and only agreed to join when their forces 
were broken up by the Marathas. 

The Mariithas then extorted from the wretched emperor Collapse 
a grant of the Allahabad territories, and in 1773 marched oRfth~e11 · o 1 as. 
to Ramghat on the Ganges and demanded the amount due on 
bonds given to them twenty years before. British troops were 
now sent up to guard the Oudh frontier, and the Marathas were 
forced to leave Rohilkhand, and later in the year were driven 
out of the Doab. The Allahabad territory was then assigned 
to Shuja-ud-daula, on the ground that the emperor had forfeited 
it by his grant to the Mariithas. The Rohillas had been in 
triguing to the end with the Marathas, and had refused to keep 
their engagements with Shujii-ud-daula, by which the English 
were also to benefit, so in 1774 British troops marched through 
Oudb, and Rahmat Khan, the Rohilla leader, was defeated 
and killed near Miranpur Katra in Shahjahiinpur, and Rohil-
khand was made over to the Nawab of Oudh. 

When Shuja-ud-daula was succeeded in 1775 by Asaf-ud- Benares. 
daula, a new treaty was made with the British, by which they 
obtained the sovereignty of most of the Benares Division. 
Meanwhile the emperor's affairs had been well managed by 
Mirza Najaf, who drove the Jli.ts out of Aligarh, Muttra, and 
Agra, but had difficulty in repelling the Sikhs, whose yearly 
raids grew more and more serious. The Benares territory had 
remained under the rule of Raja Chet Singh, who refused in 
q8o to supply troops and pay an increased subsidy. Warren 
Hastings came to Benares, and an attempt to arrest the Raja 
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led to an insurrection, which was soon quelled. Chet Singh 
fled and was replaced by Mahip Narayan Singh, and British 
administration commenced soon after. 

Pf~Mogre!sh_ . Except in the tracts liable to Sikh raids the Provinces were 
o arat a £ . 1 . c c b h M - h-power. now atr y qmet .or a .ew years; ut t e arat as appeared 

again with the Savoyard soldier, De Boigne. They seized 
Agra, Muttra, and the northern Doab, and foiled the last 
attempt made to revive Muhammadan power in 1787. The 
infamous Ghulam Kadir, grandson of Najib Khan, was forced 
back to Delhi, where he blinded the helpless old emperor, and 
Mughal rule was now at an end. North of Delhi a consider
able area came into the power of George Thomas about I795· 
The central Doab was held by the Marathii.s under De Boigne, 
who was succeeded by Perron in 1796; and Farrukhabad was 
still governed by a Nawab, who recognized the authority of the· 
Oudh governmenf. The decline of the latter power led to the 
still further growth of British influence. Asaf-ud-daula died in 
1797, and was succeeded (after a short interval, during which 
his reputed son, WaziJ Ali, reigned) by his brother Saadat Ali, 
who ceded to the British the fort of Allahabad, and promised 

· at\ annual subsidy of 76 lakhs in return for a guarantee against 
invasion. 

Formation At the commencement of the nineteenth century the British 
~!~nces. thus held only the present Benares Division (except South 

Mirziipur) and the fort of Allahabad. In x8ox, when Rohil
khand and other parts of the Uudh territory were in a state of 
anarchy, and a grandson of Ahmad Shah Durrani was threaten
ing to invade India, Saiidat Ali, Nawab of Oudh, in return for 
a guarantee of protection, made over to the British the so
called 1 Ceded Provinces,' which included the present Gorakh
pur and Rohilkhand Divisions, with the Districts of Allahabad, 
Fatehpur, Cawnpore, Etawah, Mainpuri, Etah, the south of 
Mirziipur, and the Tarai parganas of the Kumaun Division. 
A year later the Nawab of Farrukhiibad ceded his shrunken 
dominions. Oudh was thus surrounded on all sides but the 
north by British territory. In 1803 war broke out with the 
Marathas over events in Western India. Lord Lake, starting 
from Cawnpore, conducted a brilliant campaign, in the course 

· of which he took Aligarh by storm and occupied Delhi and 
Agra. The result was the acquisition from the Marathas of 
(1) the 'Conquered Provinces,' which included the Meerut 
Division, the rest of the Agra Division, and the Districts round 
Delhi now in the Punjab ; and ( 2) most of the present Districts 
of Banda and Hamirpur,. and ·small tracts in Jalaun, Gohad, 
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and Gwalior. "The two last were restored to Sindhia in x8o5. 
In 1816 a war with Nepal, which had been caused by the 
repeated attacks of the Gurkhas on Gorakhpur, .ended with the 
cession of the Kumaun Division and Dehra Dun District. 

All of these tracts were at first included in the Bengal 
Presidency, and brought under the immediate control of the 
Governor-General-in-Council. In 1833 an Act of Parliament 
was passed to. divide the Bengal Presidency into two parts, 
that lying to the north-west being called the Presidency of 
Agra. A Governor was appointed ; but the scheme was never 
fully carried out, and two years later another Act authorized 
the appointment of a Lieutenant-Governor. The North
Western Provinces as then constituted comprised the present 
Province of Agra, except Jhansi and most of Jalaun, and also 
included the Delhi territories and Ajmer, which had been 
brought under the regular administration ht I8J2 .. Merwara 
was added fourteen years later. In 1853 the Saugor and 
Nerbudda territories, which ruid been acquired in 1818~ were 
formally incorponi.ted in the Provinces. The Peshwa had 
ceded the sovereignty over the whole of British Bundelkhand 
in I817, and between 1840 and x853 Jhansi and the rest of 
Jalaun and a part of Hamirpur were acquired from petty rulers 
by lapse. Oudh was annexed in 1856. Immediately after the 
Mutiny the Delhi territories were transferred to the Punjab, 
while small additions were made to Bundelkhand, part of the 
larai north of Oudh was given to the Nepalese, and a few 
villages in Bareilly and Moradabad were granted to the Nawab 
of Rampur. The most considerable changes since the Mutiny 
have been the transfer of the Saugor and Nerbudda territories 
to the Central Provinces in 186x,and of Ajmer-Merwara to the 
Government of India in x87x; but there have also been minor 
changes in Jha.nsi and Bahraich. · 

The old lawlessness did not pass away at once. In x8x6~u1eteenth 
the levy of a house tax caused a serious outbreak in Rohil- century. 

khand, while in 1824 dacoity increased in Saharanpur almost 
to the stage of insurrection. Thagi was rife throughout the 
Provinces, and for years the great rivers, which formed the 
principal trade routes, were infested by pirates. Two events 
of importance stand out beyond these matters-the annexation 
of OunH and the great Mutiny. In Oudh the government 
had steadily deteriorated, and the kingdom was only kept 
together by British support. The king was called on to 
abdicate in 1856, and on his refusal was deposed. 

The Mutiny broke out at Meerut in May, 1857· It was Mutiny. 
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essentially a mutiny of the sepoys; but where representatives 
of former rulers were found, as at Bareilly, Farrukhabad, 
Banda, C:::awnpore, Jhans~ and elsewhere, these assumed the 
leadership. In other places the disorder took the form of 
anarchy rather than the revival of native rule; Eta wah District 
was actually administered by native officials and iandowners 
for some time after the Collector had taken refuge at Agra. 
By_ ~he en.d of June the forts of Agra and Al!.i.ha'bad, and the 
Residency at Lucknow, were the only places still held by the 
British; but Cawnpore was retaken within a month, and the 
recovery began. After the fall of Delhi on September I 9, 
Greathed's column marched down through the Doab. At the 
same time the Lucknow garrison was reinforced, and it was 
relieved in November, though the city was not retaken until 
March, r858. Rohilkhand was then reduced, while Sir Hugh 
Rose advanced from Central India and took Jhli.nsi in April, 
x858. Rewards and punishments followed. The garrison in 
r856 had consisted of about 53,ooo native-and only 5,2oo 
British troops, and tht: latter number was 'raised considerably. 
The police force was reorganized and the population was dis
armed, while forts were demolished. Subsequent disturbances 
have been chiefly dacoities and religious riots. 

The earliest archaeological remains which can be dated with 
certainty are the inscriptions of the great Mauryan king, Asoka, 
on pillars at Benares and AlLahabad, and on a rock at Kalsi 
in Debra Dun District, which belong to the third century B. c. 
It is probable that the fine stiipas at Sarnath near Benares and 
at Kasi.a in Gorakhpur are even older, and the excavation of a 
smpa at Piprahwa in Basti District has yielded a casket bear
ing an inscription in characters of the third, fourth, or fifth 
century B.c. Fragments of stone railings and buildings, coins, 
clay seals, and other relics of Buddhism have been found in 
everj part of the Provinces except the Himalayas. The princi
pal sites that have been regularly excavated are Set Mahet 
{Gonda), Ahichhattra (Bareilly), Sankisa (Farrukhabad), Mut
tra, and Bhuilii. Dlh (Basti) ; but many others await exploration. 

Excavations at MuTTRA have yielded Jain sculptures and 
fragments of .Jain temples, some of which bear inscriptions. 
dated in the time of the great Kushan kings (first or second 
centuiy A.D.). In the Lalitpur tahsil of Jhiinsi District many 
fine Jain temples and sculptures of the mediaeval period (9oo 
to 1 xoo) are still in a fair state of preservation. 

While there are many site~ i_n. the Provinces which popular 
tradition identifies with places mentioned in the great epics, 
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the • earliest. purely Hindu remains are those of the Gupta 
kingdom of the fourth ~nd fifth centuries A. n. Inscriptions 
and a single copperplate of the early Gupta kings have been 
found in various places, from Gorakhpur and Ghazipur on the 
east to Etah and Bulandshahr on the west. A beautiful small 
temple near DMGARH in Jhansi District is assigned to this. 
period. The disorder which followed the break-up . of the 
Gupta power·'was not favo1.1rable to the archit~:ct and buil~r, 
while the temples raised between the eighth and twelfth cen• 
turies, when Kanauj was the seat of a great Hindu dynasty, 
were mostly demolished or converted into mosques by the 
Muhammadans. The remains of Hindu temples used in this 
way are especially noticeable at KANAUJ, J AUNPUR, AJODHYA; 
MuTTRA, and BENARES. In Kumaun and Bundelkhand, how
ever, mediaeval temples have survived. The chief centres of 
Hindu religious life, at the present time, thus contain hardly 
any ancient Hindu buildings, and at Hardwar, Ajodhya, 
Benares, and Muttra most of the temples have been built 
recently. During tlie tolerant reign of Akbar some fine 
temples were built at BRINDABAN, one of which (erected about 
1590) is especially ~nagnificent. The history of the mediaeval 
Hindu period has been largely recovered from inscriptions 
and from the study of. coins. 

The early Muhammadans bave left many memorials in the Early 

shape of mosques, idgiihs, and tombs. The oldest among these Mudham· 
· ma an. 

are some buildings constructed at Budaun by the emperor 
Altamsh in the beginning of the thirteenth century. The finest 
specimens are, however, the great mosques at }AUNPUR, built 
two hundred years later by the Sharki )dngs, which are particu-
larly striking for their huge fa~ades, recalling the propylons 
of Egypt. 

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the emperors Mu,~al. 
Akbar, Jahangir, and Shih Jahiin spent large sums on the 
adornment of the royal residences at FATEHPUR SiKRI and 
AGRA, where stately palaces, magnificent tombs and mosques 
still recall the memories of the great Mughals. Much has been 
done within the last few years to repair and preserve these 
valuable treasures. In the eighteenth century the type of archi. 
tecture deteriorated, though buildings of some beauty were 
built by the Rohillas and the Nawabs of Oudh. 

.T~e total population of the Provinces (tgox) is 47·7 Population. 
mtlhons, and with dependent Native States 48·5 millions. The Density of 

~ressur.e on the soil is greater than in any other Province ~~~~la-
m Indta, for the number of persons per square mile in British 

U.P. 1. D 
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Districts is ·4451 or, excluding the nineteen largest towns in the 
Provinces, 42 7. But there are considerable variations. The 

·Himalayan tract, with its forest land and steep mountain sides, 
supports only 95 persons to the square mile, and at the 
opposite end of the Provinces the infertile Central India 
plateau and hilly Mirzapur District have an almost equal 
density of 197 and 192. In the submontane Districts and the 
great plain there is a gradual increase from west to east. The 
western sub-Himalayan Districts have 409 persons per square 
mile and the eastern 561. In the Gangetic plain the density 
rises from 5 I 2 in the west to 549 in the centre and 718 in the 
east. Twelve Districts have a density of less than 400, fourteen 
vary between 400 and soo, and twenty-two have a higher 
density: In Garhwal only 79 persons are found to each square 
mile, while in ~allia there are 791, though the largest town 
in that District contains less than x6,ooo inhabitants. 

· There are seven cities with a population exceeding xoo,ooo : 
namely, Lucknow (264,049), Benares (209,331), Cawnpore 

. (I97,17o), Agra (x88,o22), Allahabad (172,032), Bareilly 
(13112o8), and Meerut (u8,129); thirty-one towns of between 
2o,ooo and xoo,ooo; and seventy of between io,ooo and 
2o,ooo. The total urban population, including that of 187 
places possessing urban characteristics though the population 
is below s,ooo, is 51273,573, or about II per cent. of the total) 
which is larger than in most-parts of India. The proportion 
of the urban population varies from 37 and 26 per cent. in 
Lucknow and Benares, where large cities are situated in small 
Districts, to les.s than 1 per cent. in Sultanpur, being lowest in 
the eastern parts of the Provinces and in the hills. Of the 
rural population 37 per cent. live in villages with a population 
under sao, and 52 per cent. in villages of soo to 2,ooo, while 
inhabitants of villages of 2,ooo to 5,ooo form 10 per cent. and 
of larger villages 1 per cent. of the total. The term 'village ' 
here means the revenue mauza or parish. In the western part 
of the Provinces the village sites are usually compact groups of 
houses, a relic of the precautions taken against Sikh invasions 
during the eighteenth century. In the centre and east scattered 
hamlets are more common, and in Gbazipur District there are 
'villages' of xo,ooo to I 2,ooo inhabitants without any single 
site containing as many as s,ooo. 

General estimates of the population of the Province of Agra 
were made in 1826 and 1848, and a Census was carried out in 
1853, 1865, and 1872. In .Oudh the first Census was taken 
in 1869. In I88I, 1891, and 1901 enumerations in both 
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Provinces were simultaneous with those throughout India. The 
variations are of doubtful value before 1869 and 1872, but it is 
certain that between 1853 and 1865 the population of the 
larger Province decreased considerably owing to the Mutiny, 
and to famine and disease. In 1872 there was an increase, in 
spite of the famine of 1868, and this Census probably under
stated the figures for the Benares Division, while on the other 
hand the Oudh Census of I 869 overstated the truth. According 
to the returns, the population of the United Provinces rose from 
42,002,897 in 1872 (1869 in Oudh) to 44,1071869 in x88x; but 
the greater portion of this increase has been assigned to im
provements in enumeration, and the scarcity of 1877-8 and the 
fever epidemic of 1879 probably kept the population stationary. 
In the next ten years (x88x-9o) the total rose to 46,9os,o85, an 
increase of 6·3 per cent. These were years of good rainfall, 
and the distribution of variations is closely connected with the 
character and position of different tracts. The period 1891-
19oo was marked by two serious calamities: it began with wet 
years, culminating in the abnormal season of 1894, when. the 
rainfall was 57 inches as compared with a mean of 37 inches. 
The following year rain was badly distributed, and in 1896 
the monsoon ceased prematurely, causing widespread distress. 
The pressure of high prices was again felt in 1899 and 19001 

when other parts of India were visited by severe famine. 
The Census of 1901 showed a population of 47,69r,782, an 
increase of 1·7 per cent., which is little more than half the 
normal rate calculated in 1891. In the western plain the 
increase was 10 per cent., but the Himalayan tract was the 
only other portion which increased at a greater rate (2·6 per 
cent.) than the Provinces as a whole; the submontane tracts 
and the central plain increased by smaller amounts. On the 
other hand, the Central India plateau lost 8·4 per cent. of its 
population, the eastern plain 7·1, and Mirzapur District 6·8 
per cent. 

In the Central India plateau, Allahabad south of the Jumna, 
Mirzapur, parts of Agra and Etawah and Hardoi, the failure of 
the crops, owing to drought in 1895 and 1896, was the main 
cause of the decrease, and would have been sufficient to affect 
the population seriously if the preceding seasons had been 
favourable ; but its effects were intensified by the fact that 
untimely rainfall had caused serious damage to successive 
harvests and thus impaired the resources of the people. In 
the eastern plain and submontane tracts, however, the pre
dominant factor was mortality due to disease caused by 
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excessive rain, and a· corresponding decline in the birth-rate, 
while the damage to crops from the same cause was probably 
greater than the losses due to drought. The western plain 
and the Himalayan tracts, with small exceptions, suffered 
appreciably from neither .(lood nor famine, and a large part 
Qf the former benefited materially from the adversity of 
other regions. 

There is no. considerable influx of rural population into 
towns, and labour is often a difficult question in the few large 
manufacturing towns such as Cawnpore. Before British rule 
the growth of large towns and cities depended chiefly on 
religious sanctity and the site chosen as the seat of provincial 
governments. Benares, Allahabad, Bindhachal, Ajodhya, and 
Muttra are examples of the former, Benares being one of the 
principal seats of the $aiva cult in India, while Ajodhya and 
Muttra are centres of the worship of Vishnu in his incarnations 
as Rama and Krishna. Agra, Lucknow, Fyzabad, and Jaunpur 
are towns which grew up round the courts of native rulers. 
The cities which have thriven by trade may be divided into 
those in which the trade is chiefly concerned with the 
collection and distribution of produce, or of articles manu
factured ·elsewhere, such ·as Bareilly, Meerut, Shahjahanpur, 
Moradabad, Aligarh (Koil), Saharanpur, Gorakhpur, and 
Jhansi; and those in which i:nanufaclures have become im
portant, such as Cawnpore;:-Agra, Mirzapur, and Hathras. 
The growth of towns is at present in a transitional state. 
Railways have in many cases ruined the trade of forme~; 
centres of distributio~ while others have prospered and new 
ones have been formed. 

The people are not generally disposed to move from their 
homes.. In 189I, 89 per cent. of the tota\ population had 
been born in the Districts where they were enumerated, and 
in 1901 the proportion rose to nearly 91 per cent. Internal 
migration is chiefly due to the marriage customs of the 
Hindus, who contract alliances with persons living some 
distance away. Thus in x89x nearly 8o per cent. of the 
persons who had been born outside the Districts where they 
were enumerated were females, while in 1901, after a succession 
of bad years which had caused men to wander in search of 
a living and had checked marriages, the proportion fell to 6o 
per cent. It is calculated that about 7oo,ooo persons left for 
other parts of India between 1891 and 1901, while more than 
xoo,ooo were registered as- emigrants to the West Indies, Fiji, 
~nd Natal, and there was a considerable exodus from the 
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eastern submontane Districts into Nepal. The emigrants·are 
of two classes : those who seek work, or in the case of females 
are married, in Districts adjoining the Provinces; ·and those 
who go to distant parts of India. The latter class of emigra
tion has begun to be appreciable, and large numbers of 
persons from these Provinces are found in Assam, Bengal, 
Bombay, Burma, the Central Provinces, and Hyderlibad. The 
Districts from which they chiefly go lie east of a line. drawn 
through Allahabad and Fyzablid. _ .. 

The age returns of the Census are of little absolute value Age 

without adjustment, but are of some use for comparative pur- statistics. 

poses. Thus the proportion of Musalmans per Io,ooo of 
population is higher than that of Hindoos in each quinquennial 
period up to the age of fifteen, and again over the age of fifty, 
pointing to their greater fecundity and vitality. The distribution 
is appreciably affected by natural calaffiities, and the figures for 
1901 show clearly the results of reduced birth~rates in 18951 

following a year of fever, and in 1897 when there was famine. 
These results are most marked in the Districts worst affected. 
Thus in Jha.nsi out of every xo,ooo of population only r,o49 
were under the age of five, as compared with a proportion for 
the whole Provinces of 1, 268. The age returns also indicate 
the effect on population of calamities in earlier years, and show 
a difference between the distribution in urban and rural areas, 
there being a deficiency in age periods up to twenty in the 
former. 

In rural areas only the few persons who are subject to the Vit~l. 
law for the prevention-of infanticide (.A:et VIIr of i"SiciJ ·are statlstlcs. 

bound to register births and deaths. · Registration is carried 
out by means of the village policeman or dzaukidiir. The 
chaukidars are usually illiterate, but are supplied with a note-
book in which they get entries made, and which they take to 
the police station once or twice a week. The completeness of 
the record is checked by higher officials in th~ Police and 
Revenue departments, and also by members of the local 
boards, vaccinators, and Deputy Sanitary Commissioners. in 
urban areas, where the Municipal or the Cantonment Act is in 
force, it is usually provided by rules having the force of law 
that the head of the family in which a birth or death occurs, 
and also the sweeper employed in the house, shall report it 
within a week. Registers are also kept at cemeteries and 
burning ghiits in a few towns. Failure to report is punishable 
\\i.th a small fine. In cantonments the medical officers also are 
bound to report. Other urban areas are under the same rules 
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as rural areas, but supervision is better. As a rule each police 
circle is a unit of area; but places under the Municipal, Town 
Chaukidari, or Cantonment Acts, jails, reformatories, and 
lunatic asylums form separate units~ Statistics are compiled in 
the office of the Civil Surgeon, and are forwarded through the 
District Magistrate: to the Sanitary Commissioner. Testing by 
higher officials usually points to omissions varying from 2 to 3 
per ce~t. of the number of entries tested, the rate of omission 
being slightly higher for births than for deaths. In periods of 
famine arid epidemics deaths are not fully recorded. In I go x 
the population according to the Census was less by 3'4 per 
cent. than the population deduced from vital statistics; but 
allowing for emigration the discrepancy was less than I per 
cent., and the number of infants under one year agreed closely 
with the number deduced from the vital statistics of the 
previous year. Over small areas migration is so considerable 
and· so irregular, that . the population at inter-censal periods 
cannot be calculated. The proportion of females born to each 
x,ooo .of males has increased regularly from 877 in x88x to 
905 in 1891 and 931 in 1901, which indicates improvement 
in registration, as omissions are probably more common in 
the case of females .. 

The following table shows the ratio per 1,ooo of registered 
births and deaths, and the mortality from characteristic diseases 
in the three decennial years_!88x, 1891, and xgox, and also 
in 1904:-

l'l ]§ 
., Deaths per r,ooo from 
~§ .,. 

·!~ ~ 
i.~ 

., 
.! ..: 

~ 
.. 

8~ ~t ~~~ j ~ ~! o.:::;.t: ...... ...... ~ ~0 

.!1·6\, o,. o., .. 
~"E 0-" .g~ "' r.:.: !~ ·-;.t: u a ~~ ~-8 Cl) 

llO:"' l=l --------1-
1881 44,107,869 40•34 31·79 0·58 0•39 24•95 1·88 
1891 • 46,9os,oBs 33·36 31•14 3·60 0·56 22•02 1·06 
1901 , 47.691,782 41·35 30·30 1·13 0·02 23'46 0·57 
1904 • 47.691,?82 46·67 34'70 0•14 0·15 2~·92 0·50 

. In 1904 the registered birth-rate per 1,ooo varied from 6t in 
Hamirpur to 28 in Debra Dun, and the registered death-rate 
from 47 in Farrukhabad to 24 in Banda. 

Disease. The record of cause of death is, however, very incorrect. 
The chaukzdiir classifies mo§t __ diseases as fever, cholera, small
pox, or bowel complaints. Returns are obtained from medical 
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officers, their subordinates, and from private practitioners ; but 
the number of deaths reported in this way is too small (11,228 
in 1903) to give sa~isfactory results. Fever, as appears from 
the statement given above, is usually reported to be responsible 
for about 7 5 per cent. of the total mortality. Pneumonia, 
which is common in the cold season, and many other diseases 
accompanied by a high temperature aie included under fever. 
In years of excessive rainfall the death-rate from fever increases 
largely. Thus in 1894, 11495,372 deaths were reported from 
this cause, and in 1897 the number was 1,463,716, as the. 
poorer classes had been enfeebled by the scarcity of the 
previous year. In the twenty-one years 188I-190I1 the deaths 
reported from cholera have varied from 2,508 in 1898 to 
200,628 in 1887. From x881 to 1890 the average was 6o,968, 
and in the next ten years 81,415. Deaths from small-pox 
averaged 54,717 in 1881-90 and 18,229 in x891-19oo, the 
largest number in any year being 202,541 in 1884 and the 
smallest 981 in 1901.. A few cases of plague first took place 
in 1897, and in the following years there were small outbreaks. 
Early in 1901 the disease broke out more violently in the 
eastern Districts, and there were. 9,778 deaths, chiefly in 
Benares (3,064', Ballia (5,278), Allahabad (661), and Jaunpur 
(712). The next year there was a more serious epidemic in 
Cawnpore District, where 9,753 deaths occurred, of which 
6,336 were in the city. It has now been proved that 
mahiimiiri, which has long been known in Kumaun, where it 
sometimes becomes epidemic, is identical with plague. In 
the early stages inspection on railways and the evacuation and 
disinfection of houses were found useful; but as the disease 
spread little could be done. Inspection on railways was 
abolished early in 19031 when the disease had become estab
lished in more than twenty Districts. The number of deaths 
from plague in 1904 was 179,082, the largest numbers occur
ring in Ballia (17,417) and Azamgarh (16,994) •. In 1905 the 
number rose to 305,737; the worst-infected District was 
Muttra, where 45,644 deaths from plague were recorded, and 
it is estimated that one-eleventh of the population were swept 
away by the epidemic. 

The death-rate of infants under one year of age (calculated Infant 
on the mean number of births during the year under report mortality. 
and that preceding it) was 238·4 per mille in I881-9o, 230·1 in 
I891-I9oo, and 232·7 in 1901. The lowest rate was 190·7 in 
1893, and the highest 272·5 in the famine year, 1897. In 1903 
the rate rose to 274. owing to the prevalence of measles. 
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Female Among Hindus some castes are divided into groups of 
infanticide. different social standing, and a woman must marry into a group 

at least equal to, and if possible higher than,· her own. The 
females of the highest groups thus find a difficulty in obtaining 
suitable husbands, and among Ra.jputs, Tagas, Jats, Ahirs, and 
Kori's this has led to female infanticide. The crime was for
mally declared murder by Bengal Regulation XXI of 1795, and 
attempts were first made to stop it by reforming public opinion 
and taking engagements from leading Rajputs to give up the 
practice. These attempts failed,. and after much discussion 
a system of registration of births and deaths, which had been 
tried with more ·success, was legalized by rules. made under 
Act VIII of x87o. The rules, which are enforced only where 
the practice is found to exist, provide that the head of a pro
claimed household shall report every birth and . death in his 
family, and every illness of a female child, to the chaukidiirl 
who reports such events, and also the departure of pregnant 
women, at the police station. Registers are kept by the police 
and checked on the spot by higher officials. In 1870, S9o,s6o 
persons were on the registers; but the number fell to z8s,68o 
in x88x, 6o,992 in x89r, and 44,173 in 1901, the decrease 
indicating the success obtained in checking the practice against 
which the rules were directed. 

Infirmities. The proportion of insane persons to the total population in 
Igor was 1•44 per xo,ooo, the rate for males being double 
that for females. In some of the Districts watered by the large 
rivers flowing from the hills cretinism affects the proportion, as 
idiocy is not distinguished from other forms of mental disease. 
This is more distinctly marked in the case of deaf-mutes, whose 
proportion is 3·73 per Io,ooo over the whole Provinces, whereas 
the figure rises to r 1 in Tehn, 15 in Garhwal, and 20 in Almora. 
Nearly 17 males and. nearly x8 females out of every to;ooo are 
blind, the highest proportion (about 30) being found in the 
central Districts. The proportion of lepers is 2·37 per xo,ooo, 
but the disease is more prevalent in hill Districts, the proportion 
rising to 20 in Almora. Both blindness and leprosy appear to 
be decreasing. 

Sex The proportion of females to x,ooo males in the Provinces 
statistics• as a whole has risen from 925-in x88x to 930 in r891, and 937 

in xgor. In the western plain it falls to 868, while in the 
eastern plain it rises to x,o39· There are two well-defined 
areas in which the number of females is equal to, or greater 
than, the number of males,11ainely Garhwal and Tehri in the 
hills and a continuous group of nine eastern Districts : in Ballia 
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the proportion is as high as r,oS4. 'rhe area where females 
are proportionately fewest is a compact group of Districts in the 
western plain, namely Mainpuri, Etawah, Farrukhabad, Etah, 
and Budaun, in which the proportion varies from 837 to 854. 
Allowing for the concealment of females at enumeration and 
for the effects of infanticide, both of which are probably of 
little effect now, and als() for emigration, it appears ·that . the 
proportion .. of Jema,le11. l!a.s . .!.lome. ~Qnp,exiort with . race, being, 
highest where Aryan blood is diluted to a considerable extent 
with aboriginal. "' 

The marriage ceremony among Hindus does not usually Civil . 
mark the commencement of conjugal life. In the highest condition. 
castes the postponement of marriage till the age of puberty 
entails social discredit, but cohabitation is deferred till the 
bride has attained maturity. In the lower castes the age of 
marriage is later, and in some of the lowest. consummation is 
a part of the ceremony. Some castes which have become 
Hinduized in recent times have not yet adopted the strict rule 
of child-marriage. The results of each Census during the 
period I88I-I90I point, howe\ter, to the conclusion that child• 
marriage is increasing. Taking both sexes together, only xo 
per cent. of the population aged I 5 and over are unmarried ; 
but in the case of males I 8 per cent. of Hindus and 17 per 
cent. of Musalmans are unmarried, while the proportion for 
females sinks to 3 and 4 per cent. respectively. Marriage is 
usually earlier in the east of the Provinces than in the west. 
There are also fewer unmarried persons in the east, and castes 
in which marriage is latest have the largest proportion of 
such. Direct prohibition against the remarriage of widows is 
in force only among about one quarter of the Hindu popula-
tion ; but where remarriage is allowed, the second marriage, 
though lega~ is celebrated without the usual rites, and bears 
a different name from ordinary marriage. Widowers also 
marry again less frequently than in European countries. 
Divorce is uncommon among Hindus, and if wives are put 
away for unchastity, they cannot remarry except in the case of 
the lowest castes. Among Musalmans divorce is permitted; 
but is strongly reprobated, and a practical check is put on it 
by fixing the nominal dower (which is repayable on divorce) at 
an amount the husband could never pay. Polygamy is allowed 
by many Hindu castes, and is permitted in all cases where 
a first wife is barren. There were I 1 I07 married females to 
I,ooo married males among Hindus in 190I, and I,o32 among 
Musalmans. The marriage of two sisters either at the same 
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time or one after another is not forbidden. Polyandry is 
prevalent in the Jaunsar-Bawar pargana of Debra Dun; but 
the husbands must be brothers, ·i.e. sons of the same set of 
fathers, and succession ·is traced through males, not through 
females .. 

Statistics of civil condition in 189I and 1901 are given 
below:-

1891· 1!)01. 

Persons. Males. Females. Persons. . Males, Females, 

Unmarried 17,884,357 10,944·402 6,939.955 18,169,477 n,oGa,796 7 ,xo.s,68x 
Married 23,694·288 II,82014l0 11,873,878 23,948,963 11,913,792 I2,035ti7I 
Widowed, 5,326,146 1,538,415 3,787>731 5.~73.342 1,639.354 3·933.988 

Language. 

Caste, 
tribe, and 
race. 
(a) Hin· 
dus. 

Total 46,904·791 24,303,227 u,6ox,564 47,691,782 24,616,942 23,074,840 

Three distinct languages are spoken by the bulk of the 
people in the plains. The central portion, roughly bounded by 
a line drawn north and south through Banda town on the 
west and a parallel line through Mirzapur on the east, is 'the 
Eastern Hindi tract, with a population of nearly 15 millions. 
Western Hindi is spoken by over 22 millions west of this area, 
and Bihari by IO millions east of it. The official language is 
Urdu or Hindustani, a dialect of Western Hindi. An educated 
native usually speaks Urdu to...J;verybody but the members and 
private servants of his own family, with whom he uses the 
language of his birthplace. Prose is written in Urdu, or 
in what is called High Hindi, which is identical with Urdu in 
grammar, but replaces all words of Arabic or Persian origin 
by Sanskrit. Written verse is usually in Urdu, or in the Braj 
dialect of Western Hindi, but Eastern Hindi is also used. The 
majority of the natives in all parts can understand Urdu and 
High Hindi, if pedantic Persian or Arabic words on the one 
hand, and Sanskrit words on the other, are avoided. In the 
hills Central Pahari is spoken by It million people, and 
appears to be connected with the. languages of Rajputana. 
Of languages foreign to the Provinces, English, Bengali, and 
Nepali, or Parbattia, are most spoken, but the proportion of 
speakers of each of these to the total population is small. 
. Language statistics for 1 891 and I 90 I are given in the 

statement on following page. 
The most prominent ·characteristic of the Hindu caste 

system is that it divides th!! .people into a large number of 
groups primarily distinguished by the fact that they are endo-
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gamous. Within the caste or tribe (which are distinguished by 
European students, as being based respectively on community 
of occupation, and on descent from a common ancestor or on 
common occupation of territory) are found other divisions, 
usually endogamous, which are sometimes further divided into 
exogamous groups. Where exogamous groups are found, 

Chief vernaculars of the Provine~•. 

Nepali, Bhotil 
w~st~m Eastern Central Gipsy of 

Other 
Ian. 

Bihi!.ri. Parbatt•a, d1a· United Total. Hindi. Hind!. or Pahilri. guages. 
lects. Pro-Gorkhali. 

vinces. 

A 

45,88t,968 18,035 836,694 77o374 46,8t4,071 
or,sBB,984 1'4·9os,•B7 1 to,os6,os6 240088 1.004.404 353[1o,231 47o589,303 

a further distinction lies in the fact that these are often classi
fied by social status, and a woman must, as observed above, 
marry into a group equal, and, if possible, superior, to her own. 
The Ra.jput, Thakur, or Chhattri caste contains only exogamous 
groups, and the rule of hypergamy . is here strictly observed, 
though the position of individual groups varies in different 
Districts. Intermarriage between members of the same 
endogamous division is prohibited, even where there are no 
exogamous groups, within five degrees on the mother's side 
and seven on the father's. The caste system is constantly 
undergoing a variety of minor modifications. Thus the Mochi 
who works only in leather has split off from the Chamar who 
works raw hides. Groups from different castes have united to 
form the Mallah or fishing and boating castes, but each .group 
remains endogamous. The Sadhs are an example of a more 
complete union, where different groups have intermarried and 
formed a new caste through the common tie of a new religious 
movement. Where hypergamy is in force, neglect of the 
principle lowers the division or family concerned, while, on 
the other hand, castes ambitious to rise adopt child-marriage 
and prohibit the remarriage of widows. A caste, the members 
of which are prospering, often claims to be considered as 
Brahman or Rajput, much as a rich Englishman discovers that 
his ancestors came over with the Conqueror. Theoretically, 
the Hindus are divided into four main castes : the Brahmans 
or priests, the Kshattriyas or warriors, the Vaisyas or traders, all 

' of which are called twice-born ; and the Sudras. Investiture 
with the sacred thread at the so-called second birth may be 

90,720 
102,479 
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compared with the Christian rite of confirmation. ·According 
to native ideas the first three of the main castes mentioned 
above are Aryan, and the last of aboriginal or mixed origin. 
In practice, qowever, several castes claim rank alongside of 
those admitted to represent the first three main classes, and 
their claims are partially admitted, while many distinctions 
exist among the Siidras. Thus twelve classification groups 

· ·can be· formed, of which three represent the twice-born· arid 
three more the castes allied to these, with a total of ro! millions. 
The seventh group, with over 7 5o,ooo, includes castes definitely 
held not to be twice-born though higher than Siidras. The 
eighth_, ninth, and tenth !Q'OUps, with nearly 19 millions, include · 
\>ersons from whom the twice-born (or some of them) can take 
certain kinds of food, or can or cannot take water; while the 
other two groups, with ro millions, include castes whose touchr .. 
defiles a member of the twice-born castes, distinguished from 
each' other by the fact that they do not 'or do eat beef. The 
largest single castes arranged in order of social precedence are 
Brahman (4,706,332)1 Rajput (3,4031576), Bania (r,j32,432), 
Ahir (3,823,668), Lodha (r,o63,74I)1 Kahar (x,237,88x), 
Pasi (t,239,282), and Chamar (5,8go,639). No other caste 
numbers a million. Variations in the distribution of different 
castes are noted in articles on Districts. 

(b) ·Musal- · Contact with Hindus has produced some imitation of their 
mans. customs among Muhammadans; Thus there is a tendency to 

form endogamous groups, chiefly marked in the case of con• 
verts who still preserve a tradition of their Hindu origin. 
While, however, converts often retain Hindu prohibitions 
based on affinity, which are stricter than the rules of Islam, 
families of pure foreign origin intermarry within very narrow 
circles. Among Hindus members of different castes will ordi· 
narily not eat articles of certain kinds of food together; but 
the followers of Islam observe no such restrictions, save that 
food or water would not be taken from a sweeper, and very 
strict Muhammadans refuse to eat with Christians. Musalmans 
may be divided into three classes : ( 1) the foreign tribes, 
Saiyid (257,241), Shaikh (I,34o,o57), Pathan (766,5o2), and 
Mughal (82,334). Many of these, especially the so-called 
Shaikhs, are certainly descended from converted Hindus. (2) 
Converts retaining Hindu caste names (2,233,486), the largest 
castes being Rajput (4o2,922), Behna (356,577), Nai (219,898), 
Teli (207,863), and Darzi (x61,298). (3). Occupational groups, 
also chiefly of Hindu origin . ( r,895,x76), including J ulahii 
(8g8,o32) and Fakir (334,762). 
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The three main physical types are Dravidian, Mongoloid, Physical 

d A Th fi . " d · S h M' - d character-an ryan. e rst 1s 10un pure m out 1rzapur an istics, 
Bundelkhand ; but many castes in the eastern and central 
Districts show the broad nose and dark colour which charac
terize the type. . In the Aryan type, which is common among 
the higher castes, especially in the western Districts, the 
features are more finely. cut, and in particular the nose is 
thin and the complexion fair. The majority of people show a 
mixture of these two types, the proportion of Dravidian blood 
increasing in the east. In the sub-Himalayan and Himalayan 
Districts the Mongoloid type is found. This is marked by 
a short head (the other two types being dolichocephalic), a 
broad nose, prominent cheek-bones, and a yellow colour. 

In 1901, out of a total population of 47,691,782, Hindus Reli~ion. 
numbered 40,691,8I8, or more than 85 per cent, and Musal-
miins 6, 7 31,0341 or I4 per cent. The total of all other religions 
is less than o·6 per cent., and this includes Christians 102,469, 
of whom 68,841 are natives; Jains, 84,401 ; Aryas, 65,282; 
Sikhs, I513I9· The Musalmiins dwelling in the Provinces are 
more prolific than the Hindus, and longer lived, partly no doubt 
because they are, on the whole, better off, enjoy a more liberal 
diet, form a large proportion of the total in the more prosperous 
western Districts, do not practise child-marriage largely, and 
allow remarriage of widows. They are, therefore, increasing 
faster than the Hindus ; but there is no reason to suppose that 
any considerable number of persons are being converted to 
Islam at the present time. On the other hand, the Hindus 
lose by conversion to Christianity and the Arya Samiij. 

The term Hinduism includes in these Provinces an immense Hinduism. 
variety of ideas and beliefs, which vary in character from 
systems founded on the deepest philosophical speculations to 
Animistic tenets little advanced beyond those of the wild jungle 
tribes in Central India, though the persons who profess the 
latter stoutly advance a claim to be considered Hindus. The 
absence of dogma renders it impossible to embody the tenets 
of Hinduism in a definite creed; and the sanctity attached to 
Brahmans and cows, which is perhaps the most prevalent 
distinguishing feature of the sy.stem, is not recognized by some 
classes universally regard~d as within the pale. For con-
venience the Vedantists may be considered as the orthodox 
schoo~ and their creed may be summed up as a belief in the 
uniformity of the nature of God, soul, and matter, the present 
world being an illusion caused by miiyii. The so-called sec-
tarian divisions of Hinduism have usually been formed by a 
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tendency to. recognize a personal God, and they may be 
· grouped into those who especially regard Siva as supreme and 
those who render similar allegiance to Vishnu. But even 
among these there is a constant tendency to relapse into 
pantheism. No estimate. can be given of the number of 
orthodox Hindus; but it is certainly not large, as the funda
mental ideas are too difficult to be comprehended by the 
masses. In 1901 only x,290,o94 persons declared themselves 
as Saiva sectarians, and 2,5711232 as Vaishnavas. The 
majority of Hindus incline to a belief. in a personal God; 
but this belief is very vaguely defined, and for the circum
sta,nces of everyday life much more importance is attached 
to imploring the aid. of benevolent minor deities, or averting 
the influence of demons, than to devotion to a supreme being. 
The doctrine of transmigration. is firmly held by all classes of 
Hiridus from. the highest to the lowest, and the belief that 
a man shall reap as he has sown. is an appreciable factor in 
the moral sanction ; it is especially powerful in the more 
backward tracts of Kumaun and Bundelkhand. 

The Arya Samaj, which was founded about 1875 in Bombay, 
has prospered in these Provinces, and its adherents in rgox 
had almost trebled their number since x8gx, They are found 
chiefly in the three western Divisions of Meerut, Agra, and 
Rohilkhand, and commonly belong to the higher castes. The 
distinguishing features of this-reforming movement are mono
theism, the rejection . of the divine inspiration of all Hindu 
sacred books except the .hymns of the Vedas, the prohibition 
of idol worship, and the discouragement of most of the ritual 

- observed by Hindus. The Samaj also aims at social improve
ments, especially the spread of education, the raising of the age 
at which marriage takes place, the remarriage of widows, and 
the simplification of restrictions based on caste custom. A 
Hindu sect of recent origin called Radha Swami was recorded 
in the Census of 1901 as having more than 15,ooo adherents; 
and its tenets are remarkable as showing some resemblance to · 
the Christian doctrine of the Trinity, though it is evidently 
a development of the Kabirpanthi sect ofVaishnavism. Both 
these reforming movements have been stre?uously opposed by 
the orthodox Hindus, and in particular by the Brahmans, 
whose authority they threaten. 

The two principal sects of Muhammadans in these Provinces 
are the Sunnis (6,430,766) and Shiahs (183,208), while Musal
man sweepers,. who have a. _special cult, numbered 64,292. 
The most marked d~stinctions between Sunnis and Shiahs are 
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in 'ritual, and in the refusal of the latter to recognize Abu Bakr, 
Omar, and Othman as successors to the Prophet. Wahabis 
are very few, and the sect founded recently by Ghulam Ahmad 
of Kadian in the Punjab has made little progress. 

A Roman Catholic priest from Bengal first visited Agra in Christian 
I 57 8, and other missions followed, but were not very successful. missions. 
Protestant· influence commenced with the solitary conversion 
made by Henry Martyn at Cawnpore in x8xo. The Baptist 
Mission Society entered the field in x8n, followed by the 
Church Missionary Society at Agra (x8x3), at Meerut (x8x5), 
and at Benares (x8x8). Native Christians have increased from 
23,406 in 1891 to 68,841 in 190I, the increase occurring 
almost entirely in the American Methodist Episcopal Church, 
which commenced operations in 1859, and labours chiefly in 
the western Districts, its converts being mostly from low castes. 

The whole of the Provinces is included in the Anglican see 
of the Bishop of Lucknow, who resides at Allahabad. A 
Roman Catholic Archbishop has his head-quarters at Agra 
and a Bishop at Allahabad. 

The statistics of the population belonging to the chief reli
gions in 1891 and 1901 are given below:-

Christians. 
Year. Hindus, Musalmins. Others. 

Total. Natives. 

1891 40,379.907 6,346,629 58·437 23,404 1I9,818 
1901 40,691,818 6,731,034 102,469 68,841 166,461 

In the Census of 1901, x6,212,668 males and 7,0951539 Occupa.• 
females were recorded as actual workers, and 24,383,57 5 tion. 

persons of both sexes as dependants. Of the former xo,643,272 
males and 4,493,314 females . were supporting themselves, 
and also x6,247,729 dependants, by agriculture and pasture, so 
that these two groups of occupations are the principal means 
of subsistence of two-thirds of the population. Proprietary 
interests in land support 3,441,879 persons, while 22,997,56o 
are tenants and 4,362,774 are field labourers, about one-sixth 
being regular farm servants. About 3 million persons were 
shown as non-agricultural labourers and their dependents ; 
2,678,334 were supported by personal, household, or sanitary 
service; and 2,6so,282 were engaged in the provision of food, 
drink, and stimulants, more than three-quarters of these being 
occupied with the provision of vegetable food. Of x,89o,129 
persons dependent on occupations connected with textile 
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fabrics and dress, 947,873 were supported by hand-weaving 
of cotton goods, and 318,984 more by tailoring and darning, 
The number of persons occupied with the preparation and 
supply of material substances of all kinds was 7,134128o. Of 

· these, 76,oxs were dependent on occupations carried on in 
factories, the principal classes being sugar refineries (311973), 
cotton-ginning, cleaning, and pressing. mills (xJ,8o6), spinning 
and weaving mills (x,48o), printing presses .(6,696), lac fac
tories (4,942), distilleries (4,058), and indigo factories (3,997). 
The commercial population numbered only 366,545, while the 
professional classes numbered 622,184, of whom 228,986 were 
recorded as. priests, ministers, &c., 4o,ox6 al'> lawyers, 23,070 as 
medical practitioners without diploma, and 17,o5I as midwives; 
ll$ many as 6o6,870 persons are supported by ordinary begging, 
while 8 5,454 are religious mendicants. The number of females 
r~turned as actual workers ill greater than the number of males 
in the case of field labourers, and is considerable in the case of 
grain-parching, oil~pressing, weaving and spinning of cotton 
(hand industries), basket-making,· and general manual labour, 
In. cities the number of female· workers is only 30 per cent. of 
the number of males, as. compared with 44 per cent. for urban 
and rural areas together. 

Food. ' The two prinCipii.! meals are taken in the morning and 
'vening, and consist of unleavened cakes called chapatt"s, 
made of the flour of wheat,.....barley, or millet (biijra, jowiir, 
6r manduii), according to the means of the consumer. With 
these are eaten vegetables and pulse cooked with clarified 
butter (ghi). Rice is often substituted in the central and 
eastern Districts, but is less. used in the west, except by the 
well-to-do. Sweet cakes are eaten in the middle of the day or 
early afternoon, and often at the evening meal. Mutton and 
beef are universally used by the Musalmans, and mutton by 
high-caste Hindus of the Saiva sects, and by lower caste Hindus 
when they can afford it. The poorest classes make their prin" 
cipal meal in the evening, and in the morning eat some parched 
grain or gram in the western Districts, barley or rice in the 
central and eastern, and maize everywhere. Mangoes and, 
where found, the mahua flower (Bassia latifolia ), form an 
important addition in the hot season. Potatoes are commonly 
eaten in the hills, and their use is spreading in the plains. 

Dress. · The characteristic article of dress for a male Hindu is. the 
dhotz, consisting of a piece of cotton about 5 ·yards by l }, 

wo1'en in one piece, which i~ vy:ound round the waist, the width 
hanging below the knees and the ends being tucked in j abov~ 
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this is worn a sort of coat or a shirt. The upper classes wear 
both shirt and coat, and the use of trousers is increasing among 
educated men. though the dlwti is still worn at home. In the 
hills rough woollen cloth is much used. The usual head-dress 
is a turban, often of large size in the west; caps are largely 
\\·orn by the younger generation. M usalmiins wear trousers or 
drawers, tight below the knee and fuller at the waist. They 
button their coats to the left instead of to the right like 
Hindus and Europeans. Females not observing parda wear 
a dholl in the east and south-west. It is wide enough to reach 
from the waist to the ankles, and is so long that one end can be 
brought over the upper part of the body and head, while a 
loose bodice is also worn, though not universally. In the east 
it is generally undyed; but in Bundelkhand red is a favourite 
colour. In the west a coloured petticoat is worn, with a very 
short tight bodice, and a sheet covering the head and upper 
part of the body. 

In the hills, in Bundelkhand, and in parts of Muttra and Dwei!

Agra Districts stone is the ordinary building material. Else- ings. 
where bricks, burnt or sun-dried, mud, and wattles are used. 
Burnt bricks are, however, a luxury. The ordinary type of 
house contains a small courtyard with a sitting-room opening 
from it, which is also the bedroom for the males, besides 
an inner room for females, and a few s~all store-rooms. In 
the Meerut and Rohilkhand Divisions the apartments of from 
ten to twenty families are often built round a large central 
court. In the submontane Districts, where rainfall is heavy, 
the walls of huts are of brushwood plastered with mud. In the 
west flat roofs are used ; but elsewhere houses are thatched or 
tiled. 

Hindus cremate their dead as a rule. Ascetics are buried, Disposal 
and also children who die unmarried and persons dying of of dead. 

small-pox, while Some of the lower castes always bury their 
dead. The ashes are thrown after cremation into some sacred 
river, if possible 'the Ganges, but the poor burn corpses very 
imperfectly and throw them half-consumed into a river or even 
a canal. Musalmans always practise inhumation, and look on 
cremation as disgraceful: They also raise memorial stones or 
buildings, while Hindus do not, save in exceptional cases. 

Children's games are usually marbles or forms of tip-cat; Amuse

but cricket and football, especially the former, are becoming ments. 

very popular in towns and villages where schools exist. Kite-
flying is practised by both children and adults. Chess is 
played, with some variations from European rules; but a 

o.P. J, E 
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commoner game is pachisi, a kind of fox and geese. Card 
games are not much played, but are said to be becoming more 
popul~~:.r. Gambling with dice and more primitive appliances is 
chiefly confined to the lower classes. Pigeon-flying and fights 
betWeen partridges or quails are popular. Shooting, as a sport, 

·is practically confined to Gurkhas, Rajputs, · and the . better 
class Muhammadans; but there are professional hunting 
castes and gipsy tribes who trap vermin wand small' game 
for food. Theatrical performances have been revived within 
the last fifty years; but the performers are usually Bengalis or 
Parsis, and females rarely appear on the stage. Conjurers, 

. buffoons, acrobats, and the like are common. The Hindus 
are very fond of recitations from their sacred books, especially 
the Ramayana, and of ballads about heroes of bygone days, 
while Musalmans collect for readings on religious subjects. 
Private reading for amusement or instruction is exceptional. 

Festivals. Among Hindus festivals largely take the place of other 
amusements. They celebrate the commencement of spring 
early in February, and six weeks later the Holi begins, de
generating among the lower classes into a saturnalia. In 
August the twice-born castes put on a new sacred thread, and 
all castes tie coloured threads round their wrists. The greatest 
festival of the year is the Dasahra or Ram Lila in September 
or October, when the story of the Ramayana is recited and 
acted during a week, the-final triumph of Rama being 
celebrated with many fireworks and much noise. In November 
the full moon of the month of Kartik marks the harvest-home 
and commencement of winter. Many other festivals take place 

·1n different localities; and at the sacred places there are special 
days for bathing in river or tank, when the lower and middle 
.classes combine pleasure with devotion. Gaily-dressed crowds 
visit the booths in the fair to make purchases and see peep~ 
-shows and other small entertainments. The Muhammadans 
.commemorate the death of Hasan and Husain by carrying lath 
.and paper models of tombs to a place known as Karbala near 
each town, where they are buried or thrown into rivers. 
Though the anniversary is one for Shiahs, the Sunnis join, and' 
·it is considered a holiday. The ld-ul-Fitr marks the end of 
Ramziin, the month of fasting, and the Id-uz-Zuha com
,memorates the sacrifice of Ishmael by Abraham. The death 
,of the Prophet (Bara Wafli.t), and the day on which the 
-destinies of mankind for the succeeding year are believed 
to be fixed (Shab-i-barat} and prayers are offered for the dead, 

:.are also observed. The lower classes flock to the shrines 
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Qf saints on certain days, being often joined by Hindus; In 
Jain festivals a striking feature is the carryi~g of images in 
elaborate cars. 

Surnames are almost unknown. Some Brahmans use a kind Nomen

of title, such as Misra, Sukul, Pande, &c., while R.ajput 'b:nd clature. 

J at names end in Singh ( = ' lion'). Opprobrious names are 
often given to avert ill-luck, such as· Dukhi ('afflicted'). With 
Musalmans, Kh~ usually denotes a Pathan and Beg a Mughal; 
almost all names have a meaning, e.g. Abdur Rahman (1 slave 
of the 1\ferciful '). The ordinary honorary titles are Raja (with 
various degrees, Maharaja, Raja Bahadur, &c.) and Rai 
Bahadur for Hindus, while for Muhammadans Nawab corre
sponds to Raja, and Khan Bahadur to Rai Bahadur, The 
common affixes used in place-names are : -pur, -jura, -juri, 
-nagar, -gawa, -ganw, and -shahr, all meaning 'town' or 
'village' ; -garh or -garh'i ('fort') ; -ganj ('market') ; -sarai 
('inn'); .patll ('share of land'); and -iibiid ('inhabited' or 
'settled by '). The first three (-fur, -jura, -juri) are also 
modified or contracted into -olt~ -auli, -aur, -auri, and ·-aula. · 

The soils of the Provinces fall naturally into three main Agriculture. 

groups : the valley soils of the Himalayas, the main alluvium, Soils. 
and the Central Indian alluvium. In the Himalayas, small 
patches of cultivation are to be found in the valleys and on 
the hill-sides where the ground is sufficiently level. The soils 
are of local origin, and their composition varies with the 
nature of the rocks from which they have been formed. The 
second group, the main alluvium, includes the greater portion 
of the Provinces, stretching from the Himalayas on the north 
to the Jumna on the west and south, and extending south of 
this river over a belt of varying width. The soil in this tract 
has been brought down mainly from the Himalayas, but no 
specific account can be given of its origin. The fluvial action 
which deposited the soils must have effected the more or less 
complete intermixture of the water-borne detritus; and the 
main differences between one soil and another lie more in the 
average size of the particles than in their chemical composition, 
even the soils known conventionally as clays or heavy loams 
containing a large preponderance of silica in a state of minute 
subdivision. The local differences in soils may be attributed 
to the sifting action of the water from which they were 
deposited, the deposits varying largely with the velocity of the 
current. From the chemical point of view the great bulk 
of the alluvium contains adequate quantities of lime, potash, 
and phosphoric acid. The amount of nitrogen present at any 
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one time is small when judged by European standards; but 
there is reason to believe (though the matter has not yet been 
fully worked out) that the process of nitrification is much more 
rapid than in colder climates, so that the small supply is more 
often renewed. The classification of soils recognized by the 
agricultural community is sand (bhiir or balua), loam (dumat, 
d()ras or rausli), . and clay (matt'iir). A light loam which 
prevails over large areas is known as pilia or pil()fa ; while the 
stiffest cultivable clays, suitable only for inferior rice, have 
various local names. The heaviest clays constitute the soil 
known as usar, which is impervious ·to water and cannot be 
tilled by the simple methods at the ordinary cultivator's 
disposal : some usar tracts have the further disadvantage of 
containing such quantities of sulphate and carbonate of soda 
as to render cultivation out of the question without measures 
of reclamation which are beyond the means of the people, and 
the permanent efficacy of which is still uncertain. A cross 
classification of soils, depending on the distance from the 
village site, is recognized over the greater part of the Provinces, 
the thoroughly manured home lands (g()z'nd or gauhiin) being 
distinguished from the outlying fields (biirha or pii!()), while in 
some localities a middle zone (manjhtir or miyana) is also 
distinguished. This classification disappears towards the north 
and west of the plain, where current agricultural practice 
Tequires that the manure shsu.ld be distributed over the whole 
village area and not concentrated on the fields nearest the site. 

The soils of the Central Indian alluvium, found principally 
in the BUNDELKHAND Districts and derived mainly from the 
denudation of the Central India plateau, differ more widely in 
composition. The most characteristic is the 'black soil' (miir) 
with its lighter variant (kiibar): tit contains exceptional quantities 
of lime and sulphuric icid. The other soils in this region are 
a light loam (parwii) resembling in general character the soils 
of the main alluvium, and a gravelly soil (riikar} which is 
ordinarily very inferior. 

The conformation of the surface in the hill Districts varies 
from place to place, the minute fields being terraced wherever 
the slopes are sufficiently gentle to allow of it. The main 
alluvium slopes generally from the north and west : its flatness 
.is broken by occasional sand-hills, by depressions which form 
more or less adequate drainage lines, and by the broad valleys 
of the larger rivers, often several miles in width, with the 
shifting river-bed occupying .a comparatively small portion of 
the valley. The Central Indian alluvium is broken, especially 
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towards the south of the region, by abrupt rocky hills, while 
the plains are scarred by extensive systems of ravines running 
into the rivers. 

Over the whole Provinces the monsoon sets in usually in Rainfall, 
June, and the air is more or less completely saturated with h&umidity, 

c. 
moisture till the close of September. The rainfall during this 
period varies with the locality, being greatest in the hills (5o to 

.-6o inches); in the plains it decreases from east to west and 
also from north to south; thus the Gorakhpur and Benares 
Divisions receive about 40 inches, while the Agra Division 
receives on the average from 25 to 30 inches. The type of 
weather changes rapidly in October : the air becomes much 
drier and rain occurs only as the result of storms travelling 
from the westward. The fall between October and February 
averages from one to five inches in different years. From 
March until June the weather is hot' and very dry, and such 
rain as occurs is chiefly received from local thunderstorms. 

The system of cultivation is determined by the conditions System of 
of the soil and rainfall just described. As soon as the first c;nltiva
rain falls in June the land is ploughed and sown ·with crops, tlon. 
such as rice, millets, maize, and cotton, which thrive in a warm 
moist atmosphere with heavy rainfall. These are harvested at 
different periods from August to December, and meanwhile 
preparations are being made for cold-weather crops which are 
sown in October and November. Wheat, barley, and pulses 
are the staples at this season, the first being usually, and the 
two latter occasionally, irrigated by artificial means. These 
crops are harvested in April, and the fields are usually bare 
until the rains se~ in, though in the east of the Provinces 
a small millet (Panicum militueum) is occasionally raised with 
irrigation, and in the canal districts indigo is commonly sown 
in April and May. Sugar-cane has a feason of its own, being 
planted from January to April and harvested between the 
following December and March. The prevailing rotation is to 
,grow a rains crop in the first year and a cold-weather crop in 
the second. The crops sown, especially in the rains, are usually 
mixed, one or more pulses being sown with a large millet, 
while when a cereal is grown alone in the rains the spring crop 
next year will frequently include a pulse. On land which from 
its situation can only produce rice in the rains, a pulse is, 
where possible, grown in the cold season. Much of the 
manured land produces two crops in the year, and the practice 
of taking two crops a year off unmanured land is spreading as 
the pressure on the soil increases. The most remarkable 
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feature of the system of cropping is the extent to which plants 
of the order Legitminosae enter into the rotations adopted ; the 
system has so developed as to secure a frequent renewal of 
the supply of nitrogen assimilated from the air by certain 
micro-organisms which dwell on the roots of plants of this order. 

In the Himalayan tract there are usually two harvests in 
the year. Ordinarily rice and mandua (Eleusine coracana) are· 
sown in April or May and reaped in September; while wheat,. 
barley, mustard, arid pulses are sown in November and reaped 
in April. But the periods vary with the altitude. In very 
high altitudes the spring crop does not ripen till August. On 
the low, warm, and irrigated lands rice and wheat are grown in 
rotation during the year. On the higher, unirrigated lands there 
is usually a two years' rotation of rice, wheat, and manduii. 

In Bundelkhand the system of cultivation is less varied than 
in the great plain : there is very little irrigation, and it is not 
usual to take two crops in the year. The autumn crops are 
mainly the great millet, cotton, and some of the smaller 
millets : in the winter the small pulse known as gnim or chanii 
( Cicer arietinum) is almost universally grown. Formerly large 
areas were under wheat ; but the growth of this crop has fallen 
off te a great extent since the losses by rust in I 893 and I 894. 
Another serious loss has been the abandonment of the 
cultivation of Mon'nda tinctoria, which was widely grown for 
the scarlet dye (iil) which it-yields, and which involved such 
thorough cultivation as to benefit the land materially. The 
competition of artificial dyes has now rendered the production 
of iil unprofitable. 

Popuia- Nearly 32 million persons were returned in 1901 as 
tion d dependent on pasture and agriculture, or more than 66 per 
~!~~ri~nt cent. of the total population. The actual workers included in 
culture. these groups number 44 per cent. of the male population of 

the Provinces and 20 per cent. of the female. In addition to 
these, out of 7•9 million workers who declared their principa1 
occupation to be unconnected with the land, nearly 7oo,ooo. 
recorded agriculture as a subsidiary occupation. Some 
23 millions, or about 49 per cent. of the total, were dependent 
on cultivation as distinct from proprietary rights, -and more 
than 4 millions or 9 per cent. on agricultural labour, one-sixth 
of these being regularly employed farm servants and their· 
dependants. Women and children take a great part in 
agricultural labour. In the totals for the Provinces the number 
of female workers is 44 per cent. of the males, while in the 
case of agricultural labour it is So per cent. Non-workers or 
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dependants, who include chiefly women and children, form 
51 per cent. of the total population, but only 41 per cent. of 
the population supported by agricultural labour. 

The staple food-grains are rice, wheat, gram ( Ci'cer arietinum), Staple 

barley, jowiir (Andropogon Sorghum or Sorghum vulgare), ~~~~s. 
bajra (Pennisetum typhoideum), and maize (Zea .ll1ays). 

Rice is grown during the rains, mostly in low-lying heavy Rice. 

clays. The crop is grown year after year on the same land, 
but a winter pulse is frequently taken in the interval between 
two rice crops. There are many varieties ; but the principal 
distinction is between those sown broadcast and those trans
planted, the latter being the finer kinds. Rice is sown 
broadcast when the fields have been thoroughly soaked with 
rain ; but in parts of Oudh it is sown as soon as the land can 
be ploughed and the seed left to germinate when sufficient 
rain falls. The finer varieties are sown in nurseries, and the 
seedlings are transplanted into fields on which water is retained 
by low embankments. Manuring of the fields is not usual; 
but the seed-beds are as a rule heavily manured. The early 
varieties are irrigated only in years of drought; the later 
varieties are usually irrigated after the rains have ceased, 
especially where there is a water supply from canals. Rice 
occupies about 14 per cent. of the cropped area of the 
Provinces (6 million acres in 1903-4), and yields from 7 
to ro cwt. per acre. It is sown in June and July, and 
harvested from August to December. 

Wheat is grown in the winter, usually after a rains crop in Wheat. 
the preceding year, so that the land lies fallow for about eleven 
months, or for six months if· the previous crop included arhar. 
It is frequently, but not always, manured with cowdung and 
house refuse, and is irrigated two or three times in the greater 
part of the Provinces. It occupies a,bout 18 per cent. of the 
cropped area of the Provinces (8 million acres in 1903-4), 
and yields from 7 to 1 I cwt. per acre. It is sown at the 
end of October or the beginning of November, and harvested 
in March and April. 

Gram is grown in the winter, either alone or mixed with Gram. 
barley; it frequently follows rice or an early autumn crop in 
the same year. It is sown as a rule without manure or irriga-
tion, but canal water is sometimes applied once or even twice 
in the western Districts. Altogether gram covers about 13 per 
cent. of the cropped area of the Provinces (5} million acres 
in 1903-4); the yield is not very well ascertained, but may be 
put at from 7 to 9 cwt. per acre. 
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Barley. Barley is usually grown mixed with gram or peas, and 
occasionally with wheat. When grown alone or mixed with 
wheat the rotation is commonly the same as with the latter crop, 
but when grown with pulses it frequently follows a rains crop 
grown in the same year. It is not as a rule manured, and is 
often grown on unirrigated land ; when irrigated it gets as a 
rule only one or two waterings. Altogether it occ\lpies about 
10 per cent. of the cropped area of the Provinces, and yields 
from 8 to x2 cwt. per acre. 

Jowiir. Jowiir is a high-growing millet, sown when the rains break 
and harvested in November. It usually follows wheat or some 
other winter crop, and is seldom grown alone except for fodder. 
The usual mixtures are arhar and some of the creeping autumn 
pulses. The crop is not irrigated, though a watering may be 
needed to tide over a drought ; it is frequently, but not uni
versally, manured. It occupies about 6 per cent. of the cropped 
area of the Provinces, and yields from 5 to 6 c:wt. per acre. 

Brtjra. Biijra occupies the same place in rotation as jowiir, but is 
usually grown on the lighter soils and is much less frequently 
manured. It occupies on the whole about the same area as 
jowiir; but its yield is slightly less (4 to 5 cwt. per acre). 

Maize, Maize is one of the earliest rains crops sown ; in canal tracts 
it is sown some time before the rains break. It is never 
irrigated after the rains have begun except in times of actual 
drought. Manure is usually applied. The crop is grown after 
nlmost any winter crop, and having a short season of growth (it 
is harvested in August) is usually followed hy a winter crop in 

· the same year. It occupies nearly 5 per cent. of the cropped 
area of the Provinces (2·2 million acres in 1903-4). The out
turn is ordinarily put at from 8 to 10 cwt. per acre; but this 
estimate is frequently exceeded. 

Subsi~ The most important subsidiary food-gop is arhar ( Cajatzus 
diary food- indicus), which is almost universally sown mixed not only with 
crops. jowiir and brijra but also with cotton. It is sown when the 

rains break, and when the earlier crops have been removed 
arhar alone occupies the field till the end of April : its special 
importance in rotation is due to its value as a host plant for the 
nitrogen-fixing micro-organisms. It is rarely grown alone; when 
so grown its yield may be put at from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre. 
Numerous small millets are grown in the rains, with the object 
of replenishing the food-store at the earliest possible moment : 
they mature usually by the end of August. The most important 
are maruii or manduil (EleZfSiJte coracana), siiwiin (Panicum 
frumenlaceum), and kodon (Paspalum scrobi'culalum). Taken 
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together these occupy 5 per cent. of the cropped area; the 
yield of maruii is 9 to 10 cwt., of siiwiin 6 to '1 cwt., and of 
Jwdon 7 to 9 cwt. per acre. Manduii is the principal food-crop 
<>f large tracts in the Himalayas. The creeping pulses mung 
(Phaseolus llfungo), urd or mask (P. radiatus), moth (P. aconi
ti.folius), and wbia (Vigna Catiang) are as a rule grown with 
jou.tiir and biijra, though urd and motk are also sown alone, the 
former on better, the latter on poorer, soils. These pulses are 
never irrigated and rarely if ever manured ; their yield varies 
from 3 to 7 cwt. per acre, Ntoth. (the coarsest grain) being the 
heaviest crop. The winter pulses besides gram are peas, masiir, 
.and llisan·. Two species of pea (Pisum sativum and P. arvense) 
are largely grown in the east of the Provinces, but are rarely 
seen in the north and west ; they are usually irrigated once, 
but otherwise are grown like gram. The yield is sometimes 
as much as 10 c\\1. per acre; but 8 cwt. is a more usual figure . 
. Masiir or lentil (Ervum Lens) is grown mainly in the damper 
parts of the Provinces, usually after autumn rice; it is rarely 
if ever manured, and only occasionally irrigated. · The out-turn 
may be put at from 5 to' 6 cwt. per acre. Kisiin' (Lathyrus 
sativus) is grown without manure or irrigation on the worst 
land in the south and east of the Provinces. Its out-turn has 
not been determined. Consumption of this pulse, except in 
small quantities, is known to lead to paralysis. An immense 
number of varieties of gourds, melons, and cucumbers are 
grown very widely in the hot season and early rains, forming 
a valuable addition to the food-supply. Further subsidiary 
crops are yams, buckwheat, singh.iira (water-nut), and bn'njat 
(egg-plant). The total average production of food-crops is 
estimated at a little more than 13! million tons, and the 
surplus, after providing for food, seed, cattle, and wastage, 
at about 11 million ts>ns. 

The principal oilseeds are sesame or tz1 (Sesamum indicum), Oilseeds. 
several varieties of mustard or rape (Brassica eampestn"s and 
B. juntea), linseed (Linum usitatz"ssimum), and castor (Ricinus 
communis). Til is grown by itself as a rains crop on a large 
scale in Bundelkhand and in the submontane Districts ; but 
all over the Provinces it is mixed with the ordinary rains crops, 
each cultivator sowing enough for his own needs. When grown 
alone it is not manured and yields only 2 to 3 cwt. per acre. 
The ordinary varieties of rape are almost universally sown in 
lines through the fields of wheat, barley, and gram. A variety 
named liihi, grown alone in the submontane tracts, yields about 
5 cwt. of seed per acre. Linseed is grown by itself in Bundel-
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khand and in the submontane Districts ; in the rest of the 
Provinces it is grown as a border to wheat-fields or in lines 
through gram. When sown alone it frequently follows rice, or 
is grown with very little tillage on land that has been flooded 
during the rains. It is very rarely manured and irrigation is 
unusual. The yield is from 4 to 5 cwt. per acre. Castor is 
grown mainly as a border to sugar-cane or mixed with rains crops. 

Cotton is by far the most important fibre, occupying 3 per 
cent. of the cropped area of the Provinces. It is grown as a 
rains crop, usually without irrigation; but where canal water is 
available it is sown with irrigation before the monsoon breaks. 
It is not usually irrigated later unless the rains fail. It is grown 
after a winter crop and is generally manured. The yield is from 
I to nearly 2 cwt. of lint (cleaned) per acre; but this estimate is 
very doubtful, as the lengthy period of picking makes it hard 
to calculate the out-turn. Hemp or san ( Crotolaria juncea) is 
grown frequently as a border to other rains crops, but its culti
vation as a sole crop is extending as it is an excellent preparation 
for sugar-cane. It is not manured or irrigated : the yield is 
about 7 cwt. of clean fibre per acre. Roselle hemp (Hi'bi'scus 
cannabinus) is grown almost always as a border to other rains 
crops; it gives a softer, but weaker, fibre than the first-named 
plant. 

The opium poppy (Papaver somni'ftrum) is grown as a winter 
crop with high cultivation, usually after maize or some other 
early rains crop. The land is heavily manured with cowdung, 
or a top dressing of crude saltpetre is used; irrigation is almost 
universal, and well water is preferred in consequence of the 
salts which it contains. The out-turn of crude opium is about 
20 lb. per acre. A coarse tobacco is grown round most village 
sites ; it flourishes in highly ammoniated soils and is mostly 
consumed locally. The out-turn is from I2 to IS cwt. per acre. 

Sugar-cane is a very important crop, occupying nearly 3 per 
cent. of the cropped area. There are three main races: the 
uhh, the ganna, and the paunda canes. The first are thin hard 
canes used only for sugar manufacture ; the third are thick 
soft canes used mainly for chewing; while the ganna canes are 
used chiefly for manufacture, but partly also for chewing. The 
crop occupies the land for periods varying from twelve to 
eig~een or twenty-four months, according as it follows a spring 
crop, an autumn crop with a spring fallow, or a spring crop 
with a year's fallow. It is heavily manured, and only in low
lying lands is irrigation dispepsed with. The out-turn of 
unrefined sugar varies fmm I 5 to 2 5 cwt. per acre. 
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Indigo cultivation is rapidly declining. The cultivated area Indigo. 

has fallen from 290,070 acres in x886 to 14o,834 in 1903-4· 
It is sown either in the spring or at the commencement of the 
rains. In the former case it is ready for cutting in August, in 
the latter a month later. 

Among cultivated fruits are the following : mango (Man- Fruits and 
:r. · d.' ) !t - (B · 1 •:1'. l' ) ·- (E · vegetables. gvera zn tea , ma ua . assta ,a.~:;o.ta, ;amun ugema 

Jambolana), pomegranate (Punica Granatum), peach (Prunus 
persi'ca), loquat (Eriobotrya japonica), custard-apple (Anona 
squamosa), guava (Psidium Guyava), jack-tree (Artocarpus 
integrzJolia), tamarind (Tamarindus indica), pine-apple (Ana
liaS sativa), plantain (Musa sapientum), shaddock (Citrus 

· decumana), and several varieties of fig, melon, orange, lime, and 
citron. Vegetables are everywhere cultivated in garden plots for 
household use, and on a larger scale in the neighbourhood of 
towns. Among vegetables the following may be mentioned: 
the egg-plant (Sulanum Melongena), potato, cabbage, cauli
flower, radish, onion, garlic, turnip, carrot, yams, and a great 
variety of cucur):>itaceous plants, including Cucumis sativus, 
Lagenaria vulgaris, Tri'c!tosant!tes dioica, Benincasa cenJera, 
Dolic!tos Lablab, and Tric!tosantlzes anguitza. 

The greater part of the Provinces is highly cultivated, and ~xten
there is room for considerable extension only in the submontane ~;~e~ 
tracts, which are steadily filling up. Cultivation fell off seriously in culti
in the Agra Division about the year 1888, O'\\ing to water-logging vation. 

caused by a cycle of years of heavy rainfall : the drainage sys-
tem of the country was improved and cultivation has now re
covered. Rust and drought in the past decade caused a very 
serious decrease in the cultivated area of Bundelkhand, but 
cultivation is now again extending. In the rest of the Pro-
vinces the area tilled is not liable to violent fluctuations, but 
in any season it varies with the rainfall. 

In a large part of the Provinces, seed is ordinarily selected Improve

for those crops which require only a small quantity to the acre, me~~s in 
. l h d f . d . b . qua lty. e. g. smg e ea s o ;owar an smgle co s of matze are regu-

larly set aside for seed. Selection for crops which require much 
seed (e.g. wheat) is practised only in the Meerut Division. 
New varieties of crops have not been introduced to such an 
extent as to affect materially the agriculture of the Provinces. 
Oats have secured a place in the rotation near military stations. 
Potatoes l\'ere first introduced in the hills and then spread, 
about 1839, to the plains; they are grown chiefly in the vicinity 
of the larger towns : Farrukhabad in particular is noted for this 
crop. The thick sugar-cane, grown near towns for sale for 
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chewing, is believed to have been introduced from Mauritius. 
Vegetables are grown by market-gardeners near the towns where 
there is a European population ; and large quantities of seed 
are purchased yearly from the Government gardens at Saharan
pur and Lucknow. Foreign varieties of many staples have 
been tried . at various times ; but, with the exceptions noted 
above, few have been successful. The present policy of the 
Agricultural department lies rather in the direction of supply
ing the cultivators with good seed of the kinds they know, or 
of kinds known in other parts of the Provinces ; thus the soft 
white wheat of the Meerut Division is now being grown with 
satisfactory results on considerable areas in the south of Oudh. 

The plough used by cultivators is substantially a wedge 
of wqod with an iron cutter in front : its size depends on the 
strength of the local cattle. It stirs the soil without inverting it, 
and is well adapted to produce a thorough, but shallow, tilth. 
Where deep tillage is required the land is usually dug up with a 
spade. In Bundelkhand a rough bullock-hoe (bakhar) is often 
used in place of a plough for breaking up the soil and eradi
cating weeds. For harrowing, a heavy beam or cylindrical roller 
or two parallel beams joined together are used ; for weeding 
and hoeing, the hoe, spade, spud, or sickle is employed. The 
agricultural implements are of the simplest, and no improved 
implements offered by the Agricultural department have been 
accepted to any appreciable extent by the people. Iron cane
crushing mills were introduced as a commercial enterprise and 
immediately proved acceptable; they have now practically 
replaced their stone and wood predecessors. 

Partly owing to lack of agencies for disseminating knowledge, 
and partly tQ the need of detailed study of agriculture in its 
local aspects as a preliminary to undertaking improvements, 
the Agricultural department, while affording advice and assis
tance to a very large number of individuals, has not influenced 
the agriculture of the Provinces as a whole. Model farms are now 
being started in the Districts. The farm at Cawnpore is used 
solely for purposes of study and experiments ; while the public 
demonstration farm at Meerut, and the small farms kept up 
by one or two landholders on lines suggested by the department, 
influence the cultivators only in the immediate neighbourhood. 

The cultivation of tea was successfully established in the first 
half of the nineteenth century in Debra Diin and the Kumaun 
Division at Government gardens which were sold after ten 
years' working. The area under tea in 1903-4 was 8,3oo 
acres. Fruit gardens were established at various places in the 
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Outer Himalayas about 187o, and apples, pears, peaches, and 
apricots are grown successfully. 

Loans are made under the Land Improvement Act (1883) Agriclll
or the Agriculturists' Loans Act (1884), the former being chiefly turalloans.. 
for wells, tanks, and occasionally protective works, and the 
latter for purchase of seed and cattle. Interest is charged at 6! 
per cent., but in time of famine and scarcity the interest is 
reduced or remitted altogether. The amounts advanced vary 
considerably, but loans for seed and cattle are usually treble 
those for improvements. In ordinary years the former vary 
from 2 to 6 lakhs and the latter from Rs. 7o,ooo to R.s. 2,oo,ooo. 
In the famine year 1896-7 nearly 17 Iakhs was advanced for 
improvements (8 Iakhs free of interest), and nearly 23 lakhs 
for seed and cattle. During the ten years from 1891 to 19oo, 
the advances averaged 2 Iakhs and 6 Iakhs respectively, while 
in 1901 the amounts were only Rs. 33,000 and Rs. 78,ooo. In 
1903-4. 1·3 lakhs was advanced for improvements and I·Z 
Iakhs for seed and cattle. 

In the cold season of 19oo-1 preliminary inquiries were Agricul
made as to the prospects of co-operative banks, but the move-~ 
menl is still in its infancy. A special officer was appointed · 
towards the close of 1904 to commence organized operations. 
No reliable statistics are available to show the extent to which 
the cultivators are indebted. As in most countries they work 
principally on borrowed capital, but in the Meerut Division a 
large proportion of the cultivators are practically free from debt. 
The village bankers are commonly professional money-lenders, 
but zamindJrs and well-to-do cultivators (e.g. Jats in the 
western and Kurmis in the central and eastern Districts) often 
do a large business. The advances consist largely of grain, which 
is lent nominally at 25 per cent. interest and sometimes so per 
cent., but this is increased by the method of account : the 
grain is lent when prices are high and the borrower is debited 
with the cash value, while it is recovered in kind at harvest 
time when prices have fallen. Advances are regularly made by 
sugar-refiners to cultivators of sugar and by indigo planters for 
indigo. A more important system of advances is that worked 
by the Opium department, which distributed nearly 215 Iakhs 
in 190 3 for opium cultivation, besides nearly a Iakh for 
wells. 

The only recognized breeds of cattle are found in the sub- Cattle. 
montane tracts in the north, and in the Bundelkhand Districts 
in the south, in both of which areas there is sufficient produc-
tive land uncultivated to supply grazing for young stock. In 
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the rest of the Provinces, where population is denser and the 
land is occupied by crops, pasture is so deficient that cultivators 
usually buy their working cattle at an age when they can be 
used at once. The cows are served by any bull that may be 
available, and no attempt is made to keep the breed pure. 
The cattle of Meerut and Rohilkhand are large animals, chiefly 
imported from the Punjab or Riijputana, good bullocks costing 
from Rs. ISO to Rs. 200 a pair, and a cow from Rs. 20 to 
Rs, 40. Passing east doV~r-n the Doiib, the type deteriorates. In 
southern Oudh and the eastern Districts the name dt''shta or 
' local' is applied to all cattle of no particular breed ; they are 
very inferior and cost from Rs. 20 to Rs. 40 a pair. In the 
submontane tracts the best-known breeds are : the janwiir in 
Pilibhit District; the parehiir, bhur, khairigarh, and majhra in 
Khen; the biingar jn Shahjahanpur and Hardoi; and the tuin
jiira and ri'sia in Bahraich. The price of these sometimes 
reaches Rs. 250 a pair. In Bundelkhand the typical cattle are 
of medium size, hardy and active, and able to subsist on very 
scanty food. . They find a ready market in the Eastern Doiib 
and Southern Oudh, where grazing and fodder are scarce. 

Horses. The only good horses in these Provinces are in the Meerut 
Division, The country breed has been. improved by crossing 
with English .and Arab stallions, 

Sheep and There are two kinds of sheep, the white and the black ; the 
goats. latter are the hardier of the two, but the former give finer and 

longer wool and better mutton;-- The superior breeds are found 
in the west, and the best of all across the J umna. A good goat 
may fetch Rs. I 2 1 a good sheep as much as Rs. 6 ; but ordinary 
prices are Rs. 4 and Rs. 2 respectively. 

Pasture- The only pasture-grounds are the forests in the sub-Rima
grounds. ·layan and sub-Vindhyari tracts. Enormous numbers of animals 

are driven yearly into the Nepal Tarai during the cold and hot 
seasons. The better animals are entirely stall-fed, while the 
inferior bullocks belonging to poorer cultivators live chiefly on 
what they can pick up on the roadsides, on stubbles, and on 
barren or ravine land. 

Fairs. Large cattle fairs are held at many places in or near the 
breeding tracts and a few in the Doab. Among the former, 
the best known are those at Batesar (Agra), Kosi (Muttra), 
Golii (Kheri), and Fakhrpur (Bahraich). The latter include 
Makkanpur (Cawnpore), Nauchandi and Garhmuktesar 
(Meerut). Trade in cattle is, however, mainly carried on in 
villages, by regular traders, who buy young stock at fairs or 
on the breeding-grounds. · 
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· The prevalent cattle diseases are rinderpest, haemorrhagic c_attle 

septicaemia, anthrax, and foot-and-mouth disease. Surra and ~~CM!and 
glanders attack horses, but are not very common. The opera- Veterinary 
tions of the Civil Veterinary department in respect of surra depart
and glanders are regulated by the Glanders and Farcy Act rnent. 

(1899), and rules made under it. Veterinary assistants, paid 
by District boards, are employed in the treatment, suppression, 
and prevention of diseases. They also tour through the Dis-
trict, visiting villages, inquiring about diseases, and giving 
advice as to the best means of prevention, treatment, or sup-
pression. There are about forty-three veterinary assistants 
employed in these Provinces, and it is proposed ultimately to 
raise their number to ninety-six, i. e. two for each District. 
The Veterinary Inspectors, besides supervising the work of 
the veterinary assistants, are also deputed to various Districts 
in connexion with serious epidemics. There were only three 
in 1904, but their number will ultimately be raised to nine, 
i. e. one for each Division. 

Of the strip of land at the base of the Himalaya called the Irrigation. 

Bhabar alone can it be said that without irrigation there could 
be no cultivation, though it might be added that in the dry 
western tracts there would be little cultivation of value. Gener
ally speaking, irrigation is required for certain crops in all years 
and for all crops in years of drought. Garden crops and bot
season crops require constant irrigation. Poppy and sugar
cane are irrigated many times on all except damp, low-lying 
soils; wheat is generally irrigated twice, sometimes three or 
four times. Nearly all crops are irrigated in canal tracts. 
Autumn crops, especially rice, are irrigated when there is 
a break in the rains, particularly where water can be obtained 
from canals or }hils; and temporary wells are dug in large 
numbers in most places on emergency. In the heavier soils 
unmanured fields are irrigated ; in the lighter soils only the 
manured fields as a rule. 

The principal irrigation works of the Provinces are four Canals. 
canals, two of which, the UPPER and LOWER GANGES CANALS, dGene~al 

. escnp-
are drawn from the Ganges, wh1le the other two, the EASTERN tion. 
}UMNA and AGRA CANALS, are drawn from the Jumna. These 
are all classed as 1 major' works. The first three serve the 
DoA.B from the southern part of Saharanpur to Allahabad, 
and the Agra Canal irrigates in these Provinces the Districts 
of Muttra and Agra south and west of the Jumna, These 
four systems included in 1904, I,J8J miles of main channel 
and branches, out of a total of '•SSI in the Pro\'inces, and 
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7,o66 miles of distributaries out of a total of 8,o8t, while they 
irrigated about 93 per cent. of the area supplied by canals. In 
the south-west of the Provinces the Betwa and Ken Canals, pro
tective works drawn from the rivers of those names, supply parts. 
of the Districts of Jhansi, Hamirpur, Jalaun, and Banda, while 
small areas in Jhansi and Hamirpur are irrigated from reservoirs. 
which were made by damming up valleys many hundred years. 
ago. The 'minor' works include some small canals in Dehra 
Diin, Bijnor, Bareilly, Pilibhit, and Naini Tal. 

Revenue. Charges for irrigation from Government canals are levied by 
( 1) occupiers' rates, and ( 2) owners' rates. The former vary 
according to the crop ; and where it is necessary to raise the
water the rates are usually half of those charged where the· 
water can flow direct on to the land. On the four 'major' 
works and on the Betwa Canal the 'flow ' rates vary from Rs. z 
per acre for autumn crops (excluding rice, indigo, and cotton) 
toRs. 6~ for sugar-cane and rice, except on the recent extensions .. 
of the Lower Ganges Canal, where the highest rate is Rs. xo for 
sugar-cane. On the Betwa Canal the rates are halved for certain 
soils, and a preliminary watering for spring crops which are not 
irrigated again is allowed at R. 1 for 'flow.' The rates are
lower on other canals. Owners' rates, amounting to one-third 
of the occupiers' rates, are .levied on the proprietors of all land 
in villages into which irrigation has been introduced since the 
last revision of settlement, and are thus a kind of charge for 
the improvement effected at the· cost of Government. The 
rate is one-sixth for the Agra Canal in Muttra and Agra Dis
tricts, but no rate is charged on the Betwii Canal. The area 
irrigated is measured by an amin (native surveyor) of the Canal 
department in company with the village patwiirt~ and a statement 
of the demand is sent to the Collector. The rates are collected 
by the tahslldars in the same manner as land revenue. Arrange
ments are ·often made by which the lambardiir of a village
collects the rates due from the tenants in that village, and 
receives fees for prompt collection. 

The receipts from all canals increased from an average of 6o 
lakhs in 1881-90 to 8o lakhs in t891-19oo, and in 19oo-1 and 
1903-4 amounted to nearly too lakhs. Working expenses rose 
during the same decennial periods from an average of 24 to 30 
lakhs, and were nearly 35 lakhs in 190o-1 and also in 1903-4. 
The percentage of net profits on capital outlay, including simple 
interest, has increased from o-98 to 2•04 and 3·48. The Eastern 
Jumna Canal earned as much as 22 per cent. in 1903-4. The 
Betwli Canal showed a loss of 3·2·per cent. in the same year. 
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The net profits from all canals in 1903-4 amounted to 63lakhs, 
and, deducting interest on capital outlay, to 29 lakhs. 

The only large artificial lakes used for irrigation are those in Tanks. 

Jhansi and Hamirpur Districts, which were constructed under 
native rule, as ornaments to temples on their banks, by damming 
up valleys. These lakes cover an area of about 6,ooo acres, and 
have 71 miles of distributaries which irrigate about 2,400 acres. 
The irrigation channels from them are now maintained by the 
Canal department. The word 'tank' is usually applied in 
these Provinces to the very small basins excavated in level 
ground, which are referred to below. 

Wells for irrigation are sometimes lined with brick, in which Indigenous 

i::ase they are called paR.kii, and sometimes unlin~d, when they (a)ttv~iis. 
are called kachthii. The former are made by diggmg a hole and 
building a cylinder in it, which is sunk by weighting the top and 
excavating earth from the centre. Kachtha wells are partly 
lined, where they pass through sand, with basket-work, twisted 
bands of grass, arhar stalks, jhau (tamarisk), and occa.!!ionally 
wooden planks. Water is raised from the deeper wells in 
leathern buckets with a capacity of I 8 to 2 5 gallons. The bucket 
is attached to a rope, passing over a pulley, drawn by bullocks 
which walk down a slope when drawing up the bucket. In the 
Meerut and part of the Agra Divisions two pairs of bullocks 
are used with a single bucket, one pair passing down the slope 
as the other pair returns. The Persian wheel is used only in 
parts of Jhansi and Saharanpur. In places where the water is 
less than 12 or 14 feet below the surface, especially in the sub
Himalayan Districts and the low land on river banks, a lever 
or d!tenkli is used, consisting of a long pole supported on a pivot 
near one end. The pivot is fixed in two supporting pillars of 
mud or wood, and an earthen pot is attached by a rope to the 
longer end of the pole, while the short end is weighted with 
earth. In place of the d!tenkli a pulley is sometimes used, over 
which passes a rope with an earthen vessel at each end. A 
paRka well costs about Rs. 2oo for a depth of 30 feet, if made 
for one bucket, and about Rs. 100 more for each extra bucket 
used. Kachthii wells may be made at rates varying according 
to the depth from Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 to Rs. xo or Rs. 12. The area 
irrigated in a day by two men and a pair of bullocks varies from 
about l acre at a depth of 20 feet to l acre at 40 feet, and l 
acre can be irrigated by two men working a dlunkli at a depth 
of ten feet. 

In the Benares and Gorakhpur Divisions, and in Eastern ~d Tanks 

Oudh, the heavier rainfall and tenacity of the soil. have led to streams. 
o.a-. 1. F 
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the construction · of small tanks of a few acres each, which 
are used for irrigation ; where possible, the water in natural 
depressions and marshes called jhils is also used. In the 
sub-Himalayan Districts small streams are dammed, and water
courses 1ed off from them, and considerable works of this kind 
have been made by European landholders in Basti and Gorakh
pur which irrigate about ss,ooo acres.· The usual method of 
irrigation from tanks, jhils, and rivers, as well as from canals 
where the water is below the surface-level, is by the swing
basket. This is a long shallow basket of plaited strips of 
bamboo (ben) or leather (banka), with two strings attached to 
each end held by 'two men, who dip it in the source and throw 
the water on a higher level. In the eastern Districts water 
is not always allowed to run direct on the land, but is scattered 
over it with a kind of wooden shovel. In rice land rain-water 
is carefully held up by small embankments in the fields. 

Roughly speaking, in the Districts served by canals, half the 
area irrigated receives water from canals, and the greater part 
of the remainder from wells. In the Districts where there are no 
canals, wells serve from four-fifths to five-sixths of the irrigated · 
area~ In Basti, Gorakhpur, Azamgarh, Sitapur, Bahraich, Bara 
Banki, Fyzabad, Rae Barelr, Sultan pur, and Partabgarh the area 
irrigated from tanks and jhils varies from three-fourths to more 
than .as much again as the area irrigated from wells. The area 
irrigated directly from rivers, 11;!; distinct from regular canals, is 
not important except in the subniontane tract. 

Fish are plentiful in all parts of the :Provinces, as all the 
rivers and most of the numberless small tanks and lakes are 
well stocked. There is no control over river fishing, except in 
the case of a few streams and hill lakes which have been pre
served. Landholders sometimes derive a certain amount of 
income from fishing rights in small tanks, and where this is 
considerable it is taken into account in assessing land revenue. 

There are three common forms of rent : distribution of 
threshed grain, generally called batai; appraisement of the 
standing crops, generally called kankiit; and cash-rents. There 
are unimportant local combinations of cash- and grain-rents in 
exceptional areas, ~nd certain valuable crops carry special rates 
(zabtl). Generally 'the rents are the result of custom and 
competition (according as population is sparse or dense) 
under the general influence of legislation. 

The arrangements for batai are extremely complicated, owing 
to the varying shares of the-village servants and others in the 
grain-heap. In the main division the landlord usually gets 
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one-third, two-fifths, or one-half; but privileges are given to 
high-caste tenants in many places; especially in Oudh, and to 
all tenants in backward tracts. Where population is sparse 
and tenants are in demand the share of the tenants is larger ; 
as population fills up the share of the tenant decreases: 

Kankiit is of two kinds. Under both the produce;: of the Kattkut, 
standing crops is estimated, with a small deduction for village 
dues, and the landlord's share is calculated, and either paid in 
cash (at a valuation slightly above harvest prices) or delivered 
in grain. The former system is called darkattz". 

Sometimes kankiit is adopted for the autumn and batai for the Hybrid 
spring harvest. This avoids delay in dividing the principal syotems. 
food-crop, and in the case of darkatti kankiil arrears can easily 
be realized in kind in the spring. Sometimes there is a fixed 
rate of so much grain in weight per biglza. Sometimes (as 
along the Nepal boundary} there is a system under which a low 
cash-rent is fixed, deductions being made for failure in the 
harvests. 

Batai is an unprogressive and wasteful system. It involves Transition 
on the one hand delays, injurious to the produce and vexatious to cash· 
to the tenantry, and· on the other hand pilfering by the tenantry rents. 
on large estates. Kankiit involves uncertainty of estimates as 
well as uncertainty of season, and is open to abuses. There is 
a well-known saying of Alamgir : Batai lutai, kankiit badast-i
langot-bandlza. Jama k!tub ast. 'Batal spells robbery of the 
landlords; kanktil puts power in the hands of low fellows; 
cash-rents alone are satisfactory.' This is true to-day. In 
backward and precarious tracts, and where the tenantry are 
poor, grain-rents seem to be necessary ; but as population fills 
up, cash-rents take their place. Whether or no money-rents 
date from the increase in imports of silver into India, it is a 
fact that now the main agent of conversion is the growth of 
population. The cultivation of produce-rented villages is 
inferior. The cultivators have little inducement to work' their 
fields fully, as the landlord will reap a large portion of the 
resulting produce. As long as the holding is large, the culti-
vator secures a fair sustenance on careless cultivation. When 
the holding is small, intensive cultivation becomes necessary. 
As the holdings decrease, cash-rents are llnpased. They repre-
sent a reduction in the share of the produce, but they are 
profitable in the long run to the landlord. Landlords often 
reduce holdings before they convert to cash-rents, or even 
before enhancing existing cash-rents. On the whole, produce-
rents are steadily giving way to cash-rents, 

F 2 
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Cash-rents depend on many historical ci~cumstances : the 
state of prices and degree of prosperity ot the tenant at the 
time of conversion, the character of the landlord, and so on. 
Over large areas the general level of the cash-rents undoubtedly 
follows .the soil; but in individual villages the rates yield . 
to· many cross influences, of which the following are natural' : 
and important:__:. 

(a) Caste.-High-caste tenants are usually privileged. In 
Oudh and the eastern Districts the privilege may be" as much 
as 4 annas in the rupee (one-fourth). In the western Districts 
it is less or even non-existent, particularly where Muhammadan 
invasion or settlement has strongly influenced tenures. • 

(b) Circumstances of the landlord. The owners of large 
estates are more generous to their tenants than small pro
prietors, who indeed are almost compelled by their poverty t() 
exact the uttermost farthing. The difference is particularly 
marked in Oudh, where the rents of talukdiirs .are about 
20 per cent. lower than those of poorer proprietors. 

(c) The pressure of population,-The real determinant of 
rental incidence is, however, the pressure of the population 
as evidenced by the demand for land. When land is in demand 
rents steadily rise, and holdings as steadily decrease in size. 
Intensive cultivation seems to repay the tenants, who are by n() 
means worse off where their holdings are small. Arthur 
Young's theory that a rising-rental stimulates industry and 
so produces prosperity finds much support in the economic 
phenomena of these Provinces. 

Influence Prices of course affect rents where land is in demand, but 
of prices. only to a limited extent. The natural process of rent enhance

ment is not to raise rents all round, but to raise the rents of the 
inferior towards the rates of the superior lands. No feature of 
the rental economy of these Provinces is more marked than the 
resolute refusal of the people to admit that a rise in prices is 
a ground for enhancement of rent. In many tracts where rents 
are raised, the enhancement takes the form, not of a rise in the 
rate per bigha, but of a reduction. in the size of the bigha. 
Prices have absolutely no effect on rent rates in backward tracts 
where population is thin ; their only effect is to influence the 
area under cultivation. Where population is dense rents rise 
independently of prices; h~1t in the long run prices have some 

·influence. Elaborate inquiries between I 87o and I 88o showed 
the extremely loose connexion between prices and rents. 

Legislative Legislative action .has disturbed the natural deyelopment of . 
action. rent chiefly by arresting enhancement of the rents of occupancy 
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tenants. The rents of occupancy and non-occupancy tenants 
in rupees per acre compare as follows:-

Dh.i:sion • Province.. 

..; ..; ; ~ ..; 0 

£ " ·E ci:;j ! .. 11 ~ • ~ 
_,; -= .. .. " ! -g ,.u .. ... "" i 41! ~ 

-= .:: • ll "!; 0 
uo: 

~ " !; ·~·;;: Ill ..:l 
~ < 0 ;;, 

- - - - - - - - - - 1-
Occnpancy rents 4·7 4•2 3·9 3·9 3·9 3-7 %-6 2·9 4•1 2-6 4•0 
Non-occupancy l't!nts 6.9 4-8 4-o 3·1 H H 5·5 5•5 4•2 5-5 4."7 

Although in theory occupancy tenants in the Province of Agra 
are not privileged as regards the rate of rent, the difficulties 
thrown in the way of enhancement by the law and the action of 
the courts have kept occupancy rentals low in the .Meerut and 
Agra Divisions, particularly where canal irrigation is not used 
Some allowance has, however, to be made for the fact that the 
same tenant sometimes holds under the same landlord in both 
occupancy and non-occupancy right, paying for the latter in a 
joint account an enhancement which ought to have been laid 
partly on the former. In Oudh occupancy tenants are a small 
privileged body of ex-proprietors. The Agra law puts no limit 
(]n enhancement except the market rate. The Oudh law pro
tects every tenant (not being an occupancy tenant) from en
hancement for seven years, and at the end of that period per
mits enhancement of only one anna in the rupee (6! per cent.). 

In the west of the Provinces each field often bears its own Field and 
rent; in the east and in almost the whole of Oudh the rents lump rents. 
are lump rents on the holdings. Where the natural soils vary 
greatly, the rents tend to follow the natural soils. Where the 
soils are fairly homogeneous, rents vary chiefly according to the 
distance of the fields from. the village site. The fields near the 
village nearly always pay high rents; they receive more atten-
tion, getting better cultivation and manure than the outlying 
fields. In the :Meerut Division, owing to careful cultivation 
the position of fields is of less importance than the quality of 
their soil. 

The aU-round average incidence of the rental of non-occu- Ra.tes or 
Jlancy tenants given above represents the average rent for rent. 
a\·erage crops. Rents sometimes vary in the same villages 
from R. 1 in outlying poor soil to Rs. Ioo per acre in rich 
tarden cultivation near the site. Generally rents (in rupees) 
may be said to range as in the table on following page. 
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Within and beyond these limits there are, of course, infinite 
variations. 

Tobacco, poppy, sugar-cane, and garden-crops pay special 
- rates, which range from about Rs. 5 or even less per acre 

in the submontane Districts to Rs. I so per acre near large 
towns, where night-soil and. sweepings are available as manure. 

Division. 
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First-class land near vii-

lage site 15 15 
Poor outlying land • 2·!\ '·5 I·S z I 2 1·5 1·5 

Cotton, hemp, &c.,· pay special rates, but these differ but little 
from those of ordinary land. 

Wages. The· returns of wages are known to be so inaccurate that 
detailed figures are misleading. In the greater part of the 
Provinces agricultural labourers l).re paid wholly or partly in 
kind. The wages, when paid in kind, are either a certain 
amount of grain, or, at harvest-time, a certain proportion of 
produce from the field. Whether the wages are paid in cash 
or in kind, distinct variations-can be traced in the amounts 
received in different parts of the Provinces, the rates being: 
highest in the west and lowest in the south and east. In 
the western DoA.B the value of the daily wage ranges from 
2 to 3 annas. It varies from x! to 2! annas in the eastern 
Districts where population is congested, and in Bundelkhand 
where labour is inefficient. From very imperfect data there 
is some reason to think that these customary rates have an 
upward tendency, most IDarked 11ear the large cities. The 

·actual wage, however, constantly- fluctuates, within the limits 
stated above, the detetmining fact<fi" at any particular season 
being the agricultural ·conditions then prevailing. Out of 2·6-
million agricultural labourers in rgor, 4oo,ooo were recorded 
as in permanent employ. These are usually fed and clothed by 
their employers and their wages scarcely vary. Village artisans 
are few in number; their services are remunerated by fixed 
payments which are moie or less regulated by custom, and they 
receive certain amounts of grain or other food each harvest. 

It is a matter of common- knowledge that the wages of 
!>killed labour have risexi greatly as a consequence of the 
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extension of railways and industries. Some information as 
to the rates paid vl'ill be found on pages 83, 84. Domestic 
service is more highly remunerated than it was ten years ago, 
and wages are steadily rising. · 

The history of prices in these Provinces is similar to the Plices. 

history of prices throughout India. During the first half of 
the nineteenth century there were violent oscillations according 
to the seasons in particular localities. A good crop meant low 
prices, a bad crop meant famine prices. And at distances 
which are now considered small there were most extraordinary 
variations 1• In those early days, also, there were great dis
crepancies between harvest prices and market prices. This 
state of things continued more or less until 1865. By that 
time communications had improved, and prices became 
~teadier. There were still, however, marked variations in 
different places, and the difference between market and 
harvest prices also was considerable. A general rise in prices 
began in these Provinces, as elsewhere in India, about x886 
and x887. The causes of that rise are still matter of dis
cussion. A more remarkable feature has been the equalization 
of prices, which may be said to have commenced after the 
Mutiny, and to have been largely due to improved communi
cations, especially railways. 

Table V (p. 147} shows the variation in prices of staples 
in seers per rupee during the thirty years t871-I9oo, the 
famine years of 1878, 1896, 1897, and 1899 being omitted. 
It will be seen that prices have risen steadily except in the 
case of salt, but the abnormal conditions of recent years vitiate 
any definition of the present tendency or prediction as to the 
probable course of prices generally. At the present time (1904) 
prices are easier than they have been for years. The highest 
prices known within the previous 30 years were in 1897, 
when the weight in seers of grain to be purchased for a rupee 
was: wheat 9 to xo,jO'lviir IJ .to 13, gram 9 to xo, barley 11 to 
13, and rice 8 to 9· The striking feature in a famine year is 
the approximation of the prices of "the inferior grain staples to 
those of the better class. 

The most prosperous parts of the Provinces are the Meerut Material 

and Kumaun Divisions. In the latter, there is no such c~~~ition 
individual as a landless day-labourer, while in the former the ~eopte. 
canal system ensures the cultivation of large areas, even in 

1 An interesting aCCOWit of prices will be found in Mr. T. Morison's 
article on 'The instability of prices before 1861' in the ]llllntal of the 
Statistical Society, September 30, 1901. 
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a year of drought, and thus provides a constant demand for 
labour. The . standard of comfort is lowest in the eastern 
Districts, where the pressure on the soil is enormous, and irt 
BUNDELKHAND, where the vicissitudes of the seasons cause 
excessive variations in the area cultivated. There is little 
difference in dress between the small cultivator and the 
labourer, except that the clothes worn by the latter have to 
last longer, and he has nothing warm in the cold season 
except a patchwork quilt of rags. The houses of both classes 
are of mud, but the cultivator will have several rooms round 
a sman'courtyard, while. the labourer ~nd his family live in a 
single room. No furniture is used by these classes beyond 
a bedstead and large jars 9r receptacles made of mud which 
hold clothes or grain, and the labourer generally lacks even 

. these. The cultivator has a number of brass, copper, and iron 
cooking vessels worth Rs. 5 to Rs. Io, no table utensils being 
required; but the labourer has to be content with one or two. 
In the matter of food the cultivator can afford vegetables and 
superi~r staples, while the labourer has to live on the grain he 

· has received as wages, or the cheapest available. A Musalman 
will have fewer cooking utensils than a Hindu, but will also 
own a few plates and cups of rough glazed pottery. In the 
case of a clerk earning, say, Rs. 40 a month, the standard of 
living is distinctly higher. Flis house is usually of brick, and 
costs Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 a month instead of being rent-free. The 
furniture includes two or three cane stools or chairs, occasionally 
a table, and some wooden boxes for clothes. The ground is 
covered with a small cheap carpet, and a few rugs are used 
for sitting on and as bedding; while the cooking utensils are 
worth Rs. 20 to Rs. 40. ~mall payments of Rs. I or Rs. 2 

a month are made for the services of sweeper, water-carrier, 
barber, and washerman, instead of these being village servants. 
A clerk may spend from Rs.~ I 2 t<1 Rs. go_ in a year on his own 
clothes, which are of finer quality than those,of the cultivator, 
and tend towards an imif:!l,tion of the European style. 

The forests in the United Provinces may, broadly, be divided 
into the upper, middle, and sub-HiiJl8.iayan, and those situated 
in the plains. 

The first lie mainly in the Jaunsar Bawar pargana of Dehra 
Diin District, in, the tracts leased from the Tehri State, and in 
the protected forests 1n the higher hills of the Kumaun Division. 
The most important species- ar.e deodar (Cedrus .Deodara), 
from 6,ooo to· S,soo feet elev~ti9n ; kail or blue pine (Pinus 

11 From a not~,by Mr. J; W. Oliver, I. F.S. 
~. ~· . " 
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excelsa}, 6,ooo to S,soo feet; rai or spruce (Pii:ea Morinda), 
7,ooo to I x,ooo feet; morinda or silver fir (Abies W'ebbiana}, 
8,ooo to xo,ooo feet; yew (Taxus baccata), 6,ooo to xo,ooo 
feet; together with oaks, maples; and various other broad
leaved species. The box-tree (Buxus sempervirens} also occurs 
in a few localities, though in no very great abundance. 

The next class occupies the middle slopes and valleys in M!d<!_le 
Jaunsar-Bawar, the Tehri leased tracts, and the Kumaun ~;~:: 
Division. The most important species are the diir or long· 
leaved pine (Pinus longifolia), 2,ooo to 6,soo feet, wpich is 
found unmixed over very large areas ; oaks, of which the 
commonest is Quercus incana ; Pistacia integerrima, a very 
valuable furniture wood, but rare ; and the hill tun ( Cedrela 
serrata). 

The third division extends in a continuous belt along the Sub
lower hills from the J umna on the west to the Sarda river on

1 
H ima-
ayan, 

the east, and thence into Bengal and Assam. These forests 
for the most part consist of sal (Siwrea robusta), associated with 
a relatively small proportion of other trees, of which the most 
important are-Terminalia tomentosa and T. Chebula, Adina 
cordifolia, Anogeissus latifolia, Lagerstroemia parvijlora, Acacia 
Catechu (R.hair), Dalbergia Sissoo (shisham), Cedrela Toona, 
Eugenia opercula/a and E. Jambolana, Schleichera trijuga, 
Ougeinia dalbergioides, Albizzia procera, Mangifera imlica 
(mango), and Stereospermum suaveolens. Siil of marketable 
value occurs in the outer hills up to an elevation of 3,ooo feet, 
but usually ceases to be the predominating species above 
2,ooo feet. Bamboos (Dendrocalamus strictus) are also found 
on the lower hills, mixed with slit and other species named 
above, but attain their greatest development between the 
Ganges and the Kosi rivers. Bamboos also occur in the 
mixed forests of Bundelkhand. . 

The plains forests lie' below the foot of the Himalayas, be- Plains 
tween the J umna and the Gandak rivers, attaining their greatest forests. 
width in Oudh. They comprise. large tracts of pure sal in the 
better-drained portions, lllzair and slzlsham on the land adjacent 
. to rivers, and intermixed with these areas containing sal, Adina 
cordifoli'a, Terminali'a belen'ca, Bombax malabaricum, Albi'zzia, 
Odina Wodier, Lagerstroemi'a parvijlora, Zi'zJ'jltus Jujuba and Z. 
xylopyrus, llfallotus plzi'lippinensi's, Holarrhena a!tli'dysenterica, 
&c. The forests in Bundelkhand yield only small timber suit-
able for local requirements. Bassia.latifoli'a (mahuii), Buchana-
rli'a latifolia, and Diosp;•ros tome11/osa; which are valuable for 
their fruits and .flowers, ar'e common all over.the country. 

I ' '" 
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Adminis- For administrative purposes the forests are divided into three 
tration. circles, each under the control of a Conservator 1• These, 

again, ~re subdivided into divisions, under Deputy, Assistant, 
Extra Deputy, and Extra Assistant Conservators; and the 
divi,sions into ranges under the charge of Rapgers or Deputy 
Rangers, assisted by beat officers (foresters and forest guards). 
The Imperial Forest School at Debra Dun has been established 
since x88o for the education of the Provincial and Upper Sub-

. ordinate services of I~dia and Burma.; students from Native 
States and private students are also allowed to attend. The 
forests of the School Circle, one of those mentioned above, 
have been specially set apart for the education of the students. 
In 1906 a scheme was sanctioned to provide a research insti-
tute in connexion with the school. • 

The forests in 1904 were classified as follows:-

Central Oudh School I T 1 Circle. Circle. Circle. ota ' 

Sq. miles. Sq. miles. 
--~--
Sq. miles. Sq. miles. 

Reserved forests 1,888 1,:<!92 715 3.895 
Leased ,, ... ... 153 153 
Protected forests managed by 

the li' orest department • 30 ... ... 30 
Protected forests managed by 

District officers 9·363 ... ... 9.363 
Unclassed forests 30 34 13 77 

Total 11,311 1,326 88I 13,518 

;, 
Reserved The leased forests comprise 141 square miles of deodar and 
atind leas. ed chir forests leased for a term of twenty years from the Tehri State 
orests. 

on payment of a rent equal to 8o per cent. of the net revenue ; 
and 12 square miles held on perpetual leases at a fixed annual 
rent from the Thiikurs of Rawain and Dhadi, who are feuda
tories of the J ubbal State in the Punjab. 

Working· The' reserved' and leased forests are, 1\'ith the exception of 
plans. those in Bundelkhand and a few ou~lying a~eas, all managed in 

accordance with sanctioned working-plans under various systems 
of high forest management, except where there is a large de
mand for small timber and poles, in which case the systems of 
coppice and coppice vlith standards have been adopted. The 
small areas not under working-plans are worked under annual 
plans of operations. In nearly all forests the quantity of timber 

1 In 1905 the Director of the Forest School, Debra Diin, ceased to 
exercise administrative powen:, ~nd_the three circles were redistributed into 
two, called respectively the East~n and Western. 
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that may be removed annually is marked and sold by auction 
to contractors, who pay either l! lump sum for the whole pro
duce of the coupe, or a lump sum plus a royalty on the quantity 
of produce removed, the object in the latter case being to induce 
the purchasers to'.remove inferior timber as well as the better 
classes. Bamboos are disposed of under the same system, the 
blocks being usually worked every second year. Grass and 
minor produce are farmed out to contractors over defined areas. 
Grazing is allowed at certain rates up tQ a fixed maximum per 
head of cattle in such blocks as have been specially appointed 
by the forest settlements for this purpose. Exploitation of 
timber by Government agency is practised on a large scale only 
in the deodar leased forests, where, owing to the necessity of 
employing special means of transport, such as slides, tramways, 
and sledge roads, with which the ordinary contractor is not 
familiar, this form of working is more economical. Depart
mental working is also employed for the supply of fuel and 
timber to cantonments in the hills. 

The relations of the Forest department with the people are Relations 

controlled by the revenue officers with the Commissioners at with
1
the 

h . . . . d peope. 
t eu head, and m the event of the Commissioner an Conser-
mtor differing, the subject is referred to the Local Government 
for decision. The surrounding population generally live on 
\·ery good terms with the Forest department, from which they 
derive many substantial benefits. The rights and privileges of 
the people in regard to forest produce and pasture are regulated 
by the various forest settlements, and most of the villagers in 
the neighbourhood of the forests obtain an abundant supply of 
fuel, poles, grass, and grazing, either free or at privileged or 
agricultural rates. They also furnish most of the labour em
ployed by the department. In some cases, where there are no 
rights and there is a demand for produce in small quantities, 
the purchasers of coupes are bound under their contracts to 
sell the produce e~tracted at fixed rates to any local consumer 
who may require it. The value of produce given away free 
and the loss on produce sold at reduced rates amounted in 
1902-3 to nearly 2 lakhs of rupees. 

The 'protected ' forests comprise the whole of the unmea- Protected 
sured lands in the hill palt1s in Naini Tal, Almora, and Garhwal. forests. 

The more populous portions carry but little forest, but else-
where there are good forests of chlr, oaks, and other species, 
with fir and spruce at the higher elevations. With the exception 
of 30 square miles under the ,::ontrol of the Forest depart-
ment, these forests are . administered in the interests of the 
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people by the District officers under rules sanctioned by 
Government. The revenue derived from the sale of produce 
to public departments and traders, and from grazing dues, is 
~redited to the .. Forest department, the expenditure being 
debited to the same head. The annual revenue averages 
about Rs. 33,ooo, and the expenditure Rs. 171ooo. 

There are no areas specially set apart as fuel and fodder 
reserves, the· wants of the people being met generally from areas 
left open under the forest settlements for the exercise of such 
rights. In other cases provision for the necessary supply is 
made in the working-plans. Under the orders of Government 
the forests may be thrown open to the people in times of 
scarcity and drought, for tlle free extraction of edible produce, 
and to free grazing or grazing at reduced rates for those who 
enjoy no rights under the forest settlements, the open areas 
being utilized to their full extent, and the closed.portions also 
thrown open, if necessary, in seasons or localities of exceptional 
distress. Statements showing the pasturage. available in the 
forests are drawn up annually in accordance with the famine 
code and submitted to the Director of Land Records and 
4griculture, who maintains registers of cattle and pasturage. 

In 1904, out of a total area of 4,078 square miles of 're· 
served,' leased, and ' protected' forests under the management 
of the Forest department, 3,2II square miles, or nearly 8o 
per cent., were under protection from fire, and the failures 
amounted to only 146 square miles, or less than 5 per cent of 
the area under protection. The expenditure incurred was Rs. 
62,ooo, or Rs. 19 per square mile protected. 

The whole of the forests has been demarcated and mapped, 
with the exception of sotiie inconsidetable areas recently ac
quired, which are now under survey. 

The only plantations of a special nature are the Ranikhet 
and Chakrata orchards and nurseries. These have been main
tained for many years with the object of promoting fruit-grow
ing, which is now an assured success. Two small plantations 
of imported chestnut-trees were also established in 19oo, in 
the N aini Tal and J aunsar divisions. 

The gross Forest receipts rose from an average of 13}lakhs 
in z88x-9o to more than 15 lakhs in x89I-I9oo. They 
amounted to xs! lakhs in 1901 and exceeded 22jlakhs in 
1903-4. The expenditure in the same periods has varied little, 
being about 9 or 10 lakhs yearly. 

Peat has been found in the .Upper Doab, and coal is known 
to exist in Southern Mir11tpur. In 1896 a mine was opened in 
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what has been variously called the Kota or Singrauli-J walamukhi 
coal-field, but the works were closed after x,ooo tons had been 
extracted, as the operations did not pay. 

Iron and copper are found in the Himalayan Districts, and Metals. 

the mines were formerly of importance ; but the increased 
difficulty of working copper, as veins became exhausted, has 
led to the closing of most of the mines, and the ironworks are 
very small and supply only the immediate neighbourhood. In 
1903-4 leases for mines worked after the native fashion were 
issued for eight iron mines and one copper mine ; but the 
royalties collected amounted to only Rs. 116. Iron was once 
worked by a company at the foot of the hills near Naini Tal, 
but the operations were not a commercial success. A pro
specting licence for a large area in Dehra Dun has recently 
been granted, and an English company has obtained a mining 
lease for copper. in Kumaun. Gold is obtained in minute 
quantities by washing in some of the rivers in, or near the foot. 
of,. the hills. 

Limestone is found in the Himalayas, but is only used locally Lime
for making lime owing to the difficulty of transport. In most stone. 

parts of the plains kankar, which is a form of calcium carbonate, 
is found in beds a few feet below the surface and is used for 
metalling roads and making lime. Usually the kankar is in 
small nodules, but sometimes it occurs in a more solid form 
and can be cut in blocks for building. 

Stone is largely quarried in Mirza pur District in what is called Stone. 

the Stone llfaltiil, which extends over 16o villages with 9,529 
quarries, of which 1,382 are working. The stone is a fine 
sandstone, largely used for dock-building, for municipal drains 
and private houses, while stone ballast is displacing kankar or 
nodular limestone on railways. Curry-stones, hand-mills, potters' 
wheels, stone vessels, and other articles are also made in the 
District and exported. The Stone Mahiil is Government 
property, but is worked by private individuals, who pay duty 
at rates varying from 4 annas per too cubic feet for ballast to 
1 anna per cubic foot for cut stone. In 1903-4 the gross 
income from duty was Rs. 88,ooo and the expenditure on staff 
and roads Rs. 46,ooo. Small quantities of granite have been 
obtained from Banda, Mirzapur, and Almora, of slate from 
Garhwal and Naini Tal, and of soapstone from Jhansi and 
Hamirpur. Stone is also worked in Agra and Muttra Districts 
and in Bundelkhand, while it is used more commonly than 
brick in the Himalayan Districts. ·Salt and 

There are no mines for salt in the United Provinces, but salt saltpetre. 
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is sometimes manufactured on a small scale during the process 
of refining saltpetre, which is prepared from nitrous earth by 
lixiviation. The purified salt is chiefly consumed in the area 
east of ,Allahabad, and in parts of Oudh it is employed to 
adulterate imported salt. In Aligarh, Agra, Etawah, and 
Mainpuri the impure salt or sitltt rs used for curing dried meat 
for export to Burma. Salt is also used in the manufacture of 
soap, and for curing hides and skins. Carbonate and sulphate 
of soda are prepared, by indigenous methods, from the saline 
efflorescences called reh, which are found in barren land in 
many parts. 

Cotton is ginned and spun with rude appliances as a home 
industry all over the Provinces. Weaving is carried on in most 
Districts on hand-looms of simple construction. In 1901 the 
number of persons supported by industries in connexion with 
cotton was over xj millions, of whom neariy I million were 
dependent on weaving, 14o,ooo on spinning, and 136,ooo on 
cleaning, pressing, and ginning. The"' largest industry •is.. in 
Azamgarh District, where there are about 13,ooo looms; but 
there are also important centres in Fyzabad, Ali:garh, Etah, 
Muzaffamagar, and Saharanpur. The commonest production 
is a plain uncoloured material used for clothing, and often 
woven of the exact size required for a loin-cloth (dlwti) or 
sheet. Coloured fabrics, including checks and stripes, are also 
produced, and machine-spun yam is preferred for these. Muslin 
is made in small quantities in Lucknow, Benares, Bulandshahr, 
Fyzabad, J aunpur, Mirzapur, and Rae Barel!. The principal 
weaving castes are the Koris (Hindus), who numbered nearly 
a million in 1901, and the Julahas ~usalmans), who were 
9oo,ooo strong. Both hand-spinning ~Q.d hand-weaving have 
suffered from the competition of the mills, especially the former, 
but the rate of decline is said to have lessened during the last 
twenty years. Machine-woven cloth is better in appearance 
than the material produced by nand, but the very defects of 
roughness and unevenness in the latter. make it preferred for 
quilts and the like, and it is more durable. · 

Experiments in the production of mulberry silk have been 
carried on for many years without much success. In Mirzapur 
District wild cocoons of the tasar moth are collected, and 
worms bred from them by the jungle tribes. Since the famine 
of 1896 the out-turn has been only about 2 million cocoons, 
or half of the former production. 

Benares is the chief centre of the silk-weaving industry, and 
in 1899 the capital invested in-that District was estimated at 30 
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lakhs. Some work is also turned out at Agra and Farrukhabad, 
and in Azamgarh and Jhansi Districts. At Benares the chief 
fabrics made are killcob (kamkhwiib) or brocade, which is adorned 
with gold and silver threads, and many varieties of piece-goods 
and articles of clothing. In,. Azamgarh mixtures of silk and 
cotton are more common, and good satin is also produced. 
Silk braid is made in many places. In 1901 there were 13,5oo 
persons employed in silk manufacture, &c., of whom I2,3oo 
were in Benares. 

Embroidery in silk or cotton on muslin is called .dzi'kall, and Em
Lucknow city is famous for this industry, which is carried on by broidery. 

the more respectable classes of poor people, especially Muham
madans. Handkerchiefs and other articles for personal use or 
wear are the chief productions, and the industry is probably 
increasing. Embroidery in gold and silver on velvet, silk, crape, 
sarcenet, &c., was formerly prepared for the native demand at 
Agra, Benares, and Lucknow, the out-turn being chiefly saddle-
cloths, covers for cushions, elephant-housings, caps, coats, and 
other articles of clothing. Slippers, table-covers, &c., are now 
produced for the European market. 

In every District there is a small local trade in blankets. Wool. 
These vary in quality, the best being produced in Bahraich 
and Muzaffarnagar, but all are of coarse brown stuff, very''<" 
different from the European style. In the hills many kinds of 
woollen cloth are produced in small quantities, almost entirely 
for local use. Goats' hair is made into ropes and sacking, and 
in the Himalayas and Mirzipur into coarse cloth. In 1901 
there were so,ooo persons supported by wool industries, but 
many of the persons recorded as sheep- and goat-breeders and 
!ihepherds (rzo,ooo) ar! ~!so employed in blanket-making. 

Cotton carpets or daris are woven on a large framework, the Carpets 
warp being arranged horizontally. Stripes form the usual design, and rugs, 

but other patterns are also made. The industry is carried on 
in every jail, and Aligarh, Bareilly, and Agra. Districts are 
especially noted for it. 

The principal centre for the manufacture of woollen carpets 
is Mirzapur, where a considerable number of factories are at 
work, including some under European supervision. There is 
also a large factory at Agra ; and while the industry is carried 
on in many jails, the carpets produced at the Agra Central jail 
(annual production about rs,ooo square yards) have the best 
reputation. Smaller quantities are made in Moradabad, Cawn
pore, Bulandshahr, and Jhansi Districts. In the case of woollen 
carpets the warp of cotton yarn is arranged vertically, and the 
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carpet is made. by placing ties of woollen yarn round every 
pair of threads, instead of weaving. Smaller rugs are also made 
both of cotton and wool ; and felted articles of unspun wool, 
such as rugs, prayer-mats, horse-cloths, saddles, &c., are 
produced in many Districts, tlJ.ose made in Bahraich being 
the best. ~ 

Dyeing. The art of dyeing is practised in all parts of the Provinces, 
and is applied to cotton, wool, silk, and leathe(. Till within 
the last twenty years the dyes used were chiefly of vegetable 
origin ; but the . use of aniline and alizarine has increased 
enormously, and is fast driving out the older art. The cost 
of dyeing has thus been cheapened, and coloured materials 
are more used, though the dyes are fleeting. There is a con
siderable industry in cotton-printing. Three classes of cloth 
are used : English long-cloth for curtains, tablecloths, &c. ; 
coarse country cloth for quilts and rough chintz ; and a still 
stronger cloth for use in place of carpets. The preparation 
of the cloth by washing and bleaching takes several daysl 
and patterns are then produced by stamping with a wooden 
die held in the hand. The art is most flourishing in the 
towns of Farrukhabad, Lucknow, Jahangirabad (Bulandshahr), 

.~ .~;~-nd Jafarganj (Fatehpur). 
Jeweltery~ / Personal ornaments for females are produced in great variety 

• ... by the ordinary sonars or goldsmiths. They include necklaces, 
rings for the finger and the .ru>se, bangles, earrings, anklets, 
tiaras, &c., in gold or silver, sometimes ornamented with 
precious stones. The poorer classes wear rings, bangles, 
earrings, and anklets of brass or pewter. At Lucknow orna
mental boxes, bowls, flower-vases, &c., are made of silver, 
adorned with rlpousse work, but t~se are chiefly for the 
European market. Quaint figures of animals are made. in 
Muttra District, of silver cast in a mould. Enamelling on 
silver and gold, and bidn work, or inlaying silver in an alloy 
from which hukka pots, &c., are made, were formerly practised 
at Lucknow ; but these industries have almost died out. Over 
25o,ooo persons were returned in 1901 as supported by work 
in connexion with gold, silver, and precious stones, while the 
Sonar caste numbered 284,ooo. 

Iron. The blacksmith is usually a village servant, who makes and 
J repairs the simple agricultural implements. in common use, 

and is partly paid in kind. Benares, Mirzapur, Cawnpore, 
and Farrukhabad are impertant centres for the manufacture 
of iron waterpots and iron qishes for domestic use. Rough 
cutlery is also made at Hathras and Cawnpore. In 1901, 
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3oo,ooo persons were returned as supported by the iron 
industry. 

Household vessels are almost exclusively of metal. Hindus Brass and 

use brass or some other alloy, while Musalmiins use copper copper. 

vessels, which are periodically tinned. The chief centres of 
manufacture are Mirzapur for ordinary Hindu articles, and 
Farrukhiibad and Lucknow for Muhammadan utensils. More 
ornamental work is produced in Benares, such as idols, sacri· 
ficial implements, shields, bells, embossed panels and trays, 
besides goods for the European market. There an;: less 
important centres for similar work in the Districts of Hamirpur 
(idols), Muttra (idols), Jhiinsi (toys and brass vessels oma· 
mented with copper}, and Etiiwah (sacrificial accessories and 
musical instruments). The ornamentation is partly beaten out 
with punches and partly engraved. In Moriidiibiid engraved 
brass-work is ornamented with black, red, or blue lacquer. 
There is a striking tendency towards the concentration of the 
manufacture of ordinary articles in the larger centres. The 
main industries connected with brass and copper supported 
nearly 6o,ooo persons in 1901. 

The chief class of pottery produced is a rude red ware Pottery. 
for domestic purposes. Only the lower castes of Hindus use 
earthen vessels as cooking-pots, table vessels, or pipe-bowls, 
but Muhammadans use them freely. Large pots are, however, 
used by all classes of agriculturists for storing water, grain, 
and dry goods, for cattle troughs, and for raising water for 
irrigation. Small articles are made on a heavy wheel revolving 
horizontally, but the larger vessels are moulded. Ornamental 
pottery is produced at Chuniir in Mirziipur District, and in 
Aligarh, Azamgarh, Lucknow, Bulandshahr, Moriidiibiid, 
Sitapur, and Meerut Districts, and in the Riimpur State. The 
Bulandshahr, Meerut, and Ram pur pottery resembles that made 
at Multiin in the Punjab, and is the most artistic. At Lucknow 
clay models of human beings, fruit, and vegetables are made, 
which have considerable merit. The potter caste, called 
Kumhiir, numbered more than 7oo,ooo Hindus and 2o,ooo 
Musalmans in rgor, while 37o,ooo persons were returned as 
:;upported by pottery-making. In villages the potter is a servant 
of the community, who receives regular dues and presents, and 
supplies certain articles free. 

Crude native glass is made at many places in the Doiib, Glass. 
the chief centres being in Alrgarh, Mainpuri, and Etawah 
Districts. It is manufactured from an efflorescence on the soil 
of impure carbonate of soda, and the principal articles made 

l.".r .... G 
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are ·glass bangles. Country-made glass is blown into small 
phials and flasks in many places. 

There is a considerable trade at Agra in articles carved 
from marble inlaid with other stone, and from soapstone. In 
Muttra District sandstone is carved; and many private houses 
and temples exhibit exquisitely carved screens in reticulated 
tracery, while pillars and beams are also adorned with patterns 
in relief. 

Wood-carving was formerly of importance, and carved door
posts,. lintels, doors, and balconies still adorn private houses 
in many Districts. At present the chief work done consists of 
articles for sale to Europeans, such as overmantels, screens, 
and, photograph frames. Execution is largely sacrificed to 
speed of production, and the fret-saw and punch are bad 
substitutes for the highly-trained eye and hand. Saharanpur 
is the chief centre of the trade ; but excellent ebony-carving 
is produced at Nagina in Bijnor District, and at Mainpuri 
carved wood is inlaid with brass wire. 

Ivory-carving is very rare; but the workmen who produce 
small articles of bone, such as combs, toys, and the like, 
occasionally work in ivory. Both ivory and bone are used for 
inlaying in wood. 

The manufacture of sugar is of great importance, especially 
in the Bareilly, Gorakhpur, and Benares Divisions. The cane 
is pressed in small mi11s, with. two or three rollers, turned by 
oxen. The juice is then roughly filtered and boiled, and the 
raw sugar is known as gur or riib according as it is solid or 
liquid. Riib is refined by filtering through grass mats and 
~emoving the colour by means of a weed called siwlir (Ifydn'lla 
verticillata). Other methods of filtering are through woollen 
blankets or mats of rice straw. Crystallized and loaf sugar 
are also made by dissolving gur in water. 

The most important factory industry is that of spinning 
and weaving. The first mill was opened by private enterprise 
at Cawnpore in 1869, and three others are working in the 
same city. In 1905 there were five other mills, three at 
Agra and one each at Mirzapur and Hathras. The total 
capital invested is about I II lakhs, and the out-turn in 1903-4 
amounted to 28 million pounds of yarn and 4 million pounds 
of woven goods. The principal statistics are shown on the 
following page. 

The number of factories for ginning, cleaning, and pressing 
cotton fluctuates, but has .. increased considerably from eight 
h1 t88r to sixteen in 1891, sixty-five in 1901, and 101 in 1903, 
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while the number of persons employed was nearly s,ooo in 
1901 and S,soo in 1903.- These presses are mostly situated 
in the Meerut and Agra Divisions, and are largely owned and 
managed by natives. -

18&>-1. 1•89<>--t. I ~9')0--I. '903--4· 

Number of mills • .. 2 5 6 9 
Number of loolll$. 3/8 3,qt r,6-t-s 3,215 
:'\umber of spindles 3s,32s 135,8-t-2 247,230 309,620 
Average daily number of hands 

employed. . ··•9-t- s.oos 7,017 8,940 

The single woollen mill at Cawnpore is the largest in India. Wool. 

The out-tum consists of blankets, all kinds of woollen cloths 
and fabrics, knitting yam, llerlin wool, &c., valued at over 
15ilakhs in 1903. The progress made is shown below:-

t886. •89•· '90'; 1!)03. 
-·-----------

N"umber of mills I I 1 I 

:'\umber of looms. 229 271 302 302 
Number o! spindle;; . 5,160 7.690 13,o66 13,o66 
.\versge daily number of hands 

employed. . 8o8 I,.j-00 r,soo r,soo 

Tanneries have long been established in Cawnpore, where Leather. 
there are now four large concerns employing more than 7,ooo 
persons daily. All kinds of leather goods, including boots and 
shoes, saddlery, military and police accoutrements, are produced 
and exported to many parts of the world as well as sold in India.. 

There are six breweries, five of which are situated in the Breweries. 
hills and one at Lucknow, the total out-tum in 1903 being 
r-4 million gallons of beer. 

Other important mill industries are a paper mill at Lucknow, Other 

two large sugar-refineries at Shahjahanpur and Cawnpore, at industries. 

the former of which rum has long been made, nine iron 
foundries, and a jute mill. Smaller undertakings are the lac 
factories in Mirzapur, forty-five of which employ about 4,700 
persons daily, and _soap works, ice factories, flour mills, oil 
presses, printing presses, bone mills, dairies, and brick and 
tile works. The manufacture of indigo is declining, but in 
r903 there were 402 factories with 271300 persons employed. 

Unskilled labour is paid at rates which vary according to Wnges. 
the demand for other work, especially agricultural. Women 
are occasionally paid as little as r! annas a day, but z annas 
is more usual. Male coolies receive from 2 annas to 4 annas, 

G l! 
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but the rate usually varies between 2t and 3 annas. Masons 
and carpenters are paid at rates varying from Rs. 8 to Rs. I 5 
per month, and blacksmiths from Rs. 12 to Rs. 20. Fitters 
recei:ve from Rs. 15 to Rs. 25 according to their ability, engine
drivers Rs. 8 to Rs. 15, and spinners in cotton mills Rs. xo 
toRs. 15. 

Condition Except in Cawnpore, the number of factories or mills in any 
o_f opera- single place is not sufficient to affect internal migration appre-. t1ves. 

ciably, and unskilled workmen can be obtained without diffi-
culty. Skilled labour hi such places has often to be imported 
from Bombay or Karachi. In Cawnpore, however, labour is 
often difficult to get, and the number of immigrants is large; 
but they come chiefly from neighbouring Districts, and very 
few from a considerable distance. Wages are high, while the 
cost of living is not appreciably more than elsewhere, so that 
the operatives are able to support themselves without continu
ous labour. No recruiting agency has yet been formed; but 
in 1905 an exhaustive inquiry was made by an official into the 
causes which affect the supply, and an attempt has been made 

· by a combination among the masters to reg_ulate wages and 
prevent competition for labour. Since plague spread in Cawn
pore the labour difficulties have increased, and two mills have 
erected model dwellings for their workmen. 

Trade and The trade of these Provinces prior to annexation falls into 

bco~merce: two classes : the trade of the East India Company, and that of 
~~ - . 

annexa- the people generally. The former was almost entlrely confined 
tion. to the purchase of cloth at the two centres of Tanda in Fyzabad 

and Allahabad, the value in 1786 being less than 3 lakhs, and 
a little opium. The latter was most important in the eastern 
half of the Provinces, for Rohilkhand produced chiefly rice and 
other grain which was exported to Delhi and the neighbouring 
Districts, while the upper portion of the Doii.b had suffered so 
much during the decay of the Mughal empire that it had no 
~anufactures and agriculture was languishing, the only excep
tion being a small out-turn of indigo near Etawah. Mirzii.pur 
was the great centre of trade, owing to its position on the 
Ganges. Here came merchants from the Deccan and Bundel
khand, with raw cotton and indigo, shawl merchants from the 
west and traders from Nepal, taking away piece-goods, raw silk, 
and spices from Bengal, and tin and copper imported from 
overseas. The through trade in I 7 86 was estimated at about so 
lakhs. Cotton goods from the eastern half of the Provinces 
were the chief export of loca! P.~<?duction. Before the collapse 
of the Mughal power, the fimirproducts of the looms were sent 
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to Delhi, but trade with Europe sprang up after the battle of 
Buxar in I 764. 

The chief exports now are wheat, oilseeds, raw cotton, sugar, General 
molasses, opium, hides, andgh.i; the chief imports are English chfara.ctter 

· o exts-
.and Indian cotton goods, metals, kerosene oil, manufactured ing trade. 
wares, salt, spices, and for some years past foreign refined sugar. 
Agricultural produce amounts to about 6o per cent. of the 
exports and 12 per cent. of the imports in normal years, but 
bad seasons. completely alter the balance of trade. In the 
.Meerut Division alone, where there is a magnificent system of 
irrigation, the exports are fairly steady. The bulk of trade is 
-carried by rail, and for this accurate figures exist. The total 
value of imports by rail rose from 11•9 crores in r88o-I to 13·3 
<:rores in r8go-r, 19·6 crores in rgoo-r, and was x8·3 crores 
in 1903-4, while the total value of exports· was a crore, 15 crores, 
28 crores, and 24 crores in the same years. Accurate figures 
<Jf the river-borne traffic are not available, but its· total value 
is estimated at nearly 4 crores. More than half is carried in 
.about equal proportions by the Gogra and the Ganges. Next 
in order come the Rapti river, the Ganges Canal, the J umna, 
.and the Gumti. Agricultural produce is by far the most im-
portant item of this trade, which also includes large exports of 
wood and stone. Since x8g8 the river-borne traffic between 
the United Provinces and Bengal, carried along or across the 
Ganges, the Gogra, and the Gandak, has been systematically 
registered, and its value in 1903-4 was: imports, ro8 lakhs; 
exports, 122 lakhs. No complete statistics are available for the 
traffic on roads. From 1897 to 1899 the road traffic with the 
Punjab was registered at seven posts, and from 1900 to 1902 

the traffic with the Rajputana States was registered at ten posts. 
The system has since been applied to traffic with the Central 
India States. It is estimated that the total value of trade by 
road with other parts of India is: imports, 272 lakhs; exports, 
124 lakhs. The foreign trade with Nepal and Tibet, which 
will be described below, is registered; in 1903-4 imports were 
valued at nearly 123 Iakhs and exports at 48 lakhs. 

The chief centres of trade are Cawnpore, Allahabad, Mirza- Chief 
pur, _ Benares, Lucknow, Meerut, Alrgarh (Koil), Hathras, centres. 

Muttra, Agra, Farrukhabad, Moradabad, Chandausi, Bareilly, 
~aharanpur, Muzaffarnagar, Ghaziabad, Khurja, Kasganj, Bijnor, 
Corakhpur, Ghazrpur, Pilibhit, and Shiihjahanpur. Of these, 
Cawnpore, Agra, and Hathras are the most important; but 
traffic is registered separately only for the first. The trade of 
Cawnpore is chiefly in raw cotton, cotton goods, grain, oilseeds, 
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and hides and skins, and amounts to about one-fourth of the 
total traffic of the Provinces. Mirzapur, Benares, Lucknow, 
and Farrukhabad are great centres. of the brass and copper 
industries; but in the other towns the trade in agricultura) 
produce is the most important. 

The Upper India Chamber of Commerce was founded in 
I 889 and now has forty-five members, who include almost every 
European ~ommercial firm and manufacturing concern of con
sequence in these Provinces and in the Punjab. Its head
quarters are at Cawnpore. Trade carried on by natives of 
India has no similar organization. 

The mechanism of internal trade is simple. Except in the 
large towns there is no banking system, and rupees are more 
popular for actual payments than currency notes. In smaU 
towns away from the railway, remittances by notes sometimes. 
raise the price of these above their face value. The greater 
part of the Provincial trade is rural, and is carried on by 
methods of long standing. In the rural tracts markets are held 
at convenient local centres, a few miles apart, once or twice or 
even three times a week.· The surplus produce is disposed of 
in one of three ways. It is handed over to the village grain
dealer, or sold to itinerant. buyers, or disposed of in markets. 
The grain-dealers and buyers may either be agents for larger 
firms or sellers to them, and thus numerous small lots of pro
duce are brought together within reach of the railways, and 
consigned elsewhere by the exporting firms, who are either local 
traders or agents of firms at the seaports. Similarly imports of 
goods are brought in by the large houses and distributed by 
them to the retail shopkeepers who have shops in the towns 
and attend the country markets, or to itinerant vendors. Trade 
is thus highly organized, though the methods are not those of 
European countries. Hardly a singular vernacular paper pro
vides commercial intelligence for its readers. In towns small 
retail businesses appear to bp increasing, and it may be said 
that retail dealers supply a more diversified class of goods than 
formerly. The whole tendency is towards the breakdown of 
the old rule-one article, one dealer. The principal trading 
castes are the Banias or Vaisyas, but these now have no
monopoly. Certain trades connected with the supply of foodt 
such as confectionery, can be carried on only by castes who are 
considered pure; but even here there is a tendency to wink at 
the intrusion of other castes. A hundred years ago Banjarii.s. 
were the grain-carriers, but ~they have now settled down to. 
agriculture. 
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The total value in 1903-4 of the external rail-borne trade External 
with the most important Provinces and States is shown below, trade. 

in lakhs of rupees :-

Riijputana Bengal, Bombay 
Port of Port of and Punjab. Presidency, 

Calcutta. Bombay. Central excluiliag excluding 
India. Calcutta. port. 

Imports 6,28 2,i9 3,16 :z,69 3,50 I 1I5 
Exports 10,66 3,50 2,13 3,.p 3.38 49 

Total 16,94 6,29 4·29 6,Io 6,88 1,64 

Twenty years ago the trade with Calcutta was nearly half of 
the total ; but it has now fallen to little more than one-third, 
owipg to the improvement of railway communications with 
Bombay. 

The imports may be divided into raw materials (including Imports. 

machinery and coal) and goods ready for consumption. Of 
the first class, nearly all the coal comes from Bengal, while 
railway plant and machinery are chiefly imported from Calcutta, 
Bombay, the Punjab, and Bengal supplying most of the re
mainder. The most valuable raw materials imported are metals, 
which are chiefly obtained from Bombay port, Calcutta, and 
the Bombay Presidency. Most of the gunny-bags imported, 
which are used for exporting grain, come from Calcutta and 
Bengal, and Bengal also supplies lac. Hides and skins are 
chiefly obtained from Rajputana and Central India or the Pun-
jab. In the case of articles ready for consumption, piece-goods 
take the first place, usually amounting to one-quarter of the 
total imports. These come chiefly from Calcutta, Bombay port, 
and Bombay Presidency. Salt is imported from Rajputana, 
the Bombay Presidency, and the Punjab. A large proportion 
of the total grain imported is usually rice from Bengal and 
Calcutta, but in 190 3-4 there were considerable imports of gram 
from the Punjab. A temporary feature of the sugar trade is 
the extent to which sugar from Mauritius has replaced beet sugar 
from the continent of Europe since the imposition of counter-
vailing duties. The imports are. more than balanced by very 
large exports of country-made sugar. 

The most valuable of the raw materials exported are oil- Exportii. 

seeds, which are sent to Calcutta, Bombay, and the Punjab. 
Raw cotton goes chiefly to Bombay and Calcutta for shipment 
to foreign countries, and hides and skins are mainly disposed 
of in the same war. Grain and pulse take the first place in 
the exports of articles ready for consumption ; but the figures 
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fluctuate enormously. In the prosperous year 1892, the 
exports were valued at 955! lakhs, while in the famine year 
1897 they fell to 54! lakhs. The value in 1903-4 was 520 
lakhs, the most important heads being wheat, gram, and pulse 
and millets. In prosperous years the wheat is chiefly sent to 
Calcutta or Bombay for export. Opium also forms a valuable 
article of export, most of it being sent from Ghazipur to Cal
cutta or to the factory at Patna. Next in importance comes 
sugar, which is supplied to Rajputana and Central India, the 
Punjab, Bombay Presidency, Bengal, and the Central Provinces. 
The most important item under the head of provisions is ghi 
{clarified butter}, which is sent to Calcutta,· Bombay Presidency 
and port, Rli.jputana and Central India. The chief manufac
tured goods exported are cotton and woollen. The largest 
markets for cotton goods are Bengal, Rajputana, and the 
Punjab. Trade in indigo has decreased rapidly since 1898, 
owing to the competition of the artificial dye. Previous to 
that year the exports varied from 70 lakhs to . over a crore, but 
they have now sunk to 46 lakhs in 1900-11 21! in 1901-2, and 
13 in 1903-4. More than half of the total goes to Calcutta 
and a considerable portion of the remainder to the Punjab. 

Foreign trade passes direct from these Provinces only to 
Tibet and Nepal. It is conducted on primitive lines. Sheep 
and goats are the means of transport to Tibet, and ponies or 
pack-bullocks to Nepal, while barter is largely the method of 
exchange. The registration iSfairly accurate, as transport is 
difficult outside the roads on which the posts are placed. ·The 
value of the imports from Nepal has risen from 57 lakhs in 
x88o-I to 59 lakhs in 1890-1 and 81 lakhs in I9oo:-1. The 
principal items and their value in 1900-1 were: grain 35lakhs, 
chiefly rice, glu II lakhs, oilseeds 7 lakhs, timber 3 lakhs, gums 
and resins 1 lakh, and spices 7 lakhs. The exports have risen 
from 32 lakhs in x88o-I to 34 lakhs in 1890-1 and 43 lakhs 
in 1900-1; including cotton goods 27 lakhs, salt 4 lakhs, sugar 
3lakhs, and metals 2lakhs. In 1903-4 the imports were valued 
at 115 lakhs, and the exports at 45 lakhs. 

Trade with Tibet is on a smaller scale. The total value of 
the imports in 1900-1 (chiefly borax, salt, and wool) was under 
7 lakhs, and of the exports (grain, sugar, cotton goods, and 
pedlars' wares) 3! lakhs. In 1903-4 the imports and exports 
were 7·5 and 3'3 lakhs respectively. 

The total length of railways in the Provinces increased from 
2,571 miles in 1891 to 3,423 in 1901 and 3,636 in 1904. 
Metre-gauge lines increased froin 814 to 1,4Io miles, and 
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broad-gauge lines from 1,757 to :2,226 miles. There is now General 
1 mile of railway to every 31 square miles of area. A railway syst.em. 
runs through some part of every District except Almora and 
the Tehri State. The main features of the system are due· to 
the requirements of trade, but they have been occasionally 
modified by military considerations and the necessities of 
famine protection. 

It has already been stated that the bulk of the trade of the C?nnexion 
Provinces is with Bengal and Calcutta, and the most important i~~~al. 
lines are those which carry this. The two trunk lines passing 
through the length of the Provinces parallel to the great rivers· 
are the East Indian and the Oudh and Rohilkhand, both state ' 
railways on the broad gauge, the former being worked by 
a company and the latter directly by Government. The East 
Indian Railway, which was commenced' before the Mutiny as 
a military line and trade route, lies entirely south of the 
Ganges, crossing the Jumna at Allahabad, where it enters the 
Doab. It serves Ghazrpur, Benares, Mirzapur, Fatehpur, 
Cawnpore, Etawah, Muttra, Agra, Alrgarh, Bulandshahr, and 
Meerut Districts, and meets the North-Western Railway at 
Ghaziabad. Three short branches run from Dildarnagar to 
the bank of the Ganges opposite Ghazrpur, from Tundla to 
Agra, and from Hathras junction to Hathras city, while the 
J ubbulpore branch from Allahabad forms the main route from 
the south-east of the Provinces to Central India and Bombay. 
The length has increased from 579 miles in 1891 to 597 miles 
in 1904, including 58 miles of double track. The pudh and 
Rohilkhand Railway starts from Mughal Sarai on the East 
Indian Railway, and its main line traverses the Districts of 
Benares, Mirzapur, Jaunpur, Partabgarh, Rae BarelY, Lucknow, 
Hardoi, Shahjahanpur, Bareilly, Moradabad, Bijnor, Saharan pur, 
and the Ram pur State. A loop-line, formerly the main line from 
Benares to Lucknow, also serves Jaunpur; Fyzabad, and Bara. 
Banki. Important cross connexions from Lucknow to Cawn-
pore, from Bareilly and Moradabad to Aligarh, and from 
Moradabad to Ghaziabad, link it with the East Indian 
Railway. Its broad-gauge length has risen from 693 
miles in 1891 to 1,187 miles in 1904, while 8x miles of 
narrow gauge have been constructed, forming an important 
link between the eastern and western systems of India. A 
third means of communication with Bengal is the Bengal and 
North-Western Railway, an assisted line of metre gauge. This 
line was till recently situated entirely north of the Gogra, serv· 
ing the Districts of Gorakhpur, Basti, Gonda, and Bahraich, 
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while branches ran up to the Nepal border. Its importance 
has been immensely increased by the link mentioned above, 
which connects it through Bara Banki and Lucknow with the 
Riijputana-Malwa Railway at Cawnpore, and within the last 
few years extensions ha:ve been made south of the Gogra in 
Ballia, Ghazipur, Azamgarh, and Benares Districts. The 
length has risen from 301 miles in 1891 to 761 miles in 1904. 

Connexion Besides the Jubbulpore branch of the East Indian Railway 
with there are two lines to Bombay. The Indian Midland section 
Bombay. 

of the Great. Indian Peninsula broad-gauge line from ltarsi 
divides at Jhansi, one branch passing through the Gwalior 
State to Agra and Delhi, where it joins the East Indian, while 
the other traverses Jalaun District, meets the East Indian at 
Cawnpore, and passes _over the Oudh and Rohilkhand line to 
Lucknow. Including a branch constructed as a famine-relief 
line from Jhansi to Manikpur on the Jubbulpore branch, which 
crosses Hamirpur and Banda Districts, this railway, which is 
a stat~ line (incorporated since 1900 with the Great Indian 
Peninsula), had a length of 328 miles in r891 and 336 miles in 
1904, The other line is the metre-gauge Cawnpore-Achhnera 
branch of the Rajputii.na-Malwa Railway, which meets the 
eastern system at Cawnpore and traverses Farrukhiibad, Etah, 
Aligarh, Muttra, and Agra Districts. It is a state railway, with 
a length of 261 miles in 1891 and 2-82 miles in 1904. 

Connexion The western frontier of the ..frovinces is crossed by the East 
P~~aV;_e Indian Railway opposite Delhi. The North-Western State 

Railway meets the Oudh and Rohilkhand at Saharanpur, and 
also serves the rich Districts of Muzaffarnagar and Meerut, 
joining the East Indian line at Ghaziabad. The total length 

Other 
lines. 

Ex ten· 
sions. 

was 107 miles, all on the broad gauge, in both 1891 and 1904. 
West of the Gogra, the submontane Districts of Sitiipur, 

Kheri, and Pilibhit are traversed by the Lucknow-Bareilly 
State Railway on the metre gauge, with a length of 198 miles in 
1891 and 231 miles in 1904. The Rohilkhand-Kumaun assisted 
railway on the same gauge, with 54 miles built before r89r, 
runs from Bareilly to Kiithgodam at the foot of the hills near 
Naini Tal. A branch of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway to 
Hardwiir has been extended to Debra by a guaranteed line, 
32 miles long. . 

Since 1901 some short extensions have been completed on 
the Bengal and Northo-Western Railway, and important broad
gauge lines from Fyzabad and J aunpur to Allahabad, crossing 
the Ganges, and from Delhi tp Agra through Muttra. Exten
sions have also been sanctioned of the Oudh and Rohilkhand 
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in Hardoi, and of the East Indian in Meerut, of the Bengal 
and North-Western in Oudh, and of the Rohilkhand and 
Kumaun in Moradabad, Naini Tal_, Bareilly, and Budaun. 

The cost of construction per mile has been-on metre-gauge Cost of 

lines: Lucknow-Bareilly and Rohilkhand-Kumaun, Rs. 41,503; ~~'::.trnc
and Cawnpore-Achhnera, Rs. 46,940; on broad-gauge lines: 
Oudh and Rohilkhand, Rs. 79,538; and North-Western, 
Rs. x, 7 1153z. Separate details are not available for the other 
lines, which are partly situated in other Provinces. 

The Provinces are now so well served by railways that Inftnence 

there is no difficulty in ~oving grain to any part in which ':ta;~i.l
the harvest may have fatled, and the result has been to 
equalize prices. In particular the line through Southern · 
Bundelkhand has been of value. The chief effect of railways 
on the social conditions of the people has been to relax the 
restrictions of caste. :Food is purchased at railway stations 
without too close inquiry into the caste of the vendor, and 
the convenience of swift locomotion overweighs the prejudices 
of the higher castes against contact with those whose touch 
necessitates bathing. 

The use of roads for through communication has declined Roads. 

since the spread of railways. In the middle of the eighteenth 
century there were two main routes through the Provinces. 
One led from Delhi through Muttra to Agra, and crossing 
the Jumna at Etawah, passed through Kora in Fatehpur to 
Allahabad. The other ran eastwards through Garhmuktesar 
to Morii.dabii.d, and then by way of Bareilly, Shahjahanpur, 
.Mallanwan (in Hardoi), Rae Bareli, Salon, and Benares to 
Patna. When the Provinces became British territory, 
zamlndlirs were responsible for local roads. The first great 
works undertaken by the British Government were : the grand 
trunk road, commenced in 183z, the line of which has been 
generally followed by the East Indian Railway; the road from 
Mirzapur to the Deccan, and the road from Agra towards 
Bombay, the last two being cif importance for trade, though 
their length in these Provinces is short, while the first was 
the great road to the frontier. By 1856 branches had been 
completed from Khurja and Delhi to Meerut; from Aligarh 
and Bhongaon (Mainpuri) to Agra; from Bewar and Gursa
haiganj to Fatehgarh, from Kalpi to Cawnpore, from Allahabad 
to Jaunpur, and from Mirzapur to Jaunpur; and from Gha-
zipur to Gorakhpur, with sections to Benares and Azamgarh. 
It was then found that the absence of roads in the Bareilly 
Division ha<J enabled the Benares Division to capture the 
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trade in sugar; and a road was commenced from Pilibhlt 
through Bareilly, Budaun, and Etah to the grand trunk 
road, and other roads from Bijnor through Meerut District 
to Delhi, and from Bulandshahr and A!Igarh to Aniipshahr. 
After the Mutiny an important cross-road from Banda through 
Fatehpur and Rae BarelY to Fyzabad was undertaken. There 
were no metalled roads in Oudh before annexation, except 
that from Cawnpore to Lucknow. After the Mutiny a military 
road was made from Allahabad to Fyziibad, and the road from 
Lucknow to Fyzii.biid was improved, and extended to Jaunpur. 

The roads described above still form the principal through 
communications. The length of metalled roads increased 
from 4,68x miles in I89I to s,o82 miles in 1901, while the length 
of unmetalled roads under regular repair rose from 13,6o3 
miles to 141167 miles. As funds become available roads are 

. metalled, especially where they .act as feeders to railways. 
Including roads maintained in private estates, forests, and the 
like, and also the unmetalled roads which are not regularly 
repaired, the total length of roads in 1904 was: metalled, 
5,789 miles; unmetalled, 24,914 miles. Metalled roads are 
almost· entirely under the Public Works department, and 
unmetalled roads under the District boards. 

The body of the ordinary country cart consists of a frame
work of bamboos and wood, but contains no boards. Sacking 
or mats are used to prevent gr_ain or similar substances from 
falling out. The wheels are frequently solid, though made 
of several pieces of '\fOOd fitted together, and are rarely tired. 
Country carts vary in size according to the breed of cattle 
available and the state of the roads. The commonest means 
of conveyance of passengers is the one-horse ehka, a light· 
two-wheeled cart, which merely consists of a box-shaped body 
with a lid about 4 feet square on which the driver and two or 
three passengers squat. In the tovms improved ekkas with 
springs are becoming common. 

A light railway runs from Shiihjahiinpur to the Lucknow
Sitapur-Bareilly Railway at Mailani in Kheri District. It was 
originally owned by a company, but is now worked by the 
Bengal and North-Western Railway. An agreement has 
recently been made with a private firm for the construction 
of another light railway from the East Indian line at Shah
clara in Meerut District to Saharanpur, which will serve a rich 
tract of country. . 

No canals have been m(!.de exclusively for navigation. 
When Lord Ellenborough postponed the construction of the 
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Ganges Canal he declared that its chief purpose should be for 
navigation, but this view was successfully opposed. On the 
Ganges Upper and Lower Irrigation Canals, which are con
sidered together for this purpose, ·the length of channel open 
to navigation is 412 miles. Special works have been under· 
taken to facilitate traffic. The Ganges main canal has several 
falls, and supplementary channels, each about xj miles long 
and provided with a lock, were made to avoid the interruption 
of navigation throughout the course from Hardwiir to 
Cawnpore. The Cawnpore branch was an integral part of 
the Ganges main canal ; but since the opening of the Lower 
Ganges Canal the portion of the Cawnpore branch between 
Nanii where the Ganges Canal bifurcates and Gopalpur where 
the Lower Ganges Canal crosses the Cawnpore branch has 
been used only for navigation. The total capital expenditure 
on navigation works to the end of 1900-I on the Ganges and 
Lower Ganges Canals was 9 lakhs. The gross income during 
the five years ending 1900-I averaged Rs. 6,ooo, and the 
working expenses Rs. xo,ooo. If interest on the capital 
outlay be added, the annual loss has been Rs. 22,ooo. On 
the Agra Canal, with a capital expenditure of 9 lakhs, receipts 
averaged Rs. 4,ooo and expenditure Rs. 7 ,ooo, while interest 
charges amounted toRs. 351457· The Agra Canal was closed 
to navigation in June, 1904. 

The only steamers plying along the rivers of these Provinces Steamers. 
are those of the India General Navigation an<! Railway 
Company, Limited, which provide a feeder service on the 
Gogra. Starting from Digha Ghat in Bengal the steamers 
call daily at Barhaj in Gorakhpur District, and every fourth 
day at Ajodhya in Fyziibad, which is the farthest port reached, 
a distance of 293 miles from Digha. The passenger and 
goods traffic are of equal importance, and the latter includes 
general merchandise, jute, food-grains, wine, beer, manu-
factured iron, acids, and salt. The steamers can carry from 
300 to 6oo passengers and from 2 5 to 7 5 tons of cargo. 
Another line till recently called at Ghazipur on the Ganges. 

The spread of railways has greatly interfered with the River 

carriage of goods by water. There is now no expenditure on traffic. 
the improvement of natural waterways, except on the Ganges 
between Allahabad and Balliii. Here an attempt is made to 
keep a waterway never less than 4 to 6 feet deep. This depth 
is sufficient for country boats and for the river steamers 
formerly plying. Tolls are collected in accordance with 
rules made under Act I of 1867, and about t88o brought in 
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about Rs. rs,ooo annually. Ten years later the receipts had 
fallen to about Rs. IO,ooo, ~nd in 1903-4 they were only 
a little more than Rs, 7,ooo. The normal expenditure on the 
works is estimated at Rs. 8,ooo to Rs. I01ooo, a contribution 
from Provincial revenues being given when required. The 
country boats are clinker-built, with a burthen rarely exceeding 
roo tons and usually much smaller. They are propelled by 
towing, punting, rowing, or sailing, according to the state of the 
wind, the river, and its banks. 

Ferries. The rivers are crossed in about twenty places by boat-
bridges and ferries under the management of the Public 
Works department. All other public ferries are managed by 
District boards, except one or two leased to railways. There 
is a steam ferry at Ghazipur on the Ganges, and during the 
rains steamers are used at Ajodhya, but country boats are 
generally used in other places. 

PostOilice. The United Provinces and the Native States of R.impur 
and Tehri form, together with certain States in the Central 
India Agency and the State of Dholpur in Rajputana, a postal 
circle under the Postmaster-General of the United Provinces. 
The statistics on the following page show the advance in postal 
business in the United Provinces in the three last decennial 
years, and also the figures for 1903-4. Unless otherwise 
e:Kpressly stated, the figures do not include those of the 
Central India States and Dholpur. 

The figures given in the tablerelate to both the Imperial post 
and the District or local post. This latter system was a suO: 
stitute for the posts which, under an old law, zamindiirs were 
compelled to maintain for the purposes of official communica
tion, the police, and the magistracy. The personal obligation 
was replaced in 1863 by a cess, the proceeds of which were 
utilized to open post offices at places where their existence 
would not be warranted under the commercial principles of 
the Post Office. The expenditure on the District post 
averaged Rs. 1,86,997 per annum during the five years end
ing with r9o3-4· The number of District post offices on 
March 31, 1903, was z8g, and the·lotal length of District
post mail lines 9,249 miles. In 1906 the reservation of part 
of the local rates, in which the cess above mentioned had 
become merged, was abolished ; and the District post is now 
administered in the ordinary way. 

Famine. The cause of scarcity or famine in these Provinces is 
Causes. deficient rainfall in the south-western monsoon, resulting in 

a failure of the harvest. The· tracts most liable to famine are 
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the dry tracts of Bundelkhand and the Agra Division. The 
submontane Districts generally get an adequate rainfall ; the 
Meerut Division has a magnificent system of canal irrigation ; 
while the eastern Districts and Southern Oudh are protected 
by an enormous number of wells. The wells, however, 
only partially protect the rice crop, which is the important 
crop in the east. 

r88o-r. Jfl9o-l. 1()00--1. 1903-4· 

Number of post offices *1,062 *I,55I I,7I3 .1,858 
Number of letter-boxes *434 *r,754 3,641 4·545 
Number of miles of postal 

*u,g66 *13,665 15,875 communication 15,143 
Total number of postal 

articles delivered :- . 
35.312,628 Letters *r8,g8o,338 25·461,242 32,384,462 

Postcards. *a,738,334 14,485,822 261727116/ 33.333,144 
Packets *270,074 . '•426,162 3,305·937 3,902,470 

(including (including 
unregistered unregistered 

*• ,:;gs,rgg 
newspapers). newspapers). 

Newspapers 3·571,301 3,7J0,030 s,So9,910 
(registered (registered 
as news- as news-

papers in the papers in the 
Post Office). Post Office). 

Parcels *x98,5o9 247,630 41o,6i3 61:1:,716 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Value of stamps sold to 
the public . . . *5,84,485 *9,81,844 rs,67,983 x8,75.749 

Value of money orders 
issued . *6o1I7,1IO *:z,os,r6,6So 3.•7,56,sr8 3.97.94·488 

Total amount of savings 
*jo,r6,955 bank deposits r,og,8s,sso 8r ,o1,354 

• These figures inch1de statistics for Dholpur State, for which separate figures are not on record. 

From the point of view of famine the autumn is the more Harvests. 
important harvest, as it provides the food-supply for the masses 
of the people, millets and rice. The spring harvest is generally 
the more valuable (except in the rice tracts); but it is the 
revenue harvest, not the food harvest. Complete failure of 
any harvest is no longer possible ; whether partial failure will 
cause scarcity cr famine depends on the degree of failure and 
its effect on the labour market, the character of preceding 
harvests, and the general condition of the people. The most 
important crops from the point of view of famine are rice 
in the e.astern and submontane Districts, and elsewhere 
millets. 

When the rains fail, the Government looks out for· the Warnings. 
regular warnings of distress. Prices rise, private charity begins 
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to dry up, and t~e beggars flock to the towns. There is great 
activity in the grain-trade and an increase of petty crime. 
'l'he people become nervous and apprehensive. They may 
even take to plundering grain-dealers' shops. Cries against 
speculation and comers in food-grains are raised. These 
symptoms recur in every famine. 

Famines are known to have been frequent under native 
rule, but beyond a few horrors that· have been preserved· in 
contemporary accounts their history has been lost. Between 
A.D. 1291 and 1786 thirteen famines are recorded from the 
neighbourhood of Delhi alone. At the close of the thirteenth 
century we read that the people from the Siwaliks came 
crowding into Delhi and in the extremity of hunger drowned 
themselves in the Jumna, while prices rose to four times the 
ordinary rates. In the second quarter of the fourteenth century 
the excessive taxation of Muhammad bin Tughlak aggravated 
the results of drought and thousands of people died. Ibn 
Batuta says that he saw people eating hides; Barni relates 
that man ate man; the distress. lasted for years .. At the end 
of the fourteenth century, after the ravages of Timur, the 
Upper Doab again suffered from famine; and in i424 famine 
in Hindustan prevented the· march of the royal army to 
Kanauj. In 1471 the Lower Doiib and Bundelkhand suffered 
during the wars b~tween the Lodis of Delhi and the Jaunpur 
kings. Two hundred years later, famine due to drought 
ravaged the Upper Doab in x60x. Even of famines so late as 
1770 little is known .that is worthy of record. In 1783-4 
occurred the great famine still known as the chillz'sa or '40 
(J78J-:-4= 1840 samvat), in which instructions were issued 
to ' Chiefs and Collectors ' to regulate the price, distribution, 
and sale of grain, and to establish.,jstorehouses. Ten years 
later severe famine visited the Provinces in consequence of a 
failure in the monsoon of x8o3, following a period of political 
disturbance. Relief was given by remitting over 30 lakhs 
of revenue, by advancing xo lakhs to the landowners, and by 
offering a bounty on all grain imported into Benares, 
Allahabad, Cawnpore, and Fatehgarh. This was followed in 
1812 by a famine in the trans-Jumna Districts, regarding 
which little is known. 

In 1837-8 occurred perhaps the worst famine of the nine
teenth century. From A1lahabad to Delhi the famine was 
intense, especially between Cawnpore and Agra. The rains of 
1836 had failed almost completely and previous harvests had 
been poor. Prices rose to about · 10 seers per rupee. There 
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were violent outbreaks of crime and the troops had to be 
called out. The mortality was very great, and the country did 
not recover for m~ny years. The principles of modem relief 
policy date from the arrangements made in this famine. 
Remissions of revenue were granted to the amount of 
95 lakhs; 20 lakhs was spent on relief works and 3! lakhs 
on gratuitous relief. 

This famine was followed by a cycle of good years. Then r86o-r. 
came the disturbances of the Mutiny and two years of irregular 
rainfall. In ~ 86o the monsoon failed, and famine was general 
in the western Districts of Bundelkhand and very severe 
between Agra and Delhi. More than 9 lakhs was spent on 
relief works and sllakhs on gratuitous relief. Advances were 
given to the extent of 3 lakhs and 2llakhs of revenue was 
remitted. This famine is celebrated for the invention of poor
houses by Mr. (afterwards Sir) John Strachey, and for the gift 
of relief to parda-nashin ladies in their homes ; it was also the 
occasion of the first famine inquiry, in the course of which 
Colonel Baird-Smith drew prominent attention to the increase 
in staying power shown by the people. This he attributed to 
stability of tenure and canal irrigation. 

The Rajputana famine of 1868 affected the whole of the 1868. 
west of the Provinces and Bundelkhand, and was very severe 
in the trans-Jumna Districts. Sir William Muir, the Lieutenant
Governor, issued the famous order insisting on the personal 
responsibility of officers to save every life that could be saved. 
The relief system, however, broke down under the pressure of 
immigration from Native States. About 25 lakhs was spent on 
relief works and 4llakhs on gratuitous relief. About 10 lakhs 
was advanced to cultivators, but remissions of revenue were 
small. 

The Bihar famine of 1873-4 was accompanied by scarcity 1873-4· 
in the adjacent Districts on the east of these Provinces, and 
also in Bundelkhand. It was found, however, that little 
relief was required. · 

The failure of the monsoon in I 877 was the worst on record, 1877-8. 
and the autumn crop on unirrigated lands was lost; but good 
rains in October and December secured the spring harvest .• 
Relief works were opened ·in September, but people did not 
come in any numbers until early in 1878. They left the works 
for the spring harvest, but returned when that had been 
gathered, and stayed until the rains fell in August, 1878. Only 
16 lakhs was spent on relief works, and about 4 lakhs on 
gratuitous relief. 

U.P. I •H 
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I8go-a • ..r · In x8go both crops failed in Kumaun, whish hardly produces 
sufficient grain to support its inhabitants even in good seasons. 
The people had money, but there was no grain to buy. Accord
ingly Government imported 45,ooo maunds of grain. This 
met the situation, and no further relief was required. Similar 
conditions in 1892 led to similar measures. Again about 
45,ooo 1,.naunds of grain were imported by Government agency. 
This proved to be sufficient in Garhwal, but relief works were 
opened elsewhere. These failed to draw any considerable 
numbers, and an early monsoon in 1892 put an end to the 
scarcity, which in neither year had been acute. On both 
occasions the. expenditure was small, t;nost of the money spent 
having been recovered. 

18g6-7. The monsoon of 1895 failed in Bundelkhand, and by the 
_end of the year it was necessary to start relief. The rains of 
the year following failed more or less generally and famine 
became general over the Provinces, excluding the Meerut 
Division. A very elaborate organization of relief was under
taken. Altogether 282. million 'units' 1 were relieved. The 
direct expenditure on relief, excluding establishment and in
cidental charges, was 167lakhs. Loans and advances amounted 
to 40 lakhs, revenue was suspended to the extent of nearly 
145 lakhs, and remitted in the case of 65 lakhs more. 

Statistics. The effects of the famine of 1868-9 and 1877-8 were still to 
be traced in the census sta~tics of xgor, the former in the 
low proportion of persons at ages between thirty and thirty-five, 
and the latter in that at twenty to twenty-five. The vital sta
tistics for the years 1894 and 1897 illustrate the difference in the 
effects of bad fever and famine. Infantile mortality was greater 
in 1894 than in I81i)7; but this was probably due to a higher 
birth-rate in 1893 than in 1896. From the ages five to fifteen 
famine sweeps off more persons than fever. Between the ages 
of fifteen and forty fever is more deadly to females than famine, 
and less fatal to males, the explanation being that this is the 
child-bearing age for females. From forty to sixty famine 
claims more victims from both sexes than fever, which again 
assumes the upper hand in the 'last stages of life. Both 
fever and famine reduce the birth-rate, but the recovery after 
a famine is immediate and more marked than after fever. 

Protection. Much has been done to protect the Provinces against 
the effects of dro~ght. The Doab is intersected with canals 
drawn from the Ganges or the Jumna, the greatest being the 
UPPER GANGES CANAL, cap~b!e of irrigating about I! million 

1 'Unit' means one person relieved for one day. 
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acres. The LowER GANGES CANAL has already irrigated more 
than a million acres, and is designed to irrigate xi million 
acres. Altogether r,ssr miles of canals and branches are 
open, "ith 8,o8r miles of distributaries, 3,432 miles of drains, 
and 331 miles of escapes, navigation channels, mill-runs, &c. 
In addition there are about half a million masonry wells, of 
which the greater number are found in the eastern ,Districts 
and southern Oudh. The Government offers advances on 
easy terms for the construction of wells to all who can give any 
security. As yet but little advantage has been taken of the 
offer. A programme for extending canals and banking up 
small streams to form reservoirs is now being carried out in 
Bundelkhand, where the principal canal is taken from the 
llETWA. 

Great attention has been paid to the improvement of com
munications. In 1904, 3,636 miles of railway were open to 
traffic, and some 300 miles in addition were under construc
tion or about to be constructed, while surveys have been 
sanctioned for 165 miles more. The railways are fed by an 
elaborate system of roads that are regularly kept up. 

The first Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western Pro- Administra

vinces was Sir C. T. Metcalfe, who was appointed in 1836. ~~n. _ 
. . . uvveru 

Excludmg temporary mcumbents, his successors, wtth the dates ment. 
of their appointment, were: Mr. T. C. Robertson ( 1840); 
Mr. J. Thomason (1843); Mr. J. R. Colvin (1853); Sir G. F. 
Edmonstone (1859); Hon. E. Drummond (r863); Sir W. 
Muir (r868); Sir J. Strachey (1874); and Sir G. Couper 
(1876). The Governor-General-in-Council thxee times ad
ministered the Provinces in person: namely, from 1838 to 1840 
(Lord Auckland), from 184z to 1843 {Lord Ellenborough), and 
from 1858 to 1859 (Lord Canning). The North-Western 
Provinces and Oudh were united in 1877 under Sir G. Couper 
as Lieutenant-Governor and Chief Commissioner, a post which 
has been since held by Sir A. C. Lyall (1882), Sir A. Colvin 
(r887), Sir C. H. T. Crosthwaite (1892}, Sir A. P. :MacDonnell 
(1895), Sir James Digges La Touche {1901), and Sir J. P. 
Hel\·ett (1906). The title of Chief Commissioner was dropped 
in 1902, when the new name of United Provinces was 
introduced. The Secretariat staff consists of five secretaries 
and five under-secretaries. Three of the secretaries belong 
to the Indian Civil Service ; the chief secretary is in charge of 
the Re\·enue, Appointment, General Administration, Political, 
and Forest departments; another secretary of the Medica~ 
Judicial, Police, Educational, and Sanitation departments; 

H2 
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and the third of the Local Self-Government, Financial, Muni
cipal, Miscellaneous, and Separate Revenue departments. 
The other two secretaries belong to the Public Works depart
ment, and are also Chief Engineers. One of these deals with 
the Irrigation branch, and the other with Roads and Buildings. 
The Board of Revenue is the highest court of appeal in revenue 
and rent cases, and has also important executive duties. It is 
the chief revenue authority in the Provinces, controlling the 
assessment and collection of land revenue, income tax, stamps, 
and excise, and is also the Court of Wards. There are two 
permanent members, and a third member was temporarily 
sanctioned for four years from 1902, on account of the 
pressure of work due to settlement and the operations of 
the Bundelkhand Encumbered Estates Act. The Board has 
a secretary and joint-secretary who belong to the Indian 
Civil Service, and a junior secretary who belongs to the 
Provincial Service. The heads of Provincial departments are 
the Inspector-General of Police, Director of Public Instruction, 
Inspector-General of Jails, Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, 
Sanitary Commissioner, Director of Land Records and Agricul
ture, and Commissioner of Excise and Stamps, who is also 
Inspector-General of Registration. The Accountant-General 
and Postmaster-General represent Imperial departments under 
:the Government of India. 

There are forty-eight British Districts, thirty-six being in the 
Province of Agra and twelve in Oudh. The average area is 
about 2,2oo square miles, and the average population a million. 
Districts vary in size fr9m 977 square miles (Lucknow) to 
5,223 square miles (Mirzapur) in the plains, while the hill 
Districts of Almora and Garhwal have an area of 5,416 and 
5,629 square miles respectively. Each District is in charge of 
a District officer, who is called Collector and Magistrate in the 
Province of Agra, excluding the Kumaun Division, and Deputy
Commissioner and Magistrate in the Kumaun Division and in 
Oudh. The Districts are grouped together in Divisions, each 
under a Commissioner, to whom the District officers are sub
ordinate. There are nine Divisions, having an average area of 
nearly 12,ooo square miles, and a population of 5 to 6 millions. 
The number of Districts in a Division varies from three 
(Kumaun and Gorakhpur) to five (Benares), six (Meerut, Agra, 
Bareilly, Luckn:ow, and Fyziibad), or seven (Allahabad). The 
most important subdivision of a District is the tahsil, of which 
there are 217, with an average area of soo square miles and 
.a population of 22o,ooo, For judicial purposes (both criminal 
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and revenue) the District officer assigns a subdivision, which 
consists of one or more tah.rzls, according to the number of 
officers available, to each of his .subordinates, who may be 
Covenanted Civilians (Joint and Assistant Magistrates and 
Assistant Collectors), or members of the Provincial Service 
(Deputy-Collectors and Magistrates). In a few large Districts 
{e. g. Saharanpur, Banda,, Hamirpur, Jhii.nsi, Gorakhpm', Naini 
Tal, Almora., and Garhwiil) one or more of the subdivisional 
·officers reside in their subdivisions, but as a rule they a.re 
stationed at head-quarters. In the revenue system of the 
:Mughals the Sarkiir roughly corresponded in a.rea. to. the 
Division, and the Dastur to the District, though the limits of 
particular units have largely altered. 

Each tahsil is in charge of a tahsildiir, who is primarily Su~
responsible for the collection of revenue, and also exercises o~m~e. 
judicial powers (criminal and revenue). Tah.rils are divided 

0 ~ • 

into parganas (which are chiefly of importance in the periodical 
settlement of land revenue, when they are taken as convenient 
units). The parganas correspond very closely both in name 
and area with the malzals recorded in the Ain-,:Allbari. Sub
ordinate to the tahsildiirs are the supervisor kiinungos, of whom 
there are, on an average, about three to each tahSil, or 731 in 
.all These officials supervise the work of the palwiins or 
village accountants, and check their papers, besides performing 
miscellaneous functions. 

The village autonomy is chiefly confined to the internal Village 

relations of the villagers. As in most parts of India, menials system. 

(such as the messenger, watchman, barber, and sweeper) and 
artisans (blacksmith, carpenter, and potter) are village servants 
.and receive a share in the crops for ordinary services. Previous 
to British rule the village system in Northern India was local 
government by an aristocracy. The lower castes managed 
their own social affairs by a pandziiyat or council in each caste, 
but had no voice beyond this, and were largely in the position 
of serfs. The higher castes had no panchiiyats, but the .chief 
tenants or zamindiirs managed the affairs of the village. Land 
revenue and canal rates are generally collected (except in the 
ea.:.tern Districts) by the lambardiir, who is selected by the 
subdivisional officer after nomination by the whole body of 
co-sharers. .Apart from this, no regular link existed between 
the people at large and the officials of government, till, in 1 8 94, 
headmen, generally selected from the lambanliirs, were ap
pointed in e\·ery village and large hamlet. The headman 
(muli:hia) has no powers of any kind, but in consideration of 
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his duties of reporting crime under the Criminal Procedure 
Code he is allowed to possess a sword without a licence. An 
attempt recently made to associate the headman with the police 
in criminal investigations has been abandoned. 

The .Commissioners of the Bareilly and Kumaun Divisions 
are Political Agents for the Native States of Rampur and Tehri 
respectively. Eac}?. of these States is administered by the 
chief with the help of a Council or Darbar. In Rampur 
the Minister .is at present (r9o6) an official lent by the 
British Government. Both chiefs now exercise full powers of 
civil, criminal, and revenue administration; but the Raja of 
Tehri submits the records of cases in which he has ordered 
capital punishment for the approval of the Commissioner of 
Kumaun. The Commissioner of Benares is a Political Agent 
for the purpose of paying certain political pensions. 

Legislation A Council for legislative purposes only was first constituted 

Landju1stti~e. in 1886. It consisted of nine members, of whom not fewer 
egts a 1ve , . 

Council. than three were non-officials, the Lieutenant-Governor pre-
siding.· The Indian Councils Act of 1892 provided for an 
enlargement of both the functions and the numbers of the 
members. The Council now consists of a maximum number 
of fifteen members, of whom not more than seven may be 
officials. Of the eight non-official members, six are appointed 
by the Lieutenant-Governor on the recommendation of the 
representatives of two groups of selected municipal boards, 
two groups of District boards, the Upper India Chamber of 
Commerce, and the Senate of the Allahabad University.· The 
annual financial statement is explained by the Financial Secre
tary to Government and discussed by the members, who are 
not, however, permitted to refer to Imperial finance. Questions 
may be asked at any meeting on any subject, but are limited 
to matters of fact in the case of subjects which are, or have 
been, the subject of controversy between the Government of 
India or the Secretary of State and the Local Government. 

The following are the chief legislative measures specially 
affecting the Provinces which have been passed since x88o, 

excluding Acts subsequently repealed :-

A. IN THB GOVERNOR-GENERAL'S COUNCIL. 

Vaccination (XIII of x88o). 
Benares Family Domains (XIV of I88x). 
Indian Easements (V of 188z, extended 

Northern India Ferries 
Lieutenant-Governor's Functions, Agm 

by VIII of 1891). 
(III of 1886). 

(XIX of 1886). 
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Oudh Wasikas , 
Oudh Rent 
Civil Courts, Agra 
Allahabad University . 
North-Western Provinces and Oudh 

(Administration) 
Courts, Oudh 
Excise 
Assam La:tJour and Emigration . 
United Provinces (Designation) 

(XXI of 1886). 
(XXII of 1886). 

(XII of 1887). 
(XVIII of 1887). 

(XX of 1890). 
(XIV of 1891). 
(XII of 1896). 

(VI ofi9o1). 
(VI of 1902). 

B. ACTS OF THE LIEUTENANT·GOVERNOR. 

Water-works (I of 1891). 
Lodging·houses . (I of 1892 ). 
VIllage Sanitation (II of 1892). 
Village Courts . (III of 1892). 
Sewerage and Drainage (III of 1894). 
Honorary Munsifs (II of 1896). 
Steam Boilers and Prime Movers (I of 1899). 
Court of Wards (III of 1899). 
1\lunicipalities (I of 1900). 
Oudh Settled Estates (II of 1900 ). 

Agra Tenancy , (II of 1901). 
Land Revenue . (III of 1901). 
Buridelkhand Encumbered Estates (I of 1903) . 

., Alienation of Land (II of 1903). 
General Clauses (I of 1904). 
Local and Rural Police Rates (II of 1906). 
United Provinces District Boards (III of 1906). 

Except in the Kumaun Division, which will be referred .to Adminis
later, the subordinate civil courts are distinct froni the courts !rat!on of 
d 1. " h ' · 1 d d Th H" h.Jushce. ea mg w1t cnmma an rent an revenue cases. e tg . 
Court in the Province of Agra, and the Court of the Judicial 
Commissioner in Oudh, are the final appellate authorities in 
both criminal and civil cases. The former consists of 
a Chief Justice and five puisne Judges, and the latter of 
a Judicial Commissioner and two Additional Commissioners. 
District and Additional District Judges, of whom there are 
twenty-one in the Province of Agra and six in Oudh, have both 
original and appellate jurisdiction in civil and criminal cases, 
and occasional appellate jurisdiction in rent cases. District 
officers and their assistants, including taksildiirs, preside in 
both criminal and rent and revenue courts. In Kumaun the 
Commissioner is a High Court in civil cases and a District 
Judge in criminal cases, while the District officers and their 
assistants exercise civil, criminal, and rent and revenue powers. 
In the larger cantonments the Cantonment Magistrates have 
limited powers as Judges of a Small Cause Court. 
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Civil The ordinary civil courts of original jurisdiction are those of 
justice, the Munsif, Subordinate Judge, Judge of Small Cause Courts, 

and District Judge. There are sixty-eight Munsifs in the Pro
vince of Agra and twenty-five in Oudh, whose jurisdiction 
extends to all suits the value of which does not exceed Rs. z,ooo. 
In Oudh a few Munsifs have been specially empowered to 
decide suits of a value up toRs. 2,ooo. Subordinate Judges, 
of whom there are nineteen in Agra and twelve in Oudh, may 
try suits of any value in Agra, and suits the value of which 
does not exceed Rs. s,ooo in Oudh, unless they are specially 
authorized to try suits without limit. Appeals from the decrees 
of Munsifs and Subordinate Judges, where the value of the 
suit does not exceed Rs. s,ooo, lie to the District Judge, who 
may, and generally does, transfer appeals from the decrees of 
Munsifs to be heard by Subordinate Judges. Appeals from 
the decrees of District Judges, and from the decrees of Sub
ordinate Judges in cases exceeding Rs. s,ooo in value, lie to 
the High Court in the Province of Agra and to the Judicial 
Commissioner's Court in Oudh. There are five Judges of 
Small Cause Courts, whose jurisdiction extends to suits valued 
at Rs. soo, in the Districts of Allahabad, Cawnpore, Benares, 
Agra, and Lucknow ; but all Subordinate Judges and many 
selected Munsifs have limited jurisdiction as Judges of Small 
Cause Courts. 

The principal statistics of civil suits are shown in the table 
on page I 5 I. There has beena striking increase in the number 
of cases disposed of by SmaU Cause Courts, which averaged 
32,479 from 1881 to 1890 and 59,458 from 1891 to 1900. This 
is more than counterbalanced by the decrease in cases tried by 
Subordinate and District Civil Courts. The increase in rent 
litigation is due to a change in the law in the Province of Agra 
made so recently that its permanent effect cannot be gauged. 
The figures for civil suits proper do not include those for 
Kumaun, where the number of suits decided averaged 5,320 
from 1881 tO 18901 5,092 from 1891 tO 1900, and WaS 41228 in 
19011 and 4,187 in 1903. 

In Oudh there are a few Honorary Munsifs, and the system 
is now being extended to the Province of Agra. Their jurisdic
tion is similar to that of Judges of Small Cause Courts, but is 
limited to suits not exceeding Rs. 200 in value, and they follow 
the procedure of ordinary Munsifs. Provision has been made 
for the establishment of village courts by (United Provinces) 
Act III of 1892, and Village Munsifs are being appointed. 
Only simple cases are cogni~ble by these courts, and jurisdic-
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tion is fixed at a maximum of Rs. 20. In 1903 the seventeen 
Honorary Munsifs in Oudh decided x, 7 so cases; and 435 
Village Munsifs, of whom 178 were in the Province of Agra 
and 2 57 in Oudh, decided 7, 2 21 cases. 

The stipendiary Magistrates include tahsildiirs, Deputy- Criminal 
Magistrates, Assistant and Joint-Magistrates, and District courts. 

1\Iagistrates. The· first-named usually have second or third 
class powers, while Deputy-Magistrates and Covenanted 
Civilians are invested with full powers after completely pass-
ing their examinations. There are also eleven regular Canton-
ment Magistrates, and a few Special Magistrates in the Forest 
and Canal departments. In the larger towns and in a few 
rural areas there are benches of Honorary Magistrates with 
2 7 8 members ; seventy-six other Honorary Magistrates are 
empowered to try criminal cases, chiefly in their own estates. 

The chief statistics of criminal justice are given in the 
table on page xsx. There has recently been a steady though 
small reduction in the total number of persons convicted, 
which fell from an average of 236,765 in the decade x881-90 
to 228,881 in the following decade. The decrease is chiefly 
noticeable in the convictions for offences against person and 
property, which fell by more than 6 per cent, and indicates 
a distinct improvement in public safety. 

All District Judges are Registrars under the Registration ~egistra
Act, 1877. In Debra Dun the Subordinate Judge, and in the tlon. 

Kumaun Division Deputy-Commissioners, hold the sam~ office. 
The Provinces are divided for registration purposes into sub
districts, which usually correspond with tahslls; and a sub
registrar is appointed for each sub-district, the work of these 
officials being supervised by two inspectors. The number of 
offices was 362 in x88x, 347 in 189x, 271 in 1901, and 264 
in 1904. The reduction is chiefly due to reorganizations in 
Oudh, where the number was formerly excessive. The number 
of documents registered has increased from an average of 
187,530 in x881-9o to 216,867 in I891-19oo. In 1904 it 
was 207,ss6. 

The main source of public income under native rule was Finance 

derived from an assessme~~ on land. .In ~ddition. to this ~1t!~e 
many cesses or taxes were levted, some bemg Items of Imperial 
receipt, while others were merely the irregular extortions which 
formed part of the remuneration of the officials, or the income 
of the zamindars. Chief among the imperial taxes were excise, 
customs, taxes on manufactures (especially weaving) and houses, 
and town duties on sales or octroi. The officials and the land-
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holders levied transit dues on goods, and presents on different 
occasions, such as festivals. In Oudh, at the time of annexation, 
the nominal demand for land revenue was about 130 lakhs, 
which was increased by fees and cesses to nearly 170 lakhs. 
The summary settlement of the land revenue after the Mutiny 
amounted to less than xo6 lakhs. 

The striking feature of the first seventy· years of the nine
teenth century is the strict control over expenditure exercised 
by the Supreme Government. The proceeds of a few cesses 
and minor sources of income could alone be spent by the 
Provincial Government without sanction. 

The first scheme of decentralization took effect from x87x-2. 
when the administration of certain departments (jails, registra
tion, police, education, medical services, excluding the salaries 
of superior officers, printing, roads, buildings, and miscel
laneous public works) was made over to the Provincial Govern
ment. The receipts, from those which were productive, were 
estimated at 13! lakhs and the charges at 98 lakhs, and a fixed 
annual allotment of 84! lakhs was made to cover the difference. 
These arrangements lasted for six years with a few small 
alterations. 

In 1877-8 a further step was taken, and items which supplied 
revenue more capable of development were transferred to the 
control of the Provincial Government. These included excise, 
stamps, law and justice, collections from Government estates in 
the Tarai, Bhabar, and Southern Mirzapur, and a few miscel
laneous items, while the Provincial Government was made 
responsible for expenditure on the services connected with 
land revenue, excise, stamps, administration, stationery, law 
and justice, and a few other items. The total Provincial 
expenditure was thus raised to 2 7 4 lakhs, which was to be 
met by estimated receipts of 142 lakhs and an allotment of 
84 lakhs, the balance being a charge on Local funds which 
were not yet separated from Provincial accounts. Variations 
from the estimated receipts were to be shared equally between 
the Provincial and Imperial Governments. These figures also 
cover the separate arrangements under which productive canals 
and railways of purely local importance were entrusted to the 
Provincial Government, which was further made responsible 
for a part of the expenditure on famine relief. By the former 
arrangement expenditure amounting to 41 lakhs was transferred 
with an income of 31 lakhs, while, to meet the deficiency, 
a licence tax yielding 8llakhs was imposed in the Province of 
Agra under Act VIII of x8j7,- which was afterwards revised 
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and extended to Oudh by Act II of 1878. To meet the 
expenditure on famine relief, special rates were authorized by 
Acts III and IV of 1878, which also gave power to reserve 
portions of the local rates for Provincial canals and railways. 
The new arrangements worked satisfactorily, and the Provin
cial and Local balances, which were still practically identical, 
increased to 135-! lakhs .. 

The next change made was to substitute a fixed proportion 1882-7. 

of certain revenues for a lump assignment. Thus the revenue 
from, and expenditure on account of, forests (which had pre
viously been Imperial), excise, assessed taxes, stamps, and 
registration were divided equally between the Imperial and 
Provincial accounts. Charges on account "of pensions were 
made entirely Provincial, and the arrangements made for 
canals and railways were continued. The expenditure thus 
assigned exceeded the income, but a further addition was 
made of 25·45 per cent. of the land revenue, by which it was 
calculated that a surplus of about 5 lakhs would be available. 
The total annual income was estimated at 309-! lakhs, and the 
expenditure at 304! lakhs. At the same time taxation was 

'reduced by the abolition of the cesses from which patwiiris 
(village accountants) and kiinungos (inspectors of patwiirz's) 
were paid in the Province of Agra, and by the transfer of the 
liability for the pay of the same officials from the zamzndiirs 
to Government in Oudh. In the last year of the contract the 
old licence tax was replaced by the Imperial income tax (Act 
II of x886). 

In the next quinquennial period the Provincial share of land t887-92. 

revenue and excise was reduced to one-quarter, while the share 
in stamps was raised to three-quarters, and the cost of survey 
and settlement, of which three-quarters had previously been 
met from Imperial revenues, was made entirely Provincial. 
The railways which had been built from Provincial savings now 
became Imperial, with one exception. It was estimated that 
the income, after a lump deduction of 4-! lakhs in favour 
of Imperial revenue, would be 324 lakhs and the expendi-
ture 321 lakhs. New taxation was imposed in x889 in the 
shape of a patwari rate 1 ; but the proceeds (which were 
credited to a new fund) were really a subvention to Imperial 
revenues, as the lump deduction was increased by 20 takhs, 
the estimated yield of the tax. Savings amounting to 22 lakhs 
in settlement expenditure were resumed by the Supreme 
Government. 

1 This rate was finally abolished in Igo6. 
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Railways were entirely removed from the Provincial account 
in· 1892. The new settlement was made with no other 
change in the method of sharing, but the annual lump 
deduction from Provincial receipts was fixed at 2 5 lakhs, 
the estimated income. and expenditure being taken as 3X5l 
lakhs. A sum of 5 lakhs annually was also given for reforms 
in the police. This settlement was soon found to be inadequate, 
and in 1894 necessary reforms in District establishment and in 
the survey system could be carried· out only by charging their 
cost to the patwari fund. By x 896 the Provincial balance had 

· fallen to I 7 lakhs, and in the last year of the settlement famine 
·caused Provincial bankruptcy, 

Pending the restoration of normal conditions, a temporary 
arrangement was made for one year, the Provincial share of the 
heads of revenue most affected (land revenue, excise, rates, and· 
irrigation) being taken at fixed sums. Another provisional 
settlement followed on the same lines as those for 1887 and 
I 892, with the exception that the net revenue from irrigation 
(' major' works), which had fluctuated considerably, was now 
equally divided and compensation was given in the lump 
adjusting figure. This settlement was originally made for two 
years, but it was continued by short extensions up to 1904. 

The expenditure of the Provincial Government during the 
early settlements was designedly economical, in order to 
accumulate reseryes which co~ be spent on productive works. 
Imperial considerations, however, led to the removal from the 
account of the Provincial railways, on which 120 lakhs had 
been expended. The method of adjusting the terms of settle
ment on the basis of previous expenditure had tended to 
stereotype a low scale. Excluding the capital cost of railways 
and canals, the actual Provincial expenditure was 322!lakhs 
a year from x882 to x887, and 320 lakhs a year from x887 to 
1892. A more liberal allowance was made in the temporary 
settlements from 1897 to 1904, and the average expenditure 

·from 1897 to 1902 was 363 lakhs. This included extra grants 
of xo lakhs in 1898-9, 13 lakhs in 1902-3, and u!lakhs in 
1903-4, of which specified amounts were allotted for expendi
ture on educatioll, public works, and the pay of establishments 
in District offices and courts. 

T1\.e variations in the receipts and expenditure under 
different heads are shown in the tables on pages 152 and 153, 
and the most important are referred to in describing the 
various branches of administration concerned. 

From 1904 a new settlement ·has been made, ·which will 
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ordinarily not be altered until the variations over a 1erm of arrange

years from the standard now taken have become considerable. ments. 

The Provincial share of receipts and expenditure is fixed at 
a quarter in the case of excise, assessed taxes, forests, and 
registration, and at one-half in the case of stamps ; while in the 
case of land revenue the Provincial Government obtains one
quarter of the receipts, excluding those from Government 
estates which are entirely Provincial, and bears half the 
charges. 'Major' irrigation works have been made entirely 
Provincial, but a net revenue from them of at least 40 lakhs is 
guaranteed. The estimated revenue for 1904-5 was 372!-lakhs. 
A lump sum of 30 lakhs has been given to start the new settle-

. ment, besides some smaller amounts for special purposes. 
Proprietary rights in land existed in most parts of the Pro- Land 

vinces before the advent of British rule, but were not strictly rTevenue 
• enures. 

defined, and the sale of such nghts was almost unknown. In Proprie-
Bundelkhand and in Kumaun the system was ryotwiiri, while tary. 
elsewhere it was generally zamindiiri, though in the eastern 
Districts it so far resembled ryotwari that the principle of the 
joint responsibility of all the co-sharers for payment of the land 
revenue due from the village was not recognized, each co-
sharer being responsible for his own quota only. No distinction 
was made between these two classes in the revenue system 
introduced by the British, but the effects of the difference in 
constitution are still noticeable, and joint .responsibility is 
enforced with difficulty in some parts of the Provinces. 

Double proprietary rights were found to exist in some Taluk
Districts, mostly in estates which were known as talukdiiri, diirs. • 

where the inferior proprietors were called zamindiirs, biswadiirs, 
birtiiis, or mukaddams. The talukdiin" estates had their origin 
in various ways. Some of the talulidlirs were representatives of 
old princely houses who had retained or acquired authority over 
considerable areas, or were chiefs of territorial clans. Others 
were officials who had by degree~ acquired similar authority 
which tended to become hereditary. In the disorder prevalent 
during the eighteenth century talukas grew or fell to pieces 
according to the personal character and power of the lalukdlir, 
Powerful talukdiirs absorbed the property of their smaller 
neighbours, some of whom were forced to accept a subordinate 
position, while others voluntarily placed their villages under 
the control of the lalukdiir for the sake of protection. On 
the other hand, in the old territorial talukas it had been the 
practice of the lalukdJrs to grant subordinate rights in portions 
of their hereditary domains. Such grants were of various 
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kinds, and the. most common fo~m was that of birt, a term 
meaning 'cession 1.' They were made for a money payment, 
for services, to the heirs of mez;t who had died in battle (marwat), 
and frequently in'·the northern Districts for the clearance of 
jungle, or reclamation of waste. The early experience of the 

. p~~sh in Bengal pointed~ to' ttte advisability of engaging with 
the 'actual ~illage plopriet,ors, and . 9ot with the talukdiirs, 
w'here the~e. were officials or had but recently acquired their 
authority 1 • a~d this policy was adopted in the ·settlements 
of Ben!l,res and the Ceded and Conquered Provinces. Thus 
in the Province of Agra the double proprietary form of 
tenure is now rare, except in a few Districts. In OunH the 
system had floutisbed under the misrule of the first fifty years 
of the nineteenth century~ and talukdiirs held two-thirds 
of the villages in the Province, The policy of setting 
aside the . ta!ukdiirs was applied to Oudh in I 8 56, when they 
lost nearly one-half of their talukas, but after the Mutiny 
the status before 1856 was revived. In the Province • 
of Agra the engagement for payment of revenue is usually 
taken from the subordinate proprietor, who also pays a 
fixed percentage on the revenue (generally IO per cent.) into 
the treasury, which is disbursed by Government to the talukdiir. 

. In Oudh the settlement is made with the talukdiir, and the 
subordinate proprietor is protected by a sub-settlement. The 
latter manages the estate for which he has a sub-settlement, 
and pays the revenue demand plus a fixed amount to the 
talukdiir direct. The area held in talukdiiri tenure amounts 
to 55 per cent. of the assessed and 51 per cent. of the total 
area in Oudh, but only a small portion of this is sub-settled. 

Other sub· Other subordinate rights exist, which extend only to specific 
o;dhintate plots in a village, and not, as in the case of a sub-settlement, 
r1g s. . . . h . , 

to an entue VIllage or mahiil. These ng ts arose m vanous 
ways. Sometimes they are a vestige of a former proprietary 
right. In other cases their origin was a grant similar in charac
ter to those already described, or they were the religious and 
charitable grants commonly known as sanka!p. The sum 
payable to proprietors by under-proprietors, as the holders of 
these rights are called, is liable to revision at each settlement. 
In the Benares Division, which is permanently settled, similar 
rights are held by permanent tenure-holders whose rent is not 
liable to alteration. 

Revenue For revenue purposes the unit is the mahiil, which may be 
unit. defined as the area for which a separate agreement for the 

1 J. Hooper, Bast'i Settlement l?epurl, p. 34· 
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payment of land revenue ~s .taken. A nzalziil may be a single 
village or part of a village, or may include more than one 
village. In the eastern Districts complex. mahiils occur, which 
often extend to parts of a number of villages. 

The ordinary landholder is known as zamindiir, and zaniin- Z~mi•z
dari tenures are divided into four classes: (a) zamindiiri diirs. 
proper, in which the profits (but not tne lanQ) of a who!e 
malziil are divided among the co-sharers, if there are more than 
one, according to their shares; (b) pattidari, w~ere tlie whole 
land (not the profits) of a village is divided betweel\ the 
different co-sharers or groups of co-sharers in definite fractions 
of the total; (c) imperfect pattidan·, where part of the land is 
undivided as in zamindan·, and part is divid~ as in pattidiiri, 
the profits of the undivided land being shared in approximately 
the same proportions as those of the divided land ; (d) bhaiyii-
dzara, where the land is also divided, but where each share 
is a definite area or specific plot and is not defined as a 
fraction of the whole. Revenue is usually paid in each class 
by a representative of the co-sharers who· is called the 
lambardiir; one or more lambardars are appointed in each 
mahiil In zamindiiri malzii!s owned by several co-sharers, and 
in pattldiiri ntalziils, the relations between landlord and tenant 
are managed by representative co-sharers in consultation with 
the whole body. In the eastern Districts, as already noted, 
the lambardiiri system is not successful, owing to the weakness 
of joint responsibility, and individual fa-sharers ·frequently 
manage their own shares and pay their revenue direct. / 

In the permanently-settled Districts of the Benares Division Tenant 
a special class of ·tenants is found who have heritable and rights. 

transferable rights at a fixed rent, and are liable to eviction 
only for default in paying rent. Other tenants are divided 
into two classes according as they have or have not a right of 
occupancy; but the term 1 occupancy tenant' bears a different 
meaning in each Province, and the non-occupancy tenant in 
Oudh has certain rights whicl:i he does not possess in Agra. 
In the older Province the occupancy tenant has a heritable, 
but not a transferable 1, right to· hold certain land, and is not 
liable to eviction except for default in paying rent, while 
the rent payable cannot be enhanced except by mutual agree-
ment or by order of a revenue court, generally on the ground 
that it is below the prevailing standard of rent for similar 
land. Up to the passing of Act X of 1859, it was left to the 
Settlement officer to record whether any particular tenant had 

l Snbletting is allowed 11Dder certain restrictions. 
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. occupancy rights or not accordin~ to the custom of the 
locality. That statute, however, provided that any tenant 
acquired occupancy . rights in land which he had c~ltivated 
continuously from year to year, without holding a lease, for 
at least twelve years,, unless the land was the home farm (szr) 
of a *proprietor or .was. already ~ncluded in an occupancy 
holdJng. The increase of population and growing competition 
_for land led in some parts of the Provinces to a strong desire 

~ o'ri the part of the landlords to check the growth of occupancy 
rights; which was carried into effect by manipulating the 
village records, by giving short leases, or by changing the 
holding of a cultivator before the right had accrued. The law 
was accordingly altered by (United Provinces) Act II of I9o1, 
which provides that the change of a holding or dispossession 
for less than a year does not operate as a break in the period 
of twelve years, while a lease does not prevent the accrual of 
occupancy rights unless it is for at least seven years. A land
holder who parts with his proprietary rights obtains occupancy 
rights in his home farm at a privileged rate of rent 25 per cent. 

· below the rate generally payable for similar land in the neigh
bourhood by non-occupancy tenants. This is called 'ex
proprietary right.' In Oudh the so-called 'occupancy tenant' 
corresponds to the • ex-proprietary tenant' in the Province of 
,Agra, and no tenant acquires occupancy rights by pre
scription ; the rent of thL occupancy tenant cannot be 
enhanced beyond a rate 1 2j per cent. lower than that 
ordinarily paid for similar land in the neighbourhood by 
cultivators with no such right. Other tenants in the Province 
of Agra are merely tenants-at-will, with no rights or privileges 
beyond those contained in their leases or agreements. In 
Oudh any person admitted to the cultivation of land acquires 
certain rights. He is entitled to hold it for .seven years at • 
the same rent, and at the end of the period the rent cannot • 
be enhanced by more than 61: per cent., whether let to the 
sitting tenant or to a new-comer. On the death of a tenant 
the limitation is broken and a fresh contract may be made. 
Some other peculiarities of tenure are found in the KuMAUN 
DIVISION and in DEHRA DuN DISTRICT. 

From the earliest times in India the state has been entitled 
to a share of the actual produce of the land, and the famous 
settlement made by Akbar merely carried out this principle 
in detail. For convenience the share of produce was often 
converted into a money-rate, and when British rule commenced 
money-rates were not uncommon. The Benares Division 
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came under the soverei~ty 'or the Company in 177 5, but for 
more than thirteen years the administration was left to the 
Raja of Benares, who at first paid a fixed sum of 23lakhs. After 
the disturbance of I78I, which arose out of a claim by Warren 
Hastings for an increased payment in time of war, this was 
raised to 40 lakhs; but in 1788 Jonathan Duncan, who had 
recently been appointed .Resident at Benares, was authorized 
to interfere in the system of revenue' management, which had ' 
become the cause of much oppression and distress. The' 
strict principles laid down by Akbar had been neglected: and 
the revenue was simply levied at the highest sum which any
body would offer. Duncan fixed standard rates for the 
estimated produce of different classes of soil and standard 
prices, and obtained valuations of the produce of parganas 
from the revenue officials called hiinungos. The share of the 
gross produce to be taken as revenue varied in different places, 
and was sometimes as much as a half. Some land paid specific 
rates per bigha. The estimates were checked by local inquiry 
and by comparison with earlier assessments. The Ami/ or 
native collector received one-tenth of the revenue fixed, and 
various smaller deductions were made in favour of the kiinungos 
and the zamindars. The summary settlement thus made yielded 
JS!lakhs, rising to 38 lakhs. It was then carefully revised 
with a view to the demand being made permanent ; the re
vision was completed in 1790, and after a few corrections the 
settlement was declared unalterable by Regulation I of 17 9 S· 

A similar system was applied to what is now· the Province Ceded and 
of Agra, and it was intended to make two settlements for Cponquered 

• rovmces. 
three years each and a third for four years, and then fix the 
demand in perpetuity. But the Court of Directors refused to 
sanction a permanent settlement, and short-term assessments 
were continued. The system was, however, very defective. 
It usually depended on the estimates of the kiinungos and the 
accounts of the patwiins, both of which were unreliable, 
checked by information derived from enemies of the 
samlndars. 

Mter much discussion, Regulation VII of 1822 provided ~egula
new and improved methods. These included a survey, the ~~~8~~ 
preparation of a careful record of all rights, and a description 
of the rates of cash-rents and the method of division of 
produce in grain-rented land. The assessment was regulated 
so as to leave the samindJrs a net profit amounting to 20 
per cent. on the revenue payable by them. This Regulation 
marks the first advance towards a systematic and detailed 

v.r. I, 
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assessment on the rental ' assets ' of each village ; but the 
inquiries involved were elaborate. and minute, and during the 
next ten years little progress was made. In 1832 it was stated 
that the settlement of one District would not be finished for 
11ixty years. A good de~l of information was obtained 
regarding actual 'assets' and rates; but in determining the· 
1 assets' attention was chiefly paid t() esti~ates of the produce, 
which were calculated by various methods, while the process 

, of bargaining between the Collector and the zamindii1' still 
continued. A few officers had · alrea.dy realized that the 
simplest way to ascertain the 'assets.' was to obtain a l!orrect 
rent-roll. In 1832 inquiries into the. amount of produce were 
stopped, and. Regulation IX of 1833 finally laid down the 
new procedure. Deputy-Collectors were appointed to assist in 
the supervision and. miscellaneous work.. Village maps and 
a. field-book were: prepared by· revenue. surveyors, _and made 
over to the tahslldiir and kiinun:go for completion. A rent-roll 
was then prepared,, and. statements of the revenue demand, 
receipts, and· balances for ten years were drawn up. The 
Collector inspected the village and fixed the demand on 
a. consideration of these papers,. the Government. share. of the 
r:ental: 'assets' amounting to 66 per cent.. or. two-thirds. 
The settlement thus made was fixed for a period of approxi
mately' thirty years in each. District,. and this has been the 
C>rdinary- term in. all later s@ements. 

Various, improvements were made in the second regular 
settlement.. The assessments were based_ upon the average 
rental.' assets' of estates, as to which more accurate information 
had now become available. But the palwiiris' papers were 
still far from reliable, and the ' assets.' were calculated on rates 
of. rent found by the Settlement officer to be paid in the 
locality. Parganas. were. divided into circles, the soils in each 
circle were classified, and. standard rates of rent were selected 
for each·. class. Up to 1868 the soil of each field was 
separately classified, but in that year the work of checking soil 
classifications was lightened by a system of demarcating blocks 
of soils on village maps, invented: by Mr. (now Sir) Charles 
Elliott. It is important to notice that the estimated rental, 
on which the assessment was based, might be higher than the 
amount actually paid in a given village, but it represented the 
rental which the Settlement officer believed, from his in
spection of similar villages, could be realized. The proportion 
of rental 'assets' taken in this settlement was fixed at 
s.o per cent.,. or one-half, and has, not been altered since. 
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y/tn spite of frequent recommendations bY' the Gmrernment Permanent 

of India; the Court of Directors had refused to sanction =~~:: 
a permanent settlement in the early years of the nineteenth 
century. When the second regular settlement was commencing 
the Mutiny suddenly broke out and threw back progress in 
every direction. Famine· in x86o caused more depression, 
and the idea of a permanent settlement was revived. While 
details were being discussed, important facts were discovered; 
In some tracts rents were found to be increasing enormously,. 
while in others they were so low that an assessment at- the 
rate prevailing in neighbouring tracts would have been 
excessive. In 1874 the question was laid aside for a time, 
but a few years later financial considerations led to the issue 
of rules that settlements were to be revised only where an 
increase of revenue was expected, or where the distribution of 
the old assessment had become unequal. In x88:.z an attempt 
was made to devise a scheme by which. revenue should be 
enhanced only in the case of an increase in the area under. 
cultivation, a rise in prices~ or an increase in production due 
to improvements made at Government expense. Detailed 
criticism showed the impracticability of the scheme, and the [[ ./ 
idea of a permanent settlement was abandoned in x885. 

The discussion led, however, to simplification of procedure. Third 

As early as 1872 several officers had expressed the view that :ftfe~r 
the patwiiris' records could be so improved in accuracy as to ment. 
form a reliable basis of assessment, and in the Rae Bareli 
District of Oudh they had in fact been so used. Steps were: 
taken to provide for more careful preparation and check of 
these papers, and revised settlement rules were issued in x884 
and 1886. Briefly, the change made lay in the fact that, while 
the important factor in assessment hitherto had been the 
pargana or circle rate ascertained by inquiry and selection, 
the new system took the actual rent-roll recorded by the 
patwiiri as the basis of the assessment and used the pargana 
or circle rates as a check. No prospective increase in rents, 
except an increase which could be claimed at once, can now 
be considered in calculating the 'assets.' Concessions are 
made for improvements carried out at the cost of private 
individuals or by loans from Government. In 1894 the cost 
of settlements was materially cheapened by improvements in 
the method of survey and revision of records, and the re
settlement of a District now takes only about three years 
instead of six to ten years as at the second settlement. · 

In Oudh the assessment has been one-half of the rental Oodh, 

I 2 
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'assets' since annexation. A summary settlement was made 
in 1856, but the .records generally perished in the Mutiny. 

·A second summary settlement followed in x8s8, and the first 
regular settlement was made between x86o and 1878, and the 
second between 1893 and 1903. The rules in force have 

· been similar to those in the Province of Agra. 
Incidence. The incidence of land revenue is approximately half of the 

incidence of rent 'assets,' which has already been discussed .. 
There is no definite relation between the assessment and gross 
produce. The most recent estimate places the shart;l of the 
gross produce received by the landlord at one-fourth to one
fifth in grain-rented tracts and one-sixth to one-s~venth in 
cash-rented areas, and the revenue demand is rather less than,. 
one-half of these proportions. There is no diff<;lrence in the 
standard 'of comfort or in the prosperity of the masses between 
the permanently-settled Districts of the Benares Division and 
the adjacent Districts of Agra and Oudh where periodical 
revisions are made, though it was calculated in x889 that the 
~enares Division, under the rules prevailing elsewhere, would 
yield a l,'evenue 15 to 20 lakhs higher than its present assess
ment of about 47 lakhs. The experience of the famine of 
1896-7. showed that no connexion can be traced between the 
incidence of the land revenue demand and distress due to 
famine, which depends on other more important factors. 

Suspension In agricultural calamities.....of any kind a Collector has. 
a.nd refmis· power to postpone the -collection of revenue for six -months, 
SIOn 0 d c , , 
revenue. 1!-n a omm1ss1oner for a year longer. If great loss of crops 

takes place, the Government may suspend or remit revenue 
I).Ild at the same time order the suspension or remission of 
rent. The policy of giving immediate ~elief is followed, and 
'\,\'hen scarcity is imminent, owing to the failure of rains, the 
agricultural position is closely watched. In mahiils subject to 
fluvial action the assessment· is revised every five years, and 
a similar system is now being introduced into the whole of 
BuNDELKHAND, which is peculiarly liable to fluctuations in 
prosperity. . • 

Restric· (United Provinces) Act II of 1900 has provided a system of 
tions on· • • h 
transfer. entail in Ouna which can, however, be apphed only m t e 

case of talukdiirs and grantees whose estates are subject to the. 
rule of primogeniture. Distress and indebtedness in Jhansi 
District led to the enactment of the Jhansi Encumbered 
Estates Act (XVI of x882)1 which provided for inquiry into 
debts by a special judge, and for liquidation of the amounts 
found to be justly due, with the aid of loans from Government. 
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The operations were successful; but the effect was not lastingt 
as there was no restriction upon the right of transfer, and the 
proprietors, whose debts had beeJJ. liquidated, soon began to 
incur fresh liabilities. Similar provisions have now been 
applied to the whole of BuNDELKHAND by (United Provinces)' 
Act I of 1 go 3 ; and this has been supplemented by another 
Act (II of 1903), which limits alienation of land, by either sale . 
or mortgage, from a member of specified agricultura,l castes to 
members of other castes. · 

A large revenue is derived from the opium monopoly, which Opium. 
is, however, an item of Imperial receipts .. The administration 
is directed by an Opiufu. Agent, who is now appointed from 

· the Indian Civil Service in these Provinces, though entirely 
subordinate to the Board of Revenue in Bengal. He . is 
assisted by twenty sub-deputy and about thirty assistant opium 
agents. The cultivation of poppy without a licence is for ... 
bidden under Act XIII of 1857 in all parts of the Provinces; 
except J aunsar Bawar to the north of Dehra Dun. It is allowed 
only in certain Districts selected so as to render supervision 
easy, and it is .forbidden in the neighbourhood of most large 
cities to prevent smuggling. The largest area is in Oudh 
and the Agra Division ; but cultivation is also permitted in 
parts of the Benares, Allahabad, Rohilkhand, and Gorakhpur 
Divisions. During the rains cultivators collect at convenient 
centres and receive advances for the coming season. The 
poppy is sown in October, and the opium is obtained by 
lancing the heads and scraping off the dried juice in the 
following February and ¥arch. The opium is collected, 
weighed, and classified at fixed centres, where the cultivators 
are paid at rates varying with the class of opium supplied by 
them. It is then packed and forwarded to the factory at 
Ghazipur, the head-quarters of the Agent. Here it is reduced 
to a uniform consistence, which varies according as the drug is 
intended for export or for consumption in India. The accounts 
of the cultivators are finally adjusted after the opium has been 
again examined in the factory. In 1903 they received a little 
more than Rs. 6 per seer. 

The principal statistics of opium cultivation and production 
are given on the following page. 

The system of giving advances for cultivation and also 
for the construction of wells makes poppy cultivation popular 
within limits. High castes object to growing poppy, both on 
religious grounds and because the cultivation requires a great 
deal of light labour. In the case of low castes this is supplied 
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by the women and ~hildren of the cultivators ; and ~he area. 
pndertaken by each c.ultivator is limited by the amount of 
domestic labour w~ich he ca,n .command, as ~he profits rapidly 
diminish when ~ired labour is required. The crop which 
competes most with . the poppy is wheat, especially when the 
cultivators anticipate ~ unfavourable seasol), or high pric~ 

Area in 
Number : 

Years. of chests Gross value. Net revenue. acres. for export, 
. -····~ -· ... --.--··- ~ .. . ... 

Rs. Rs. 
I88I-go (average) 259,182 28,477 3,33,23,530 2,07,8g,g88. 
·J8gr-Igoo (avemge) 28g,t63 111,sog 2,69,6s,So8 I >47 >26,97 5 

· «got ... 386,262; 23,oor 3,38,6o,sss 1,69,U,909 . 
1903 ' .. au,8r7 22,424 . 2,87,36,sro 59,78,265 

-

for wheat. -The net 1revenue depends .chiefly on the price 
realized for the .opium exporteq, which is technically known as 
1 provision' opium, and to a small extent upon the consumption 
of excise opium, the cost price of which, at present taken at 
Rs. 8i per seer, is credited to the Opium department. 

SaJt. The Salt department of· N orthem India, including other 
Provinces, is administered by a Commissioner directly under 
the Government of India, with a Deputy-Commissioner and 
a Personal Assistant. In the United Provinces there are 
two divisions of the Internal.branch, each under an Assistant 
Commissioner, with head-quarters at Agra and Allahabad 
respectively; the Agra Division contains three circles and the 
Allahabad two, each in charge of a Superintendent. 

To prevent the illicit manufacture of salt, licences are issued 
1,mder Act XII of 1882, and the rules made under it, which 
.prohibit .the manufacture of salt, saltpetre, every form of sul" 
phate and carbonate of soda, and all other substances made 
from saline earth, except in accordance with the terms 
of the licences. The annual charges for these are Rs. 2 

for crude saltpetre, or sulphate of soda (by artificial heat), or 
carbonate of soda; .Rs, 10 for sulphate of soda by solar 
heat ; and Rs. so for refined saltpetre, including eduction of 
salt. Purified salt may not be removed from a factory till after 
examination by an officer of the Salt department and payment· 
of the excise duty of Rs. r!-1 a maund (~2.f lb.). Unrefined 
salt, which is so impure as to be inedible, may be ~cised for 
industrial purposes'on payment of R. I a maund. Refiners, if 
they prefer it, are also allowed to destroy in the presence of 

~ Reduced from Rs. 2t toRs. a in 1903, and toRs. It in 1905. 
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an officiil the salt produced by them. Sulphate of soda must 
be examined' by the salt officials before it is allowed to leave 
a factory; but it is not liable to any duty, and other sub
stances may be disposed of without examina?on, though the 
preventive staff exercises a very close supervision over all 
licensed factories. 

The quantity of salt and refined saltpetre educed in recent 
years is shown below, with values where these -could be 
ascertained. Crude saltpetre is not included, as no account 
is kept of its manufacture ~- · 

a88o-1. ~llgo-1. lgoo-1. 1903-4· 
Minerals. 

Tons. Value. Tons. Value. Tons, Value. Tons. Valu~~o ----1---
Rs. Rs. R.s. Rs. 

Purifiedsalt } { 1,504 1,38,179 1,301' 1,31,176 •·7" r,&rp'[6 
Impure 11 

1,344 .. r 444 .. 3t•SO .. g,;oo6 .. 
Relined salt· 

petre. ••• so 6,2114X2 6,s66 10,94,650 4.448 9,68,744 s.s~6 X2,03.544 

The consumption of salt in the Provinces has increased 
from 2,656,ooo maunds in r88o-t to 31698,ooo in 189o-I• 
J,68s,666 in 19oo-r, and J,974,462 in 1903-4, representing 
a consumption in seers per head of about 2·41 3·31 J•I, and 
3'3 respectively. 

The amount of salt produced locally does not form I per 
cent of the total amount consumed in the Provinces, more 
than half of which comes from Sambhar in Rajputana. Salt· 
petre, both refined and unrefined, is largely exported to 
Calcutta, and the manufacture depends · to a considerable 
extent on the demand and price there. Thus the number of 
licences issued for manufacture of crude saltpetre varied from 
9,239 in 1895-6 to 4,896 in 190o-1 and 5,015 in 1903-4-

The receipts of the Salt department in 19oo-r were: 
licence fees, Rs. u,ooo; duty, Rs. 891000; total, Rs. r,r r,ooo; 
and in 1903-4 Rs. ao,ooo, Rs. 731ooo, and Rs. 93,ooo under 
the same heads. 

The Excise department is administered by a Commissioner Excise. 

of Excise subordinate to the Board of Revenue. The super
intendence in Districts is entrusted to a member of the District 
staff in addition to his ordinary duties, assisted in most cases 
by an excise inspector. The excise revenue is derived from 
three main heads-liquor, opium, and drugs-and consists of 
duty and licence fees for preparation or vend. 

The excise receipts from liquor, which form about 70 per Liquor. 

cent. of the total excise revenue, fall und!!r various heads. 
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Country liquor is usually manufaCtured in certain distilleries 
belonging to Government by licensed distillers, who supply 
their own plant and materia~ and pay a licence fee of Rs. 3 
a month per still. When liquor is issued for retail vend, 
a. .still-head duty is levied which is in :most Districts Rs. 2! 
per gallon of London proof and Rs. 1-14 per gallon of 25° 
'Under LOndon proof. The duty is higher in a number of 
large towns. The right to retail liquor at each of the licensed 
shops is sold by auction. In the less accessible tracts on 
the northern, eastern, and southern boundaries of the Pro· 
vincl:!s,_the comqi:q.e<f_.right to manufacture and sell country 
liquor at specified shops is sold by auction, and no still-head 
~uty is levied. The right to sell the sap of palm-trees (tari or 
sendki) is also sold by auction, and in some Districts this 
mcludes the preparation of fermented liquors made from herbs 
or rice. Rum is made in a private distillery near Shahjahanpur 
after European methods, and pays a duty of Rs. 4 per gallon 
when issued for consumption in these Provinces or the Punjab, 
Rs. 5 in· the case of exports to the Central Provinces, and 
Rs. 6 in the case of Assam and Bengal. A second licence for 
manufacturing rum has recently (1904) been given to a firm in 
Cawnpore. Malt liquors are brewed after European methods 
in private breweries at Mussoorie, Lucknow, Naini Tal, and 
Riinikhet, and a duty of one anna per gallon is levied. No 
duty besides a licence fee is levied on imported European 
liquors. The monthly licence fee is ordinarily Rs. 32 for 
wholesale and Rs. 16 for retail vend, and this includes the 
right to sell country rum and beer. The receipts on account 
of country liquor have varied from an average of 34! lakhs in 
x88x-9o and 33t lakhs in 1891-19oo, to 43 lakhs in 19oo-r, 
and 61 lakhs in 1903-4. The receipts in the same periods 
have been : for English liquor (including duty on rum exported 
to other ;provinces), 3 lakhs, 4! lakhs, s!lakhs, and 8! lakhs; 
and for lari, .x lakh to 1Jlakhs. 

Drugs. The drugs, other than opium, used in the Provinces are 
those derived from "the hemp plant (Cannabis sativa or indica). 
Both ganja (the unfertilized female flowers) and charas (the 
resin) are smoked, while bhang (the dried leaves) is used 
for the ·preparation of a drink or mixed with sweetmeats. 
Ganja is obtained from Bengal, the Central Provinces, or 
Central India, and pays a duty varying from Rs. 6 to Rs. 9 per 
seer in the case of Bengal, and Rs. 4 in other cases. Charas 
is chiefly imported from Central Asia, but a little is made in 
Kumaun, and it pays a duty of Rs. 4 to Rs. 6 per seer, The 
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right to sell all three drugs, including bhang, which is collected 
from the wild plant in many Districts and from the cultivated 
plant in Farrukhabad, is sold by auction 1• The total receipts 
have risen from an average of -5! lakhs in x881-90 and 
8} lakhs in 1891-1900, to u£ lakhs in 1900-1, and 18} lakhs 
ini~3~· . 

Opium is supplied from the 'Ghazipur factory through Opium. 

District treasuries to licensed vendprs at a price varying in 
different Districts from Rs. 16 toRs. 18 per seer, The differ• 
ence between this price and the cost of the opium, which 
is taken at Rs. 8! per seer, is credited to excise receipts. In 
some Districts, chiefly those in which poppy is grown, the 

· Government treasurers and their assistants are allowed to 
sell the drug ; but the right to sell at licensed shops is sold 
by auction. The total receipts have risen from an average 
of 7 lakhs in 1881-1900 to 7! lakhs in 1900-1 and 8·3 Iakhs 
in 1903-4· 

The total net receipts from excise have increased from an Geneial. 

average of 51 lakhs in x881-90 and 54 lakhs in t891-1900 
to 7o lakhs in 190o-1 and 97 lakhs in 1903-4, and the inci-
dence of net receipts per head of population in annas has 
similarly risen from I·3 to I·71 2·3, and 2•9. This increase is 
largely owing to higher taxation, for it is the policy of Govern-
ment to raise excise duties as long as the danger of smuggling 
is not incurred. Public opinion is consulted in regard to 
the location and number of shops. Although the use of in
toxicants is forbidden by the sacred books of both Hindus and 
Muhammadans, excise was a form of revenue under native 
rulers. The moderate use of opium as a drink or in pills is not 
usually condemned, though smoking the drug is reprobated, 
Liquor is used chiefly by the lower castes, and when consumed 
by members of higher castes the practice is concealed, except 
in the case of individuals who have abandoned the strict rules 
of caste. The highly literate caste of Kayasths is making 
successful efforts to discourage intemperance among its mem-
bers. The use of bhang as a drink is hardly more injurious 
than the use of tea ; but gii.nja and charas-smoking are con
demned. The modem religious movements all favour tem
perance ; but the effect of English education is double. In 
so far as it weakens the caste system, or tends to act as a sol-
vent on orthodox beliefs, it removes a check on intemperance, 

1 In 190(1 a duty of Rs. 8 per acre was levied on the cultivation of the 
hemp plant, and a duty of Rs. 4 per maund on bhang- imported from 
certain Districts where it is cultivated or grows spontaneously. 
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especially in regard to the use of liquor. On the other hand, 
it has been beneficial in producing higher ethical standards. 

'l'he stamp revenue is divided into two main heads, accord
ing as it is derived from judicial or non-judicial stamps. The 
net receipts under the first head have risen from an average of 
46 lakhs in x88x-go and 53 lakhs in 1891-Igoo to 62 lakhs in 
1900.;.1 and 63 lakhs in 1903-4· Variations are due to the 
same causes as variations in litigation, which have already been 
referred to, and to alterations in the law. Net receipts from 
non-judicial-stamps have risen from an average of 15 lakhs in 
oc88x-go and 1.7 lakhs in x8gx-19oo to 18 lakhs in 19oo-x 
and 19 .lakhs in 1903-4. They are largely affected by agri
cultural conditions. 

The net revenue from income tax has varied from an average 
of 21 lakhs in x886.:..go and 23 lakhs in I891-.1900 to 25 
lakhs in 19oo-x, and 20 lakhs in, 1903-4-1 Only about three 
persons are assessed in every 2,ooo of the population, and the 
incidence is 8 pies per head. 

It has been explained in dealing with finance that up to 
1871 the only revenue over which the Provincial Government 
had free control was that rais<;!d from a few sources, such as 
ferries, pounds, and cesses on land. ·The cesses were volun
tary payments which the samindiirs engaged to pay along with 
land revenue. They replaced the old liability to maintain roads, 
post lines, and village poli9_e, and also provided funds for 
schools. In 1871 the cesses received legal sanction, and then 
amounted to IO ·per Cent. of the revenue demand in the 
Province of Agra 1, and 2! per cent. in Oudh, where the sam'in
diirs were still liable for the pay of the village police. The 
receipts formed a Provincial fund, from which allotments were 
placed at the disposal of District committees, half the members 
of which were non-officials appointed by Government. These 
committees replaced a number of distinct bodies which for 
varying periods had assisted District officers in the manage
ment of roads, education, and dispensaries, and their functions 
were confined to these matters. The rates were raised in 1878 
by an additional famine cess of 2 per cent. on the revenue in 
each Province, and from the same year the difference between 
Provincial and Local expenditure became more clearly marked. 

In x88z a scheme was developed which became law as 

1 In this year the limit below which exemption from income tax may be 
claimed was raised from Rs. 500 toRs. I,ooo. 

~ In the permanently settled Districts the cesses take the form of an 
acreage rate.-
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Act XIV of x883 .. This provided for a board in each District, 
with power to supervise, subject to certain restrictions, the 
control and administration of roads, schools, dispensaries, and 
similar public institutions, besides other local works for the 
comfort, convenience, or interest of the public. There were 
also local boards in tahs'ils, but these had no independent 
authority and no longer exist. The Act provided for the 
establishment of a fund in each District, to which were 
credited the receipts from local rates, less deductions for 
certain items, such as watchmen, District post, Provincial 
railways and canals, and the famine rate, which were not 
under the control of the boards. The net receipts on account 
of pounds and ferries were also allotted, and the District fund 
obtained other receipts from the services controlled by the 
board. The practical effect of the arrangement made was that 
the cost of the services controlled by the boards exceeded the 
funds at their disposal, and for some years the contribution 
from Provincial revenues required to make up the deficit was 
exactly calculated to produce equilibrium. The District funds 
thus had no balance from year to year, and the system resembled 
that of Provincial finance before 1870. Up to 1897 the boards 
were chiefly consultative bodies j and the members, with some 
exceptions, took little interest in any branch of the administra
tion, except schools and hospitals, partly no doubt owing to 
the absence of financial independence. 

In 1897 steps were taken to make the District funds real 
entities. Opening balances were allotted from a grant of 
4 lakhs made by the Government of India, and an attempt was 
made to ascertain the normal income and expenditure in each 
District. Annual grants were then made from Provincial 
revenues sufficient to provide a small margin, and it was con
templated to fix these for a term of years ; but this was not 
found possible, owing to the unsettled condition of Provincial 
finance. Balances were, however, carried forward from year to 
year; and (U.P.) Act II of 1906 has paved the way for more com· 
plete financial independence by abolishing all deductions from 
the rates, except those for village watchmen. By (U.P.) Act III 
of 1906 the sphere of usefulness of the boards has been con
siderably enlarged. The famine cess imposed in 1878 was 
abolished in 190 s. and in the same year large grants-in-aid were 
made from Imperial revenues. In times of scarcity District 
boards open small relief works to test the existence of distress ; 
but when this is established, the works are taken over by the 
Public Works department. In 1903-4 there were 48 Dis-
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trict boards in the Provinces, with 938 members, of whom 
1255 were appointed ex offido, 74 were nominated, and 609 
were elected. The general statistics of the income and 
expenditure of the boards since 1897-8 are given' in the table 
on page 154. 

Munici- When the province of Benai'es was acquired, it was found 
palities. that minor sanitary improvements were regularly carried out by 

the .shopkeepers of Benares city, who privately contributed 
a small sum annually and arranged for its expenditure. Towns 
were, however, usually administered by the kotwiil or police 
officer, who was responsible for elementary conservancy and 
the regulation of the residences of ' butchers, hunters of 
animals, washers of the dead, and sweepers,' in addition to his 
police duties. The early British administration of towns was 
confined to the introduction of regular police in the more 
important places; but by Regulation XVI of 1814 ward com
mittees, consisting of householders, were appointed in the more 
important places to assess and collect a tax from which sub-

. ordinate police were paid. Act XV of 1837 made it legal to 
apply savings from this rate to improvements in the towns 
where it was levied, and committees of non-official persons 
were appointed to assist in the supervision. The first real 
attempt at municipal self-government was effected by Act X 
of 1842. This authorized the Government to appoint repre
sentative committees in any_ town where two-thirds of the 
householders applied for the extension of the Act. The com
mittees so formed had power to impose a rate of 5 per cent. on 
the annual value of premises, and the proceeds were applied 
to improvements. The Act was not successful and was 
repealed by Act XXVI of 185o, which gave the Govern
ment a freer hand in the constitution of municipal com· 
mittees, and also allowed town duties or octroi to be 
imposed, while the committees were authorized to make 
rules, with the sanction of Government, defining and prohibit
ing nuisances. Act XXVI of 1850 was applied to Oudh, but 
in I 864 a special Act was passed to regulate the Lucknow 
muniCipality. In 1867 the municipal law in Oudh was amended, 
and a year later an important Act (VI of x868) was passe.d for 
the Province of Agra. This provided for the gradual introduc
tion of the elective system, and enlarged the basis of taxation 
by permitting a tax on hmfses and land up to 7! per cent. of 
the annual value, and also taxes on professions and trades, on 
carriages and animals used for draught or burden, and tolls, 
besides octroi. The duties of the municipal committees were 
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defined more clearly, and expenditure on education was per
mitted. The law in both Provinces was assimilated by Act 
XV of 1873, which made a few alterations and conferred 
power to regulate carriages, &c., plying for hire. The next 
important change was a part of the general scheme for develop
ing local self-government which was set on foot in r88r. 
Act XV of x883 provided for the elective principle in all cases, 
and was extended to all 'municipalities, except six which were 
considered backward. Increased functions were allotted to 
Commissioners with regard to the supervision of municipal 
work, and the powers of the boards to make rules for the pre
vention of nuisances were more clearly defined. The Acts of 
1873 and r883 were replaced by (United Provinces) Act I of 
19oo, which provided for the growing needs of municipal 
administration. Larger powers were given to deal with matters 
of public interest and convenience, such as the erection of 
buildings and the regulation of dangerous and offensive trades, 
and new taxes were legalized. Since the passing of the Act of 
x883 municipal self-government has progressed rapidly, and 
methods of conservancy, collection of taxes, and the like have 
been much improved. A great deal has been done to improve 
the octroi system by facilitating the grant of refunds, and by 
establishing bonded warehouses; and in Cawnpore, where 
through trade is very important, a terminal· tax at low rates 
with no refunds has been adopted. The position of municipal 
servants who receive no pension has been improved by the 
establishment of provident funds. In 1898 a system of peri
patetic audit was instituted to supervise the accounts of both 
District boards and municipalities, which has been of great 
value. Municipal self-government is more successful than the 
District board system ; but close supervision and control are 
still required, and the District Magistrate is generally chairman, 
though elected by the board in most places. In 1901 there 
were 104 municipalities, with a total population of 3•3 millions. 
The population of six towns was over Ioo,ooo, that of seventy
two ranged between ro,ooo and Ioo,ooo, and that of twenty-s~ 
was less than xo,ooo. No change was made till 1904, when 
sixteen towns were constituted.' notified areas' under {United 
Provinces) Act I of 1900, The administration of these is 
simpler than in municipalities ; they are managed by small 
committees appointed by the Government, and only selected 
portions of the Act are applied to them. 

The old law of 1814., requiring the inhabitants of important Act XX of 
towns to maintain police for watch and ward, was amende<l itt 1856. 
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r8r6, and Act XX of 1856 consolidated these rules, and iri· 
eluded the provision made in 1837 for expenditure on sanita
tion. Act XX of 1856; which· may be applied to any place not 
merely an agricultural village,. provides for the levy of a rate on 
annual value, or a tax on circumstances and property; the pro
ceeds being applied' to watch and· ward and. sanitation. The 
assessment is made by a small committee, which is generally 
consulted in regard to the expenditure. 

The general features of municipal. finance are shown in the 
table on page I55· Octroi supplies about half of the total 
income, and the largest single item of expenditure is on conser· 
'\'ancy.. Tfle incidence oftaxation per head averaged Rs. r-:z-8 
in rgoo-1 and Rs. r-4-1 in rgoz-3. It is highest in the 
hill stations; where it rises to Rs; 7""'Iz:....xx. in Mussoorie and 
Rs. 7-15-o in Nainr Tal~ The total number of members of 
municipal boards· in 1903-4 was x·,395; of whom r,o3o were 
elected;- 345· members were officials and t,oso non-officials; 
267 were Europeans and x;u8 natives. There are now only 
two· places in which the elective principle fs not in force~ 

The Public W6rks department is divided into· the Buildings 
and Roads branch and· the Irrigation branch, each of which is 
administered by a Chief Engineer, who is also a Secretary tQ· 
Government The Provin-ces are divided into three circles and 
ten divisions for the administration of buildings and roads, and 
fnto four circles· and twenty_givisions for irrigation purposes. 
Each circle is in' charge of a Superintending Engineer, and 
each division in charge of an Executive Engineer. The whole
of the: irrigation: works constructed or maintained by Govern· 
m:ent are in charge of the department. Nearly all metalled~ 
roads; and also bridges on second-class roads; and generally· 
all works· costing . more than Rs. x,ooo are in charge of the 
Buildings and Roads branch, except in municipalities. 

Three railways have been constructed at the cost of Provincial 
revenues': namely, the branch from Dildarnagar on the Ease 
Indian Railway to Tan Ghii.t opposite Ghazipur, the Cawnpore
Achhnerli. Railway, and the Lucknow-Sitapur State Railway; 
but they were transferred to the control' of the Director
General of State Railways in x8gr. The most important irri
gation works within the last twenty years have been the con· 
struction of the BETWA CANAr.;, the Fatehpur branch of the 
LoWER GANGES CANAL, the Mat branch of the main GANGEs· 
CANAL, improvements in the Rohilkhand and Tarai Canals,, 
and extensive drainage operations in the DoXB Districts of the 
Meerut and Agra Divisions·. ·The table on page 153 shows 
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that expenditure on other public works rose from an average of 
29 lakhs in x881-90 to an average of 33 lakhs in x89I-1900~ 
The road system of the Provinces ~as fairly complete by x88:t, 
and improvements since then have chiefly been devoted to 
metalling. In particular, cart-roads have. been made: in 
Kumaun from the foot of the hills to Naini' Tal, Ranikhet, 
Almora, and the tea plantations .. and along the pilgrim routes. 
Important bridges at Kichha between Bareilly and .Kathgoda.m 
and over the Hindan river in Meerut and Muzaffamaga~ 
Districts may be mentioned, and others are now (xgo6) being 
constructed in Gorakhpur and Sultanpur. The Thomason 
Hospital and Lunatic Asylum at Agra, the Muir Central 
College at Allahabad, the Thomason Engineering College at 
Roorkee, the Judicial Commissioner's Court at Lucknow, the 
present Government House and Secretariat offices at Naini 
Tal, ~nd Judge's courts at Fyzabad, Aligarh, and Gonda have 
all been built or considerably improved within the last twenty 
years. Owing to the encroachment of the Ganges, the head· 
quarters station and offices of Ballia District. have been recon• 
structed. Large schemes for water-supply have been undertaken 
since x8go in Agra, Allahabad, Benares,. Cawnpore, Lucknow; 
and Meerut, and drainage schemes in Agra, Benares, Farrukh
abad, and Cawnpore. Drainage: schemes for Lucknow and 
Fyzabad are now under· consideration. Such schemes are 
drawn up under the superintendence of the Sanitary Engineer 
with Government, who ranks as a Superintending Engineer;. 

The total strength of the army in the Provinces in 1903 was: A:nny. 
British troops, x6,554; Native, 15,428; total, 3I,98:z. The whole 
area of the Provinces is included in the Eastern Command and 
forms part of three divisions. The Meerut division includes 
Meerut, Chakrata, Muttra, Roorkee, Agra, Almora, Bareilly,. 
Chaubattia with Ranikhet, Lansdowne, Shahjahanpur, and: 
Debra Dun ; the Lucknow division, Lucknow, Cawnpore; 
Fyzabad, Fatehgarh, Allahabad, Benares, and Sitapur ; and the· 
Mhow division, Jhansi. There is an arsenal at Allahabad, an 
army clothing (formerly gun-carriage) factory at Fatehgarh1 and 
a harness and saddlery factory at Cawnpore. There are volun
teer corps at Allahabad, Lucknow, Benares, Gorakhpur, Cawn
pore, Debra Dun, Naini Tal, Bareilly, Mussoorie, and Agra, 
11·ith detachments at many other places. The total strength of 
the volunteers in 1903 was· 4,9or, of whom sBo were Light 
Horse or Mounted Rifles. ' 

The Rampur State maintains a regiment of Imperial Service 
cavalry, 317 strong in 1904. besides State troops classed as. 
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follows: artillery, 206 v,ith twenty-three guns; cavalry, 152; 
infantry, x, 159; and aliglw!s or irregulars, 692, The army of 
Tehn State consists of 113 infantry with two cannon. 

Under native rule regular police existed only in the larger 
towns, and zamzndiirs were held responsible for law and order 
in rural tracts. In the British administration a distinction has 
generally been made between the police maintained to keep the 

. peace and· to prevent and detect crime, and the police whose 
duty was confined to watch and ward. • A force for the former 
purpose was established at the cost of Government, while the 
watchmen or chaukidiirs were paid from a special cess in the 
larger towns and were long maintained by th~ zamindiirs in 
rural areas, receiving grants of land. 

The regular police up to the time of the Mutiny consisted of 
a number of establishments having no connexion with each 
other. During the Mutiny these forces melted away, with 
startling_ rapidity ; and on the restoration of order a military 
police fore~ was raised, consisting of a battalion of infantry and 
cavalry in each Division, the scale providing for one man to 
every· 1,260 of population and every 4i square miles of area. 
In x86o a Commission sat at Calcutta, and its conclusions were 
discussed by a local committee sitting at the same time, and by 
another local committee in x863. The result was the organi
zation of a force under Act V of x86x, on the model of the 
Irish Constabulary, in whiclL_all the miscellaneous establish. 
ments were absorbed. An Inspector-General had already been 
appointed in x86o, and subordinate to him were two Deputy
Inspectors-General and a Superintendent of Police in each 
District, except the Kumaun Division. There was also a staff 
of inspectors, sub-inspectors, head constables, and constables. 
At the first organization on these principles the strength of the 
regular police was 32,828 men, and the cost was 49•2 lakhs; 
but by 1877, when the two Provinces had been amalgamated, 
this had been reduced to a force of 22,767 men, costing 35·8 
lakhs, In 1890 a local commission inquired into the working 
and condition of the force, arid recommended an addition of 
9! lakhs to the expenditure of 37 lakhs then incurred. Re
forms costing 8! lakhs were sanctioned, and other reforms 
costing severallakhs in addition are. in progress 1• The force 
was then about 25,ooo strong, and the changes proposed added 
only a few hundred men. ln 1901 the regular force cost 51•7 
lakhs, including superintendence (I ·6 lakhs ), District executive 

1 Further reforms suggested by the Police Commission of 1902-3 are 
now being carried out. 
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force {48·5 lakhs), and r(lilway police (x·s lakhs). In 1904 the 
police force was administered by an Inspector-General, with 
three Deputies {one of whom was in charge of railways) and 
two Assistants, forty-six District Superintendents, two Railway 
Superintendents, and thirty Assistant Superintendents. In re
cruiting constables, regard is had to caste, physical develop
ment, and character. Less than a quarter of the men can read 
and write, but all the officers are literate. Head constables are 
recruited from the ranks, and are eligible for higher promotion ; 
but 85 per cent. of the sub-inspectors appointed annually are 
now recruited directly from men who have passed the University 
Entrance examination, and only 15 per cent. are promoted 
head constables. Sub-inspectors are trained at the Police 
Training School at Moradabad. Increases in the pay of police 
since the commission of I 89o and the direct recruitment of 
officers have worked great changes in the force. The Police 
Training School, founded in I 8931 . has had valuable results, 
and large sums have recently been spent in improving the 
accommodation provided for police officials. Several criminal 
tribes, such as Barwars in Gonda, Siit).sias in Kheri, Sanaurias 
in Jhansi, and Doms in Gorakhpur, are under surveillance, and 
efforts are made to provide land for cultivation by them ; but 
progress in reform is slow. There is a refor~atory for juvenile 
offenders at Chunar. No separate detective staff exists'; 
but one of the Deputy-Inspectors-General collates weekly 
reports received from the Districts, and circulates an account 
of special crime. Identification of criminals by means of 
anthropometry was com'fuenced about 1895; but since 1900 
more reliance has been placed on finger-prints. The armed 
police is specially recruited and is armed with Martini rifles. 
The railway police is under a Deputy-Inspector-General and 
two Superintendents. 

The village chaukidiirs in the Province of Agra were paid Rn~al 
directly by the zamindiirs, generally by grants of land and pohce. 

a share of produce, up to the time of the first regular settle-
ment. From 1833 it was left to the Settlement officer and 
Magistrate to decide whether the ckaukldiirs should be paid in 
cash from the proceeds of a rate at 3 per cent. on the annual 
\'alue of land, and such a system was introduced in many 
Districts. From 1855 this system was gradually extended to 
all Districts. In Oudh, after the Mutiny, it was decided to 
re\"ert to the old method of holding the zamindiirs responsible, 
and this continued up to 1895, when a system of cash pay
ments was begun and a cess was levied under (United Provinces) 

K 
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Act V of 1894· The number and cost of the chaukidars is 
. shown in the table on page xs6. 

C~gnizable The number of criminal cases dealt with by the police and 
cnme. the main results are given below :-

."' 

Numbers of c:ases reported , • 
,. ., decided in the criminal courts • 
, ,. ending in acquittal or discharge 

, ending in conviction 

Average of five 
years ending 

1901. 

191,558 
60,2-1:8 
6,9 .... 

sa.ao-~: 

Jails. The administration of the Jail department is in "charge of 
an Inspector-General of Prisons, who is a member of the 
Indian Medical Service. Each of the Ceritral jails is in charge 
of a Special Superintendent, who also administers the District 
jail at the same place. Other District jails are in ch.arge of 
Civil Surgeons. There is a jail at the head-quarters of almost 
.every District. The main statistics are given in the table on 
page I57· In 1903 there were six Central jails, forty-four 
District jails, and six subsidiary jails, the total ~umber of 
inmates being 23,147· The cost was nearly 12 lakhs, or 
Rs. 51·4 per head. The principal industries carried on in jails 
are weaving cotton cloth, carpets, blankets, and matting, grinding 
com, and gardening. In 1903 a sum of 2 lakhs was earned. 
Tent-making is confined to the Fatehgarh Central jail, and the 
tents are chiefly made fE*- the public service. Forms are 
printed in the Central jails at Naini near Allahabad, and at 
Lucknow. The mortality in jails is much below that of the 
population at large, and it is found" that prisoners generally 
increase in weight. Distress invariably adds to the jail popu
lation, and in 1897 the number rose to 36,257. 

Education, A college was founded at Benares in 1791 to cultivate the 
History. laws, literature, and religion of the Hindus, and to supply 

qualified assistants for European Judges. In 1823 the Agra 
College was established from funds left by Pandit Ganglidhar. 
Eight schools were open~d at various times between 1825 and 
1837 under the direction of the E9,ucational Committee, which 
were at first chiefly for Oriental learning. From 1835 English 
education was fostered in accordance with Lord William 
Bentinck's minute, inspired by Lord Macaulay. The control 
of education was made over to the Local Government in I 843, 
and it was at once decided that indigenous schools should be 
aided instead of the existing institutions described above, which 
were expensive and not satisfactory. Indigenous schools con
sisted of those in which reading and writing the vernacular 
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in the Nagari character and a little arithmetic were taught, and 
those in which Persian, which till recently had been the court 
language, was the medium. Textbooks in the vernacular were 
for the first time drawn up and circulated, and rewards were 
given to desening teachers. In 1849 a scheme costing half 
a lakh was sanctioned, which included the establishment of 
a model school at the head-quarters of each talzsi/ in eight 
Districts, and a visitor-general, with a District visitor and two 
or three paf'%1JtUJ visitors, in each District. Five years later· 
the Collector of :Muttra induced the sanlindiin to subscribe 
a cess by which primary schools were established for groups· of 
\illages, and the system rapidly extended to other Districts. 
The progress made was commended in the Directors' dispatch 
of I 8 54. which laid down a comprehensive scheme for the 
whole of India. The department was then constituted with 
a Director, assisted by two Inspectors, and its efforts at first 
aimed at the establishment of the lalt.sili and rural schools 
described above. With the exception of the two colleges and 
one high school, secondary education was chiefiy looked after 
by various missionary bodies, which then maintained two 
colleges at Agra and one at Benares, besides ten schools. 
District schools were not generally established till 1867. In 
Oudh the first educational institutions were District schools, 
chiefly intended to educate the children of the higher classes; 
these were started by private subscriptions, aided by Govern
ment grants, in every District between 1859 and 1862. Taltsili 
schools, in some of which English was taught, were opened 
between 1861 and 186 5 ; and in 1864 a department was consti
tuted with a Director and two Inspectors, and funds were. 
provided for primary education by a cess similar to that 
contributed in the Province of Agra. When the Provinces 
were united in IS 77 education in Oudh was more backward 
than in Ac,OTa ; but much has been done to improve it. Uni
versity education in the modem sense commenced in t86o 
with the affiliation of colleges to the Calcutta University; and 
in 18 7 2 the growing needs of the Provinces led to the founda
tion of the Muir Central College at Allahabad, which was 
intended to be the focus of an improved system. The Allah
abad University was constituted in 1887. 

In 1904 the department was administered by the Director, Present 
an Assistant Director, six Inspectors, and eleven Assistant o_rganiza
lnspectors. The professorial sta.fl' consists of two Principals, tioo. 

ele\·en Professors, two Assistant Professors, two Law Readers, 
and the Principals of the Training College and Reformatory 

K2 
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School The posts of Assistant Director, three Inspectors, 
two Principals, and six Professors belong to the Imperial 
service and are filled by recruitment in England; the remain
ing posts are Provincial and filled in India. Public schools 
are almost entirely maintained by the District and municipal 
boards. The Inspector manages District - board English 
schools, Normal schools, and the Training College, inspects 
all other English schools in his circle, and exercises a general 
control over subordinate inspecting officers. The Assistant 
Inspector supervises vernacular middle schools and the work 
of the District inspecting officers. The latter include forty
seven Deputy- and eighty-one Sub-Deputy-Inspectors, whose 
work is confined to all public vernacular schools in the Dis
tricts to which they are attached. 

University. Up to 1904 the University Senate consisted .of fellows, who 
were either ex officio, or appointed by the Chancellor, or elected 
by the Senate, with the provisos that the number of elected 
members might not exceed the number appointed, and that 
the total number of fellows might not be less than thirty. The 
Senate appointed a Syndicate from among its members, and 
also constituted Faculties. In 1904 there were seventeen e~ 
officio, forty-two nominated, and forty-two elected fellows. By 
Act VIII of 1904 the number of fellows may vary between 
forty and forty-five, of whom ten shall be elected by the Senate 
or by registered graduates, -five by the Faculties, and the re
mainder nominated by the Lieutenant-Governor in his capacity 
of Chancellor. 

Arts · The number of Arts colleges was sixteen in x89r, and 
colleges. twenty-eight in 1901 and 1904; but many of these are merely 

collegiate classes attached to schools. The principal colleges 
in 1904 were the Government institutions at Allahabad. and 
Benares; aided colleges at .Lucknow (Canning College and 
Women's College), ·Agra (Agra College), Alrgarh, Bareil!y, 
Gorakhpur, Cawnpore, Meerut; and unaided colleges at Agra 
(St. John's), Lucknow (Reid Christian College), and Benares 
(llindu College). 

Oriental The Government Sanskrit College at Benares imparts in
studies. struction in Sanskrit up to the highest standard, while Persian 

and Arabic are taught in special classes at the Muir College, 
Allahabad, the Aligarh College, and in a number of aided 
institutions. Schemes for the extension of Western methods of 
study are now under consideration, 

Profes- · The Thomason Enoineering College at Roorkee, which sional o· 
colleges. educates civil and eiectrical engineers, had 371 students in 
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1903-4· No degree in engineering is conferred by the· Uni
versity, but certificates of proficiency are given by the college. 
Since 1896 classes for mechanics, industrial training in printing, 
photography, and photo-mechanical work, and for art handi
work have been opened. Non-commissioned officers of the 
British and Native army are also trained here. No colleges 
teach law exclusively, but in nine institutions classes are held 
for this subject A training college for teachers was opened at 
Allahabad in 1900 and had forty-eight students in I90J-4-

In 1903-4 the total University expenditure was Rs. 49,ooo, 
which was met almost entiiely from examination fees. Govern
ment colleges cost 3·8 lakhs, aided colleges 2 lakhs, and un
aided colleges Rs. 84,000. Four years' attendance is required 
for the attainment of the B.A. degree. The hostel or boarding 
system is an old one, but has been greatly developed in recent 
years. In 1903-41 out of 1,944 students in colleges, 796 were 
residing in hostels, chiefly unaided. The principal statistics of 
University education are shown below:-

t88o-J. t8gcrl. l!j()()--1. 1903-4----- -
~latriculation . 297 6o6 810 942 
First or Intermediate in Arts or Science 48 204 197 364 
Ordinary Bachelors' Degrees . 24 105 167 223 
Higher and Special Degrees 7 JI 29 24 

NOTB.-From t8cp-t onwards, the numbers represent all the results at the Allah
.i.bad Un.iversity, including students from other Provinct!S. 

Secondary schools are divided according to the curriculum Secondary 

into high and middle schools. In the former English is taught ~ucafon 
up to the standard of the University Entrance and the School oys • 

Final examinations. Middle schools are divided according as 
English is or is not taught The number of secondary schooLS 
for boys rose from 487 in 1891 to 502 in 1901 and soS in 1904; 
and the number of scholars from 51,420 to 66,746 and 71,827. 
Of these schools 46 were maintained by Government, in-
cluding 34 high schools; 313 were maintained by Dis-
trict and municipal boards; 1 xo were aided schools, and 
36 were unaided. Grants to aided schools are given with 
regard to the class of institution, the expenditure incurred on 
tuition by the managers, the number of pupils under instruc-
tion, and the general condition of the schooL The ordinary 
~:,'Tants are Rs. 7 so for the high section, Rs. 400 for the upper 
middle section, and Rs. 250 for the lower middle section of 
a school; but these are liable to reduction, and may also be 
supplemented by grants at rates not exceeding Rs. 3 for each 
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scholar in the high or middle section, Rs. 2 in the upper, and 
Rs. 1! in the lower primary sections. The proportion of the 
male population of school-going age under secondary instruc
tion in 1901 was I·8I per cent. Teachers in middle schools 
are paid from Rs. 8 to Rs. 2 5 a month, 
. Primary schools are divided into two sections. In the lower 
section reading, writing, arithmetic up to the four compound 
rules, elementary geography, drawing, object lessons, and drill 
are taught In the upper section the same subjects are taught 
to a higher standard. The number of schools for boys has 
risen from 4,758 in 1891 to 6,982 in. 1901 and 8,o7o in 1904; 
and the number of pupils from 149,262 to 262,659 and 330,387. 
Up to 1895 the old system of aiding indigenous schools had 
been gradually discontinued, but it was then revived with very 
beneficial results. Primary education is almost entirely in the 
hands of the District and municipal boards, which managed 
5,320 schools in 1904, while Government managed only 
14 ; 2;644 were aided, and 90 were privately managed 
without aid. Teachers in primary schools must hold a certifi
Cate of having passed the Normal school examination, unless 
certificated men are not available .. · The minimum rate of pay 
is Rs. 8 a month, and the maximum about Rs. 15. 

The number of institutions for female education has in
creased from 391 in '1881 to 499 in 1891 and 637 in 19o1, and 
the number of pupils from.!M22 to 13,870 and 21,314, I.n 
1903 there were 8oo institutions with 26,o48 pupils. Though 
numbers have increased the total results are still very small, and 
in 1901 only o·62 per cent. of the female population of school
going age was under instruction. There is a direct prejudice 
against female education in most parts of the Provinces, though 
the Arya Samaj and a few advanced natives, especially in the 
larger towns, are striving to remove it. Missionary enterprise 
has done much, especially in the Meerut and Rohilkhand 
Divisions, where the American Methodist Mission is at work. 
In 1900 the Protestant missions in these Provinces had I3,22o 
girls under tuition, and were attempting to educate 14,245 
pupils in zananas. Government has now reopened a Normal 
school for women at Lucknow, and special efforts are being 
made by grants from Provincial revenues and District board 
funds. 
· In x 904 four training schools for masters, with 4 7 5 students, 

were maintained by Government. One Government school 
for training mistresses · cor1tained twenty-one students, and 
three private schools had forty-five female students. There 
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were two medical schools at Agra for male and female students, 
with 260 scholars on the rolls. An industrial school is 
maintained at Lucknow, and industrial classes also exist in 
Christ Church College at Ca"npore. The Agricultural School 
at Ca\\npore contained fifty-nine students, most of whom were 
attending to qualify as kanungos. Commercial classes exist 
in a few schools and cqlleges, notably at the Reid Christian 
College in Lucknow, where shorthand and typewriting are 
taught. The Imperial Forest School at Debra Diin teaches 
forestry and is divided into two sections. The upper class 
reads in English for the higher standard or Ranger's certifi
cate, and the lower class in vernacular for the lower standard 
or Forester's cert.ificate. 

The largest institution for Europeans and Eurasians in European 
the Provinces is the Martiniere School at Lucknow, which is aEnd • · · 

'I'd d fG 'd dd b urastan· entue y m epen ent o overnment a1 an e ucates a out education. 
2 7 5 boys and 7 5 girls. In addition to this, there were 
forty schools in 1881, forty-five in 18911 and sixty-eight 
in 1901, with 3,247, 21815, and 4,2n pupils. In 1904 there 
were sixty-nine schools for Europeans and Eurasians, of which 
fifty were aided, and the number of pupils was 4,376. Of 
these schools, twenty-one are in the two hill stations-Naini 
Tal and Mussoorie-with nearly half the total number of 
scholars. The examination results show considerable improve-
ment in secondary education. The main results in 1903-4 
are: B.A., 4; First Arts, 14 ; Roorkee, 32 ; Matriculation, 7; 
High school, 136; Middle, x86; and Primary, 258. The 
scholars chiefly find employment in Government service and 
on railways. 

The backward state of education among Muhammadans is Muham
not so marked in these Provinces as in some parts of India. mdadant. 
A h h d 

. . . eucaton. 
t t e outset t ey resente especially the mtroduct10n of 

English education, and the substitution of the vernacular for 
Persian. The influence of the late Sir Saiyid Ahmad Khan, 
who founded a school at Alrgarh in 1875-raised to the status 
of a college in 1878-has caused great changes in the views 
held. The proportion of Musalmans to the total scholars 
in all public educational institutions is about 15 per cent., 
which is slightly higher than their proportion to the total 
population (14 per cent.). It must, however, be noticed that 
Musalmans include 36 per cent. of the urban population, and 
education is much commoner in towns than in rural areas. 
In 1881 Musalmlns formed 12 per cent of the students in 
Arts colleges; they were 17 per cent in 1891 and 15 per cent; 
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in 1901. Degrees taken by Muhammadans were 14 per cent· 
of the total in 1891 and 19 per cent. in 19011 and matricula 
tions 18 and 15 per cent. In general school education 
Musalmans formed about 21 per cent. of the total in secondary 
schools in both 1891 and 1901, and 15 and 14 per cent., 
respectively, in primary schools. The objection that the 
Government schools make no provision for religious instruc
tion is still felt ; and this explains the high proportion of 
Musalmans in private schools, where in 1901 they formed 
52 per cent. of the total in advanced schools, and 42 per cent. 
in elementary schools. Judged by the census results for literacy, 

· :,Muhammadans made slightly more progress than Hindus 
between 1891 and 1901. The knowledge of. English is more 
common among Muhammadans than among Hindus. 

The proportion of the population of a school-going age 
under instruction has increased from 3'4 per cent. in x88x 
to 4.•1 per cent. in 1891, 6· 1 per cent. in 1901, and 7 per cent. 
in 1904. For boys it was 12•9 per cent., and for girls only 
o· 7 5 per cent. in the latest year. A considerable impetus was 
given by the revival in 1895 of the system of aiding indigenous 
education. Between 1891 and 1901 the proportion under 
secondary education increased from 1•4t0 x·8 per cent., while 
the increase under primary education was from 4·1 to 7•I per 
cent. The census figures of 1,.901 showed that 578 males and 
24 females OUt of 101000_9f either SeX COUld read and 
wxite, and the proportions had increased in ten years by 9 per 
cent. for both sexes together, 8 per cent. for males and 39 per 
cent. for females. .In the Himalayan tract r,o52 males, and in 
the Central India plateau and eastern plain 706 IIJales out 
of xo,ooo are literate, but in the western plain only 495· By 
religion, 41 per cent. of Christians, 24 per cent. of Aryas, and 
22 per cent. of Jains are literate; but in the case of Hindus 
and Musalmans, who form the bulk of the population, the 
proportion sinks to 3 and 2·8 per cent. The caste system 
is responsible to some extent for the backwardness of educa
tion. Nearly one-quarter of the total number of Hindus are 
considered so impure that a member of a higher caste after 
contact with them is required to bathe. Though the schools 
are open to all, the admission of a boy belonging to one of 
these impure castes would be resented. Among the middle
class castes, forming 40 per cent. of the total, education is' 
commonly regarded as a useless luxury. In the case of female 
education one of the chief gifficulties is the paucity of female 
teachers. The labours of the various missionary bodies have 
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been especially valuable in the case of female education and 
the education of the lowest castes. Two principal characters 
for writing are in use in the Provinces, the Persian and the 
Nagari, the latter having many local varieties in a cursive form. 
Out of every ten literate Hindus nine can read and write 
Nagari only, or one of its cursive forms, while among Musal· 
mans six out of seven know the Persian: alphabet only. 

The main statistics of educational finance for 1903-4 are Finance. 
shown below. The monthly fees in Government schools vary 
from 2 to I 2 annas in the primary sections to R. I to Rs. 2 in 
the middle sections, and Rs. 2! to Rs. 3 in high schools. In 
aided schools the fees must be at least 7 5 per cent. of those 
fixed for Government schools. Collegiate fees range from 
Rs. 8 to Rs. I 2 a month. 

Expenditure on institntiona maintained or aided by 
public funds in 1903-4 from 

,; 

-~ 'iii.r 
.,'tl 

·g ~ =~ .. 
-~ ~ -~1 Fees. i Total. .. 
p,.ll . !!-~ " c:l~ 

.; 
0 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Arts :md Profes-

sional colleges • 41001176 6,910 95·338 77,920 5,80,344 
Training and spe· 

cial schools 66,oo6 89.490 u,o56 15,656 1,83,208 
Secondary boys' 

schools 1,21,855 4.53·421 4·30,149 11731167 11,78.593 
Primary boys' 

schools •h717 9,o7,65o 74.217 28,265 10,14,849 
Girls' schools 60,523 i'0,076 83,945 1,49,236 3,63,780 

Total 6,s3,l77 15,27,547 6,95J705 4.44,2# 33,20,773 

In 1845, when efforts to spread education were commencing, News
there was only one native paper in the Provinces not printed papers. 
in English, and that was in Persian. By x88x there were 69, 
.and the number rose to 101 in I8gx and n9 in I90I. 
Of the papers appearing in 1901, 3 were dailies and 
J more were published twice or thrice a week ; I I were 
in English and 103 in the vernacular (69 in Persian and 
34 in Nagari characters). The total circulation of the 
vernacular papers exceeds 4o,ooo. The papers with the largest 
circulations are: the Rlijput (fortnightly), which is chiefly 
occupied with the condition of Rajputs ; the BJzarat Jlwan 
(weekly), a Hindu paper of moderate tone in politics; the 
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Sanatan Dlzarm .Patakii (monthly), which supports the 
orthodox Hindu religion against the Arya Samaj ; Jasus 
(monthly), chiefly concerned with police cases; Kanyakubj 
Hitkari (monthly), which promotes reforms among Kanyakubj 
(Kanaujia) Brahmans. · The principal political organs in 
English are: the Advocate (twice a week) and the Kiiyastha 
Samachar(now Hindus/an Review) (monthly), both of which 
are strong supporters of the Congress ; in vernacular Al Bashlr 
(weekly), which is strongly Muhammadan; Hindustani 
(weekly), a reproduction of the Advocate; Oudh Akhbiir 
(daily), a moderate paper which opposes the Congress; Oudh 
Samachar (weekly), a moderate paper; Taken as a ·whole 
the tone of the Press is satisfactory. Government is keenly 
criticized, often without a due knowledge of the facts. The 
leading castes, the Arya Samaj, and the talukdiirs of Oudh all 
have their own organs. About one-third of the number of 
papers published in I90I were in the Muhammadan interest. 
The .Pioneer is the chief Anglo-Indian organ. 

Registered The total number of publications (books, &c.) registered 
publica- was 959 in 1891 and I 1449 in 1901. The· most striking 
tions. 

feature about these figures is the large increase in original 
works from 723 to I 1J991 and the decrease in republications 
from 104 to 6, and in translations from 132 to 44· Classifying 
the books by subjects, it appears that in I90I educational 
works, which are chiefly school-books, numbered 360, or 
one-quarter of the total, while in 1891 they had been only 
87, or one-eleventh. Books on religious subjects have de
creased from 306 to 238, while poetical works have increased 
from 70 to :z66. Novels have risen from 65 to 104. In 
190I the other principal classes of books were History, 
77 (59 educational); Language, 196 {I78 · educational); 
Philosophy, 44; and Miscellaneous, 387 (73 educational). 
The headings Arts, Biography, Drama, Voyages and Travels 
included only 54 books, while out of 30 books on scientific 
subjects 28 were educational. 

Hospitals The Medical department is in .. charge of an Inspector· 
and dis- General of Civil Hospitals. Every District but Almorii is in 
pensaries. charge of a Civil Surgeon, with an Assistant in a few of the 

larger stations. Medical officers in military employ also hold 
collateral civil charge at Almorii and Ranikhet. There are 
eighty-three Assistant Surgeons in charge of the more important 
dispensaries, and a large number of Hospital Assistants. The 
important statistics of medic~l work are given in the table on 
pages I 59 and I 6o. The number of hospitals and dispensaries 
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has risen from 212 in 1881 to 299 in 1891, 485 in 19ot, and 
soo in 1903. The increase between 1891 and 1901 was largely 
due to the inclusion in the returns of more than 100 police, 
railway, forest, and private dispensaries. The total income in 
1903 was 9·4 lakhs, less than half of which came from Pro
'incial revenues, while Local funds contributed 2•5 lakhs, and 
the income from fees, subscriptions, and endowments was 2•8 
lakhs. Expenditure amounted to 8·6 lakhs. The number of 
beds available was 2,737 for male patients and 1,492 for 
females, of which goo were in hospitals and dispensaries 
exclusively for females. The largest number of beds in any 
single hospital is 15 I at Bareilly. The best-equipped hospitals 
for native patients are the Thomason Hospital at Agra and the 
Balrampur Hospital at Lucknow. The Ramsay Hospital for 
Europeans, opened at Naini Tal in 1892, cost more t~an 2f 
lakhs, about half of which was provided from Government 
funds. The number of visits paid by lady doctors and female 
hospital assistants to women at their homes in the bazars 
in 1903 was about 3,8oo, and more than 300 of these were 
visits made to native ladies of the parda-naslun class. 

There are four lunatic asylums-at Bareill}', Lucknow, Agra, Lunatics. 
and Benares-with 1,148 inmates in 1903, of whom 281 were 
criminal lunatics. Out of 327 cases in 1903, the principal 
causes of insanity were alleged to be charas- and ,ganja-smoking 
51, spirit-drinking IJ1 fever 28, epilepsy 23, heredity 17, 
exposure and injury to brain 14, moral causes 46, and 
unknown 108. 

Inoculation by indigenous methods is not common, but is Vaccina
occasionally practised by the Mali or gardener caste, which is tion. 

believed to have special influence over small-pox. The 
statistics of vaccination are shown on page I 6o. A dep6t for 
the supply of calf-lymph has been established near Naini Tal. 
Small-pox epidemics ha,·e decreased considerably with the 
spread of vaccination. 

The system of selling quinine in pice packets was first intro- Sale of 
duced in 1895· The packets are now prepared in the Aligarh quinine. 

jail, and in I9o3 the amount realized 11-as Rs. 3,099, repre
senting nearly 200,000 packets of s-grain doses. 

The (United PrO\inces) Village Sanitation Act of r8gz pro· Vil!ag~ 
,·ides for inquiries being made into the sufficiency and purity santtatton. 

of the water-supply in villages with a population of not less 
than :a,ooo. It was applied experimentally in eight Districts 
in 1894 and to the whole Provinces in 1896. Part of the 
funds required may be supplied by District boards, and grants 
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have also been made by Government ; but owing to the 
prejudices of the people progress is slow. The Act also 
provides for necessary action being taken in villages in the 
case of epidemics, and for elementary conservancy. 

Survey~. The Great Trigonometrieal Survey of India, begun by 
Colonel Lambton in x8o21 was extended over the. North
Western Provinces 1 chiefly between 1843 and x8so, and forms 
the eventual basis on which all modern surveys are made. · 
Before 1823 such other professional surveys as existed were 
merely of the nature of military reconnaissances. In 1823 the 
professional survey was begun. Its work consisted in the 
preparation of maps on the. scale of 4 inches to the mile, based 
on theodolite traverses, and showing the boundaries and sites 
of villages and all topographical features. Practically the 
whole of the Provinces were surveyed in this manner, but the 
records of several Districts were lost during the Mutiny. 

Up to 1871 cadastral surveys were carried out by the Settle
ment officers in Districts under· settlement. The maps at first 
were mere eye sketches, showing roughly the position and 
shape of each field; but in 1852 the introduction of the plane
table resulted in a marked improvement. Amins were the usual 
agency employed, but occasionally the work was done by the 
patwiin"s with considerable success. 

The scale was I6 inches to the mile, or more usually some 
nearly equivalent scale of the local unit of measurement. These 
surveys not being based on scientific data, the areas were 
unreliable, and the compilation of maps of areas larger than 
a village was difficult and unsatisfactory. Mter x871 the two 
systems of revenue survey were amalgamated, and cadastral 
surv'eys on the x6-inch scale, based on theodolite traverses, 
were carried out by professional survey parties. In the earlier 
surveys under this system, in addition to the maps, the survey 
parties were responsible for the entries in certain of the field
book columns, and in Districts surveyed later they were asso
ciated with the Settlement department in the preparation of 
other portions of the records-of-rights as well. The tracts pro
fessionally surveyed between 1871 arid 1894 were the Districts 
of Agra, Muttra, Banda, Hamirpur, and Moradii.bii.d, the 
permanently settled areas in Benares, Mirzapur, Ghii.zipur, 
Jaunpur, and Balliii., and the Districts of Dehra Dun, Gorakh~ 
pur, Basti, Jhiinsi (excluding Lalitpur), and Garhwal. In 1894 
survey by amins was replaced by the system of survey by 
patwliri agency. Under this .sy~tem, in Districts under survey, 

1 Now the Province of Agra. 
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after the professional traverse operations have been completed, 
eachpatwariundergoes a course of instruction, and then under 
the supervision of a survey offic~r assisted by a small pro
fessional staff surveys the villages of his circle and prepares for 
each a complete preliminary record-of-rights, which is after
wards attested by a Settlement official before assessment. 
An officer of the Survey. of India is in professional charge of 
the ·several survey establishments ; the methods of survey and 
check survey are those of the Survey of India, and the Deputy
Surveyor-General is empowered to inspect the work. After 
settlement the patwiiris who have been trained are, with the 
exception of a small minority who fail to qualify, competent to 

· maintain the new maps and records under the supervision of 
the kiinungos, a number of whom are also trained during the 
survey operations. The Districts where new maps and records 
have been prepared by patwiiri agency since 1894 are Jhansi 
(Lalitpur subdivision), Meerut, Bahraich, Kheri, Shiihjahanpur, 
Bareilly, Pilibhit, Gonda, Farrukhabad, Etah, and portions of 
Sitapur, Bijnor, Nainl Tal, Etawah, and Alrgarh. 

In addition to the surveys mentioned, the following areas 
have been surveyed topographically by the Survey of India: 
between 1840 and x87o, Saharanpur, Muzaffarnagar, Meerut, 
Bulandshahr, Aligarh, and some parts of Mirzapur, on the 
2-inch scale; between x851 and x853, the Native State of 
Tehri on the !-inch scale; Dehra Dun and the Siwaliks, partly 
on the 4-inch and partly on the 2-inch scales between 1873 and 
1876; and Kumaun and Garhwal on the x-inch scale in 1886-8. 

(H. G. Keene: Fall of the Mughal Empire (1876), and Biblio
History of Hindustan {I88s).-Official Mutiny Narratives.- graphy. 
A. Fuhrer : Monumental Antiquities and List of Christian 
Tombs in the North- Western Provz'nces and Oudh (Allahabad, 
r891 and 1895).-Census Reports (Agra), 1848, 1853, 1865, 
and 1872 ; (Oudh) 1869; (United Provinces) x88x, 18911 and 
1901.-W. Crooke: Popular Religion and FolH.-lore (x8g6); 
Tn'bes and Castes of the North- TVestern Provinces and Oudh 
(Calcutta, 1896); The North-Western Provinces and Oudh 
(1897).-W. H. Moreland: The Agriculture of the United 
Provinces (Allahabad, 1904).-T. Morison: The Industn"al 
Organization of an Indian Province (x9o6).- Provincial 
Monographs on Brass and Copper, Pottery, Dyes, Cotton, 
Woollen and Silk Fabrics, Ivory- and Wood-carving, Sugar, 
Tanning, and GolsJ and Silver Ware (Allahabad, I894-
I905).-District Gazetteers (under revision).-Other authorities 
will be found under OUDH.] 



TABLE I 
lEMPERATU:RE IN THE UNITED PROVINCES 

A>-erai:<' temperature in degrees (Fahrenheit) for lwenty.Jive yeau ending witl1 1901 in 

Height or 
Station. 

Observatory J""aary. May. July. November. abov@;sea,.. 
level. 

Di~rnal 
Mean. Diurnl Mean. Diurnal Mean. Diurnal Moan. range. range. ranR"C. range. 

Gorakbpur . 257 61·0 2J•I 89·1 34·0 Bs·+ Il·9 70.-f 23·7 
Allnhibid . :\09 61·1 25·6 93•2 27•3 85·9 12·6 69·-i aB;o 
Agra 555 6o.s 2~·+ 94•1 25•4 87-4 13·2 70·7 38·3 
L11cknow . g6S 6o•a 2 ·5 9l•3 27·4 86·1 1 3·3 68·4 30.4 
Roorkee . . . 887 s6·B 24·6 ss.4 28·1 85·3 14•1 65·5 30.5 
Ranikbet (Hill 5tation) , 6,069 +6·8 14•0 69·2 17·8 68.6 Il•O 55•5 15·1 

NOTE.-The diumal range io the average diffe'rnoe between tbe maximum and minimum temperature of ea~h day. 

TABLE II 
RAINFALL IN THE UNITED PROVINCES 

,. Averare rainf'all {io inches) £or twenty-five yean~ end.in.r with Jgor i-1 

~ S' ~ ~ ::i :i li Totol of 
Stution. ~ .... 

~ ~ 1- ] l 
year, 

' a 'l: t'. .10 

.B. 
I! .. ... .:. " .!l E. 

~ ~ -< l!i ,_, " ::;; < 1:' 0 en ------------ ------ --------- ------
Gorakbpur l·D2 0·51 0·33 0·43 1•42 8·25 13·25 l2·61 8.23 4·04 0·13 O·U 5"'43 
Allahiibii.d 1•05 0·53 0·30 0·13 0•27 5·79 Il·39 11•79 5·26 2·42 0·24 0·30 39•+7 
Agxa C·H 0•30 0·26 Colli 0·515 2·63 9·73 7-77 +·51 0·51 0·08 0•43 27·48 
Lucknow . I•ll 0•52 ·o·a• 0·08 0·95 5·18 10•94 11•17 5·67 l•l<j. 0•10 0•44 37·61 
Rcorkee . 1·82 1·47 0·7I 0·40 o.85 a·86 12•34 12·89 5·77 0·44 0•26 0•75 +•·56 
Ranikhet (Hili stati~n) 2·90" 2·22 1·94 1·27 2•24 •ll 13·51 13·92 . 6.67 I•i6 O.JI 0 •97 53· 52 



TABLE Ill. IJJSTRWUTION OF POPULATION, UNITED PROVINCES, 1901 

~~ '8~ '!~ 
Total Population, Vrban Pop~lation. ~~-~-!:,. 

~i 
Dillrict or State. Cr.l h .!r 

u~ ·- li Bi Penon•. Mal ... l"tlllalU, Peuon•. Mr.tlt•. Female•· 

~ ~ :.: i' --
Dchra I>W. , . 1,193 6 f6 178,195 JOJ,8215 75,369 39.~66 a~,o71 14,395 u6 
s .. blro.npur • . , a,aa8 18 1, 28 r,o4s,t3o 560,843 484,387 ao1, 3-+ loS,coo 93,63+ 379 
M u•affarnngar . 1,651 15 913 8?7,188 469,2~3 407,945 134,678 71,~07 6a,171 450 
Meerut • . 2,362 27 1,494 J,s.o,l75 Sao,s l 719,6U 274,97.~ 1 49·0 5-+ 125,921 536 
Bulandohahr 1,go8 23 1,509 J,IJS1 101 599,108 538•993 18 .. ,6!13 g6,6tl 88,0of2 soo 
A\lgarh . 1,957 23 1,753 I,aoo,Sn 6a.f,B7a 665,950 u8,37o u6,2o,; loa,a6s ~02 -- ......::....__ 

Total, Meerut Divi1ion 11,299 112 7,713 6t979o711 a,t87,455 '•792,~56 l,o.sa,Bo6 566,478 487,;p8 436 -----
Moura 1r457 14 837 763,099 409,030 354·069 lofJ,6S5 76,257 66,398 426 
A~a. • . J,8jj6 8 r,r97 1,o6o,s28 568,822 491o7o6 236.306 124,656 uo,6so 4~5 
Foorrukbibld 1,719 8 1,689 xas,su eoo,B97 42 +·91! us,B99 64,61~ 61,284 4 5 
Mainpurl . . 1,697 8 1,38o 29,357 451,356 378,001 u.~os .s.s7 ~4.629 457 
Etlwah . . 1,694 6 1,.u~ 8o6,798 437,913 a6s,sss 6g,888 36,994 aa,89+ 435 
Etr.h . . . •·731 IS 1,46 S6a,94s +66,787 397.161 1u,6s8 59.319 53.339 I...£!_ ----Total, Agra DivlJion 10,154 6a 8,043 s,a49,542 3,834.805 3,414,737 739,6II 390,-fl7 H9.194- ~ -----
Bmrcitly ' '·~9! 12 1,934 110900li7 68~304 504,813 x8a,763 96,364 86,399 570 
Bljno:, . . 1,875 16 a,13a 779.951 4D ,697 373,354 16C),7J5 B4,os5 8s,64o 3JS 
Budaun . . '·990 11 1,807 1•025·753 gsa.uo 473,633 107,330 55.485 51,745 461 
Morldiibid. a,aoa Jg a,45o 1,191,993 31,J24 s6o,769 '49.858 us,967 ''3,891 409 
Sbiihjahinpur . 1,747 a,o3~ gu,sas -49+·919 436,616 110,539 61,105 59.43~ 456 
Pll!bblt • . ' . 1 ·373 s r,os 470,339 '49,615 uo,?a+ 5-t,ll2o a8,o64 a6,75 303 -Total, RohilkhiUld Divi1ion 10,87!1 6s n,403 0•479.688 a,gao1879 a,sss,sog 88+,935 451,070 433,B6s .fU 



TABLE III. DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION, UNITED PROVINCES, IgOI (confinuetl) ,. 
.. ..... . ···-- · -···- , ... . _ 

1i 'a 
Total.l'opalatioa, Urban Population. ~~~ ~:~:: 'a. 

D~rict or State. 
·-a j~ .8~ . :::H ~~ a~ 9= Penons, Mat.,.. Fomalcs.• Penona. ~~ ... Fern•!.., 5$] ~~ 

il' z Z"' ~~.;-

Cawnpore 
1-

1,258,868 673.932 .1)84,936 218,oo9 u2,o88 
1-. . ~.366 6 1,962 95.921 .. ~ Fatehpur . 1,631 5 1,403 686,391 349,381 337.010 g6,704 IB,76s 17,939 398 

Banda. a,o61 5 1,188 631,058 ;!15.599 313,459 4o,6sa 20,313 20,439 193 Hamirpur <>,289 7 156 i58,Sf2 230,20-f 228,338 48,375 23,935 24o440 179 Allahabad • 2,833 13 3o473 ~.~s9,a5 s 7+4,654 744.704 217,346 113,997 103,349 449 Jbiinai ' 3,587 ~ 
1,331 16,759 317,297 301,462 ro8,737 . s6,u6 52,621 14• 

Jalann . . 1,477 837 399.7•6 206,•77 193.449 49,469 •5.357 :l.oj.0IU 237 
Total, Allahabad Division -·-- •,7o3,358 17,244 51 10,950 5.5~.702 :;,837.344 7111,292 380,471 ;us.s:;~ 2U -Benare• r,oog 4 1,97• ss.,o84 445.047 437.0 37 ••s,o86 u6,8o9 roB,•77 651 

Mirza pur . !),223 7 +·•57 1,082,430 530,075 552,355 no,sss 54,644 55o911 186 
Jaunpur 1,551 1 3.152 I,:i!o2,920 589,828 613,092 -74,205 ·ao,s4J . 

37,362 728 
Gbazipur . . 1,391 7 ~.489 913,818 +H.735 469,083 69,007 33o3P as,66s 6o7 
Ballia • . . 1,249 13 1,784 987,768 473.969 51 3·799 lJI,763 '52,832 ss,93r 791 ---

Total, Benarea Division 10,423 as 13,65-( 5,069,020 2,483,654 •,sss,J66 590,6!6 29•1.470 296,146 430 
Gorakhpur . : 4·596 18 7o5H 2,9Ji7,074 1,470,469 r",486,6os 162~244 81,o0I 81,243 6oS 
Ba•t"i • , . 2 ·753 4 6,ga3 1,846,153 9ss.ss6 910,597 34o347 18,399 15,948 6s8 
Azamgarh 2,1,H I> ... ,688 1,5•9.785 757.314 772,471 91,627 45.749 45,878 670 -----

Total, Gorakhpur Division 9,496 34 19,135 6,J3J,OI2 - 3,103,339 a,r6g,673 288,318 ~"45ol49 J-43,069 6g6 ---
Naini Tii.l 2,658 7 1,513 311,237 172,970 1381•67 •, 39,066 23,4•7 1,5,639 102 

.Aimorii. 5,416 2 4·928 465,893 236,751 .229,142 u,842 7,rs8 4,684 84 
Garhwal . 5,629 3 g,6oo 429,900 nr,s8S 218,312 7,o6g 5·136 1,927 75 

Total, Kumann Division - --~ 13,703 12 10,041 1,207,030 621,309 585,7>1 57.971 35o7~1 22,:350 84 
Total, Agra 83 1rg8 --

314 80,939 34,8ss,7os 18,o48,785 t6,8og,920 4,334,449 2,263,776 •,o7o,673 367 



TABLE Ill. DtSTRJB1.1TJON OF PoPULATION, U NJTED PROVINCES, I 901 (continued) 

• :. ,. 
i 'S ]j Total Popolatt ... Urban l'ol*lation. .. . 9 :f 
i'~ .s= ~t 

Diouict or s .. ~e. Ia" ..!~ d 9" ~-~ 
... l'uoooa. Malco. Femaleo. Petoooa. Mal ... lr...W... ~lie jl; jl; 

< 
. i' 

Lucknow 977 6 932 793,241 4'4·949 378,•9• ·2g2,63t t 54,5ao r38,o57 ~a 
Unao . 1,737 10 1,633 976,6g9 499,015 477,624 67,949 34o-f79 33o470 523 
RAe B&rell . . r,7s• 4 1,736 r ,033o7 J ~10,090 5•3,671 39.373 19o71-f 19,659 ~67 
Sttlput. . 212o6 9 2,302 l,l75o473 rg,837 6~5.636 78,710 41,•96 37o.fl4 97 
Hardol. . . 2,286 10 1,888 l,og•,8H sB•.sM 510,301 102,11~ ,s>;ooo so,ui 433 
Kberl . . 2,963 s 1,6.~9 !)05,138 478,629 426,509 33,578 1)',870 . 15,)'0 294 

Total, Lucknow Division 11,921 .... ro,15o So97)',o86 a,ros,osa •,872,033 6q,36• 319,939 294,413 ~ 
Fyzibld . 1,)'07 ~ 

a,661 1,225,374 619o-f03 6o5,971 us, too 65,382 ~N's 6H 
Gondll . . a,819 2,)'60 1,403,195 )'14,20~ 683,99' 59,sr 4 ao,r .. 2 • 90 476 
Bahralch 2,6~7 3 1,881 l,051o3i7 5Ho41 so6,931 43,877 u, u 21,055 379 
Sultiinpur 1,)'01 I ••• 58 1,083,~0~ 53~·93• 5<f8,g)'2 9o550 s,u6 4o334 632 
Partihgarh . lo458 .. 2,167 912, . 4 44 ,18a ... 66,666 18,985 9o990 6,995 613 
Blra Bank! 1,703 Jo ~.os• 1,179.333 6o~,967 . 575.356 67,436 34,a6s 33,17I 6~3 ----- ,_,;__ 

l'otal, Fyzibiid Division Uo04!\ 35 13,979 6,8~5.991 3.463,104 3.39•,687 3•4·76.1 168,599 'p6,16a H• --
450,586 Totlll,Oadh. 13,966 I~ ,.,129 u,833,077 6,s68,157 6,16f,Q,O 939.124 -t88,:;a8 496 

Total, United PrOYiJlcea 105,068 47.69•·782 24,6r6,942 
1---'-;--

107,16~ -t53 23,07 ... 840 s.•n,s73 •.75>,314 a,sn,•s9 3'16 

Rlmpar • . 899 6 1,1:10 533,212 ,80,987 •s• ... s I03,88o 63.039 so,8.p 477 
Tebrl·Gubwil 4,180 ... a,456 268,885 133.4•7 135.458 ... . .. ... 64 

Total, Native S tates 6 3. ,76 802,097 387,683 103,88o ~0,841 
1-. 5o07Q 414·4'4 !i3oOlQ 137 

GaANDTOTAt.. British Distrlcu - . 
and Native Statet • 113,243 459 108,644 48,493,879 .15,031,356 23,46•,5•3 5o37M53 2,8o~,353 •.572,100 as• 

NOT&.-The are.ohown in thito table a"' thooe Cor the rear 1901. Later cbaap arc rc~ teo in ~ittrlelartlcleo .,hich give fipr .. roc 1904· 



UNITED PROVINCES 

TABLE IV 

STATISTICS OF AGRICULTURE, UNITED PROVINCEs 

(in square miles) 

.i. ,j . I Average Avel'llge "" • ""'.! •• ~· for for 190Q-1., 1903-4-. 1886-9<>. 189I•IQOO. ' . 
---'-'- '-fi--· 

'Total area 90,268 101,419 103,'757 104,075 

Total nncnltivated area 39.379 49.343 49.725 49,150 

Cultivable, but not cultivated 25,621 35.978 
. 

35,602 35.#3 
Uncultivable 13,758 13,900 13.747 13,548 

Total cultivated area • so,889 52,076 54.032 54·925 
Irrigated from canals. 2,138 2,545 2,710 3,354 

.. .. wells and t~nks 8,349 10,305 10,126 12,87.2 .. J> c;>ther sources ·'' 2,692 1,458 . 728 975 
Total irrigated area . 13·179 14,308 13,564 17,201 

Unirrigated area 37 >710 37.768 40,468 37.72f 

Total Cropped Area. 

Rice. . . 8,8o6 n,598 u,2o8 9.402 

Wheat ... 81074 8,56x 9>939 u,17o 

Other food-grains and pulses 34,073 35,119 35,6u 37,565 

Oilseeds . 1,1182 1,352 I 111f4 2,107 

Sugar-cane 1,474 1,949 1,895 1,70:.1 

Cotton 2,27f •·792 1,635 11306 

Other fibres 136 127 159 174 

Poppy . 389 490 615 689 

Indigo . 6o6 sox 410 ::no 

Tea • . . 13 13 13 13 

Tobacco ~ . 100 88 8s 81 

Miscellaneous . 2,661 2,278 2,076 2,825 

Total area cropped 59,8s9 63,s6s 64,901 68,241 

Area double-cropped • IO,j66 u,189 n,649 13,316 

• NOTB.-Tbe principal creps irrigated are wheat, sugar-cane1 rice, and garden crops. 
The areas are taken from the village statistics. 



Wlo.&t. 

Natural Yean. 

division. 

~ " t t1p 
r:. ~ ! ~ "' ":!! -- ----

Eaatem 17-33 16·84 13·55 
Central . 19·07 18·~9 15·25 
Western , . 20··~ 17-78 15·69 
Submontanc, 

East. 18·09 •7·65 14•19 
Submontaoe, 

Wat. . 10•44 I S..f.O 15·.53 
Ondh . 10·54 19·0) 15·40 

TABLE V 

Patc&:s OF FooD-STAPLEs, UNITED PROVINCES 

(in 1ttrs per rnpee) 

Selected Food..taplea. 

J_..,., G.-am. Barley. 

Yea ... Yean. Yearw. 

f i ~ i f ~ g. t f ~ l: i 
~ ~ 

.... ao 
:.!! ~ ~ ~ g. (;, 

"' " ----------- i---
23·59 2.f.·06 IB·i6 U·44 23·37 19•0.f. 24·08 23·81 18.97 
24•52 23·97 20. 5 23•41 3.f.·83 20·65 25·83 25•02 21•2-f. 
13·55 U ·61 21•77 • .. .oo 23·61 U•ll7 2S.l2 25·27 23-44 

18.61 a6·1J0 13·52 22•3:1 23•75 18.19 26-58 a6.4o 19'83 

24·17 U •!/5 19•46 23·+7 U·59 20.31 30·07 17.07 23·39 
t8·75 27·35 11·78 2.5•21 24·61 21·25 29·96 )7·69 32·,56 

Salt. 
Rice. 

Years. Yoan. 

~ ~ ~ ~ - t ~ ,!, r ~ . :r ... :e ~ ~ ~ ----------
15·59 14·78 1~·13 H+ 10.05 9·89 
l.f-·57 13·18 11·26 9·2 11·31 10.99 
13•17 11·98 10•42 9•79 U•OS l l •+f 

16·78 16-87 15·68 7·27 9•95 10.02 

l.f.·6o 13.61 11·29 9·1t 11·40 10.71 
16·73 15·68 13·56 8-76 10·48 10.54 



Artkks. 

Coal and coke • 
Cotton, la.W .. • .. twist and lana .. plece-i OO s • 
Dyes and ta11.1 . • 
Grain ud pulse, wheat 

., 't tr others 
Hides aod 1ld ns 
Gunny-bAgs and cloth 
Lac . • • ; 

TABLE VI 
TllADE OF THE' UNITED PROVINCES WITH OTHER PROVINCES 

(In th011sand. ol npoes} 

tmpo1'1S. 

18go-c: Jgo0-1. 

By Jlail 
(011Jy). Byhll., By Rlftl'. ·Total. By RaiL 

28,83, 68,8r, 18, 68,gg, I,o3,sa, . . 2i,5t, 19,'9· 17, ~~ ... b, a6,2s, . .... u, 5?·75 • ao, 6 ,os, s,..,62, . .... ... 3,69, 4oi7o74o ,,ss • •·'"·~9. 4o75o49o 
u,6g, 20,38, 76, 11,14, ,o,89, . 24,95, 4o7I, 4 o53t• 9·'•· ' •44o . 1,39,85, :r,o:a,s:a, 50,39 • 1,53·''· 66,62, 
g,go, ,so,oo, .... 50,07, r8,g8, 

16,g3, 68,a4, Sr, 6g,rs, 68,78, . 19o97• s6,s6, u, 67, :~• . 56,611, 
Metals, brau (unwrought) ro,s 6, .. ,,.,, . s. q,20, 1~,9~, 

,. othen. 8r,7r, r,aa ... s, 6,Bo, I,,..o,38, r, aa,, , 
Oils, kerosene • . 15,~6, 23,92, r ,34, 25,26, zs,z~ • ,, othoro 2 1 1, a··n. ss, ~·"5· a.as, 
Oilseeds . l o94o ,os, 7"· .?s, 5o4•, 
Ophlm , . s6, ... s ..... ... ,..,a .. , 95o 
Provisions .. . 30102, 33 1co, 5o3lo 37o31 o s6,ss. 

'903"" .. 

By R.i-. 

17, 
16, 

··~6, 6 .. , o, 
84, 
ss, 

u,ga, 
ro, 

1,16, 
2, 

6, 
a.ra, 
J,+a. 

23, 
ao, .. . 

J16r, 

TotaL 

1,04,00, 
36,41, 
89o58, 

"5o40o29o 
U o7llo 
3o29o 

79oSS. 
Ig,o8, 
6g,g .. , 
6x,aa. 
I 1oo, 

1041 029, 
36,66, 
a,6r, 
5o72o 

95o 
58, 16, 

.. .... 
QO 



TABLE VI (continued) 
TRADE OF THE UNITED PROVINCES WITH OTHER PROVINCES 

(in thoUW~ds of raP«") 

Jmpo.u, 

Artie! eo. 189()-1. 190'>-1. 

By Roll Bybil. By River. Total. By Rail. (Oflly). . 
Railway plant and roUing.otock Ho42, 57.•9· 9· 57.as. S8,7o, 
Salt. . 1,27.51, lo43o32t '•47· 1,44.79· •·37.73. 
Spica • • il3.91, 37,15, 3tb9t 41,04• 42,o7, 
StOlle and lime. 1,8~, 5·&'· .6, 5o77• r8,86, 
Sugar, refioed • '4·52• ag,u, 34· 39·~6, 6s,,s, .. wtrefioed 1!,4•. 4'•33t ••• s, +2• ., JB,Of, 
T •• . . . . 75, sa; ... sa. 83, 
Tobacco, unmanufactured n,a•. u,38, J,oJ, 23,39. ..... ,, .. manufa.c:tured . 94· r,8a, ... t,s3, 2,24, 
Wood . { regf:~ed. } 99'· 4,6s, •4.s6, ra,64, 
Wool, raw • , 1,53. 3·§4• r, a.ss. 1,68, 

,. maoufactured. as, as. 55· 3. 3,16, 68,99· • ' ·~3. 
AU other article~ o{ merchandise 1,11,75. lo45o4D, 7o51J t,s•.9r, 1,66,44, 

Total 13,22,71, •6, .. 8,87, 9B,s•. •7,47oaB, I8,30,J2, 

Treatare:-
{ re/.tc;tred, } Silver c:oiG and buUiOD. . s.o ... os, 4t38, s,o8,~6, s.u,ali, 

1903•4-

By River. TotaL 

.... !6. 88,70, 
IoJ802t 

:1)41., ........ 
- t6, 19,02, 
20, 65,4s, 

a,s•, 4'·~9. ... 8J, 
78, •3·'9· 
9t •.33. 

ss, ••• u . 
... 1,68, 

8r, 42r34o 
s,66, 1,72,10, 

J,o?.s•, 19,37.84, 

33o J,U,59o 



TABLE VI (continuetl) 
TRADE OF THE UNITED PROVINCES WITH OTHER PROVINCES ... 

(in thousand• of rupees) ..... 
0 

; 

&porto. 

Articles. 
189o-1, 19oo-r. 1903-4-

B Rail By Rail. By River. Total. 2yRail. By B.!.,.... Total. 
Conly). 

Coo.l and coke . 19,70, :zo,~3, ~. 20,25t •.o4D,~7, ... 'f.0,•7. ~ 
Cotton, raw . . .. 1,88,21, •,.o;7,7o, Ii, · I,S7,8f, 1,71,Ba, 8, 1171,91, ~ .. goods • 35.42 > 64,s6, 111i1 6s,7o, 6o,6+, I,IS, 61,79. 
Grain and pube . 99.51· 7.94.6 1• 10,28, 8,o4,79> S,,30,14f,, u,s•, s .. p,66, ~ Hides o.nd skins . . 69·'~· I 95,go, 1,73. 97,63, 74·44· 95> 75.39. 
Indigo . . 53·76,. f6,oo, ... 46,oo, 13,32 • ... 13,32, 

~ Jute . . 16,47, 13,16, 66, ra,S•, 13,45· 32, 1.'1.77. 
Metals ~g,oo, ,30,22, 4.14, 34r36, aa.n, r,o~, 34,27, C> 
Oils. . of,I07 8,54· 61, 9,1~, 9·30, 2,50, u,Bo, 

~ Oileeeds . . 1,3•,so, 3of6,87, 21.,1 .. , 3,68,or, .j.,J6,88, 30,29, 4>47.•7. 
Opium . •,35,p, 3·'4·7•. i~,66, 

a,•4,71, ilo4It47r -·· 3·i1 o47· ~ Provisions I,I7,65, ••• 9.77. I,42,.j.3, "7°o47> •.7+. 73,21, 
Saltpetre, &c •• '4·+·· 17,66, 9.39. •?,os, •7.57. 2,87, 30,.f;J, ~ Spices • • . 1,5,4•· •7.s•, 2,86, ao,38, 52·7~. 1,20, 53.94· 
Sugar . - . 2,-f,5,69, • ,5,,,7, 46,87, 2,98,04, •·44·3• • 42,12, ~,86,44, 

Tea. . . 7ri4r .j.,91t ... 4·91, 6,73. ... 6,7), 
Tobacco . J,64, 8,87, 13, 9,6o, s,6J, so, 6,13, 
Wool . . . . . . 8,83, 97,64, 8x, 98,45· 29,98, •s, 30,23, 
All other articles of me~handlse . 2,0:J,7l, 2,9s,rs, 2J,70, 3,18,88, •.75.43. IJ,so, .,ss,ga, 

Total I4o99olO, 27J25]t'1, 1,36,88, a8,62~oo, 2 3.97,83, 1,22,0-f, 25,19,87, 

Treasure:-
{ Not } Silver coin and bnllion • registered, 

86,63, 23. 86,86, 3,13,11' 56, 3o13,67, 



TABLES 

TABLE VII 

StATISTics OF CIVIL JusTICE, UNITED PROVINCES 

Average 
for ten 

Avera~te 
for ten 

years years 1901. 1903. 
ending ending 
18QO. 19(10. 

I 

Snits for money and movable 
property . U4:1817 n7,u8 101,975 1oa,a33 

Title and other suits 23,339 31,289 36,387 35,156 

Rent snits Ui,436 a65,4n 404o462 aSo,xsS 

Total 365,592 413,928 542,824 417.547 

STATISTICS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, UNITED PROVINCES 

... 
Average Average O,;; 

"" for ten for ten ~-.8~ years years 1901· 1903· i'il.!l s. ending ending .... ~ 
~8 ~~ 19(10. 
~ 

------,_ 
Number of persons tried-

(a) For offences against person 
and property • • • 142,603 133.747 ur,o67 ro6,rsS 31•4 

( 6) For other offences against the 
Indian Penal Code • ; :a6,84s 23,377 31,542 21,338 53'4· 

(c) For offences against Criminal 
Procedure Code, Special 
and Local Laws 67,347 71.757 74·311 72,330 74·1 --- -Total 236,795 u8,881 200,920 199,826 49•2 



Land "'venue . . 
Stamp• 
Excioe 

. 
Provincial rate• . 
Assessed tau1 
Forest1 
Regiotrntion 
I rrlgatlon • 
Other •our~tl . . 

Total 

Contrlbullon . . 

TABLE VIII 

PRINCIPAL SOlJRCES or REVI!:NlJE1 UNITED PROVINCE!! 

(in lboumanda oC rupeet) 

Awra\1 for t~1\ yeftfl 
ondin2 arch l'• a8po. 

.Ave~f': for ten y~ea~ 
endlne; March 311 1000. 

Yt•ar cndinr March 311 
1901. 

Total Total Total 
amount Amoant &mount Amount amoant Amount 
ra.ieed c:reditecl to ralaed credited• to raieed credited to 

~lmpeTiaJ Provincial ((mperial Pro•incial ~Imperia} Provillc:ial 
ro'Yirteia.~ revenv~ Provinc:lal, re.venu•. rovlncia) fBftmLN. 

and Local . 
I 

nnd Local). and Local . 

6.~1.79. r ,o6,95, ~.91,09, l o39oti4' 6.40,7\', r,72,o6, 
61,79. 41,52, 71,85, ~3. 9· 83 ,1'7· 62,o8, 
51,oo, as,ar, 53,87, 13,47. 69,oo, 17,25, 
7•,8 .. , ra,96, IIS·.S7o 15,87, r,oa,9 •• 13,11, 
15,94. 7o24o 23·7•· ll,77. ,6,00, 12,67, 
13,67, s.sa, r6,o1, S,oo, rs,66, 7,83, 
4o3l, 1, 75· 4,211, 2,Jg. 4o99o 2,49. 

ss.sr, 48,r7, 77,ot, 6o,66, 9~.98, .S9,I,S, 
6o,ot, as,7s, r ,821-f!), !I,H, 1164,260 aa,u, 

----
9,o6,86, 2,87,41, tt,rs,So, a,aG,B7, ta,o6,34, . 3,69 ,76, --.- ---....-

u ,7r, 1,79· fi,So, 

Yoar endl•r Maroh J11 

'9"+ 

Tntal 
amount Amcunt ... , .. ~ CHdited to 

(Imperia~ Provincial 
'Pt01'i~ia • revetUtet. 
andLooal). 

6,27,77. ,,.7,1 7, 
80,47. 15t ,8<}, 
sa,•&• aa,6s, 

r,o.\,5 , 13,o8, 
26,,.., to,o6, 
20,251 n,4o, 

4o47o :1,~8, 

98,5-4• ~6,6., 
a,gr,68, 24,20, 

13138,42, 4o30o37o 

2,1o, 

... 
v. .. 
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TABLE IX 

PRINCIPAL HEADS OF ExPENDITURE, UNITED PROVINCES 

(ui thousands of rupees) 

A ......age 
fottea 

A•erage 
for teo Year Year =, :, ending ending 

March 31, Man:h3•, 
March31, Man-h31, 1\IC)I. 1904-

18\jO. 1<;100. 

Opening balance . 6o,s,., 33,23, .f0,39. 38,t6, 

(1) Charges in respect of 
collection (principally Land 

sc,6r, Revenue and Forests) 69,69, 50o33r 54·99· 
(:a) Salaries and expenses of 

Civil Depanments--

(•) General Administration 12,71, 13>43. 13·90· lf,89, 

(6) Law and Justice • sa,6s, 66,n, 70,33. 69.09. 

(c) Police • . 37·47· +f,82, s•,67, s•.79, 

(tl) Education . f,7f, 5.98, 9 ..... 10,23, 

(e) Medical So9S• 7,8o, u,sr, 9·7°· 
(f) Olhe'C beads 1,12, 2,oo, a,o:;, :a,SS, 

(3) Pensions and mi.scellaneous 
ci ril charges. . •7.49· 27>42, 30,88, 33·43· 

(4) Famine relief • J, 27, 40• .Au. 
(5) Irrigation . .. 32,98, ,s6,99, 64,81, 67,23, 

(6) Civil Public Works. . 29,30· 33.•9· 37,13, ,SO,I7, 

( 7) Other c:barges and ad just. 
ments . 44r47t 31,30, 25,36, 3°·99· 

T ot.al expenditure 3,Q9,68, 3o39,92, 3,67·5•· 3.95.38, 

Clo.siog balance • 6,s,g:a, ,31,97, .a ..... rs,:as, 
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TABLE X 
INCOME AND ExPENDITURE OF DISTRICT BoARDS, 

UNITED. PROVINCES 

AveTagefor 
three years xgoo-x. 1<)03-4· 

ending xgoo. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Income .frotn.-

Laud revenue , • 141180 Ji,383 . 14,707 

Provincial rates • 32,.p,587 33,07,267 32,+1,5# 
Interest .. 18,268 17,203 18,756 

Education • 2,57.466 2,96,864 a,88,885 

Medical 1,6o,1o7 1161,451 2,3o,768 

Scientific, &c. 6,1~1 9.350 24,283 

Miscellaneous u,66,Br6 7,82,793 12,+9•711 

Civil works 93,671 1111,837 1,74.032 

Pounds 3,21,484 3,45,o18 4>03,772 

Ferries ... 4,.u,s84 4,9o,868 

Total income 50-;66 .409 54,89,750 62,37.326 

Expenditure on-
General administration 7+,882 90,755 1,02,356 

. Education , 
, 

13,61,699 14·74.519 18,46,998 

Medical s.s4.;os 5,96,298 6,93,814 

Scientific, &c. . 25,462 a6,543 63,985 

: Miscellaneous 6,27,262 6,77,198 3·75·591 

Civil works 221411818 2·(,26,819 31,81,897 

Total expenditure 48,85,328 53,02,132 62,64,641 

NOT&-Gross receipts and expenditure on account of pounds and ferries are shown 
from xgoo and 1901 respeetively, The total income in the first column includes an 
average based upon net receipt'!. 
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TA13LE XI 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE OF MUNICIPALITIES, UNITED 

PROVINCES 

1889-9o-
Average for 

1903--4-teo year 11)00-1. 
1891-lgoc>. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Inct~mefrom.-

Octroi 20,01,947 24,31,009 27,03,335 30,73,288 

Tax on honses and lands 73.264 Ip1,319 x,3o,778 x,89,696 

Other taxes . 2,68,910 5,92,331 ro,o8,o1o 9·79,145 

Rents ... 2,18,146 t,76,so4 3.67,388 

Loans 11,43.705 9·'3·544 I 19Q,OOO u,.p,ooo 

Other sonrces. 7ti9,6o3 8,22,539 8,41,633 13,34,042 

Total income 42,07,429 50,78,888 51,50,260 71,84,559 

Exfrndilure-
Administration and col-

lection of taxes 3.93,630 4,76,5u 6,42,343 7,12,035 

Pnblic safety • 5.36,797 5,98,o54 6,66,661 7·25,396 

Water-supply and drain-
age:-

(a) Capital • 9o9MS8 10,85,385 2,31,021 7,27,297 

(6) l.fainte11ance • 68,658 3,o6,235 4·55>408 •• 89,811 

Conservancy • . . 4,81,714 . 8,s6,sS6 10,75.387 U,61,023 

Hospitals and dis pen-
saries. . . 85,5s6 1,13,811 1,/2,764 x,64,518 

Public works • . . 5,23,143 5.14,257 s.o7,6n 7·09>365 
Educatio11 1,18,573 1,37.387 :a,os,364 2,43,077 

Other heads • . 8,38>431 9,33,326 9·07,679 ,,82,271 

Total e:~penditnre of0r43t990 so,n,ss3 48,64,24:8 58,14-793 



TABLE XII 

STRENGTH AND C<lsT OF PoJ,ICE, UNITED PROVINCES 

•88t. t89•· 1901~ 

Nlinlber. TDtal coot. NQmber. Total coot, Nwnber. Total coot. 

Supt"llising Staff. ~ . lh, IU. • District and Assistant Dilltriet Super· 
inteudents . 55 ... 6o ... 88 ... 

Inspectors . . . 19~ l ... ~os . ·~ x88 . .. 
SufJbrdU.att Staff. 

Sub-inspectorS 
}+·018. { ?JI ... 2,024 ... 

Head constables 
... 

a,6-J+ •,785 . ... ... 
Conatables • . 1 7.935 ... 19,114 ... Jg,g88 ... 

Total Regular Police u,zoQ as .. u,au 23,7+7 as,7r,9sx zs,o73 S3.91·449 

Mllnicipal Policto . . to,9•6 s,ca,acS 9•471 6,86,930 9·7'1' 7,n,+•8 
Rurll.l Poli~ . . 91,719 29,97·263 90,566 '9·31,4+6 88,o6g ao,88,a78 

'9'>3· 

Nwnbrr. Totale01t. 

Ro, 

88 . .. 
l93 ... 

2,021 .. . 
2 ·798 . .. 

zo,oaa .. . 
as,•a3 53·95.7+3 

9.797 1.ss,616 

87,993 31,+3,6+• 

.. 
c.n 
Q'l 



TABLE XIII 

St'ATISTICS OF JAILS, UNITED PROVINCES 

IIIII. •89•· l gDJ. '903· 

Nurnber ol Centtal jall1 . 7 6 6 6 
Number or Di.trict jalla . .. , .... .... .... 
Namber of Sllbaldiary jalla . . 2!) 20 •s 6 
Avtra'e dat17 Jail populatloo-

Male prltooc,. liD Central jail• 10,~18 11,525 U,787 !),203 

In other jailt . •s.sss 15,.f59 16,499 r.a,ao• 

F em at. prl1011en 
l In Central jail• . . 6•• . <f3l 428 200 

In other jails • 99~ Sao 6oo .fiO 

Total prisallcrt a8,o~ a8,235 ~9.3'4 23,1-4-7 

Rate of mortality per 1 ,ooo • . . , ... •7·6 , .. , 16·5 

Ita. a. p. h a. p. Ro. .. p. Ro. .. P· 
Expenditure on jail maintenance . . !)o77,1<f6 0 0 1 ,,56,5s• 0 0 ..... , ,837 0 0 u,8!hl3o 0 0 
CD!It per pri1oncr. . . . as 15 8 -4-1 1-f 0 49 .. 0 51 6 0 
Profit& on jail manuracturea , . . r,8817.f3 0 0 t,7o121t 0 0 '·9+·957 0 0 2,03..f.f3 0 0 
Earn in&'• per pri10ner , . . 6 15 8 5 8 0 7 1 0 9 8 0 

• trillh-ct .. (•boid iary) jailo oaly. Tbo record or otatiotico n!latinlflO lock·Dpo &ad oC uDder-trial pr;.o.,on confined tben: ln....., dlocontlned (rom 18¢. .. 
tn .... 



TABLE XIV 

EDVCATIONAL STATISTICS, UNITED PROVINCES 

189<>-1. 1900-1-

l~~atitu.tiou. Number SeholarL Namb..- Seholaro.l 
of of 

!Dstitn• in&titu-
tiollfl. Mal ... Females. tiona. Mal eo. P'emalC~"t. 

------------
Pu61ie. 

Arts colleges . 16 1,732 a 28 r,67o 2j' 
Profesaion.I colleges . 7/ 723 ... ID 728. . .. l Upper (High) 87 15,945 ss5 100 17,575 1,686 
Secondary St;bool~ Lower (Middle) 4a! 35.554 870 .p6 49-338 r,j'SI 
Primar:y schoola . 4·758 I.j.9,a6a 9.6.6 6,982 a6a,659 13,737 
Training schools • -. 7 356 7 6 4+5 103 
Other special schools . s6 g,141 144 48 2,840 99 . 

.Prio:Jal~. 

Ad VII need . 1.579 Ij',925 ... r,u!i J8,o69 ll9 
Elementary . 4,786 sr,ora 2,316 5·072 ss,97r a,76a ------------- -------

Total n,7J7 a7s,6sr 13,870 13,920 412,185 31,314 . 

Namber 
of 

inatitu-
tiona. 

---
38 
10 

us 
4~3 

8,6or 
8 

ss 

897 
4·559 ---

Ii,709 

19"3-4· 

Seholaro. 

1\laloo. Femal<O. 

----1-

1,899 <{5 
875 ... 

J8,8Sf 1,916 

63,034 1,374 
328,828 r8,35o 

475 66 

3,091 57 . 
u,B9o 67 
s6,sss •• 173 ---- -·---
4~6,sa• z6,oi8 

.. 
<.n 
. 00 



TABLE XV 
STATISTICS OP' liOSI'ITALS1 LUNATIC ASYLUMS, AND VACCINATION, UNITED PROVINCES 

188r, 
·~·· IIJOI• 1903· 

/fotjiliJis. . 
Number of civil boaphala and d lapeniArlea . . . n~ ~99 48! 1500 

Avera~ daily number of-
(a) In·patlentl . . . r,689 1,0!3 .,.16 '·353 
(6) 011t· pa!l~nt1 . . . . . 11,637 18,394 •<4.311 •+.5+7 

Income from-
(111) Government paymenh . . Ra. l,p7,of.+7 n •. ,,6o,f1JI Ra. a,a8,673 Re. 4,o1S,soa 
(I) Local and municipal paymenll . . 

" 78.53+ " r,af,615o " r,¢,9b5 ,. a,u,6o+ 
(t) Feea, endowmenta, and otber IQUJ"OCI , . . 11 11If1 71515 II loi5o694 , l,ao,~~~ " 1,81,!169 

E~panditure on-
•.a~ .• 6f (11) EatabUahmentl , . . . . . . ., ,. a,o1,3o6 u ao'JI,OJI4 ,. 4o17,1715 

(41) Medicine, diet, bullollni1 &c. . . 11 s,aS,o&• " •• 57.990 " 3·'15·'9! " 4•+7•!183 
LfiHAtit A zyl11ms. 

Number of aaylum1 . . . . . 4 4 4 4 
A vern~te dally number of lunatic•- . . . . sea 1,107 1,0!11 1,148 

(") Criminal . . . . ' . '+7 I!~ . . alSo 181 

(6) Non·crlmtnal . . ' . . . . fo6 eu 7•!1 867 

Nor~~o-Par 1001 and 1~03 tha Income an4 axpendlture &ro for Qovommont and aldad boapl11la only. 



TABLE XV (amlinuetl) 

STATISTICS OF HOSPITALS, LUNATIC ASYLUMS, AND VACCINATION, UNITED PROVINCES 

1881. JS<}I. Jg<>l. 1903· 

L•mafk Ary~ums (eonJimml). 
Income from-

(a) Government payments Rs. s~,asr Rs. 65,2~1 Rs. 91•132 Rs. 96,aa8 
(6) Fees and other aonrces 

" a.sos " .{,6z7 " 3,817 .. .{3,900 

Expenditure on- l 
(a) Establishment . " 39,000 " 

a8,69z 
" JJ,tt7 " 39.97+ 

(5) Di~t. buildin&s, &c., " z8,827 
" 

52,087 86,153 .. . ss,79tS 
Vaecinaf•'ore. 

Population among whom vaccination ,...,. carried on 44·350·343 i7,146,o33 47.960,667 4'T,96o,667 
Number of.IIIICceSIIful operations . . . 6ii·96• 859.358 x.,.66,776 1,591,053 
Ratio per J,ooo of population • . . lof-•64 18·23 ·ao.s8 33· 17 
Total e~<penditore on vaccinatiOil . . . Rs. '•'9·319 R11. 1,34,361 R .. 1,37,471 Rs. r,a6,196 .. p. .. p • LJ>. .. p • 
Co&t per successful case . 3 3 2 6 I 6 I + 



RIVERS, MOUNTAINS, LAKES, CANALS, 
AND HISTORIC AREAS 

Ganges (Gangi/).-The great river of Northern India which In ~he 
carries off the drainage of the Southern Himalayas, and also ¥~~~ces. 
a smaller volume received from the northern and eastern slopes 
of the Vindhyas. It rises in the Tehri State, in 30° 55' N. 
and 79° 7' E., where it issues under the name of Bhiigirathi 
from an ice cave at the foot of a Himalayan snow-bed near 
Gangotrr, xg,Soo feet above the level of the sea. During its 
earlier course it receives the Jahnavi from the north-west, and 
subsequently the Alaknanda, after which the united stream is 
called Ganges. It pierces the Himalayas at Sukhr, and turns 
south-west to Hardwar. From this point it flows south and 
south-east between the Meerut and Rohilkhand Divisions of 
the United Provinces, and then separates the latter from the 
Agra Division, and flows through the eastern part of Farrukh-
li.bad District. It next forms the south-western boundary of 
Oudh, and then crosses the Districts of Allahabad, Mirzapur, 
Benares, and Ghii.zipur, after which it divides the Districts 
of Ghii.zipur and Ballia from Bengal. The Ganges is a con
siderable river even at Hardwar, where the UPPER GANG!J:S 
CANAL starts, and it is tapped again at Naraura for the LowER 
GANGES CANAL. It thus supplies the largest irrigation works 
in the United Provinces, and is also the source of the water-
supply of the cities of Meerut (by a canal), Cawnpore, and 
Benares. Its chief tributaries are: the RXMGANGA (Farrukh-
abad), JUMNA and TONS (Allahabad), GUMTi (Ghazipur), and 
GoGRA (Ballia), while smaller affiuents are the Malin (Bijnor), 
Burhgangli (Meerut), Mahawa (Budaun}, Sot or Yar-i-Wafadli.r 
(Shahjahanpur), Bii.rhgangli. and Ka.li Nadi (Farrukhabad), lsan 
(Cawnpore), Panda (Fatehpur), Jirgo (Mirzapur), Barna (Ben-
ares), Gangi and Besu (Ghiizipur), and Chhoti Sarju (Ballia), 
which is called the Tons in its upper portion. The principal 
towns on or near its banks in the United Provinces are: Srinagar 
(on the Alaknanda), Hardwar, Garhmuktesar, Aniipshahr, 
Soron, Farrukhabad (now left some miles away), Kanauj, Bilhaur, 
Bithl1r, Ca111npore, Dalmau, Manikpur, Kara, Allahabad, Sirs[, 
Mirtiipur, Chunir, Benares, Ghazipur, and Ballia. 

v.•.r. H 
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In Bengal. Impinging on the Shahabad District of Bengal, in 25° 31' 
N. and 83° s:z' E., the Ganges forms the boundary of this 
District, separating it from the United Provinces, till it receives 
as a tributary the GoGRA on the north bank. It shortly 
afterwards receives another important tributary, the SoN, from 
the· south, then passes Patna, and obtains another accession 
to its volume from the GANDAK, which rises in Nepal. Farther 
to the east, it receives the Kosi, and then, skirting the Raj
mahal Hills, turns sharply to the south, passing near the site 
of the ruined city of Gaur. About :20 miles farther on, the 
Ganges begins to branch out over the level country ; and this 
spot marks. the commencement of its delta, being 2 20 miles 
in a straight line, or nearly 300 by the windings of the river, 
from the Bay of Bengal. The present main channel, assuming 
the name of the PADMA, proceeds in a south-easterly direction 
past Pabna to Goal undo, where it is joined by the Jam una, 
the main stream of the BRAHMAPUTRA. The bed is here several 
miles wide, and the river is split up into several channels, flow
ing between constantly shifting sandbanks and islands. During 
the rains the current is very strong, and even steamers find 
difficulty in making headway against it. This vast confluence 
of water rushes towards the sea, joining the great MEGHNA 
estuary in 23° 13' N. and 90° 33' E., after the Ganges has 
had a course of 540 miles in Bengal, and x,557 miles from its 
source. 

The Delta. The Meghna estuary, however, is only the largest and most 
easterly of a great number of Ganges mouths, among which 
may be mentioned the HooGHLY, Matla, Raimangal, Malancha, 
and HARINGHATA. The most westerly and the most impor
tant for navigation is the Hooghly, on which stands Calcutta. 
This receives the water of the three westernmost distributary 
channels that start from the parent Ganges in Murshidabad 
District (generally known as the NADIA RIVERS, one of which 
takes . again the name of the Bhagirathi), and it is to this 
exit that the sanctity of the river clings. Between the Hooghly 
on the west and the Meghna on the east lies the Ganges 
delta. The upper angle of this consists of the Districts of 
Murshidabad, Nadia, Jessore, and the Twenty-four Parganas. 
These Districts have for the most part been raised above the 
level of periodical inundation by the silt deposits of the 
Ganges and its offshoots; and deltaic conditions now exist 
only in the eastern Districts of Khulna, Fandpur, and Backer
gunge, and towards the ~outhern base of the delta, where 
the country ~inks into a series of great swamps, intersected by 
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a network of innumerable channels, and known as the SuN
DARBANS. 

In its course through Bengal, the Ganges rolls majestically 
down to the sea in a bountiful stream, which never becomes 
a merely destructive torrent in the rains and never dwindles 
away in the hottest summer. Embankments are seldom re
quired to restrain its inundations, for the alluvial silt which 
it spills over its banks, year by year, affords to the fields a top
dressing of inexhaustible fertility. If one crop be drowned 
by the flood, the cultivator calculates that his second crop 
will abundantly requite him. In Eastern Bengal, in fact, the 
periodic inundations of the Ganges and its distributaries render 
the country immune from the results of a scanty rainfall and 
make artificial irrigation unnecessary. 

Until some 400 years ago the course of the Ganges, after 
entering Bengal proper, was by the channel of the Bhagirathi 
and Hooghly as far as the modern Calcutta, whence it branched 
south-eitstwards to the sea, down what is still known as the 
Adi Ganga, which corresponds for part of its course with 
TOLLY's NuLLAH. By degrees this channel silted up and 
became unequal to its task, and the main stream of the Ganges 
was thus obliged to seek another outlet. In this way the 
IcHAMATi, the ]ALANGi, and the MATABHANGA became in turn 
the main stream. The river tended ever to the east; and at 
last, aided perhaps by one of the periodic subsidences of the 
unstable surface of the country, it broke eastwards right across 
the old drainage channels, until it was met and stopped by the 
Brahmaputra. Great changes still take place from time to time 
in the river-bed, and alter the face of the country. Extensive 
islands are thrown up and attach themselves to the bank ; while 
the river deserts its old bed and seeks a new channel, it may 
be, many miles off. Such changes are so rapid and on so vast 
a scale, and the eroding power of the current upon the bank 
is so irresistible, that it is considered perilous to build any 
structure of a large or permanent character on the margin. 

The junction of two or more rivers, called Prayag, is usually Sacred 
considered sacred; but that of the Ganges and Jumna at places. 
Allahabad, where according to popular belief a third river, the 
SARASWATi. which sinks into the sands at Bhatner in Rajputiina, 
reappears from its subterranean course, is one of the most holy 
places in India. Here, on the spit of land below the fort, a 
large bathing festival is held annually in the month of Magh 
(January). Every twelve years the fair is called the kumbk 
t!Ulli, as it is held when Jupiter is in Aquarius (kumbh} and 

M2 
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the sun in Aries, and the efficacy of bathing is increased, large 
numbers of pilgrims from every part of India flocking to the 
junction. At the kumbk melii in I 894 the attendance was 
estimated at a million to a million and a half. 
· The holiest plaees upon the banks of the Ganges in Bengal 
are SoNPUR at its ·confluence with the Gandak, and SAGAR 
IsLAND at the mouth of the Hooghly. Both places are the 
scene of annual bathing festivals, which are frequented by 
thousands of pilgrims from all parts of India. Even at the 
present day, the six years' pilgrim~ge from the source of the 
Ganges to its mouth, and back again, known as pradakshina, 
is performed by many; and a few fanatical devotees may be 
seen wearily accomplishing this meritorious penance by 

'measuring their length. 
Most rivers in India have sanctity attached to them, but 

the Ganges is especially sacred. Its importance in Vedic 
·literature. is slight, but in the epics and Puranas it receives 
much attention. Sagar, the thirty-eighth king of the Solar 
Dynasty, had performed the great horse-sacrifice (Asvamedha) 
ninety-nine times. In this ceremony the horse wandered over 
the world, unhaltered and never guided or driven. Every 
country it entered was conquered by the following army, and 
on its return it was sacrificed to the gods. When Sagar drove 
out a horse for the hundredth time, the god Indra stole it and 
tied it up in Patlil (the und€r..world) near the place where a 
sage, Kapila Muni, was meditating. Sagar had two wives, one 
of whom bore Asmanjas, and the other had sixty thousand 
sons who were following the horse. The sons found it, and be
·Iieving Kapila to be the thief abused him, and were consumed 
to ashes in consequence of the sage's curse. Ansman, son of 
Asmanjas, had gone in search of his uncles, and finding the 
horse took it home. Garuda, the mythical half-man, half-bird, 
king of the snakes, told him that the sin of those who had 
abused Kapila could best be removed by bringing to earth the 
Ganges, which then flowed in heaven (Brahma Lok). In 
spite of much prayer and the practice of austerities by Ansman 
and his son, Dalip, this could not be brought about; but 
Bhagirath, son of Dalip, persuaded Brahma to grant him 
a boon, and he chose the long-sought permission to allow the 
Ganges to flow on this world. Brahma agreed, but told 
Bhagirath that the earth could not sustain the shock, and 
advised him to consult Siva, who consented to break the force 
of the river by allowing it to fall on his head. The ice-cavern 
beneath the glacier, from which the stream descends, is repre-
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sen ted as the tangled hair of Siva. One branch, the Mandik.ini, 
still flows through Brahma Lok ; a second, which passes through 
Paul, washed away the sin of the sixty thousand; and the 
third branch is the Ganges 1• Besides the places which have 
already been referred to, Gangotri, near the source, Devaprayag, 
Garhmuktesar, Soron, Dalmau, and Benares are the principal 
bathing resorts. The sanctity of the river still exists every
where, though according to prophecy it should have passed 
away to the Narbada a few years ago. Dying persons are 
taken to expire on its banks, corpses are carried to be burned 
there, and the ashes of the dead are brought from long distances 
to be thrown into its holy stream, in the hope of attaining 
eternal bliss for the deceased. About the time of the regular 
festivals the roads to the river are crowded with pilgrims, who 
keep up an incessant cry of salutation to the great goddess 
(Ganga jl lli jai). On their return they carry away bottles of 
the sacred water to their less fortunate relations. 

Till within the last forty years of the nineteenth century, after Traffic. 
which the extension of railways provided a quicker means of 
transport, the magnificent stream of the Ganges formed almost 
the sole channel of traffic between Upper India and the sea
board, and high masonry landing-places for steamers still exist 
at Allahabad and other places lower down, though they are no 
longer used The products of the Gangetic plain, and the cotton 
of the Central Provinces and Central India, used formerly to be 
conveyed by this route to Calcutta. At present it is chiefly 
used for the carriage of wood and grain in many parts of its 
course, and also of oilseeds, saltpetre, stone, and sugar in the 
eastern portion of the United Provinces. The principal import 
to these Province.'! is rice, but manufactured goods and metals 
are also carried in considerable quantities. The canal dam at 
Naraura in Bulandshahr District has stopped througl.\ traffic 
between the upper and lower courses of the Ganges. 

In Denga~ however, the Ganges may yet rank as one of the 
most-frequented waterways in the world The downward traffic 
is most brisk in the rainy season, when the river comes down 
in flood. During the rest of the year the boats make their 
way back up stream, often without cargoes, either helped by 
a favourable wind or laboriously towed along the bank. The 
most important traffic in Bengal is in food-grains and oilseeds; 
and, though no complete statistics are available, it appears 
probable that the actual amount of traffic on the Ganges by 

1 A variant of the legend represents the ashes or the sixty thousand as 
hui.ng beeo puriJied by the BH.i.GaATHI, a branch of the Ganges. 
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native craft has not at all diminished since the opening of the 
railway, to which the river is not only a rival, but a feeder. 
Railway stations situated on the banks form centres of collection 
and distribution for the surrounding country, and fishing villages 
like Goalundo have by this means been raised into river marts 
of the first magnitude. Steamer services ply along its whole 
course within Bengal, and many towns lie on its banks, the 
most important being PATNA and MoNGHYR. 

Six railway bridges cross the Ganges: near Roorkee, at 
Garhmuktesar (2,332 feet), Rajghii.t, Cawnpore (2,900 feet), 
and Benares (3,518 feet), while the sixth, measuring 3,ooo feet, 
was completed near Allahabad in 1905. There is no bridge 
below Benares, though the construction of a railway bridge 
near Saraghiit in Bengal is contemplated. The normal flood 
discharge varies from 2071ooo cubic feet per second at Hardwar, 
where the bed is steep and only 2,5oo feet wide, to 30o,ooo at 
Garhmuktesar and 15o,ooo at Nara11ra (width at canal weir 
and about a mile above it 3,88o feet). The bridge at Allahabad 
is designed to allow the discharge of a million cubic feet per 
second. The normal flood-level falls from 942 feet above the 
sea at Hardwar to 287 at Allahabad. 

Solani.-A river of the United Provinces, which rises in the 
Siwalik Hills (3o0 13' N., 77° 59' E.) from the highest point of 
the Mohan pass, flows south and south-east through Sahii.ranpur 
District, and then winds tlu:ough a corner of Muzaffarnagar, 
joining the GANGES after a course of about 55 miles. The 
upper part of the river and most .of its tributaries are mere 
water-courses, almost dry except during the rains, when they 
carry off the drainage of the Siwaliks in rushing torrents. 
Near Roorkee a magnificent aqueduct of brick, with fifteen 
arches, each so feet wide, conveys the water of the UPPER 
GANGES CANAL at a height of 24 feet above the bed of this 
river. The Solani has done much damage by floods and 
changes in its course. In Muzaffarnagar this was intensified 
by·percolation from the Ganges Canal, but drainage cuts have 
improved the tract. 

Ramganga, West (also known as Ruhut or Ruput in its 
upper courses}.-A river of the United Provinces, which rises 
in Garhwal District (3o0 5' N., 79° 12

1 E.) in the hills some 
distance south of the snowy range of the Himalayas. It flows 
for about ninety miles with a very rapid fall, first through Garh
wal, then through Kumaun, and after again entering Garhwal 
debouches on the plains near the Kalagarh fort, south of the 
peak of the same name, in Bijnor District. It is now a large 
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river, and 15 miles lower down receives on its right bank 
the Khoh, which also rises in Garhwal. Both these streams 
are liable to sudden floods owing to heavy rain in their upper 
courses. Their beds abound in quicksands, and their channels 
are shifting. The Ram ganga passes south-east, through Morad
abad District and the Rampur State, into Bareilly, after which 
it flows south between Budaun and Shahjahanpur, and then, 
crossing the last-mentioned District, flows through the eastern 
tahsil of Farrukhabii.d and part of Hardoi, falling into the 
GANGES a little above Kanauj, after a total course of about 
3 7o miles. Throughout its course in the plains it receives 
many small streams from the Tarai, and a few larger tributaries 
whose sources are in the Himalayas. The Kosi in Moradabad, 
the Dojora, formed by the Kichha or West Bahgul, Dhakra, 
and Bhakra rivers in Bareilly, and the Deoha or Garrii. in 
Shahjahanpur are the moSt important of these. During its 
whole course in the plains the Ramganga flows in a shifting 
and uncertain bed. It• changed its channel in the middle of 
the nineteenth century, so as to run into the Dojora and pass 
Bareilly city; in the rains of 1871 it returned to its former 
Course ten miles distant, but has OI).Ce more begun to approach 
the city. During floods it spreads out widely on either· side, 
and carves out new channels for itself, often . destroying the 
fertility of the land with a layer of sand. It is little used for 
irrigation. 

Ka.Ii Nadi, East (properly Kalindi, corrupted into Kali: 
Nadi or 'black river' by Persian writers).-A river of the 
United Provinces, flowing through the Districts of Muzaffar
nagar, Meerut, Bulandshahr, Aligarh, Etah, and Farrukhabad. 
It rises under the name of Nagan in Muzaffarnagar (29° 19' N., 
77° 48' E.), but in this District as well as in Meerut its bed 
is ill-defined and often dry. In Bulandshahr it becomes a 
perennial stream, running through a valley marked by high 
banks, and takes the name of Kali Nadi. Its course then 
changes from south to south-east till it joins the GANGES not 
far above Kanauj, 310 miles from its source. The valley of 
the river in Bulandshahr, and in Etah, Mainpuri, and Farrukh
ii.bad, has suffered from the inability of the channel to carry 
off excessive rainfal~ the effects in Bulandshahr being augmented 
by the use of the river as a canal escape. Of late years, how
ever, the Irrigation department has carried out a number of 
works to improve the fiow, and deterioration has stopped. In 
1885 a flood swept away the Nadrai aqueduct in Etah, which 
carries the Lower Ganges Canal over this river, and a series 
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of wet seasons caused the land in the valley to deteriorate so 
much that large reductions of assessment were made. This 
tract has now recovered to a large extent. 

Gumti ( Gomati; possibly the Sambos of Arrian).-A river 
of the United Provinces, which rises (28° 35' N., 8o0 7' E.) 
nearly 20 miles east of Pilibhit. For about twelve miles 
the river-bed is a mere depression, which dries up in the hot 
season. A small stream, the Gaihai, then joins it, and a 
shallow channel is formed, while after it has received the 
Joknai (thirty-five miles from its source) it runs in a perennial 
stream. A few miles farther down the Pawayan steam tramway 
crosses by a bridge 250 feet long, and the Shiihjahanpur-Kheri 
road by a bridge 210 feet long. The Gumti then flows sluggishly 
through Shahjahli.npur and Kheri, with a winding course and 
a network of channels, choked with weeds and aquatic plants. 
Below Muhamdl it changes its charlcter, and has a well-defined 
channel xoo to 200 feet wide, with banks increasing in height 
to 6o feet at Lucknow, 18o miles from its source. Two con
siderable affiuents, the Kathna (90 miles long) and Sarayan 
(120 miles), join the Gumtl in· Sitapur. At Lucknow it is 
crossed by two railway bridges, and one stone, one brick, and 
two iron road-bridges. From Lucknow its course winds much 
through Bara Banki, Sultanpur, and Jaunpur Districts, the 
distance by river from Luck.now to J aunpur being-almost double 
the distance in a direct line. The breadth of the river increases 

· ·from 120 ·to 2oo feet iri Lucknow and Bara Banki to 200 to 
400 in Sultanpur, and 400 to 6oo in Jaunpur. At Jaunpur it 
is crossed by a magnificent stone bridge, 654 feet long, built at 
the end of the sixteenth century, and also by a railway bridge. 
The Sai, a large river which runs parallel to the Gumti for over 
350. miles, joins it below Jaunpur. From this point the river 
flows through the Districtsof Jaunpur and Benares and joins 
the Ganges at Saidpur in Ghazipur District, after a total course 
of nearly 500 miles. 

The Gumti with its tributaries drains about 7,500 square 
miles, and is especially liable to severe floods, causing much 
damage. A careful survey of the river was made after the flood 
of 1894. It then appeared that the floods are entirely due to 
excessive rainfall in the catchment area, and not to spill from 
other rivers. At Lucknow the fall is only nine inches per mile, 
and at Jaunpur only six inches, so that flood-water cannot be 
carried off fast enough. Mter heavy rain in September, 1894, 
the river rose at Lucknow to a height of 22 feet above the 
ordinary low-water level. There is a tradition that in 1774 
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the Gumti rose so high at Jaunpur that boats sailed over the 
bridge, the parapet of which is 27 feet above low-water level. 
In 1871 the water rose there to a height of 9 feet above the 
parapet; 4,ooo houses were destroyed in the city, and nearly 
9,ooo in the villages of the District. In September, 1894, the 
river again rose 27 feet above low-water level, and 1,378 houses 
in the city were partly or completely destroyed. The Gumti is 
navigable as high as Mrihamdi, but traffic is not very consider
able. Grain, fuel, and thatching-grass are carried down stream, 
and stone is taken up. It is not used for irrigation. 

Sai.-A river of the United Provinces, rising in Hardoi Dis
trict between the Gumti and Ganges (27° 46' N., 8o0 9' E.). It 
flows in a tortuous south-easterly direction through the Oudh 
Districts of Unao, Rae Barelr, and Partabgarh, and enters the 
Province of Agra in J aunpur District, falling into the GuMTi 
ten miles below Jaunpur city after a course of over 350 miles. 
In the rains small boats can pass up as high as Rae Bareli. 
The drainage falling into the Sai is chiefly from the north, and 
its bed is usually too deep to afford irrigation. 

Tons, Southern ( Tamasii).-A river of Central India, rising 
in the Kaimur range in Maihar State (24° N., 8o0 9' E.). Its 
nominal source is the Tamasa Kund, a tank on the Kaimur 
Hills, 2,ooo feet above sea-level. From this point the river 
follows a general north-easterly course for about x 20 miles, and, 
after traversing 'the rough hilly country round Maihar, flows 
through the level fertile country of Rewah. Here it is joined 
by the Satna ; and 40 miles lower down it reaches the edge of 
the plateau at Purwa, where, with its affiuents the Bihar and 
Chachaia, it forms a magnificent series of waterfalls. The 
greatest fall is that of the Bihar, whiclil dashes over the precipice 
in a great sheet of water, 6oo feet broad and 3 7o high. The 
fall of the Tons itself has a descent of about 200 feet. The 
Tons then flows through a level plain, spreading into a wide 
stream with long deep reaches, and enters the United Provinces 
at Deora in Allahabad District. After a north-easterly course 
of about 44 miles, it falls into the Ganges J9 miles below the 
junction of the latter with the Jumna, its total length being 165 
miles. The principal tributary is the Belan, which rises in 
1\Iirzapur and drains the central plateau of that District. After 
a picturesque westerly course of 95 miles, including a waterfall 
100 feet in height, the Belan enters Allahabad and traverses 
that District and Rewah State for 40 miles, joining the Tons 
where it crosses the border between Rewah and Allahabad. A 
bridge, r, zo6 feet long with seven spans, carries the East Indian 
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Railway over the Tons near its junction with the Ganges. 
Navigation by boats of any size is confined to the lower reaches; 
floods rise as high as 25 feet in a few hours, and the highest 
recorded rise has been 6 5 feet. 

Banganga.-An old bed of the Ganges in Benares and 
Ghazipur Districts, United Provinces. 

Tons, Eastern (also called Chhoti Sarju).-A river draining 
the east of the United Provinces between the GoGRA and 
GUMTi. It rises in the west of Fyzabad, and runs nearly 
parallel with the Gogra. After entering Azamgarh it flows with -
a tortuous course south-east past Azamgarh town, and receives 
the Chhoti Sarjii, a branch from the Gogra, near Mau. The 
combined stream, now known as the Chhoti Sarjii, flows still 
south-east into Ballia, joining the GANGES two miles west of 
Ballia town. The Tons is remarkable for its disastrous floods, 
caused by the inability of the channel to carry off excessive 
rainfall. In x87x, 1894, and 1903, AZAMGARH TowN was 
damaged in this way. 

[ Rt:fort on t/ze River Tons Floods in October, I 894, by A. B. 
• Gale.] 

Karamnasa (Karamniishii, 'the destroyer of religious 
· merit;' the Kommenases of Arrian).-A river of Northern 

India, rising near Sarodag in the Kaimur Hills (24° 32' N., 83° 
26' E.), 18 miles west of Rohtasgarh in Bengal. It first flows 
north-west, and near Darihara begins to forxn the boundary 
between the Districts of Shlffi.abad (Bengal) and Mirzapur 
(United Provinces). It then flows north for about 15 miles 
across Mirzii.pur, after which' it turns north-east and separates 
Shahabii.d ·from Benares and Ghii.zipur, until it falls into the 
GANGES near Chausa, after a total course of about 146 miles. 
Its tributaries are the Durgauti and Dharmautl, two small 
streams on the right bank. In the hills, the bed of the Karam- _ 
nasa is rocky and its banks abrupt; but as it debouches upon 
the plains, it sinks deeply into a rich clay, very retentive of 
moisture. During the rains small boats can ply as high as its 
confluence with the Durgauti. There are two falls, called Deo 
Dhari and Chhanpathar, which attract attention from their 
height and beauty. 

Two legends account for the ill repute of the river. One 
tells how Raja Trisanka of the Solar race had killed a Brahman 
and contracted an incestuous marriage. He was purged from 
these sins by a saint who collected water from all the sacred 
streams of the world and washed him. The bath took place 
at the spot where the river issues, and this bears for ever the 
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taint of his guilt. The other legend makes Trisanka attempt to 
ascend into heaven by means of long austerities. Half-way he 
was suspended head downwards by the gods, and a poisonous 
moisture exudes from his mouth into the river. The real cause 
of its ill fame is probably the fact that the Karamnasa was the 
boundary of the eastern kingdom of Magadha, which is treated 
with contempt in Sanskrit literature because its inhabitants 
were not Aryans. Hindus living on its banks, except those of 
the highest castes, are not defiled by it, and carry more scru
pulous travellers over it for a consideration. There is no 
regular irrigation from the Karamnasa. 

Son (Sanskrit, Suvarna or t gold'; likewise called Hiranya
Viiha or Hiranya· Vtihu ; the Sonos of Arrian ; also identified 
with the Erannoboas of Arrian).-A large river of Northern 
India, which, flowing from the Arnarkantak highlands (22° 
42' N., 8z0 4' E.), first north and then east, joins the GANGES 

xo miles above Dinapore, after a course of about 487 miles. 
The Son rises near the N arbadli at Arnarkantak in the Maikala 

range, the hill on which its nominal source is located being 
called Sonbhadra or more commonly Sonmundli. It possesses ~ 
great sanctity, the performance of santlhyii on its banks ensuring 
absolution and the attainment of heaven even to the slayer of a 
Brahman. Legends about the stream are numerous, one of the 
most picturesque assigning the origin of the Son and Narbada 
to two tears dropped by Brahma, one on either side of the 
Amarkantak range. The Son is frequently mentioned in Hindu 
literature-in the Ramayanas of Valmiki and Tulsi Das, the 
Bhagwat, and other works. 

Soon after leaving its source, the Son falls in a cascade over 
the edge of the Amarkantak plateau amid the most picturesque 
surroundings, and flows through Bilaspur District of the Central 
Provinces till it enters the Rewah State at 23° 6' N. and 
81° 59' E. From this point till it leaves the Central India 
Agency after a course of z88 miles, the stream flows through 
a maze of valley and hill, for the most part in a narrow rocky 
channel, but expanding in favourable spots into magnificent 
deep broad reaches locally called tlahiir, the favourite resorts 
of the fisher caste. Following at first a northerly course, near 
its junction with the Mahanadi river at Sarsi it meets the 
scarp of the KAIMUR HILLS and is turned into a north-easterly 
direction, finally leaving the Agency 5 miles east of Deora 
village. In Central India three affiuents of importance are 
received : one on the left bank, the J ohilla, which likewise 
rises at Arnarkantak and joins it at Barwiilii village ; and two 
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which join it on the right bank, the Banas at 23° 1 7' ~- and 
81° 31' E., and the Gopat near Bardi. In the United Provinces 
the Son flows for about 55 miles from west to east across 
Mirzapur District, in a deep valley never more than 8 or 9 
miles broad, often narrowing to a gorge, and receives from the 
south two tributaries, the Riband and Kanhar. During the 
dry season it is shallow but rapid, varying in breadth from 6o 
to xoo yards, and is easily fordable. The Son enters Bengal 
in 24° :P' N. and 83° 24' E., and flows in a north-westerly 
direction, separating the District of Shiihabiid from Paliimau, 
Gaya, and Patna, till, after a course within Bengal of 144 miles, 
it falls into the Ganges in 25° 401 N. and 84° 59' E. 

So far as regards navigation, the Son is mainly used for floating 
down large rafts of bamboos and a little timber. During the 
rainy season, native boats of large tonnage occasionally proceed 
for a short distance up stream; but navigation is then rendered 
dangerous by the extraordinary violence of the flood, and 
throughout the rest of the year becomes impossible, owing to 
the small depth of water. The irrigation system in South Bihar 
known as the SoN CANALS is served by this river, the water being 
distributed west to Shahabiid and east to Gayii and Patna from 
a dam constructed at DEHRi. In the lower portion of its 
course the Son is marked by several striking characteristics. 
Its bed is enormously wide, in some places stretching for three 
miles from bank to bank. During the greater part of the year 
this broad channel is merely a waste of drifting sand, with an 
insignificant stream that is nearly everywhere fordable. The 
discharge of water at this time is estimated to fall as low as 62o 
cubic feet per second. But in the rainy season, and especially 
just after a storm has burst on the plateau of Central India, the 
river rises with incredible rapidity. The entire rainfall of an· 
area of about 21,300 square miles requires to find an outlet by 
this channel, which frequently proves unable to carry off the 
total flood discharge, calculated at 83o,ooo cubic feet per 
second. These heavy floods are of short duration, seldom 
lasting for more than four days ; but in recent years they have 
wrought much destruction in the low-lying plains of Shii.hii.bad. 
Near the site of the great dam at Dehri the Son is crossed by 
the grand trunk road on a stone causeway; and lower down, 
near Koelwlir, the East Indian Railway has been carried across 
on a lattice-girder bridge. This bridge, begun for a single line 
of rails in x8ss, and finally completed for a double line in 
x87o, has a total length of 4,199 feet from back to back of the 
abutments. - , 
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The Son possesses historical interest as being probably 
identical with the Erannoboas of Greek geographers, which is 
thought to be a corruption of Hiranya- Viihu, or 'the golden
armed' (a title of Siva), a name which the Son anciently bore. 

· The old town of Palibothra or Pataliputra, corresponding to the 
modem P ATN A, was situated at the confluence of the Erannoboas 
and the Ganges; and, in addition, we know that the junction 
of the Son with the Ganges has been gradually receding west
wards. Old channels of the Son have been found between 
Bankipore and Dinapore, and even below the present site of 
Patna. In the Bengal Atlas of 177 2 the junction is marked 
near Maner, and it would seem to have been at the same spot 
in the seventeenth century ; it is now about ten miles higher 
up the Ganges. • 

J umna (Yamuna ; the· Diamouna of Ptolemy, Jomanes of 
Pliny, andJobares of Arrian).-A great river of Northern India. 
Rising in the Tehri State (31° r' N., 78° 27' E.), eight miles 
west of the lofty mountain Bandarpii.nch (20,731 feet), it flows 
past the sacred shrine of Jamnotri, and winds through the Outer 
Himalayas for eighty miles, receiving a few small streams. At 
the point where it passes into the Dun, the valley between the 
Himalayas and the Siwaliks, it receives the ToNs, which is there 
the larger stream. Its course now runs south-west for 22 

miles, dividing the Kiarda Dun (Punjab) from Debra Diin 
(United Provinces); two large affluents, the Giri from Sirmiir 
on the west and the Asan from Debra on the east, join it here. 
The Jumna pierces the Siwaliks 95 miles from its sourcei 
at Khara, and divides Ambala and Kamal Districts in the 
Punjab from Saharanpur and Muzaffamagar in the United 
Provinces. It is a large river at Fa.izabad, where it gives off 
the WESTERN and EASTERN JuMNA CANALS. Near Bidhauli 
in Muzalfarnagar it turns due south, and runs in that direction 
for So miles, dividing Meerut District from the Punjab, till 
it reaches Delhi. Ten miles below Delhi it gives off the AGRA 
CANAL from its western bank at Okhla. It then turns south
east for 27 miles to Dankaur, when it again resumes a 
southerly course. In this portion it receives on the east the 
Kotha Nadi and the HINDAN, and on the west the Sabi Nadr. 
Below Delhi the river forms the boundary between Gurgaon 
District in the Punjab and Bulandshahr and Aligarh Districts 
in the United Provinces. It then enters Muttra and, crossing 
it, turns east till the borders of Agra are reached. Throughout 
its course in this District, where it receives the B.ANGANGA, 
also in Etiiwah, it winds in a remarkable manner, its bed 
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lying deep between high banks which are furrowed by steep 
ravines. Just before Jalaun District is reached the great river 
CHAMBAL from Rajputana joins it, and the J umna then divides 
the three Districts of Cawnpore, Fatehpur, and Allahabad from 
Jalaun, Hamirpur, and Banda. In Cawnpore District the 
Sengar, and in Fatehpur the Non and Rind, flow into it; close 
to Hamirpur it receives the BETwA., and in Banda District 
the KEN. It finally falls into the GANGES below Allahabad, 
86o miles from its source. • · 

The J umna, after issuing from the hills, has a longer course 
in the United ~rovinces than the Ganges; but it is not so large 
or important a stream, and does not carry as much water as is 
required by the canals taken from it. The supply is therefore 
increased from the Ganges by means of the cut into the 
;HINDAN; and the Irrigation Commission (1901) recently 
proposed to make more water from the Ganges available by 
increasing the supply of the Lower Ganges Canal through a cut 
from the S:ARDA. The J umna supplies drinking-water to the 
cities of Agra and Allahabad, which possesses, when fresh, 
special virtue in destroying the enteric microbe. It is crossed 
by railway bridges near Sarsawa in Saharanpur, at Delhi, Muttra, 
Agra, Kalpl (2,626 feet in width), and Allahabad (3,230 feet). 
The breadth of water-surface in the dry season varies from 
:z,6oo feet at Okhla and r,soo feet at Kalpi to 2,2oo feet at 
Allahabad. The discharge in flood at Okhla is about 4r,ooo 
cubic feet per second, but thisdwindles away to less than 2oo 
in the dry season. · The J umna . drains a total area of about 
n8,ooo square miles. 

The traffic on the Jumna was formerly of some importance, 
and large sums were spent in clearing away reefs of hankar 
(nodular limestone) and conglomerate in Etawah District. 
Before the opening of the East Indian Railway, much cotton 
grown in Bundelkhand was sent down the river from Kalpi. 
At present timber is· carried down the upper portion, and stone 
and grain in the lower courses. The principal towns on or near 
its bank are : Delhi in the Punjab; and Baghpat, Mat, Brindii.
ban, Muttra, Mahaban, Agra, Firozabii.d, Batesar, Etawah, 
Kalpi, Hamirpur, and Allahabad in the United Provinces. 

Tons, Northern.-A river in Tehri State and Debra Dun 
District, United Provinces. It rises north of the Jamnotri 
peaks (31° s' N., 78° 31' E.), a few miles from the sources of 
the Jumna, and first issues as a stream called Supin, 31 feet 
wide and knee-deep, from a snow-bed 12,784 feet above sea
level. After a westerly colirse ·of thirty miles in a series of 
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cascades, it receives the waters of the Rupin, a rapid torrent, 
and from this point the united stream is called Tons. Nineteen 
miles lower down it is joined by the Pabar, and the river then 
forms the boundary between }AUNSAR-BAWAR in Debra Diin 
District and the Native States of Jubbal and Sirmiir in the 
Punjab. Its course here is tortuous, but generally southerly; 
and after receiving the .Shalwi, a considerable stream, it joins 
the }UMNA, after a total course of xoo miles, at an elevation of 
1,686 ·feet above sea-level. The volume of the Tons at the 
confluence is greater than that of the Jumna, so that it may be 
regarded as the principal head-water of that river. Its average 
fall is 1 xo. feet per mile, and it is thus of no use for navigation 
or irrigation. 

Hindan (also called Chhaja in its upper course).-A river of 
the United Provinces, rising in the southern slopes of the 
Siwaliks in Saharanpur District (30° 7'·N., 77° 47' E.), and 
draining the central portions of Saharanpur, Muzaffarnagar, 
and Meeru"'l It flows generally towards the south-west, and 
falls into the }UMNA after a course of 160 miles, a few miles 
after entering the north-western corner of Bulandshahr. The 
KiLi NADi WEST is the chief tributary. Its water is nowhere 
used for irrigation, but part of its channel forms an important 
link between the Ganges and J umna. Thus water can be 
passed into the Hindan from the UPPER GANGES CANAL, and 
thence, by means of a cut made from a point close to Ghaziabad 
in 1877, into the Jumna above Okhla, increasing the supply 
of water for the AGRA CANAL, This cut was made wider in 
1884 and further improved in 19011 and is now navigable. 

Kiili Nadi, West.-A tributary of the HJNDAN, about 
70 miles long, rising in the Saharanpur District of the United 
Pr~>Vinces (30° N., 77° 45' E.), 16 miles from the Siwaliks, and 
flowing south-west and south through Saharan pur and Muzaffar
nagar, between the Hindan and the Ganges Canal. Its junction 
with the Hindan is at the point where the latter river enters 
Meerut 

Chambal.-A river of Central India and Rajputana, and 
one of the chief tributaries of the J umna. It rises in the Indore 
State, about 9 miles south-west of Mhow cantonment, in the 
Janapao hill, 2,019 feet above the sea, in 22° zi N. and 75° 
3 1' E. Thence it flows down the northern slopes of the 
Vindhyan range, with a northward course generally, through 
Gwalior, Indore, and Sitamau, and skirts Jhalawar, entering 
Rajputana at Chaurasgarh, 195 miles from its source. It 
receives many tributaries in Central India, the chief being the 
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Chambla and the SIPM., both of which rise in the Vindhyan 
mountains. In Rajputana the Chambal breaks through a scarp 
of the Patar plateau, the bed getting narrower and narrower, 
and after a winding course of 30 miles it receives the Bamani 
at Bhainsrorgarh. Some· three miles above the latter phi.ce 
are the well-known cascades or dtiilis, the chief of which has 
ari estimated fall of 6o feet. Here whirlpools are formed in 
huge caverns, 30 and 40 feet in depth, between some of which 
there is communication underground. Continuing north-east, 
the river forms for a short distance the boundary between 
Bilndi and Kotah; and near Kotah city it is a broad sluggish 
~tream, very blue in colour, flowing between magnificent over
hanging cliffs and rocks rising sheer out of the water, covered 
with trees and thick brushwood and famous as game preserves. 
At the city there is a pontoon bridge, replaced by a ferry dur
ing the rains in consequence of the high and sudden floods to 
which the river is subject. Lower down, the Chambal again 
forms the boundary between Kotah and Bundi, an3. on its left 
bank is the interesting old village of Keshorai Patan. The 
character of the scenery now alters completely. Above Kotah 
the neighbouring country is all precipitous rock, with wild glens 
and gullies and thick tangled overhanging brushwood, while 
below Patan there are gently sloping banks, occasionally very 
picturesquely wooded and much intersected by channels. Con
tinuing north-east, the river iLjoined by the KA.Li SIND from 
the south and the Mej from the west, while lower down, where 
the frontiers of Jaipur, Kotah, and Gwalior meet, the PA.R
BATI flows into it. The Chambal then forms the boundary 
between Jaipur, Karauli, and Dholpur on the one side and 
Gwalior on the other. From Jaipur territory it receives the 
BANAS, and, flowing under an irregular lofty wall of rock al<?ng 
the whole southern border of Karauli, it emerges into the open 
country south of Dholpur town. Here it is, during the dry 
season, a sluggish stream 300 yards wide and I 70 feet below 
the level of the surrounding country ; but in the rains it 
generally rises about 70 feet, and in extreme floods nearly Ioo 
feet above summer level The breadth then increases to more 
than I,ooo yards, and the current runs at the rate of s! miles 
an hour. The banks are intersected by a labyrinth of ravines, 
some of which are 90 feet deep and run back inland for a dis
tance of three miles. At Rajghat, three miles south of Dholpur 
town on the high road between Agra and Bombay, a bridge of 
boats is kept up between November and June, while a large 
ferry-boat plies during the rest of the year. A little to the east of 
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this gMJ the rh·er is crossed by a fine railway bridge of thirteen 
spans. After forming the boundary between the State of 
Gwalior and Agra and Eta. wah Districts in the United Provinces, 
the Chambal crosses the latter, and falls into the Jumna 25 
miles south-west of Eta.wah town. Mter the two rivers have 
united, the crystal current of the Cbambal may be distinguished 
for some distance from the muddy waters of the main stream. 
The total length of the river is about 65o miles, though the 
distance from its source to its junction with the J umna is only 
330 miles in a straight line. The Cbambal is identified with 
the Charmwati of Sanskrit writers. 

Banganga (or Utangan).-A river of Northern India, 
rising in Jaipurterritorynear BAIRXT(27° 24' N. and 76° ro'E.). 
It flows, generally in an easterly direction, through the States 
of J aipur, Bharatpur, and Dholpur, and the District of Agra in 
the United Provinces, and after a course of about 235 miles 
joins the Jumna ten miles east of Fatehabad in Agra District. 

The word Bangangii . (Vanagangii) means literally 'arrow 
river.' The story goes that the five Pandava brothers, on going 
into hiding at Bairat (Vairata), concealed their sacred weapons 
in a tree, and swore that before using them again they would 
purify them by washing them in the Ganges. One of the 
brothers, Arjun, bad occasion to use his weapons against the 
Kurus. The Ganges being far off, he shot an arrow into the 
ground and immediately a spring of the sacred Ganges water 
issued, which became the source of the Banganga. 

Between 1848 and 1856 small irrigation works were made in 
Agra District and Bharatpur State ; but these bad the effect of 
diverting the course of the Blingangli, and did so much damage 
that in r864 the works in Agra were totally closed, and in t86g 
operations were undertaken in Bharatpur to bring back the 
river to its old course. Near the VIllage of Gopalgarh in the 
IUmgarh hills, about 25 miles below the source, the waters of 
the river are impounded by a dam So feet in height to form 
the Ramgarh reservoir, the most important irrigation work 
in the Jaipur State. This lake when full covers an area of six 
square miles, and can under exceptional circumstances contain 
J,OOO million cubic feet of water ; but ordinarily about half this 
quantity, or sufficient to irrigate more than IJ,OOO acres, is 
impounded. The project is practically complete and has cost 
nearly five lakhs of rupees. Some smaller works have been 
carried out in the Bharatpur State. Ramgarh is said to have 
once been the capital of the Jaipur State under the name of 
Mashi; there is a temple in the gorge called Jumwa Devi ..•... N 
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which is visited by the Maharajas of Jaipur on their accession 
to the gaddi., Here they are shaved, the process being part of 
the ceremony connected with the accession. 

The stream in the gorge near Ramgarh is perennial, but 
lower down the bed dries up except during the rains. The 
banks are for the most part low, and in Bharatpur are covered, 
often to a distance of two or three miles from the stream, with 
a dense growth of jungle grass and tamarisk. In Dholpur 
territory ravines run inland from either bank, sometimes for 
a distance of two· miles or more. Where it first touches the 
United Provinces, the Banganga is a mountain torrent with 
a bed of sand mixed with gravel. The principal tributaries are 
the Gambhir, Kawar or Koela, and Parvati on the right bank, 
and the Khan on the left. The Banganga and Khliri often 
bring down disastrous floods. In Bharatpur the violence of 
these has given the river the name of Ghora-pachhar or 'over
thrower of horses.' 

[Papers relatbtg to tlze Irriga#on of the Agra District from 
the Utangan River (Roorkee, 1853-4).] 

Betwa (Vetravatz, or 'containing canes').-A large river 
of Northern India. It rises in Bhopal State at the village of 
Kumri .(22° 55' N. and 77° 43~ E.), and flows in a generally 
north-eastern direction; after a course of about so miles in 
Bhopal it enters Gwalior territory near Bhilsa. It first touches 
the United Provinces in the...south-west corner of the Lalitpur 
tahsil of Jhansi District, and flows north and north-east, 
forming the boundary between that District and the Gwalior 
State. It then crQsses the District obliquely, traverses part 
of the Orchha State, and flows for some distance between 
Jalaun on the north and Jhiinsi and Hamirpur on the south, 
falling into the Jumna, after a course of about 190 miles in the 
United,Provinces, close to the town of Hamirpur. In the 
upper part of its course the Betwa flows over the Vindhya 
sandstone, crossed by veins of quartz which break it up into 

- beautiful cascades. At DEOGARH it passes in a magnificent 
sweep below a steep sandstone cliff on the eastern bank, sur· 
mounted by a ruined fort. Below Jhansi its bed is granite for 
about x6 miles till it reaches the alluvial plain. It is nowhere 
navigable, and its crossings are often dangerous. There are 
railway bridges at Barkhera on the Bhopal-Hoshangabad sec· 
tion of the Great Indian Peninsula, at Sanchi on the Bhopal
Jhansi section, at Mangaoli on the Bina-Guna line, and near 
Orchha on the Manikpur-Jhansi line. Road bridges cross it at 
Bhilsa and at Orchha. At Parichha, 15 miles from Jhlinsi, the 
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river has been dammed to supply the Betwli Canal, a protective 
work which serves part of Jhansi, Jalaun, and Hamirpur, and 
was found of great value in 1896-7~ Proposals are under con
sideration for damming the river at other places, so as to increase 
the amount of water available, and one dam has recently 
been completed. The chief tributaries are the Bes in Central 
India, the Jamni and DHASAN in Jhlins~ and the Pawan in 
Hamrrpur. The river is mentioned in the Puranas, and also 
in the Megkaduta of Kalidlisa. According to tradition, the 
Pandavas fought with the king of Videsa (Bhilsa) on its banks. 

Dhasan (Dasharnii; possibly the Dasaron of Ptolemy).
A river of Northern India. It rises in Bhopal State (23° 32' 
N., 78° 30' E.) among the Vindhyas, and after crossing 
Saugor District in the Central Provinces for about 6o miles, 
first touches the United Provinces in the extreme south of the 
Lalitpur takszl of Jhansi District, which it divides from Saugor 
for about 30 miles. It then crosses several of the Bundel
khand States, and finally forms the boundary between JMnsi 
and Hamirpur for nearly 70 miles, till( its junction with the 
BETWA at Chandwari on the border of Jalaun District. The 
bed of the Dhasan is rocky in Saugor and Lalitpur, and at 
intervals after it first enters Jhiinsi and Hamirpur, but is then 
generally sandy, with nullahs and ravines running into it. 
Except during the rains it is easily fordable. A scheme has 
been sanctioned for the provision of irrigation in the west of 
Hamrrpur by damming this river and forming a reservoir. 

Ken (or Kayli.n; Skt. Karniivati; the Kainas of Arrian).
A river of Bundelkhana. It rises in the north-western slopes 
of the Kaimur Hills (23° 54' N., 8o0 

10' E.), and flowing 
north-east through Damoh and Panna enters Banda District 
in the United Provinces near Bilharka. After a course of 
more than 1oo miles along the border of and through Banda, 
it joins the JuMNA near Chilla, on the road from Banda to 
Fatehpur, 230 miles from its source. The river flows in 
a deep, well-defined bed, and is navigable for small boats as 
far as Banda town; but there is not much traffic. At Banda 
the bed is sandy, but pebbles and fragments of quartz and 
other rocks are found in it, which are polished and made into 
ornaments. Above Banda the bed becomes more rocky, and 
the scenery near Kharauni is singularly beautiful. A canal 
taking off from the river near Bariarpur in the Ajaigarh State 
has recently been completed. At present it is designed to 
irrigate only a part of Banda District, namely, the area be
tween the Ken and Baghain, of which it will command about 

N2 
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half, or 374,ooo acres. The reservoir formed in connexion with 
this project will impound about 182 million cubic feet of water 
in the valley of the river. 

Siirda.-The name given to part of a river-system flowing 
from the Himalayas through north-western Oudh. Two 
streams, the Kuthi Yankti and Kalapani, rising in the lofty 
Panch Chi.ilhl mountains in the north-east corner of Kumaun 
close to the Tibet frontier, unite after a few miles to form the 
Kali river or Kali Ganga, which divides Nepal from Kumaun. 
At a distance of 106 miles from its source, the Kali: receives 
the Sarjil or ;Ramganga (east) at Pacheswar. The Sarji.i and 
its tributary, the Ramganga (east), rise in a lofty range leading 
south from the peak of Nanda Kot, and unite at Rameswar, 
from which point the combined stream is called indifferently 
by either name. From the junction at Pacheswar the name 
Kii.li is gradually lost and the river is known as Sarjli or as 
Sarda. At Barmdeo the waters descend on the plains in 
a series of rapids, the course to this point being that of 
a mountain stream over a steep rocky bed. The Sarda now 
divides into several channels, which reunite again after a few 
miles at Mundia Ghat (ferry), where the last rapids occur, and 
the bed ceases to be composed of boulders and shingle. From 
this point the !'iver forms the boundary between Nepal and 
Pilibhit District of the United Provinces for a short distance, 
and then cuts across and ell!_ers Kheri District. In Pilibhi:t it 
is joined on the right bank by the Chauka, which is now 
a river of the plains, rising in the Tarai, but may have been 
originally formed as an old channel of the Sarda. The river 
is at first called both Sarda and Chauka in Kheri, and its 
description is rendered difficult by the many changes which 
have taken place in its course. Four distinct channels may 
be recognized, which are, from south to north, the Ul, the 
Sarda or Chauka, the Dahawar, and the Suheli. The first of 
these is a small stream which joins the Chauka again. The 
name Sarda is occasionally applied to the second branch in 
its lower course through Si:tapur, but this is more commonly 
called Chauka. After a long meandering course it falls into 
the GoGRA at Bahramghat. This channel appears to have been 
the principal bed from the middle of the eighteenth to the 
middle of the nineteenth century. The largest volume of 
water is, however, at present brought down by the Dahawar, 
which leaves the Chauka in pargana Dhaurahrii. The Suheli 
brings down little water and joins the KAURIALA (afterwards 
called the Gogra ). - -
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Chauka.-A river of Oudh, being one of the branches into 
which the SARDA splits up in Kheri District. Its channel 
now contains little water, but has a long course through Kherr, 
Sitapur, and Bara Bankr, joining the GoGRA near Bahrli.mghat. 
The name is also applied to an old bed of the Sarda which 
now joins that river in Pilrbhit. 

Kauriala (also called Karnali).-A river of Northern India, 
rising in Tibet, not far from one of the sources of the Sutlej, 
in 30° 40' N. and 8o0 48' E. After leaving Tibet by the 
Taklli. Khar or Yari Pass, it flows through Nepal, generally in 
a south-easterly direction, till it emerges from tbe lo:wer range 
of the Himalayas through a deep picturesque gorge known as 
Shishli Pam ('glass water'). The stream here is about 300 
yards broad and of great depth, with a slow current, closely 
shut in by precipitous mountains 2,5oo feet high. A little 
below Shisha Pani the channel widens, with a steeper and 
rockier descent, causing magnificent rapids nearly half a mile 
broad. Lower down the river divides into two, the western 
branch retaining the name of Kauriala or Karnali, the eastern 
being called the GIRWA. Formerly the latter was an 
insignificant stream, but its volume has gradually increased 
till it is now considerably larger than that of the Kauriala. 
They are both rapid rivers, with pebbly beds and fords which 
an elephant can generally cross without difficulty. Eighteen 
miles from its point of exit from the hills the Kauriala enters 
British territory, at the point where it receives the Mohan, and 
marks the boundary between the Oudh Districts of Kheri and 
Bahraich. It now receives on the east bank its former off
shoot, the Girwa., and on the west the Suhelr, the Dahawar, 
and the Chauka., all branches of the SA.RDA river. From the 
point of confluence with the Chauka the united rivers become 
the GoGRA, which ultimately falls into the Ganges on its left 
bank, a little above Dinapore. The Kauriala is navigable by 
large boats of about 17 tons burthen beyond the limits of 
British territory. The principal traffic is the export of grain, 
and of timber, ginger, pepper, glu, and catechu from Nepal. 
Gold-washing is carried on by a caste called after their occupa
tion Sonahis. The river abounds in fish. 

Girwli..-A branch of the KAURlALA river in Nepal and 
Oudh. The Kauriala bursts through a gorge in the Himalayas 
called Shisha Pani, or 'glass water,' and a little below this 
point divides into two, the western branch retaining the name 
Kauriala, while the eastern is called Girwa. The latter is now 
the more considerable, though it was formerly the smaller of 
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the two. In its upper course the Girwa is a rapid stream with 
a pebbly bed ; but it becomes navigable at Dhanaura before 
entering 13ritish territory, and grain, timber, ginger, pepper, 
and ghi are carried down it from Nepal. It reunites with the 
Kauriala a few miles below 13harthapur in 13ahraich District. 

Gogra ( Ghiigra; Skt. gharghara ('rattling' or 'laughter'); 
other names, Sarjii or Sarayii (the Sa.rabos of Ptolemy), and in 
the lower part of its course Deohli. or Dehwa).-The great 
river of Oudh. Rising in Tibet (3o0 401 N. and 8o0 48' E.), 
it flows through Nepal under the name Karnali or KAURIALA, 
piercing the Himalayas at Shisha Pani, and shortly after throws 
off a branch to the east called the GxRw.ii, which now brings 
down the main stream. The KaurHila enters British territory 
between Kheri and Bahraich, and forms the boundary between 
those Districts. It receives the Girwli. not many miles from 
the border, and just below this the Suheli, one of the three 
branches of the SA.RDA. The main branch of the Sarda, called 
Dahawar, joins it at Mallanpur, a few miles below Katai Ghat, 
pear which place the Sarjii is received. The Sarjii formerly 
joined the Gogra in Gonda, but early in the nineteenth century 
a European timber merchant diverted its course into an old 
bed. At Bahramghat a third branch of the Sarda, named 
Chauka, adds to its volume, and from this point the united 
stream is regularly called Gogra or Sarju, though these names 
are sometimes applied at Mallanpur. From the name Sarjii 
js derived the appellation of an important tribe of Brahmans 
called Sarwaria, a contraction of Sarjuparia, meaning those who 
dwell beyond (i.e. on the north side of) the Sarju. The Gogrli. 
now turns east and divides Gonda on its north bank from Bara 
Banki and Fyzli.bad on the south. After passing Ajodhyli. city, 
iL.separates Basti and Gorakhpur from Fyzabad, and then 
from Azamgarh and Ballia, and receives the R.iiPTi and LITTLE 

GANDAK from the north. After being joined by the Chaukli. 
it receives little drainage from the right bank, and is in fact 
higher than the valley of the Gumti which lies south of it. In 
Azamgarh a branch is given off, called the Chhoti ('lesser') 
Sarju, which was apparently an old bed of the river, and joins 
the Ganges after a long course through Azamgarh, Ghazipur, 
and BaHia. East of Gorakhpur District the Gogra forms the 
boundary between Saran District of Bengal and Ballia District 
of the United Provinces for about 40 miles. It falls into the 
Ganges in 25° 44' N. and 84° 42' E. 

The Kauriala and Girwa are both navigable for a short dis
tance before entering British territory; and until the opening 
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of the Bengal and North-Western Railway, within the last twenty 
years, trade on the Gogra was of great importance. Many years 
ago a pilot service existed for a short time, and steamers plied 
as far as Bahramghat in Bara Banki District. The traffic is 
still considerable, and large quantities of timber, grain, and 
spices come down from Nepal, or are carried in the lower 
reaches. At Bahramghat saw-mills used to be worked by the 
Forest department, but have recently been sold. The most 
important place on the banks of the river is Fyzabad, with 
Ajodhya, the sacred birthplace of Rama, adjoining it. Tanda. 
in Fyzabiid and Barhaj in Gorakhpur are also towns of some 
size, engaged in trade. The chief mart on the banks of the 
Gogra in Bengal is Revelganj in Saran District. The trade of 
Nawabganj in Gonda, which stands some miles from the river, 
is now largely carried by rail. ·River steamers from Patna 
ply as high as Ajodhya, calling at many places and competing 
with the railways for both goods and passenger traffic. 

The river is spanned by two fine railway bridges : the Elgin 
Bridge near Bahramghat (3,695 feet long), and a bridge at 
Turtipar (3,912 feet). The variability of its course is shown 
by the method of construction of the first-named bridge, which 
was built on dry land, the river being then trained under it. 
The height above sea-level is 350 feet at Bahramghat and 193 
feet at Turtipar; and the flood discharges are 877,ooo and 
r,rn,ooo cubic feet per second respectively. At Ajodhya 
a bridge of boats is maintained, except during the rains, when 
a steamer plies. Another important ferry is at Dohrighat on 
the road from Azamgarh to Gorakhpur. 

Ripti [identified by Lassen with the Solomatis of Arrian 
= Skt. SarJvati; by Pargiter with the Sadiinira (' ever-flowing') 
of the epics ; also called Irii:vafi ('refreshing') ].-A river which 
rises in the lower ranges of Nepal (27° 49' N., 82° 44' E.), and 
joins the GoGRA in Gorakhpur District of the United Provinces. 
Its course is first south and then north-west and west, after which 
it again turns south and crosses the border of Oudh in Bahraich 
District. It then flows south-east or south through Bahraich, 
Gonda, Basti, and Gorakhpur Districts, with a total course of 
about 400 miles. Its wide bed is confined within high banks, 
but the actual channel shifts considerably. Floods are not 
uncommon, but do little damage, if they subside in time for 
spring crops to be sown, as the silt deposited acts as a fertilizer. 
The feeders of this river are chiefly small rivers rising in the 
tarai north of its course, the largest being the Dhamela, joined 
by the Ghunghi, and the Rohin~ in Gorakhpur. In Gonda and 
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Basti an old bed of the river, called the Bur hi Rapti, some miles 
north of its present course, brings down a considerable amount 
of water in the rains. The BAKHIRA LAKE in Basti District 
and the Chilila lake in Gorakhpur drain into it. The Rapti is 
navigable for small boats as high as Bhinga in Bahraich, and 
for large boats to the town of Gorakhpur, which stands near 
its banks. Much timber and grain from Nepal and the British 
Districts which it traverses are carried down into the Gogra, 
and hence into the Ganges; but the traffic has fallen off since 
the extension of the Bengal and North-Western Railway. The 
Rapti is rarely used for irrigation. . 

Banganga ('Arrow-river ').-A hill stream rising in the 
south of Nepal (27° 42' N., 83° 6' E.), which flows for about 
18 miles through Basti District and joins the Burhi Rapti ('old' 
Rapti) at Kabrahi Ghat, where the road from Basti through 
Bansi to Nepal crosses the latter river. Timber from Nepal is 
floated down. Traces of the bed of another river of the same 
name still exist south of the Rapti and the upper course of the 
Katnehia. A tributary of the Kuwli.na in Basti, which formed 
one branch of this, is stiil called Banganga. 

[Cunningham, Arclzaeologlcal Survey Reports, vol. xxii, p. 4·] 
Gandak, Great.-A river of Northern India. Rising in 

the central mountain basin of Nepal, in 27° 27' N. and 83° 
56' E., where its sources are known as the Sapt Gandaki, or 
'country of the seven Gandaks,' it drains the tract between 
the Dhaulagiri and Gosainthan mountains. The most impor
tant of these contributory streams is the Trisillgangll, and they 
all unite before breaking through the mountains at Tribeni. 
The river is also known in N epli.l as the Salgrami, and in the 
United Provinces as the Nlirayani; it is the Kotzdochates of the 
Greek geographers, and according to Lassen the Sadanira 
(' ever-flowing') of the epics. Crossing the British frontier at 
Tribeni, it forms the boundary between Champaran District 
of Bengal and Gorakhpur District of the United Provinces 
for about 20 miles, after which it flows for 40 miles within 
Champaran, and then once more separates the Provinces for 
12 miles of its course. Thenceforward it forms the boundary 
betwee~ Saran District of Bengal on the south-west and 
Champaran and Muzaffarpur Districts on the north-east, and it 
finally joins the Ganges opposite Patna, in 25° 41' N. and 85° 
u' E., after a course of 192 miles. At first a snow-fed torrent, 
the Gandak, soon after its entry into British territory, acquires 
the character of a deltaic riv_er. its banks being above the level 
of the surrounding country, which is protected by embankments 
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from inundation. The river is navigable throughout the year by 
country boats below Bagaha in Champaran District. Rafts of 
timber pass down it from Nepal and from the Gorakhpur 
forests, and grain and sugar are exported by the same route. 
Navigation is, however, difficult, as the channel during the dry 
season is narrow and winding, while in the rains it becomes 
a torrent. In the ho~ season the river is rarely more than a 
quarter of a mile across, but in the rains it widens to 2 or 
3 miles. It is nowhere fordable, and is continually changing 
its course. The TRIBEN'i CANAL, now under construction, will 
carry its waters eastward to within xo miles of Adapur in 
Champiiran District, and will irrigate the portion of that Dis
trict most liable to famine. The SARAN CANALS are fed from 
a side-channel on the right bank of the river. The Biirhi ('old') 
Gandak, or Sikrana, an old channel of the river, is described 
in the article on CHAMPARAN DISTRICT. A fine railway bridge 
on the Bengal and North-Western Railway spans the Gandak 
near its mouth. The most important place on its bank 
is HiJiPUR on the left bank, and a great bathing festival 
takes place annually at SoNPUR at its confluence with the 
Ganges. 

Gandak, Little.-A river which rises in the lower Nepal 
hills, and enters Gorakhpur District of the United Provinces 
a few miles west of the GREAT GANDAK. It flows from north 
to south through the whole length of Gorakhpur, and joins the 
GoGRA just within Saran District of Bengal. Except in the 
rains it has a small stream, not exceeding 6o feet in breadth, 
and is generally fordable. In x859 it was proposed to make 
it into a navigable canal, but the scheme was never carried 
out. Boats ply during the rains as high as Ragarganj in the 
Padrauna tahsil. 

Himilayas, The.-A system of stupendous mountain 
ranges, lying along the northern frontiers of the Indian 
Empire, and containing some of the highest peaks in the 
world. Literally, the name is equivalent to 'the abode of Name. 
snow' (from the Sanskrit kima, 'frost,' and iilaya, 'dwelling
place'). To the early geographers the mountains were known 
as Imaus or Himaus and Hemodas; and there is reason to 
believe that these names were applied to the western and 
eastern parts respectively, the sources of the Ganges being 
taken as the dividing line. 'Hemodas' represents the San-
skrit Himiit•ata (Prakrit Remota), meaning 'snowy.' The 
Greeks who accompanied Alexander styled the mountains the 
Indian Caucasus. 
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Modem writers have sometimes included in the system the 
M uztiigh range, and its extension the. Karakoram ; but it is 
now generally agreed that the Indus should be considered the 
north-western limit. From the great peak of Nanga Parbat in 
Kashmir, the Himalayas stretch eastward for twenty degrees of 
longitude, in a curve which has been compared to the blade 
of a scimitar, the edge facing the plains of India. Barely one
third of this vast range of mountains is known with any degree 
of accuracy. The Indian Survey department is primarily en
gaged in supplying administrative needs ; and although every 
effort is made in fulfilling this duty to collect information of 
purely scientific interest, much still remains to be done. 

A brief abstract of our knowledge of the Himalayas may be 
given by shortly describing the political divisions of India 
which include them. On the extreme north-west, more than 
half of the State of KASHMiR AND JAMMU lies in the Him
alayas, and this portion has been described in some detail 
by Drew in Jammu and Kashmir Territories, and by Sir W. 
Lawrence in The Valley of Kashmir. The next section, 
appertaining to the Punjab and forming the British District of 
Kangra and the group of feudatories known as the Simla Hill 
States, is better known. East of this lies the Kumaun Divi
sion of the United Provinces, attached to which is the Tehri 
State. This portion has been surveyed in detail, owing to the 
requirements of the revenue administration, and is also familiar 
from the careful accounts oftravellers. For soo miles the 
State of Nepal occupies the mountains, and is to the present 
day almost a terra incognita, owing to the acquiescence by the 
British Government in the policy of exclusion adopted by its 
rulers. Our knowledge of the topography of this portion of the 
Himalayas is limited to the information obtained during the 
operations of x8x6, materials collected by British officials resi
dent at Katmandu, notably B. H. Hodgson, and the accounts 
of native explorers. The eastern border of Nepal is formed by 
the State of Sikkim and the Bengal District of Darjeeling, 
which have been graphically described by Sir Joseph Hooker 
and more recently by Mr. Douglas Freshfield. A small wedge 
of Tibetan territory, known as the Chumbi Valley, separates 
Sikkim from Bhutan, which latter has seldom been visited by 
Europeans. East of Bhutan the Himalayas are inhabited 
by savage tribes, with whom no intercourse is possible except 
in the shape of punitive expeditions following raids on the 
plains. Thus a stretch of nearly 400 miles in the eastern 
portion of the range is imperfectly known. 
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In the western part of the Himalayas, which, as has been Divisions 
shown, has been more completely examined than elsewhere, the of range. 
system may be divided into three portions. The central or 
main axis is the highest, which, starting at Nanga Parbat on the 
north-west, follows the general direction of the range. Though 
it contains numerous lofty peaks, including Nandi Devi, the 
highest mountain in British India, it is not a true water-
shed. North of it iies another range, here forming the 
boundary between India and Tibet, which shuts off the valley 
of the Indus, and thus ·may be described as a real water-
parting. From the central axis, and usually from the peaks in 
it, spurs diverge, with a general south-easterly or south-westerly 
direction, but actually winding to a considerable extent. 
These spurs, which ·may be called the Outer Himalayas, cease 
with some abruptness at their southern extremities, so that the 
general elevation is 8,ooo or g,ooo feet a few miles from the 
plains. Separated from the Outer Himalayas by elevated 
\·alleys or duns is a lower range known as the SIWALtKS, which 
is well marked between the S'eis and the Ganges, reappears 
to the south of central Kumau'n, and is believed to exist in 
Nepal. Although the general character of the Himalayas in 
N epiil is less accurately known, there is reason to suppose that 
it. approximates to that of the western ranges. 

Within the limits of this great mo~tain chain all varieties Scenery. 
of scenery can be obtained, except the placid charm of level 
country. Luxuriant vegetation clothes the outer slopes, gradu-
ally giving place to more sombre forests. As higher elevations 
are reached, the very desolation of the landscape affects the 
imagination even more than the beautiful scenery left behind. 
It is not surprising that these massive peaks are venerated by 
the Hindus, and are intimately connected with their religion, 
as giving rise to some of the most sacred rivers, as well as 
on account of legendary associations. A recent writer bas 
,;.~idly described the impressions of a traveller through the 
foreground of a jou~ey to the snows in Sikkim 1:-

' He sees at one glance the shadowy valleys from which 
shining mist-columns rise at noon against a luminous sky, the 
forest ridges, stretching fold behind fold in softly undulating 
lines-dotted by the white specks which mark the situation of 
Buddhist monasteries-to the glacier-draped pinnacles and 
precipices of the snowy range. He passes from the rone of 
tree-fc::rns, bamboos, orange-groves, and da/ forest, through an 
endless colonnade of tall-stemmed magnolias, oaks, and chestnut 

1 D. W. Freshficld in Tlu Cecgrapllicfll J()11t711ll, wl. xiz, p. <{53• 
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trees, fringed with delicate orchids and festooned by long 
convolvuluses, to the region of gigantic pines, junipers, firs, 
and larches. Down each ravine sparkles a brimming torrent, 
making the ferns and flowers nod as it dashes past them. 
Superb butterflies, black and blue, or flashes of rainbow colours 
that turn at pleasure into exact imitations of dead leaves, the 
fairies of this lavish transformation scene of Nature, sail in and 
out between the sunlight and the gloom. The mountaineer 
pushes on by a track half buried between the red twisted stems 
of tree-rhododendrons, hung with long waving lichens, till he 
emerges at last qn open sky and the upper pastures-the Alps 
of the Himalaya-fields of flowers : of gentians and edelweiss 
and poppies, which blossom beneath the shining store
houses of snow that encompass the ice-mailed and fluted 
shoulders of the giants of the range. If there are mountains 
in the world which combine as many beauties as the Sikkim 
Himalayas, no traveller has as yet discovered and described 
them for us.' 

Snow-line. · The line of perpetual snow varies from I5100Q to x6,ooo feet 
on the southern exposures. IQ winter, snow generally falls at 
elevations above s,ooo feet in the west, while falls at 2,5oo feet 
were twice recorded in Kumaun during the last century. 
Glaciers extend below the region of perpetual snow, descend
ing to I 2,ooo or I 3,ooo feet in Kuhi and Lahul, and even 
lower in Kumaun, while in Sikkim they are about 2,ooo feet 
higher. On the vast store-house thus formed largely depends 
the prosperity of Northern India, for the great rivers ~hich 
derive their water from the Himalayas have a perpetual supply 
which may diminish in years of drought, but cannot fail 
absolutely to feed the system of canals drawn from them. 

Rivers. While all five rivers from which the Punjab derives its 
name rise in the Himalayas, the Sutlej alone has its source 
beyond the northern range, near the head-waters of the Indus 
and Tsan-po. In the next section are found the sources of 
the J umna, Ganges, and Kali or Sarda high up in the central 
snowy range, while the Kauriala or Karnii.li, known lower 
down in its course as the Gogra, rises in, Tibet, beyond the 
northern watershed. The chief rivers of Nepal, the Gandak 
and Kosi, each 11ith seven main affiuents, have their birth in 
the Himalayas, which here supply a number of smaller streams 
merging in the larger rivers soon after they reach the plains. 
Little is known of the upper courses of the northern tributaries 
of the Brahmaputra in Assam ; but it seems probable that the 
Dihing, which has been taken as the eastern boundary of the 
Himalayas, is the channel connecting the Tsan-po and the 
Brahmaputra. 
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Passing from east to west the principal peaks are Nanga Highest 

Parbat (:z6,x8:z) in Kashmir; a peak in Spiti (Kangra District) peaks. 

exceeding' 23,ooo feet, besides three over 2o,ooo; Nanda 
Devi (:zs,661), Trisul (23,382); Panch Chulhi (22,673), and 
Nanda Kot (22,538) in the United Provinces; Mount Everest 
(29,002), Devalagiri (26,826), Gosainthan (26,305) and Kin· 
chinjunga (:z81146), with several smaller peaks, in Nepal; and 
Dongkya (23,19o), with a few rising above 2o,ooo, in Sikkim. 

The most considerable stretch of level ground is the beauti- Valleys 
ful Kashmir Valley, through which flows the Jhelum. In and lakes. 

length about 84 miles, it has a breadth varying froin 20 to 
2 5 miles. Elsewhere steep ridges and comparatively narrow 
gorges are the rule, the chief exception being the Valley of 
Nepal, which is an undulating plain about 20 miles from north 
to south, and 12 to 14 miles in width. Near the city of 
Srrnagar is the Dal Lake, described as one of the most pictur-
esque in the world. Though measuring only 4 miles by 2!, its 
situation amo;g the mountains, and the natural beauty of its 
banks, combined with the endeavours of the Mughal emperors 
to embellish it, unite to form a scene of great attractions. 
Some miles away is the larger eJpanse of water known as the 
Wular Lake, which ordinarily covers 12! square miles, but in 
years of flood expands to over 100. A number of smaller 
lakes, some of considerable beauty, are situated in the outer 
ranges in Naini Tal District. In 1903 the GoHNA LAKE, in 
Garhwal District, was formed by the subsidence of a steep 
hill, rising 4,ooo feet above the level of a stream which it 
blocked. 

The geological features of the Himalayas can be conveniently Geology 1• 

grouped into three classes, roughly corresponding to the three 
main orographical zones : ( 1) the Tibetan highland zone, 
(2) the zone of snowy peaks and Outer Himalayas, and (3) the 
Sub-Himalayas. 

In the Tibetan highlands there is a fine display of marine 
fossiliferous rocks, ranging in age from Lower Palaeozoic to 
Tertiary. In the zone of the snowy peaks granites and crystal
line schists are displayed, fringed by a mantle of unfossiliferous 
rocks of old, but generally unknown, age, forming the lower 
hills or Outer Himiilayas, while in the Sub-Himalayas the 
rocks are practically all of Tertiary age, and are derived from 
the waste of the highlands to the north. 

The disposition of these rocks indicates the existence of Age and 
a range of some sort since Lower Palaeozoic times and shows origin of 

1 
' the range. 

By T. H. Holland, Geological Survey of India. 
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that the present southern boundary of the marine strata on the 
northern side of the crystalline axis is not far from the original 
shore of the ocean in which these strata were laid down. The 
older unfossiliferous rocks of the Lower Himalayas on the 
southern side of the main crystalline axis are more nearly in 
agreement with the rocks which have been preserved without 
disturbance in the Indian Peninsula; and even remains of the 
great Gondwana river-formations which include our valuable 
deposits of coal are found in the Darjeeling area, involved in 
the folding movements which in later geological times raised 
the Himalayas to be the greatest among the mountain ranges 
of the world. The Himalayas were thus marked out in very 
early times, but the main folding took place in the Tertiary 
era. The great outflow of the Deccan trap was followed by 
a depression of the area to the north and west, the sea in 
eocene times spreading itself over Rajputana and the Indus 
valley, covering the Punjab to the foot of the Outer Himalayas 
as far east as the Ganges, at the same time invading on the 
east the area now occupied by Assam. Then followed a rise 
of the land and consequent retreat of the sea, the fresh-water 
deposits which covered the eocene marine strata being involved 
in the movement as fast as they were formed, until the Sub
Himalayan zone river-deposits, no older than the pliocene, 
became tilted up and even overturned in the great foldings of 
the strata. This final rise of_tl1e Himalayan range in late 
Tertiary times was accompanied by the movements which gave 
rise to the Arakan Y oma and the Naga hiiis on the east, and 
the hills of Baluchistan and Afghanistan on the west. 

The rise of the Himalayan range may be regarded as a great 
buckle in the earth's crust, which raised the great Central 
Asian plateau in late Tertiary times, folding over in the Baikal 
region on the north against the solid mass of Siberia, and 
curling over as a great wave on the south against the firmly 
resisting mass of the Indian Peninsula. 

As an index to the magnitude of this movement within the 
Tertiary era, we find the marine fossil foraminifer, Nummulites, 
which lived in eocene times in the ocean, now at elevations of 
2o,ooo feet above sea-level in Zaskar. With the rise of the 
Himalayan belt, there occurred a depression at its southern 
foot, into which the alluvial material brought down from the 
hills has been dropped by the rivers. In miocene times, 
when presumably the Himalayas did not possess their present 
elevation, the rivers deposited fine sands and clays in this area; 
and as the elevatory process went on, these deposits became 
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tilted up, while the rivers, attaining greater velocity with their 
increased gradient, brought down coarser material and formed 
conglomerates in pliocene times. These also became elevated 
and cut into by their own rivers, which are still working along 
their old courses, bringing down boulders to be deposited at 
the foot of the hills and carrying out the finer material farther 
over the Indo-Gangetic plain. 

The series of rocks. which have thus been formed by the The 

rivers, and afterwards raised to form the Sub-Himalayas, are ~~~!ik 
known as the Siwalik series. They are divisible into three 
stages. In the lowest and oldest, distinguished as the Nahan 
stage, the rocks are fine sandstones and red clays without any 
pebbles. In the middle stage, strmgs of pebbles are found 
with the sandstones, and these become more abundant towards 
the top, until we reach the conglomerates of the upper stage. 
Along the! whole length of the Himalayas these Siwalik rocks 
are cut off from the older rock systems of the higher hills by 
a great reversed fault, which started in early Siwalik times and 
developed as the folding movements raised the mountains and 
involved in its rise the deposits formed along the foot of the 
range. The Siwalik strata never . extended north of this great 
boundary fault, but the continued rise of the mountains affected 
these deposits, and raised them up to form the outermost zone 
of hills. 

The upper stage of the Siwalik series is famous on account 
of the rich collection of fossil vertebrates which it contains. 
Among these there are forms related to the miocene mammals 
of Europe, some of which, like the hippopotamus, are now 
unknown in India but have relatives in Africa. Many of the 
mammals now characteristic of India were represented by 
individuals of much- greater size and variety of species in 
Siwalik times. 

The unfossiliferous rocks which form the Outer Himalayas Unfossil
are of unknown age, and may possibly belong in part to the i:bns r 
unfossiliferous rocks of the Peninsula, like the Vindhyans and ~nter 0 

the Cuddapahs. Conspicuous among these rocks are the Himala
dolomitic limestones of Jaunsiir and Kumaun, the probable ya.s. 
equivalents of the similar rocks far away to the east at Buxa 
in the Duars. With these a series of purple quartzites and 
basic lava-flow is often associated. In the Simla area the un
fossiliferous rocks have been traced out with considerable 
detail ; and it has been shown that quartzites, like those of 
Jaunsar and Kumaun, are overlaid by a system of rocks which 
has been referred to the carbonaceous system on account of 
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the black. carbonaceou's slat~s which 
4

it· includes. The only 
example kQown of" pre-Tertiary fossiliferou~ rocks south of the 
snowy range in the Hicial;yas occ~rs in . south-west Garhwal, 
where there are a few fragmentary remains of mesozoic fossils 
of marine orfgin. .. 

The granite rocks, which form the core of t~e snowy range 
and in places occur also in the Lower Himalayas, are igneous 
rocks. which may have been intruded at different periods in the 
history of the range. They are fringed with crystalline schists, 
in which a--progressive metamorphism is shown from the edge 
of granitic rock outwards, and in the inner zone the granitic 
material and the pre-existing sedimentary rock have become so 
intimately mixed that a typical banded gneiss is proquced. 
The resemblance of these gneisses to the well-knowr:t gneisses 
of Archaean age iU the Peninsula and in other parts of the 
world led earlier observers to suppose that the gneissose rocks 
of the Central Himalayas formed an Archaean core, against 
which the sediments were subsequently laid down. But as we 
now know for certain that both granites, such as we have in the 
Himalayas, and banded gneisses may be much younger, even 
Tertiary in age, the mere composition and structure give no 
clue to the age of the crystalline axis. The position of the 
granite rock is probably dependent on the development of low
pressure areas during the process of folding, and there is thus 
a prima facie reason for supposing that much of the igneous 
material became injected during the Tertiary period. With 
the younger intrusions, however, there are probably remains of 
injections which occurred during the more ancient movements, 
and there may even be traces of the very ancient Archaean 
gneisses; for we know that pebbles of gneisses occur in the 
Cambrian conglomerates of the Tibetan zone, and these imply 
the existence of gneissose rocks exposed to the atmosphere in 
neighbouring highlands. The gneissose granite of the Central 
Himalayas must have consolidated under great pressure, with 
a thick superincumbent envelope of sedimentary strata ; and 
their exposure to the atmosphere thus implies a long period of 
effectual erosion by weathering agents, which have cut down 
the softer sediments more easily and left the more resisting 
masses of crystalline rocks to form the nighest peaks in the 
range. Excellent illustrations, of the relationship of the 
gneissose granites to the rocks into which they have been 
intruded are displayed in the Dhaola Dhlir in Kulu, in the 
Chor Peak in Garhwal, and in the Darjeeling region east of 
Nepal. 
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Beyond the snowy 'ra~ge in the Tibetan zone we have a !ossil
remarkable display of fossiliferous toc~s, which alone would ~:~k:sof 
have been enough t6 make the Himalayas famous in the the Tibe

geological world. The boundary between Tibetftn territory tan zone. 
and Spiti and Kumaun has been the area most exhaustively 
studied by the Geological Survey. The rocks exposed in this 
zone include deposits which range in age from Cambrian to 

. Tertiary. The old~st fossiliferous system, distinguished aS th~ 
Haimanta ('snow-covered') system, includes some 3,ooo feet 
of the usual sedimentary types, ;with fragmentary fosSils which 
indicate Cambrian and Silurian affinities. Above this system 
there are •representatives of the Devonian and Carboniferous 
of Eurpp~, followed by a conglomerate which marks a great 
stratigraphical break at the beginning of Permian times in 
Northern India. Above the conglomerate comes one of the 
most remarkably complete succession of sediments known, 
ranging from Permian, without a sign of disturbance in the 
process of sedimentation, throughout the whole Mesozoic 
epoch to the beginning of Tertiary times. The highly fos· 
siliferous character of some of the formations in this great pile 
of strata, like the Produclus shales and the Spiti shales, has 
made this area classic ground to the palaeontologist. 

The great Eurasian sea distinguished by the name ' :I'hetys,' 
which spread over this area throughout the Palaeozoic and 
Mesozoic times, became driven back by the physical revolution 
which began early in Tertiary times, when the folding move
ments gave rise to the modern Himli.layas. As relics of this 
ocean ha\·e been discovered in Burma and China it will not be 
surprising to find, when the· ground is more thoroughly ex
plored, that highly fossiliferous rocks are preserved also in the 
Tibetan zone beyond the snowy ranges of Nepal and Sikkim. 

Of the minerals of value, graphite has been recorded in the E~onomic 
Kumaun Di\·ision; coal occurs frequently amongst the Num- mmerals. 

mulitic (eocene) rocks of the foot-hills and the Gondwana strata 
of Darjeeling District; bitumen has been found in small 
quantities in Kumaun ; stibnite, a sulphide of antimony, 
occurs associated with ores of zinc and lead in well-defined 
lodes in Lahul; gold is obtained in most of the rivers, and 
affords a small and precarious living for a few washers ; copper 
occurs \'ery widely disseminated and sometimes forms distinct 
lodes of ,·alue in the slaty series south of the snowy range, as 
in the Kul11, Kumaun, and Darjeeling areas ; ferruginous 
schists sometimes rich in iron occur under similar geological 
conditions, as in Kangra and Kumaun i sapphires of considerable 

11.P.I. 0 
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value have been obtained in Zaskar and turquoise from the 
central highlands ; salt is being mined in quantity from near 
the boundary of the Tertiary and older rocks in the State of 
Mandi; borax and salt are obtained from lakes beyond the 
Tibetan border; slate-quarrying is a flourishing industry along 
the southern slopes of the Dhaola Dhar in Kangra District ; 
mica of poor quality is extracted from: the pegmatites of Kuh1 ; 
and a few other minerals of little value, besides building stones, 
are obtained in various places. A small trade is developed, 
too, by selling the fossils from the Spiti shales as sacred objects .• 

· The general features of the great variety in vegetation have 
been illustrated in the quotation from Mr. Freshfield's descrip
tion of Sikkim. These variations are naturally due to an 
increase in elevation, and to the decrease in rainfall and 
humidity passing from south to north, and from east to west. 
The tropical zone of den!ie forest extends up to about 6,soo feet 
in the east, and s,ooo feet in the west. In the Eastern 
Himalayas orchids are numerically the predominant order of 
flowering plants ; while in Kumaun about 62 species, both 
epiphytic and terrestrial, have been found. A temperate zorie 
succeeds, ranging to about I 2,ooo feet, in which oaks, pines, 

·and tree-rhododendrons are conspicuous, with chestnut, maple, 
magnol~a, and laurel In the east. Where rain and mist are not 
excessive, as for example in Kuli1 and Kumaun, European 
fruit trees (apples, pears, aruicots, and peaches) have been 
naturalized very successfully, and an important crop of potatoes 
is ·obtained in the west. Above about 12,ooo feet the forests 
become thinner. Birch and willow mixed with dwarf rhodo
dendrons continue for a time, tiii the open pasture land is 
reached, which is richly adorned in the summer months with 
brilliant Alpine species of flowers. Contrasting the western 
with the eastern section we find that the former is far less rich, 
though it has been better explored, while there is a preponder
ance of European species. A fuller account of the botanical 
features of the Himalayas will·be found in Vol. I, chap. iv. 

To obtain a general idea of the fauna of the Himalayas it is 
sufficient to consider the whole system as divided into two 
tracts : namely, the ar~a in the lower hills where forests can 
flourish; and the area above the forests. The main charac
teristics of these tracts have been summarized by the late 
Dr. W. T. Blanford 1• In the forest area the fauna differs 
markedly from that of the Indian Peninsula stretching away 

1 • The Distribution of Vertebrate Animals in India, Ceylon and Burma,' 
Prtxeedinp, Goyal Stxiety, vol. b:vii, p. 484. 
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from the base of the hills.. It does not contain the so-called 
Aryan element of mammals, birds, and reptiles which are related 
to Ethiopian and Holarctic genera,. and to the pliocene Siwalik 
fauna, nor does it include the Dravidian element of reptiles 
and batrachians. On the other hand, it includes the follow
ing animals which do not occut in the Peninsula-Mammals: 
the families Simiidae, .Procyonidae, Talpidae, and Spalacidae, 
and the sub-family Gymnurinae, besides numerous genera; such 
as Prionodon, He!ictis, Arctonyx, Atherura, Nemorhaedus, and 
Cemas.· Birds : the families Eurylaemidae, Indicatoridae, and 
Heliornithidae, and the sub-family Paradoxornithinae. Reptiles: 
Platysternidae and Anguidae. Batrachians : Dyscophidae, 
Hylidae, Pelobatidae, and Salamandridae. Compared with 
the Peninsula, the fauna of the forest area is poor in reptiles 
and batrachians. 

' It also contains but few peculiar genera of mammals and 
birds, and almost all the peculiar types that do occur have 
Holarctic affinities. The Oriental element in the fauna is 
very richly represented in the Eastern Himalayas and gradu-' 
ally diminishes to the westward, until in Kashmir and farther 
west it ceases to be the principal constituent. These facts are 
consistent with the theory that the Oriental constituent of the 
Himalayan fauna, or the greater portion of it, has migrated 
into the mountains from the eastward at a comparatively 
recent period. It is an important fact that this migration 
appears to have been from Assam and not from the Penin
sula of India.' 

Dr. Blanford suggested that the explanation was to be found 
in the conditions of the glacial epoch. When the spread of 
snow and ice took place, the tropical fauna, which may at that 
time have resembled more closely that of the Peninsula, was 
forced to retreat to the base of the mountains or perished. 
At such a time the refuge afforded by the Assam Valley and 
the hill ranges south of it, with their damp, sheltered, forest
dad valleys, would be more secure than the open plains of 
Northern India and the drier hills of the country south 
of these. As the cold epoch passed away, the Oriental fauna 
re-entered the Himalayas from the east. 

Above the forests the Himalayas belong to the Tibetan 
sub-region of the Holarctic region, and the fauna differs from 
that of the Indo-Malay region, 44 per cent. of the genera 
recorded from the Tibetan tract not being found in the Indo
Mal.ly region. During the glacial epoch the Holarctic forms 
apparently survived in great numbers. 

Owing to the rugged nature of the country, which makes People. 
02 
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travelling difficult and does not invite immigrants, the 
inhabitants of the Himalayas present a variety of ethnical 
types which can hardly be summarized briefly. Two common 
features extending over a large area may be referred to. From 
Ladakh in Kashmir to Bhutan are found races of Indo
Chinese type, speaking dialects akin to Tibetan and profess
ing Buddhism. In the west these features are confined to the 
higher ranges; but in Sikkim, Darjeeling, and Bhutan they are 
found much nearer the plains of India. Excluding Burma, 
this tract of the Himii.layas is the only portion of India in 
which Buddhism is a living religion. As in Tibet, it is largely 
tinged by the older animistic beliefs of the people. • Although 
the Muhammadans made various determined efforts to conquer 
the hills, they were generally unsuccessful, yielding rather to 
the difficulties of transport and climate than to the forces 
brought against them by the scanty though brave population 
of the hills. In the twelfth century a Tartar horde invaded 
Kashmir, but succumbed to the rigours of the snowy passes. 
Subsequently a Tibetan soldier of fortune seized the supreme 
power and embraced Islam. Late in the fourteenth century 
the Muhammadan ruler of the country, Sultan Sikandar, 
pressed his religion by force on the people, and in the pro
vince of Kashmir proper 94 per cent. of the total are now 
Muhammadans. Baltistan is also inhabited chiefly by 
Muhammadans, but the pr~rtion is much less in Jammu, 
and beyond the Kashmir State Islam has few followers. 
Hinduism becomes an important religion in Jammu, and is 
predominant in the southern portions of the Himalayas within 
the Punjab and the United Provinces. It is the religion of 
the ruling dynasty in Nepal, where, however, Buddhism is 
of almost equal strength. East of Nepal Hindus are few. 
Where Hinduism prevails, the language in common use, 
known as Pahiiri, presents a strong likeness to the languages 
of Rajputiina, thus confirming the traditions of the higher 
classes that· their ancestors migrated from the plains of India. 
In Nepii.l the languages spoken are more varied, and Newari, 
the ancient state language, is akin to Tibetan. The Mongolian 
element in the population is strongly marked in the east, but 
towards the west has been pushed back into the higher portion 
of the ranges. In Kumaun are found a few shy people living 
in the recesses of the jungles, and having little intercourse with 
their more civilized neighbours. Tribes which appear to be 
akin to these are found in Nepii.l, but little is known about 
them. North of Assam .the people are of Tibeto-Burman 
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ongm, and are styled, passing froin west to east, the Akas, 
Dallas, Miris, and Abors, the last name signifying 'unknown 
savages.' Colonel Dalton has described these people in his 
Ethnology of Bengal. 

From the commercial point of view the agricultural products Agricul

of the Himalayas, with few exceptions, are of little importance. ture. 

The chief food-grains cultivated are, in the outer ranges, rice, 
wheat, barley, maruii, and amaranth, In the hot, moist valleys, 
chillies, turmeric, and ginger are grown. At higher levels 
potatoes have become an important crop in Kumatm; and, as 
already mentioned, in Kulu and Kumaun European fruits 
have been successfully naturalized, including apples, pears, 
cherries, and strawberries. Two crops are obtained in the 
lower hills ; but cultivation is attended by enormous difficulties, 
owing to the necessity of terracing and clearing land of stones, 
while irrigation is only practicable by long channels winding 
along the hill-sides from the nearest suitable stream or spring. 
As the snowy ranges are approached wheat and buckwheat, 
grown during the summer months, are the principal crops, and 
only one harvest in the year can be obtained. Tea gardens 
were successfully established in Kumaun during the first half 
of the nineteenth century, but the most important gardens are 
now situated in Kangra and Darjeeling. In the latter District 
cinchona is grown for the manufacture of quinine and cinchona 
febrifuge. 

The most valuable forests are found in the Outer Himalayas, Forests. 

yielding a number of timber trees, among which may be men-
tioned sal, shisham (Dalbergia Sissoo), and tun ( Cedrela toona). 
Higher up are found the deodar and various kinds of pine, 
which are also extracted wherever means of transport can be 
devised. In the Eastern Himalayas wild rubber is collected 
by the hill tribes already mentioned, and brought for sale to 
the Districts of the Assam Valley. 

Communications within the hills are naturally difficult. Rail- Means of 
ways have hitherto been constructed only to three places in the co~mo.ni
outer hills: Jammu in the Kashmir State, Simla in the Punjab, cation. 

and Darjeeling in BengaL Owing to the steepness of the hill-
sides and the instability of the strata composing them, these 
lines have been costly to build and maintain. A more ambi-
tious project is now being carried out to connect the Kashmir 
Valley with the plains, motive power being supplied by elec-
tricity to be generated by the Jhelum river. The principal 
rood practicable for wheeled traffic is also in Kashmir, leading 
from Rawalpindi in the plains through Murree and Baraml1la 
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to Snnagar. Other cart-roads have been made connecting 
with the plains the hill stations of Dharmsala, Simla, Chak
rata, Mussoorie, Dalhousie, Naini Tal, and Ranikhet. In the 

. interior the roads are merely bridle paths. The great rivers 
flowing in deep gorges are crossed by suspension bridges made 
of the rudest materials. The sides consist of canes and twisted 
fibres, and the footway may be a single bamboo laid on hori
zontal canes supported by ropes attached to the sides. These 
frail constructions, oscillating from side to side under the tread 
of the traveller, are crossed with perfect confidence by the 
natives, even when bearing heavy loads. On the more fre
quented paths, such as the pilgrim road from Hardwar up the 
valley of the Ganges to the holy shrines of Badrinath and 
Kedarnath, more substantial bridges have been constructed 
by Government, and the roads are regularly repaired. Sheep 
and, in the higher tracts, yaks and crosses between the yak 

· and ordinary cattle are used as beasts of burden. The trade 
with Tibet is carried over lofty passes, the difficulties of which 

· have not yet been ameliorated by engineers. Among these 
. the following may be mentioned: the Kangwa La (Is,soo 
. feet) on the Hindustan-Tibet road through Simla; the Mana 
(x8,ooo feet), Niu (x6,s7o feet), and Balcha Dhura in Garhwal; 
the Anta Dhura (17,270 feet), Lampiya Dhura (x8,ooo feet), 
and Lipu Lekh (I 6, 7 so) in · Almora; and the J elep La 

. (I4,39o) in Sikkim. 
Biblio- (More detailed information about the various portions of 
graphy. the Himalayas will be found in the articles on the political 

divisions referred to above. An admirable summary of the 
orography of the Himalayas is contained in Lieut.-Col. H. H. 
Godwin Austen's presidential address to the Geographical 
Section of the British Association in 1883 (Proceedings, Royal 

. Geographical Society, 1883, p. 6xo; and x884, pp. 83 and 
112, with a map). Fuller accounts of the botany, geology, 
and fauna are given in E. F. Atkinson's Gazetteer of the 
Himalayan .Districts in the North- Western [United] Provinces, 
3 vols. (x88z-6}. See also General Strachey's 1 Narrative of a 
J oumey to Manasarowar,' Geographical Journal, vol. xv, p. I so. 
More recent works are the Kangra .District Gazetteer (Lahore, 
1899); C. A. Sherring, Western Tibet and the British Border
land (1906); and D. W. Freshfield, Round Kangchenjunga 
(1903), which contains a full bibliography for the Eastern 
Himalayas. An account of the Himalayas by officers of the 
Survey of India and the (ieological department is under 
preparation.] 
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Siwalik Hills ('belonging to Siva ·~-A range of hills in 
Northern India, running parallel to the Himalayas for about 
200 miles from the Beas to the Ganges ; a similar formation 
east of the Ganges separates the Patli, Patkot, and Kotah Diins 
(valleys) from the outer range of the Himalayas as far as 
Kaladhiingi, where it merges into them, and is believed to 
reappear still farther east in Nepal. In the United ·Provinces 
the Siwaliks lie between the Jumna and Ganges, separating 
Saharanpur District from Debra Dun, while in the Punjab they 
cross the Sirmiir (Nahan} State and Ambala and Hoshiarpur 
Districts. This part of the range is irregular and pierced by 
several rivers, of which the Ghaggar on the west is the largest. 
West of the Ghaggar the hills run like a wall, separating Ambala 
from the long narrow valley of the Sirsa river in Nalagarh Stat{; 
until they are cut through by the Sutlej at Riipar. Thence the 
range runs with a more northerly trend through Hoshiarpur, 
where it terminates near the Beas valley in a mass of undulating 
hills. Beyond the Sutlej there is merely a broad table-land, at 
first enclosed by sandy hillocks, but finally spreading into minor 
spurs. The southern face, in the United Provinces, rises 
abruptly from the plains and is scored by the bare stony beds 
of the watercourses which rush down in the rains. On the 
northern side is a more gentle descent into the elevated valley 
of Debra Dun, which separates this range from the Himalayas. 
The greatest height does not exceed 3,5oo feet,. and the range 
is about ten miles broad. A road from Saharanpur to Dehra 
crosses these hills by the Mohan Pass, but has lost its impor
tance since railway communication was opened through the 
eastern termination near the Ganges. Geologically, the Siwaliks 
are separated from the Outer Himalayas by a continuous reversed 
fault. They contain Tertiary strata consisting of fresh-water 
deposits, celebrated for the fossil remains found in them and 
described by Falconer and Cautley. The lower hills are thickly 
clothed with sal (Shorea robusta) and sain (Terminalia tomen
losa), while on the higher peaks a cooler climate al~ows pines 
to flourish. Wild elephants are found, and also tigers, sloth 
bears, leopards, hyenas, various kinds of deer, and hog. The 
term Siwalik has been applied by Muhammadan writers to 
the area lying south of the hills as far as Hans~ and also to 
the Himalayas. 

(Falconer and Cautley (Fauna Anti'qua Si'vaknsi's), London, 
1846-1)-66.] 

Vindhya Hills (Oui'tuiion o_f Ptolemy).-A range of hills Geogra
separating the Gangetic basin from the Deccan, and forming phical ex-
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a well-marked chain across the centre of India. The name 
was formerly used in an indefinite manner to include the 
Satpura Hills south of the Narbada, but is now restricted to the 
ranges north of that river. The Vindhyas do not form a range 
of hills in the proper geological sense of the term, that is, 
possessing a definite axis of elevation or lying along an anti
clinal or synclinal ridge. The range to the north of the 
Narbada, and its eastern continuation the Kaimur to the north 
of the Son valley, are merely the southern scarps of the plateau 
comprising the country known as Mii.lwa and Bundelkhand. 
The features of the Vindhyas are due to sub-aerial denudation, 
and the hills constitute a dividing line left undenuded between 
different drainage areas. From a geographical point of view, 
the Vindhyan range may be tegarded as extending from J obat 
(22° 27' N. and 74° 35' E.) in Gujarat on the west to Sasaram 
(24° 57' N. and 84° 2' E.) in the south-western corner of Bihar 
on the east, with a total length of nearly 700 miles. Through
out the whole length as thus defined the range constitutes the 
southern escarpment of a plateau. The Rajmahal Hills, extend
ing from Sasaram to Rajmahal and forming the northern 
escarpment of the Hazaribagh highlands, cannot be correctly 
considered as a part of the Vindhyas. • 

The range commencing in Gujarat crosses the Central India 
Agency from Jhabua State in the west, and defines the southern 
boundary of Saugor and Damoh Districts in the Central 
Provinces. From here the KAIMUR branch of the range runs 
through Baghelkhand or Rewah and the United Provinces into 
Bihar. The Kaimur Hills rise like a wall to the north of the 
Son valley, and north of them a succession of short parallel 
ridges and deep ravines extends for about so miles. At 
Amarkantak the Vindhyas touch the Satpurli. Hills at the source 
of the Narbada. Westward from Jubbulpore District they 
form the northern boundary of the valley of that river. Their 
appearance here is very distinctive, presenting an almost unin
terrupted series of headlands, with projecting promontories and 
receding bays, like a weather-beaten coast-line. In places the 
Narbadli. washes the base of the rocks for miles, while else
where they recede and are seen from the river only as a far-off 
outline with the plains of Bhopal or Indore spread out below 
them. The rocks are sandstone of a pinkish colour and lie 
in horizontal slabs, which commonly testify to their origin 
by curious ripple marks plainly formed by the lapping of water 
on a sandy shore. To the north of this escarpment lies the 
Bundelkhand or Malwa plateau, with a length of about 250 
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miles and a width at its broadest part of about 2 2 5 miles. 
The plateau is undulating and is traversed by small ranges of 
hills, all of which are considered to belong to the Vindhyan 
system. 

The most northerly of these minor ranges, called the Bindha- Outlying 

chal, cuts across Jhansi, Banda, Allahabad, and Mirzapur ranges. 
Districts in the United Provinces, nowhere rising above 
2,ooo feet. The range presents the appearance of a series of 
plateaux, each sloping gently upward from south to north, and 
ending abruptly in the steep scarp which is characteristic of 
these hills. Many outlying isolated hills are found in these 
Districts, standing out on the plains beyond the farthest scarp. 
One small hill, called Pabhosa, rises on the left bank of the 
J umna, the only rock found in the Doab. The Bhanrer or Panna 
hills form the south-eastern face of the Vindhyan escarpment, 
and bound the south of Saugor and Damoh Districts and the 
north of Maihar State in continuation of the Kaimur, thus 
being a part of the main range. They run from north-west 
to south-east for about 120 miles. Their highest peak is that 
of Kalumar (2,544 feet). Two other branches of the range 
lie in Malwii, starting respectively near Bhilsa and Jhabua 
with a northerly direction, and bounding the plateau to the 
east and west. 

The general elevation of the Vindhyan range is from x,soo Elevation 
to z,ooo feet, and it contains a few peaks above g,ooo, none ofd~nage. 
which is of any special importance. The range forms with 
the Satpuras the watershed of the centre of India, containing 
the sources of the Chamba~ Betwa, Sonar, Dhasan, and Ken 
rivers, besides others of less importance. The Son and 
Narbada rise at Amarkantak, where the Vindhyan and Sat-
puri ranges join. The rivers generally rise near the southern 
escarpment and fiow north and north-east. 

Geologically, the hills are formed principally of great massive Geological 
sandstones of varying consistency, alternating with softer flags formation. 
and shales, the whole formation covering an area not greatly 
inferior to that of England. The range has given its name to 
the Vindhyan system of geological nomenclature. Over a great 
part of the Malwa plateau the sandstone is covered by the 
overflowing Deccan trap, while from Ginnurgarh in Bhopal to 
near J obat the range itself is of basaltic formation, and the 
last 6o miles to the west from Jobat to near Jambhughoril 
consist of metamorphic rocks. In the north, the underlying 
gneiss is exposed in a great gulf-like expanse. Economically, 
the Vindhyan rocks are of considerable value, the sandstone 
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· being an excellent building material which has been extensively 
used for centuries ; the Buddhist topes of Sanchi and Bharhut, 
the eleventh-century temples of Khajraho, the fifteenth
century palaces of Gwalior, and numerous large forts at all 
important positions on the plateau having been constructed 
of this material. At Nagod and other places limestone is 
found in some quantity, the pretty coralline variety, extracted 
from · the Bagh cretaceous beds, having been extensively 
employed in the palaces and tombs at Mandu; and at Panna, 
in the conglomerate which underlies the shales, diamonds 
are met with, though none of any great value is known to 
have been extracted. Manganese, iron, and asbestos are also 
found in various parts of the range. The lofty flat-topped 
hills and bold scarps which are such a marked feature of this 
range were early recognized as ideal sites for fortresses ; and, 
besides the historical strongholds of Gwalior, Narwar, Chanderi, 
Mandu, Ajaigarh, and Bindhogarh, the hills are studded with 
the ruined castles of marauding Girasii and Bundela chiefs. 

The hills are generally covered with a stunted forest growth 
of the several species found in the dry forests of Central India. 
Teak occurs only in patches and is of small size, while the 
forests are generally noticeable for their poverty in valuable 
timbers. 

The term Vindhya in Sanskrit signifies ' a hunter' ; and the 
range occupies a considerable ~ce in the mythology of India, 

. as the demarcating line between the Madhya Desa or ' middle 
land ' of the Sanskrit invaders and the non-Aryan Deccan. The 
Vindhyas are personified in Sanskrit literature, where they 
appear as a jealous monarch, the rival of king Himalaya, who 
called upon the sun to revolve round his throne as he did 
round the peak Meru. When the sun refused, the mountain 
began to rear its head to obstruct that luminary, and to tower 
above Himalaya and · Meru. The gods invoked the aid of 
Agastya, the spiritual guide of Vindhya. This sage called upon 
the Vindhya mountain to bow down before him, and afford 
him an easy passage to and from the South. It obeyed and 
Agastya passed over. 'But he never returned, and so the 
mountain remains to the present day in its humbled condition, 
far inferior to the Himalaya. Another legend is that when 
Lakshmana, the brother of Rama, was wounded in Ceylon by 
the king of the demons, he wished for the leaves of a plant 
which grew in the Himalayas to apply them to his wound. 
Hanumlin, the monkey-god, was sent to get it, and not know
ing which plant it was, he took. up a part of the Himalayas 
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and carried them to Ceylon. He happened to drop a portion 
of his load on the way, and from this the Vindhyan Hills 
were formed. 

Kaimur Hills.- The eastern portion of the Vindhyan 
range, commencing near Katangi in the Jubbulpore District 
of the Central Provinces (23° z6' N. and 79° 48' E.). It 
runs a little north of east for more than 300 miles to Sasa
ram in Bihar {24° 57' N. and 84° z' E.). The range, after tra
versing the north of J ubbulpore District and the south-east of 
l\Iaihar State, turns to the east and runs through Rewah terri
tory, separating the valleys of the Son and Tons rivers, and 
continues into Mirzapur District of the United Provinces 
and Shahabad of Bengal. Its maximum width is so miles. 
In the Central Provinces the appearance of the range is very 
distinctive. The rock formation is metamorphic and the 
strata have been upheaved into an almost vertical position, 
giving the range the appearance of a sharp ridge. In places 
the range almost disappears, being marked only by a low 
rocky chain, and in this portion it never rises more than a 
few hundred feet above the plain.· The range enters Central 
India at Jukehi in Maihar State (23° 29' N. and 8o0 27' E.), 
and runs for ISO miles in a north-easterly direction, forming 
the northern wall of the Son valley and overhanging the river 
in a long bold scarp of sandstone rock, from which. near 
Govindgarh a branch turns off to the north-west. The range 
here attains an elevation of a little over z,ooo feet. In Mirza
pur the height of the range decreases in the centre, to rise again 
to over z,ooo feet at the rock of Bijaigarh with its ancient fort. · 
Interesting relics of prehistoric man have been found in the 
caves and rock-shelters of the hills here, in the form of rude 
drawings and stone implements. In Shahabad District the 
summits of the hills consist of a series of saucer-shaped valleys, 
each a few miles in diameter, containing a deposit of rich 
\'egetable mould in the centre and producing the finest crops. 
The general height of the plateau is here I,soo feet above 
sea-leveL The sides are precipitous, but there are several 
passes, some of which are practicable for beasts of burden. 
The ruined fort of ROHTAs is situated on these hills. The 
rocks throughout consist principally of sandstones and shales. 

Sa.tpuras, East.-The eastern extension of the Satpuri. 
Hills of Central India, lying east and south of the Son. In 
the United Provinces they form a wilderness of parallel ridges 
of low rocky hills, extending over I, 700 square miles in the 
south of Mirzapur, and covered with jungle, with the exception 
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of a large basin in tappa Singrauli and a smaller area in Dlidhi 
where the soil is alluvial and allows cultivation. Coal has been 
found in Singrauli, and an attempt was made in 1896 to work 
it. The few inhabitants are chiefly jungle tribes, Kols, &c., 
resembling those in Chota Niigpur. 

Gohna (Gauna).-A lake of recent formation situated near 
the small village of the same name in the Garhwiil District 
of the United Provinces, in 30° 22' N. and 79° 29' E. Towards 
the end of the rains in 1893 two landslips took place on the 
right bank of the Birahi Gang~ a tributary of the Alaknanda 
(see GANGES). The side of a steep hill, towering 4,ooo feet 
above the level of the stream, crashed down into the valley, 
hurling large blocks of limestone against the opposite cliff 
to the distance of a mile in places, and forming a dam more 
than two miles long at the base and one-third of a mile along 
the top, which completely blocked the valleyto a height of 8so 
to 900 feet. It has been estimated that the dam contained 9 
billion cubic feet of dolomite and detritus, weighing 8 hundred 
million tons. Special arrangements were successfully made to 
avoid the damage to life and property to be expected when the 
water should reach the top of this dam and commence to cut 
it away. The pilgrim road to the shrines in the Upper Him· 
alayas lies close along the line of escape, and bridges were 
dismantled and diversions constructed. At Hardwiir it was 
necessary to protect the head-w_Q!'ks of the Ganges Canal. In 
December, 1893, the area of the lake was about one square 
mile and its depth 450 feet. By July, 1894, the lake had 
become a large sheet of water, nearly 4 miles long and half 
a mile broad, and the level of the water had risen nearly I 70 
feet, while percolation was freely taking place. A month later 
the water was rising about 4 feet a day, and on the morning 
of August 25th water began to trickle over the dam, which was 
rapidly cut away. It was found next day that the level of the 
lake had fallen ·390 feet, leaving a stretch of water 3,9oo yards 
long with an average breadth of 400 yards. The depth near 
the dam was 3oo feet, and the bed had already silted up about 
85 feet. Immediately below.the dam the flood rose 28o feet, 
but its height rapidly decreased as the channels of the rivers 
which carried it off widened. At Rudraprayag, 51 miles 
away, the rise was 140 feet; at Bel'isghat, 99 miles, 88 feet; 
and at Hardwar, 149 miles, only h or 12 feet The total 
damage caused to public property was valued at more than 
Rs. 951ooo, but no lives were lost except those of five persons 
who insisted on remaining just below the dam. At Hardwar 
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the head-works of the Ganges Canal were slightly damaged, 
but beyond this point the flood had no appreciable effect. The 
outlet of the lake now appears to have a stable bed. 

[Selections from Records, Government of India, Public Wor~s 
Department, 1\?o. CCCXXIV.] 

Dahar Lake.-A picturesque sheet of water near Sandi in 
the Hardoi District of Oudh, with fine mango groves on its 
banks and lotus leaves floating on its waters, situated in 
27° 19' N. and 70° sS' E. It is about two miles long and 
three-quarters of a mile wide. Fish abound in it, and in 
the cold season water-fowl are plentifuL The depression in 
which this lake is situated was probably part of an old bed of 
the Ramgangli, which now flows some distance to the west. 

Bakhira Tal (also called Badanch Tal or Moti Jhil).~ 
A lake on the eastern border • of Basti District, in the 
United Provinces. Buchanan described it as the finest piece 
of fresh water he had seen in India. It covers a space of 
about 5 miles by 2, but is merely a shallow depression filled 
with water, the depth of which rarely exceeds 4 or 5 feet. 
On the west and south the fringe of marsh is small, but on the 
north a tract, which is regularly flooded in the rains, extends for 
3 miles. To the east a low fen stretches for about 2 miles 
to the edge of the RiPTi. The water in the lake is largely 
supplied by floods from this river, and would escape again but 
for an embankment along the eastern side. Fish are plentiful, 
and are caught in screens at the outlets of the dam or speared 
with a thin piece of bamboo tipped with iron. In the cold 
season the surface of the water is covered with wild-fowl 
.Boro or summer rice is largely planted in February or March 
round the edges of the lake. 

Suraha Tal.-A lake in Ballia District of the United 
Provinces, 4 miles north of Ballia town, situated in 25° 51' N. 
and 84° 1 1' E. Its shape is that of a thick crescent lying 
north and south, and its area varies from 13 square miles 
in the rains to over 4 during the dry season. Boro or summer 
rice is largely sown in the spring round the edge, and in the 
deeper parts of the lake the weed siu•iir, which is used for 
refining sugar, grows largely. Fish are plentiful and are caught 
by sinking nets stretched on conical frameworks, the fish being 
speared as they try to escape. In the cold season teal and 
duck are common. The lake is drained by a channel called 
Katihir, which leads south to the Ganges ; but 11·hen the 
Ganges rises, its waters flow back into the lake. In the 
colJ season the Katihar _is temporarily dammed to hold up 
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sufficient water for irrigation of the crops on the banks of 
the lake. 

Ganges Canal, Upper.-The largest and most important 
irrigation work in the United Provinces, taking off from the 
right bank of the GANGES river and watering the Upper Doab. 
Two miles above Hardwar the Ganges divides into several 
channels, the most westerly of which contains a large volume 
of water and, after passing Hardwar, rejoins the main stream 
at Kankhal. This channel is held up by a temporary dam 
which diverts the water into the canal head-works, where the 
amount admitted is regulated at the Mayapur bridge. During 
the first 20 miles of its course four large torrents liable to 
sudden floods of extreme violence have to be crossed. Two 
of these.are carried over the canal, the third is passed through 
it by a level crossing provided with flood-gates, and the canal 
itself flows on a magnificent aqueduct over the bed of the 
SOLANI. At mile 22 the canal throws off the Deoband branch 
(52 miles long); at niile so the Anfipshahr branch (xo7 miles).; 
and at mile x8x (at Nanii in Aligarh District) it divides into 
what were originally called the Cawnpore and Eta wah branches 
of the Ganges Canal. The LowER GANGES CANAL ·now 
crosses these in their 32nd and 39th miles respectively, and 
from the points of junction they are considered to belong to 
it. The Upper Ganges Canal, on March 31, 1904, had 213 
miles of main line, 227 miles of branches, and 2,694 miles of 
distributaries. -

In 1827 Captain De Bude proposed a scheme for utilizing 
the waters of the West Kali Nadi, along a drainage line con
structed under native rule, to irrigate Meerut, Bulandshahr, 
and AIIgarh Districts. The supply would, however, have been 
deficient and uncertain, and in 1836, at the suggestion of 
Colonel Colvin, the Ganges was examined near Hardwar. 
The next year a terrible· famine, which devastated the Doab, 
increased the anxiety of <;;overnment to provide a satisfactory 
scheme. Major (afterwards Sir) Proby Cautley commenced 
a survey in x839, and prepared a project which was warmly 
approved by the Court of Directors in !841, the estimated cost 
being over a million sterling. In April, 1842, the actual works 
were commenced by opening the excavation between Kankhal 
and Hardwar. The work had, however, hardly begun when 
Lord Ellenborough abruptly stopped it, on the grounds that 
money could not be spared and that the project was unsound 
from an engineering point of view. Subsequently the totally 
inadequate grant of 2 lakhs ··a year was made. In I 844 
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Mr. Thomason, shortly after assuming office as Lieutenant
Governor, made a strong representation on the subject, and 
was informed that the main object of the canal was to be naviga
tion, not irrigation. The grant was, however, increased by a iakh 
a year, and surveys were pressed on. A committee considered 
the arguments raised, and in 1847 reported favourably on the 
scheme. Lord Hardinge visited the head-works in the same 
year, and reversed the decision of his predecessor : an ammal 
grant of 20 lakhs a year was sanctioned, with a promise of 
more if it could be usefully spent. The revised estimate of 
xj million sterling was passed by the Directors in x8so, and 
the canal was opened in April, 1854· ·The works were, how
ever, not complete; in particular, those at the Solini river gave 
way, and irrigation really commenced from May, 1855. Although 
the canal had been extraordinarily successful, owing to the 
genius of its projector, Sir Pro by Cautley, ten years' experience 
pointed out defects in the system, and in t866 a committee sat 
to examine the proposals which had been made. The result 
of their report was the expenditure of large sums on improve
ments and remodelling, the chief objects of which were to 
increase the supply, and to reduce the excessive slope of the 
channel by providing more falls. They also recommended a 
site near Rajghat in Aligarh as a point from which a supple
mentary supply might be drawn, and this was carried out later 
in the Lower Ganges Canal. 

The expenditure on capital account up to 1904 has been 
about 3 crores (£2,ooo,ooo at present rate of exchange). 
The total axea commanded by the canal at the end of 1903-4 
was 3,8oo,ooo acres in the Districts of Sahaxanpur, Muzaffax
nagar, Meerut, Bulandshahr, Aligarh, Muttra, Agra, Etah, and 
Mainpuri, of which 978,ooo acres were irrigated. There is not 
much room for further increase. The canal also supplements 
the supply available in the .LowER GANGES and AGRA CANALS 
(by means of the Hindan cut). The gross revenue first exceeded 
the working expenses in x86o-1. The net revenue has been 
laxger than the interest chaxges on the capital expended since 
1873-4· The most successful year of working was xgoo-x, 
when the net revenue amounted to nj per cent. on the capital 
outlay. In 1903-4 the gross and net ·revenue amounted 
respectively to .p and 31 lakhs, the latter representing 10•3 
per cent. on the capital outlay. 

Special expenditure has been undertaken to facilitate naviga
tion by constructing locked channels round falls, and by raising 
bridges; and boats can pass from Roorkee to Cawnpore. The 
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·portion of the Cawnpore branch from Nli.nii to Gopli.lpur, where 
it meets the Lower Ganges Canal, is kept open chiefly for 
navigation; a,nd both the Ganges Canals are, in this respect, 
considered a single system. Operations are carried on at a 
loss; the receipts in 1903-4 'were Rs. u,ooo, while the expen· 
diture was Rs. 19,ooo. Grain, cotton, oilseeds, and timber are 
the most important commodities carried; the rafting of timber 
is, however, decreasing. A small income is derived from mills 
worked by water-power at the falls, and the water-supply of 
Meerut city is raised by turbines worked by the canal. 

Ganges Canal, Lower.-An important irrigation work 
designed to water the southern and eastern portion of the 
DoXB in the United Provinces. The canal owes its .origin 
to the recommendations of the committee appointed in 1866 
to examine the various projects for improving the UPPER 
GANGES CANAL. It takes off from the Ganges at Naraura in 
Aligarh District, where a solid wall 3,8oo feet long, with a 
sectiqn of 10 feet by 9· having forty-two weir-sluices, has been 
thrown across the river. At mile 2 5 the Fatehgarh branch, 
61 miles long, is given off, and soon after, at mile 34, the canal 
is carried on a fin~ aqueduct across the Kali Nadi at Nadrai. 
The Be war branch, 6 5 miles long, takes off 6 miles lower down, 
and at mile 55 the main canal meets the old Cawnpore branch 
of the Upper Ganges Canal at Gopalpur, and provides most of 
its supply. It then passes or.:!.._!:o the Etawah branch of the 
Upper Ganges Canal and supplies it also, the main channel 
taking the name of the Bhognrpur branch and terminating in 
Cawnpore District. The canal was first opened for irrigation 
in 1878; in 1895 the Fatehpur branch, which is a continu
ation of the Cawnpore branch, extending into Allahabad Dis
trict, was commenced, and it was opened for irrigation in 1898. 
The total capital outlay on this canal to the end of 1903-4 
was more than 4 crores. The system commands an area of 
5,3oo,ooo acres in the Districts of Etah, Mainpuri, Farrukh
abad, Etli.wah, Cawnpore, Fatehpur, and Allahabad, of which 
831,ooo acres were irrigated in 1903-4- The gross revenue 
has exceeded the working expenses since 188o-x, but the net 
revenue still falls, in some years, below the i,nterest charges. 
rn 1903-4 the canal earned 28 lakhs gross and IS lakhs net, 
giving a return of 3·8 per cent. on the capital outlay. The 
main channel of 62 miles and 137 miles of branches are 
navigable. Navigation accounts are kept jointly with those of 
the Upper Ganges Canal. 

Jumna Canal, Eastern.-=-An important irrigation work in 
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the Upper DoA.s of the United Provinces, taking off from the 
left or eastern bank of the Jumna. The canal is drawn from 
a branch of the river which divides soon after•piercing the 
SiwaJiks. The bed at this point has a rapid slope over boulders· 
and shingle, and the supply is easily maintained by spurs. For 
some miles the canal itself tlows over a similar bed. The main 
channel is 129 miles long, and there are 729 miles of distribu
taries and 44 7 of drains. Immediately after British occupation 
of the Doab, recurring famines pointed to the urgent necessity 
for irrigation, and surveys commenced in x8o9, but work was 
not begun til11823. Funds were limited, and the canal was first 
opened in January, 1830. Sir Proby Cautley's experience on 
this canal was of great assistance in carrying out the magnifi
cent works of the more important Upper Ganges Canal. The 
line followed kept closely to that of an old canal of the seven
teenth century. · It has been much improved since it was 
opened, by providing falls (which also supply power for flour.; 
mills) to lessen the slope, and by straightening the channel. 

The capital cost at the· end of x83o-1 amounted to little 
more than 4 lakhs, which had increased to 46 lakhs by the end 
of 1903-4. The canal serves a t'ich tract in the Districts of 
Saharanpur, Muzaffarnagar, and Meerut, lying between the 
Hindan and Jumna, and falls into the latter river a little below 
Delhi. It commands an area of 9o6,ooo acres, and in 1903-4 
irrigated 3os,ooo acres. The gross revenue has exceeded 
working expenses in every year except during the Mutiny ; 
and the net profits are usually high, amounting to 9'9 lakhs 
or u per cent. on the capital outlay in 1903-4, while the gross 
profits were 14•5 lak.hs. Since 1837-8 the canal has not been 
used for navigation. 

Agra Canal.-An important irrigation work in Northern 
India, which receives its supply from the right bank of the 
J umna at Okhla, about u miles below Delhi. It protects a 
tract of country which suffered considerably in the past from 
famine. The weir across the J umna was the first attempted in 
Upper India on a river having a bed of the finest sand; it is 
about 8oo yards wide, and rises 7 feet above the summer level 
of the river. In . .J877 a cut was made from the HINDAN river 
to the left bank of the J umna close to the weir; and water from' 
the Ganges Canal can thus be used, when available, to supple
ment the supply in the J umna, which sometimes falls short. 
The total length of the main canal in 1904 was Ioo miles; of 
branches, 9 miles; of distributaries, 633 miles; of drainage 
cuts, 191 miles; and of other channels, 57 miles. The main 

v.r. •· P 
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channel was completed in 1874, and irrigation commenced for 
the spring harvest of 1875· The total capital outlay to 1904 
was 102 lakhs. The canal commands an area of 597,ooo 
acres, of which about 8,ooo acres are situated in the Delhi 
and 21o,ooo in the Gurgaon District of the Punjab, and 
228,ooo acres in the Muttia and 15t,ooo in the Agra District 
of the United Provinces. The total area actually irrigated in 
1903-4 was 26o,ooo acres; the gross and net revenues were 
8·4 and s·6 lakhs, and the net revenue amounted to 5•5 per 
cent. on the capital outlay. The gross revenue has exceeded 
the working expenses in every year since 1876-7, and the net 
revenue has been larger than the interest charges on capital 
since 1896-7 ; but taking the whole period of existence of the 
<:anal, the interest charges have exceeded the net revenue by 
nearly 14lakhs. The total length open for navigation was 125 
miles, including two branches to the J umna at Muttra and Agra, 
9 and x6 miles in length, which cost I·8 and 4'9 lakhs respec
tively, and were made especially for this purpose. The traffic 

'is, however, small, and in 1903-4 only 14,221 tons of goods, 
valued at Rs. 9o,ooo, were carried. The navigation receipts 
were Rs. t,6oo, and the expenditure was Rs. 6,soo. Navigation 
was finally stopped in 1904, as it interfered with irrigation, 
which is the prime object of the canal. 

Agra Province.-The Subak or province of Agra was one 
of twelve into which the Mugb!l empire was originally divided 
by Akbar. It took its name from AGRA CITY, the imperial 
<:apital, and both city and province were subsequently called 
Akbarabad. The Subak is described in the Ain-z:Akbari as 
17 5 kos long from Palwal (now in Gurgaon District) to 
Ghatampur (Cawnpore District), and xoo kos broad from 
Kanauj (tarrukhabad District) to Chanderi (Gwalior State). 
It thus included, in the present United Provinces, the whole 
of the Agra Division, with Alrgarh and half Bulandshahr Dis
trict to the north, and most of Cawnpore, Jalaun, and Jhansi 
District to the east and south. On the west it extended over 
parts of the present States of Jaipur, Alwar, Bharatpur, Karauli, 
and Dholpur in Rajputana, and Gwalior in Central India. 
'The province nominally survived till the end of the eighteenth 
century, though Rajputs, Jats, Marathas, and the Pathans of 
Farrukhabad had been the actual rulers for nearly a hundred 
years. The eastern portion, which is now British territory, was 
acquired, partly by cession from the Nawab of Oudh in x8ox, 
and partly by conquest from the Marathas in 1803, and was at 
first included, with other areas acquired at the same periods, in 
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the Presidency of Bengal. Administrative difficulties arose, 
owing to the distance of these outlying tracts from the seat of 
Government at Calcutta; and after various temporary measures 
a Board of Revenue and a Sadr Diwiini and Niza.mat Adiilat 
(Chief Civil and Criminal Courts) were constituted in 1831 for 
the so-called Western Provinces, entirely independent of the 
Board and Courts at Calcutta. A few years later a Presidency 
of Agra was formed by the statute 3 and 4 William IV, cap. 85, 
which comprised the whole of the present UNITED PROVINCES, 
except Oudh and parts of Bundelkhand, and a C':r0vernor was 
appointed. The scheme was, however, never completely carried 
out; and a Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western Pro
vinces, which included the same area, was appointed in 1836 
under the statute 5 and 6 William IV, cap. 52. By Act VII 
of 1902 a change was made in designation, and the North
Western Provinces and Oudh became the United Provinces of 
Agra and Oudh. The term 'Agra ' is now applied (section 4 ( 4 ), 
United Provinces Act I of 1904) to the territories formerly,. 
known as the North-Western Provinces. 

Baiswara.-The name given to several tracts of country in 
various parts of the United Provinces, from the fact that they 
belong or have belonged to the Bais Riijputs. The most 
important of these includes a number of parganas (tradition
ally twenty-two) in the eastern half of Unao District, the 
western half of Rae Bareli, and the extreme south of Lucknow. 
with a total area of nearly 2,ooo square miles. The Bais 
Riijputs first became of importance here in the thirteenth cen-

. tury, when two of them, named Abhai Chand and Nirbhe 
Chand (who are supposed to have come from Mungl Piitan in 
the Deccan), rescued the Gautam Rani of Argal, who had been 
attacked by the Muhammadan governor of Oudb, Nirbhe 
Chand died of his wounds,. and the Raja of Argal gave his 
daughter to Abhai Chand, who settled at Daundiii Khera. 
Tenth in descent from him was Tilok Chand, who lived about 
1400, and extended the area held by the Bais to the limits 
described above. Legends are numerous about Tilok Chand, 
who became the greatest noble in Oudh, and opposed the 
Muhammadans, as did his immediate successors. According to 
one account, he defeated the Chauhan Raja of Mainpurl, who 
thereupon gave him a daughter to wife, though the Bais were 
reckoned inferior to the Chauha.ns. In the eighteenth century 
the bravery of the chiefs of Baiswli.ra gained the admiration of 
Sa.adat Khan, the founder of the Lucknow dynasty. Under 
the Nawabs Baiswli.ra formed a separate administrative division, 
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as described above. The Baiswlira Division formed by the 
British Government after annexation consisted of Rae BarelY, 
Partabgarh, and Sultanpur, the last two Districts having nothing 
to do with the real Baiswara. The tract has given its name 
to a dialect of Eastern Hindi, which differs very slightly from 
other dialects of that language. Its inhabitants still bear 
a reputation for bravery. The Bais chieftain, Drigbijai Singh, 
in 18571 saved the four survivors of the Cawnpore massacre 
from their pursuers. 

[Elliott, Chronicles of Oonao, p. 66 et seq.) 
Bundelkhand (British).-A tract of country in the United 

Provinces, which includes the Districts of ]ALAUN1 JHA.Nsr, 
HAMiRPUR, and BANDA, with those parts of ALLAHABAD which 
lie south of the J umna and Ganges. It thus consists of an 
area of about u,6oo square miles, lying south-west of the 
Jumna from its junction with the Chambal. The name is 
taken from that ·Of the Bundela Thakurs, the most important 
clan inhabiting it. The word Bundela is popularly derived 
from biind, • a drop,' in allusion to the attempted sacrifice of 
himself by the founder of the clan, a Gaharwar. His son was 
born from the drops of blood which fell on the altar of 
Vindhyabasini Devl at Bindhachal (see MrRZAPUR CITY). 
Other derivations are from Vindhya, or from biindi, 'a slave
girl.' 

The northern range of the Eastern Vindhyas called Bindha· 
chal cuts across the south of Jhansi, Banda, and Allahabad, 
with many outlying hills, but nowhere rises above 2,ooo feet. 
The base of the hills rests on gneiss, while the hills themselves 
are of sandstone, overlaid south of these Provinces by basalt, 
the Deccan trap, which has also spread north in dikes. From 
the hills numerous streams flow north or north-east towards the 
Jumna, of which the most important are the BETwA, DHASAN1 

Birmii., KEN, Baghain, Paisuni, and (Southern) TONS. The 
geological formation of Southern Bundelkhand has greatly · 
influenced the soil of the alluvial plain lying between the 
hills and the J umna. This contains a large proportion of 
disintegrated trap, which gives it a dark colour; it is especially 
adapted for growing wheat, and is known as ' black soil,' and in 
the vernacular as miir. A variety of lighter colour and differing 
qualities is known as M.bar. From Jhansi to Lalitpur a soil 
called rii~ar is found, the prevailing colour of which is largely 
red or yellow, owing to the presence of iron in the disintegrated 
gneiss. Another soil of red colour is formed from disintegrated 
sandstone in situ, and though productive is easily exhausted, 
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as it is very shallow. Black soil is retentive of moisture, but 
requires irrigation in unfavourable seasons, and in dry weather 
opens out in large cracks. During the rains unmetalled roads 
are almost impassable owing to the tenacious mud formed on 
them. A native proverb says that kiibar is too wet to 
plough one morning, and too dry and hard to plough the 
next day. . 

In Banda, as in other tracts crossed by the Vindhyas, many History. 

varieties of stone implements have been found, the relics of 
prehistoric man 1• The earliest traditions connected with 
British Bundelkhand relate that it was ruled over by Gaharwar 
Rajputs. Nothing certain is known of these; but some of the 
numerous tanks formed by throwing embankments across the 
narrow ends of valleys are attributed to them, rtamely, 
those where the embankments are formed of uncut stone. 
The largest is the Bijainagar lake, situated about three miles 
east of Mahoba. According to tradition the Gaharwiirs were 
followed by Parihiirs, who were in turn succeeded by Chandels, 
a clan which has left many memorials of its rule. Nothing 
but the name is. known of Nanika or Nannuka; described in 
several inscriptions as the founder of the dynasty; but he 
probably flourished in the first half of the ninth century A. n. 
The fourth Raja, Rahila (drca 81)0-910), seems to have 
extended his dominions, and he constructed the Rahilya Sagar 
('lake') at Mahoba, with a fine temple, now in ruins, on its 
embankment. The earliest dated inscriptions are those of 
Dhanga (950-99), who appears to have been the most 
powerful of the early Chandels. He assisted J aipal of lahore 
in his unsuccessful invasion of the Ghazni kingdom in 978, 
and according to his inscriptions was recognized as overlord by 
the rulers of most of Centra~ Southern, and Eastern India ; but 
this is clearly an exaggeration. His successor, Ganda {999-
1025), who appears as Nanda Rai in the Muhammadan 
histories, also assisted Jaipiil of Lahore against Mahmiid of 
Ghaz.ni; and according to Firishta. he lcilled the king of 
Kanauj in 1021, but surrendered to Mahmiid in I023, when 
he was in possession of fourteen forts. Kirtti Varmma I, the 
eleventh king (1049-1100), seems to have been reigning 
11·hen his son, Sallakshana; conquered Kama, king of Chedi 
or Southern Kosala. He is also the earliest Chandel whose 
coins, copied from those of the Chedi kings, are known. 
Tradition assigns to him the construction of the Kirat Sligar at 

1 J. Rivett-Camae, J.A.S.B., 188J, p. ur, and J. Cockburn, ibid., I89·h 
pt.iii,p.n. 
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Mahoba, and some buildings at Ajaigarh. Madan Vam1ma, 
the fifteenth king· (u3o-6s), was a vigorous ruler, who ex
tended the sway of the Chandels. He again subdued the 
Chedi kingdom, which had become independent, and is said 
to have conquered Gujarat. His immediate successor, Para
mardi Deva or Parma! (n65-I2o3), is still remembered, as 
during his reign Prithwi Raj of Delhi conquered Bundelkhand 
in u82, and the Chandel power received a second blow in 
1203, when Kutb-ud-drn. raided the country. Popular tra
dition holds that Paramardi lost his kingdom through 
disobeying the four conditions laid on the founder of the 
race-not to drink wine, not to put Brahmans to death, not 
to form improper marriage connexions, and to preserve the 
name of Varmma. The Chandel dominion lay between the 
Dhasan on the west, the sources of the Ken on the south, 
the J umna on the north, and the Vindhya Hills on the east. 
At times it extended as far west as the Betwa. Kalinjar, 
Khajraho, Mahoba, and Ajaigarh were its great fortresses. In 
inscriptions the .country is sometimes called J ejaka-bhukti, 
which has been contracted into Jijhoti, from which the Jijhotia 
Brahmans, who still inhabit the tract, take their name. The 
kingdom of Chi-ki-to, described by Hiuen Tsiang in the 
seventh century as lying north-east of Ujjain, has been 
identified with J ejii.ka. 

Mter the Musalman conq~t the Chandels became petty 
Rajas. The country was held for a short time by Mewatis, 
probably in the first half of the thirteenth century, and then by 
Bhars. Tradition shows the latter as owning a large part of 
the Eastern Doab and Central Oudh, and the Persian historians 
record the conquest by Ulugh Khan, in 1248, of a king 
Dalaki-wa-Malaki, reigning from Kara to Kalinjar. The name 
appears to be a compound of two names, Dal and Bal, which 
are known from tradition. The Bhars are locally said to 
have been driven out by a Muhammadan, and replaced by the 
Khangars, formerly servants of the Chandels. 

The The Bundelas claim to be descended from Pancham, a 
llnndeliis, Gaharwar who attempted to sacrifice himself, as noted above; 

but their real origin is obscure. They probably began to 
acquire power in the fourteenth century, first settling at 
a place called Mau, which has not been definitely identified, 
and then taking Kalin jar and Kalpi; but some writers place 
them a century earlier. As their power increased, chiefly in 
western Bundelkhand (Central India), the Bundellis constantly 
came into collision with the Muhammadans. About 1507 
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Rudra Pratap became chief, and is said to have been formally 
appointed governor by Babar. From his sons most of the 
great Bundela families derive~ their descent. In 1545 Sher 
Shah invaded Bundelkhand, and lost his life while besieging 
Kalinjar. Krrat Singh, the last Chandel RAja, was put to 
death by Islam Shah, who took the fort; but it again fell into 
the hands of the Bundeliis, till in r 569 Akbar got possession 
of it. The Bundeliis, who were now divided, still held con
.siderable power and were often successful in resisting the 
royal troops. Bir Singh Deo, who ruled at Orchha, and 
commenced the fort at Jhansi, incurred the special anger of 
Akbar by planning the murder of Abul Fazl at the instigation 
of prince Salim, afterwards the emperor Jahangrr; and though 
he remained in favour during the reign of the latter, he 
rebelled against Shah Jahiin, and his territory was confiscated. 
The central part of Bundelkhand was ruled by Champat Rai 
from Mahoba. He joined in Bir Singh Deo's revolt, and 
though attacked by forces from Agra, from Allahabad, and 
from the Deccan, maintained a guerrilla warfare near the 
Betwli. He finally accepted service under the emperor and 
obtained the pargana of Kiinch in Jiilaun, and, in return for 
assistance given to Aurangzeb at tli.e battle of Siimogarh, 
received further grants, but lost favour and was assassinated 
by his wife's relations. Champat Rai's son, Chhatarsiil, soon 
became chief leader of the Bundeliis, and in a few years held 
the whole of western Bundelkhand, and gradually extended 
his power, taking Kalinjar and most of what is now British 
Bundelkhand. He defeated the imperial troops again and · 
again, and in 1707, on the accession of Bahiidur Shah, was 
confirmed in all the acquisitions he had made. In 1723 
Muhammad Khan Bangash of Farrukhiibiid, while governor of 
Miilwi, was ordered to bring the Bundelas to order i and in 
1 7 2 7, after his transfer to Allahabad, he attacked them again, 
laying waste the whole country. Unable to resist the invasion, 
Chhatarsiil called in the Marathiis in 1729, and Muhammad 
Khan barely escaped with his life. glad to promise never to 
enter Bundelkhand again. When Chhatarsiil died, about 
17 34, he bequeathed one-third of his territory (Jbansi and 
Jilaun) to the Mariitbas, and the rest was divided among his 
heirs. Bundelk'hand was valuable to the Marathiis, as it lay on 
the road from the Deccan to the Doab, and the Peshwa Baji 
Rao made constant use of it, the Bundelas binding themselves 
by treaty to C<Hiperate with him. In 1747 the Peshwa further 
extended his possessions in this region by a fresh treaty, and 
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nearly twenty years later troops from here assisted Shuja-ud
daula of Oudh in his unsuccessful struggle with the English. 
British troops first entered Bundelkhand in 1776, when war 
broke out with the Marathas after the Treaty of Purandhar, 
but they passed through without retaining any hold on the 
country. The Bundelas then succeeded in freeing themselves 
to some extent from the Marathli power. A Gosain or 
religious mendicant named Himmat Bahadur, who had already 
commanded· troops, now began to rise into power; and he 
combined with Ali Bahadur, an illegitimate grandson of Baji 
Rao, who was in command at Gwalior, to crush the Bundela 
chiefs. A long struggle took place between 1790 and x8o2, 
when Ali Bahadur died while attempting to take Kalinjar. 
By the Treaty of Bassein in x8o2 the Peshwa ceded territory 
to the British, some of which was afterwards exchanged for 
part of the Maratha possessions in Bundelkhand. Another 
portion of these possessions was acquired under a later treaty. 
The subordinate Maratha chiefs, however, refused to recognize 
these treaties ; and Shamsher Bahadur, son of Ali Bahiidur, pro
ceeded to lay waste Bundelkhand and the British Districts of 
Mirzapur and Benares. Himmat Bahadur then abandoned 
the Marathas and came over to the British, who granted him 
a large tract along the Jumna between Allahabad and Kalpi. 
British troops co-operated with Himmat Bahiidur and drove 
Shamsher Bahadur across the Betwa, and in x8o3 took Kalpf. 
Shamsher Bahadur became titular Nawab of Banda with 
a pension of four lakhs, and by the end of 1804 the country 
was fairly quiet. The fort of Kalinjar was taken in 1812. 
Subsequent additions to British territories took place by lapse, 
and Jhansi city was finally acquired from Sindhia in exchange 
for Gwalior fort and Morar in 1886. 

Popula- The population of British Bundelkhand fell from 2,693,ooo 
tion. in 1891 to 2,456,ooo in 1901, a decrease of nearly 9 per cent. 

Excessive rainfall and cloudy weather in the early years of the 
decade brought on rust, which damaged the spring crops and 
caused great loss to the people. The failure of the rains in 
1895 and 1896 resulted in severe famine, and a virulent 
cholera epidemic broke out. The "density is only 212 persons 
per square mile, being less than one-half the density in the 
United Provinces generally. Of the total population, 2,297,ooo, 
or more than 93 per cent., are Hindus, and only 143,ooo, or 
less than 6 per cent., are Muhammadans, who form 14 per cent. 
of the population in the United Provinces as a whole. British 
Bundelk.hand extends to the jungles of Central India, and its 
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inhabitants have a strong infusion of Dravidian blood. The 
principal jungle . tribes are the Kols, Khangars, and Saharias, . 
who have become nominally Hinduized. The change is, 
however, more noticeable in regard to social customs, such as 
marriage rules, than in religious beliefs, which continue strongly 
animistic. A few estates are still owned by Marathas, but 
the effects of their rule have almost disappeared. In Bandi 
and Allahabad the Baghell and Awadhi dialects of Eastern 
Hindi are spoken, while in Hamirpur, ]hans~ and Jalaun the 
vernacular is the Bundeli dialect of Western Hindi. 

While in the United Provinces, as a whole, the autumn Agricul
crops cover an area only about 16 per cent. greater than the ture. 
spring crops, in Bundelkhand they are nearly double. About 
one-third of the autumn crop is jowiir and one-seventh cotton, 
and from so to 8o per cent. of the spring crop is gram. These 
proportions vary according to the seasons, and after good rain 
the rabi area is largely increased. · Irrigation from wells is 
difficult oVIing to the low spring-level, and the storage tanks 
made by closing valleys do not command large areas. There 
is only one canal, drawn from the Betwii, a protective work 
which chiefly serves Jalaun. In 1903-4. only about 4 per cent. 
of the cultivated area was irrigated, compared with one-third 
for the United Provinces as a whole. Bundelkhand is thus 
peculiarly liable to suffer from deficient rainfall. A canal 
from the Ken to serve Banda District has been commenced ; 
and schemes to increase the water available in the Betwii 
Canal, which is at present insufficient for the demand, and to 
open other sources are under consideration. Other calamities 
are the prevalence of rust after a wet or cloudy winter, and 
the growth of a weed or grass called kiins, which spreads 
rapidly and can only be eradicated with difficulty. Famine 
has thus been severely felt again and again ; and the failure of 
the rains in 1896, which followed successive bad years, was 
especially disastrous. 

The liability to good and bad cycles of agricultural condi- Special 
tions is coupled with peculiarities in the nature and disposition l~gisla-

tion. 
of the people. Though perhaps not more extravagant than th~ 
inhabitants of the rest of the United Provinces, they a.re dis
tinctly less provident ; and the careful cultivation and saving 
habits of the Jats, Kurmis, Kachhis, Muraos, and Koiris of 
other Districts are not found in Bundelkhand. This may be 
traced partly to the liability to vicissitudes already referred to, 
and partly to the effects of the revenue system of the Mara this, 
who possessed the tract before the British. The 01ost common 
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method was to assess a village annually at fixed rates on soil 
or crops, and to make deductions for bad. seasons, after a 
valuation of the crops of each holding. This was a system of 
rack-renting, as the rates were the highest which could be paid 
in a good season, and it is obviously not a system under which 
either the standard of comfort or the prosperity of a com
munity would be likely to increase. . Except in part of the 
Lalitpur tahsil of Jhansi, the land was chiefly held by indi
vidual cultivators, and talukdiirs or large holders of land were 
few, British rule conferred proprietary rights on the village 
headmen who were found managing land and collecting rents, 
and on a few relations of these who shared in the headman's 
special holding or reduced rent. Instead of the demand being 
regulated by the season, a rigid system of collecting a fixed 
amount was introduced ; land became a transferable security, 
and the owners, unaccustomed to their new conditions, got 
·freely into debt, and lost their holdings. It was estimated 
that in Banda, most of which became British territory early in 
the nineteenth century, an aggregate equal to twice or thrice 
the area of the District changed hands during the next 
forty years. Most of Jhansi District was acquired later, when 
more experience had been gained in revenue administration, 
and sale of land was not allowed till x86z; but even here 
sufficient allowances were not made. Some landowners had 
been in debt since the Maratha rule. After the Mutiny, revenue 
was collected from many fro"in whom it had already been 
extorted by the Orchha or Jhiinsi rebels. In 1867 the crops 
failed, and in 1868-9 there was famine and great loss of 
cattle. In 1872 many cattle were lost from murrain. Although 
the settlement had appeared light, it became necessary to 
re-examine the condition of the District in 1876. After much 
discussion the Jhansi Encumbered Estates Act (XVI of 
x88z) was passed, and a Special Judge was empowered to 
examine claims and reduce excessive interest. The .sale of 
a whole estate operated as a discharge in bankruptcy to extin
guish all debt due. Many estates were cleared by the sale of 
a portion only. A striking feature of the proceedings was the 
rapid increase in the value of land. 

The experiment, though apparently successful, had no lasting 
effect. Bundelkhand suffered from another series of bad years, 
commencing with rust and blight in 1892-3, excessive rain in 
1894, and drought in 1895 and 1896. Even in Banda, where 
the last settlement was made, not on actual 'assets,' but on 
a fair average area of cultivation, the population decreased by 
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to! per cent. between 1891 and 1901. Debt had become 
serious in all parts of the tract. The Jhiinsi legislation has there
fore been revived, with modifications suggested by the ex
perience gained, in (United Provinces) Act I of 1903, which has 
been applied to the whole of British Bundelkhand. In addition 
to this, two new safeguards have been adopted. By (United 
Provinces) Act II of 1903 permanent alienations of land are 
forbidden where the alienor is a member of one of certain agri
cultural tribes, except in favour of another member of the same 
tribe, or where both parties reside in the same District and are 
both members of agricultural tribes. Except where permanent 
alienation is allowed, mortgages and leases are subject to the 
condition that possession of the land involved cannot be trans
ferred for more than twenty years. Sales in execution of 
decrees passed by civil or revenue courts (other than those of 
the Special Judges who have been appointed) are forbidden, 
but such decrees may be liquidated by usufructuary mortgages 
for terms not exceeding twenty years. Large reductions of 
revenue have been made, and the assessment of all parts of 
Bundelkhand is being revised. The new demand, instead of 
being fixeq for thirty years, will be liable to further revision 
whenever the cultivated area fluctuates considerably. 

[V. A. Smith, 'History of Bundelkhand,' Journal, As. Soc., 
Bengal (1881), p. I; A. Cunningham, Arck. Survey .Reports, 
vols. vii and xxi ; C. A. Silberrad, journal, As. Soc., Bengal 
(1902), p. 99; E. G. Jenkinson, Settlement Report of jltiinsi 
(1871); A. Cadell, Settlement Report of BaNia (1881).] 

Doab (' two rivers'}.-This name is commonly applied to · 
the land between the confluence of any two rivers, but especially 
to the tract between the Ganges and J umna in the United 
Provinces, extending from the Siwiiliks to the junction of the 
two rivers at Allahabad. The central and lower portions from 
Et!i.wah to Allahabad are often termed Antarved, the meaning 
of which is said to be either ' between the waters • or ' within 
the hearth.' Antarvedi is also applied to the dialect of Western 
Hindi used in the central portion, a variety of Braj. The Doab 
includes the Districts of Saharanpur, Muzaffamagar, Meerut, 
Bulandshahr, Aligarh, parts of Muttra and Agra, Etah, Alain
purf, the greater part of Etawah and Farrukhabad, Cawnpore, 
Fatehpur, and part of Allahabad. "Naturally a rich tract of 
alluvial soil, it has been irrigated by three fine engineering 
v.·orks, the UPPER GANGES, LowER GANGES, and EASTERN 
Jnnu CANALS; and much has been done to improve the 
drainage of the land. This is the greatest wheat-producing 
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area in the United Provinces; and it presents an almost un
broken sheet of cultivation, varied only by ravines on the 
banks of the J umna and other rivers, and by occasional patches 
of barren iisar (saline) plain or dhak (Butea frondosa) jungle. 
The contrast between this condition and the state of the Doab 
at the end of the eighteenth century is striking. In 1794-5 
Mr. Twining, a servant of the Company, who travelled from 
Fatehgarb to Agra, Muttra, Delhi, and back across Aligarh, 
ciescribed most of the tract as a sandy waste. Although before 
British rule famine repeatedly devastated this area, canal 
irrigation has now rendered the greater part of it safe. In 
1896-7 the peasants of the Upper Doab were able to hold 
stocks of grain, while almost every other part of the United 
Provinces was importing. The Fatehpur branch of the Lower 
Ganges Canal, opened in 1898, will do much for the three 
Districts nearest the confluence of the Ganges and J umna. 
Cawnpore, the largest manufacturing town in the United 
Provinces, which is also an important collecting and distri-

. buting centre, Hathras, Meerut, Saharanpur, Allahabad1 and 
Etawah are the chief commercial marts. . Small thriving towns 
are numerous, and a network of railways crosses the area in 
every direction, providing excellent means of communication 
with all parts of India. The Doab, though it has lain in the 
track of all invaders from the north, was never an historical 
entity1 and the history of its different portions will be found in 
the accounts of the Districts composing it. 

Hindustan.-A vaguely-defined area, sometimes applied 
to the whole of India north of the Vindhyas, in contradistinc
tion to the Deccan (Dakslzin, 'south'), 'Yhich lies south of 
them. Hindustan, in this sense, is bounded on the north 
by the Himalayas, on the east by Assam, on the south by the 
Vindbyas, and on the west extends into the Punjab and 
Rajputana. It accordingly comprises the administrative tracts 
forming the Lieutenant-Governorships of Bengal and the 
United Provinces, together with the eastern portions of the 
Punjab and Rajputana, and most of Eastern Bengal and Assam. 
In Muhammadan histories the term is used for a smaller area, 
comprising the east of the Punjab and Rajputana and the greater 
part of the United Provinces. Thus Abut Fazl treated the 
Province of Labore as outside of Hindustan. During the 
eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth centuries the term 
Hindustan was loosely employed by geographers to include the 
whole of India. The name means the 'place of the Hindus •; 
and it has been applied to the lingua franca of Northern India, 
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called Hindustlni or Urdil, which is a dialect of Western 
Hindi. with a greater or less admixture of Arabic and Persian 
vocables, according to the taste of the speaker. 

Kosala (from KusluUa, 'happy').-Two tracts of this name 
are known in Hindu literature. That north of the Vindhyas 
corresponded roughly with Oudh. In the Rlmllyana it is the 
country of Da.saratha and Rlma, with its capital at Ajodhyi., 
and it then extended to the Ganges. It was part of the holy 
land of Buddhism, and in Buddhist literature kings of Kosala 
ruled also m·er Kapilavastu. Sravasti, the site of which is 
disputed, was the capital of Uttara Kosala, the northern por-
tion over which Lava, son of R.am8, ruled after his father's 
death. Southern or Great Kosala (Dakshina or Mahi Kosala), 
"·hich fell to Kusa, the other son of Rima, lay south of the 
Vindhyas. In the seventh century Hiuen Tsiang describes* it 
as bounded by Ujjain on the north, Mahirlishtra on the west, 
Orissa on the east, and Andhra and Kalinga on the south. It 
thus lay in Chhattisgarh about the upper valley of the Mahanadi 
and its tributaries, from Amarkantak on the north to Klinker 
on the south, and may at times have extended west into 
Mandla and Balaghat Districts, and east into Sambalpur. 
From about the year rooo the tract was absorbed in a new 
kingdom called Chedi (eastern). 

[For Northern Kosala, see Lassen, Inti. All., voL ~ p. 129, 
and authorities quoted there ; Rhys Davids's Brddlu"sl India, 
passim. For Southern Kosala, see Cunningham, Ardzaeologica/ 
Slll't'tJ' Rtporls, voL xvi~ p. 68, and map; and Coins of 
Alediaa•a/ Inaia, p. 73.] 

Madhya Desa ('the middle country ').-At present this 
name is not infrequently used by Hindus for the Ganges and 
J umna Dolo. It had a more extended meaning formerly; 
and in early times it probably included the tract lying between 
the place (at Vhatner in Rajputana) where the SARASWATi dis· 
appears on the west and Allahibad on the east, stretching to 
the Himalayas on the north and the Vmdhyas. on the south. 
This was the area within which Brahmanism had its rise and 
full development, and it is still regarded as a holy land of 
Hinduism. But according to Varliha Mihira, the Sanskrit 
geographer or the sixth century A.D., the .Madhya Desa extended 
as far west as Marwar, while the Yamunas, or people living on 
the banks of the Jumna, were partly in this and partly in the 
northern country, and the Vindhyas are wholly excluded. 
Alberuni explained it as the country lying round KANAUJ. 

[Lassen, INI. All.., voL ~ p. g:a; Fleet, Ind. Ant., J8gJ, p. 169.) 
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Magadha.-This ancient kingdom is referred to in both 
the Ramayana and the Mahabhii.rata. The greater part of 
Maga,dha proper was situated in Bihar south of the Ganges, 
with its capital first at Rii.jagriha and afterwards at Pataliputra 
(Patna) ; but it also extended into the east of what is now the 
United Provinces, where it marched with the kingdom of 
Benares. Magadha was the scene of many episodes in the 
life of Gautama and is important in the history of Buddhism. 
About the same period Mahii.vira founded the cognate sect of 
the J ains. At the time of Alexander's invasion, the kings of 
Magadha appear to have been recognized as paramount over 
the greater part of the United Provinces as well as over Bengal. 
Their dominion was still further extended bJ Chandragupta, 
Maurya and his grandson, the famous Asoka. The Maurya 
d}'nasty declined after Asoka's death, and Magadha was con
quered about 150 B.c. by a king of Kalinga; but towards the 
end of the fourth century A. D. a new line of Gupta kings 
renewed the glories of Magadha, and gradually spread west
ward to Allahabad, Kanauj, and even to Gujarat, while Samudra 
Gupta temporarily conquered part of the Deccan. When the 
Gupta empire broke up early in the sixth century, Magadha 
was subdued by the Chalukya king Kirttivarman (I), but again 
became a small kingdom, still ruled by an ·eastern branch of 
the Guptas. Inscriptions give the names of eleven kings, the 
eighth of whom was reigning in 672. The kingdom was 
absorbed in the dominions of iiie Pal dynasty of Bengal in the 
ninth century. In 1197 the last of the Pals was dethroned by 
Muhammad Bakhtiar Khilji, and the kingdom of Magadha 
was included in the empire of the Slave kings of Delhi. 
M~gadha formed part of the J aunpur kingdom for a time, and 
its later history merges in that of Bihar. Varii.ha Mihira, the 
Sanskrit geographer of the sixth century A. D., mentions 
Magadha as situated in the eastern division of India between 
KOSALA and MITHILA (Tirhut). The kingdom' has given its 
name to a tripe of Brahmans called Magadha or Sakaldwip 
Brahmans, and also to the Magahiya subdivision of the low
caste Doms. Like other kingdoms east of MADHYA DESA, its 
inhabitants were held in low esteem, and this feeling ha$ 
surviyed to the present day. 

[Lassen, Ind. All., vol. i, pp. 135 and 6o2; Pargiter,J.A.S.B., 
1897, p. 86; McCrindle, Invasion of India by Alexander, 
PP· g6, 56, 38o, and 404-8; Fleet, Ind. Ant., 1893· pp. I70, 
183, and Gupta Inscnplions, pp. :zoo:-2o; Duff, The Chronq. 
logy of Indi~, passim.] 
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Mewat.-An ill-defined tract lying south of Delhi, an~ in
cluding part of the British Districts of Muttra and Gurgaon, 
and most of the Alwar and a little of the Bharatpur States. It 
takes its name from the Meos, who appear to have been 
originally the same as the Minas of Rajputana, but say that 
they have not intermarried with these since the time of Akbar. 
The origin of the name Meo is disputed, some derivmg it 
from Mewat, which is said to be the Sanskrit minii-vati, ' rich 
in fish,' while the Meos themselves derive it from maheo, a 
word used in driving cattle. Mina is said to come from Amina 
Meo or 'pure ' Meo, a term applied to those who did not 
become Musalmans. The Hindu Meos and Minas claim to 
be Rajputs, but are not so regarded by other Hindus, and it is 
certain that outsiders have often been admitted in the past. 
Their tribal constitution varies in different places. The Muham
madan Meos call themselves Mewatis. In 1901 there were 
xo,546 Meos and Minas in the United Provinces,chieflyin the 
Districts of Meerut (916), Bulandshahr (4,745), Agra (9o6), 
Bijnor (x,z63), Budaun (884), and Moradabad {x,o7o); and 
51,o28 Mewatis, chiefly in the Meerut (22,576), Agra (7,Jt6), 
and Rohilkhand (16,129) Divisions. The large number in 
Rohilkhand, which was never part of Mewat, is explained by 
a migration owing to famine in Mewat in x76x-2. The Meos 
of Rajputana numbered x68,596, or nearly 2 per cent. of the 
total population. Practically all are Muhammadans, and they 
are found in thirteen out of eighteen States. In Alwar there 
were IIJ,l42, or over 13 per cent. of the population; and in 
Bharatpur sx,546, or 8 per cent. The Khanzada subdivision 
is represented by 9,317 members, most of whom are in Alwar. 
The Mewatis have preserved many Hindu customs, such as 
exogamous rules and Hindu festivals. 

According to tradition, the 1\Ieos first crossed the Jumna in 
the period of anarchy which succeeded the invasion by Mahmud 
of Ghazni in 1018-9. The great Rajput clans of Bulandshahr 
and Etawah state that they dispossessed the Meos at the order 
of Prithwi Raj of Delhi towards the end of the twelfth century. 
Throughout the period of Muhammadan rule the Meos were 
the Ishmaelites of their own country and of the Upper Doab, 
though ha.rriea again and again by the kings of Delhi, from 
Nasir-ud-din Mahmud (1259) to Babar (1527). During the 
troubled times of Timllr's invasion ( 1398) Bahadur Nahar, who 
founded the subdivision of'Mewatiscalled Khanziidas, members 
of which were, for many years, rulers of Mewat, was one of the 
most powerful chiefs in this part of India. Under Akbar the 

~-
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tract was divided between the sarkars of. Alwar and Tijara in 
the Subak of Delhi. The rule of the Mewatis was subse~ · 
quently challenged by the Jats, who had already risen to' 
importance before the death of Aurangzeb in 1707, and con
solidated their power in Southern Mewat in the first half of the 
eighteenth century ; and from this time the history of Mewat 
merges in that o( Alwar and Bharatpur. The Meos and 
Mewatis, however, retained their character for turbulence; and 
towards the end of the eighteenth century travelling '"in the 
Upper and Central Doab was unsafe owing to armed bands of. 
Mewati horsemen. They gave much trouble to Lord Lake's 
forces in the Maratha War o( x8o3, while in the Mutiny they 
and the Gujars were conspicuous for their readiness to take 
advantage of disorder. 

(W. Crooke, Tribes and Castes of tke"Nortk- Western Provinces 
and Oudk, vol. iii, p. 485 et seq., where full authorities are 
quoted.] 

Physical Oudh (Awadk)l.-A British Province, forming part of the 
aspects. UNITED PROVINCES, lying between 25° 34' and 28° 42' N. and 

between 79° 41' and 8J0 8' lt. Area, 23,966 square miles. 
Population (xgox), u,SJJ1077· The name is a corruption of 
that of the ancient city of Ajodhya (Ayodhya), which became 
the seat of a local governor under the early Muhammadan 
rulers. Oudh is bounded on the north by the State of 
N epa~ and on all other sides by the Province of Agra. 
The Gorakhpur and Benares Divisions lie on the east, the 
Bareilly and Agra Divisions on the west, and the Allahabad 
Division on _the south. The river Ganges forms the greater 
part of the south-western boundary. Oudh includes portions 
of two of the great natural divisions ofUpper India. The three 
northern Districts of Kheri, Bahraich, and Gonda stretch up 
into the submontane tract lying below the Himalayas, while 
the remainder of the Province lies in the central portion of the 
Gangetic plain. The northern boundary of Bahraich and 
Gonda runs for 6o miles along the low hills which mark the 
first rise above the level of the plain; but the submontane tract 
or tarai is chiefly distinguished by its greater slope and ex
cessive moisture, due to a heavier rainfall and the drainage 
from the outer ranges of the Himalayas. In the northern 
portion of the Province there are large areas of forest land. 
Geologically, the whole o{ Oudh is classified as Gangetic 

I This article deals only with matters in which Oudh differs from the 
rest of the UNITED PROVINCES, to the article on which reference should be 
made for other details. ' 
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alluvium. No rock or stone is found except llankar (nodular 
limestone), which is used for metalling roads. Gold is obtained 
'in very small quantities by washing sand in the rivers in the 
north of the Province. Salt was extensively manufactured 
during native rule, but the industry has been prohibited 
for many years. The flora is described in the article on the 
UNITED PROVINCES .. 

The- country slopes from north-west to south-east, and the River 

drainage follows the same line, being divided into two great ~~el~kes. 
river systems, those of the GoGRA and GANGES, ·which ulti-
·mately unite in Bengal. The Province may thus be divided 
into two tracts separated by the Gogra. On the north-east the 
districts of Bahraich and Gonda form a triangular area, a 
portion of which is drllJ.ned by the RA.PTi, with a course 
roughly parallel to that of the Gogra, into which it falls in 
Gorakhpur District, while the greater part of the drainage 
is carried directly into that river. The rest of the Province is 
roughly rectangular in shape, and lies between the Gogra and 
the Ganges. Through the centre of this portion flow the 
GuMTi and its southern tributary the SAI, which carry off most 
of the drainage into the Ganges. It is only in the. northern 
Districts of Kheri and Sitapur that the Gogra obtains an 
increase to its volume through the SXRDA and its branches. 
The numerous shallow ponds or jluls, of which the 'DA.HAR 
LAKE is the most important, form a more valuable source lor 
irrigation than the rivers. 

The general aspect of the Province, except during the hot Scenery. 
season when the land is bare, is that of a rich expanse of 
waving and very varied crops, interspersed with numerous 
ponds or shallow lakes, mango groves, and bamboo clumps. 
The villages lie thickly scattered, consisting of low cottages 
surrounded by patches of garden-land. The dense foliage of 
mango plantations marks the site of almost every little home-
stead. Mahuii (JJassia latijoHa}, plantains, guavas, and jack-
fruits add further beauty to the village plots. The scenery, as 
a whole, has few claims to attention, except so far as trees and 
water may occasionally combine to produce a pleasing effect; 
but the varied colouring of the ripe crops, the sky, and the 
groves or buildings, often charm the eye under the soft haze of 
a tropical atmosphere. 

The legendary accounts of Oudh centre round AJODHVA or History. 
Awadh, the city from which the Province takes its name. This Legends. 
v.·as the capital of Kosala, the kingdom of Dasaratha of the 
Solar race, father of Rama, from which the hero went forth into 

v.r.L Q 
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exile with 'his wife Sua and his brother Lakshmana, and to 
which he returned in triumph after the defeat of Ravana, king 
of Ceylon. Many places in Oudh are visited by pilgrims on 
appointed days as connected with the story. After the death 
of Rama the kingdom was divided into Northern Kosala, ruled 
by his son, Lava, at Sravasti, and Southern Kosala, ruled by 
another son, Kusa. No approximate date can be assigned to 
whatever may be historical in the story of the Ramayana. 

Buddhism. In the Buddhist literature of the centuries immediately 

Mediaeval 
period. 

Early 
Muham· 
mad an 
period. 

before the Christian era, Sravasti figures as an important place 
at which Gautama spent many years. Its exact site is dis
puted, but the kingdom of which it was the capital certainly 
included part of Oudh north of the Gogra. The rest of the 
province· still preserves many remains of the Buddhist faith, 
which have not been thoroughly examined. An inscription of 
the twelfth or thirteenth century found at SET MAHET in the 
Gonda and Bahraich Districts shows that Buddhist tenets were 
held as late as that date, but the Chinese pilgrims in the fifth and 
seventh centuries lament that the faithful were even then few. 

Little more is known of Oudh up to the rise of the Guptas of 
Magadha, who gradually extended their dominions westward 
from Patna in the fourth century A. n., and according to the 
Puranas took Sii.ketam or Ajodhya. The once populous tract 
north of the Gogra relapsed into jungle, and the ancient city 
of Sravasti was deserted by--the seventh century. 

According to tradition, the Tharus who are still found in 
the tarai descended from the hills fu. the eighth or ninth 
century ; and legend tells of a line of Somavansi kings, the 
last of whom, Suhil Deo, fought with Saiyid Salar. In these 
dark ages, while the Rajput clans were rising into importance, 
Western Oudh must have been subject to the rulers of Kanauj 
or Katehr, and Eastern Oudh to Benares, till this was absorbed 
in the great kingdom of Kanauj. • 

The raid of Mahmiid Ghaznivid, in xox8-9, extended from 
Kanauj through part of Southern Oudh ; and there are many 
tombs in the province, said to be those of warriors who fell in 
the expedition of his canonized nephew, Saiyid Sii.lar, the tomb 
of the saint himself being at Bahraich. It was nearly two 
centuries later, however, before Muhammad Ghori's general, 
Kutb-ud-din, finally defeated Jai Chand of Kanauj in II94, 
and thus broke up the last great Hindu kingdom. Not long 
afterwards the Bhars, a dark-skinned aboriginal race still 
existing as a low caste, rose into importance in Southern Oudh 
and in Bundelkhand, but were crushed in 1247; and the ,. 
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history of the province for nearly soo years is a part of the 
general history of the kingdom of Delhi. There were local 
governors at Ajodhya, Bahraich, Sandila, Manikpur, and other 
places, who often found it difficult to maintain their authority ; 
for in Oudh, as in Bundelkhand, the Hindus were never 
thoroughly subdued, as they were at an early date in the Doab 
and later in Rohilkhand. In 1.394 Khwaja Jahan was made 
governor of Kanauj, Oudh, Karli, and Jaunpur, and soon 
afterwards assumed iQdependence. For more than eighty 
years the province formed part of the great Sharkl (or Eastern) 
kingdom of J aunpur, and shared in the struggle with Delhi, 
which ended with the fall of Jaunpur in 1478. In the south
western corner Tilok Chand, head of the Bais Rlijputs, gradually 
rose to power and became the greatest noble in Oudh, with 
a large tract owning his sway, known as BAISWARA. 

After Babar had gained a footing in Hindustlin by his The 
'victory at Plinipat in 1526, and had advanced to Agra, the Mughals. 
defeated Afghan house of Lodi still occupied the Central 
Doab, Oudh, and the eastern Districts of the present United 
Provinces. In 1527 Babar, on his return from Central India, 
defeated his opponents in Southern Oudh near Kanauj, and 
passed on through the province as far as Ajodhya, where he 
built a mosque in 1528, on the site renowned as the birthplace 
of Rama. The Afghans remained in opposition after the 
death of Babar in 1530, but were defeated near Lucknow in 
the following year. The .Mughal power was, however, still far 
from secure; and Sher Khan (afterwards Sher Shah), the new 
leader of the Afghans, gradually increased his influence till in 
1540, by his victory at Kanauj, he compelled Humayiin to fly 
from India. For five years the country was at rest; but on 
the death of Sher Shah in 1545 the Afghan power began to fall 
to pieces, and Humayun returned in I555· Under Akbar a 
redistribution of the empire into provinces took place. Oudh 
was formed into a Siibah or province, containing five sarkiirs 
or divisions and thirty-eight mahiils or parganas. The pro-
,·incial forces consisted of 7,640 cavalry, 168,250 infantry, and 
59 elephants. Awadh or Ajodhya was then one of the prin-
cipal cities in India, and Lucknow WjlS rising in importance. 
Akbar's government was not established without a struggle, 
and in 1565 the jiigirdJrs Iskandar Khan of Ajodhyi and 
Khan Zaman of Jaunpur revolted and took Lucknow, but were 
soon defeated. It is noticeable that in the list of Akbar's 
grandees only three belonged to Oudh, one of whom was 
a Hindu, the celebrated Todar Mal 

Q2 
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Eighteenth The rule of the Mughal emperors was uneventful for Oudh 
ceutwy. during the next xso years, when the chief centre of interest lay 

in the Deccan. Local prosperity may be inferred from the 
rise in revenue, which was so lakhs in IS94 and 83 lakhs about 
1720, while the measured area had increased from 9,933 
square miles to 18,S77· In the struggles for the succession to 
Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb Oudh played no important part. 
When, however, the Mughal empire fell to pieces, small states 

Said at 
Khan. 

arose, the rulers of which obtained practical independence. 
Among these Oudh took the first place ; · and its importance 
dates from the appointment about 1724 of Muhammad Amin, 
originally a merchant from Khorasan, to be governor of Oudh, 
with the titles of Saadat Khan and Burhan-ul-mulk. The new 
governor was a great soldier, who soon reduced those of the 
local Hindu chieftains who opposed him. He built a house 
a few miles west of Ajodhyii, round which grew up the new 
town of Fyzabad ; but most of his time was spent elsewhere, 
fighting at one time against the Marathas and at another 
against Nadir Shah, or fulfilling the duties of his office as Wazir 
of the empire. Deputies managed his two provinces of Oudh 
and Allahabad, and on the whole ruled well under his guidance. 

Safdar He was succeeded in 1739 by his nephew and son-in-law, 
Jang. Safdar Jang, who had been his deputy at Fyzabad, and was an 

able statesman. Under both these rulers the province enjoyed 
great prosperity, and forts, wells, and bridges were constructed. 
In 174S Safdar Jang quarrelled with Ali Muhammad, who was 
then consolidating the Rohillas on the western boundary of 
Oudh, and thus commenced the long struggle which was to 
end in the addition of Rohilkhand to Oudh. When the old 
Nizam of the Deccan died in 1748, he was succeeded in his 
office as Wazir of the empire by Safdar Jang. Then followed 
a war with the Pathan chief of Farrukhabad, which resulted in 
Safdar J ang's invoking the assistance of the Marathiis, who 
afterwards became a menace to his own province. The 
immediate result, however, was that the Farrukhabad territory 
became practically dependent on Oudh. In I7S4 the 
emperor Ahmad Shah deprived Safdar Jang of his office as 
W azir, and aided by the: Marathas successfully drove him back 
to Oudh when he attempted, with the help of the Jats, to seize 
Delhi. In the same year Safdar J ang died and was succeeded 

Shuja-ud- by his son, Shuja-ud-daula, who removed the capital for a time 
daula. to Lucknow, which had first become a considerable town in 

the time of Sher Shah. He. was engaged almost at once in 
conjunction with the Rohillas in repelling the Marathas, who 
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had been summoned by the new Wazir, Ghizi-ud-din, and 
were now looked on as a common enemy of the states of 
Hindustan. When the prince_ Ali Gauhar (afterwards Shah 
Alam II) escaped from Delhi, he was received by Shuja-ud
daula and advised to proceed against Bengal, where the 
British power was increasing. In 1761 Shuja-ud-daula fought 
by the side of the other Muhammadan chiefs in the great 
battle at Panipat, and soon afterwards Shah Alam gave up his 
fruitless contests with the British, and retired to Allahabad. 
Here he was under the control of Shuja-ud-daula, who was 
appointed to the office of Wazir, which henceforth became 
hereditary in his family. After the massacre at Patna in 1763, 
Mir Kasim and his lieutenant, Sumru, fled to Oudh and were 
joined by the emperor and Shuja-ud-daula; but the allied 
troops failed to take Patna and were completely defeated 
by the British at Buxar in 1764. Shah Alam, who had taken 
no part in the fighting, went over to the British, while Shuja
ud-daula fled through Fyzabad and Lucknow to Bareilly. He 
obtained some help from the Pathans and even from the 
Marathas, and again faced the British in 1765 near Jajmau 
in Cawnpore District, but suffered defeat a second time. By 
the treaty then proposed, the British were to obtain the 
greater part of the present Benares Division, and Shah Alam 
'1\'llS to be placed in possession of the rest of Oudh. The Court 
of Directors, however, refused to sanction this arrangement, 
and everything was restored to Shuja-ud-daula, except the 
districts south of the Ganges (now Cawnpore, Fatehpur, and 
Allahabad), which were made over to the emperor. Shuja-ud
daula also undertook to pay the British a contribution of 
so lakhs. About this time he moved his court back to 
Fyzablid, where he built a fort and greatly increased the 
prosperity of the city. In 1769 the Marathas returned to 
Hindustan and assumed a most threatening attitude. Two 
years later, the emperor disregarded the advice of the British 
and joined them, leaving Allahabad in charge of Shuja-ud
daula. The danger to Oudh and the British was imminent, 
and when the Marathas extorted a grant of the Allahabad 
territory from Shah Alam, British troops were sent to occupy 
Chunir and Allahabad. The Marathas pressed on, and in 
I 7 7 3 Sir Robert Barker marched to guard the frontiers or 
Oudh and Rohilkhand under a guarantee of a lakh of rupees 
a month. British troops aided in driving the Marathas out of 
Rohilkhand, and later in the year Warren Hastings met Sbuja
ud-daula at Benares. The result was the cession to the Wazir 
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of the Allahabad territory, which was taken from the emperor 
because of his grant of it to the Marathas, while the Wazir 
paid the Company so lakhs and undertook to pay 25 lakhs 
a year, besides the cost of a brigade of British troops to be 
stationed on the borders of his territories. A permanent British 
Resident was appointed for the first time at his court, and 
these arrangements may be said to mark the conversion of 
Oudh into a state dependent on the Company. Shuja-ud-daula 
now made fresh effort's to reduce the Rohillas, who had been 
intriguing with the Marathlis, and had refused to pay for the 
help given them in 1772. The Council at Calcutta hesitated, 
but finally sent troops, and in 1774 Rohilkhand was added 
to Oudh with the exception of the present Rampur State, 
which was left in the .hands of a Rohilla chief. 

Shuja-ud-daula died in 1775, and was succeeded by his son, 
Asaf-ud-daula, who was incapable and inclined to debauchery. 
He was at once required to cede to the Company the zamin
diiri of Benares, and to pay more for British troops. His per
sonal extravagance was great, and he demanded large sums 
from his mother, the Bahu Begam. The court was now finally 
removed to Lucknow, and Fyzlibad began to decline, while 
most of the state suffered from his failure to exercise any per
sonal authority and from the quarrels of his subordinates. In 
1781 a new treaty was made by Warren Hastings, under which 
the British troops in Oudh ~re reduced to one brigade and 
one regiment, and the Nawab was authorized to resume jiiglrs 
or grants of land. Asaf-ud-daula took advantage of this to 
confiscate the jiigirs of his mother and grandmother, and by 
imprisoning their chief officers extorted large sums of money 
from them. Warren Hastings's share in these transactions was 
one of the counts in his subsequent impeachment. His ap
proval of the resumption of the jagirs was, however, justified by 
the behaviour of the Begams, who had raised the whole of 
eastern Oudh against the British when the lmeute at Benares 
took place in 1781 1• 

gaiidat Ali Asaf-ud-daula died in 1797, and was succeeded-after a short 
Khan. interval, during· which his reputed son, Wazir Ali, ruled-by 

his half-brother, Saadat Ali Khan, who concluded a treaty ceding 
to the Company the fort of Allahabad and promising an annual 
subsidy of 76 lakhs, while the British in return undertook the 
entire defence of Oudh. Four years later, after the threatened 
attack by Zam~n Shah Durrani, Rohilkhand and other parts of 

1 Wanen Hastings's Insurrution at Banaris, Appendix, p. 8 (Roorkee 
reprint, 1853). 
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the Oudh territories were in a state of anarchy, and it was feared 
that Sindhia would seize the opportunity to attack the state. 
The Nawab, therefore, executed a fresh treaty giving up the so
called Ceded Provinces t, which left him with the area now 
called Oudh, surrounded on all sides by British territory except 
on the north, where the Gurkhas ruled. Sadaat All Khlin died 
in r8r4, having been a good ruler compared with his prede· 
cessor. In particular, he attempted to reform the revenue 
administration, one of his chief difficulties being the resumption 
of grants made by previous rulers. At his death the treasury 
contained 14 crores of rupees, though all establishments had 
been paid up to date and there we're no debts. 

The history of his successors is a miserable record. The Later 
only redeeming feature of the period is the occasional employ- rulers. 
ment as minister of the capable Mahdi Ali Khan, who had been 
trained under Saadat Ali. Ghazi-ud-din Haidar, son of Saadat 
Ali, was allowed to assume the title of king or Shah in r8r9, 
and was the first to strike coin in his own name. He spent 
four crores of the treasure left by his father, and was succeeded 
in 1827 by his son, Nasir-ud-din Haidar, a debauchee, who 
aped English manners and left only 70 lakhs when he died in 
1837. An attempt was then made to place a putative son on 
the throne ; but a few of the Company's sepoys were sufficient 
to quell the disturbance that arose, and the uncle of the late 
king succeeded as Muhammad Ali Shah. He died in 1842 
and was followed by his son, Amjad Ali Shah (died 1847). In 
t8so it was estimated that Wli.jid Ali Shah, the last king, was 
spending more than 20 lakhs annually over and above the . 
whole revenue of the state, while the allowances of his officials 
and his family were greatly in arrears. Muhammad Ali Shah 
had made some attempts at reform in the administration of 
justice and the revenue system; but Mahdi Ali Khan, whom 
he recalled for the purpose, was then an old man, and nothing 
came of them. 

Open resistance to the king's officials and defiance of all law Annexa. 
and order were the ordinary rule. Chronic anarchy and tion. 

oppression had reduced the people of Oudh to extreme misery, 
and reform by its native rulers had long been hopeless. In 
1828 the Resident had reported that only British assumption 
of administration could save the country from ruin, and in 

a The present Gorakhpur Division, most of the Bareilly Division, and 
the Districts of Allahibid, Cawnpore, Fatehpnr, Etiwah, Mainpnri, Etah, 
and Fanukhibid, the south of Mirz.ipur, and the Tarai jargrlntU of the 
Kumaun Division. 
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1834 the Court of Directors had authorized this step; but it 
was averted for the time by the improvement effected by Mahdi 
Ali Khan. In 1856 things had come to such a pass that a 
treaty was proposed to the king, which provided, on liberal 
terms to himself and his heirs, for the cession of his state to 
the Company. The king, however, refused to sign it ; and 
accordingly, in February, x856, the British Government assumed 
to itself the government of Oudh, exclusively and for ever. A 
provision of 12 lakhs a year was offered to the king, which he 
accepted in October, 18591 and separate provision was sanc
tioned for his collateral relatives. Wajid Ali Shah was allowed 
to retain the title of king of Oudh till his death in x887, when 
the title ceased absolutely, and the pecuniary allowances were 
reduced. On its annexation, Oudh was constituted into a 
Chief Commissionership, and organized on the model of ad
ministration which had been adopted in the Punjab eight years 
previously. Troops had been moved in, and one British 
infantry regiment held Lucknow, while native regiments 
garrisoned Sitapur, Fyzabad, Sultanpur, Bahraich, Daryabiid, 
Salon, and Secrora. The first year after annexation passed on 
the whole quietly. 

Mutiny. The annexation had, .however, caused considerable discon-
tent among important classes. The falukdars feared, with more 
or less reason, the loss of position and estate. The sepoys, 
who were largely recruited from the Province, anticipated the 
curtailment of the exceptional privileges which they had enjoyed 
while their homes were in native territory. The rebellion began 
in Oudh a fortnight after the outbreak at Meerut gave the 
signal for a general rising. In March, x857, Sir Henry 
Lawrence had assumed the administration at Lucknow; 
and on May JO five of the native regiments broke into 
mutiny. The remainder of the events connected with the 
siege and recovery of the capital are .narrated in the article on 
LucKNOW CITY, and need only be briefly mentioned here. 
For some time the talukdars, with few exceptions, took no 
active part in the revolt ; several of them did noble service in 
saving the lives of fugitives ; but the native garrisons of the 
out-stations followed the example of their comrades at Luck
now, and by the middle of June the Residency at Lucknow 
was the only spot in the Province under the British flag. On 
July 4 Sir Henry Lawrence died from wounds caused by a 
shell. For twelve weeks the little Lucknow garrison was be
sieged by an overwhelming body of mutineers, till relieved 
by Outram and Havelock on September 25. In spite of 
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this reinforcement, the British force found itself too weak to 
fall back upon Cawnpore, and the siege continued till raised 
by Sir Colin Campbell on November 17. The women and 
children were then escorted to Cawnpore by the main body, 
while General Outram held the outlying post of the Alambagh 
with a small garrison. Lucknow itself remained in the hands 
of the rebels, who fortified it carefully under the direction of 
the Begam1 of Oudh. Early in x8s8 General Franks organized 
a force at Benares for the reconquest of the Province, and 
cleared the south-eastern Districts of rebels. At the same time 
Jang Bahiidur, the minister of Nepal, assisted the British with 
a body of 8,ooo Gurkhas, and twice defeated the insurgents 
with great slaughter. On the last day in February .Sir Colin 
Campbell crossed the Ganges and marched on Lucknow. 
Occupying the Dilkusha palace op. March s, he effected a 
junction with Franks and the Nepalese army, and began the 
siege the next day. The town was captured after a desperate 
resistance, and the work of reorganization of the Province 
began. Early in April Sir Hope Grant marched with a column 
north-west of Lucknow, and soon afterwards General Walpole 
passed through Hardoi. In May the rebels who threatened the 
Cawnpore road were dispersed, and in· June the Begam's army, 
which was threatening Lucknow, was defeated. General Grant 
marched to Fyzabad in July and then south to Sultiinpur, while 
a force co-operated from Allahabad. The military police, which 
had been reorganized, and a Sikh contingent under Raja 
Randhir Singh of Kapiirthala did valuable service ; and when 
the Commander-in-Chief took the field in November, x8s8, 
the rebellion collapsed at once, and Oudh was pacified by the 
end of the year. • 

Oudh is rich in ancient sites, but none of these has been Archaeo

regularly explored, except the mounds at SET MAHET in the logy. 

Gonda and Bahraich Districts, which yielded important 
Buddhist and Jain remains. Opinions are divided as to 
whether this is the site of the ancient city of Sravasti. Popular 
belief associates many places with the aboriginal Bhars, of 
whose history little is known. At Ajodhyi, which is connected 
with the legendary history of the Solar race, the Hindu temples 
are all of modern date. The early Muhammadan period is 
chiefly represented by traditions of the religious incursion of 
Saiyid Saliir, whose tomb at Bahraich was built early in the 
thirteenth century, or 200 years after his death. The mosque 

1 Wife of Wijid AU Shah, the la.st king, and mother of Bitjis Kadar, 
•ho assumed the throDe. 
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of Babar atAjodhyli, and the remains of a few buildings erected 
by the Siiri Pathans, may also be mentioned. The Mughals 
have left few memorials in the Province; and the chief build
ings now standing are those erected by the Nawabs and kings 
of Oudh in the last quarter of the eighteenth and first half of 
the nineteenth centuries, at FYZABAD and LucKNow. The 
earlier buildings of this period are not unpleasing ; but the 
style degenerated, and the later edifices are vulgar in the 
extreme. 

Oudh has probably the densest rural population of any equal 
area in the world. The first Census taken in x869 returned 
a total population of II·2 millions, on an area of 24,000 square 
miles, yielding an average of 468 persons per square mile; 
but defects in the procedure probably caused the figures to be 
exaggerated. In 1881 the population was returned at II·4 
millions, the central Districts having suffered from famine. 
Ten years later there had been· an increase to 12·7 millions, 
and all parts of the Province showed an increase in prosperity. 
The famine of 1896-7 caused distress in southern and western 
Oudh, especially in Hardoi and Rae Bareli, but the total popu
lation increased to 12·8 millions in 1901, Statistics of the 
population in 1901 for each of the twelve Districts included 
in the two Divisions of Lucknow and Fyzabad will be found 
in the article on the UNITED PROVINCES. The average density 
was 535 persons per square mile; but in single Districts the 
figure varied from 820 in Lueknow and 704 in Fyzabad to 305 
in Khen. Central Oudh is the most thickly populated portion, 
while the submontane'Districts are less crowded, but are filling 
up rapidly. Emigration to distant parts of India and to the 

, colonies is becoming considerable. Partabgarh and Rae Bareli 
Districts in southern Oudh send the largest numbers to Assam, 
while the northern Districts of Gonda and Fyzabad supply 
emigrants to the colonies. The principal city in the Province 
is Lucknow, which has a population of 264,049, including the 
cantonments, and is larger than any city in India except the 
three Presidency towns and Hyderabad. Fyzabad (with 
Ajodhya) has a population of 75,085; but there are only three 
other towns, Bahraich (271304), Sitapur (22,557), and Shahabad 
(2o,o36), whose population exceeds 2o,ooo. The absence of 
large cities and towns is remarkable, and the agricultural 
population forms nearly 7 3 per cent. of the total. 

The proportion of Hindus to Musalmans in the total popu
lation of Oudh is much the same as in the Province of Agra, 
though the Musalmans are numerically a little weaker and are 
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found to a larger extent in towns. Out of 1·1 millions of· 
Musalmans more than 621ooo are Sbiahs, the largest numbers 
being found in Lucknow city, where the sect of the former 
kings still has many followers. 

Except in Hardoi District, where a dialect of Western Hindi Language. 
is spoken, the language of the whole of Oudh is the Awadhi 
dialect of Eastern Hindi, an old form of which was used by 
Tulsi Das, the author- of the vernacular version of the Rama~ 
yana, which has been termed the Bible of Upper India. The 
dialect is still a favourite vehicle for verse, as its forms are more 
suitable to the indigenous metres than Urdu or Hindustani, 
which is used for prose or in conversation by educated people. 

The caste system is described in the article on the UNITED C~te, 
PROVINCES. In rural tracts more respect is paid to the tnbe, and 

race. 
higher castes than in the Doiib, and the prejudices of Bra.h~ 
mans and Rajputs against touching a plough are recognized 
by their landlords, who allow them privileged rates of rent. 
Brahmans number 1•4 millions, and Ahirs and Chamiirs each 
I•J millions. Among the cultivating classes may be men~ 
tioned the Kurmis (0·9 million), and Lodbas and Muraos (each 
0•4 million) ; and among lower_ castes the Piisis, numbering 
nearly a million, who ar~ largely employed as toddy~rawers, 
thaukidiirs, and labourers. 

No metalled roads existed in Oudh at the time of annex- Communi~ 
ation, except that from Cawnpore to Lucknow. Mter the cations. 

pacification in 1858 the first lines of communication to be 
taken up were roads from Allahabad to Fyziibiid and from 
Lucknow to Fyziibad. With the exte~sion of railways the roads 
have become only of local importance. The main line and 
a loop of the broad-gauge Oudh and Rohilkhand State Railway 
pass from north-west to south-east through Oudh, south of the 
Gogra, while an important branch connects Lucknow with 
Cawnpore, and a line from Allahabad through Partabgarh and 
Sultanpur to Fyziibad has recently been opened. The su~ 
montane Districts are well served by the narrow-gauge Bengal 
and North-Western (Company) line and the Lucknow-Sitapur 
(State} Railway. 

Oudh remained a separate administration until February, Adminis-
1877, when the offices of Chief Commissioner of Oudh and tration. 

Lieutenant-Gove~nor of the North-Western Provinces were 
united. Since 1902 the title of Chief Commissioner has 
merged in that of Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces. 
In revenue matters the Chief Commissioner remained the 
principal authority till after the passing of Act XX of 189o, 
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under which the control of the North-Western Provinces Board 
of Revenue was extended to Oudh. For most administrative 
purposes there is now no difference between the Provinces of 
Oudh and Agra. The principal exceptions are in the land 
revenue system, especially in its relation to tenures, the rent 
law, and the judicial system, each of which will now be 
described. 

On the acquisition of what is now the Province of Agra, 
the policy adopted was to set aside the officials who, during 
the decline of Mughal power, had acquired quasz:proprietary 
rights and a hereditary position. The official zamindiirs of 
Bengal had been tried and found wanting, and an attempt 
was made to engage for the payment of revenue with the actual 
occupiers of the soil. In several Districts a double proprietary 
right was found, the holder of the superior right being called 
a talukdar. The relation of the talukdar to the subordinate 
proprietor was, however, largely a temporary arrangement due 
to the disturbed state of the country; and the subordinate 
proprietors were therefore invested with full proprietary rights, 
subject, in some cases, to the payment of an allowance to the 
talukdars, who were confirmed only in their ancestral estates. 
The same policy was applied to Oudh on annexation, though 
the circumstances were not identical. The talukdars then held 
23,543 villages in the Province out of 36,721. A summary 
settlement was made in 18 56, which recognized the rights of the 
talukdars in 13,64o villages With a revenue of 35 lakhs, and 
set them aside in 9,90.3 villages with a revenue of 32 lakhs. 
The Mutiny broke out in May, x857, and on the restoration of 
order in x858 the policy was completely reversed. In the first 
place, the proprietary right in practically all the land of the 
Province was declared to be confiscated on account of rebellion. 
This proclamation was severely censured in India and in 
England, but was justified on the ground that the change in 
policy required the cancellation of existing rights. Only five 1 

talukdars had remained loyal; their rights were maintained, and 
they were subsequently rewarded with large additional grants 
and a permanent settle~ent The other talukdars and land
holders were called on to submit, and a liberal measure of 
indulgence was promised to those who came forward promptly 
and helped to restore order. Though order had not been com
pletely restored, owing to the' suspicion of the lalukdars regard
ing the real intentions of Government, summary settlements 

1 The proclamation of !<£arch, I858, mentioned six, but one was found 
later to have rebelled. --
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were, commenced in 1859 and u,658 villages were settled 
with lalululiirs. This reversal of the former policy became 
the subject of much discussion. Lord Canning in April, 
1858, described the majority of the talukdiirs as men, dis
tinguished neither by birth, good service, nor connexion with 
the soil, who had acquired their position by holding office 
under a corrupt government ; but at the same time he justified 
the new policy by declaring that the village proprietors had 
shown themselves unfit for the position in which they had been 
put. In October he was of opinion that the action of the latter 
had almost amounted to an admission that they did not value 
independent rights, and that the talukdan· system was 'the 
ancient, indigenous, and cherished system of the country.' 
More complete inquiries than were then possible have shown 
that neither of these statements was altogether correct. With 
some notable exceptions the majority of talukdiirs at annexation 
were not officials, but belonged to families connected with the 
soil. Many of them were the descendants of hereditary chiefs, 
whose authority had long been acknowledged over wide tracts 
of country. So far as the talukas represented these chieftain
ships, or the territory held by a body of clansmen with their 
Raja as its head, they were no doubt ancient and indigenous. 
In its later form, however, when the system had developed 
under a weak and corrupt government, it is more correctly 
described as one of convenience, as far as the village proprietors 
were concerned, than as a cherished institution. Almas Air, 
the capable minister of Nawab Saiidat Ali Khan at the end of 
the eighteenth century, took pains to engage directly with the 
village occupiers in the part of the Province under his controL. 
For fifty years afterwards a weak central government made few 
attempts to control its corrupt officials or to keep the peace 
among the talukdiirs. The petty Rajas, constantly ,fighting 
with each other or with the officials, were interested in attach
ing to themselves village communities who could aid them 
with fighting men, while the latter gained by voluntarily in
cluding their villages in talukas, as the lalukdiirs paid revenue 
direct to Lucknow and the extortions of the collectors were 
avoided. Thus by 1856 many of the estates held by repre
sentatives of old families had grown far beyond their original 
limits, by voluntary accessions, by the conquest of weaker 
neighbours, or by the crushing of the village proprietors. 
In addition there were the comparatively few large talukas put 
together by court favourites, officials, or bankers. The sum
mary settlement of 1859 restored the status of 1856, regardless 
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of the methods by which estates had been acquired, except 
where estates were permanently confiscated for murder or the 
refusal to submit. The same year a declaration was issued 
that those talukdiirs with whom a settlement had been made 
had acquired permanent, heritable, and transferable rights in 
their talukas. Formal certificates (sanads) announcing this 
were drawn up and distributed. An Act to define the rights of 
talukdiirs and to regulate the succession to their estates was 
subsequently passed (The Oudh Estates Act, x869). The 
result has been to give the talukdiirs absolute powers of disposal 
of their property, either in their lifetime, or by will t, notwith
standing the limits imposed by Hindu or Muhammadan law. 
Most estates descend in case ofintestacy to a single heir under 
a law of primogeniture, the rules of which are contained in 
section 22 of the Oudh Estates Act, but others are subject to 
the ordinary law of inheritance. 

Talukdars' The talukdiirs, like the large landholders in all parts of 
R
8
elief Act, India, have had their troubles. Debts before annexation and 

l 70· . . d . 1 d h . d mismanagement afterwar s mvo ve many of t etr estates, an 

Settled 
Estates 
(United 
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in x87o an Act was passed for their relief. The estates of those 
who applied to come under its operation were vested in 
managers, and as a consequence all civil suits and the execution 
of decrees against such estates were suspended. In all, forty
seven estates with a rental of 2 5 lakhs were brought under the 
Act ; but three were released almost at once. The remaining 
forty-four properties were fou'iid to be indebted to the amount 
of 32 lakhs. The working of the Act, while favourable to the 
talukdiirs, gave rise to well-founded complaints by creditors. 

·Mortgagees in possession could be ousted, and interest was 
reduced to not more than 6 per cent. In 1873 it was proposed 
to make Government loans, so as to free those 'estates which 
were certainly capable of repaying them with 5 per cent. 
interest in twenty years ; . but two years later it was decided 
that all private debts should be paid off by loans from Govern
ment. More than 26! lakhs was advanced, and the cost of 
management was reduced by making Deputy-Commissioners 
responsible for it. The later administration of the Act was 
thus similar to the operations of the Court of Wards. 

In 1894 the talukdiirs asked that the Act of x87o might be 
revived, and also raised the question of making estates in
alienable. Discussion followed, and in 1900 an Act was 

. 1 When all heirs are disinherited, the will has effect only if executed more 
than three months before the death 9Uhe testator and registered within one 
month of the date of execution. 
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passed providing that talukdiirs and grantees in whose estates Act II of 
the rule of primogeniture is in force may apply for permission Igoo. 
to bring their estates under the Act. If property is encumbered 
it may only be 'settled' (or entailed) with the consent of all 
the encumbrancers, or when Government is satisfied that their 
interests V~i.ll not suffer. The 'settlement' may be declared 
irrevocable, or, if this . is not done, it may be cancelled with 
the sanction of Government. The effect of the Act is to make 
the holder of a ' settled ' estate incapable of alienating or ep
cumbering it; leases may be given only for seven or, with the 
District officer's sanction, for fourteen years; a testator may 
only bequeath 'settled' property as a whole, and must bequeath 
it to an heir. Up to the end of 1904 five estates had been 
'settled' under the Act, all but one irrevocably. • 

The terms of the sanads of 1859 reserved to the Government Subordi
power to take such measures as it might think fit to protect ~~;a~ts. 
the inferior proprietors and village occupants, and an acute ng 
controversy took place which was not settled till 1866. In 
regard to the subordinate proprietors, the dispute was whether 
rights should be recognized only so far as they were actually 
enjoyed in 1856, or whether the enjoyment in previous years 
of rights subsequently lost should be held to give a valid claim. 
It was soon decided that the settlement courts and not the 
civil courts should adjudicate on disputed cases, and should 
be allowed to hear claims to sub-proprietary rights based on 
enjoyment of rights as far back as 1844 or twelve years before 
annexation. The definition of what should be considered an 
enjoyment of rights proved more difficult, and there was 
hopeless disagreement over the rights of tenants. In the latter 
case the question turned on whether there was any custom by 
which length of tenure gave a right of occupancy. An inquiry 
was held, the results of which were differently interpreted. 
Finally, in 1866, it was found possible to dispose of the two 
matters together by what is known as the Oudh Compromise. 
The talukddrs agreed to the detailed rules drawn up for the 
guidance of the settlement courts in dealing with claims to 
sub-proprietary rights, which were embodied in Act XXVI of 
1866 and later executive orders. It was at the same time 
decided that tenants who had held proprietary rights within 
thirty years of annexation should receive occupancy rights, 
while no other tenant right was recognized. 

In Oudh the Government demand for revenue has from the Settlement. 
first been nominally half of the net rental 'assets.' Where both 
superior and inferior proprietary rights exist, the settlement 
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was. made with the superior proprietor or talukdiir. It was 
then decided.by the settlement court whether a sub-settlement 
should be made with the inferior proprietor or not. The latter 
is called a sub-settlerttent holder where this was done, and his 
rights include the power of transfer. In qther cases the right 
awarded was a permanent, heritable, but not transferable lease 
at a rent fixed by the settlement court. The sub-settlement 
holder or permanent lessee manages the area in which he has 
rights, and pays rent (which includes the Government demand) . 
to the talukdiir. If he falls into arrears, the talukdiir may 
either sue in the rent courts or apply to the District officer to 
collect the rent for him. 

It has been shown that the proposal to grant occupancy 
rights in Ou<\h based on long holding was given up. By Act 
XIX of x868, however, tenants who had possessed proprietary 
rights within thirty years of annexation, and had lost them 
when annexation took place, received a heritable, but not 
a transferable, right of occupancy in the land held by them in 
the village or estate where they were formerly proprietors. 
This right includes protection from eviction, except for non
payment of arrears of rent, and carries with it a privileged rate 

· of rent which cani10t be. enhanced beyond a rate I 2} per cent. 
below that paid in the neighbourhood by tenants with no right. 
When the revenue law was ~onsolidated, Acts XVII and XVIII 
of x876 granted a similar right to landholders whose proprietary 
or under-proprietary rights were transferred for arrears of land 
revenue, or in execution of decree after the passing of these 
Acts, in respect of as much of the land in their cultivating 
occupancy at the time of transfer as the District officer might 
determine. Important changes were introduced by the United 
Provinces Acts III and IV of 1901. Ex-proprietors who 
acquire rights under these Acts enjoy a privilege in rent of four 
annas in the rupee (or one-fourth), and by the latter Act the 
right was extended to persons whose proprietary or under
proprietary rights had been transferred by voluntary alienation. 
The right acquired under these Acts is called ex-proprietary, 
and it accrues only in land continuously cultivated by the 
ex-proprietor for twelve years before the date of the transfer, or 
in sir, or homestead land. In Oudh sir means land which 
had been recognized as slr, or had been cultivated continuously 
by a proprietor or under-proprietor, for seven years before the 
passing of the Oudh Rent Act, x886. 

It had been asserted in the great controversy that there was 
no danger in Oudh of rack-renting, as the land was not fully 
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cultivated, and tenants were in demand instead of com~ting 
for holdings. The population had, however, been underesti· 
mated, for while in 1859 it was guessed at between 5 and 8 
millions. the Census of 1869 showed it was about 1 If millions. 
The extent of the protection afforded by the grant of occupancy 
rights was over-estimated. Instead of these forming 15 to 20 

per cent. of the cultivating classes. they were found to number 
less than one-half per cent. By 1873 the number of notices of 
ejectment of ordinary tenants had attracted attention, and annual 

·inquiries showed that these notices were being largely used as 
a means to enhimce rents. In 1881 the views expressed by the 
Famine Commission on the relations between landlord and 
tenant in Northern India led to further inquiry; and the estate 
of one ta!ukdar was sequestrated on the ground that be had 
enhanced rents excessively and discouraged cultivation, and 
thus committed a breach of the conditions of his sanatl, which 
directed him to promote the agricul~al prosperity of his estate. 
The order was cancelled by the Government of India ; but at the 
same time more information wa5 called for on the state ofOudh, 
and a careful inquiry was made in 1882-3. This showed that 
there had been a considerable enhancement of rent during the 
thirteen or fourteen years which had elapsed since settlement. In 
the villages selected the average incidence of rent bad increased 
by nearly 25 per cent., the increase varying from 14 per cent. in 
Gonda to over 49 per cent. in Partabgarh. There was a general 
feeling that the tenants should be placed in a more secure 
position, and that enhancement should bar a further increase 
for a certain time. The remedies to be applied were the sub
ject of much discussion, which resulted in the Oudh Rent Act 
of r886. Under this law all tenants without a right of occupancy 
obtained the statutory right to retain the holdings occupied by 
them when the Act was passed, at the rent then payable, for 
a period of seven years from first occupation or from the last 
change in the rent or area of the holding. After each period 
of seven years rent may be enhanced within a limit of 61 per 
cent. On the death of a tenant his heir may complete the 
period of seven years then current, after which the landlord 
may make a fresh contract for rent without the 61 per cent. 
limit ; but this in turn becomes subject to the septennial revision 
described above. A statutory tenant may be,ejected at the close 
of a seven years' period; but unless the tenant is ejecteQ because 
be has refused to pay a legal enhancement, a penal court fee of 
half the annual rent not exceeding Rs. 2 5 is levied, and in any 
case the new rent may not exceed the old by more than q per 

V.P.I. R 
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cent. This Act has worked well, though it has not entirely 
prevented enhancements beyond the legal limit. In many 
cases such enhancements bave been borne without complaint 
where rents were inadequate; but the tenantry have shown 
themselves ready to come forward freely where real injustice is 
done, and they are certainly better protected than they were 
before. 

Judicial, The judicial system in Oudh is separate from that of Agra. 
Up to 1879 the ordinary non-regulation system prevailed, 
according to which the same officials exercised civil, revenue, 
and criminal powers. In that year it was modified, and under 
the Oudh Civil Courts Act of 1879 Munsifs and Subordinate 
Judges were appointed for civil work. The Commissioners of 
Divisions continued to be Divisional, Civil, and Sessions Judges 
till April, x891, when District Judges were appointed and two 
Commissionerships were abolished. The highest court of 
appeal is tbat of the Judicial Commissioner, who was in 1905 
assisted by one permanent and one temporary Additional 
Judicial Commissioner. District Magistrates, as in most non
regulation Provinces, can pass sentences of imprisonment up 
to a ·limit of seven years. The principal statistics of civil litiga
tion are given below. _Civil suits proper are more numerous 
proportionately to the population than in Agra., but tend to 
decrease, while rent suits are fewer, but are increasing. 

-Awragefor Average for 
ten years 

ending tf39o, 
ten years 

ending tgoo. 
1!)01. 1903· 

-
Suits for money and mov· 

able property , . 48>433 48,389 38,641 39,1# 
Title and other suits , 7.956 7.307 8,568 7.697 
Rent suits • ' 31,o66 34,889 37.363 49,658 

,_ 

Total 87..455 9o,s8s 84,572 96,499 

(Sleeman, Journey througlz Oude (x858); Hoey, Memoirs of 
Delhi and Fyziibiid (x885 and 1889); Irwin, The Garden of 
India (x88o); McLeod Innes, Lucknow and Oudh in the 
Mutiny (1902); Gubbins, Mutinies in Oudh (x8s8); Blue 
Books of 1856, x857, x8s8, x859, x86x, and 1865; Papers 
nlating to Under-propnetary Rights and Rights of Cultivators 
in Oudh (Calcutta, 1867); Conditions of Tenantry and Working 
of Rent Law in Oudh (Allahabad, x883).] 

Pancha.la.-An ancient kingdom of Northern India, form
ing the centre of the MADIIY A-DESA or 'middle country.' There 
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were two divisions: Northern Panchala, with its capital at AHi· 
CHHATTRA or Adikshetra, in Bareilly; and Southern Panchala, 
with its capital at KAMPIL, in Farrukhabiid. They were divided 
by the Ganges, and together reached from the Himalayas to the 
Chambal. In the Mahabharata we find the Pandava brothers, 
after Jeaving Hastinapur (in Meerut District) and wandering in 
the jungles, coming to the tournament at the court of Drupada, 
king of Panchiila, the prize for which was the hand of his 
daughter, Draupadi. The scene of the contest is still pointed 
out west of Kampil, and a common flower in the village lanes 
bears the name of draupadi. In the second century B.C. Northern 
Panchiila appears to have been a kingdom of some importance, 
for coins of about a dozen kings inscribed in characters of that 
period are found in various parts of it, but not elsewhere. It 
has been conjectured that these were the Sunga kings who, 
according to the Puranas, reigned after the Mauryas; but only 
a single name, Agni Mitra, is found both in the Puranic lists and 
on the coins, though many others are compounds with Mitra 
('friend'). The coins point to an absence of Buddhistic ten
dencies. Varaha Mihira, the Sanskrit geographer of the sixth 
century A. D., mentions a people, the Panchalas, who evidently 
inhabited the region described above. 

(Lassen, Ind. Alt., vol. i, p. 598; Cunningham, Coins of 
Ancient India, p. 79; Fleet, Ind. Ant., 1893, p. 170.] 

Rohilkhand.-The name is often applied to the present Physical 
BAREILLY DIVISION of the United Provinces; but it also features. 
denotes a definite historical tract nearly corresponding with 
that Division plus the RAMPUR State and the Tarai parganas 
of Naini Tal District. It is derived from a Pashtu adjective 
ro!ulalt or rohelai, formed from rohu ('mountain'). Rohilkhand 
as thus defined contains an area of u,Soo square miles, forming 
a large triangle bounded on the north by the Himalayas, on the 
south-west by the Ganges, and on the east by the Province of 
Oudh. In the north lies a strip of the Tarai below the hills, 
with large stretches of forest land, the haunt of tigers and wild 
elephants; and only small patches of cultivation belonging to 
the Tharus and Boksas, jungle tribes, apparently of Mongolian 
origin, who seem fever-proof. Passing south the land becomes 
drier, and the moisture drains into the numerous small streams 
rising in the Tarai and joining the Ramganga or the Ganges. 
which ultimately receive most of the drainage. In the north em 
portions of Bijnor and Bareilly Districts, canals drawn from the 
Tarai streams irrigate a small area. The climate is healthy. 
except near the Tarai, and has a smaller range of temperature 
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than the tract south of the Ganges. The rainfall is heavy near 
the hills, but gradll1l.lly'decreases southwards. The usual crops 
of the plains are grown throughout the tract, but sugar..cane 
and rice are of special importance. Wheat, gram, cotton, and 
the two millets (j()Wiir and biijra) are also largely produced. 

History. In early times part of the tract was included in Northern 
PANCHALA. 1 During the Muhammadan period the eastern half 
was Io;'g known as Katehr ; but the origin and meaning of this 
term is disputed. It is certainly connected with the name of 
the Katehriya Rajputs, who were the predominant clan in it ; 
but their name is sometimes said to be derived from that of the 
tract, which is identified with the name of a kind of soil called 
!lather or hatehr, while traditions in Budaun District derive it 
from Kathiiiwiir, which is said to be the original home of the 
clan. Elsewhere the tribal traditions point to the coming of 
the Katehriyas into this tract, from Benares or Tirhut, in the 
twelfth and fourteenth centuries. The portion they first occu
pied seems to have been the country between the Ramganga 
and the Ganges, but they afterwards spread east of the former 
river. When the power of Islam was extending westwards, 
Rathor princes ruled at Budaun ; but the town was taken by 
Kutb-ud-din Aibak in ug6, ~nd afterwards held continuously 
by the Muhammadans. The province was, however, always 
turbulent, and two risings are described in the middle of the 
thirteenth century. In 1379 or 1380 Khargu, a Hindu chief of 
Katehr, murdered Saiyid MiThammad, the governor, at a feast ; 
and Firoz III Tughlak, foiled in his attempt to seize Khargu, 
who fled to Kumaun, appointed an• Afghan governor at Sambhal 
with orders 'to invade the country of Katehr every year, to 
commit every kind of ravage and devastation, and not to allow 
it to be inhabited until the murderer was given up.' Thirty
five years later, when the Saiyid dynasty was being founded, 
another Hindu, Har Singh Deo, rebelled, and though several 
times defeated gave trouble for two or three years. Mahabat 
Khan, the governor, successfully revolted in 1419 or 1420 from 
the rule of Delhi ; and the king, Khizr Khan, failed to take 
Budaun, which remained independent for four years, till after 
the accession of Mubarak Shah, who showed greater force and 
received Mahabat Khan's submission. In 1448 Alam Shah 
Saiyid left Delhi and made Budaun his capital, careless of the 
fact that he was thus losing the throne of Delhi, which was 
seized by Bahlol Lodi. Until his death thirty years later, 
Alam Shah remained at Budaun, content with this small pro~ 
vince. During the long struggle between the Jaunpur and the 
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Delhi kings, the former held parts of Katehr for a time. · In the 
first half of the sixteenth century few events .. in this tract have 
been recorded ; but the last revolt of the Katehriyas is said to 
have taken place in ISSS-6. In ttle reign of Akbar the sarkrir 
of Budaun formed part of the SUbak of Delhi. The importance 
of Budaun decreased, and Bareilly became the capital under 
Shah Ja.bin, while Aurangzeb included the district" of Stt.mbhal 
(Western Rohilkhand) in the territory ruled over by the governor 
of Katehr. At this time Afghans had been making many settle
ments in Northern India; but they were generally soldiers of 
fortune, rather than politicians or men of influence. ·Under 
Shah J aha.n they were discouraged ; but they were found useful 
in the Deccan campaigns of Aurangzeb, and early in the eigh
teenth century the Bangash Pathin, :Muhammad Khan, obtained 
grants in F ARRUKHiBiD, while Ali Muhammad Khan, whose 
origin is obscure, began to seize land north of the Ganges. 
The former held the southern part of the present Districts of 
Budaun and Shahjahanpur; but the principality he carved out 
for himself lay chiefly south of the Ganges. Ali Muhammad 
gave valuable help to the governors of Moradabad and Bareilly 
against the Raja of Kumaun, and also assisted the emperor in 
his intrigues against the Saiyids of Barba, for which he was 
rewarded with the title of Nawib. When Nadir Shah invaded 
India, Ali Muhamniad gained many recruits among the refugees 
from Delhi, and took advantage of the weakness of the central 
government to annex all the territory he could seize. The 
governors of Moridabad and Bareilly were sent against him, but 
both were slain, and in I 7 40 he was recognized as governor of 
Rohilkhand. His next exploits were against Kumaun ; but by 
this time Safdar Jang, Nawib of Oudh, had begun to look on 
him as a dangerous riva~ and persuaded the emperor that the 
Rohillas should be driven out In 1745 Ali Muhammad was 
defeated and imprisoned at Delhi, but afterwards he was 
appointed to a command in the Punjab. On the invasion by 
Ahmad Shah Durrani in 17 48, he was able to return to Rohil
khand, and by judiciously supporting the claims of Safdar 
Jang to be recognized as Wazir, obtained a fresh grant of the 
province. On the death of Ali Muhammad, Rahmat Khan, who 
had been one of his principal lieutenants, was appointed regent 
for his sons. Safdar Jang renewed his attempts to take Robil
khand, and persuaded Kaim Khan, son of Muhammad Khan 
Bangash, of Farrukhabad, to invade it The attack was uo
successfu~ and Kaim Khan lost his life. Safdar Jang at once 
annexed the Farruk.habad territories; but Kaim Khan's brother, · 
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Ahmad Khan, regained them, and attempted to win the active 
sympathy of the Rohillas, which was at first refused and then 
given too late; for Safdar Jang called in the Marathas, with 
whose help he defeated the Rohilla and Bangash forces, and 
Rahmat Khan was driven to the foot of the Himalayas. In 
I 7 52 he yielded and gave bonds for so lakhs, which were made 
over tQ. the Marathas in payment of their services. When 
Ahmad Shah Durrani invaded India a second time, he 
brought back Ali Muhammad's sons, Abdullah and Faiz-ullah, 
who had been in Kandahar since the previous invasion ; but 
Rahmat Khan skilfully arranged a partition of Rohilkhand, 
so that the brothers fought among themselves, and eventually 
Rahmat Khan and his friends became masters of most of the 
province. About this time (1754) another Pathan, named 
Najib Khan, was rising in power. At first he acquired territory 
in the Doab, but in x 7 55 he founded Najibaba.d in Bijnor, and 
thus held the northern part of Rohilkhand independently of 
the other Rohillas. After the third Durrani invasion in.1757, 
he became Bakhshi or paymaster of the royal troops, and the 
following year an attempt was made, through the jealousy of 
other nobles, to crush· him by calling in the Marathas. Rah
mat Khan and Shuja-ud-daula, the new Nawab of Oudh, were 
alarmed for their own safety, and hastened to help him, and 
the Marathiis were driven out of Rohilkhand. When Ahmad 
Shah Durrani invaded Indil!3 fourth time, the Rohillas joined 
him and took part in the battle of Panipat (x76x), and Rahmat 
Khan was rewarded by a grant of Eta wah, which had, however, 
to be conquered from the Marathas. In I 764 and again in · 
1765 the Rohillas gave some assistance to Shuja-ud-daula in 
his vain contests with the English at Patna and at Jajmau; but 
they did not suffer for this at first. In fact the next five years 
were prosperous, and Rahmat Khan was able to undertake one 
of the most necessary reforms of a ruler in this part of India
the abolition of internal duties on merchandise. In 1770 the 
end began. Etawah and the other territory in the Central 
Doii.b were annexed by the Marathas. Najib Khan and Dunde 
Khan, who had been Rahmat Khan's right hand, both died. 
In 17 7 I the Marathas attacked Zabita Khan, son of N a jib Khan, 
and drove him from his fort at Shukartar on the Ganges, and 
the next year harried Rohilkhand. In June, 1772, a treaty was 
arranged between the Rohillas and Shuja-ud-daula, in which the 
latter promised help against the Marathas, while the former 
undertook to pay 40 lakhs of rupees for this assistance. The 
treaty was signed in the presence of a British general. The 
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danger to Oudh, and also to the British, from the Marathlis 
was now clear. Za.bita Khan openly joined them in July, r 7 7 2, 

and at the end of the year they extorted a grant of the provinces 
of Kora and Allahabad from Shah Alam. In 1773 they 
demanded from Rahmat Khan the payment of the so lakhs 
promised twenty years before, and again entered Rohilkhand. 
British troops were now sent up, as it had become known that 
Rahmat Khan was intriguing with the Marathas, who openly 
aimed at Oudh. These intrigues continued even when the 
allied British and Oudh troops had arrived in Rohilkhand, and 
the Nawab of Oudh then made overtures for British help in 
adding the province ~o his territories. Finally, Rahmat Khan 
agreed to carry out the treaty obligations which he had formerly 
contracted with Oudh, and the Marathas were driven across the 
Ganges at Ramghat. This danger being removed, Rahmat 
Khan failed to pay the subsidy due from him to the Nawab 
of Oudh. Later in the same year, Warren Hastings came to 
Benares to discuss affairs with the Nawab, who strongly pressed 
for British help to crush the Rohillas. While the Council at 
Calcutta hesitated, the N awab made secret alliances with Zabita 
Khan and Muzaffar Jang of Farrukhabad, and persuaded the 
emperor to approve by promising to share any territory annexed. 
He then cleared the Marathas out of the Doab, and in 1774 
obtained British troops to assist him against the Rohillas. The 
latter were met between Miranpur Katra in Shlihjahanpur and 
Fatehganj East (in Bareilly District) in April, 1774, and were 
defeated after a gallant resistance, Rahmat Khan being among 
the slain. This expedition formed the subject of one of the 
charges against Warren Hastings, which was directed to show 
that his object was merely to obtain money from the Nawab 
\\'azir in return for help in acquiring new territory. Contem· 
porary documents prove clearly the necessity for improving the 
western boundary of Oudh as a defence against the Marathas, 
and the danger arising from this country being held by men 
whose treachery had been manifested again and again. Faiz· 
ullah Khan, the last remaining chief of the Rohillas, received 
what now forms the RAMPUR State, and Zabita Khan lost his 
possessions east of the Ganges. In I 794 an insurrection broke 
out at Rimpur, after the death of Faiz-ullah Khan. British 
troops were sent to quell it, and gained a victory at Fatehganj 
West. Seven years later, in 18or, Rohilkhand formed part of 
the Ceded Provinces made over to the British by the Nawab 
ofOudh. 

• . • Popula-
The total population of Rohilk.hand lS nearly 6·2 millions. tion. 
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The density approaches soo persons per square mile, and in 
Bareilly District exceeds 6oo. More· than x£ millions are 
Muhammadans, forming 28 per cent, of the total-a proportion 
double that found in the Provinces as a whole. Among Hindu 
castes may be mentioned the Jats, who are not found east 
of Rohilkhand in considerable numbers ; the Ahars, who are 
akin to the Ahirs of other parts ; and the Khagis and Kisans, 
excellent cultivators resembling the Lodhas of the Doab. 
The Bishnoi sect has a larger number of adherents than 
elsewhere. 

[Elliot, History of Indt'a, passim; Strachey, Hastings and 
the Rohilla War (1892).] 

Siirasena.-The ancient name of a tract of country in 
Northern India, round Muttra. According to the Puranas it 
was the name of the grandfather of Krishna, whose history is 
closely connected with Muttra. The inhabitants of the tract 
were called Saurasenas, and Arrian mentions the Saurasenoi as 
possessing two large cities, Methora (MUTTRA) and Cleisobora 
or Cyrisobora (not certainly identified) 1, while the Jobares river 
{J umna) flowed through their territory. Pliny describes the 
Jomanes as flowing between Methora and Carisobora. Varaha 
Mihira, the Sanskrit geographer of the sixth century A. D., makes 
several references to the Saurasenas, who are placed in the 
MADHYA DEsA or 'middle country.' The name has been applied 
to a variety of Priikrit, called Saurasena, which appears to 
have been the ancestor of the present language described as 
Western Hindi in the Linguistic Survey of India. In latet 
times part of this tract was called Braj or Braj Mandai, a 
name which still survives (see MuTTRA DISTRICT). 

1 Lassen (Ind. Alt., vol. i, p. I 27 n. 3) suggests that this is equivalent to 
Krishnapura, which he places at Agra. Cunningham (Anci'ent Geography 
of India, p. 375) identifies it with BRINDABAN. Muttra, Agra, and 
Brindiiban are all on the right bank of the Jumna. See also M•Crindle, 
Andent India as tleseribed by Megasthenes and Arrian, pp. I.fo-I and 
note. 
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Meerut Division.-A Division on the north-western border 
of the United Provinces, extending from the outer ranges of 
the Himalayas across the valley of the Dun and.its southern 
boundary, the Siwalik range, to the middle of the Doab. It 
lies between 27° 29' and 31° 2' N. and 77° 2' and 78° 38' E., 
and is bounded throughout by the JuMNA on the west and the 
GANGES on the east. The head-quarters of the Commissioner 
are at MEERUT CITY. The total population of the Division 
increased from 511411204 in 1881 to 51326,833 in 18911 and 
5o97917II in 19011 the increase during the last decade having 
been greater than in any other Division of the Provinces. 
The total area is I x,3o2 square miles; and the density of 
population is 529 persons per square mile, compared with 
445 for the Provinces as a whole. The Division is the fifth 
largest in area and the third in population. In 1901 Hindus 
numbered 75 per cent. of the total and Musalmlins 23 per 
cent.; other religions include Jains (37,941), Aryas (331718), 
Christians (29,294. of whom 22,864 were natives), and 
Sikhs (4.148). The Division contains six Districts, as shown 
below:-

Land rev..,ue 
Area in PopulatioD, and cesses for 

District. "''uare 1903-4, in tbOil· 
miles. 1!)01. sands of I'U....,... 

Dehra Dfu:a • 1,aog 178,195 1,09 
Sahlranpur • a,u8 11045o230 17o76 
Muzalfamagar 1,666 877,188 17,57 
Meerut . 3,354 '·540,175 33,61 
Bulandshab.I. 1,899 1,138,101 33,31 
Alignrh . •·946 1,aoo,8u :17,97 

Total li,J03 So979o711 t,J0,31 

Debra Dun lies chiefiy between the Siwaliks and the 
Himalayas, stretching up into both ranges ; Saharan pur reaches 
the Siwaliks, but lies chiefty in the great plain; and the other 
Districts are entirely separated from the hills. The Division 
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contains II 2 towns and 7, 7 I 3 villages. The largest towns are 
MEERUT (n8,129 with cantonments), ALiGARH (70,434), 
S.AaA.RANPUR (66,254), HA.THRAs (42,578), KauRJA (29,277), 
DEHRA (28,095 with cantonments), HARDWAR UNION (25,597), 
MuzAFFARNAGAR (23,444), and DEOBAND (2o,x67). 

The chief places of commercial importance are Meerut, 
Sahli.ranpur, Alrgarh (Koil), Hathras, Khurja, and Muzaffar· 
nagar; but many other smaller towns are important centres of 
the grain trade. HARDWAR and GARHMUKTESAR are famous 
for their religious associations. Hastinlipur, now a tiny 
hamlet, is reputed to have been the capital of the Pandava 
kingdom. At KA.Lsi there is a rock inscription of Asoka ; 
Baran or BuLANDSHAHR, ALiGARH or Koil, and SARDHANA 
have special associations, referred to in the articles on those 
places, while Meerut was the place where the great Mutiny 
first broke out in Northern India in May, 1857· 

Bonn· Debra Diin District.-District in the Meerut Division, 
daries,~on- United. Provinces, lying between 29° 57' and 31° 2' N. and 
figuration, 1 • • 1 
and hill 77° 35 and 78° x8' E., w1th an area of 1,209 square m1les. t 
and river is bounded on the north-east by the Tehri State; on the south· 
systems. b G h -1 D' . h h b h s· -· east y ar wa 1stnct; on t e nort -west y t e 1rmur, 

Rawain, Taroch, and Jubbal States. (Punjab); and on the 
south-west by Saharanpur District. 

The District consists of two distinct portions. The greater 
part of it forms a gently sloping valley, 45 miles long and IS to 
20 miles broad, between the HIMALAYAS and the SIWALIK HILLS, 
divided into two parts by a connecting ridge, from which the 
eastern Diin slopes down to the Ganges and the western Diin 
to the J umna. The scenery of these m9untain dales can hardly 
be surpassed for picturesque beauty even among the lovely 
slopes of the massive chain to which they belong. On the 
north, the outer range o~ the Himalayasrises abruptly to a 
height of 7,ooo or 8,ooo feet, with the hill station of MussooRIE 
and the cantonments of LANDOUR and CHAKRATA. The 
Siwaliks rise with a more gentle slope on the south-west of the 
valley, but fall away suddenly to the great plain of the DoA.B. 
The other portion of the District is the Jaunsar-Bawar pargana 
or Chakrlitli tahsil, which strikes north from the outer raJtge of 
the Himalayas between the valleys of the Tons and Jumna, 
and consists of a confused mass of ridges and spurs clothed 
with forest. The drainage of Jaunsar-Biiwar falls into the 
Tons or the Jumna, which unite where they penetrate the 
outer range. The western Dun is drained by the Asan, which 
falls into the Jumna, and the eastern Diin by a network of 
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small channels which meet and diverge, again and again, before 
they join the Ganges. Both the J umna and Ganges are here 
rapid rivers pouring over beds of boulders in several_channels 
\\'ith islands between. 

The Siwalik range is composed in its lower and southern- Geology. 

most parts of middle Siwalik soft sandstone or sand-rock with 
a few thin mammalian fossil-bearing conglomerates, and along 
its crest of thick upper Siwalik conglomerates. These are all 
of fresh-water origin, and dip at low angles below the fiat surface 
of the valley. The latter is a broad expanse of recent gravels 
and consolidated fans of scree derived from the higher ranges. · 
On the north of the valley the middle and upper Siwaliks again 
emerge, bent into sharp rev~rsed folds by faulting against the 
older Himalayan series. The much-contorted outer Himalayan 
rocks include the slates and dark-grey limestones or dolomites 
of the Mussoorie ridge, the Jaunsiir series of dark slates, 
quartzites, fine volcanic ashes, and basic traps, the Deoban 
massive limestone which comes above the latter and forms 
much of the rugged elevated country north of Chakriitii., and 
finally the l\landhatii conglomerates and Bawar quartz-schists, 
which lie flatly above both of the latter series. All these 
older rocks 'have proved unfossiliferous and are probably very 
ancient. Lead and sulphur mines are found on the Tons river 
at J0° 43' N., and gypsum in the limestones below Mussooriet. 

The arboreal vegetation of the Siwaliks consists largely of Botany. 
species occurring ~th on the lower slopes of the Himalayas 
and in the hilly districts of Central and Southern India. 
Epiphytic orchids are absent, and ferns are but few. The 
Himalayan long-leaved pine (Pinus /ongtfolia) is found, and 
the sal (SMrta robusta) is here near its western limit and only 
appears in a stunted form. In the valley a rich vegetation is· 
kept green throughout the whole year. The prevailing forest 
tree is siil, and the flora is an interesting mixture of species 
found in the plains and species from the lower hills. In the 
Himalayas the vegetation gradually changes at higher elevations 
to European genera, and the deodar, silver spruce, and weeping 
pine are found'· 

The District is singularly rich in animal life, though the Fauna •. 

game has been shot down lately. Wild elephants are found in 
the Siwaliks, and tigers, leopards, sloth bears, spotted and 
other deer, and monkeys in the forests. Among game 

a H. S. Medlicott,.Aftm<>irt, c~ol<>lfkal Su1'1Jty of In.fia, vol iii, pt. ii, 
and R. D. Oldham,lle<wds, Culogicii/.Surt:~ty of In.iia, vol xvi., pt. iv. 

1 Ctu.tllttr of tlu Himala)'all .DutrMs, 188J, vol. i, ehap. vii. 
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birds may be mentioned the black and grey partridge, pea
fowl, florican, snipe, woodcock, pheasant, &c. · The rivers 
abound in fish. Mahseer of 40 lb. to 6o lb. weight are frequently 
caught, and so-called trout (rolzu) and other species are found 
in the smaller rivers. The gitnclz or fresh-water shark is also 
common. 

Extremes of heat and cold in the valley are unknoWil. The 
proximity of the Himalayas cools the atmosphere; the hot 
blasts from the plains do not reach ·so far, while the heavy 
rains of the monsoon bring an abundant downpour, and 
even in May and June occasional showers refresh the country. 
The eastern Dun is feverish in the extreme, and is entirely 
deserted during the rainy season. The temperature in the 
valley ranges from 37° to IOI

0
1 while at Mussoorie it has a 

range from 27° to 81°, 
The rainfall varies much from one part of the District to 

another. At Dehra it is 89 inches ; at Raj pur, near the foot 
of the Himalayas, ut; at Mussoorie, 96; and at Chakratli, 
So inches. The annual· fall for the whole District averages 
95 inches, and any approach to a real drought is unknown 
within the memory of man. · 

· In the earliest ages of Hindu legend, Debra Dun formed 
part of the mythical region know as Kedarkhand1 the abode 
of the great god Siva, whose sovereignty is still commemorated 
in the name of the Siwalik Hills. Many generations later, 
according to the most ancient myths of. the Aryan settlers, 
the valley became bound up with the two great epics of the 
Ramayana and Mahlibhii.rata. -x!ither came Riima and his 
brother, to do penance for the death of the demon-king, 
Ravana; and here sojourned the five Pii.ndava brethren on 
their way to the inner recesses of the snowy range, where they 
finally immolated themselves upon the sacred peak of Maha 
Panth. Another memorable legend connects the origin of the 
little river Suswa with the prayers of 6o,ooo pigmy Brahmans, 
whom Indra, the rain-god, had laughed to scorn when he saw 
them vainly endeavouring to cross the vast lake formed by 
a cow's footprint filled with water. The indignant pigmies set 
to work, by means of penance and mortifications, to create 
a second Indra who should supersede the reigning god ; and 
when their sweat had collected into the existing river, the 
irreverent deity, alarmed at the surprising effect of their 
devotions, appeased their wrath through the good offices of 
Brahma. Traditions of a snake, Bamun, who became lord of 
the Dun on the summit of the Nagsidh Hill, seem to point 
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towards a period of Naga supremacy. The famous Kalsi stone, 
near Haripur, on the right bank of the J umna, inscribed with 
an edict of the Buddhist emperor Asoka, may mark the ancient 
frontier of Northern India. It consists of a large quartz 
boulder, standing on a ledge which overhangs the river, and 
is covered with the figure of an elephant, besides an inscription 
in the ordinary characters of the period. Hiuen Tsiang does 
not mention any cities which can be identified as lying within 
the present District; and tradition asserts that it remained 
without inhabitants until the eleventh century, when a passing 
caravan of Banjaras, struck with the beauty of the country, 
permanently settled on the spot. 

Authentic history, however, knows nothing of Debra Diin till 
the seventeenth century, when it formed a portion of the Garhwal 
kingdom. The town of Dehra owes its origin to the heretical 
Sikh Guru, Ram Rai, a Hindu anti-pope, who was driven from 
the Punjab and the Sikh apostolate by doubts as to the legiti
macy of his birth, and obtained recommendations from the 
emperor Aurangzeb to the Raja of Garhwal, Fateh Sah. His 
presence in the Dun shortly attracted numerous devotees, and 
the village of Gurudwara or Dehra grew up around his abode. 
The Raja endowed his temple, a curious building of Muham
madan architecture, with the revenue of three estates. The Guru 
possessed the miraculous power of dying at will, and returning 
to life after a concerted interval; but on one occasion, having 
mistaken his reckoning, he never revived. The bed on which 
he died still forms an object of reverence to the devout wor
shippers at his cenotaph. Monuments of earlier date, erected 
by one Rani Karnavat~ still exist at Nawada. Fateh Sah died 
soon after the arrival of Ram Ra~ and was succeeded ( 1699) 
by his infant grandson, Pratap Sah, whose reign extended over 
the greater part of a century. But the flourishing condition of 
his domain attracted the attention of Najib-ud-daula, governor 
of Sahlranpur, who crossed the Siwaliks with a Rohilla army 
in 17 57, and occupied the Diin without serious opposition. 
Under Najib-ud--daula's benevolent and enlightened· adminis
tration, the District rose to an unexampled degree of prosperity. 
Canals and wells irrigated the mountain-sides ; Muhammadan 
colonists brought capital to develop the latent resources of the 
soil ; and mango groves, still standing among primaeval forest, 
bear ·witness even now to the flourishing agriculture of this 
happy period. But Najib-ud--daula's death in 1770 put an end 
to the sudden prosperity of the Diin. Henceforth a perpetual 
inundation of Raj puts, Giijars, .Sikhs, and Gurkhas swept over 
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the valley, till the once fertiie garden degenerated again into 
a barren waste. Four Rajas followed one another on the 
throne; but the real masters were the turbulent tribes on every 
side, who levied constant blackmail from the unfortunate 
cultivators. 

Meanwhile, the Gurkhas, a race of mixed Nepalese origin, 
were advancing westward, and reached at last the territories 
of Garhwiil. In x8o3 Raja Parduman Sah fled before them 
from SriQagar into the Dun, and thence to Saharanpur, while 
the savage Gurkha host overran the whole valley unopposed. 
Their occupation of Debra Dun coincided in time with the 
Britisb entry into Sahiiranpur, and the great earthquake of 
1803 proved the miraculous harbinger of either event. The 
Gurkhas ruled their new acquisition with a rod of iron, so that 
the District threatened to become an absolute desert. Under 
the severe fiscal arrangements of the Gurkha governors, slavery 
increased with frightful rapidity, every defaulter being con· 
demned to lifelong bondage, and slaves being far cheaper in 
the market than horses or camels. From this unhappy con
dition the advent of the British rule rescued the feeble and 
degraded people. 

The constant aggressions of the Gurkhas against the frontier 
compelled the British Government to declare war in I 8 14· 
Debra was immediately occupied, while siege .was laid to 
the hill fortress. of Naliipani or KALANGA, which fell after a 
gallant defence, with great loss to the besieging force. The 
remnant of its brave garrison entered the service of Ranjrt 
Singh, and afterwards died to a...man in battle with the Afghans. 
A resolution of Government, dated November I 7, I 8 I 5, ordered 
the annexation of the new possession to Saharan pur; while the 
Gurkhas, by a treaty drawn up in the succeeding month,, for
mally ceded the country. The organization of the District on 
the British model proceeded rapidly; and in spite of an 
ineffectual rising of the disaffected Giijars and other predatory 
classes led by a bandit named Kalwa, in 1824, peace was never 
again seriously disturbed. Under the energy and perseverance j 
of its first English officials, the Dun rapidly recovered its pros
perity. Roads and canals were constructed; cultivation spread 
over the waste lands; and the people themselves, awaking from 
their previous apathy, began to acquire habits of industry and 
self-reliance. Jaunslir-Bawar, now included in the Chakratli 
tahsil, historically an integral portion of Sirmiir, had been con
quered in the same campaign as the Dun, but was at first 
erected into a separate charge under a Commissioner sub-
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ordinate to the Resident at Delhi. In 1829, however, it was 
incorporated with the present District, of which it has ever 
since formed a part. The Mutiny of 1857 produced little 
effect in this remote dependency, cut off by the Siwaliks from 
direct contact with the centres of disaffection in the Doab or 
the Delhi Division; and though a party of J ullundur insurgents, 
6oo strong, crossed the Jumna into Debra Ddn, they traversed 
the District without stopping, and never came into collision 
with the pursuing troops. 

The Asoka inscription at Kalsi has already been referred to. Archaeo· 
It is of great interest as preserving the names of the kings logy, 
of western countries who were contemporaries of Asoka.' At 
1\ladha on the Jumna, 25 miles north-east of Kalsi, some old 
temples and interesting remains are found. The chief temple, 
called Lakkha .Mandir, contains two inscriptions which, though 
undated, probably belong to aoout A.D. 6oo to Boo. One of the 
inscriptions refers to the founding of a temple by a princess of 
Jullundur in the Punjab 1• An old temple at Rikhikesh, on the 
Ganges, which is said to have been built by Sankaracharya, 
marks a stage on the pilgrim route to Badrinath. 

The number of towns in the District is 6, and of villages The 
416, The population at each Census in the last thirty years people, 
has been: (1872) u6,945, (r88x) 144,o7o, (x891) r68,I35, 
and (1901) 178,195· The District is divided into two taksils, 
DEHRA and CHAKRATA, the head-quarters of which bear 
the same names. The chief towns are the municipalities of 
DEHRA and MussooRIE. There are three cantonments: at 
Dehra, LANDOUR (adjoining Mussoorie), and CHAKi.ATA. 

The principal statistics of population in ·1901 are shown 
below:-

.. Number of 8...!1 ... j ; c! o,. ~ c.....!"tf 

i-~ 0 ~::·- "'. 0..<)" !fa cu g E~ & '- cd IIIII • 
Taluil. t .i 

t.l "'OO" c::: i :;; ·~!! ~~-~c .... 1§f~ ·-a 
~ .!! Cl. i= J~ln ! .e .. e ... 

< "" ~ .ei Z!S 

- -----
Dehra • . 731 ... 377 127,094 174 + 8·2 12,188 
Chakriiti . 478 2 39 sr,lor 107 +o.8 393 --- -

District total 1,309 6 416 178,195 147 + 6.o u,s8r 

Of the total population, 83 per cent. are Hindus, q. per 
cent. Musalmans, I·8 per cent. Christians, and o·8 per cent. 
Aryas. Western Hindi is the prin.c\pallanguage in the valley, 

1 Efti:raphia Indica, voL i, p. 10. 
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while. almost the whole of the people in the hills speak the 
Jaunsali dialect of Central Pahari. 

Castes and The most numerous caste is that of Raj puts, who number 
=n;,a- 32,ooo, or more than one-fifth of the total number of Hindus 

(t48,ooo), which is a high percentage for this caste. Chamars 
(leather-workers and labourers) ·number u,ooo; Brahmans, 
17,ooo; and Kohs (weavers and labourers), u,ooo. Out of 
a. Muhammadan population of 25,ooo, Shaikhs number 8,ooo. 
and Pathans s,ooo. In the hill tracts of the District, Brah
mans and Rajputs are divided, as in Kumaun, into the Khas 
branch and the ordinary divisions of these castes, the former 
being looked on as aboriginal. Among the Khas~ Rajputs 
polyandry is commonly practised. Of other castes peculiar to 
the District may be mentioned the Bajgrs (singers and musicians), 
6,ooo; and the Doms (aborigines, now labourers), 8,ooo. 

Chnstian The number of native Christians is I,Jos, while there are 
missions. r,829 Europeans and Eurasians. The principal missions, with 

General 
agricul
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the dates of their foundation, are those of the American Reformed 
Presbyterian Church at Debra (r852) and Rajpur (r868); the 
Church Missionary Society at Annfield, with two out-stations 
(r857); and the Methodist Episcopal Church at Mussoorie, 
with six out-stations (r859). Nearly half the native Christians 
belong to the last named. 

In the hills, tillage is chiefly confined to the valleys or to 
terraces on the mountain slopes artificially irrigated by dams 
and canals. In the valley agriculture is carried on much as 
it is in the plains; but the Dun cultivator, except in the Debra 
plateau, is wanting in energy""!Mld skill. His cattle are weak, 
the holdings are small, and methods rude. There is some 
fine land in the eastern Diin; but the valley as a whole is not 
a good wheat country, and rains crops and crops with long 
tap-roots do best. The surface soil is, a.s a rule, shallow, and 
below it lies a. gravel subsoil which soon drains away the 
moisture from the upper layers. The ordinary crop seasons 

·in th~ valley are the same a.s in the plains, but harvest is a 
month or two later. · 

Chief agri- The main agricultural statistics for 1903-4 are given below, 
cultural in square miles :
statistics 
aad princi
pal crops. TJuil. 

Debra 
Chakriti . 

Total 

TotaL Cultlvao:o<l. 

i'31 !33 

478 31 

1,209 153 

lrri&:atod. 
Cultivable Foreat .. waste. 

35 139 278 
2 7 142 

37 146 j 420 
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The staple food-grains are wheat. rice, marua, and barley ; 
the areas under which in 1903-4 were 54, 32, u, and 16 square 
miles. Maize, gram, and j()'liJar are also important food-crops, 
with a total area of I 5 square miles. Oilseeds were grown 
on 10 square miles, and tea. plantations covered 8 square 
miles: In the hills, ginger, turmeric, and chillies are valuable 
crops. 

• The District does not produce any surplus of grain for export. Impro-..:e
and there is in fact a considerable import, especially since the :;~~~ 
growth of Mussoorie and the extension of the railway. Dams tural prac

made of wooden frames filled with boulders have been success- tice. 
fully usea to prevent erosion by torrents. The tea industry 
is not very flourishing, owing to the loss of the market in 
Afghanistan and Central Asia. Experiments in the cultivation 
of rhea fibre and in sericulture have not proved a success, 
and grants of waste land to European settlers have not been 
remunerative, largely owing to the difficulty of obtaining labour. 
Very few advances are taken under the Agriculturists' Loans 
Act; the amount lent in 1902 was only Rs. s,ooo, and usually 
there are no loans. No money has been borrowed under the 
Land Improvement Loans Act. 

There are no special breeds of cattle or horses. Cattle- Cattle, 

breeding has been tried without success, and an attempt to !hrses, d 
improve the breed of sheep also failed. Goats are kept in very go~~: an 
large numbers, and are penned on the land in the hills to supply 
manure. Owing to its cool climate, Debra is a favourite place 
for keeping racing stables during the hot season. 

Of the total cultivated area, 22 square miles are irrigated Irrigation. 
from Government canals and 15 from rivers and small reservoirs 
made by damming streams. There are only twenty-nine wells in 
the whole District, and the canals supply drinking-water as well 
as irrigation. The canals are small works, being improvements 
and restorations of watercourses made long before British rule. 
The principal channels are the Bijapur, drawn from the lesser 
Tons, a small stream in the centre of the valley; the Katapathar, 
from the Jumna; and the Riijpur, Kalanga, and Jiikha.n, from 
streams in the eastern Dun. The first of these was rnade as 
early as 1839. Till 1903 these canals were supplied by means 
of temporary dams, but permanent heads have now been con-
structed. Owing to the steep slopes and nature of the soil, 
erosion and percolation made masonry channels necessary; but 
the slopes are being reduced by providing falls, and the cost of 
extensions will be smaller. The total capital expenditure to the 
end of 1903-4 was 8 lakhs; and in that year the gross income ........ s 
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was I•I lakhs, and the expenditure Rs. 7o,ooo, showing a profit 
of 4·7 per cent. Wheat and rice are the main crops irrigated. 
Irrigation in the hills is carried on by small channels taken 
out of rivers at the head of a valley, which distribute the 
water to terraces. 

Forests. The 1 reserved' '"forests in Debra Diin cover an area of 420 

square miles. They form two divisions, each in charge of 
a Deputy-Conservator: the Debra Dun division, 278 square 
miles, with head-quarters ·at Debra; and t~e Jaunsar division, 
142 square miles, with head-quarters at Chakriitii. In the Dun 
proper the forests are largely siil, with lzaldu (Adina cordifolia), 
iionla (Phyllanthus Embli'ca), balzera (Terminalia bellerica), 
and many other species. On stiff clay soil sain (Terminalia, 
tomentosa) and jamun (Eugenia Jambolana) are found. Bam
boos are rare here, but are found on the northern slopes of the 
Siwaliks. Near the rivers klzair (Acacia Catechu} and slzisham 
(Dalbergia Sissoo) are common. On the ridges and slopes of 
the Siwaliks the long-leaved pine, saler (.Boswellia thurifera}, 
and the klzat-biliiwa (.Buchanania lattJolia) are common. In 
Jaunsar valuable timber trees, such as clzir (Pihus longifolia), 
kail (Pinus excelsa), and deodiir, are the principal forest trees. 
Timber is extracted and transported to the J umna by means of 
long slides made of planks, which are kept wet. The timber is 
then formed into rafts and floated down to Delhi. Among the 
minor forest products may be mentioned resin and colophony. 
In• 1903 the total forest revenue in these two divisions, which 
also include some forests leased from the Tehri, Sirmur, and 
other Hill States, amounted to" 7·5 lakhs, and the expenditure 
to J·I lakhs. 

:Minerals. The geology of the District has already been described. The 
minerals have not yet proved to be of any economic value. The 
stone of the Siwaliks is of little use for building. Limestone is 
plentiful, and lime is made as required. 

Art and There are two breweries at Mussoorie which employed 131 
manufac- hands in 1903, and one at Chakriitii which employed 30, the 
tures. b · f: total production being 684,ooo gallons. Glass- lowmg rom 

European glass has been practised for some time, and in 1902 

a small glass factory was opened at RA.JPUR. There are no 
other manufactures except a little cotton-weaving. 

Commerce. The exports to the plains include timber, bamboos, lime, 
charcoal, rice, and tea. The production of tea in x 903 amounted 
to x·6 million lb., or nearly 78 per cent. of the total produce of 
the United Provinces. In return the Dun imports hardware, 
cotton cloth, blankets, salt, sugar, grain, tobacco, and spices. 
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All these articles pass on to the hills ; while the return trade 
consists of rice, ginger, turmeric, red pepper, honey, wax, lac, 
gum, resin, and other forest produce. 

The Ha.rdwar-Dehra Railway, which was opened in 1900, is Railways 

a continuation of the branch line oC the Oudh and Rohilkhand and roads. 
Railway from La.ksar on the main line to HMdwar. It enters 
the District at the south-east comer, passes up the eastern Dun, 
and terminates at Debra, the total length being 48 miles. 

There are two main lines of metalled road communicating with 
the plains. One leads from Saharanpur to Chakri.t:a, aossing 
the Siwa.liks by the Timli pass, and then traversing the western 
Dlln ; it is purely a military route. The other was the main 
route from the valley to the plains before the opening of the 
railway. It pierced the Siwaliks by the Mohan pass, and 
crossed the centre of the valley to Debra and thence to Rajpur 
at the foot of the bills below Mussoorie. A third metalled road 
from Debra joins the Sabaranpur-ch.ak:rati road at Fatehpur. 
The eastern Dlin is very badly provided with roads, and for 
a great portion of the rainy season the northern part is cut olf 
from the rest of the District. 

The total length of metalled roads is 54 miles, of which all 
but 11 miles are maintained by the Public Works department. 
There are 2 7 2 miles of unmetalled roads, of which zoo are 
maintained by the Public Works department at the cost of 
the District board. Avenues of trees are maintained on u 
mi1e~ • 

The chief administrative officer of Debra Dfin is called the Distrid. 

Superintendent. He is usually assisted by two members of~ 
the Indian Civil Ser\-ice, called Assistant Superintendents, and and std. 
one Deputy Collector recruited in India. There is a lahsl/dii, 
at Debra and another at Chakrati. The District stalf in other 
departments consists of the usual officers ; but there is also 
a Cantonment Magistrate at Chakri.t:a, and the station stalf 
officers at Debra Dlln and Landour are u: offiao Cantonment 
Magistrat~ DEHR.A is the head-quarters of a Conservator 
of the Forest department, and also of several Imperial depart-
ments. 

The District has a special organization of ch-il courts. The Ciril jus

Superintendent is a Civil Judge for Jaunsar-Bli.war, and the tic:e and 
Cantonment M11ooistrate of Chakrli.ti has the powers of a Judge mme. 

of a Small Cause Court in the same area. One of the Assistant 
Superintendents has the powers of a Subordinate Judge and 
Judge of a Small Cause Court in the rest of the District, 
which belongs to the Ch-il Judgeship and Sessions division of 

s 2 
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Saharanpur. Crime is not very important, the principal offences. 
being ordinary theft and burglary. The Chakrata. tahsil is 
particularly free from crime. 

The settlement of the land revenue in the valley has always 
been distinct from that of Chakratii.. Conditions in the former 
resembled those of the plains, while in the latter the Kumaun 
system was in force. 

Mter the Diln was annexed in x8xs, the Government 
demand was calculated at the time of harvest: by an appraise
rp.ent of the crop, one-half or one-third and in some cases 
one-fourth being taken. In x8x6 a new settlement was made 
for four years, based on the average collections of the previous 
two years. T)lis was followed by two quinquennial settlements, 
in the second of which the revenue-payers were for the first 
time recognized as owning the land instead of being merely 
farmers or tenants-at-will. In x831 the fourth settlement was 
made for ten years and the recently-created rights were swept 
away. The cultivators received a grant of proprietary rights, 
and a few of the late zamindiirs whose ancestors had held the 
same position were apJ?ointed mukaddams or managers to 
collect the revenue and pay it over to Government less ten · 
per cent. commission. The mukaddams were regarded as 
officials and were liable to removal for misconduct. The 
cultivators in many cases did not realize their new position 
and .continued to pay rent as before. In 1837-8, however, 
the grant of land on more favourable terms to European 
settlers caused a rise in the value of land, and the system 
led to difficulties. The Dun- was surveyed in 1838-g, the 
boundaries of all villages were determined, and one-fourth of 
the cultivable land included in each was assigned to the 
cultivators free for grazing, while the remainder was offered 
first to cultivators and then to other applicants as grants on 
indefinite terms. In x84o the Superintendent proposed 
another ryolwiiri settlement for twenty years, but it was not 
sanctioned. Both of these settlements were made at a uniform 
rate per acre, the distribution being left to the people; but 
the absence of joint responsibility prevented this from being 
done fairly, and there were other complaints. Accordingly, 
in 1845 the preparation of a regular record-of-rights was 
commenced, assessments were lowered, tenures inquired into, 
and zamindiiri rights conferred on the old revenue-payers where 
their claims were proved. The revision was completed in 
1848, and re-established the zamzndiiri system. The seventh 
settlement was made between 186o and 1863. It was revised 
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in 1865 with a view to making it permanent; but this project 
was never carried out, and the settlement expired in x886, 
when a fresh settlement was made for ten years. The revenue 
then assessed varied in different tracts from 13 annas to 
Rs. 1-14-o per cultivated acre, the average being R. 1. The 
<l.emand amounted to 45 per cent. of the recorded 'assets.' 

In Chakrlita the conditions have been totally different. Chakriiti. 
Five short-term settlements were made for periods of two, 
three, or five years up to 1834 in the following manner. The 
total assessment on the whole iaksil was fixed from a con
sideration of the previous demand, and a rough idea of the 
-existing circumstances of the people and their business. This 
was announced to the chaunlra or four representatives of the 
people. The chaunlra then discussed the settlement with 
the siiiHiis or headmen of the thirty-five kkalts into which the 
pargana was divided, and these distributed the demand over 
villages in consultation with the village siiiniis. A sixth settle
menton the same principle was made in 1834. but it broke 
down owing to quarrels between the chauntra and the sub
ordinate officials. The new settlement sanctioned for ten 
years from 1839 accordingly set aside the chaunlra completely, 
.and treated each khat/ as a bhai'yiidtiirii malzii/1 in the plains. 
The assessment was based on a careful inquiry into the 
-comparative resources of each village, and the revenue was 
fixed for each khatt, the si'iinii being responsible for the 
-collection and distributing the fixed revenue annually. The 
cultivated lands are not the only basis of distribution ; the 
number of cattle, working hands, and the general wealth of each 
.shareholder are also considered. A plane-table measurement 
was first made at the next revision in x86o; but there are 
no fixed village boundaries. The settlement of x86o lasted for 
about ten years and was followed by another for the same term. 
In 1884 this was revised and extended for twenty years. 

The total receipts from land revenue and from all sources 
.have been, in thousands of rupees:-

r88o-r. rSc)o-1. 1900"1. 1903-4-

Land revenue 63 ss 92 92 
Total revenue :a,82 3,31 4•43 s.rs 

The District contains two municipalities, DEHRA and .Mus- Local 

sooRIE, and two towns administered under Act XX of x8s6, ~!em
RAJPt:R and Kir.sL The total income of the District board ment. 

1 ~ Land Revenue ill article oo UNITED PROVINCES. 
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in 1903 ... 4 was Rs. 6x,ooo, of which only Rs. 5,490 came from 
local rates, the greater part of the income being a grant from 
Government. The expenditure was Rs. 62,ooo, of which 
Rs. 3o,ooo was spent on public works. 

Police The District Superintendent of police has a force of 3 
and jails. inspectors, so subordinate officers, and I 7 8 constables. 

Municipal police number 59, town police 7, and rural and 
10ad police xo. There are 7 police stations, and one jail 
with a daily average population in 1903 of 62 males and 
one female. 

Education. In 1901 the proportion of persons. who could read and 
write was 7•I per cent. (10•7 males and 2 females}. This. 
is higher . than in any other District in the Provinces, and is 
partly due to the comparatively large number of Europeans 
and Eurasians who have settled here. The number of public 
schools increased from 39 with 1,240 pupils in 188o-1 to 
47 with 2,404 pupils in 19oo-x. In 1903-4 there were 6o 
such institutions with 2,854 pupils, of whom 311 were girls, 
besides 13 private establishments with 289 pupils. One 
school is managed by Government and 41 by the District 
an(t municipal boards. The total cost was Rs. 43,ooo, of 
which Rs. 16,ooo was met from Local funds and Rs. xo,ooo 
from . fees.. These were all schools for natives; but there 
:were. also 14 private schools for Europeans and Eurasians 
at · Mussoorie, 4 of which contained college classes. The 
total number of children under instruction in these schools 

Hospitals 
and dis
pensaries. 

Vaccina• 
tion. 

was x,2oo. 
In 1903 there were I I hospitals and dispensaries, with 

accommodation for 78 in-patients. The number of cases. 
treated was 6o,779, of whom 11435 were in-patients, and 2,733 
operations were performed. The income was Rs. 14,ooo, 
chiefly from Local funds. 

The number of persons successfully vaccinated in 1903-4 
was 7,3oo, or 40·1 per x,ooo of the total population. Vac· 
cination is compulsory only in the municipalities and canton
ments. 

'[G. R. C. Williams, Memoz"r of Dehra Dun (1874); F. Baker,. 
Settlement Report (1886).] 

Debra Tahsn.-Taksil in Dehra Dun District, United 
Provinces, lying between 29° 57' and 30° 32' N. and 77° 35' 
and 78° x8' E., with an area of 731 square miles. It is divided 
into two parganas, called the Eastern and Western Dun, and 

· includes the whole of the valley between the Himalayas and 
Siwaliks from the Jumna to the Ganges, stretching up to the 
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crest of the Siwaliks on the south and the outer range of the 
Himalayas on the north. The population rose from 117,438 
in 1891 to 127,094 in 1901. It contains four towns, DEHRA 
(population, 28,095), the District and laksll bead-quarters, 
MussooRIE, with the adjoining cantonment of LANDOUR 
(6,461), and RAJPUR (2,900); and 377 villages. In 1903-4 
the demand for land revenue was Rs. 69,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. IJ,ooo. The population is sparse, 174 persons per square 
mile, as there is a large forest area, the area under cultivation 
being only 122 square miles, of which 35 are irrigated. There 
are fifteen large tea gardens in the laksil, besides a number 
of smaller estates. 

Chakrata TahsU (Cizakraulii).-Northern laksil of Debra 
Dun District, United Provinces, better known under its 
earlier name of Jaunsar-Bawar. It lies between 30° 31' 
and 31° z' N. and 77° 42' and 78° 5' E., and forms a roughly 
elliptical mass of mountains, stretching due north from the 
outer range of the Himalayas. The southern half lies between 
the Tons (northern) and Jumna rivers. The whole tract is so 
hilly that in its entire area of 478 square miles scarcely a single 
level space of a hundred yards occurs anywhere, and only 
31 square miles are cultivated. The population rose from 
so,697 in 1891 to 5I,IOI in 1901. The taksil contains two 
towns: the cantonment of CHAKRATA (population, x,25o), and 
the small town of KALSi (76o), which is administered under 
Act XX of 1856. There are thirty-nine kkalts or revenue 
divisions, and several hundred inhabited sites. In 1903-4 the 
demand for land revenue was Rs. 23,400, and fcir cesses Rs. 
J,Soo. The low density of population, only 107 persons per 
square mile, is usual in the Himalayan tract. The rainfall at 
Chakrata averages 8o inches, being slightly lower than in the · 
rest of the District. The inhabita.rtts resemble those of the 
neighbouring Himalayan tracts, and differ from the people in 
the plains. Polyandry is common. The Jaunsar-Bawar Forest 
division has an area of 142 square miles, and is managed 
jointly with 153 square miles of forests leased from the 
neighbouring Native States. The forests contain very valuable 
timber trees, especially deodar and various kinds of pines. 
Railway sleepers and other timber are transported to the 
] umna by an ingenious system of slides, and then floated 
down to Delhi. The provisions of the Excise Act of 1896 
are relaxed, except in the towns of Chakrata and Kalsi, and 
the inhabitants are allowed to make spirits and fermented 
liquor for their own use. There is also a small cultivation of 
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poppy which is not controlled, but this privilege will expire 
with the present settlement. · . 

Chakrata Town ( Chakrauta).-Cantonment and tahsil 
head-quarters in Debra Dun District, United Provinces, 
situated in 30° 42' N. and 77° 52' E., 25 miles from Kii.lsi 
and 40 miles west of Mussoorie al~ng the hills ; at an elevation 
of 6,885 feet above the sea. The cold-season population has 
varied since 1872 between 1,2oo and x,soo, and was 1,250 in 
1901, The present garrison consists of a regiment of British 
infantry; and there is a standing camp at Kailana, a short dis
tance east of Chakratii., where details from various regiments 
are stationed. In September, 19001 the troops numbered 11716 
with women and children, and the total population was 51417. 
The cantonment was founded in x866, and first occupied 
in x869. A fine cart-road, 77 miles long, connects it with 
Sahii.ranpur, a branch from which passes along the valley of 
the Dun to Debra. The income and expenditure of the can
tonment fund are about Rs. x6,ooo annually. A brewery is 
established here, the number of hands employed in 1903 
being go, and the out-tum 88,ooo gallons. 

Dehra Town.-Head-quarters of the District and tahsil of 
the same name, in the United Provinces, situated in 30° 19' N. 
a.J}d 78° 21 E., at an elevation of 2,300 feet above the sea. It 
is the terminus of the Hardwar-Dehra (Company) Railway, 
which meets a branch of the Oudh and Rohilkhand, and it 
also lies on the main road from the plains to the hill station of 
Mussoorie. The population, including both municipality and 
cantonment, has increased from-ti3I6 in 1872 to x8,959 in x88x, 
25,684 in 1891, and 28,095 in 1901. In 1901 Hindus numbered 
x8,246, Muhammadans 8,0471 and Christians x,xoo, most of 
whom were Europeans. 

The town was founded-hy Guru Rii.m Rai, the originator of 
the Udasi sect of ascetics, early in the eighteenth century, after 
his failure to obtain the recognition of his claims to be made 
Guru of the Sikhs. The temple of the Guru, built in x6gg, 
consists of a central block, designed on the model of the 
emperor Jahiingir's tomb, in which the Guru's bed is still 
preserved, and smaller monuments at the corners in memory 
of his wives. These are of brick, plastered over and pointed. 
The plaster of the large outer gateway has recently been adorned 
with paintings, which present a curious mixture of religious and 
historical subjects and portraits, including one of a former 
Superintendent of the Dun. These are the work of a self
taught local mason and are of fair artistic merit. Three reser-
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voirs, one being 230 feet long and 184 feet wide, are attached 
to the temple. 

Debra is the cold-season head-quarters of the District staff, 
most of the members of which in the hot season spend part 
of each month at Mussoorie. An Assistant Superintendent is 
permanently posted here. It is· also the head-quarters of 
the Trigonometrical and Forest Surveys of India, and of the 
Agricultural Chemist and Mycologist to the Government of 
India. The finest public building is the Forest School, which 
contains a magnificent collection of forest products and 
models of mechanical devices used in forestry, besides a natural 
history museum. The Director and a staff of professors 
train the students, and the school supplies subordinate 
forest officials to all parts of India. An institute for re
search into all matters relating to sylviculture and the adminis
tration and exploiting of forests is now being organized in 
connexion with the school. The members of the Imperial 
Cadet Corps reside at DehTa during their period of training, 
and in the hot season the Viceroy's body-guard and private 
stables are kept here. The ex-Amir of Afghanistan has a 
house at Debra, and the former minister of Nepal lives at 
Jharipani. 

The municipality, which was established in 1867, had a 
population of 24,039 in 1901, and the receipts and expen
diture from 1891 to 1901 averaged Rs. 28,ooo and Rs. 33,ooo. 
A loan of Rs. 91,000 for water-works, made in I 89 s-6,is excluded 
from the receipts. In 1903-4 the figures were Rs. 59,ooo and 
Rs. ss,ooo. The greater part of the income is obtained from 
octroi (Rs. 41,ooo}, which has recently been imposed· in place 
of a house tax. The water-supply is derived partly from Kolii
khet in the Himalayas by means of a pipe several miles long, 
and partly from Nalaplini on the KALANGA Hill. An increase 
in the supply is under consideration, while a complete system 
of surface drainage is being constructed. 

There are no manufactures in Debra, and the population 
chiefly depends on the position of the town as a depot for 
the trade with the hills, and as the head-quarters of the 
District. In 1904 Debra contained 13 schools with 1,1oo 
pupils. 

The cantonment is the head-quarters of two battalions of 
Gurkhas, and has a total population of 4.056. In 1903-4 the 
income was Rs. 2,300 and the expenditure Rs. x,soo. 

Kalanga.-Hill in Debra Diin District, United Provinces, 
situated in J0° 201 N. and 78° s' E .• A fort was ha.c;t:ily thrown 
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up here by the Gurkhas on the outbreak of the war of x814. 
It is perched on a low spur of the Himalayas, si miles north
east of Debra, and was attacked in x815 by General Gillespie, 
who fell while leading the storming party; for a time it was 
desperately defended, but the enemy evacuated it after a second 
assault, and the British demolished it shortly after. A plain 
white stone monument commemorates those who fell at the 
taking of the fort. On the slope of the hill is a village called 
Nalapani, near which is a celebrated spring that forms part of 
the water-supply of Debra. 

Kalsi.-Town in the Chakrata taks'il of Debra Diin District, 
United Provinces, situated in 30° 32' N. and 77° sx' E., 
close to the confluence of the Jumna and the Tons, on the 
military road from Saharanpur to Chakrata, 52 miles from 
the former and 25 miles from the latter. Three miles away the 
road crosses the Jumna by an iron girder-bridge. Population 
(1901), 760. The place has declined owing to the transfer of 
the tahsil head-quarters to Chakrata. Kalsi is administered 
under Act XX of x8s6, the annual income and expenditure 
amounting to Rs. 300 or Rs. 400. It is chiefly remarkable for 
a large quartz boulder in the neighbourhood on which are 
sculptured the celebrated edicts of Asoka, one of which gives 
the names of contemporary kings in Western Asia, Greece, 
and Egypt 1

• 

Landour (Landhaur).-Hill cantonment and sanitarium in 
Debra Dun District, United Provinces, situated in 30° 27' N. 
and 78° 7' E. Population in the cold season (1901), 11720. In 
September, 1900, the population was 317II1 of whom x,sx6 
were Christians. A convalescent station for European soldiers 
was established in 1827, the year after the foundation of Mus
SOORIE, which adjoins Landour. The cantonment contains 
a large school for Europeans and Eurasians, with college 
classes. 

Mussoorie (Mansun).-Municipality and sanitarium in 
Dehra Du.n District, United Provinces, situated in 30° 27' N. 
and 78° s' E. It stands on a ridge of the Outer Himalayas at 
a height of 6,ooo to 715oo feet above sea-level, among beautiful 
and varied mountain scenery, and forms practically one town 

· with LANDOUR, where there is a convalescent depot for troops. 
The population of the municipality and cantonment in the cold 
season has varied from 2,753 in 1872 to 4,852 in 188x, 7,175 
in 1891, and 6,461 in 1901. In September, 1900, the popula
tion within municipal limits was 14,689, of whom 7,420 

1 Corpus /nscriptitmum lndicarum, vot i, pp. u and 117. 
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were Hindus, 3,424 Musalmans, and J,66o Christians (mostly 
Europeans and Eurasians). The cantonment population was 
J 17II, of whom x,sx6 were Christians. 

Mussoorie became a sanitarium in 1826, the year before 
Landour was made a convalescent depot for troops, and has 
gradually become one of the most popular health resorts in Upper 
India. Up to 1900 it was reached by road from Sahiiranpur, 58 
miles away, but the opening of the Hardwar-Dehra Railway has 
made it more accessible. Dehra is about 7 miles from RAJPUR, 
at the foot of the hills, from which Mussoorie is reached by a 
bridle-path 7 miles long or by a cart-road of 14 miles. During 
the hot season the members of the District staff reside for 
part of each month at Mussoorie, and it is the summer head
quarters of field parties of the Trigonometrical Survey of India. 
The Mussoorie municipality was constituted in x8so. During 
the ten years ending 1901 the receipts averaged Rs. 71,8oo, 
besides loans from Government, amounting toRs. x,x6,ooo, for 
water-works and sewerage. In 1903-4 the receipts were I·6 
lakhs, including tax on houses and land (Rs. Jz,ooo), tolls 
(Rs. so,ooo), conservancy tax (Rs. 19,ooo); and the expendi
ture was I·4 lakhs, including conservancy (Rs. 28,ooo), water
supply (Rs. IJ,ooo), general administration (Rs. 221ooo), roads 
(Rs. 26,ooo), interest and debt (Rs. 7,ooo). The Bhilaru sewage 
shoot for the disposal of refuse is the most important sanitary 
work, carried out recently at a cost of Rs. 7o,ooo; schemes 
for an improved water-supply and electric lighting are under 
consideration. 

Mussoorie exists chiefly as a health resort, and the only 
manufacture is that of beer at two breweries, which employed 
131 men in 1903 and made nearly half a million gallons of 
beer. It is of great importance as an educational centre for 
European and Eurasian children ; and there are nine schools 
for boys and five for girls of these classes, with about 6oo 
boarders and 2oo day·scholars, besides a school at Landour. 
A Roman Catholic cathedral is under construction. 

Rajpur.-Town in Debra Dun District, United Provinces, 
situated in J0° 24' N. and 78° 6' E., at the foot of the Himalayas 
on the main road to 1\lussoorie, being 7 miles from that 
place and 7 miles from Dehra. Population (1901), 2,9oo. 
The place is chiefly or importance as a stage on the journey 
to 1\lussoorie, and it is administered under Act XX of x8s6. 
Pure: drinking-water is supplied through pipes from the 
mountains. There are three hotels, a police station, a post 
office, and a dispensary. In 1902 a small glass factory was 
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opened here. Glass is made from quartz, limestone, and soda, 
the two first materials being found in the neighbourhood. 
Four European workmen and forty-four natives were employed 
in 1903. 

Bonn- Saharanpur District.-District in the Meerut Division 
daries,.con- of the United Provinces, lying between 29° 34' and 30° 24' N. 
figuratiOn, 0 1 o , · • 
and hill and 77 7 and 78 12 E., w1th an area of 2,228 square m1les. 
and river It is bounded on the north by the SiwaliJco. Hills, which 
systems. • f D h D- D" . h b h separate 1t rom e ra un 1stnct ; on t e east y t e 

Ganges, dividing it from Bijr10r District; on the south by 
Muzaffarnagar District ; and on the west by the river J umna, 
separating it from the Punjab Districts of Kamal and Ambala. 
Sabaranpur forms the most northerly portion of the Do.AB or 
alluvial plain between the Ganges and J umna. On its northern 
boundary the Siwaliks· rise abruptly, pierced by several passes 
and crowned by jagged summits which often assume the most 
fantastic shapes. At their base stretches a wild submontane 
tract (ghiir}, overgrown with forest or jungle, and scored by 
the rocky beds of innumerable mountain streams (raos). South 
of this forest belt lies the plain, an elevated upland tract 
flanked on both sides by the broad alluvial plains which lie 
in the valleys of the J umna and Ganges. Besides the two 
great rivers there are many smaller streams. Excluding arms 
of the Jumna and Ganges, these fall into two classes: those 
which are formed by the junction of the torrent-beds issuing 
from the Siwaliks, and those which rise in various depressions 
and swamps. Though the raos are sometimes dry during the 
greater part of the year, their t:hannels lower down gradually 
assume the form of rivers, and contain water even in the hot 
season. Chief among these rivers may be mentioned the 
HINDAN, which rises in the centre of the Siwaliks and after 
crossing several Districts joins the Jumna; and the SoLA.Nr, 
lying farther to the east and falling into the Ganges in 
M uzaffarnagar District. 

Geology. The geology of the SIWALIKS has been dealt with in the 
description of those hills. They consist of three main divisions: 
( 1) the upper Siwalik conglomerates, sands, and clays; ( 2) the 
middle Siwalik sand-rock; and (3) the lower Siwalik or Nahan 
sandstone. The middle and upper rock stages have yielded 
a magnificent series of fossils, chiefly mammalian 1• The ghiir 
or belt below the Siwaliks consists of debris from the hills with 
a shallow light soil resting on boulders. The prevailing soil 

1 Falconer and Cantley, Fattna Attlit;ua Sivalmris; Lydekker and 
.Foote, Palaeontologia Indica, series X. 
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in the plain is a productive loam, which stiffens into clay in de
pressions, 11·hile along the crests of slopes it merges into sand. 

The natural flora of the District forms two groups : the Botany. 
luxuriant tropical forest trees and plants of the Siwalik 
slopes, and the products of the plains which resemble those<" of 
other Districts. The botanical gardens at Saharanpur form an 
important centre for the distribution of plants, and are also 
the head·quarters of the Botanical Survey of Northern India. 
The District is noted for the production of excellent fruit of 
European varieties, especially peaches. 

Tigers are still fairly numerous in the Siwalik and sub· Fauna. 

montane forests, and are found more rarely in the Ganges 
ldui.dar. Leopards, wolves, and wild hog are common, and 
the lynx, hyena, and sloth bear are also found. Wild elephants 
occur in the Siwatiks. Deer of various sorts, the siimbar or 
jarau, dtita/ or spotted deer, lliikar or barking-deer, and piir!za 
or hog deer are also found, while the four-homed antelope 
and the gura/ haunt the Siwaliks. The llarail and cobra are 
the commonest poisonous snakes, while the Siwalik python 
grows to an immense size. The mahseer affords good sport 
in the Ganges, J umna, and in the canals, and other kinds of 
fish are common. 

The climate is the same as that of the United Provinces Climate 
generally, modified by the northern position of the District and tem
and the cool breezes from the neighbouring hills. The perat1ire. 
cold season arrives earlier, and lasts longer, than in the lower 
Districts ; but the summer months are tropical in their extreme 
beat. The tract at the foot of the hills was very unhealthy 
before the jungle was cleared ; but the climate is now com
paratively good, except in the actual forest, which is still 
feverish during and immediately after the rains. Malarial 
fever is common throughout the District. 

The rainfall varies in different parts of the District and ~ Rainfall. 

heaviest near the hills, where no recording station exists. The 
annual average for the whole District is about 37 inches; but 
it ranges from 33 inches at Nakiir in the south-west to 43 at 
Roorkee in the north-east. 

The portion of the Doab in which Saharanpur is situated History. 
was probably one of the first regions of Upper India occupied 
by the Aryan colonists, as they spread eastward from their 
original settlement in the Punjab. But the legends of the 
Mahabharata centre around the city of Hastinapur, in the 
neighbouring District of Meerut ; and it is not till the four-
teenth century of our era that we Jearn any historical details 
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with regard to Sahiiranpur itself. The town was founded irt 
the reign of Muhammad bin Tughlak, about the year I 340, and 
derived its name from a Musalman saint, Shah Haran Chishtr, 
whose shrine is still an object of attraction to· Muhammadan 
devotees.' 

At the close of the century the surrdunding cbuntry was 
exposed to the ravages- of Timur, wh8 passed through Saharan
pur on his return from the. sack of Delhi, and ,~itibjected the 
inhabitants to all the horrors of • a Mongol invasion. In the 
year 14i4 the tract was conferred by Sultan· 'Saiyid Khizr 
Khan on Saiyid Salim; and in 1526 Babar marched across 
it on his way to Pinipat. A few Mughal colonies still trace 
their origin to his followers. A year later the town of Gangoh' 
was founded by the zealous missionary, Abdul Kuddus, whose 
efforts were the means of converting to the faith of Islam many 
of his Rajput and Gujar neighbours. His descendants ruled 
the District until the reign of Akbar, and were very influential 
in strengthening the Musalman element by their constant zeal 
in proselytizing. During the Augustan age of the Mughal 
empire Saharanpur was a favourite summer resort of the court 
and the nobles, who were attracted alike by the coolness of its 
climate and the facilities which it offered for sport. The 
famous empress, N\ir Mahal, the consort of Jahangir, had 
a palace in the Village which still perpetuates her memory by 
its name of N urnagar ; and under Shah J ahan the royal 
hunting seat of Badshah Mahal was erected by Ali Mardin 
Khan, the projector of the Eastern Jumna Canal. The canal 
was permitted to fall into dism..e during the long decline of 
the Mughal empire, and it was never of much practical utility 
until the establishment of British rule. 

After the death of Aurangzeb, this region suffered, like the 
rest of Upper India, from the constant inroads of warlike tribes 
and the domestic feuds of its own princes. The first incursion 
of the Sikhs took place in I 709, under the weakened hold of 
Bahadur Shah ; and for eight successive years their wild hordes 
kept pouring ceaselessly into the Doab, repulsed time after 
time, yet ever returning in greater numbers, to massacre the 
hated Muhammadans and turn their territory into a wilder
ness. The Sikhs did not even confine their barbarities to their 
Musalman foes, but murdered and pillaged the Hindu com
munity with equal violence. In 1716, however, the Mughal 
court mustered strength enough to repel the invaders for a 
time ; and it was not until the utter decay of all authority that 
the Sikhs once more appeared upon the scene. 
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.Mean~hile the Upper Doab passed into the hands of the 
Saiyid brothers of Barba, whose rule was more intimately con
nected with the neighbouring District of MuZAFFARNAGAR. 'On 
their fall in 17 21 their possessions were conferred upon various 
favourites in turn, until, in 1754, they were granted by' Ahmad 
Shah Durral1i to Najib Khlio, a .Rohilla leader, as a reward for 
his services at the battle of .Kotila. This energetic ruler made 
the best of llii advantages, and' before his death (177o) had 
extended his dominions to the north of the Siwaliks on one side, 
and as far as Meerut on the other. But the close of his rule was · 
disturbed by incursions of the two great aggressive races from . 
opposite quarters, the SikM and the Mariithiis.' Najrb Khan 
handed down his authority to his son, Zabita Khan, who at first 
rev~lted from the feeble court of Delhi ; but on being con 
quered by Marathli aid was glad to receive back his fief through 
the kind offices of his former enemies, then supreme in the 
councils of the empire. During the remainder of his life, 
Zabita Khan was continually engaged in repelling the attacks of 
the Sikhs, who could never forgive him for his reconciliation 
with the imperial party. Under his son, Ghulam Kadir (t785), 
the District enjoyed comparative tranquillity. The Sikhs were 
firmly held in check, and a strong government was established 
over the native chieftains. 

But upon the death of its last Rohilla prince, who blinded 
the emperor Shah Alam II, and was mutilated and killed by 
Sindhia in 1788, the country fell into the hands of the Marathlis, 
and remained in their possession until the British conquest, 
Their rule was very precarious, owing to the perpetual raids 
made by the Sikhs ; and they were at one time compelled to call 
in the aid of George Thomas, the daring military adventurer, 
who afterwards established an independent government in · 
Hariana. The country remained practically in the hands of 
the Sikhs, who levied blackmail under the pretence of collect
ing revenue. 

After the fall of ALiGARH and the capture of Delhi (x8o3), 
a British force was dispatched to reduce Sahliranpur. Here, for 
a time, a double warfare was kept up against the Mariithas on 
one side and the Sikhs on the other. The latter were defeated 
in the indecisive battle of Charaon (November 24, 1804), but 
still continued their irregular raids for some years. Organiza
tion, however, was quietly pushed forward; and the District 
enjoyed a short season of comparative tranquillity, until the 
death of the largest landowner, Ram Dayal Sing, in I8IJ. 
The resumption of his immense estates gave rise to a Gujar 
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revolt, which was put dow~. before it had assumed serious 
dimensions. A more dangerous disturbance took place in 
1824; a confederacy on a large scale was planned among the 
native chiefs, and a rising of the whole Doab might have 
occurred had not the premature eagerness of the rebels dis
closed their designs. As it was, the revolt was only suppressed 
by a sanguinary battle, which ended in the total defeat of the 
insurgents and the fall of their ringleaders. 

From that period till the Mutiny, no events of importance 
disturbed the quiet course of civil administration in Saharan pur. 
News ofthe rising at MEERUT was received early in May, 1857, 
and the European women and children were immediately dis
patched to the hills. Measures were taken for the defence of 
the city, and a garrison of European civil servants established 
themselves in the Magistrate's house. The District soon broke 
out into irregular rebellion; but the turbulent spirit showed 
itself rather in the form of internecine quarrels among the native 
leaders than of any settled opposition to British government. 
Old feuds sprang up anew; villages returned to their ancient 
enmities ; bankers were robbed, and money-lenders pillaged ; 
yet the local officers continued to exercise many of their func
tions, and to punish the chief offenders by ordinary legal 
process. On the 2nd of June a portion of the Native Infantry 
at Saharanpur city mutinied and fired upon their officers, but 
without effect. Shortly afterwards a small body of Gurkhas 
arrived, by whose assistance order was partially restored. As 
early as December, 18571 it was found practicable to proceed 
with the regular assessment ofJ.he District, and the population 
appeared to be civil and respectful. In fact-thanks to the 
energy of its. District' officers-the Mutiny in Saharanpur was 
merely an outbreak of the old predatory anarchy, which had 
not yet been extirpated by our industrial regime. 

Archaeo- When the Eastern Jumna Canal was being excavated in 
logy. 1834 the site of an old town was discovered, 17 feet below 

the surface, at Behat, x8 miles from Saha.ranpur city 1• Coins 
and other remains prove its occupation in the Buddhist period. 
The three towns of Hardwar, Kankhal, and Mayapur on the· 
Ganges have been sacred places of the Hindus for countless 
years. Muhammadan rule is commemorated by tombs and 
mosques at several places, among which may be mentioned 
MANGLAUR, GANGOH, and Faizabad. SARSAWA is an ancient 
town, with a lofty mound, once a strong brick fort. The 
District contains two celebrated Muhammadan shrines : that of 

1 Jou,.nal, Asiatic S«iety of Bengal, vol. iii, pp. 43 and 221. 
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Plriin Kaliiir, a few miles from R~orkee ; and the birthplace 
of Gaga or Zahir Plr, at Sarsawa. Both ·are also reverenced 
by Hindus, and the cult of the latter is popular throughout 
Northern India. 

In 1901 there were 18. towns and 1,628 villages. The The 
. h Ia h' h b . people. population at each Census 1n t e st t trty years as een. 

(1872) 8841017, (x881) 97915441 (1891) x,oox,28o, and {!:901) 
1,04 5, 2 30. The District is divided irtto four taksi/s-SAHARAN-
PUR DEOBAND RooRKEE and NAKUR-the head-quarters of 

' ' ' . each bearing the same name. The chief towns are the .m~ru-
cipalities of SAHARANPUR, the head-quarters of the D1str1ct, 
HARDWAR, and DEOBAND. The following table shows the 
principal statistics of the District in 1901 :-

l~ 
Number of 

~ ~ 'a c.8.,. • 'Q.£"tf 

j 
"i .,a ~i~~& ~==!! TaMil. .!Fij al 

} ~~ C:'~.!~~ 'i ale e g·i ~! = ai!!"jl: 

l !5.~ zu .... :.; £ ~""" 
Saharan pur 619 I -497 33-41681 541 + 7·1 8,179 
Deohand 3Bs 3 an 220,152 573 +7·1 3·696 
Roorkee. 796 6 -426 286,903 360 -lo2 9·529 
Nakiir 428 8 39-4 203,494 475 +s·6 4,385 

District total 2,228 18 1,628 1,045·230 469 +-4•4 125,789 

Hindus form 65 per cent. of the total, and Muhammadans 
34 per cent., the latter being a very high proportion, peculiar to 
the northern part of the plains. The District supports 469 
persons to the square mile, and the density \s thus slightly 
bigher.than the average of the Provinces (445). Between 1891 
and rgor the population increased by 4·4 per cent., the famine 
of 1896-7 having had little effect. The principal language is 
Western Hindi, which is spoken by more than 99 per cent. 

The most numerous Hindu caste is that of the Chamars Castes and 
(leather·workers and labourers}, 2o4,ooo. Brahmans number ~ceupa-
4J,ooo; Rajputs, 46,ooo; and Banias, 28,ooo. Money·lenders tions. 
have acquired a very large share in the land of the District. 
The best cultivating castes are the Jats ( Is,ooo), Malis (z8,ooo), 
Sainls (x6,ooo), and Tagas (rs,ooo); while the Giijars, who are 
graziers as well as cultivators and landholders, number sx,ooo. 
Kah:trs (4r,ooo} are labourers, pJ/ki-bearers, and fishermen. 
Among castes not found in all parts of the Provinces may be 
mentioned the Tagas, who claim to be Brahmans ; the Sairus. 
Gujars, Jats, and Kambohs (J,ooo), who only inhabit the 
western Districts; and the Banjaras (6,ooo), who chiefly belong 

C.P. L T 
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to the submontane tract The criminal tribes, Haburas (824) 
and Sansias (585), are comparatively numerous in this District. 
A very large proportion of the Muhammadan population 
consists of the descendants of converts from Hinduism. The 
three tribes of. purest descent are : Saiyids, 8,ooo ; Mughals, 
2,ooo; and Pathans, x6,ooo. Shaikhs, who often include 
converts, number 28,ooo. On the other hand, Muhammadan 
Rajputs number 23,ooo; Gujars, 2o,ooo; Telis (oil-pressers 
imd labourers), 49,000; Julahas (weavers), 45,ooo; and Garas, 
45,ooo; while the nutnber of the lower artisan castes professing 

fislam is also considerable. Garas and Jhojhas (12,ooo) are 
peculiar to the west of the Provinces. The proportion of 
agriculturists (44 per cent.) is low, owing to the large number 
of landless labourers (14 per cent.) and artisans. Cotton 
weavers form 4 per .cent. of the total population. 

Out of 1,617 native Christians in 190I, more than x,1oo 
missions. were Methodists, 200 were Anglicans, 250 Presbyterians, and 

General 
agricul
tural con
ditions. 

53 Roman Catholics. The American Presbyterian Mission 
commenced work in 1835, the Society ·for the Propagation of 
the Gospel in x855, and the American Methodist Episcopal 
Mission in I 8 7 4· 

Excluding the jungle tracts immediately under the Siwaliks, 
the District may be divided into two main tracts : the uplands 
in the centre, and the low-lying land or Rkiidar on the banks 
of the great rivers. A feature of even greater importance is 
the possibility of canal irrigation, and generally speaking it 
may be said that cultivation is most careful where irrigation 
is available. It is inferior in the unprotected uplands, and 
worst in the llWar and submontane tracts. There are two 
harvests as usual, the autumn or khanf and the spring or rabt: 

Chief The District presents no peculiarity of tenures. Out of 
:~~ul- 2,5oo mahiils, 900 are bhaiyiichiiri.i, 900 patfidiin.", and 700 
statistics zamindiirt.'. The main agricultural statistics according to the 
anald princi- village papers art! shown below for 1903-4, in square miles:
P crops. 

TtJII:til. Total. Cultivated. Irrigated. Caltivable 
waste.. 

Saharan pur 619 370 51 30 
Deoband. ass s~o JU ~0 

Roorkee 796 369 38 ss 
Nakiir 428 306 s.._ 70 

Total ~,228 1,365 ~ss 178 

The area, in square miles, under each of the principal food
grains in 1903-4 was: wheat, 553; rice, 204; gram, 203; 
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maize, 126; biijra, 127; and barley, 55· Other important 
crops are sugar-cane, 64; and cotton, 26. 

The great features in the agriculture of the District are the Impro~-
. f ' 1 · ' ' 11 ' h N k- ments m enormous extens10n o nee cu t1vat10n, es~ec1a ~ m t e a ur, agricul-

Deoband, and Roorkee taltsils; and the mcreasmg area under tural 
the more valuable crops-wheat; barley, and sugar-cane. The practice. 
area under cotton fluctuates,. but is not increasing. Very 
small amounts are ordinarily advanced under the Agriculturists' 
Loans Act. Between 1891 and 1903 the total advances 
amounted to half a lakh, but Rs. 34,ooo of this was lent in 
the famine year x8g6-7. Advances under the Land Im
provement Loans Act are still smaller. Much has been done 
to improve the drainage, especially in the Jumna and Ganges 
kkiidars, by straightening and embanking streams. In 188o 
a new branch of the Ganges Canal was opened, which serves 
the Deoband tahsil. 

There is no local breed of cattle, and the animals used Cattle an4 
are either imported, or of the inferior type common in the hor,;es. 
Provinces. The breed of horses in the south of the District 
was formerly good, and in 1842 a stud farm was opened at 
Saharan pur city. For many years there was a considerable sale 
of horses at the Hardwar fair; but this has almost ceased, and 
the Saharan pur farm is now a . depot for training imported 
remounts. Government stallions are, however, maintained at 
several places in the District. Mule-breeding has been tried, 
and there are several donkey stallions ; but the operations 
have not been very successful. 

Of the total area under cultivation in 1903-4, the area Irrigation. 
irrigated from canals was 201 square miles, or 15 per cent. 
Wells irrigated 75 square miles, and other sources 9· The 
canal irrigation is supplied by the EASTERN JuMNA and UPPER 
GANGES CANALS, both of which start in this District. The 
former irrigates about 130 square miles in the Nakilr, Deoband, 
and Saharan pur taltsilr ; and the latter about 7 5 ·square miles 
in Deoband, Sahiiranpur, and Roorkee. Well-irrigation is 
important only in Nakar. Up to 188o the area irrigated from 
the Ganges Canal in this District was smal~ but the con
struction of the Deoband branch between 1878 and 188o has 
enabled a larger area to be watered. There is a striking 
difference in the methods o~ irrigation from wells. East of the 
Hindan water is raised in a leathern bucket, as in most parts 
of the Provinces, while to the west the Persian wheel is used. 

The total area of the forests is 295 square miles. Most ofForests. 
this area is situated on the slopes of the Siwaliks or in the 

T2 
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tract along the foot of the hills ; but there are also Reserves 
on the islands in the Ganges below Hardwar; and in the 
centre of the Roorkee tahsil south of Hardwar. The forests 
on the hills, with an area of nearly 200 square miles, are chiefly 
of value as grazing and fuel reserves and as a protection against 
erosion; but in the submontane tract siil timber may in time 
become valuable. In 1903-4 the total forest revenue was 
Rs.45,ooo, of which Rs. u,ooo was received for timber and 
bamboos, the other receipts being chiefly for firewood, charcoal, 
grazing, and minor products. 

Minerals. The mineral products are insignificant. In the middle and 
southern portions, kankar or nodular limestone is obtained 
a few feet below the surface, and block kankar is occasionally 
found. To the north the substratum consists of shingle and 
boulders, gradually giving place to sandstone, which appears 
at the surface in the Mohan pass. Stone hard enough for 

· building purposes is scarce, and Sir Proby Cautley was obliged 
· to use brick largely in the magnificent works on the upper 
c;ourse of the Ganges Canal. The houses at Hardwiir and 
Kankhal are often constructed of pieces of stone carefully 
selected; but the quantity obtained is not large enough to 
c;lefray the expense of carriage to a long distance, and building 
stone is generally obtained from Agra. 

Arts and The most important indigenous industry is that of"cotton
;:;:~fac- weaving, which supports 46,ooo persons, or 4 per cent. of the 

population. Next to this comes wood-carving, which is very 
flourishing, though the increased demand has led to a deteriora
tion in style and finish. Less-- important industries are cloth
dyeing and printing, cane and woodwork, and glass-blowing 
in country glass. In 1903 there were two cotton-ginning and 
pressing factories, one rice-mill, and an indigo factory. There 
are also five Government factories of some importance : namely, 
the North-Western Railway workshops at Saharanpur city, the 
Canal foundry, the Sappers and Miners workshops, and the 
Thomason College Press ant. workshops, the last four being 
all at Roorkee. . · •- · 

Commerce. The opening of new raiiways has greatly developed trade i 
and the District has a large export business with the Punjab 
and Karachi by the North-Western Railway, with Bombay 
via Ghii.ziabad, and with Calcutta by the Oudh and Rohil
khand Railway. Wheat and oilseeds are the articles most 
largely exported, and salt, metals, and piece-goods the chief 

Railways imports. 
and roads. The first railway opened was the North-Western Railway 
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in 1869, which enters the District in the middle of the southern 
boundary and passes north-west through Sahliranpur city. In 
1886 the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway main .line was 
extended through Roorkee to Saharanpur, its terminus, and 
a branch line was opened from Laksar to Hardwar, the great 
pilgrim centre. The latter was extended by the Hardwar
Dehra (Company) line in 1900, and now conveys the whole 
of the passenger and most of the goods traffic to the hill 
station of Mussoorie. A light railway is being constructed 
from Shahdara, in Meerut District, to Sahiranpur. 

The total length of metalled roads is 1 11 miles, and of 
unmetalled roads 415 miles. Except 98 miles of metalled 
roads, the whole of these are maintained from Local funds. 
There are avenues of trees along x 76 miles. From Sahiranpur 
two roads lead north across the Siwaliks and the valley of the 
Dun. The road to CHAKRATA is still a military route, though 
maintained by the civil authorities, but that to Debra has lost 
its importance. The old road from the Doab to the Punjab 
runs alongside the North-Western Railway, which has largely 
superseded it. The Jumna and Ganges llhiidar are not well 
supplied with roads, but the latter is generally accessible from 
the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway. The Forest department 
maintains a road along the foot of the Siwaliks, and there are 
good roads along the canal banks. The Ganges Canal is 
navigable, and carries timber and bamboos to Meerut, but 
the Jumna Canal has no navigable channels. 

Saharanpur has suffered from famine, but not so severely as Famine. 

the Districts south of it. Remissions of revenue were made 
in 1837-8. In r86o-t work was provided on a. road from 
Roorkee to Debra, at a cost of 2f lakhs, besides an expendi- . 
ture of Rs. 59,ooo on other relief. It was noted, however, 
that the great canals bad mitigated the scarcity, and there was 
an average spring crop in two-fifths of the District. In 1868 
and 1877 the failure of the rains caused distress; but it was 
not so marked as in other Di:nricts. During 1896-7, when 
famine raged elsewhere, tlt~ ~ll.,h prices of grain caused 
exceptional prosperity to agriculturists in the tracts protected 
by canals and wells ; and though test works w:ere opened, no 
workers came to them. 

The District is divided into four lahsils and fifteen parganas. District 

The Roorkee tahsil forms a subdivision usually in charge of 5d~b:. 
J . 'lf~...-· 'di R k . . db IVISIODS a omt ••'""''S•strate res• ng at oor ee, asslSte y a Deputy- and statr. 

Collector. A lahsildiir is stationed at the head-quarters of 
each lam1l. The remaining members of the District staff,......,.. 
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namely, the Collector, three Assistants with full powers, and 
one Assistant with less than full powers-reside at Saharanpur. 
There are also officers of the Canal department. . 

Civil The tahsils of Saharanpur and Nak11r are in the juris
ju;;tice and diction of the Munsif of Saharanpur, and the rest of the 
cnme. District under the Munsif of Deoband. There are also a 

Subordinate Judge and one Assistant Judge. Civil appeals 
from. Dehra Dun District {except the Chakrati tahsel), and also 
from the District of Muzaffarnagar, lie to the District Judge 
of Sahii.ranpur, who likewise sits as Sessions Judge for the 
three Districts. Crime is of the ordinary nature. Cattle-theft 
is more than usually common, owing to the number of Gujars, 
who are notorious cattle-lifters. Infanticide was formerly very 
prevalent; but the number of families proclaimed has fallen 
considerably, and the annual cost of special police is only 
Rs. 6oo, as compared with Rs. 4,ooo in 1874· 

Land The District was acquired in x8o3 and at first formed 
~d':i:i~- part of a large area called Saharanpur, which also included 
tration. ~uzaffarnagar and part of Meerut. This was divided into 

a northern and southern part. The District as it exists at 
·present was formed in 1826. At annexation a large portion of 
it was held at a fixed revenue by a few powerful chiefs, whose 
occupation dated from the troubled times of Rohilla and 
Maratha government; and these tenures were not interfered 
with till the death of the grantees, between x8u and x8x5. 
Elsewhere the usual system of short settlements based on 
estima-tes of the value of crops was in force, and engagements 
for the payment of revenue were taken from the _actual occu
piers of the soil. A quinquennial settlement made on the 
Same principles in I 8 I 5-6 Was extended by tWO further terms 
of five years each. The next settlement was based on a chain 
survey, and on more accurate calculations of out-turn from 
which fair rents were estimated, or on the value of the share of 
produce actually taken by the landlords. Produce rents were 
the rule and soil rents were unknown. In 1859 a new assess
ment was commenced. This was based on a plane-table 
survey; but the proposals "were not accepted, and the assess
ment was revised between 1864 and 1867. Standard rent 
rates were obtained by classifying villages according to their 
agricultural condition, and ascertaining the average of the 
cash rents, or by calculating soil rates. . The latest revision 
was commenced in x887, and was largely made on rent-rolls 
corrected in the usual way. Cash rents existed in less 
than half of the total area, and the valuation of the grain-
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rented area was difficult. The revenue fixed was 14·3 lakhs, 
or 4 7 per cent. of the corrected rental ' assets.' The incidence 
was Rs. 1-14-o per cultivated acre and Rs. 1--9-0 per assessable 
acre, the rates varying in different parganas from R. I to 
Rs. 2-2-o. . 

The total receipts from land revenue and from all sources 
have been, in thousands of rupees:-

188o-l. a !Igo-r. 1900-f. 1903-"4-

Land revenue 12,07 13,05 15,33 15,25 
Total reYenue rs,:u 20,31 25,03 2Jj,34 

There are four municipalities-SAuARANPUR, HARDWAR Local self
UNION, DEOBAND, and RooRKEE -and fourteen towns go~
administered under Act XX of 1856. The population ofmeu · 
five of the latter-GANGOH, MANGLAUR, Ri.MPUR, AMBAHTA, 
and NAKVR-exceeds s,ooo. Outside these places, local 
affairs are administered by the District board. In 1903-4 
the income and expenditure of the board amounted to 
1·2 lakhs each, the expenditure on roads and buildings 
being Rs. 4o,ooo. 

The police of the District are supervised by a Superinten- Police and 

dent and two Assistants, and five inspectors. There are jails. 

22 police stations ; and the total force includes 97 sub
inspectors and bead constables and 446 men, besides 373 
municipal and town police, and 2,035 rural and road ,police. 
The District jail, in charge of the Civil Surgeon, had an 
average of 306 inmates in 190J. 

Only 2·5 per cent. of the population (4·5 per cent. males, Education. 
o·2 per ~ent. females) can read and write, compared with a 
Provincial average of J·I per cent. The proportion is dis-
tinctly higher in the case of Hindus than of Musalmiins, and 
the Saharanpur and Roorkee tahsils are better than the other 
two. In 188o-I there were 157 schools with 5,ooo pupils, 
exclusive of private and uninspected schools. In I903-4. 198 
public institutions contained 8,158 pupils, of whom 58I were 
girls, besides 429 private schools with 6,1g8 pupils. Of 198 
schools classed as public, four were managed by Government, 
and I 17 by the District and municipal boards. Of the total 
number of pupils, I 2,ooo were in primary classes. The expen-
diture on education was 2·6 lakhs, of which 1·9 lak.bs was 
met from Provincial revenues, Rs. 39,000 from Local funds, 
and Rs. g,ooo from fees. The greater part of the Government 
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expenditure is on the Roorkee College. Th~re is a famous 
school of Arabic learning at Deoband. 

There are x S hospitals and dispensaries, with accommoda
tion for. 8o in-patients. In 1903 the number of cases treated 
was xo7,ooo, of whom 21500 were in-patients, and 8,ooo 
operations were performed. The total income was Rs. 21,ooo, 
chiefly from Local funds. 

The :p.umber of persons vaccinated in 1903-4 was 37,ooo, or 
36 per x,ooo of population. Vaccination is compulsory only 
in the municipalities and the cantonment of Roorkee. 

[JJislrict Gazetteer (1875, under revision); L.A. S. Porter, 
Settlement Report (x891).] 

Saharanpur Tahsll.-Northernmost tahsil of Saharan
pur District, United Provinces, lying between 29° 52' and 
30° 24' N. and 77° 26' and 77° 53' E., with an area of 
619 square miles. It is divided into fourparganas: Faiziibiid, 
Muzaffarabad, Sahiiranpur, and Haraura. The boundaries are 
artificial on the south and east, while the J umna flows on the 
west, and the Siwaliks form the northern boundary. The 
population rose from 312,498 in 1891 to 334,681 in 19ox. 
There are 497 villages and one town, SAHARANPUR, the head
quarters of the District and tahsil (population, 66,254). In 
1903-4 the demand for land revenue was Rs. 4,26,ooo, and 
for cesses Rs. 69,ooo. The rainfall is 38 inches, being slightly 
above the District average. In the north is a strip of forest 
land. Of 370 square miles under cultivation in 1903-4, 51 
were irrigated. Irrigation is chiefly supplied by the Eastern 
Jumna Canal, which runs throogh the western portion .• Much 
has been done to improve the drainage of the north-western 
portion, which is intersected by a network of small streams. 

Deoband Tahsll.-Southern tahsil of Sahiiranpur District, 
United Provinces, lying between 29° 34' and 29° 53' N. and 
77° u' and 77° 49' E. On the south it marches with 
Muzaffarnagar District, but the boundaries are artificial. 
The tahsil comprises three parganas-Rampur, Nagai, and 
Deoband-and has an area of 385 square miles, of which 320 
were cultivated in 1903-4· The population rose from 205,627 
in 1891 to 220,152 in 1901. The tahsil contains three towns, 
DEOBAND (population, 2o,x67), the tahsil head-quarters, and 
RAMPUR (7,945) being the largest; and 31 x villages. In 1903-4 
the demand for land revenue was Rs. 3,85,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 64,ooo, The west of the tahsil is irrigated by the Eastern 
J unma Canal, and the east by the Deoband branch of the 
Upper Ganges Canal. The latter work, opened in x88o, has 
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been of great value. The area irrigated in 1903-4 was 112 
square miles. 

Roorkee Tahsn.-Eastern tahsil of Sahii.ranpur District, 
United Provinces, lying between 29° 38' and' 30° 8' N. and 
77° 43' and 78° u' E., with an area of 796 square miles. 
It is bounded on the north by the Siwaliks, on the east by 
the Ganges, and on the south by Muzalfarnagar District. It 
comprises the parganas of Roorkee, J walapur, 1\Ianglaur, and 
Bha~anpur. The population fell from 290,498 in 1891 to 
286,903 in 1901. There are 426 villages and six towns, 
HARDWAR UNION (population, 25,597), ROORKE.R (17,197), 
the tahsil head-quarters, and 1\IANCLAUll (1o,763) being the 
largest. In 1903-4 the demand for land revenue was 
Rs. J,86,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 62,ooo. In the same year 
the area under cultivation was 369 square miles, of which 
38 were irrigated. Besides the forests on the slopes and at 
the foot of the Siwaliks, the tahsil contains 20 square miles of 
grazing reserve south of Roorkee, known as the Pathrl forest, 
and a large area of low-lying land in the Ganges llM.dar. The 
head-works of the UPPER GANGES CANAL are near Hardwar, 
but the area irrigated in this taluil is small. The average 
rainfall is about 43 inches, being the highest in the District. 
Successful drainage operations have been carried out near 
Pathri. The tahsil forms a regular subdivision of the Dis
trict, with a Chilian Joint Magistrate and a Deputy-Magistrate 
recruited in India, who reside at Roorkee. 

Nakiir Tahsil.-South-westem tahsil of Sah.aranpur Dis
trict, Ut~ited Provinces, lying between 29° 39' and 30° to' 
N. and 77° i and 77° 34' E. It comprises four parganas
Sultanpur, Sarsawi, Naktir, and Gangoh-which all lie on the 
east hank of the Jumna. The total area is 428 square miles, 
of y,·hich 306 were culti,·ated in 1903-4- The population 
rose from 192,657 in 1891 to 203,494 in tgot. There are 
394 \illages and eight towns, including GANGOH (popula
tion, 12,971), A»BAHT.i. (5,75t), and Nu:u11. (5,o3o), the 
head-quarters. In 1903-4 the demand for land revenue was 
Rs. J,2g,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 55,000. About one-third 
of the tahsil lies in the Jumna JAidar. The eastern portion 
is irrigated by the Eastern Jumna Canal, which supplied 
24 square miles in 1903-4. while 6o square miles were irrigated 
from wells. 

AmbahtA.-Town in the Naktir ta.Asil of Sahiranpur 
District, United Provinces, situated in 29° sz' N. and 77° 
zo' E. ropulation (r9o1), 51751, Muhammadans being nearly 
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twice as numerous as Hindus. The place was originally a 
cantonment for Mughal troops, established by F"rroz Shah 
Tughlak, and was known as Frrozabad. The present town is 
modern, but contains two mosques, one built about 1516 and 
the other in Humayiin's reign. The tomb of Shah Abul 
Maali, who died in the seventeenth century, is a fine domed 
building with minarets, still in good repair. The town is 
administered under Act XX of 1856, the annual income being 
about Rs. x,6oo. Ambahta carved doors have a well-deserved 
reputation. ' 

Deoband Town.-,-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Saharanpur District, United Provinces, situated in 
29° 42' N. and 77° 41' E., on the old road from the Doab to 
the Punjab, close to the main line of the Oudh and Rohil
khand Railway. Population (1901), 201167, of whom more than 
half (u,825) were Musalmans. 

According to legend, the town owes its name to the presence 
of a sacred grove (.Dem ban), and an annual religious assembly 
still takes place in a neigbouring wood, where there is a temple 
of Devi. Local tradition relates that the Pandavas spent their 
first exile here, and the fort is said to have been one of the 
earliest to fall in the raid of Salar Masiid Ghazi. During the 
Mutiny several disturbances occurred, which were repressed 
without much difficulty. 

The town is situated 2l miles west of the East Kali Nadi, 
and the natural drainage of the country has been altered by 
the construction of the canals and railway. The outskirts 
have been fairly well draineS,..but the town itself presents a 
great problem. A scheme estimated to cost Rs. so,ooo was 
sanctioned in 1 904, and the work ·is now approaching com
pletion. The Arabic College here is one of the most important 
of its kind in Upper India. It was founded about 1876 as an 
offshoot of the Ajmer Gate College at Delhi, now defunct. 
Students come from Afghanistan, Bokhara, and Samarkand 
in one direction, and from Madras and Bengal in the other. 
The teaching is entirely devoted to.Eastern learning, especially 
Muhammadan theology, and the institution has no connexion ' 
with Government. There are also an English and an Anglo
vernacular school,.and a dispensary, besides the munsifi and 
tahsill offices. The municipality was constituted in 1868. 
The income and expenditure from 1892 to 1901 averaged 
Rs. IJ,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 3710oo, chiefly 
from a special grant of Rs. 2o,ooo and from octroi (Rs. xs,ooo) ; 
and the expenditure was Rs. x8,ooo. Deoband is a large grain-
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exporting centre, and in the busy season several Calcutta "firms 
have agents here buying wheat. Refined sugar and oilseeds 
are also exported, and the town is noted for the manufacture 
of cloth and country blankets. 

Gangoh.-Town in the Nakllr lalzst/ of Saharanpur District, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 47' N. and 77° 17' E. It is 
the chief to111n in the pargana of the same name. Population 
(1901), 12,971. Hindus numbered s.74I and Musalmans 7ti72, 
The town consists of an old and new quarter, the .former 
founded by a legendary hero, R.ija Gang, from whom its name 
is derived, and the latter by the famous saint, Shaikh Abdul 
Kuddiis, who gives his title to the western suburb, where his 
mausoleum stands, built by Humayun in I537· During the 
Mutiny Gangoh was frequently threatened by t...,_e rebel Gujars 
under the self-styled R.ija Fathua; but Mr. H. D. Robertson 
and Lieutenant Boisragon attacked and utterly defeated them 
towards the end of June, 1857· There are three old mosques, 
two of which were built by Akbar and Jahangir, besides a 
school and a dispensary. The town is liable to be flooded 
from a large swamp south of the site, but a scheme has 
been prepared to drain this. The· streets are paved and 
most of them have brickwork drains. Gangoh is administered 
under Act XX of 1856, the income raiSed being about 
Rs. J,ooo a year. It is the cleanest and best kept of all the 
towns under Act XX in the District. 

Hardwar.-Ancient town and place of pilgrimage in 
Saharanpur District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 58' N. 
and 78° xo' E. Till 1900 it was the terminus of a branch of 
the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway opened in 1886, but it is 
now connected by rail also with DEHRA. The pilgrim route to 
the shrines of Kumaun passes through it. The population 
fluctuates considerably according to the number of pilgrims 
visiting it, and has been: {1872) 21,555• (1881) 28,xo6, 
{1891) 29,125,and {t901) 25,597. Of the total population in 
rgor, Hindus numbered x8,2o9 and Musalmans 7,II9. 

The place has borne several names. According to tradition 
it was named Kapili after the sage of that name, who is said 
to have lived here. In the seventh century Hiuen Tsiang 
described a to111n named Mo-yu-lo, which was probably Mayura 
or Mayapur, a suburb south of Hardwlir. The Chinese pilgrim 
also mentions that there was a Brahmanical temple north of 
Mo-yu-lo which the Hindus ealled • the gate of the Ganges,' 
and this name Gangiiliwiira is regularly used by the Muham
madan historians for Hardwar. The meaning of the present 
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name is disputed. Worshippers of Siva derive it from Hara, 
a name of Siva, while' the Vaishnavas claim that the correct 
origin is from Han, a name of Vishnu. Abul Faz~ in the 
reign of Akbar, refe~ to_ Maya, known as Haridwara, and 
Tom Coryat, who visited· the place in Jahiingir's reign, called 
it 'Hari-dwiira, the capital of Siva.' 

The town is beautifully situated on the right bank of the 
Ganges, at the foot of the Siwaliks, close by the gorge through 
which .the river debouches on the plains. On the opposite 
shore rises the hill of Chandi Pahar, whose summit is crowned 
by a temple. The Ganges here divides into many shallow 
channels, with wooded ii>!ands between. One channel com
mences about 2 miles above Hardwar, and flows past the 
main town and its suburbs, Mayapur and Kankhal, rejoining 
the parent river a little below the last-mentioned place. The 
head-works of the UPPER GANGES CANAL are situated on this 
branch, between Mayapur and Kankhal. The town has grown 
considerably since the early part of the nineteenth century. 
At the present day the great object of attraction is the bathing 
ghat, called Hat'i-kii-charan or Hat'i-kt-jairi ('Vishnu's foot
print'), with the adjoining temple of Ganga-dwiira. A stone 
on the wall of the ghat bears the footmarlr, which is an object 
of special reverence. Pilgrims struggle to be . the first to 
plunge into the _pool on great occasions, and stringent police 
regulations are required to prevent the crowd from trampling 
one another to death. In r8r9, 430 persons, including some 
sepoys on guard, lost their lives in this manner, and the ghat 
was enlarged. The great assemblage of pilgrims is held 
annually on the first day of the month of. Baisakh, the com
mencement of the Hindu solar year, when the sun enters 
Aries. Every twelfth year the planet Jupiter is in the sign 
Aquarius (Kumbh) at this time, and the occasion is considered 
one of special sanctity, the fair being called the Kumbh melii. 
In 1796 the attendance was estimated at .2! millions, and in 
r8o8 at z millions. These were probably exaggerations, as the 
number at ordinary fairs was later found to be only about 
Ioo,ooo, and at the Kumbh rnelii about 30o,ooo. In 1892 the 
fair was broken up on account of an outbreak of cholera, and 
the vast concourse of people sent off by rail before the great 
bathing day. The result of this action was the formation of 
the Hard war Improvement Society, supported by contributions 
from Hindus all over India, which has introduced various 
sanitary reforms. The bottom of the pool has been paved, 
and the current of the Ganges directed so as to secure a con-
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stant strong fiow of water, while an iron railing has been erected 
to prevent bathers from being carried away. Another sacred 
pool. called Bhimgoda, has been enlarged and paved, and water 
is now supplied from the Ganges. . Th~ society also furnished 
part of the funds required to bridge a torrent-bed lying between 
the station and the town. Plague broke out in 1897, but was 
quickly suppressed. A few more cases took place in I 8981 

and the measures adopted to prevent the spread led to a riot. 
The numbers at the fair have decreased considerably since 
plague appeared. The numbers at any one time are also 
affected by the fact that pilgrims now visit Hardwar throughout 
the year, instead of only on the fixed days. On the great 
bathing day at the Kumbh fair of 1903 about 4oo,ooo persons 
were present. Cholera, however, broke out ; and although the 
cases at Hardwar were few, the disease was carried by the 
pilgrims into the hill tracts leading to the Himalayan shrines. 
In early days riots and bloody fights were of common occur. 
renee amid the excited throng. In 176o, 011 the great bathing 
day, the rival mobs of gosains and !Jairiigfs had a long battle, in 
which 1,8oo are said to have perished. In 1795 the Sikh 
pilgrims slew soo of the gosains. Timiir plundered and 
massacred a great concourse of pilgrims here shortly after 
seizing Delhi in 1398. In 1894 it was anticipated that the 
fiood caused by the GoHNA LAKE would damage the town 
and head-works of the canal ; but the river rose only I 2 feet, 
and the damage was not excessive. The trade of the town is 
(;Onfined to supplying the wants of the pilgrims, and to the 
through traffic with Dehra. Branches of the American 
Methodist Mission are maintained at Jwalapur and Kankhal. 
The Hardwar Union municipality was constituted in x868, . 
and includes the two villages of Mayapur and Kankhal. The 
income and expenditure from 1892 to 1901 averaged about 
Rs. 431000. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 91,ooo, of which 
Rs. 31,ooo was derived from octroi, Rs. 2o,ooo from a 
loan, and Rs. 33,ooo from the pilgrim tax. The expenditure 
was 1·2 lakhs; chiefly on the fair, Rs. 84,ooo. 

Manglaur.-Town in the Roorkee tahsil of Saharanpur 
District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 48' N. and 77° 53' E.1 

6 miles south of Roorkee town and close to the Upper 
Ganges Canal. Population (I901), Io,763. According to 
tradition, the town was founded by Raja Mangal Sen, a Rajput 
feudatory of Vikramaditya, and the remains of a fortress attri
buted to him can still be traced. A mosque in the town was 
built by Ba.lban in 1285. There is little trade, but the crops 
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grown in the neighbourhood are irrigated from the canal and 
are exceptionally fine, and there is a great·demanCI for manure. 
The place was formerly noted for carpentry. This industry, 

- which had begun to decline, has now revived; and very good 
chairs and other articles are made. The Muhammadan weavers 
are· much• ·impoverished. . Manglaur is administered under 
Act XX of x856, with an income of about Rs. 3,5oo. Much 
has been done to improve its sanitary condition. 

Nakiir Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Saharan pur District, United Provinces, situated in 
29° s6' N. and 77° x8' E. Population (1901), 5·030, Hindus 
and Musalmans being about equally divided. Nakur is said 
to have been founded by Nakula, one of the Pandavas, from 
whom its name is derived. The town suffered much in the 
Mutiny and was burnt by a party of GUjars ; but a relieving 
force recovered part of the plunder. There is a fine Jain 
temple, and also a tahslli school, a dispensary, and a sarai, all 
well built. Act XX of J8S6 is in force, and taxation yields 
about Rs. x,xoo a year. The site is raised and well drained. 
There is very little trade. 

Rampur.-Town in the Deoband tahsil of Saharanpur 
District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 48' N. and 77° 28' E., 
on the old road from Saharanpur to Delhi. Population (1901), 
7,945, the number of Hindus and Musalmans being· about 
equal. The town is said to have been founded by one Raja 
Ram, and according to tradition it was captured by Salar Masud. 
There is a fine modern Jain temple, and also a tomb of a 
Muhammadan saint, Shaikh -ibrahim, near which a religious 
fair is held in June. The town is administered under Act XX 
of x8s6, with an income of about Rs. 2,ooo. There is some 
trade in grain, and the town is noted for the manufacture of 
glass bangles. 

Roorkee Town (.Rurki).-Head-quarters of the tahsil of 
the same name, and cantonment, in Saharanpur District, United 
Provinces, situated in 29° 5( N. and 77° 53' E., on the main 
line of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway, and connected by 
road with Saharanpur and Hardwar. The Upper Ganges Canal 
passes between the native town and the cantonment. Popula
tion {1901), I7,I97· Hindus numbered 9,256 and Muham
madans 6,197· 

Roorkee was the head-quarters of a mahal or pargana men
tioned in the Ain-i-Akbari; but about 1840, when the Ganges 
Canal works eommenced, it was a mere mud-built village on the 
banks of the SOLAN!. It is now a fair-sized town, with broad 
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metalled roadways meeting at right angles, and lined with excel
lent shops. The town is provided with good saucer drains, 
flushed with water pumped from the canal. A short distance 
above the town the Ganges Canal is carried over the wide bed 
of the Solani by a magnificent brick aqueduct. Roorkee first be
came important as the head-quarters of the canal workshops and 
iron foundry, which were established in 1845-6, and extended 
and improved in x85o. For thirty years the workshops were 
conducted rather on the footing of a private business than as a 
Government concern. · In x886 they were brought .under the 
ordinary rules for Government manufacturing departments. 
The annual out-tum is valued at about :z to 3 lakhs, and 
eighty workmen were employed in 1903. Roorkee is the head
quarters of the Bengal Sappers and Miners; who have large 
workshops employing 135 men in 1903. The most important 
institution is, however, the Thomason Engineering College, 
called after its founder, who was Lieutenant-Governor from 
1843 to 1853· This institution had i.ts origin in a class started 
in 1845 to train native youths in engineering, to assist in the 
important public works then beginning. The decision arrived 
at in 1847 to carry out the Ganges Canal project increased the 
necessity for a well-trained staff of engineers, and the college 
was opened in 1848. In 1851 there were fifty students, and 
forty-two had entered the service. Up to 1875 each student 
received a stipend ; but from that year the number of scholar
ships and the number of guaranteed appointments were limited, 
though education remained practically free. Since 1896 all 
students except soldiers and industrial apprentices have paid 
fees, but the applications for admission far exceed the accom
modation. In the same year the methods of instruction were 
greatly developed, and the college was practically rebuilt. 
There are now chemical, physical, electrical, and mechanical 
laboratories, and technical workshops fitted with the latest 
tools and machinery. The press is supplied with power 
machines, and turns out all varieties of work besides ordinary 
printing. There are also mechanical and industrial classes. 
The total number of students in 1903-4 was 369; and in 1903 
the press employed 125 workmen, and the workshops 52, 
besides 77 students. Roorkee is also the head-quarters 
of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel and 
American Methodist Missions in this District. The ] oint 
Magistrate and the Deputy-Collector posted to the subdivision, 
and an Executive Engineer of the Upper Ganges Canal, re
side here. 
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The mup.icipality was created in x868. The income and 
expenditure from 1892 to 1901 averaged Rs: 17,ooo and 
Rs. 16,ooo. In· 1903-4 the iti.come was Rs. 27,ooo, chiefly 
from octroi (Rs. x6,oob); and the expenditure was Rs. '28,ooo. 

Beside~ the Bengal Sappers and Miners, two heavy batteries 
of artillery are ordinarily stationed here. The cantonment 
income and expenditure are about Rs. 6,ooo annually1 and 
the population of the cantonment in 1901 was 21951. 

Saharanpur City.-Jiead-quarters of the District and 
tahsil of'the same name in the United l'rovinces, situated in 
29° 57' N. and 77° 33' E., 988 miles by rail from Howrah and 
x,o69 from Bombay. It lies on the old l'oad from the Doiib 
to the Punjab, and is the northern terminus of the Oudh 
and Rohilkhand Railway main line, which here· meets the 
North-Western Railway. The population has risen in the last 
thirty years: (1872) 43,844, (x88x) 59,194, (1891) 63,194, 
~d (t9ox) 66,z54· . More than half the total are Musal
llliins {37,614)· The history of the city bas been given in 
that of the District. It was founded about 1340, and derives 
its name from a 1\{usalmiin saint, Shiib Haran Chishti. In 
Akbar's time it was the capital of a sarkar, and was sufficiently 
important to be constituted a mint town. 

The city lies in a low moist situation on both sides of the 
Dhamaula Nadi, and is also traversed by the Pandhoi Nadi. In 
x87o both of these streams were iil)proved and deepened, with 
marked benefit to the public health. In 1900 the main 
city drain was paved and cunetted, and a scheme for flushing 
~~oll drains is 'l,lndeJ; considera-tien. About three-fourths of the 
houses are built of brick, and trade is increasing. The open
ing of the North-Western Railway in x869 gave the first impetus, 
and the construc:;tion of the Oudh and Rohilkhand line in 1886 
);las still further increased the importance of Sahiiranpur. 
The place has, however, lost the traffic to the hill station of 
Mussoorie, which now passes by the Hardwar-Dehra Railway, 
opened in I 900. Besides the ordinary District staff, the officer 
in charge of the Botanical Survey of Upper India and the 
Executive Engineer, upper division, Eastern Jumna Cana~ 
reside here. Saharan pur ·also has large railway workshops, 
which employed 241 hands in 1903, and in the same year two 
cotton-gins employed xsS and a rice-mill 92 hands. Wood
carving is an important industry, and really good ~ork can 
be obtained. The Government Botanical gardens, founded in 
1817 on'the ~te of an old garden of the Rohillas, cover an area 
of xs6 a.tres, and sell large quantities of fruit trees, strawberry 
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plants, timber, and ornamental trees and shrubs, 'and flower 
and vegetable seeds, besides ·supplying drugs to G<lvernment. 
The former stud farm, with an area of :,413 ·acres~ is now 
a reser-Ve 1·emount dep6t, at which. imported horses are trained 
and acclimatized for the army. The American Methodist and 
Presbyterian Churches have missions here, and there is a 
fine Muhammadan mosque built on the model of the Jama 
Masjid at Delhi. . 

Saharanpur was constituted a municipality in 1867. The 
income and expendit-ure during the ten years ending 1901 
averaged Rs. 6z,ooo and Rs. 59,ooo. In 1903-4 the income 
was Rs. 9J,ooo, chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. 6s,ooo); and 
the expenditure was Rs. 17 ,ooo. 

Sarsl\wa.-Ancient town in the Nakiir taksil of Sahi
ranpur District, United Provinces, situated in 30° 1' N. and 
77° 25' E., near a station of the same name on the North
Western Railway, and on· the old road from Saharanpurto the 
Punjab. The population fell from 3,827 in 1891 to 3,439 
in 190 r. The town takes its name from Siras Pal, who was 
attacked and defeated by N1isir-ud-din of Ghazn~ and it is 
also said to have been plundered by Mahmud of Ghazni. In 
Babar's time the mound was still a strong brick fort, and the 
town and fort are mentioned as important places in the Ain-i
Ailbart. According to one version, Sarsawa was the birthplace 
of the celebrated saint Giigii. or Zlthir, who is reverenced by 
both Hindus and :Muhammadans all over Northern India 1• 

Muzaft'arnagar District.-District in the Meerut Divi- Bocn
sion of the United Provinces, lying between 29° 1o' and ~aries,!=on-

o ' N 0 , 0 , ~ I ngnrahon, 
29 45 . and 77 2 and 78 7 E., With an area of r,666 aod river 
square miles. On the north it is bounded by Sahiiranpur system. 

District, and on the south by Meerut, while the Ganges 
separates it on the east from Bijnor, and the J umna on the 
'll·est from the Punjab District of KamaL Muz.aJramagar con-
sists of a central elevated tract, flanked on either side by the 
low-lying land or ll!ldar of the Ganges and J umna. The 
Ganges A!h.idar is a precarious tract of moist land with scanty 
cultivation, but generally covered with coarse grass and occa-
sional patches of tamarisk. The northern portion, included in 
tht! Gordhanpur pargana, is especially liable to flooding from 
the Sor..ANI river, which is increased by percolation from the 
Upper Ganges Canal. Drains and dams have been constructed 
•·iLh but little success, and the llliJdar is chiefly V&luable as 
a grazing-ground. The Jumna ll!tJdar is less swampy, put is 

' W. Crooke, Popular Reli~11 o/ N4rlluna INiia., p. 133· . 
....... u 
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equally 'poor, and much of it is covered witp dhiik jungle 
(Butea/rondosa). The uplands are divided into four tracts by 
four rivers flowing from north to south; On the east is the 
large;. tract lyif!g between the old high bank of the Ganges and 
the KA.Li NADi (WEST), which is watered by the Upper Ganges 
Canal. This tract is generally fertile, but is crossed by a sandy 
ridge, and suffers from 

1
excessive moisture near the Kali Nadi. 

Between this river and the HINDAN lies another fertile tract, 
which was immensely improved by the opening of the Deoband 
branch 6f the Ganges Canal in x88o, as the spring-level is very 
low. This area is less sandy than the first, but is crossed. by 
one well-defined belt of sand. West of the Hindan, sand is 
comparatively rare; and the tract between this river and the 
Karsuni or Krishni is uniformly good in the centre, though less 
fertile irt the north and south. Between the Karsuni and 
Katha, which marks the beginning of the J umna tract, lies an 
area which is flourishing in the south, but inferior in the 
north, where population is scarce. This tract is watered by 
the Eastern Jumna Canal. 

The District consists entirely of the Gangetic alluvium, 
which varies from fine sand to stiff clay. 

The botany of the District presents no peculiarities. In the 
north-west corner dhiik jungle is abundant. About 16 square 
miles are under groves, the mango, pomegranate, and guava 
being the favourite trees. Shisham, jiimun, and siras are 
the most common species in avenues. Thatching-grass is 
abundant, but its use is giy!!J.g way to that of tiles. 

Wolves are fairly common, and wild hog swarm in the 
klziidar and near the canals. Hog deer ar~ also found near 
swampy land, and leopards are occasionally seen. Tigers, 
which were formerly common, are now very rare. 

The climate is comparatively cool, owing to the proximity 
of the hills, and the mean temperature is about 76°. There 
can be no reasonable doubt that the wide extension of 
irrigation has had a prejudicial effect on the climate, and its 
stoppage near towns has occasionally been necessary in the 
interest of the public health. 

The rainfall over a long series of years has averaged 
33 inches, increasing gradually from 30 inches in the west 
to about 37 inches in the east. Large variations from the 
normal are not very common. 

Tradition represents Muzaffamagar as having formed a 
portion of the Pandava kingdom, which had its capital at 
Hastinapur in the adjoining District of Meerut, and at a more 
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historical date as being included in the dominiont ot Prithwt 
Raj, the Chauhan ruler of Delhi. Authentic history first 
shows us the country around Muzaffarnagar at the time of the 
Musalmiin conquest in the thirteenth century, a.nd it remt!;ined 
a dependency of the various dynasties who ruled at Delhi until 
the final dissolution of the Mughal; empir~. The earliest 
colonists probably consisted of Aryan settlers, Brahman and 
Rajput. They were succeeded by the Jilts, who occupied the 
whole southern portion .of the District, where their descendants 
still form the chief landowning class. At a later liate, the 
Gujars took possession of the poorer tracts which the Jats had 
left unoccupied, and they, too, are still to be found as zamin
diirs. Finally, with the Muhammadan irruptions, bodies of 
Shaikhs, Saiyids, and Patha.ns entered Muzaffarnagar, and 
parcelled out among themselves the remainder of the territory. 

Timur paid one of his sanguinary visits to the District in 
t 399, when all the infidel inhabitants whom he could capture 
were mercilessly put to the sword. Under Akbar, Muzaffar
nagar was included in the sarluir of Saharanpur. During the 
seventeenth century., the Saiyid family of Barba rose to great 
eminence, and filled many important offices about the court. 
Their ancestors are said to have settled in Muzaffarnagar about 
the year 13501 and to have enjoyed the patronage of the Saiyid 
dynasty which ruled at Delhi in tbe succeeding century. In 
1414 Sultan Khizr Khan conferred the control of Saharanpur 
on Saiyid Salim, the chief of their fraternity; and from that 
time forward they rose rapidly to territorial power and court 
influence. Under Akbar and his successors, various branches 
of the Barba st~ck became the leading landowners in the 
Province. They were celebrated as daring military leaders, 
being employed by the emperors on all services of danger, 
from the Indus to the Narbadii. It was mainly through their 
aid that the victory near Agra was won in 1707, by which 
Bahadur Shah I made good his claim to the imperial title. 
The part which they bore in the revolution of 1712, when 
Farrukh Siyar was elevated to the throne, belongs to the general 
history of India. As a reward for the important services 
rendered on that occasion, Saiyid Abdullah was appointed 
\\'azi'r of the empire, and Saiyid Husain Ali commander-in
chief. On their fall in 1721, the power of the Barba family 
began to wane, until, in 1737, they were almost exterminated, 
on a pretext of a rebellious design, by their inveterate enemy 
the Wazir Kamar-ud-din. 

During the whole of the disastrous eighteenth century 
U2 
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Muzaffarnagar suffered from the same Slkh in<;ursions which 
devastated the remainder of the Upper Doab. The Sikhs 
were assisted in their raids by the Giijars, whose semi-nomad 
life made them ever ready to join in rebellion against the 
government of the time. As regularly as the crops were cut, 
Sikh chieftains poured their predatory hordes into the Doab, 
and levied an ·Organized blackmail. The country was divided 
between them into regular circuits, and each chieftain collected 
requisitions from his own circuit only. It was during this 
anarchic period that those mud forts began to spring up which 
became in time so .characteristic of the Upper Doab. In I 7 88 

· the District fell into the hands of the Marathas, under whom 
the famous military adventurer, George Thomas, endeavoured 
with some success to prevent the constant raids across the 
Jumna. The Begam Smnrii of Sardhana in Meerut District 
held large possessions in the southern parganas at the end of 
the eighteenth century. 

Mter the fall of ALiGARH in x8o3, the whole Dolib as far 
north as the Siwalik Hills came, without a blow, under the 
power of the British. A final Sikh invasion occurred itt the 
following year, encouraged by the advance' of Holkar's forces ; 
but it was promptly suppressed by Colonel Burn, who drove 
the intruders back across the river. ~ 

The first incident which broke the course of civil administra
tion ~as the Mutiny of 1857· On the news of the outbreak at 
MEERUT, the Magistrate of Muzaffarnagar, who was then in 
weak health and about to ~ on leave, issued orders that all 
the public offices should be closed. This measure naturally 
produced a general impression that British rule was suspended. 
At first there was no open rebellion, and the semblance of 
government was kept up, but plunder and incendiarism went 
on unmolested. At length, on June 21, the 4th Irregulars 
rose in revolt and murdered their commanding officer as well 
as another European, after which they marched off to Shamli. 

· Five days later, a party of the 3rd Cavalry arrived at the town; 
and on July 1 Mr. R. M. Edwards came in from Sahliranpur 
with a body of Gurkhas, and took charge of the administration. 
Vigorous measures were at once adopted to repress crime and 
collect revenue, the good effects of which became quickly 
apparent. The western parganas, however, remained in open 
revolt; and the rebels of Thana Bhawan attacked ShamJI, 
where they massacred 113 persons in cold blood. Reinforce
ments shortly after arrived from Meerut ; and Thana Bhawan, 
being evacuated by the rebels, had its walls and gates razed to 
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the ground. After this occurrence no notable event took place, 
though the troops were kept perpetually on the move, marching 
backwards and forwards along the Ganges, and watching the 
mutineers on the opposite bank. Order was restored long 
before the end of the Mutiny. 

There are no important Hindu buildings, but pious M uham- Archaeo
madans have erected many mosques and tombs in different logy. 

parts of the District. Several buildings at KAIRANA date from 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; at Majhera, 18 miles 
south-east of Muzaffamagar, there are some sixteenth-century 
tombs of the Saiyids; and at Ghausgarh, 21 miles north-west, 
are the remains of a fort built by Najib Khan, the Rohilla, 
and a fine mosque erected by his son. 

The District contains xs towns and 913 villages. Popula- The 
tion has risen steadily. The number at the last four enumera- people. 

tions was as follows: (1872) 69o,xo7, (x88r) 758,444, 
(I8gr) 772,874. and (xgox) 877,188. There are four tahsi/s
MuzAFFARNAGAR., KAIRANA, JA.NSATH, and BUDHANA-the 
head-quarters of each being at a town of the same name. 
The chief towns are the municipalities of MuzAFFARNAGAR, the 
administrative head-quarters of the District, KAIRANA, and 
KA.NDHLA. The principal statistics of population in 1901 are 
shown below :-

~ Number of 

-~ ~.!! '!i.dc;,.. '-.!!"0 

" O,.o 0: .,.. n t'.=g~S, a.. 11 CIS • •C .. j .; ~~~C H .8 ~ii·~ Tdnl c::= ·~ e ·; e " gh.n g&JB ~ l .... 
I!! ~ ""-8- Z~.!l < ""' l• p;,,. 8.-

Mumffamagar. .. 6 .. 3 264 339,064 515 + 15-8 6,759 
Kairina, .. 6 .. 5 256 334,679 484 +U•3 5.339 
Jansath 451 4 244 u6,4u ,.so +11·8 4>995 
Budhina. .zR7 3 149 197.034 686 +Iof-·1 s,slo 

-- - --
District total 1,666 15 913 877,188 527 +13-5 u,6o3 

Budhana, which has the densest population, has the smallest 
area of inferior ldzada,- land. Between 1891 and 1901 the 
District shared in the general prosperity of the Upper Doab, 
which profited by the high prices in 1896-7, when famine 
attacked other parts of· the Provinces. Hindus number 
6o7,ooo; or 69 per cent. of the total; Muhammadans, 255,ooo, 
or 29 per cent.; and Jains, ro,rso, or I·2 per cent. The 
number of Aryas is J,ooo, and this form of belief is rapidly 
increasing. More than 99 per cent. of the population speak 
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Hindustani. A s'mall colony of emigrants fr9m Sind still 
use Sindi. 

Castes and Among the Hindus, Chamars (leather-workers and labourers) 
~i~C:;,a- number I35,ooo; followed by the Jilts (83,ooo), who are ex

cellent cultivators. Kahiirs (labourers, cultivators, and fisher
men) and Brahmans, with 47,ooo each, come next. Riijputs 
include 29,ooo Hindus and 24,0C)O Musalmans; and Banias 
29,ooo, many of whom are Jains. Among the castes peculiar 
to the western Districts of the United Provinces' are the Jats; 
the Gujars (agriculturists), 31,ooo; Sainis (cultivators), 26,ooo; 
and Tagas (agriculturists), xo,ooo. The Bauriyas (726) are 
a criminal tribe peculiar-to this District, the members of which 
steal and .. pass base money all over India. They are con
fined to a tract in the extreme west of the District, where 
they were settled by Government. The most numerous 
Musalmli.n caste is that of the Julahas or weavers (29,ooo); but 
the Saiyids, who have been referred to in the history of the 
District, are very influential, though they number only 14,ooo. 
Shaikhs number 26,ooo; Pathans, 12,ooo; Telis (oil-pressers), 
14,ooo; and Kassiibs (butchers), 14,ooo, The Jhojhas (8,ooo) 
and Garas (6,ooo) are excellent cultivators, found chiefly in 
this District and in Saharanpur. The population is largely 
agricultural, 49 per cent. being supported by occupations con
nected with the land. General labour supports I I per cent. . 
and personal services xo per cent. 

Christian Out of 1,402 Christians. in 19011 natives numbered 1,2591 

missions. of whom nearly 112oo were Methodists. These are all recent 
converts of the Ameriean Methodist Mission, which has a 
branch here. The American Presbyterian Church also com

General 
agricul
tural con
ditions. 

menced work in x887. 
The most striking feature in the methods of cultivation is 

the high standard set by the Jats. Manure is not confined to 
the area immediately surrounding the village site, but each 
field of good land is manured. in turn. This is largely due to 
the importance of the sugar-cane crop, which requires much 
manure and careful cultivation. The injurious saline efflores
cence called rek is found most abundantly in the Jumna 
khiidar and near the Eastern Jumna Canal, and occasionally 
along the West Kli.li N adl and the Ganges Canal. 

Chief agri- The tenures are those found in most parts of the United 
cul~r~l Provinces. In 1890 there were 1,347 zamindiin~ 1,069 bhaiyii-
stattstics • - h · · 1 · 1 1 and princi· dziirii, and 579 jaltidiin mahals. T e pnnc1pa agncu tura 
pal crops. statistics for 1903-4 are shown in the table on the next page, 

the areas being in square miles. 
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Taluil. Total. Cultivated. I Irrigated. Cultivable I •·aste. 

Muzaffamagar 464 33-f. 127 47 
Kairina 464 :1191 131 Sa 
Jansath 451 307 us 59 
Budhana a87 . 2 35 104 u 

Total 1,666 1,167 477 200 

The most important food-grains are wheat and gram, the 
areas under which in 1903-4 were 445 and 189 square miles 
respectively, or 38 and 16 per cent. of the net area cropped. 
A more valuable crop is, however, sugar-eane, with an area of 
uo square miles. Rice, which is increasing in importance, 
e!ipecially in the case of the finer varieties, covered 86 square 
miles. Cotton is a valuable crop, but was grown on only u 
square miles, chiefly in Budhana. Indigo cultivation has 
almost died out. 

The development of the canal system-especially the exten- Improve

sian of canal irrigation to the tract between the Kali Nadi and me1_1ts 
1
in 

Hindan-has been an important factor in the agricultural con- ~~u -
dition ; and it has been assisted by drainage operations, which practice. 

have led to the extension of cultivation by xo,ooo acres in the 
north-west corner of the District alone. The normal area 
cultivated is about 66 per cent. of the whole. Muzaffarnagar 
wheat is celebrated throughout the Provinces, and carefully 
selected seed is exported to other Districts. From 1895 to 
1900 loans were freely taken under the Agriculturists' Loans 
Act, the total being about Rs. 6o,ooo; but the annual ad-
'rances since then have fallen to about Rs. r,soo or Rs. 1,ooo. 
Advances under the Land Improvement Loans Act amount to 
only about Rs. x,ooo annually. 

The domestic breed of cattle is inferior, and the best cattle Cattle, 

are imported from the Punjab. The ldziidar is, however, horses, 
noted as a grazing-ground where breeders bring cattle. Horse- and sheep.

breeding is very popular, and there are about 20 Government 
stallions and 6oo branded mares. Every year in March a 
large horse show is held at Muzaffarnagar, where about 1,ooo 
animals are exhibited. In 190 3 the supervision of horse-breed-
ing in this District was transferred from the Civil Veterinary 
to the Remount department. Rajputs, Jats, and Gujars are 
the chief breeders. Sheep are kept for their wool and meat, 
and goats for milk and meat. 

Few Districts are so well protected by canals as Muzaffar- Irrigation. 
nagar. Almost every part of the upland area is commanded, the 
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western portion by the Eastern Jumna Canal, th~ centre by 
the Deoband branch of the Upper Ganges Canal, and the east 
by the latter main canal and the Amipshahr branch. More 
than I,ooo square miles are commanded and 450 could be 
irrigated annually. In 1903-4, 340 square miles were irrigated 
by canals and 130 by wells, other sources supplying only 7 
square miles. Well-irrigation is especially required in the 
western tract to supplement the supply from the Eastern 
Jumna Canal. The usual method of. supply is by a leathern 
bag with a rope and pulley worked by oxen ; but the Persian 
wheel is used in the west of the District. The Canal depart
ment has constructed and maintains more than soo miles of 
drains. 

Minerals. The chief mineral product of value is llanllar or nodular 
limestone, but this is scarce. .Reh, a· saline efflorescence of 
varying composition, is used for glass-making and some other 
purposes. 

Arts and There are few manufactures of importance. Cotton-weaving 
~:~fac- supports about 3 per cent. of the population. At Kairana 

calico-printing is carried on to a small extent for a local market; 
and ornamental curtains are made there and at a few other 
places. Good country blankets are manufactured, especially 
at Gangeru, and are exported. A coarse blue faience is made 
at. Miranpur, but this is inferior to the products of other 
Districts ; papier m!che is prepared in small quantities at 
the same place. Two small indigo factories are still worked. 
The use of iron sugar-mills has led to the establishment of 
depots for their supply and repair in many towns. 

$,:ommerce. The most important article of export is wheat, which has 
obtained a good name and commands a high price in the 
European market. Nearly 3o,ooo tons of wheat were exported 
annually between 1897 and 1901 from Muzaffarnagar and 
Khatauli stations. Large quantities of unrefined sugar are 
also exported, usually by railway, but the trade with the 
Punjab is partly carried on by means of pack-camels. The 
other exports are rice and oilseeds . 

. Railways The North-Western Railway from Delhi to Saharanpur 
and roads. passes through the centre of the District from south to north, 

and has four stations. The Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway 
just touches the District in the north-east comer, but hardly 
affects it. A light railway is under construction from Shahdara 
in Meerut District to Saharanpur, which will tap a rich tract 
.in the west of the District. 

There are only 78 miles of metalled roads and .321 miles of 
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unmetalled roads. All but 35 miles are maintained from Local 
funds. Avenues of trees are kept up along I 50 miles. Good 
village roads are incompatible with easy canal-irrigation, and 
the local roads are often extremely bad, especially in the north
ern part of the Jumna Canal tract. They are best in the 
south of the District. The Ganges Rhadar also has poor com
munications. The Ganges is crossed by two boat bridges, and 
there are two main ferries over the J umna. 

The Ganges Canal' is used for the transit of grain and 
timber, but the rivers are little used as means of communi
cation. 

Nothing is known of the history of famines in Muzaffarnagar Famine. 
before British rule, but it probably suffered less than the Dis-
tricts farther south in the many severe visitations which devas-
tated the Doab. Scarcity was felt in 18o3, and again in I824, 
and famine in 1837, when Rs. 4o,ooo of revenue was remitted. 
The Eastern Jumna Canal was opened in I83o, and the Ganges 
Canal in I85+ Owing chiefly to the latter, the famine of 
I 86o-I was not much felt. The Am1pshahr branch of the 
Ganges Canal was, however, commenced as a relief work. In 
I 868-9 the protection of the canals was even more marked, and 
large stores of grain existed, while distress was further relieved 
by the demand for work on the Sind, Punjab, and Delhi (now 
called the North-Western) Railway. Numbers of immigrants 
poured in from Bikaner and Western Rl!.jputana. Since 1869 
the District has practically escaped famine, and high prices in 
1877, 1896, and 1900 were a source of profit to the agricultural 
inhabitants, though immigrants in distressed circumstances 
were numerous. The opening of the Deoband branch canal 
in r88o has further protected an important tract. 

The District is divided into four talzsils and seventeen District 

parganas. The normal District staff includes, besides the staff. 

Collector, four Assistants with full powers, one of whom 
is a Covenanted Civilian, when available, the rest being 
Deputy-Collectors recruited in India. 

There are two Munsifs in the District, which is included in Civil 
the jurisdiction of the Subordinate Judge of Saharan pur and in j~tice and 
the Civil and Session Judgeship of the same place. Muzaffar- cnme. 
nagar has a bad reputation for murders and cattle-theft, while 
gang dacoities are not uncommon. The Giijars are particularly 
turbulent, and the Bauriyas and gipsy tribes-such as San-
siyas, Kanjars, and Nats-are responsible for many thefts and 
burglaries. Infanticide was formerly very prevalent, but is not 
suspected now. 
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The District was acquired in x8o3, and at first part was 
included in Saharanpur District, and part administered by 
the Resident at Delhi. In 1824 the present District was formed 
by creating a sub-collectorship at Muzaffarnagar, which became 
a separate District in 1826. The early settlements thus formed 
part of those for SAHARANPUR. Quinquennial settlements were 
made in 1825 and 18301 the latter being extended till 184o. 
Operations for the first regular settlem.ent began with measure· 
ments in 1836 and I8J8, when the soil was classified into 
circles and average rent-rates were obtained to form the basis 
of assessment. The rent-rates were really calculated from 
valuations of produce and the ·method of division of that 
produce, as rent was generally paid in kind, and in many 
villages where the tenure was bhaiyiichiira there were no rents, 
as the co-sharers cultivated practically the whole area. The 
total demand was II•2 lakhs calculated at two-thirds of the 
rental 'assets,' and the settlement lasted twenty years. War, 
famine, and pestilence swept over the District before the next 
settlement operations began in x86o, and the new revenue 
at half . ' assets ' remained at x 1 · 2 lakhs. In this settlement 
rent rates·were calculated on an average of the rates paid in 
previous years. Inquiries were made with a view to making a 
permanent settlement, which was not granted, and the assess
ment was raised in various tracts in 1870 where it was found 
inadequate.' The last settlement was completed in 1892 for 
thirty years, and the revenue was fixed at xs·x lakhs, rising to 
15·6 lakhs. The assessment was based on .recorded rents, cor
rected where necessary; but the area for which rents were not 
paid was as high as 47·5 per cent. of the total, chiefly owing to 
the large proprietary cultivation. The revenue amounted to 
48 per cent. of the assessable 'assets.' The incidence varied from 
Rs. 1-3-o to Rs. 3-6-o per acre, the average being Rs. 2-6-o. 

The collections on account ofland revenue and total revenue 
are shown below, in thousands of rupees :-

188o-l. 189<)-1. 19QO-I. 1<)03-4-
------------

Land revenue • 12,20 12,18 15,55 1!),59 
Total 1evenue • 15,02 18,o1 u,os 21,92 

Local self- · 
govern
ment. 

There are three municipalities-MUZAFFARNAGAR, KANDHLA, 
and KAIRANA-and eleven towns are administered under Act 
XX of 1856. In 1903-4 the District board had an income of 
J·l lakhs and an expenditure of I•4lakhs. The expenditure 
on roads and buildings was R~. 64,000. 
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The District Superintendent of police is assisted by three ??lice and 
inspectors, and is in charge of ?5 officers and 296 men Jails. 
of the regular police, besides 209 municipal and town police, 
and 1,277 village, road, and canal watchmen. The average 
daily number of prisoners in the jail in 1903 was 168. 

The District takes a medium place in the Provinces as Education. 

regards the literacy of its population, of whom 2·6 per cent. 
(4·7 males and o•l females) can read and write. In x88o-1 
there were 135 schools under Government inspection, attended 
by 31779 pupils, and in 190o-1 156 Schools with 6,366 
pupils. In 1903-4, 194 such schools contained 7,404 
pupils including 192 girls, besides 398 private schools with 
51533 scholars, of whom 157 were girls. Of the public schools, 
:z were managed by Government and I 14 by the District and 
municipal boards. Out of a total expenditure of Rs. 32,ooo, 
Rs. 4,ooo was derived from fees and Rs. :z8,ooo from Local 
and municipal funds. 

In 1903 there were seven hospitals and dispensaries, with Hospitals 
accommodation for 65 in-patients. The number of cases and di~-

d f h . . d pensanes. 
treate was 7o,ooo, o w om I,ooo were m-pat1ents1 an 
4,6oo operations were performed. The total expenditure was 
Rs. u,6oo, chiefly met from Local and municipal funds. 

In 1903-4, 29,ooo persons were vaccinated, representing 33 Vaccina
per I,ooo of the population. Vaccination is compulsory only tion. 
in the municipalities. · 

[IL R. Nevill, District Gazetteer (1903); J. 0. Miller, Settle
ment Report (1892).] 

Muzaffarnagar Tahsil.-Central tahsil of Muzaffarnagar 
District, United Provinces, stretching north-east to the Ganges, · 
and lying between 29° u' and 29° 45' N. and 77° 27' and 
78° 1' E., with an area of 464 square miles. It comprises five 
parganas: Muzaffarnagar, Baghra, Charthawal, Pur Chhapar, 
and Gordhanpur. The population has risen from :zo6,496 in 
1891 to 239,064 in 1901. The tahsil contains 264 villages 
and three towns: namely, MUZAFFARNAGAR (population, 
23,444), the District and tahsil bead-quarters, Pua (6,384), 
and CHAR.THAWAL (6,236). In 1903-4 the demand for land 
revenue was Rs. 4.03,000, and for cesses Rs. SI,ooo. The 
tall.sil lies chiefly on the upland area of the District; but 
pargana Gordhanpur, situated in the Ganges ldz.J.dar, is a low
lying swampy tract in a state of chronic depression in spite of 
attempts to drain it. In 1894 the inhabitants of this pargana 
were removed, owing to the fear that the Go RNA LAx:E would 
flood the whole area when it burst; and the tract is still largely 
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waste. The tahsil is well irrigated by the Upper Ganges Main 
Canal and the Deoband branch. In 1903-4 the area under 
cultivation was 334 square miles, of which 127 were irrigated. 

Kairana Tahsil.-North-western tahstl of Muzaffar
nagar District, United Provinces, lying between 29° 19' and 
29° 42' N. and 77° 2' and 77° so' E., with an area of 464 
square iniles. It comprises fivepargana.r-Kairana, Jhinjhana, 
ShamJi, Thana Bhawan, and Bidauli-and was formerly known 
as Shii.mli. Population increased from 200,157 in 1891 to 
224,679 in 1901. The tahsil contains five towns: namely, 
KAIRANA (population, 191304), the head-quarters, THANA 
BHAWAN (8,861), SHAMLI (7,478), ]ALALABAD (6,822), and 
JHINJHANA (5,094); and 256 villages. In 1903-4 the demand 
for land revenue was Rs. 3,86,ooo, and for cesses Rs. so,ooo. 
The. river Jumna forms the western boundary, and the adjoin
ing tract lies low and is intersected by jltils and watercourses. 
The eastern half of the tahsil is, however, part of the upland 
tract and is irrigated by the Eastern Jumna Canal. In 1903-4 
the area under cultivation was 291 square miles, of which 131 
were irrigated. 
. Jansath Tahsil.:- South-eastern tahsil of the Muzaffar
nagar District, United Provinces, lying between 29° xo' and 
29° 36' N. and 77° 36' and 78° 6' E., with an area of 451 square 
miles. The population increased from 193,533 in 1891 to 
216,4u in 1901. The tahsil contains four towns: namely, 
KHATAULi {population, 8,695)LMiRANPUR (7,209), }ANSATH 
(6,5o7), the tahsil head-quarters, and BHUKARHERi (6,316); 
and 244 villages. In 1903-4 the demand for land revenue 
was Rs. 3,6o,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 47,ooo. The Ganges 
bounds the tahs:l on the east, and the low land on the bank 
of the river is swampy; but the greater part lies on the upland 
and is protected by the Upper Ganges Main Canal and the 
Aniipshahr branch In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 
307 square miles, of which us were irrigated. 

Budhana Tahsil.-South-western tahsil of Muzaffar
nagar District, .United Provinces, lying between 29° u' and 
29° 26' N. and 77° 9' and 77° 42' E., with an area of 287 
square miles. The population increased from 17 2,688 in 
1891 to 197,034 in 1901. There are two towns with a popu• 
lation exceeding s,ooo-KANDHLA (II,S73) and BUDHANA 
(6,664), the tahsil head-quarters; and 149 villages. In 
1903-4 the demand for land revenue was Rs. 4,o9,ooo, and 
for cesses Rs. so,ooo. The tahsil is the most thickly popu
lated in the District, supporting 686 persons per square mile, 
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as compared with a District average of 527; it is also the most 
closely cultivated. The Eastern Jumna Canal and the Deoband 
branch of the Upper Ganges Canal provide canal-irrigation. 
In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 235 square miles, of 
which 104 were irrigated. · 

Bhiikarheri.-Town in the Jansath talz.sll of Muzaffar
nagar District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 30' N. and 
77° 57' E., 15 miles from Muzaffarnagar town. Population 
(1901), 6,316. The inhabitants are chiefly Jats, who attained 
considerable power in the days of Pathlin supremacy. There 
is an old tomb of a saint who is reverenced throughout 
Northern India by the Hindus as Gharib Nath, and by 
the Muhammadans as Ghanb Shah. 

Budhana Town.-Head-quarters of the talz.sil of the same 
name in Muzaffarnagar District, United Provinces, situated in 
29° 17' N. and 77° 29' E., 19 miles south-west of Muzaffar
nagar town. Population (x9ox), 6,664. During the Mutiny 
the place was held by the rebels, but was retaken in September, 
1857· It lies close to the Hindan, but the main site is raised, 
and is fairly healthy. The town is administered under Act 
XX of 1856, with an income of Rs. x,ooo. Besides the talz.slli, 
it contains three schools and a dispensary. 

Charthawal.-Town in the District and talz.s'il of Muzaffar
nagar, United Provinces, situated in 29° 33' N. and 77° 36' E., 
7 miles north-west of Muzaffarnagar town. Population (x9o1), 
6,236. Under native rule it was the head-quarters of an 
iimil. It is now a small agricultural town, administered under 
Act XX of 1856, with an income of about Rs. x,soo. 

Jallilabad.-Old town in the Kairana talz.si/ of Muzaffar
nagar District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 37' N. 
and 77° 27' E., 21 miles from Muzaffarnagar town. Popu
lation (1901), 6,822. It is said to have been founded by a 
Pathlin named Jallil Khan in the reign of Aurangzeb. A 
mile away lie the ruins of the celebrated fort Ghausgarh, 
built by the Rohilla leader, Najib Khan, with a beautiful 
mosque which was built by his son, l.abita Khan. Jalallibad 
was often sacked by the Marlithas during the rule of 
Zabita Khan, and a Maratha still holds a small grant 
close by. During the Mutiny the Pathlins of this place 
remained quiet, and one of their leaders did good service 
as lahsildar of THANA BHAWAN after jts capture. The 
town is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income 
of about Rs. 2,3oo. There are two schools, with m~re than 
100 pupils. 
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Jansath Town.-Head-quarters of the lales'il of the same 
name in Muzaffarna.gar District, United Provinces, situated in 
29° 19' N. and 77° 51' E., 14 miles from Muzalfarnagar town. 
·Population (19oi), 6,507. The town is famous as the home of 
the Jansatb,_ Saiyids, who held the chief power in the Delhi 
empire in the early part of the eighteenth century. Jilnsath 
was sacked and destroyed by a Rohilla force, under the orders 
of the Wazir K.amar-ud·din, in 1737, and many Saiyids were 
slain or exiled ; but some of their descendants still live in 
the town. It is administered under Act XX of 1856. with 
an income of about Rs. 2,ooo. Jansath contains a taksill, 
an Anglo-vernacular school opened by private subscription, 
and a dispensary. Much has been done lately to improve the 
place by paving the streets and the drains. 

Jhinjhana.-Town in the Kairiina tahsil of Muzaffarnagar 
District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 31' N. and 77° 13' E., 
on the left bank of the Katha, 30 miles from Muzalfarnagar 
town. Population {t9o1), 5,094· The town is the home of 
a family ofShaikhs who have resided here from an early date. 
It contains a dargalt of a Muhammadan saint built in If95 and 
several monuments of the Shaikhs, the chief being a mosque 
and tomb built in 1623, decorated with coloured tiles. Jhin· 
jhii.na is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income Q[ 

about .Rs. 1, 7 oo_ It was formerly very dirty ; and although the 
streets have recently been paved, it is still unhealthy. 

K.airana Town.-Head-q~ters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Muzaff'arnagar District, United Provinces, situated in 
29° 24' N. and 77° n' E. It is the terminus of a met<tlled 
road from Muzaff'arnagar town. The population is increasing 
slowly and was 19,304 in 1901. Mukarrab Khan, physician 
to J ahangtr and Shah Jahiin, received the town and surrounding 
country as a grant. He built a. dargalr. and laid out a beautiful 
garden with a large tank., and the town also contains several 
mosques dating from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
Kairana is built partly on the low-lying Jumna kltiidar and 
partly on the rising slope to the upland plain, and has a dean, 
well-paved hazar. The town was constituted a. municipality 
in 1814. During the ten years ending 1901 the income and 
expenditure averaged Rs. 12,ooo. In 1903-4 the income 
was Rs. 16,ooo, chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. u,ooo); and 
the eJtpenditure was Rs. 18,ooo. Ornamental curtains are 
made here by pasting small pieces of looking-glass on coloured 
cloth. There is a considerable amount of traffic in grain with 
both the Punjab and the railway, and a small calico-printing 
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industry. Besides the: tahslll, there are a munsifl, a dispensary, 
and two schools. 

Kandhla.-Town in the Budhana tahsil of Muzaffarnagar 
District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 19' N. and 77° x6' 
E., near the Eastern Jumna Canal, 29 miles south-west of 
Muzaffarnagar town. Population(1902), II,563. It is situated 
on low ground and the neighbourhood is swampy. The more 
important streets are metalled and drained. Kandhla was con
stituted .a municipality_ in 1872. The income and expendi
ture during the ten years ending 1901 averaged Rs. 6,7oo. In 
1903-4 the income was Rs. n,ooo, chiefly derived from octroi 
(Rs. 6,6oo); and the expenditure was Rs. n,ooo. There is 
a considerable local trade in grain, cotton, and cloth, which is 
manufactured here. The taksill school had 130 pupils in 1904. 

Khataull.-Town in the Jinsath tahsil of Muzaffarnagar 
District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 17' N. and 77° 
44' E., on the North-Western Railway and on the road from 
Meerut to Roorkee. Population is increasing steadily, and 
was 8,695 in 1901, The town is of some age, and contains 
four large Jain temples and a large sarai built by Shah 
Jahan. It first became of importance during the Bihar 
famine of 1874, when all the surplus grain in the District was 
exported from the railway station. The streets have recently 
been paved and masonry drains constructed. KhataulJ is 
administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of 
about Rs. 3,ooo. Its trade is chiefly connected with the 
export of grain and sugar, and is largely in the hands of Jain 
merchants. The lalzsili school has 64 pupils, and an aided 
Jain school 38. 

Miranpur.-Town in the Jansath tahsil of Muzaffamagar 
District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 17' N. and 77° 
57' E., 20 miles from Muzaffamagar town. Population (1901), 
7,209. It is the home of a family of Saiyids, descended from 
a member of the ChhatraurJ branch of the famous Barba. 
Saiyids. Early in 1858 it was attacked by the Bijnor rebels

1 

but successfully held by British troops. Miranpur is adminis
tered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about 
Rs. 2 ,ooo. At one time there was a large local trade in rice, 
&ugar, salt, and grain ; but the opening of the railway has 
diverted trade to Khatauli and Muzaffarnagar. Blankets are 
still made to a large extent, and also coarse blue pottery and 
papier mache goods. There are two small schools. 

Muzaft'amagar Town.-Head-quarters of the District 
and lahsil of the same name, United Provinces, situated in 
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29° 28' N. and 77° 41' E., c;m the main road fr~m Meerut to 
Roorkee and llardwar, and' on the North-Western Railway. 
The population is increasing rapidly: (1872) xo,793, (1881) 
xs,o8o, (1891). 18,x66, (1901) 23,444. In 1901 Hindus 
numbered 12,847 and Musalmans 9,519. The town was 
founded by the !)On of Muzaffar Khan, Khan-i-Jahan, in the 
reign of Shah Jahan, _about x633, close to the site of an older 
town known as Sarwat. It remained a place of little importance, 
until in 1824 it became the head-quarters of a sub-collectorship. 
of Saharanpur District, and two years iater Muzaffarnagar 
District was formed. It is a closely-built town, crowded. · 
with small streets, but is well situated on high land above the 
Kali NadJ, to which the drainage is carried. Besides .the 
ordinary offices, there are a town hall, high and middle schools, 
and male and female hospitals. There are no resident officials 
besides those of the ordinary District staff. The American 
Presbyterian and Reformed Methodist Missions have branches 
here. Muzaffarnagar was constituted a municipality in 1872. 
The income and expenditure during the ten years ending 1901 
averaged Rs. 22,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 35,ooo, 
chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. 21,ooo) and house tax 
{Rs. 6,ooo); and the expenditure was Rs. 46,ooo. A drainage 
and paving project was completed in 1903 at a cost of more 
than Rs. 3o,ooo, and the town is now very well drained. The 
place owes its prosperity largely to the export trade in wheat 
and sugar, and the only considerable manufacture is that of 
blankets. Every year in March a horse show is held here. 
The high school contains 230 pupils, the tahsill school x6o, 
and a girls' school 35· 

Pur.-Town in the District and tahsil of Muzaffarnagar, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 39' N. and 77° 51' E., 16 
miles north of Muzaffarnagar town on the metalled road to 
Roorkee. Population (1901), 6,384. The town is surrounded 
by fine groves and contains soine good brick houses, but 
the drainage is defective. In the low waste land close by 
an important camp is formed for artillery practice every 
cold season. The town is administered under Act XX of 
x8s6, with ·an income of about Rs. 1,5oo. 

Shamll.-Town in the Kairana tahsil of Muzaffarnagar 
District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 27' N. and 
77° 18' E., on the metalled road from Muzaffarnagar town 
to Kairana. Population (1901), 7,478. It was originally 
known as Muhammadpur Zanardar, and formed part of the 
grant made to Mukarrab Khan, physician to J ahangir and 
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Shah Jahlin. The town was built later by a follower or 
Mukarrab Khan's called Shyam. In 1794 it was the residence 
of a Marathll commandant, who was suspected of intriguing 
with the Sikhs. Lakwa Dada, the Maratha governor, sent . 
George Thomas against the town. Thomas stormed it, and 
killed the commandant and his principal adherents. In 1804 
Colonel Burn was surroun4!!d near this place by an over. 
whelming force of Marathlls, .who were joined by the inhabi· 
tants, but he was relieved by. the opportune advance of Lord 
Lake, During the 

4
Mutiny the ta!tslldar of Shamll gallantly 

held the town an4 kept communications open for several 
months, but was defeated and slain by the Shaikhzadas of 
Thana Bhawan in September, 1857· The head-quarters of the 
talt.sil and munsifi have been removed to KAIRANA, owing to 
a terrible epidemic of fever. The place was once a muni· 
cipality, but decayed, and is now administered under Act XX 
of 1856, the income being about Rs. 2,5oo. Four schools 
are maintained. 

Thlina Bhawan.-Town in the Kairii.na tahsil of Muzaffar· 
nagar District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 35' N. 
and 77° 25' E., 18 miles north-west of Muzaffarnagar town 
on an unmetalled road. Population (19ox), 8,86x. In the 
Ain-i-Akbari the pargana is called Thllna Bhlm ; but the 
present name is said to be derived from an old temple of 
Dhawlnl, which is still much resorted to. The town was a 
centre of disaffection in 1857, when the inhabitants, headed 
by their KAzr, .Mahbub All KMn, and his nephew, Inayat AIY, 
broke into open rebellion. Among other daring feats, they 
captured the tahslll, then at SHAMLi, and massacred the I I 3 
men who defended it. Thana Bhawan was soon after taken by 
the Magistrate, with some Sikh and Gurkha levies, after a fight 
of seven hours. The walls and gates were levelled to the 
ground and no further disturbances took place. The town 
decayed after the Mutiny, but the population has increased 
during the last thirty years. It contains a primary school 
and some seventeenth-century mosques and tombs. It is 
administered under Act XX of 1856, the income from house 
tax being about Rs. t,soo. 

Meerut District (Jferalh).-District in the United Pro- Bonn
vinces, lying between 28° 33' and 29° tS' N. and 77° 7' and daries,~on-
so • E · h f .1 I , figuration, 7 1 z • ., Wit an area o 21354 square m1 es. t IS bounded and river 

on the north by Muzaffarnagar District and on the south system. 

by Bulandshahr, while the Ganges divides it on the east from 
Moridlbad and Dijnor, and the Jumna on the west fro111 tho 
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Pun jab Districts of K.arnal and· Delhi. On the banks of these 
great rivers are stretches of inferior low-lying llltiitiar land. ' 
The rest of the District is, for the most part, a level upland, 
the edges of which are scored by ravines. This may be divided 
into three main tracts. The western division, stretching almost 
to the Upper Ganges Canal, has an extraordinarily rich and 

• uniform st>il, except immediately above the rivers J umna and 
Hindan. East of this lies a shallow depression with poor 
natural drainage. The third tract, extending to the high banks 
of the Ganges, is characterized by the presence of sandy 
dunes, which are scattered in various directions in the eastern 
portion, but form a well-defined ridge in the west. 

Besides the Jumna and the Ganges, the most important 
river is the HINDAN, which runs through the west of the 
District and has a considerable area of kkiitiar land. Two 
small streams called Chhoiya, and a cut Called the Abii Nala, 
carry off part of the drainage of the central depression and 
the eastern tract into the ill-defined bed of the K.ALi NADi 
(EAsT). In the extren1e east of the District the Biirhganga, 
or 'old Ganges,' forms a chain of swamps close below the old 
high bank. 

Meerut is situated entirely in the Ganges alluvium, and 
llankar and saline efflorescences are the only minerals. 

The botany of the District presents no peculiarities. There 
is very little natural jungle, and grazing land is chiefly found 
in the Ganges and J umna kkiitiars, and to a less extent along 
the Hindan. The Districtis, however, well wooded, and 
groves ~over 2 I square miles. The commonest tree is the 
mango, but the bel and guava are largely grown for fruit, and 
the slzisham is planted in the road and canal avenues. 

Leopards are fairly common in the Ganges llkiitiar and 
·ravines, but tigers are extremely rare. Antelope are numerous 
in most parts of the District; Meerut is famous for wild hog, 
and the pig-sticking competition held annually for the Kadir 
(khiitiar) Cup in March or April is well-known. Other animals 
found. include the wolf, fox, jackal, hog deer, and nilgai. 
Game birds are numerous. Duck and teal are found along 
the Biirhganga . and other rivers, and in the larger swamps 
in the interior. Snipe, geese, black and grey partridges, quail, 
pigeons, and sand-grouse are also common. 

The comparatively high latitude and elevated position of 
Meerut make it one of the healthiest Districts in the plains of 
India. From November to March. the weather is cool and 
invigorating, hoar-frost being frequently found in January at an 
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• , early hour of the day. The hot westerly winds begin in April, 
and the rains set in about the end of June. The mean 
temperature is about 77°, ranging from 57° in January to 
91° in May or June. 

The District is practically the meeting-place of the Bengal Rainfall. 

and Bombay monsoon currents. The annual rainfall for thirty 
years has averaged 29 inches; but it varies in different parts,. 
and the south-west of the District rec;.eives less than the north-
east. Considerable fluctuations occur, and in five years end-
ing 1895 the average was 47 inches, while it sometimes falls 
below 20 inches. 

The District is connected with the earliest traditions of the ·History. 
Lunar race of the Hindus. A small hamlet on the high bank 
of the Ganges is believed to mark the main site of Hastinapur, 
the capital of the Kauravas and Pindavas, which was washed 
away by the Ganges. The Asoka pillar, now standing on the 
ridge at DELHI, is said to have been removed from near 
Meerut city, and remains of Buddhist buildings have been 
discovered near the ]lima Masjid. In the eleventh century A.D. 
the south-western part of the District was held by Har Dat, 
the Dor Raja of Baran or BULANDSHAHR, who was defeated by 
Mahmli.d of Ghazni in 1018. According to tradition, the north 
of the District was held by the Tagas, who were driven south 
and east by the Jats. The Meos were called in by the Gahlots 
and expelled the Dors. The first undoubted Muhammadan 
invasion was that of Kutb-ud-din, the general of Muhammad 
Ghori, in 1192, when the city of Meerut was taken and all the 
Hindu temples "'ere converted into mosques. Under suc
ceeding Sultins we hear little of the District, which may 
therefore be considered to have escaped any notable mis
fortune, until the Mongol invasion of 1398. Timli.r swooped 
down upon Meerut with more than ordinary barbarity, and was 
met with equal Hindu obstinacy. At the fort of Loni, many 
of the Rajputs burned their houses, with their women and chil-' 
dren within, and then sallied out to sell their lives as .dearly I 
as they could. After the capture, Timli.r ordered the massacre 
of all the Hindu prisoners in his camp, whom he himself 
represents as numbering 1oo,ooo persons. He then went on 
to the sack of Delhi, and returned to the town of Meerut, 
then ruled by an Afghin chief named llias. Timli.r first 
made his approaches by mining, and on ~e second day carried 
the walls by storm. All the males were put to the sword, 
and the fortifications and houses of the Hindus razed to the 
ground. Thence his army proceeded northward along the 

XI 
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two great rivers, taking every fort, town, and village they 
passed. 

The firm establish~ent of the Mughal dynasty in the 
sixteenth century, and the immediate neighbourhood of their 
court, gave Meerut a period of internal tranquillity and royal 
favour. The valley of the Jumna became a favourite hunting 
resort for the imperial family and their great officers. Pleasure• 
gardens and game.preserves were established in the low-lying 
tracts just .opposite Delhi; while it was for the. purpose of 
watering one of these that the Eastern J umna Canal was first 
designed. After the death of Aurangzeb, Meerut, though 

·nominally subject to the Delhi emperor, was really ruled by 
local chieftains : the Saiyids of Muzaffarnagar in the north, 
the Jats in the south-east, and the Gujars along the Ganges 
and in the south-west. It was also exposed to the same 
horrors of alternate Sikh and Maratha. invasions which 
devastated the other parts of the Upper Doab; while the Jats 
and Rohillas occasionally interposed, to glean the remnant of 
the plunder which .remained from the greater and more 
fortunate hordes. 

From 1707 till 1775, Meerut was the scene of perpetual 
strife; and it was only rescued from anarchy by the exertions 
•.of a European military adventurer, Walter Reinhardt or 
Sombre, one of the many soldiers of fortune who were 
.tempted .to try their destinies in Upper India during the 
.troubled decline of the DelhLdynasty. Aftex: perpetrating the 
massacre at PATNA, 1763, Reinhardt established himself at 
SARDHANA 'in one of the northern parganas of Meerut; and 
on his death in 1778 left his domains to his widow, generally 
known as the :Begam Sumrii, from the assumed name of her 
husband. This remarkable woman was of Arab descent, and 
originally followed the trade of a dancing-girl. · After her 
marriage with Reinhardt, she was baptized into the Roman 
Catholic Church, to which she became a considerable 
benefactress. Meanwhile, the southern portion of the District 
still remained in its anarchic condition under Marathli. rule, 
until the fall of Delhi in x8o3, when all the country in the 
possession of Sindhia between the Jumna and the Ganges was 
ceded to the :British. The :Begam, who had up till that time 
given assistance to Sindhia, thereupon made submission to the 
new Government, to which she remained constantly faithful 
till her death in x836. 

Meerut has few historical incidents . to show during the 
early :British period ; but _it has been rendered memorable by 
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the active part which it took in the Mutiny of 1857, being the 
place where the first outbreak occurred in Upper India. 
From the beginning of the year disquieting rumours had been 
afloat among the native troops, and the greased..ocartridge 
fiction had spread widely through their ranks. In April, 
a trooper named Brijmohan informed his comrades that he 
had used the new cartridges, and all would have to do so 
shortly; but within a few days Brijmohan's house was set 
on fire, and from that time acts of incendiarism became 
common. On May 9, some men of the 3rd Bengal Cavalry, 
who had refused to use the cartridges, were condemned to 
ten years' imprisonment. Next day, Sunday, May 10, their 
comrades took the fatal determination to mutiny ; and at 
5 p.m. the massacre of Europeans in the city began. 

The subsequent events belong rather to imperial than to 
local history, and could not be adequately summed up in 
a brief rlsuml. It must suffice to say that, thrm:tghout the 
Mutiny, the cantonments remained in the hands of the British 
forces, and the District was on the whole kept fairly clear of 
rebels. Meerut was more than once threatened by Walidii.d 
Khan, the rebellious chieftain of Mii.lii.garh in Bulandshahr 
District ; but his demonstrations were never very serious. 
The greatest peril lay in the threatened attack . by rebels from 
Rohilkhand, which was successfully warded off. Indeed, it is 
a noticeable· fact that the very city where the Mutiny broke 
out, and where the first massacre took place, was yet held by 
a small body of Europeans, surrounded by thousands of 
disaffected natives, under the very shadow of Delhi, from the 
beginning to the end of that desperate struggle. 

Though many places are connected by tradition with the Archaeo
events related in the Mahabharata, such as Hastinapur, logy. 
BA.GHPAT, GARHMUK.TESAR, PARiCHHATGARH, Puth, and Bar-
nawa, very ancient temples or other archaeological remains 
have not been discovered. A mosque built by Balban stands 
at Garhmuktesar, and there are a few Muhammadan buildings 
dating from the Mughal dynasty at MEERUT. 

The District contains 27 towns and 1,494 villages. The The 
population is rising steadily. The number at the last four people. 
enumerations was as follows : (1872) 11276,167, (188x) 
I,JIJ,I371 (1891) 11391,458, and (t901) 11540,175· The 
increase in the last decade (lo·6 per cent.) was six times 
as great as the Provincial average. There are six laltSi/s
MEERUT, GHiziABAD, MAwA.NA, BA.GHPAT, SARDHANA, and 
HA.PUR-the head-quarters of each being at a town of the 
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same name. The chief towns are the municipalities of 
MEERUT, the District head-quarters, HA.PUR, SARDHANA, 
GHAziABAD, MAWANA, and the 'notified areas' of BARAUT, 
BA.GHPAT, PILKHUA, and SHAHDARA. The principal statistics 
of population in 1901 are shown below:-

~ Number of l.!l .... .8 ,; :.s o.~ c...t.!!"t:f .. 0 O.Q" 
.§'a $.~.~;~ "". <C • i~ .. t 

"i ~~-g.~ Ta/:si/, =- ;; 'tut! 5.~.! ti"" ·;;·a j g. i~ ~oe~ f,!; a.~~ zis < fl.< &':i rt .. 8. .. 
--- ----- -

Meerut 364 5 aBo 342,143 940 + 4•9 18,o48 
Ghiiziiibiid 493 9 331 276,518 s6a +II·9 7,132 
Mawani. 431 4 248 200,399 465 + 12·7 3·398 
Biighpat. 405 6 218 297·506 735 + 14·4 7,285 

, Sardhana 250 I 124 18o,141 721 + 6.8 s,x98 
Hiipur 4II 2 292 243•468 592 +14·8 6,9t0 

~- - ----
District total 2,354 27 1,494 1,5401175 654 +10·7 47.961 

Of the total population, 74 per cent. are Hindus, 23 per cent. 
Musalmans, I per cent. J ains, 8 per cent. Christians, while 
Aryas number s,ooo. The great density in the Meerut tahsil 
is due to the large city of Meerut, while Mawanli., which has 
the lowest density, includes a considerable area of Ganges 
khddar. More than 99 per cent. of the inhabitants speak the 
Hindustani dialect of Western Hindi. 

Castesand Among Hindus the' most numerous caste is that of the 
ti~C::a- Chamars (leather-dressers and-labourers), who number 223,ooo, 

and form 20 per cent. of the Hindu population. They are 
followed by the Jats, 184,ooo, who are the most industrious 
agriculturists and hold a larger area both as proprietors and 
cultivators than any other caste. Brahmans number 12 r ,ooo ; 
Rajputs, 79,ooo; Banias, 59,ooo; Giijars, 58,ooo; Tagas, 
41,ooo; Ahirs, 25,ooo; and Bhangis or sweepers, 44,ooo. 
The Jats, Giijars, and Tagas are not found in the centre and 
east of the Provinces, and the Tagii.s (agriculturists) are more 
numerous here than in any other District. The most numerous 
Muhammadan tribe is that of the Shaikhs, so,ooo; followed by 
Rii.jputs, 46,ooo; Julii.hii.s (weavers), 33,ooo; Pathans, 19,ooo; 
Saiyids, xs,ooo; and Tagas, 2o,ooo. More than 49 per cent. 
of the population are supported by agriculture, 1 I per cent. 
by general labour, 10 per cent. by personal services, 3 per cent. 
by weaving, and nearly 3 per cent. by grain-dealing. 

Christian In 1901 there were 9,315 native Christians in the District, 
missions. of whom 7,400 were Methodists and I, 1 oo Roman Catholics. 
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The four missions at work are the Roman Catholic, the 
Church Missionary Society, the American Methodist, and the 
Reformed Presbyterian Churches. Sardhana is the chief 
station of the Roman Catholics, who commenced work there 
at the end of the eighteenth century under the Begam Sumrll. 
The Church Missionary Society's mission dates from x8xs, and 
the other two missions are of recent institution. The latter 
admit converts easily, and chiefly labour among the lower 
classes. 

As is usual in the Upper Doab, the Jats are the best Gen~ml 
c~ltivators, and all good la?d is. manured whether ~ear the ~;r~~~~n
vlilage site or not. The soil varies from sand to thick clay; ditions. 

but the greater portion is a fertile loam, and most of the 
District is capable of irrigation from canals or wells. The 
Ganges and J umna and, to a smaller extent, the Hindan 
khiitlars are precarious tracts ; but the District as a whole rank~ 
as one of the finest in the United Provinces. 

The tenures are those common in the United Provinces. Chief 

More than so per cent. of the .to~l area is held~ 6(taiyiic!ziira =~!
tenure; nearly 22 per cent. m 1m perfect pattidlin; and the statistics 
rest in perfect pallidari and samindari in equal proportions. and princi

The main statistics of cultivation in 1903-4 are shown below, pal crops. 

in square miles :-

Ta/t.iil. Total. Cultivated. Irrigated. Cultivable 
waste. 

Meerut 364 277 IU 29 
Ghii.~iibid. . 493 349 180 69 
Maw ina 431 273 89 94 
Bighpat 405 336 190 u 
Sardhana • J!iO 20[ Sa 18 
Hi pur . •f:ll ,sao 11!1 34 

Total '·354 1,756 775 266 

\\'heat and gram are the most important food-grains, cover
ing an area of 634 and 241 square miles respectively, or 36 and 
14 per cent. of the net area cropped. Maize andj01uar, with 
189 and 164 square miles, are also important. · The most 
valuable of the other crops are sugar-cane (179 square miles) 
and cotton (6o square miles). 

In the Hlidar, cultivation depends chiefly on the season, Improve
and in dry years considerable areas may be sown. The strik- me~ts in 
ing feature of the District during the last thirty years is the ~~ul
increase by about so per cent. in the area under sugar-cane, practice. 

which is now the crop from which the tenants pay their rent 
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and the Bamindiirs their revenue. The area cropped in two 
consecutive harvests in the same year, especially with maize 
in the autumn and wheat mixed with peas, &c., in the spring, 
is also increasing. The area under cotton has declined, and 
indigo is grown only by a few of the large zamindiirs. There 
is a small, but steady, demand for loans under the Agricul
turists' Loans Act, amounting to about Rs. 2,ooo annually; but 
advances under the Land Improvement Loans Act are rarely 
taken. Out of:Rs. x6,ooo advanced during the ten years ending 
19oo, Rs. n,ooo was advanced in the last year. A great deal 
has been done to improve the drainage of the District, by 
deepening and straightening some of the rivers, such as the 
East Kali Nadi and its tributaries, the two Chhoiyas, and by 
making cuts in other places. In the south-west of the District 
an embankment has been made to prevent flooding from the 
Jumna., 

Cattle, Private enterprise has done something to improve the 
hods:h, ordinary inferior breed of cattle, and several zamindiirs have 
an eep. imported good bulls from HxssiR. The best of· the cattle 

have been imported from the same place, but many good 
animals are now bred locally. Horse-breeding has become 
an important business. Stables for a Government stud were 
established at Babugarh near Hapur in 1823, and many zamln· 
diirs turned their attention to horse-breeding. The mares were 
subsequently disposed of, though stallions are still kept by 
Government. There has been a considerable improvement in 
the last thirty years, and ehargers are bred for the native 
cavalry and mounted police. Besides the stallions at Babu
garh, twelve others were maintained by Government in 1903, 
when the supervision of horse-breeding was transferred from 
the Civil Veterinary to the Remount department. Good 
mules are also bred from Government donkey stallions. The 
sheep and goats of the District are of the ordinary inferior 
breed. 

Irrigation. About 40 to 6o per cent. of the cultivated area is irrigated 
according to the season. In 1903-4 canals irrigated 494 
square miles, wells 271, and other sources 10, The west of 
the District is supplied by .the EASTERN JuMNA CANAL, the 
centre by the UPPER GANGES CANAL, and the east by the 
Anupshahr branch of the latter. Canals have to a large 
extent superseded wells; and the area irrigated in the eastern 
tract has benefited especially, as well-irrigation was rare. It is 
only in parts of the Sardhana and Hapur tahslls that well
irrigation supplies a larger area than canals. 
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The chief mineral product is Radar, which occurs in blocks Minerals. 
as well as in nodules, and is used for road-metalling and for 
making lime, as well as for building purposes. Up to 1833 
salt was largely manufactured, and a little saltpetre is still 
prepared. The saline efflorescence called nlz, which contains 
carbonate of soda, is used for making country glass, and also 
in dyeing and washing clothes. 

The most important industry is tanning, though there is Arts and 
no large tannery. Much of the out-tum is exported to Cawn- :;;..11fac:
pore and Calcutta, but a fair amount is made up on the spot · · 
into shoes and sent to Delhi. Cotton-weaving is carried on 
largely at Meerut and several other places, but only for the 
local market More than half the raw cotton grown is exported 
to Cawnpore and Calcutta. Two cotton presses at Hapur 
employed 263 persons in 1904- The North-West Soap Com-
pany, Limited, at Meerut employs about forty hands, and an 
ice factory about twenty. There are also eleven indigo fac-
tories, and a small flour-mill and oil-milL Blankets are made 
at Nirpura in the Sardhana tahsil, ornamental pottery at Bahli-
durgarh in the Hapur tahsil, and cheap cutlery, glass bangles, 
jewellery, and furniture are turned out at a few centres. 

The exports consist chiefly of wheat, sugar, oilseeds, and Commerce. 
cotton, while the imports are metals, cotton cloth, building 
materials, glti, drugs, and spices. The municipalities are the 
chief centres of trade, especially Meerut, Hapur, and Ghazi-
ibad. Internal traffic is very large. The sugar goes largely to 
the Punjab and Rajputana, while wheat is exported to Europe. 
A large proportion of the trade finds its way to Delhi. Timber 
and bamboos are brought to Meerut from the forests farther 
north by the Upper Ganges Canal and the Ganges. 

Trade has been greatly fostered by the improvement of Railways 
communications. The oldest railway is the East Indian, which and mads. 

just cuts across the south-west comer of the District It was 
followed by the North-Western, which passes through the 

·middle. In 1900 a branch of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Rail-
"A-ay was opened, which traverses the southern part Another 
important branch of the same line connects :Meerut city with 
Hapur, and will be continued through BULANDSHAHR. to 
KHt:R.JA. The rich tract between the North-Western Railway 
and the Jumna is to be opened up by a light railway from 
Shahdara on the East Indian Railway opposite Delhi to 
Saharan pur. 

The total length of metalled roads is 216 miles, which is 
only exceeded in one District in the Provinces; of these, 
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. 92 miles are Provincial and the rest local. There are also 
392 miles of unmetalled roads maintained from Local funds. 
There are avenues of trees along about I 8o miles. The western 
part of the DistJ;ict is most in need of better communications, 
which will be supplied by the light railway referred to above. 

The. Upper Doii.b was ravaged by famine at frequent inter
vals before British rule, and the disorder of the eighteenth 
century frequently caused distress ; but Meerut is not specially 
mentioned by the native historians. There was frequent dis
tress in the early years of the nineteenth century, and the 
famine of 1837 was exceptionally severe. In x86o, after the 
disastrous effects of the Mutiny, famine was imminent ; but 
the railway works in the south-east of the District gave employ
ment to thousands. The famines of x868 and later years 
hardly affected the District adversely, and relief works have 
chiefly been required for starving immigrants. This result 
is largely due to the perfect system of canal-irrigation, and 
the sturdy nature of the peasantry. In x8g6-7, when famine 
raged elsewhere, the Jiits of Meerut prayed openly for a 

. continuance of the high prices which gave them such hand
some profits. 

The Collector is usually assisted by a Joint and Assistant 
Magistrate belonging to the Indian Civil Service, and by five 
Deputy-Collectors recruited in India, all residing at Meerut. 
There is a talts'tldiir at the head-quarters of each of the six 
tahsils. 

Civil The District and Sessions-Judge has jurisdiction over the 
ju~tice and whole District, and also civil jurisdiction over the Sikandrii.bii.d 
cnme. tahsil of Bulandshahr District. He is aided by an Assistant 

Judge, a Subordinate Judge, and two Munsifs. In 1904 there 
were two additional M unsifs, and an additional Judge was 
sanctioned for three years. A few village Munsifs have also 
been appointed. There is a special Cantonment Magistrate, 
with an assistant, at Meerut. · As usual, the most common 
forms of crime are burglary and ·petty theft; but murder, ' 
robbery, and dacoity are more frequent than in most Districts. 
Cases of rioting and criminal trespass are very common, and 
the Gujars in the Ganges and J umna khiidars are notorious 
cattle thieves. Female infanticide was practised by Gujars 
and Jii.ts, especially the former, but has nearly died out. 

The area comprised in the District was acquired in x8o3, 
revenue and was at first administered as part of Sahii.ranpur,· of which 
adminis-
tration. it eventually formed the southern division with a Collector at 

Land 

Meerut. In x8x8 a separate District was made, which was 
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further subdivided in 1824 by the removal of parts of what 
are now Bulandshahr and Muzaffarnagar. The early land 
revenue settlements were simply based on the previous 
demands, and consisted of two for a year each and two for 
three years each, the last being extended up to x8xs, when 
a settlement was effected for five years. No records exist of 
the subsequent arrangements till the first regular settlement 
was made between 1835· and 1837· There were signs of the 
coming competition for land, but rents were still mostly in 
kind. The assessment was based on rates ascertained by 
converting average produce at market values, the rates being 
modified according to the condition of villages. A large part 
of the District had formed the jiig'ir of the Begam Sumrll, 
which lapsed in 1836. Her system had been one of rackrent, 
qualified by an intimate knowledge of the cultivators and 
liberal advances. The total demand fixed for the whole 
District was 18·3 lakhs. The second settlement was made 
between 1865 and 187o, when the demand was raised to 21·8 
lakhs, though the share of the rental ' assets ' taken had been 
reduced from 70 to so per cent. In this settlement, also, 
rates were calculated on produce, having regard to soil classifi
cation. The last settlement was completed in 1901. It was 
based on the rental' assets,' but involved a careful soil classifica
tion and the fixing of standard circle rates, which were of 
special importance, as nearly half of the area was not subject 
to cash rents, most of it being under proprietary cultivation. 
A very minute analysis of the rents actually paid was thus 
required, and the proportionate rental value of different soils 
was ascertained. The rents paid by occupancy tenants were 
enhanced in many cases, and the revenue finally fixed was 
29·9 lakhs, representing 48 per cent. of the corrected rental 
'assets.' The incidence per acre of cultivation is Rs. 2-14-o, 
being the highest for any District in the Provinces. It 
varies in different parts from Rs. 2 near the Ganges Uiidar 
to more than Rs. 4 in the west. The collections on account of 
land revenue and total revenue are shown below, in thousands 
of rupees:-

188o-l. ll!rp-1. lgoD-1. 1903-4-

Land revenue • 12,15 :u,n 16,30 27,95 
Total revenue. 27,04 34·00 40,57 4-f,U 

Besiddl the five municipalities, Meerut, Ghaziabad Hapur Local self-
' 'govern-

Sardhana, and Mawa.na., four other towns which were formerly ment. 
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lnunicipalities became t notified areas' in April, '1904. There 
are also eighteen towns .administered under Act XX of 1856. 
Beyond the lill!its of these places, local affairs are managed by 
the District board, which has an income of more than 2 lakhs. 
In 1903-4 the expenditure amounted to 2·6lakhs, of which 
I·1 lakhs was spent on roads and buildings. 

Police and The District Superintendent of police is aided by an 
jails. Assistant and six inspectors. There are 160 other officers 

and 635 men belonging to the regular police, 439 muni
cipal and town police, and 2,267 village and road police. 
The District jail contained"'a daily average of 574 prisoners 
in 190~. · 

Education. In 1901 the percentage of the population able to read and 
write was 3•I (5·6 males and 0·3 females), which is exactly the 
Provincial average. The proportion is, however, unduly raised 
by the considerable number of Jains, Aryas, and Christians in 
the District, and is distinctly lower in the case of Hindus (2·7) 
and Muhammadans (2). In x88o-x there were 214 public 
institutions with 6,677 pupils, and these had increased to 248 
institutions with 9,849 pupils in 19oo-x. In 1903-4, 277 such 
schools contained 12,8so pupils,· of whom 550 were girls; 
and there were besides 391 private institutions with 5,i35 
pupils. MEERUT CITY contains an Arts college, a normal 
school, and three high schools. Of the public institutions, x62 
are managed by the District or municipal boards and only 2 
by Government. About half the total expenditure on educa
tion of Rs. 96,ooo is met from Local and municipal funds, 
and a quarter from fees. 

Hospitals In 1903 there were 14 hospitals .and dispensaries, with 
and dis- accommodation for ·183 in-patients, In the same year 134,ooo 
pensaries. 

cases were treated, of whom 1,839 were in-patients, and 10,214 

Vaccina
tion. 

operations were performed. The expenditure was Rs. 19,ooo, 
chiefly met from Local and municipal funds, 

More than so,ooo persons were successfully vaccinated in 
1903-4, showing a rate of 33 per x,ooo of population. Vac
cination is compulsory only in the municipalities and in the 
cantonment of Meerut. 

[H. R. Nevill, District Gazetteer (1904); R. W. Gillan, 
Settlement Report (1901).] 

Meerut Tahsn.- Central northern tahsil of Meerut 
District, United Provinces, co-extensive with the pargana of 
Meerut, ancllying between 28° 52' and 29° 14' N. and 77° 27' 
and 77° 52' E., with an area of 364 square miles. On the west 
the Hindan divides it from the Baghpat and part of the Sardhana 
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lakslls, but other boundaries are artificial. The population 
rose from 326,054 in 1891 to 342,143 in 1901, There are 28o 
villages and five towns, of which MEERUT (population, 118, I 29), 
the District and tahsil bead-quarters, and LA.wAR (5,046) 
are the most important. In 1903-4 the demand for land 
revenue was Rs. s,:.u,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 87,ooo. The 
taksil has the highest density of population (940 persons per 
square mile) in the District (average 654), owing to the in
clusion of Meerut city. · Along the Hindan there is a narrow. 
stretch of Madar which is liable to deterioration, but more 
than half the laksil is a level upland of first-class soil. The 
eastern portion is intersected by the East Kali N adi and its 
tributaries the two Chhoiyas and the AbU Nala, which flow in 
badly-defined channels. The channel of the Kili Nadi has 
been deepened and straightened, and other cuts have been 
made; but the drainage is still defective, and in this tract cul
tivation is continually interrupted by patches of reh. It is 
sandy towards the north, and a well-defined sandy ridge strikes 
from north to south on the eastern border. Between the 
Hindan and the Kali Nadi the Upper Ganges Canal provides 
ample means of irrigation; but east of the Kali Nadi the 
villages depend chiefly on wells, most of which are of masonry. 
In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 277 square miles, of 
which 1 2 2 were irrigated. 

Ghliziabld Tahsfi.-South-western taksil of Meerut Dis
trict, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Jalalabad, 
Lont, and Dasna, and lying between 28° 33' and :z8° 56' N. 
and 77° 13' and 77° 46' E., with an area of 493 square miles. 
The Jumna forms the western boundary. The population 
rose from 247,141 in 1891 to 276,5x8 in 1901. The tahsil 
contains 332 villages and nine towns, of which the most im
portant are GHAZIABAD (population, 111275), the tahsil head
quarters, PILKHUA (5,859), SHAHDARA (51540), and FARiD
NAGAR (5,62o). In 1903-4 the demand for land revenue was 
Rs. 4,8s,ooo, and for cesses Rs. So,ooo. The takszl is one of 
the poorest in the District, the density of population being only 
563 persons per square mile, while the District average is 654. 
The Hindan passes through the western portion and the 
Chhoiya, a tributary of the East Kall Nadl, through the east. 
The worst tract, a sandy area cut up by ravines, lies between 
the Hindan and the J umna; but the north-east corner, which 
forms a badly-drained basin, is also very poor. On the other 
hand, communications by both railway and road are excelleQt. 
The tahsil is well supplied by irrigation from the Upper Ganges 
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and Eastern Jumna Canals, In 1903-4 the area under culti
vation was 349 square miles, of which x8o were irrigated. 
Indigo is a more important crop here than elsewhere, while 
sugar-cane is less grown than in the rest of the District. 

ll/lawana Tahsil-North-eastern tahsil of Meerut District, 
. United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Hastinapur and 
Kithor, and lying between 28° so' and 29° x6' N. and 77° 47 
and 78° 8' E., with an area of 431 square miles. The popula

·tion rose from 177,868 in 1891 to 200,399 in 1901. There 
are 248 villages and four towns, the largest of which are 
MAWANA (population, 9,207), the tahsil head-quarters, PARicH
HATGARH (6,278), and PHALAUDA (51214)• In 1903-4 the 
demand for land revenue was Rs. 3,56,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 57,ooo. The tahsil is the most sparsely populated in the 
District, containing only 465 persons per square mile against 
an average of 654. It consists of two distinct portions. The 
greater part lies in the upland area, which descends by a series 
ofravines to the Ganges Madar on the east. The uplands are 
intersected by well-marked ridges of sand, and have profited 
enormously by the irrigation supplied from the Am1pshahr 
branch ofthe Upper Ganges Canal, as wells are difficult and 
costly to make. The khadar is damp, and immediately below 
the edge of the upland lies a series of swamps marking an old 
bed of the Ganges, which now flows on the eastern boundary ; 
a great part of it is fit only for grazing. In 1903-4 the area 
under cultivation was 273 square miles, of which 89 were 
irrigated. -

Baghpat Tahstt.-North-western tahsil of Meerut District, 
United Provinces, comprising theparganasofBaghpat, Baraut, 
Kutana, and Chhaprauli, and lying between 28° 47' and 29° x8' 
N. and 77° 7' and 77° 29' E., with an area of 405 square miles. 
The population rose from 259,656 in 1891 to 297,506 in 1901. 
There are 218 villages and six towns, the chief of which are 
BARAUT (population, 7,703), BAGHPAT (5,972), the tahsil head
quarters, KHEKRA (8,918), and CHHAPRAULi (7,058). In 
1903-4 the demand for land revenue was Rs. 6,6s,ooo, and 
for cesses Rs. x,o7,ooo. The density of population is high, 
being 735 persons per square mile. The tahsil lies between 
the J umna and Hindan ; but even the narrow khadars of those 
rivers are fairly fertile, and a great part consists of an excellent 

· loam, while ample irrigation is provided by the Eastern Jumna 
Canal. In \903-4 the area. under cultivation was 336 square 
miles, of which 190 were irrigated. 

Sardhana TahsU.-Tahsil of Meerut District, United 
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Provinces, comprising the pargt~nas of Sardhana and Barnawa, 
and lying between 29° x' and 29° 16' N. and 77° 19' and 77"' 
43' E., with an area of 2 so square miles. The population rose 
from 168,692 in 1891 to 180,141 in 1901. There are 124 
villages and only one town, SARi;>HANA (population, 12,467), 
the tahsil head-quarters. In 1903-4 the demand for land 
revenue was Rs. 3,7o,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 59,000, The 
takszlis thickly populated, supporting 721 persons per square 
mile. It lies in the north of the uplands of the District, and 
its two parganas are separated by the river Hindan, which is 
also joined by' the Krishni. Both these rivers are fringed with 
ravines ; but the tahsil is a fertile tract, well irrigated by the 
Upper Ganges and Eastern Jumna Canals. In 1903-4 the 
area under cultivation was 201 square miles, of which 82 were 
irrigated. 

Hipur Tahsll.-South-eastern tahSil of Meerut District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Hapur, Sarawa, 
Garhmuktesar, and Puth, and lying between 28° 35' and 28° 
54' N. and 77° 41' and 78° u' E., with an area of 4II square 
miles. The population rose from 212,047 in 1891 to 243,468 
in 1901. There are 292 villages and two towns, HAI>UR (popu
lation, 17,796), the taksl! head-quarters, and GARHMUKTESAR 
(7,6x6). In 1903-4 the demand for land ·revenue was 
Rs. 4,04-,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 68,ooo. The density of 
population is low for this District, being only 592 persons per 
square mile. On the east there is a considerable area of 
Altiidar land bordering on the Ganges, which forms the eastern 
boundary. Above this lies a broad stretch of upland, much of 
which is intersected by ridges of sand ; but irrigation from the 
Anupshahr branch of the Upper Ganges Canal has rendered 
the cultivation of most of this productive. In the east the 
Kali Nadi runs through high bltur, and other streams flow in 
narrow deeply cut channels. Many drains have been made 
to carry off the flood-water from above, but the tract is still 
precarious. In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 320 
square miles, of which 112 were irrigated. 

Sardhana Estate.-An important estate in Meerut District, 
United Provinces. The area of the estate is about 28 s.quare 
miles. The total demand for rent and other dues in 1904 
was 1·3 lakhs, while the Government land revenue and cesses 
amounted to Rs. SJ,ooo. The head-quarters of the estate are 
at SARDHANA TowN. It belongs to a family of M11Swi Saiyids, 
who claim descent from Ali Mu.sa R.aza., the eighth Imam. 
These Saiyi.ds resided at Paghman near Kabul, but were ex-
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pelled on account of services rendered to Sir. Alexander Burnes 
.in his Kabul mission, and subsequently to the British in the 
retreat from Kabul. A pension of Rs. x,ooo a month was 
given to the family, which settled at Sardhana. During the 
_Mutip.y Saiyid Muhammad Jan Fishan Khan, the head of the 
family, raised a body of horse and did good service both in 
Meerut District and before Delhi. . As a reward the title of 
Nawab Bahadur, and confiscated estates assessed at Rs. xo,ooo 
per annum, were conferred on Jan Fishan Khan, with conces
sions as to the revenue assessed. The pension was also made 
permanent. During the lifetime of the first Nawab, and for 
some time after, the family added largely to the estate, but 
speculations in indigo and personal extravagance caused losses. 
The estates were taken under the Court of Wards in x895, and 
in 1901 the debts, amounting to xo lakhs, were paid off by a 
loan from Government. The present Nawab, Saiyid Ahmad 
Shah, and his two predecessors were sons of Jan Fishan 
Khan, who died in .I 864. 

Baghpat :rown.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name, in Meerut District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 
57' N. and 77° x3' E., near the Jumna, 30 miles west of Meerut 
~ity by a metalled road. Population (x9ox), 5•972. Baghpat is 
·identified with the Vyaghraprastha, or 'place of tigers' of the 
Mahabharata, and its name is said to have been changed from 
Bagpat to Baghpat by one of the Delhi emperors. The town is 
divided into two portions: the kasba or agricultural quarter, 
and the mandi or commercial- quarter. Besides the tahsili, it 
. contains a dispensary, and a branch of the American Methodist 
Mission. From x869 to 1904 the place was administered as 
a municipality, with an average income and expenditure of 
Rs. 6,ooo, the chief tax being octroi. It has now been con
stituted a 'notified area.' Formerly Baghpat was the chief 
centre of the sugar trade with the Punjab, but Meerut and 
other towns have now taken its place to a large extent. In 
I 904 it contained three schools with I 3 7 pupils. 

Baraut.-Town in the Baghpat tahsil of Meerut District, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 6' N. and 77° 16' E., 27 miles 
north-west of Meerut city. Population (t901), 7,703. During 
the Mutiny some of the Jats who owned the town were con
spicuous for disloyalty, and their property was confiscated and 
now forms part of the SARDHANA EsTATE. The town is 
situated in a network of canal distributaries, and irrigation is 
forbidden near it for sanitary considerations. The American 
Presbyterian Mission has a branch here. Baraut was adminis-
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tered as a municipality from 1870 to 1904, the average income 
and expenditure. being about Rs. 6,soo, Under its new con
stitution as a 'notified area,' a tax on circumstances and 
property has been substituted fo~; octroi. Iron buckets and 
cauldrons are made here, and there was formerly a large trade 
in ghi and safflower. In 1904 the town contained a middle 
school with 120 pupils, and three aided primary schools with 
140 pupils. 

Chhaprauli. -Town in the Baghpat tahsil of Meerut 
District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 12' N. and 77° u' E., 
35 miles north-west of Meerut city. Population (x9ox), 7,os8. 
It is said to have been founded by Jats in the eighth century. 
In the eighteenth century the Jats of Mirpur, who had been 
almost ruined by the incursions of the Sikhs, migrated here, 
and added to the population and prosperity of the town. 
There is a large colony of Jain Banias, who are people of some 
wealth. The town is administered under Act XX of 1856, 
with an income of about Rs. z,ooo. It is increasing in 
importance as a centre for the collection and export of wheat 
and sugar. There is a ·primary school. 

Faridnagar.-Town in the Ghaziabad tahsil of Meerut 
District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 46' N. and 77° 41' E., 
r6 miles south-west of Meerut city. Population (xgox), 5,62o,. 
It was founded by Farid-ud-din Khan in the reign of Akbar, 
It is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income 
of about Rs. x,6oo, and contains a primary schooL 

Garhmuktesar.-Town in the Hapur tahsil of Meerut Dis
trict, United Provinces, situated in 28° 47' N. and 78° 6' E., 
near the Ganges, on the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway 
and the Delhi-Moradii.bii.d road. Population (xgox), 7,6x6. 
The place is said to have been part of Hastinapur, the great 
city of the Kaura vas; but the site now pointed out as Hastina.
pur is 25 miles away. It contains an ancient fort, which was 
repaired by a Marii.tha leader in the eighteenth century. The 
name is derived from the great temple of Mukteswara Mahii.deo, 
dedicated to the goddess Ganga, which consists of four principal 
shrines, two on the Ganges cliff and two below it. Close by is 
a sacred well whose waters are said to cleanse from sin, sur
rounded by eighty sali pillars. The principal festival is held 
at the full moon of Ka.rtik, when about 2oo,ooo pilgrims collect, 
the numbers being much larger at intervals of six, twelve, and 
forty )'ears. The cost of the fair is met from a tax on carts 
and attle, and the rent of shops. Horses were formerly 
exhibited, but the numbers are decreasing. On the other hand, 

V.P,J, Y 
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mules are now brought in increasing numbers. The town also 
contains a mosque built by Ghiyas-ud-drn Balban in 1283, and 
a branch of the American Methodist Mission. Garhmuktesar 
is administered under Act XX of x8s6, with an income of 
about Rs. 2,ooo. There is little trade except in timber and 
bamboos, which are rafted down the river from the Diin and 
Garhwal. 

Ghazilibii.d Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the 
same name in Meerut District, United Provinces, 11ituated in 
28° 4o' N. and 77° 26' E., on the grand trunk road from 
Calcutta to Peshawar, and a junction for the East Indian, 
North-Western, and Oudh and Rohilkhand Railways. Popu
lation (19ox), II1275· It was founded in 1740 by the Wazir 
Ghazi-ud-din, son of Asaf Jah, ruler of the Deccan, and was 
formerly called Ghiizi-ud-din-nag~ In 1763 Siiraj Mal, the 
Jat Raja of Bharatpur, met his death at the hands of the 
Rohillas near this place. In May, x857, a small British force 
from Meerut encountered and defeated the Delhi rebels, who 
had marched out to hold the passage of the Hindan. The main 
site contains two broad metalled bazars at right angles, with 
masonry drains and good brick-built shops. Extensions have 
recently been made, including two fine markets, called Wright· 
ganj and Wyerganj, after the Collectors who founded them. 
The police station and town hall are located in the large sarai 
built by Ghazi-ud-dl:n, There is also a dispensary. Near the 
station the railway companies-have built several barracks and 
houses. The Church Missionary Society and the American 
Methodists have branches here. Ghaziabad has been a muni
cipality since x868. During the ten years ending 1901 the 
income and expenditure averaged Rs. 13,ooo. In 1903-4 the 
income was Rs. I710oo, chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. 131ooo), 
and the expenditure was Rs. x8,ooo. There is a considerable 
trade in grain, hides, and leather. The town contains an 
Anglo-vernacular school, supported by the Church Missionary 
Society, with 120 pupils in 19041 a tahsili school with 147, 
eight aided primary schools with 2 u, and a girls' school with 
27 pupils. · 

Hapur Town (or Hapar).- Head-quarters of the tahsil 
of the same name in Meerut District, United Provinces, 
situated in 28° 43' N. and 77° 47' E., on the metalled road 
from Meerut to Bulandshahr, and on the Moradabad-Delhi 
branch of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway. The population 
rose from 14.977 in 1891 to 17,796 in 1901. Hindus number 
Io,o38 and Musalmans 71518. The town is said to have 
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been called Haripur after Har Dat, the Dor chieftain who 
founded it late in the tenth century ; but another derivation 
is from lziipar, meaning ' the orchard.' It formed part of the 
jiigir of Perron, the French general in the service of the 
Marathii chief Sindhia. He established a system of grants 
for his disabled veterans, which was maintained by the British 
for many years. In x8o5 Ibrahim Alt, the tahsildiir, defended 
the place against Amrr. Khan, the Pindari freebooter. During 
the Mutiny, Walidad Khan of Malagarh threatened Hapur, but 
was obliged to retire by the loyal Jats of Bhatauna. The town 
is surrounded by several fine groves, and the site in the centre 
near the Jama Masjid, which was built during the reign of 
Aurangzeb, stands high. Around the town are numerous 
small excavations often full of stagnant water, and the largest 
of these is connected witq_ the Chhoiyll. Naill., a tributary of 
the KA.Li NAni (EAST), which drains most of the town. The 
drainage system has been greatly improved of late years. The 
principal public offices are the tahslll, dispensary, and Anglo
vernacular school. · The Church Missionary Society and the 
American Methodist Mission have branches here. Hapur 
was constituted a municipality in 187:z. During the ten 
years ending 1901 the income ·and expenditure averaged 
Rs. 1;,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. :zs,ooo, chiefly 
derived from octroi (Rs. 17,ooo}, and the expenditure was 
Rs. 2 2,ooo. There is considerable local trade in sugar, 
grain, cotton, bamboos, and brass vessels. Two steam 
cotton-gins employ 263 hands. In 1904 there were eleven 
schools with 408 pupils. 

Khekrl.-Town in the Baghpat tahsil of Meerut District, 
United Provinces, situated in :z8° s:z' N. and 77° 17' E., 26 
rniles west of Meerut city. Population (xgox), 8,gx8. It is 
said to have been founded t,6oo years ago by Ahirs, who were 
ousted by Jiits from Sikandarpur. In the Mutiny the owners 
rebelled, and the land was confiscated. The place is adminis
tered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about 
Rs. :z,ooo. It is rising in importance as a centre of the grain 
and sugar trade. There is a primary school with 6o pupils. 

La war.- Town in the District and tahsil of Meerut, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 7' N. and 77° 47' E., 12 

miles north of Meerut city. Population {I9o1), s,o46, It 
belongs to the descendants of 1\lrr Surkh, a native of Mazan
daran, who acquired forty-five villages in the neighbour
hood. It contains a fine house, called the Mahal Sarai, built 
about qoo by Jawihir Singh, who also excavated the Siiraj 

y z 
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Kund (tank) at Meerut. Lawar is administered under Act XX 
of 1856, with an income of about Rs. x,soo. In 1904 the 
primary school had 8o pupils. 

Mawani Town~-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Meerut District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 6' N. 
and 77° 57' E., 17 miles north-east of Meerut city. Population 
(1901), 9,207. The town, according to tradition, was founded 
by Mana, a huntsman employed by the Kauravas. It contains 
a large brick-built tank, and on the banks of another, now 
ruined, stands a fine temple built in the sixteenth century. 
The municipality was constituted in x886. During the ten 
years ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged 
R.s. s,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 7,ooo, chiefly from 
a tax on circumstances and property (Rs. 3,ooo), and the 
expenditure was Rs. 8,ooo. There is little trade, and most of 
the inhabitants are cultivators. The town contains two middle 
schools with 136 pupils, besides six primary schools with 
164 pupils. The American Methodist Mission has a branch 
here. 

Meerut City.- Administrative head-quarters of Meerut 
District, United Provinces, and military cantonment, situated 
in 29° x' N. and 77° 43' E., 970 miles by rail from Calcutta 
and 931 miles by rail from Bombay. The city is the seventh 
largest in the United Provinces, and its population has risen 
considerably during the last thirty years. The numbers at the 
four enumerations were as follows: (1872) 81,386, (x88x) 99,565, 
(1891) II9139o, and (1901) n8,129. The population in 1901 
included 62,700 Hindus, 5~17 Muhammadans, and more 
than 4,000 Christians. Of the total, 7 8, 7 40 persons reside 
in the municipality and 39,389 in cantonments. 

The derivation of the name is uncertain. According to one 
account it is derived from an architect named Mahi, in the 
time of king Yudhishthira. The Jats allege that it was founded 
by a colony of their caste belonging to the Maharashtra gotra. 
The Asoka pillar now standing on the ridge at Delhi was 
removed from Meerut, and remains of Buddhist buildings have 
been found near the Jama Masjid. Meerut is said to have 
been captured early in the eleventh century by Saiyid Salar 
Masiid; and about the same time Har Dat, Raja of Baran 
(BuLANDSHAHR ), built a fort here, which was one of the most 
celebrated in Hindustlin for its strength. The fort was captured 
by Kutb-ud-din in u92, and all the Hindu• temples were con
verted into mosques. In 1327 a Mongol chief, Tarmshirin 
Khin, xnade an unsuccessful attempt on the city, but it was 
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completely sacked and destroyed by Timiir in '399· Under 
1\lughal rule the place revived and several fine buildings were 
erected. The brick fort is mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari, and 
Akbar struck copper coin at Meerut. The troubled times of 
the eighteenth century were unfavourable to the growth of 
towns in the Upper Doab, and in 1805 it was described as 
• a ruinous, depopulated town, and a place of no trade.' In 
1806 cantonments were first established, and population grew 
rapidly to 29,014 in 1847 and 82,035 in 1853· Meerut obtained 
an unenviable notoriety in 1857 as the spot where the Mutiny 
broke out in Upper India. Disquieting rumours had been 
abroad for some time, and in April the troopers of the Jrd 
Cavalry refused to use the new cartridges. On May 9, eighty
five men were condemned to long terms of imprisonment ; and 
the next afternoon, Sunday, May 10, a cry was raised that the 
Europeans were going to seize the magazines of the Native 
Infantry. The men of the 2oth Native Infantry took up 
arms, and the Mutiny commenced. Several Europeans were 
shot down at once, and the bad characters of the city gathered 
together, armed with any weapons they could find. The con
victed troopers were released from jail without the slightest 
opposition by the guards, and the rest of the prisoners broke 
out. The infuriated mob of sepoys, police, hangers-on about 
the bazars, servants, and convicts burned and plundered the 
cantonments, murdering every Christian they met. In the civil 
station, which lies some distance away, nothing was known of the 
outbreak until close on 7 p.m., when the people going to church 
saw the blaze of burning bungalows. Even the native troops 
posted there remained steady till relieved. The British troops 
cantoned near the civil lines included a regiment of cavalry, 
8oo infantry, and a large force of artillery; but nothing was 
done by the superior military authorities, and the general 
organization was defective. Many of the Carabineers could 
not ride, and there was a want of horses. Much time was 
wasted in a roll-cal~ and when the native lines were reached 
after dark. they were found deserted. No pursuit was 
attempted, and the mutineers were allowed to reach Delhi 
in safety. The town was, however, held throughout the 
disturbances, and was the base of a small volunteer force 
known as the Khaki Risala, which helped materially in the 
restoration of order. 

The native citflies south of the cantonments and east of 
the railway line. The streets are generally of mean appearance. 
and are badly arranged. The oldest monuments are a mauso-
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leum and dargiilz erected by Kutb-ud-din in x 194, the former 
in the city, and the latter about a mile away on the site of 
a famous temple to Nauchandi Debi. The Jama Masjid is 
said to have been built in 1019 by Hasan Mahdi, Wazir of 
Mahmtld of Ghazni, and was repaired by Humayiin. A fine 
dargiilt of red sandstone was erected by Niir Jahan, wife of the 
emperor Jahiingir, in 1628, in memory of a faker named Shah 
Pir ; and there are -some other seventeenth-century mosques 
and tombs. The great tank called the Suraj Kund, or 'sun 
tank,' constructed in 17141 is surrounded by numerous small 
temples and san pillars. 

The town hall, CQntaining the Lyall library, is an imposing 
building, the foundation-stone of which was laid in x884 by 
the Duke of Connaught, then commanding the Meerut military 
district. In the cantonments the finest building is the church, 
which was built in x8:u, and has a handsome spire. There 
are also a Roman Catholic church and a mission chapel, an 
asylum for the relief Qf distressed European and native 
Christians, and a club. The Mall is one of the finest station 
roads in India. Besides being the head-quarters of the ordinary 
District staff, Meerut is the residence of the Commissioner of 
the Division of the same name, Superintending Engineers of 
both the Roads and Buildings and Irrigation branches of the 
Public Works department, and two Executive Engineers in 
charge of divisions of the Upper Ganges Canal. The Church 
Missionary Society and the American Methodists have their 
principal stations here, besides several branches in the District. 

Meerut was constituted a municipality in I 864. During the 
ten years ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged 
about 2•3 lakhs; but the receipts include a loan of 7! lakhs 
for water-supply in x895, and the expenditure includes the 
cost of the works and an annual sum on account of capital 
and interest. In 1903-4 the total income was 2•2 lakhs, chiefly 
derived from octroi ( 1 ·4lakhs) and municipal property, fines, &c. 
(Rs. 411ooo). The expenditure of 2·5 lakhs included: general 
administration (Rs. 2,ooo), collection of taxes (Rs. 3x,ooo), 
water-supply (Rs. :n,ooo), conservancy (Rs. 2x,ooo), public 
safety (Rs. 1s,ooo), and repayment of loans with interest 
(Rs. 6s,ooo). A house tax has recently been sanctioned. 

The water-works were completed in 18g6. The supply is 
taken from the Upper Ganges Canal, 9 miles away, at a place 
called Bhola. The engines by whiCh the supply is raised are 
worked by turbines turned by the water in the canal falls. In 
1903-4 the daily consumption of water amounted to between 
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4 and 5 gallons per head. The drainage of the city is good, 
and all channels have been lined with masonry and the whole 
system recast within the last few years. 

The normal garrison in the cantonments consists of four 
regiments of British and native cavalry and infantry, and two 
horse and two field batteries. -The income of cantonment 
funds in 1903-4 was 1·4 Iakhs, and the expenditure 1·2 Jak.hs. 
The chief taxes are octroi and a house tax. 

The prosperity of the city was originally due to the presence 
of a large cantonment, and the population was in fact larger in 
1853 than in 1872, The extension of the North-Western Rail· 
way in r867 and 1869, however, laid the foundation of a more 
extended trade than the supply of local• needs. In x887 a 
bonded warehouse was opened about a mile from the city 
station, with which it is connected by a branch line, and 8 
or 9 lak.hs of maunds of grain, and nearly as much sugar, pass 
through this every year. Cotton cloth, building materials, oil
seeds, spices, and glzi form the chief imports. Manufactures 
are not yet of much importance, but there are a large soap 
factory and a flour and oil milL An important agricultural 
show is held annually near the Nauchandi temple, a mile from 
the city. The exhibits include I,8oo horses, besides cattle, 
agricultural products and implements, &c., and valuable prizes 
are given. 

The chief educational institutions are the Meerut College 
and the normal school. The former was founded in 1892 
at a cost of 2 Iakhs raised by subscriptions, and receives an 
annual grant of Rs. 8,ooo from Government. It had 123 
pupils in 1903-41 of whom 15 were reading for a degree 
and 35 were in the First Arts classes. The oldest school 
belongs to the Church Missionary Society and bas 120 pupils. 
There are eight other secondary schools with about 8oo 
scholars, and four primary schools with I 59 pupils, of whom 
over roo are girls. Among the secondary schools may be 
mentioned that supported by the Arya Samaj, which is very 
strong here. The municipality spends about Rs. xo,ooo 
annually on education. 

Parichhatgarh.-Town in the Mawani talzsil of Meerut 
District, United Provinces. situated in 28° 59' N. and 77° 57' E., 
14 miles east of Meerut city. Population (1901), 6,278. The 
fort round which the town is built lays claim to great antiquity; 
tradition ascribes its construction to Parikhshit, grandson of 
Arjuna, one of the five Pandava brethren in the Mahabbirata. 
to 11·hom is also attributed the foundation of the town. The 
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fort was restored by Raja Nain Singh on the rise of Gujar 
power in the eighteenth century. It was dismantled in 18571 

and is now used as a police station. The town is adminis
tered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about 
Rs. x, 700. The trade is local. There are branches of the 
Church Missionary Society ·and the American Methodist Mis-
sion, and two primary schoolst · · 

Phalauda.-Town in the Mawana tahsil of Meerut Dis
trict, United Provinces, situated in 29° u' N. and 77° sx' E., 
17 miles north of Meerut city. Population (1901), 5,214. It is 
said to have been founded by a Tomar named Phalgu, whose 
descendants were dispossessed by Mlr Surkh, a Persian from 
Mazandaran. The 'town is a poor place, with narrow dirty 
streets, but has fine mango groves surrounding it. There is 
a dargii.h of a saint called Kutb Shah, where a religious fair is 
held annually, and the Church Missionary Society has a branch 
here. Phalauda is administered under Act XX of 1856, with 
an income of about Rs. 11300. It contains a primary school 
with 75 pupils in 1904. 

Pilkhua.-Town in the Ghaziabad tahsil of Meerut Dis
trict, United Provinces, situated in 28° 43' N. and 77° 4o' E., 
19 miles south of Meerut city on the Oudh and Rohilkhand 
Railway, an~ on the metalled road from Delhi to Morad
abad. Population (x9ox), 5,859· The town is badly drained 
and surrounded by stagnant pools, though a small drainage 
cut has been made. It contains branches of the Church 
Missionary Society and the American Methodist Mission. 
From 1872 to 1904 it was ad1ninistered as a municipality, with 
an income and expenditure averaging about Rs. 3,ooo, but it 
has now been declared a 'notified area.' The chief manufac
ture is country cloth, which is specially noted for a peculiar 
pattern made by dyeing. There is also a considerable trade 
in leather and shoemaking, and the products are exported ·as 
far as Calcutta and Bombay. In 1904 there was an aided 
primary school with 35 pupils. · 

Sardhana Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Meerut District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 
9' N. and 77° 38' E., on a metalled road 12 miles north-west 
of Meerut city and 6 miles from the Sardhana station on the 
North-Western Railway. The population rose from u,o59 
in 1891 to 121467 in 1891. 

·The place is now of small importance, but it was once 
famous as the residence of the Begam Sumrii. According to 
tradition, the town was founded by a. Raja Sarkat, whose family 
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ruled till their expulsion by the Musalmans. The place became 
the property of Dhilsars and Bishnois, who were driven out by 
Tagas in the eighth century. Walter Reinhardt, better known 
by the sobriquet of Sombre or Sumru, was a butcher by pro
fession, and a native of Luxemburg. He came to India as 
a soldier in the French army, and ·deserting that service, took 
employment with the British, where he attained the rank of 
sergeant. Deserting again, he rejoined the French service at 
Chandernagore, and on the surrender of that settlement 
accompanied M. Law· in his wanderings throughout India 
from I 7 57 to 1760. In the latter year Law's party joined the 
army of Shah Alam in Bengal, and remained with the emperor 
until his defeat in I 76o near Gaya by Colonel Carnac. Sumrii 
next entered the service of Mir Kasim, by whom he was em
ployed to murder the English prisoners at Patna (PATNA 
DISTRICT) in October, 1763. He succeeded in escaping into 
Oudh, and afterwards served several native chiefs, until in 
1777 he entered the service of Mirza Najaf Khan, the general 
and minister of Shah Alam II, and received the pargana of 
Sardhana in fief, as an assignment for the support of his 
battalions. He died here in the following year, and was 
succeeded by his widow, the Begam Sumr'ii, who continued to 
maintain the military force. This remarkable woman, the 
illegitimate daughter of a Musalrrian of Arab descent, and the 
mistress of Reinhardt before becoming his wife, assumed 
the entire management of the estate, and the personal com
mand of the troops, which numbered five battalions of sepoys, 
about 300 European officers and gunners, with so pieces of 
cannon, and a body of irregular horse. 

In 1781 the Begam was baptized into the Roman Catholic 
Church, under the name of Johanna. Her troops rendered 
excellent service to the Delhi emperor in the battle of 
Gokulgarh in 1788, where a charge of Sardhana troops, per
sonally led by the Begam and the celebrated adventurer 
George Thomas, saved the fortunes of the day at a critical 
moment. In 1792 the Begam married Levassoult, a French
man in command of her artillery. In 1795 her European officers 
became disaffected, and an illegitimate son of Reinhardt, 
known as Zafaryab Khan, put himself at their head. The 
Begam and her husband were forced to fly. In the flight 
the Begam's palanquin was overtaken by the rebels, and she 
stabbed herself to prevent falling alive into their hands; where
upon Levassoult shot himself, in pursuance of a vow that if 
one of th~:m was killed the other would commit suicide. The 
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Begam's wound, however, was but a slight one, and she was 
brought back to Sardhana. Another account is that the Begam 
had become tired of her husband, and that her self-inflicted 
wound was only a device to get rid of him. However, all her 
power passed temporarily into the hands of Zafaryab Khan, 
and she was treated with great personal indignity, till she was 
restored to power some months later by George Thomas. 
Henceforth the Begam remained in undisturbed possession of 
her estates till her death in r8 36 • 

. After the battle of Delhi, and the British conquest of the 
Upper Doab in r8o3, the Begam submitted to the new rulers, 
and ever after remained distinguished for her loyalty. Her 
possessions were numerous, and included several considerable 
towns, such as Sardhana, Baraut, Barniiwa, and Dankaur, 
lying in the immediate neighbourhood of great marts like 
Meerut, Delhi, Khurja, and Baghpat. Her income from her 
estates in Meerut District alone amounted to £s6,721 per 
annum. She kept up a considerable army, and had places 
of residence at Khirwa-Jalalpur, Meerut, and Delhi, besides 
her palace at Sardhana. She endowed with large sums the 
Catholic Churches of Madras, Calcutta, Agra, and Bombay, 
the Sardhana Cathedral, the Sardhana poorhouse, St. John's 
Roman Catholic College, where natives are trained for the 
priesthood, and the Meerut Catholic Chapel. She also tnade 
over a lakh of rupees to the Bishop of Calcutta for charitable 
purposes, and subscribed liberally to Hindu and Musalman 
institutions. 

Zafaryab Khan, the son oi--Sumru, died in r8o2, and left 
one daughter, whom the Begam married to Mr. Dyce, an officer 
in her service. David Ouchterlony .Dyce Sombre, the issue 
of this marriage, died in Paris, July, r85r, and the Sardhana 
estates passed_ to his widow, the Hon. Mary Ann Forester, 
daughter of Viscount St. Vincent. The palace a.nd adjoining 
property have since been purchased by the Roman Catholic 
Mission, and the former is used as an orphanage. 

The town itself lies low, and has a poor and d~ayed appear· 
ance. Immediately to the north is a wide parade-ground, 
beyom1 which is the quarter called Lashkarganj, founded by 
the Begam as a cantonment for her troops, and the old ·rort 
now in ruins. East of the town lies the Begam's palace, a fine 
house with a magnificent flight of steps at the entrance and 
eJt:tensive grounds. It formerly contained a valuable collection 
of paintings, but these have been sold ; some of them are now 
in the Indian Museum, and others in Government House, 
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Allahabad. The Roman Catholic Cathedral is an imposing 
building. The public offices include the tahsi!i, post office, 
and police station. In addition to the Roman Catholic 
Mission, the Amerjcan Methodists have a branch here. 

Sardha.na was constituted a municipality .in I88J. The in
come and expenditure during the ten years ending 1901 averaged 
Rs. I r,ooo. In 1903~4 the income was Rs. rs,ooo, chiefly 
from octroi (Rs. Io,soo), and the expenditure was Rs. IJ,ooo. 
The trade is entirely local, except for the export of grain. 
The town contains a tniddle school with 183 pupils, and six 
primary schools with 280 pupils. 

[H. G. Keene, Cakulta Revitw, Janua~y and Apri~ t88o.J 
Shahdara.-Town in the Ghiziabad tahsil of Meerut 

District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 40' N. and 
77° t8' E., on the East Indian Railway, 5 miles from Delhi. 
A light railway to Saharanpur is being constructed. Popula
tion (tgor), 5·540. It was founded by Shah Jahan as a ma~ket, 
and was sacked in the eighteenth century by Suraj Mal, the 
Jat Raja of Bl~ratpur, and plundered by the soldiers of 
Ahmad Shah Durrani just before the battle of Pii.nipat. It is 
badly drained, and drinking-water is obtained from a distance. 
The American Methodist and Reformed Presbyterian Missions 
have branches here. From 187z to 1904 Shahda~a was ad
ministered as a municipality, with an income and expenditure 
averaging about Rs. J,ooo. It is now a 1 notified area.' 
The trade of the place has fallen away, and it is chiefly 
celebrated for sweetmeats ; but there is still a small manu
facture of shoes and leather, and a little sugar-refining. In 
1904 there was a primary school with 75 pupils. 

Bulandshahr Distrlct.-District in the Meerut Division, llonn

United Provinces, lying between 2&0 4' and 2&0 43' N. and d11aries,~-o • d o , E · h guration, 77 18 an 78 z8 ., Wit an area of 11899 square miles. and river 
It is situated in the DoAB or alluvial plain between the system. 
Ganges and Jumna, which form its eastern and western 
boundaries, dividing it from Moradab.ad and Budaun . Dis-
tricts, and from the Punjab Districts of Delhi and Gurgaon, 
respectively. On the north and south lie Meerut and 
Aligarh Districts. The central portion forms an elevated 
plain, flanked by strips of low-lying land, called lllzMar, on the 
banks of the two great rivers. The J umna HJJar is an inferior 
tract. from 5 to 10 miles wide, except in the south, where the 
river flows close to its eastern high bank. The swampy nature 
of the soil is increased in the nonh by the two rivers, HINDAN 

and Bhuriyi, but ftooding from the Jumna has been prevented 
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by the embankments prote~ting the head-works of the AGRA 
CANAL. The Ganges kkiidar is narrower, and in one or two 
places the river leaves fertile deposits which are regularly 

· cultivated. Through the centre of the upland flows the KALi 
NADi (EAST), in a. narrow and well-defined ~alley which suffers 
from flooding in wet years. The western half contains a sandy 
ridge, now marked by the Mat branch of the Upper Ganges 
Canal, and two drainage lines known as the Patwai and 
Karon or Karwan. The eastern portion is drained by another 
channel called the Chhoiya.. The whole of this tract is a 
fertile stretch of country, which owes much to the extension 
of canal-irrigation. 

The soil is entirely alluvium in which kankar is the only 
stone found, while the surface occasionally bears saline efflor
escences. 

The flora of the District presents no peculiarities. At one 
time thick jungle covered with dkak (Butea frondosa) was 
common ; but the country was denuded of wood for fuel when 
the East Indian Railway was first opened,.and trees have not 
been replanted. The commonest and most useful trees are the 
babiil and klkar (Acacia arabica and A. eburnia). The shlskam 
(Dalbergia Sissoo), nim (Melia Azadirackta), and p;pal (Ficus 
religiosa) are also common. In the east the landlords have 
encouraged the plantation of fine mango groves. 

Wild hog and hog deer are common in the kkiidar. Both 
antelope and nilgai are found in the uplands, but are 
decreasing owing to the spread of cultivation. The leopard, 
wolf, and hyena are occasiooally met with. In the cold 
season duck and snipe collect in large numbers on the ponds 
and marshes. Fish are not much consumed in the District, 
though plentiful in the rivers. 

The climate resembles that of MEERUT DISTRICT, but no 
meteorological observations are made here, except a record 
of rainfall. The extension of canal-irrigation has increased 
malaria, but its effects have been mitigated by the improve-
ment of the· drainage system. · · 

The annual rainfall averages about 26 inches, of which 
24 inches are usually measured between June I and the end 
of October. Large variations occur in different years, the fall 
varying from under I 5 inches to over 40 inches. There is 
not much difference between the amounts in different parts 
of the District, but the eastern half receives slightly more 
than the western. 

The early tradhions of the people assert that the modern 
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District of Bulandshahr formed a portion of the P!i.ndava king· 
dam of Hastini!.pur, a'ld that after that city had been cut away 
by the Ganges the tract was administered by a governor who 
resided at the ancient town of AHA.R. Whatever credence may 
be placed in these myths, we know from the evidence of an 
inscription that the District was inhabited by Gaur Brahmans 
and ruled over by the Gupta dynasty in the fifth century of 
our era. Few glimpses of light have been cast upon the 
annals of this region before the advent of the Muhammadans, 
with whose approach detailed history begins for the whole 
of Northern India. In 1 o 18, when Mahmlld of Ghazni arrived 
at Baran (as the town of Bulandshahr is sometimes called to 
the present day), he found it in possession of a native prince 
named Har Dat. The presence of so doughty an apostle as 
Ma.hmud naturally a.tfected the Hindu ruler; and accordingly 
the Ri!.j1 himself and Io,ooo followers came forth, says the 
Musalm!!.n historian, 'and proclaimed their anxiety for con· 
version and their rejection of idols.' This timely repentance 
saved their lives and property for the time ; but Mahmiid's 
raid was the occasion for a great immigration towards the 
Doab or fresh tribes who still hold a place in the District. 
In 1193 Kutb-ud-drn appeared before Baran, which was for 
some time strenuously defended by the Dar R!i.jii, Chandra 
Sen; but through the treachery of his kinsman, Jaipll.~ it was 
at last captured by the Musalmans. The traitorous Hindu 
accepted the faith of Islii.m and the Chaudhrrship of Baran, 
where his descendants still reside, and owtt some small landed 
property. The fourteenth century is marked as an epoch when 
many of the present tribes inhabiting Bulandshahr first gained 
a footing in the region. Numerous Rlijput adventurers poured 
into the defenceless country and expelled the Meos from their 
lanth and villages. This was also the period of the early Mongol 
invasions; so that the condition of the Doab was one of 
extreme wretchednl!ss, caused by the combined ravages of 
pestilence, war, and famine, with the usual concomitant of 
internal anarchy. The firm establishment of tne Mughal 
d)·nasty gave a long respite or tranquillity and comparatively 
settled government to these harassed provinces. They shared 
in the administrative reconstruction of Akba.r; their annals are 
devoid of incident during the flourishing reigns of his great 
successors. Here, as in so many other Districts, the prosely
tizing ~eal of Aurangzeb has left permanent effects in the large 
nun1ber or Mus.a.lman converts; but Bulandshahr was too near 
the court to afford much opportunity for those rebellions a.nd 
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royal conquests which make up the chief elements of Mughal 
history. During the disastrous decline of the iinperial power, 
which dates from the accession of Bahadur Shah in 1707, the 
country round Baran was a prey to the same misfortunes which 
overtook all the more fertile provinces of the empire. The 
Gujars and Jats, always to the front upon every occasion 
of disturbance, exhibited their usual turbulent spirit; and 
many of their chieftains carved out principalities from the 
villages of their neighbours. But as Baran was at this time 
a dependency of Koil, it has no proper history of its own 
during the eighteenth century, apart from that of ALiGARH 
DISTRICT. Under the Marii.tha rule it continued to be admin
istered from Koil ; and when that town with the adjoining fort 
of Aligarh was captured by the British in x8o3, Bulandshahr 
and the surrounding country were incorporated in the newly 
formed District. 

The Mutiny of 1857 was ushered in at Bulandshahr by the 
revolt of the 9th Native Infantry, which took place on May 21, 

shortly after the outbreak at Alrgarh. The officers were com
pelled to fly to Meerut, and Bulandshahr was plundered by 
a band of rebellious Giijars. Its recovery was a matter of 
great importance, as it lies on the main road from Agra and 
Aligarh to Meerut. Accordingly, a small body of volunteers 
was dispatched from Meerut for the purpose of retaking the 
town, which they were enabled to do by the aid of the Debra 
Gurkhas. Shortly afterwards; however, the Gurkhas marched 
off to join General Wilson's column, and the Giijars once 
more rose. Walrdad Khan or Malagarh put himself at the 
head of the movement, which proved strong enough to drive 
the small European garrison out of the District. From the 
beginning of July till the end of September Walidad held 
Bulandshahr without opposition, and commanded the whole 
line of communication with Agra. Meantime internal feuds 
went on as briskly as in other revolted Districts, the old 
proprietors often ousting . by force the possessors of their 
former estates. But on September 2 5 Colonel Greathed's 
flying column set out from Ghii.ziii.bad for Bulandshahr, whence 
Walidiid was expelled after a sharp engagement and forced to 
fly across the Ganges. On October 4 the District was regularly 
occupied by Colonel Farquhar, and order was rapidly restored. 
The police were at once reorganized, while measures ·of 
repression were adopted against the refractory Gojars, many 
of whom still continued under arms. It was necessary to 
march against rebels in Etah early in x858; but the tranquillity 
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of Bulandshahr itself ";as not again disturbed. Throughout 
the progress of the Mutiny, the Jats almost all took the side of 
Government, while. the Gujars and Musalman Rajputs proved 
our most irreconcilable enemies. 

Two important copperplate inscriptions have been found Archaeo

in the District, one dated A. D. 46 5-6 of Skanda Gupta, and logy. 
another giving the lineage of the Dor Rajas. There are also 
ancient remains at Ahir and Bulandshahr. A dargiih was built 
at Bulandshahr in P93, when the last Dor Raja was defeated 
by the Muhammadans; and the town contains other buildings 
of the Muhammadan period. 

The number of towns and villages in the District is 11532. The 
Population has increased considerably. The numbers at the people. 
four enumerations were as follows: (1872) 937,427, (t88t) 
924,822, (1891) 949,914, and (t9o1) I1 I38,xo1. The temporary 
decline between 1872 and x88x was due to the terrible out-
break of fever in 1879, which decimated the people. The 
increase of nearly 20 per cent. during the last decade was 
exceeded in only one District in the Provinces. There are four 
tahsi/s-ANuPSHAHR, BuLANDSHAHR, SIKANDARABAD, and 
KHURJA-the head-quarters of each being at a town of the 
same name. These four towns are also municipalities, and 
the last three are the chief places in the District. 

The principal statistics in I 90 I· are given below :-

$ Number of g l..!! 'o c: o\ 'll.!l"' 
i'd 

11.1'-.,Q~_; ..... 
{ 

g·a btc C:ao o llosOI,; 
T&4sil. ·;] " i 'h ~·i·i ~ ~ .. .,~ 

c ~ ~ ~·~ 
A ..!! -.. ~·-- .,., 

f 0 a" ~:t~; < ~ Po ~ii Z 8,S 

-
Aniipshahr 444 4 378 278,15·2 636 +22·0 6,Jl5 
Bulandshahr 477 5 379 332,262 696 +17·8 9,6u 
Sikandaribid • sa6 7 404 a6o,849 5°5 +J6.a s.o.6 
Khurja 462 'I 348 266,838 577 +20·'/ 7,176 --

District total 1,899 23 1,509 r ,I38,Ioi 599 + 19·8 28,159 

In 1901 Hindus numbered 9oo,r69, or 79 per cent. of the 
total; .Musalmans, 217,209, or 19 per cent.; Aryas, 12,298; 
and Christians, 4.528. The number of Aryas is greater than in 
any other District in the Provinces, and the Samaj has twenty
seven lodges or branches in this District Practically all the 
inhabitants speak Western Hindi. In the north the dialect is 
Hindustani, while in the south Braj is commonly used. 

Among Hindus the most numerous castes are Chamars Castes and 

(leather-workers and labourers), I8J,ooo, who form one-fifth of ~'r'-
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the total; Brahmans, tiJ,ooo; Rajputs, 93,ooo; Jats, 69,ooo; 
Lodhas (cultivators), 64,ooo; Banias, 56,ooo;. and Gujars, 
44,ooo. The Brahmans chiefly belong to t~e Gaur clan, which 
is peculiar to the. west of the Provinces and the Punjab, while 
Jats and Giijars also are chiefly found in the same area. The 
Lodhas, on the other hand, inhabit the central Districts of the 
Provinces. The Meos or Minas and Mewatis are immigrants 
from MEWAT; and among other castes peculiar to this and 
a few other Districts may be mentioned the Orbs (weavers), 
4,ooo, and Aherias (hunters), 4,ooo. The Musalmans of 
nominally foreign extraction are less numerous than those 
descended from Hindu converts. Shaikhs number 24,ooo; 
Pathans, 17,ooo; Saiyids, 6,ooo; and Mughals only J,ooo; 
while M:usalman Rajputs number 34,ooo ; Barhais (carpenters), 
·xs,ooo; Telis (oil-pressers), n,ooo; and Lohars (blacksmiths), 
I x,ooo, About 5 I per cent. of the population are supported 
by agriculture. Rajputs, both Musalman and Hindu, Jats, 
Saiyids, and Baniiis are the largest landholders ; and Riijputs, 
Brahmans, and Jats the principal cultivators. General labour 
supports I 1 per cent. of the total population, personal service 
9 per cent., weaving 3 per cent., and grain-dealing 3 per 
cent. 

Of the 4,48o native Christians in xgox, 4,257 belonged to 
the American Methodist Episcopal Church, which started work 
here in 1887. Most of them are recent converts, chiefly from 
the lower castes. The Zaniina Bible and Medical Mission 
and the Church Missionary Society have a few stations in 
the District. 

Excluding the Jumna and Ganges khadars, the chief agri
cultural defect is the presence of barren usar land covered 
with saline effiorescences•called reh, which occurs in badly· 
drained localities, and spreads in wet years. The District is 
remarkable for the absence of grazing-grounds, fodder-crops 
being largely grown. Where conditions are so uniform, the 
chief variations are due to the methods employed by different 
castes, among whom Ahirs and Jats take the first place. The 
Ahirs devote most attention to the area near the village site 
and prefer well-irrigation, while the Jats do equal justice to 
all good land and use canal water judiciously. The Lodhas 
come next and are as industrious as the Jats, but lack their 
physique. Gujars are usually inferior. 

The tenures are those common to the United Provinces ; 
but the District is marked by the number of large estates. Out 
of 3,440 mahills at the last settlement, 21446 were zamindari 
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or joint r.amindiiri, 546 bhaiyiUkarii, and 448 pattzdari or and princi· 
imperfect patlldari. The main statistics of cultivation in pal crops. 

1903-4 are shown below, in square miles:-

Tallsil. TotaL Cultivated. Irrigated. Cultivable 
waste. 

Aniipsha.hr H-4- 339 r,s8 38 
Bulandshahr 477 376 191 46 
Sikanda.rabiid 516 358 150 ss 
Khurja 462 345 rsz 72 

Total 1,899 1,418 651 241 

The chief food-crops and the area occupied by each in 
square miles were: wheat (424), gram (199), maize (x88), 
barley (227), jowiir (r56), and biijra (x2x). The area under 
maize has trebled during the last twenty-five years. Biijra 
is chiefly grown on inferior soil in the Sikandaraba.d and 
Khurja lahsils. The other important crops are cotton (xos) 
and sugar-cane (63), both of which are rapidly increasing in 
importance. On the other hand, the area under indigo has 
declined from uo square miles in x885 to 25 in 1903-4. 

From 1870 to 1874 a model farm was maintained at Improve
Bulandshahr, and attempts were made to introduce· Egyptian me~ts fn 
cotton ; but these were not successful. The chief improve- ~~~u • 
ments effected have been the extension of canal-irrigation, and practice. 

its correction by means of drainage cuts. Much has also been 
done to straighten and deepen the channels of the rivers 
described above, especially the East Kali Nadi, These have 
led to the extended cultivation of the more valuable staples, 
Very few advances have be~n made under the Agriculturists' 
Loans Act, and between 1891 and~oo only Rs. so,ooo was 
given under the Land Improvement Loans Act. In 1903-4 the 
loans were Rs. I,7oo. The agricultural show held annually 
at Bulandshahr has done much to stimulate interest in small 
improvements. . 

An attempt was made in 1865 to improve the cattle by Cattle, 
importing bulls from Hariana; but the tamlndiirs were not hhrses, and 

favourable. The ordinary cattle are poor, and the best animals 5 
eep. 

are imported from Rajputana, Mewar, or- Bijnor. Horse. 
breeding has, however, become an important pursuit, and there 
are twenty stallions owned by Government in this District. 
The samindlirs of all classes are anxious to obtain their 
services, and strong handsome colts and fillies are to be seen 
in many parts. Mules are also bred, and ten donkey stallions 

v .•• I, z 
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have been supplied. Since 1903 horse and mule-breeding 
operations have been controlled by the Atmy Remount 
department. Sheep and goats are kept in large numbers, 
but are of the ordinary inferior type. 

Irrigation. The District is exceptionally well provided with means of 
irrigation. The main channel of the Upper Ganges Canal 
passes through the centre from north to south. Near the 
eastern border irrigation is supplied by the Am1pshahr branch 
of the same canal, while the western half is watered by the 
Mat branch. The LowER GANGES CANAL has its head-works 
in this District, leaving the right bank of the Ganges at the 
village of Naraura. Most of the wells in use are masonry, 
and water is raised almost universally in leathern buckets 
worked by bullocks. In 1903-4 canals irrigated 323 square 
miles and wells 310. Other sources are insignificant. 

Minerals. Salt was formerly manufactured largely in the Jumna 
ilhiidar, but none is made now, The extraction of sodium 
sulphate has also been forbidden. There are sixty factories 
where crude saltpetre is produced, and one refinery. Where 
kankar occurs in compact masses, it is quarried in blocks 
and used for building purposes. 

Arts and Till recently Bulandshahr was one of the most important 
nJanufD.c- indigo-producing Districts in the United Provinces. There 
tures. 

were more than 120 factories in 1891; but the trade has 
fallen off considerably, and in 1902 there were only 47, 
which employed about 3,8oo hands. Cotton is ginned and 
pressed at 12 factories, which employ more than 900 
hands ; and this industry itt-increasing. The owners of the 
factories have imported the latest machinery from England. 
Other manufactures are not of. great importance; but the 
calico-printing of ]AHA.IrrGiRXBXo, the muslins of SIKANDAR
XBXD, the pottery of KHURJA, the rugs of ]EWAR, and the 
wood-carving of BULANDSHAHR and SHIKARPUR deserve 
mention for their artistic merits. There is also a flourishing 
glass industry in the Bulandshalir tahsil, where bangles and 
small phials and bottles are largely made. Country cloth is 
woven as a hand industry in many places. 

Commerce. Grain and cotton form the principal exports; the weight 
of cleaned cotton exported is nearly 4,ooo tons, having 
doubled in the last twenty-five years. The imports include 
piece-goods, metals, and salt. Aniipshabr is a dep6t for the 
import of timber and bamboos rafted down the Ganges; but 
Khurja and Dibai have become the largest commercial centres, 
owing to their proximity to the railway. Local trade is carried 
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on at numerous small towns, where markets are held once 
or tv.1ce a week. 

The East Indian Railway runs. from south to north through Railways 
. . F . . and roads. 

the western half of the DlStnct. or strategtc reasons 1t was 
built on the shortest possible alignment, and thus passes some 
distance from the principal town5 ; but a branch line is under 
construction, which will connect Khurja and Bulandshahr 
and join the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway at HA.PUR in 
Meerut District. A branch of the Oudh and Rohilkhand 
Railway from Alrgarh to Moradabad and Bareilly crosses 
the south-east corner. 

There are 163 miles of metalled roads and 495 miles of 
unmetalled roads. The whole length of metalled roads is in 
charge of the Public Works department, but the cost of 
109 miles of these, and the whole cost of the unmetalled 
roads, is met from Local funds. Avenues of trees are main
tained on 2 57 miles. The principal line is that of the grand 
trunk road from Calcutta to Delhi, branches of which leave 
Bulandshahr for Meerut and Aniipshahr. The only parts 
where communications are defective are the northern Jumna 
ldzaaar and the north-eastern and south-eastern corners of 
the District. 

Bulandshahr shared in the many famines which devastated Famine. 

the Upper Doab before British rule, and during the early years 
of the nineteenth century scarcity occurred several times. 
In 1837 famine was severe, and its effects were increased by 
immigration from Haria.na and Marwar, and the Districts of 
Etiwah and Mainpuri. The worst-affected tracts were the 
areas along the Jumna; but the coflStruction of the grand 
trunk road provided employment for many, and other works 
were opened. In x86o the same tracts suffered, being largely 
inhabited by Gujars, still impoverished owing to their law
lessness in the Mutiny. The Mat branch. canal was started 
as a relief work. About Rs. 32,ooo was spent on relief and 
Rs. 5o,ooo advanced for purchase of bullocks and seed, much 
of which was repaid later, and spent in constructing 
dispeflSaries. In 1868-9, though the rains failed, there was 
a large stock of grain, and the spread of irrigation enabled 
spring crops to be. sown. In 1877 and 1896-7 no distress 
•·as felt except among immigrants, and able-bodied labourers 
could always find work. In the latter period alone 1,518 wells 
were made, and the high prices of grain were a source 
of profil • 

The orWna.ry staff consists of a Collector, assisted by one District 

z 2 
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subdivi- member of . the Indian Civil Service and three Deputy-. 
::~ff~ and Collectors recruited in India. There is a tahsildiir at the

head-quarters of each of the four lahsils. Bulandshahr is also 
the head-quarters of an Executive Engineer of the Upper 
Ganges Canal. 

~iv!l For purposes of civil jurisdiction the District is divided 
~ri!~~ and between two Judgeships. The Sikandarabad tahsil belongs 

tg the munsifi of Ghiiziabad in Meerut District, and appellate 
work is disposed of by the Judge of Meerut. The rest of the 
District is divided into two munsiju, with head-quarters at 
;Bulandshahr and Khurja, subordinate to the Judge of Aligarh. 
The additional Sessions Judge of Aligarh exercises criminal 
jurisdiction over Bulandshahr. The District has a bad 
~tputatjon for crime, cattle-theft being especially common. 
Murders, robberies, and dacoities are also numerous. The 
Gujars are largely responsible for this lawlessness, being 
notorio)ls for cattle-lifting. 

Lnnd Part .Gf the District was acquired by cession from the 
~~~~:~. Nawib Wazir of Oudh in 18ox, and part was conquered from 
tration. the ~arithiis in x8o3. For twenty years the area now in· 

eluded lay partly in Alrgarh, and partly in Meerut or South 
Sa:ha.ranpur Pistricts. In I819, owing to the. lawlessness of 
the Gtijars, :a Joint Magistrate was stationed at Bulandshahr, 
11nd in 1823 a separate District was. formed. The early land 
revenue. settlements were of a summary nature, each lasting 
one, three, £our, or five years. Talukdars, who were found in 
possu:ssion of large tracts, were gradually set aside. Operations 
under Regulation VII of ·:rS2:z were completed in only about 
6oo villages, and the first regular settlement was made between 
1834 and 183-7, The next settlement was commenced before 
the Mutiny, and was completed in x865; but the project for 
a. permanent settlement entailed a complete revision. This 
showed that them had been an extraordinary rise in rental 
'assets,' which was partly d-ue tQ survey errors, partly to conceal
ments at the time .ef settlement, and partly to an increase in 
the rental value of lafld.. The idea of permanently fixing the 
revenue was abandoned, and tbe demand originally proposed 
was sanctioned, with a few alterations, yielding 12·4 lakhs. 
The 'assets,' of which the revenue formed half, were calculated 
by fixing standard rent rates for different classes of soil. 
These rates were derived partly from average rents and partly 
from valuations of produce. The latest revision of settlement 
was completed between x886 and x889, and was notorious for 
its results. The assessment was to be made on the actual 
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rental t assets'; but the records were found to be unreliable on 
account of the dishonesty of many landlords, who had 
deliberately falsified the patwiin"l papers, thrown land out of 
cultivation, and stopped irrigation. The tenants, who had 
been treated harshly and not allowed to acquire occupancy 
rights, themselves came forward to expose the fraud. Large 
numbers of rent-rolls were entirely rejected, and the villages 
they related to were valued at circle rates. The circle rates 
were obtained by an analysis of rents believed to be genuine. 
While the settlement of inost of the District was confirmed for 
thirty years, a number of villages were settled for shorter terms 
to enable the settlement to be made on the basis of a .fair area 
of cultivation. The total demand was fixed at 19·8 lakhs, 
which bas since risen to 2o lakhs. The incidence per acre is 

. Rs. 1-15-o, varying in different parts of the District from 
Rs. 1-z-o to Rs. Z-9-Qo 

Collections on account of land revenue and total revenue 
have been, in thousands of rupees:-

188o-r. rBcp-r. 1!)00-1· 1903-4-------
Land revenue 12,31 18,-fO 19,81 19,85 
Total revenue 13,81 24,66 :17.99 a8,oa 

There are four municipalities-BuLANDSHAHR, ANuPSHAHR; Local self

StKANDARABAD, and KHURJA-and 19 towns are administered govern
under Act XX of 1856. Outside these, local affairs are meut. 
managed by the District board In 1903-4 the income of 
the latter was I•9 lakhs, chiefly derived from local rates. The 
expenditure was 2 lakhs, of which Rs. 96,ooo was spent on 
roads and buildings. 

In 1903 the District Superintendent of police was assisted Police and 
by four inspectors. The force numbered xo6 officers and jails. 

355 constables, besides 369 municipal and town police, and 
1,979 village and road police. The District jail contained an 
average of 232 prisoners in the same year. 

The District is backward in literacy, and only 2·5 per cent. Education. 
(4·5 males and 0·3 females) of the population could read and 
\\Tite in 1901. In 1881 there were 130 public schools with 
4,486 pupils, and the numbers rose in 1901 to 171 schools 
with 7,989 pupils. In 1903-4 there were 187 public schools 
with 1o,8o1 pupils, of whom 57 were girls, and also 271 pri-
vate schools witn ·4.157 pupils. The total expenditure 
on education was Rs. 491ooo, of which Local and muni-
cipal funds supplied Rs. 38,ooo, and fees Rs. 1 1,ooo. Of 
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the public schools, two were managed by Government and 
II7 by the District and municipal boards. · 

The District has nine hospitals and dispensaries, with 
accommodation for 109 in-patients. In 1903 the number 
of cases treated was xot,ooo, of whom 2,300 were in-patients, 
and 8,400 operations were performed. The expenditure in the 
same year ;was Rs. 18,ooo, chiefly from Local funds. 

In 1903-41 39,ooo persons were successfully vaccinated, 
representing a proportion of 34 per x,ooo of population . 

. Vaccination is compulsory only in the municipalities. 
·.: (F. S. Growse, Bulandshahr (Benares, x884); T. Stoker, 
Settlemet~l Report (x8gx); lL R. Nevill, .Dislri'ct Gazetteer 
(r9o3).] 

Aniipshahr TahsU.-Eastern tahsil of Bulandshahr Dis
trict, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Anupshahr, 
Ahar, and Dibai, and lying along the Ganges, between 28° s' 
and 28° 371 N. and 77° 58' and 78° 28' E., with an area of 444 
square miles. The population rose from 222,481 in 1891 to 
278,152 in 1901. There are 378 villages and four towns, the 
largest of which are JAHANGiRABAD (population, n,572), DIBAI 
(xo,579), and ANUPSHAHR (8,6ox), the tahsil head-quarters. 
The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 4,99,ooo, 
and for cesses Rs. 8o,ooo. The tahsil is divided into two 
parts, from north to south, by the Chhoiya river. The land 
to the east is naturally inferior to that on the west of the river, 
but has been immensely improved by irrigation from the 
Anupshahr branch of the Upper Ganges Canal. The channel. 
of · the Chhoiya was very- badly defined, but has been 
straightened and deepened by the Irrigation department. In 
1903-4 the area under cultivation was 339 square miles, of 
which 158 were irrigated, wells supplying more than half. 

Bulandshahr Tahsil.-Central tahsil of Bulandshahr 
District, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of 
Baran, Agauta, Siyii.na, and Shikarpur, and lying between 28° 14' 
and 28° 43' N. and 77° 43' and. 78° 13' E., with an area of 
477 square miles. The population rose from 281,928 in 1891 
to 332,262 in 1901. There are 379 villages and five towns, 
the largest of which axe BuLANDSHAHR (population, 18,959), the 
District and tahsil head-quarters, SHIKARPUR (12,249), SIYANA 
(7,615), GULAOTHi {71208), and AURANGABAD (5,916). The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. s,6s,ooo, and for 
cesses Rs. 94,ooo. This is the richest tahsil in the District, 
and the density of population, 696 persons per square mile, 
is considerably above the District average (599). The East 
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Kali Nadr flows from north to south through the western 
portion of the tahsil, and formerly caused much damage by 

.flooding in wet years. It has been straightened and deepened, 
and is no longer used as a canal escape, with very beneficial 
results. The northern pargatza of Agauta is the most fertile. 
There are marshy tracts in the north-east of the tahsil, and 
sandy areas in the south-east Irrigation is supplied by the 
Upper Ganges Canal east of the Ka.li Nadi. In 190,3-4 the 
area under cultivation was 376 square miles, of which 191 were 
irrigated. Well-irrigation supplies two-thirds of this area, and 
is more important here than in the other lahslls of the District. 

SikandarabM Tahsil.-North-westem tahsil of Buland
shahr District, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of 
Sikandarablid, Dlidrl, and Dankaur, and lying along the J umna, 
between :z8° 15' and :z8o 39' N. and 77° x8' and 77° so' E., 
with an area of 516 square miles. The population rose from 
224,,3.68 in 1891 to :z6o,849 in 1901. There are 404 villages and 
seven towns, the largest of which are SIKANDAR.ABAD (popula
tion, x8,:z9o), the tahsil head-quarters, and DANKAUR. (5,444). 
The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 41321ooo, and 
for cesses Rs. 7 4,ooo. The tahsil is the poorest in the District, 
and supports only so 5 persons per square mile, against an 
average of 599· It is crossed from north to south by two 
main lines of drainage-the Patwai and the Karon or Karwan. 
Both of these are naturally ill-defined, but their channels have 
been deepened and straightened. The area between the Patwai 
and Jumna is poor, being largely covered with tamarisk and 
grass jungle varied by patches of salt waste. In the north 
the HINDAN and Bhuriya rivers increase the saturation, though 
they bring down fertile deposits of earth. The tahsil is 
well supplied with irrigation by the Mlit branch of the Upper 
Ganges Canal, which passes through the centre from north 
to south. In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 358 
square miles, of which 150 were irrigated. More than two
thirds of the irrigated area is supplied from the canal. 

Khurja Tahsil.-Southem tahsil of Bulandshahr District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Jewar, Khurja, 
and Pahlisii, and lying between 28° 4' and 28° 20' N. and 77° 29' 
and 78° u' E., with an area of 462 square miles. The popula
tion rose from 22 x,137 in 1891 to 266,838 in 1901. There are 
348 villages and seven towns, the largest of which are KHURJA 
(population, 29,277), the tahsil head-quarters, JEWAR. {7.718), 
PAHASiJ (5,603), CHHATARI {5,574)1 and RABUPUR.A {s,o48). 
The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. s,os,ooo, 
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and for cesses Rs. 82,ooo: The tahsil is drained by the East 
Kali Nadi, the Karon or Karwan, and the Patwai or Patwahii 
Bahii, al} which have been deepened and straightened to. 
improve the drainage. The J umna flows along the western 
border. East of the Kali Nadi and west of the Patwai are 
tracts of light sandy soil; but the central portion is highly 
fertile, and is well supplied by irrigation from the Upper 
Ganges Canal and the Mat branch of the same work. Cotton 
is more largely grown in this tract than in any other part 
of the District. In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 
345 square miles, of which 152 were irrigated. Well-irrigation 
supplies about one-third of the total, and is chiefly important 
in the area between the canals. 

Ahiir.-Town in the Aniipshahr tahsil of Bulandshahr 
District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 28' N. and 78° 
15' E., 21 miles east of Bulandshahr town. Population (xgox), 
2,382. It _is said to derive its name from ahi, 'snake,' and 
hiir, 'sacrifice,' as tradition relates that Janamejayii performed 
his·great snake sacrifice here. The capital of the Lunar race 
is also said to have been moved here after Hastiniipur 
was washed away. Another legend states that this was the 
residence of Rukmini, wife of Krishna, and the temple from 
which she was carried off is still pointed out. The place is 
certainly of great antiquity, and several fragments of stone 
sculpture of an early date have been found. Under Akbar, 

. Ahiir was the chief town of a mahiil or pargana. The town 
lies on the high bank of the Ganges, and there are many 
temples. It also contains a..hall for the meetings of the Arya 
Samaj, which has over xoo followers here. 

Aniipshahr Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the 
same name, in Bulandshahr District, United Provinces, situated 
in 28° 21' N. and 78° x6' E., 25 miles east of Bulandshahr 
town on a metalled road. Population (xgox), 8,6ox. It 
was founded in the reign of Jahlingir by the Bargujar Raja 
Aniip Rai, from whom it derives its name,. and was of great 
importance in the eighteenth century aa commanding an 
important crossing of the Ganges on the road from Delhi to 
Rohilkhand. In I 7 57 Ahmad Shah Durrani established 
cantonments here for a time, and returned to them in I759· 
It was from this place that the coalition was organized which 
led to the overthrow of the Marathas at Piinipat in I 76 I. 
In 1773 the combined forces of the Oudh Wazir and the 
British made Aniipshahr their rendezvous when opposing 
the Mariitha invasion of Rohilkhand; and from that date 
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till 18o6 Anupshahr was garrisoned by British troops, after
wards removed to Meerut. During the Mutiny the Jats 
successfully defended the crossing of the river by .the·rebels 
from Rohilkhand. The town stands on the high bank of the 
Ganges and is well drained. There is a fine hazar, and besides 
the talzsl/i a dispensary is maintained. The Zanana Bible 
and Medical · Mission and the Church Missionary Society 
have branches here. Anupshahr has been a municipality 
since 1866. During the ten years ending 1901 the income 
and expenditure averaged Rs. 9,ooo. In 1903-4 the income 
was Rs. n,ooo, chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. 6,ooo), and 
the expenditure was Rs. 15,ooo. The town was formerly the 
northern limit of traffic on the Ganges, and a factory of the 
East India Company was maintained here for some time ; but 
the construction of the Naraura weir in 1878 cut it off from 
the lower reaches of the river, and at present it is merely a 
dep6t for timber and bamboos. The through trade across the 
river has also been diverted by railways, and at present sugar 
is the chief article of commerce. There is a small manufac
ture of cloth, blankets, and shoes for the local demand. The 
tahstll school contains 160 pupils, and there is also a Mission 
Anglo-vernacular schooL 

Aurangaba.d Saiyid.-Town in Bulandshahr District,, 
United Provinces, situated in 28° 22' N. and 78° s' E., 
9 miles north-east of Bulandshahr town. Population (1901), 
5,9r6. It was founded in 1704 by Saiyid Abdul Azlz, who 
undertook, with the permission of the emperor Aurangzeb, 
to eject the turbulent Jaroliyas of the neighbourhood. His 
descendants still own the town. The site is low and sur
rounded by water during the rains. Aurangabad is admin,. 
istered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of Rs. 2,ooo. 
Trade is entirely local. There is a primary school with 
so pupils. 

Bulandshahr Town.-Head-quarters of the District and 
tahsil of the same name, United Provinces, situated in 
28° 15' N. and 77° 52' E., on the grand trunk road, 10 miles 
east of the Chola station on the East Indian Railway. 
Population (1901), 18,959• of whom 9,139 are Hindus and 
9,071 Musalmans. The old name of the town was Baran, and 
it received the nickname Unchanagar or Bulandshahr ('high 
town') from its elevated position on a bank near the K.ali Nadi. 
It is a place or considerable antiquity, and is said to have been 
founded by a Tomar chief of AHAR named Parma!, or accord
ing to another account by a man. named Ahibaran, from whom 
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its name was derived. Buddhist remains of the fifth to seventh 
centuries have been found here, besides coins of much older 
date. • In the eleventh century the town was the head-quarters 
of Har Dat, a Dor chieftain who ruled in this part of the Doab, 
with territory extending as far as Hapur and Meerut. In xox8 
Mahmiid of Ghazni crossed the Jumna and reached Baran. 
In the words of the Persian historian, Har Dat 'reflected that 
his safety would be best secured by conforming to the religion 
of Islam, since God's sword was drawn from the scabbard and 
the whip of punishment was uplifted. He came forth, there
fore, with xo,ooo men, who all proclaimed their anxiety for 
conversion and their rejection of idols.' The town was given 
back to Har Dat, but from a copperplate inscription the Dors 
appear to have been superseded for a time. They were restored ; 
and Chandra Sen, the last Hindu ruler, died while gallantly 
defending his fort against Kutb-ud-din, the general of Muham
mad Ghon, in II93· The town is chiefly famous in later 
times as having been the birthplace of the historian, Zia-ud
din Barni, who flourished in the first half of the fourteenth 
century. There are a few tombs and mosques of the Muham
madan period, but none of importance. At the commence
ment of British rule, Bulandshahr was a small town. A few 
good houses stood on the elevation now known as the Balae 
Kot, and Chamars and Lodhas lived in huts at the base. The 
establishment of the District head-quarters here caused a 
rapid growth; and the town has been much improved by the 
energy and taste , of its inhabitants, encouraged by several 
Collectors, especially the lat.e...Mr. F. S. Growse. The Chauk 
or central market has been provided with a brick terrace and 
is adorned with carved stone, while the houses and shops 
surrounding it are elegant specimens of domestic architecture. 
The rich landlords of the District have also erected several 
fine houses and gateways and a town hall, all of which are 
remarkable for the excellence of the stonework which they 
contain. Close to the courts is a handsome building called 
the Lowe Memorial, in memory of a former Collector, which 
is used as a shelter for people attending the courts. A fine 
bathing ghat has been made on the banks of the river at the 
eastern entrance of the town. A dispensary and a female 
hospital were built in 1895· Besides the ordinary District 
staff, an Executive Engineer of the Ganges Canal has his 
head-quarters here. There are also stations of the American 
Methodist, Church Missionary Society, and Zanana Bible and 
Medical Missions. 
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Bulandshahr has been a municipality since x865. During 
the ten years ending 1 go 1 the income and expenditure 
averaged Rs. 18,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 21,ooo, 
chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. 18,ooo), and the expenditure 
was Rs. 24,ooo. Wood-carving of some artistic merit is 
turned out. The distance from the railway has hitherto pre
vented the growth of trade, which is of a local nature. A line 
is, however, now under construction. A high school contains 
more than 200 pupils and a taksili school 230, while four 
primary schools have 220 more. 

Chhatlri.-Town in the Khurja taksi/ of Bulandshahr Dis
trict, United Provinces, situated in 28° 6' N. and 78° 9' E., 30 
miles south of Bulandshahr town. Population (tgoi), 5,574· 
The town takes its name from the Chhatardhan clan of Mewatis 
who founded it. It belongs to the estate of the same name 
founded by Mahmiid Ali Khan, a brother of Murad Ali Khan 
of PAHASU. The estate is at present under the Court 
of Wards, as the owner, Ahmad Saiyid Khan, is a minor. 
Chhatan is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an 
income of about Rs. 8oo. There is a primary school with 
about 120 pupils. 

Dankaur.-Town in the Sikandaraba.d taksil of Buland
shahr District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 21' N. and 
77° 33' E., 20 miles west of Bulandshahr town. Population 
(xgo1), 5,444. It is said to have been founded by Drona, 
the hero of the Mahabharata, who taught the Pandavas the 
use of arms. A masonry tank and ancient temple are still 
known as Dronacharj. The to"'Tl lies on the edge of the high 
bank above the Jumna, and the upper portion is gradually 
being deserted for the l_ower, on the ground that it is unlucky. 
Dankaur is administered under Act XX of x8s6, with an 
income of about Rs. I,Joo. It has a thriving trade in g!a, 
sugar, and grain. A primary school is attended by 8o pupils. 

DibaL-To"'Tl in the Aniipshahr tahsil of Bulandshahr Dis
trict, United Provinces, situated in 28° u' N. and 78° x6' E., 
close to the metalled road from Aligarh to Moradabad and 
a branch of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway. Population 
(tgox), I0,579, which is increasingrapidly. The town is said to 
have been called Dhundhgarh in the eleventh century, when 
it belonged to Dhakra Rajputs, who were expelled by Saiyid 
Silar Masiid. A new town was built, called Dhundai, and 
later Dibai. In the time of Akbar it was the head-quarters 
of a j>argana in the sarklir of Koil. The hazar is composed 
of brick-built houses, and the town is fairly well drained by 
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the Chhoiya river, which flows round three sides. Dibai is 
administered under Act XX of x8s6, with im income of 
about Rs. s,ooo. It is a prosperous town, with three cotton 
gins, a cotton press, and an oil press, employing nearly soo 
persons. There are large exports of coarse cloth, cotton, ghl, 
and grain. It contains a flourishing Anglo-vernacular school 
with 7 5 pupils, partly supported by market fees and partly 
by private subscriptions, and a middle school with xso pupils. 

Gulaothi.-Town in the District and iahsil of Bulandshahr, 
United Provinces, situated· in 28° 35' N. and 77° 48' E., 12 
miles north of Bulandshahr town on the Meerut road Popu
lation (xgox), 7,2o8. The town is said to have been founded 
by Mewatis or by Gahlot Rajputs. It is chiefly inhabited by 
Saiyids and Banias. A prominent Saiyid, named Mihrban Ali, 
who died a few years ago, did much to improve the town arid 
its approaches. He built several houses, metalled the road 
to the Kli.li Nadi, and built a bridge across it at a cost of 
Rs. 3o,ooo, and also constructed a large mosque and estab
lished a school for teaching Arabic and Persian. . The Ameri
can Methodist Mission has a branch here. Gulaothi is 
administered under Act XX of 1856, with .an income of about 
Rs. x,Soo. It has a considerable local trade and is thriving. 
There is a middle school with about 200 pupils. 

Jahiingiriibiid.-Town in the Am1pshahr tahsil of Buland
shahr District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 24' N. and 
78° 6' E., IS miles by metalled road'from Bulandshahr town. · 
Population (xgox), n,s72. The town was built by Aniip 
Rai, founder of ANUPSHAHR,-who named it after the emperor 
Jahangir. The place stands low, and ~as formerly very 
unhealthy, owing to the stagnant water in the neighbourhood 
and a ditch round the town ; but this 'h.as now been drained. 
Act XX of 1856 is in force, and the annual income is about 
Rs. J,Joo. There 'is an important market, which is the centre 
of a flourishing grain trade. The principal manufacture is 
calico-printing, excellent counterpanes, curtains, and cloths 
being turned out. . The middle school is attended by over 
250 pupils, 40 of whom reside in a boarding-house, and there 
is a small aided primary school with 38 pupils. 

Jewar.-Town irt' the Khurja tahsll of Bulandshahr Dis
trict, United Provinces, situated in 28° 7' N. and 77° 34' E., 
20 miles west of Khurja. Population (xgox), 7,718. In the 
eleventh centuiy Jadon Rli.jputs, invited from Bharatpur by 
the Brahmans of J ewar, settled in the town and expelled the 
Meos. The well-known Begam Sumr\1 held J ewar till her . . 
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death in 1836, when it lapsed to Government. The town lies 
among the ravines and broken ground on the edge of the 
high land above the Jumna, and is well drained. The market 
was rebuilt in 188r, and is now lined with good brick-built 
shops. Jewar is administered under Act XX of 1856, with 
an income of about Rs. 2,ooo. There is a small manufac
ture of cotton rugs and carpets, and a weekly market is held. 
The town contains a prosperous agricultural bank, a middle 
school with 120 pupils, and a small primary school for g'irls, 
besides a branch of the .American Methodist ~ission. 

Khwja Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Bulandshahr District, United Provinces, situated in 
28° 15' N. and 77° 51' E., near the grand trunk road, and 
4 mile~ from Khurja station on the East Indian Railway. 
Population (1901), 29,277, of whom 15,878 are Hindus and 
12,923 Musalmans. The town is said to derive its name 
from ldziin:fa ('revenue free'), as it was built by the Bhale ' 
Sultan Rajputs on a revenue-free grant made by F"rroz Shah 
Tughlak. The descendants of the o~ginal grantees retained 
possession of their holdings till they were resumed partly by 
So.raj Mal, Raja of Bharatpur, in 1740, and partly by Da,ulat 
Rao Sindhia towards the close of th~ eighteenth century. 
There is only one ancient building, the tomb of Makhdum 
Sahib, near the grand trunk road, which is about 400 years 
old. The chief public buildings are the taksili, dispen
sary, and town hall. The P,rincipal inhabitants are Kheshgi 
Pathans and Churuwal Banias ; the latter, who are Jain by 
religion, are an enterprising and wealthy class, carrying on 
banking all over• India and taking a leading share in the 
trade of the· place. Thirty years ago they built a magnificent 
domed temple, which cost more than a lakh and is adorned 
with a profusion of stone carving of fine execution. The 
interior is a blaze of gold and colour, the ?a.Ult of the dome 
being painted and decorated in the most florid style of 
indigenous art. The market-place, hazar, and dlzarmsiila are 
all adorned by handsome gateways of carved stone, and 
owe much to the munificence of the Jain traders. There 
are branches of the American Methodist and Zanana Bible 
and Medical Missions. 

Khurja. has been a municipality since 1866. The receipts 
and expenditure during the ten years ending 1901 averaged 
Rs. 27,500. In 1903-4 the income was Rs: 38,ooo, chiefly 
deri\'ed from octroi (Rs. 28,ooo), and the expenditure was 
Rs. 42,000. The town is the chief commercial centre of the 
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District, and contains seven cotton gins and presses, which 
employed 444 hands in 1903. Cotton-ginning by hand is 
important, and there is a very large export of grain, besides 
a smaller trade in jndigo, sugar, and ghi. The pottery of 
Khurja resembles that made at MuLTAN and in the RA.MPUR 
STATE1 and has some reputation. English cloth, metals, and 
brass utensils are the chief articles imported. There are eight 
schools with about 6oo pupils. 

Pahasii.-Town in the Khurja tahsil of Bulandshahr 
District, United Provinces, situated in 28° xo' N. and 78° 5' E., 
24 miles south of Bulandshahr town. Population ( 1901 ), 5,6o3. 
Partab Singh, one of the first Bargiijar immigrants, made it 
his head-quarters. Pahasii was the chief town in a mahal or 
pargana under Akbar, and in the eighteenth century was con
ferred with a jiigJr of fifty-four villages by Shah Alam II on 
the Begam Sumrii for the support of her troops. After her 
death in 1836, it was held for a time by Government and then 
granted in x851 to Murad All Khan, a descendant of Partab 
Singh. His son, Nawab Faiz Ali Khan, K.C.S.I., behaved 
with conspicuous loyalty during the Mutiny, and was afterwards 
commander-in-chief and prime minister of Jaipur State. Since 
his death in 1894, his son, Nawab Faiyaz Ali Khan, C.S.I., has 
served as a member of the Imperial and Provincial Legislative 
Councils, and is now a minister of state in Jaipur. The town 
is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of 
about Rs. goo. The Nawab maintains a dispensary and an 
Anglo-vernacular school, and there is a primary school with 
95 pupils. ' 

Rabiipura.-Town in the Khurja tahsil of Bulandshahr 
District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 15' N. and 77° 
37' E., 19 miles west of Bulandshahr town. Population (xgox), 
5,o48. The place was founded by a Mewati named Rabii 
in the eleventh century. The Mewatis were ousted by the 
Jaiswar Rajputs in the time of Prithwi Raj, late in the twelfth 
century. From the days of Shah Alam II up to 1857, Rabii
pura was the centre of an estate comprising twenty-four villages, 
which was confiscated after the Mutiny for the rebellion of the 
proprietors. The town contains a good brick market, and half 
the houses and shops are also of brick. The American 
Methodist Mission has a branch here, with a small church and 
dispensary. Rabiipura is administered under Act XX of 1856, 
with an income of about RS: I,soo. There is a considerable 
trade in cattle. The primary school contains 6o pupils. 

Shikarpur.-Town in the District and tahsil of Buland-
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shahr, United Provinces, situated in 28° 17' N. and 78° 1' E., 
13 miles south of Bulandshahr town. Population (1901), 12,249. 
The present town owes its existence to Sika~dar Lodi, who 
built a hunting-lodge here at the end of the fifteenth century, 
near the site of an older town now represented by a mound 
called the Tal pat Nagarl or Anyai Khera. North of the site is 
a remarkable building of red sandstone called the Bara K.hamba, 
or • twelve pillars,' which formed an unfinished tomb begun by 
Saiyid Fazl-ullah, son-in-law of the emperor Farrukh Siyar, 
about x 718. The town ·contains a fine walled sarai built in 
the seventeenth century, and many substantial brick houses 
and a few handsome mosques. The American Methodists have 
a branch mission here. The town is administered under 
Act XX of x8s6, with an income of about Rs. 4.500. The 
chief manufactures are cotton cloth and shoes, and excellent 
wood-carving is turned out on a small scale. There are a 
middle school with 190 pupils, and an aided primary school 
with 30. 

Sikandarlbad Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the 
same name in Bulandshahr District, United Provinces, situated 
in 28° 28' N. and 77° 42' E., on the grand trunk road, 4 
miles from the Sikandarabad station on the East Indian Rail
way. Population (19o1), x8,29o, of whom xo,599 are Hindus 
and 6,814 Musalmans. The town was built by Sikandar Lodi 
in 1498, and was the head-quarters of apar%ana or mana/under 
Akbar. In the eighteenth century it was held for a time by 
N a jib-ud-daula. Saadat Khan, N a wii.b of Oudh, attacked and de
feated a Marii.thii. force here in I 7 36. The Jat army of Bharatpur 
encamped at Sikandarii.bii.d in 1763, but fled across the Jumna 
on the death ofSiiraj Mal and defeat of JawiihirSingh. Under 
Mariitha rule the town was the head-quarters of a brigade 
under Perron; and after the fall of Aligarh, Colonel James 
Skinner held it. During the Mutiny of x857, the neighbour
ing Gujars, Rajputs, and Muhammadans attacked and plun
dered Sikandarablid ; but Colonel Greathed's column relieved 
the town on September 27, x857. There are several tombs 
and mosques of some antiquity. Besides the tahsili and police 
station there is a dispensary ; and the American Methodists, 
the Church Missionary Society, and the Zanii.na Bible and 
Medical Mission have branches here. Sikandarii.bad has been a 
municipality since r8p. During the ten years ending 1901 the 
income and expenditure averaged-Rs. rs,ooo. In 1903-4 the 
income was Rs. 2 3,000, chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. x 7 ,ooo), 
and the expenditure was Rs. 2 I,ooo. There is not much trade; 
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but fine cloth or muslin is manufactured and ~xported to Delhi, 
and a cotton gin has been recently opened, which ·employed 
105 hands in 1903. The town contains a flourishing Anglo
vernacular school with more than 200 pupils, a lahsili school 
with 120, and five primary schools with 24o p~pils. 

Siyiinii.-Town in the District and laltstl of Bulandshahr, 
United Provinces, situated. in 28° 37' N. ;nd 78° 4' E.; 19 
miles north-east of Bulandshahr town. It is being connected 
by a metalled road with Bulandshahr and Garhmukte~ar. • Popu· 
lation (t9oz), 7,615. The name is said to be a .corruption of 
Sainban or ' the forest of rest,' because Balarama, brother of 
Krishna, on his way from Muttra to Hastinapur, slept here one 
night, and was hospitably entertained by fakirs, who had ex
cavated a tank in the centre of a vast forest. The town gave its 
name to a mahiil or pargana recorded in the Ain-i-Akbari. 
Aftet the British conquest it was the head-quarters of a tahsil· 
dar and Munsif up· to 1844. It is now of small importance, 
but has been improved lately, and the mud huts are being 
replaced by brick houses. It is administered under Act XX of 
1856t the income being about Rs. x,8oo. There was formerly 
some trade in safflower, but it is declining. Indigo is still 
made in a small factory. A middle school with a boarding
house is attended by about x6o pupils. 

Bonn- Aligarh District.-Southernmost District in the Meerut 
daries,~on- Division, United Provinces, lying between 27° 29' and 
figuration, 0 1 0 1 o , • h f 6 
and river 28 II N .. and 77 29 and 78 38 E., w1t an area o 1,94 
system. square miles. It is bounded on the north by Bulandshahr 

District ; on the east and south by Etah ; and on the west and 
south by Muttra. The Jumna separates the north-west comer 
from the Punjab District of Gurgaon, and the Ganges the 
north-east corner from Budaun. Bordering on the great rivers 
lie stretches of low land called llhiidar. The Ganges khiidar is 
fertile and produces sugar-cane, while the Jumna khiidar is 
composed of hard unproductive clay, chiefly covered with 
coarse jungle grass and tamarisk. The rest of the District 
forms a fertile upland tract traversed by three streams. The 
most important is the K.ALi NADI (EAsT), which winds across 
the eastern portion. Between the Kiili N adi and the Ganges 
lies the Nim Nadi, with an affluent known as the Chhoiya. In 
the west of the District the Karon or Karwan flows through 
a wide valley. The centre is a shallow depression, the 
drainage of which gradulllly-collects in two streams named the 
Sengar and the Rind or Afind. 

Geology. The District is composed of alluvium ; but llankar or lime-
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stone is found i~ nodules and also consolidated in masses, 
from' which it is quarried for building purposes. Large 
stretches of land are covered with saline efflorescences. 

The flora of Aligarh presents no peculiarities. At the com- Bota~y • 
. mencement of British rule the surface of the country was 

covered with large tracts of jungle, chiefly of dhiik (Butea 
frondosa). The jungle was rapidly cut as cultivation extended, 
arid for many years was not replaced. Between 1870 and 19oo, 
however, the area under groves doubled, and is now about x8 
square miles. The principal trees are babi'il (Acada arabi'ca), 
ttJm (Melia Azadiraclzta), and mango. Better sorts of timber 
for building purposes have to be imported. 

Wild hog are very numerous in the khiidar, and are also Fauna. 

found near the canal. Antelope are fairly common in most 
parts.. In the cold season. snipe and many kinds of duck 
appear on the swamps. Fish are plentiful, but are not much 
eaten, and there are no regular fisheries in the District. 

The climate of Aligarh is that of the Doab plains generally. Climate 

The year is divided into the rainy season, from June till and ttem-
• , pera ure. 

October; the cold season, from October ttll Apnl ; and the hot 
season, from April to June. 

The annual rainfall averages about 26 inches, and there is Rainfall. 

little variation in the District ; the north-east receives slightly 
more rain than the south-west. Fluctuations from year to year 
are more considerable. In 1894-5 the fall was 33 inches, 
while in 1896-7 it was only 19 inches. 

The few facts in the early annals of the District that can History. 
now be recovered centre around the ancient city of Koil, of 
which the fort and station of Aligarh form a suburb. A 
popular legend informs us that Koil owes its origin to one 
Kosharab, a K.shattriya of the Lunar race, who called the city 
after his own name ; and that its present designation was con-
ferred upon it by Balarama, who slew the great demon Kol, 
and subdued the neighbouring regions of the Doab. Another 
tradition assigns a totally different origin to the name. The 
District was held by the Dor Rajputs before the first Muham-
madan invasion, and continued in the hands of the Raja of 
Baran until the close of the twelfth century. In A.D. 1194 
Kutb-ud-din marched from Delhi to Koil, on which occasion, 
as the Muhammadan historian informs us, 'those who were 
wise and acute were converted t~ .Islam, but those who 
stood by their ancient faith were slai!\. with the sword.' The 
city was thenceforward administered by Musalman governors, 
but the native Rajas retained much of their former power. 

I:'.P. L A& 
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The District suffered during the invasion of Timilr in the 
fourteenth century, and participated in the general misfortunes 
which marked the transitional period of the fifteenth. Mter 
the capture of Delhi by the Mughals, Babar appointed his 
follower, Kachak Ali, governor of Koil (152e). Many mosques 
and other monuments still remain, attesting the power and 
piety of the Musalman rulers during the palmy days of the 
Mughal dynasty. The period was marked, here as elsewhere, 
by frequent conversions to the dominant religion. But after 
the death of Aurangzeb, the District fell a prey to the contend
ing hordes who ravaged the Doab. The Marathii.s were the 
first in the field, closely followed by the Jats. About the year 
I 7 57, Silraj Mal, a Jat leader, took possession of Koil, the 
central position of which, on the roads from Muttra and. Agra 
to Delhi and Rohilkhand, made it a post of great military 
importance. The Jats in tum were shortly af~erwards ousted 
by the Afghans (1759), and for the next twenty years the 
District became a battle-field for the two contending races. 
The various conquests and reconquests which it underwent 
had no permanent effects, until the occupation by Sindhia 
took place in 1784. The District remained in the hands of 
the Maratbas until x8o3, with the exception of a few months, 
during which a Rohilla garrison was placed in the fort of 
Aligarh by Ghulam Kadir Khan. Aligarh became a fortress 
of great importance under its Maratha master; and was the 
depllt where De Boigne drilled and organized his battalions in 
the European fashion. When, in x8o2, the triple alliance 
between Sindhia, the Raja -ofNagpur, and Holkar was directed 
against the British, the Nizam, and the Peshwii., Aligarh was 
under the command of Sindhia's French general, Perron, while 
the British frontier had already advanced to within 15 miles of. 
Koil. Perron undertook the management of the campaign; 
but he was feebly seconded by the Maratha chieftains, who 
waited, in the ordinary Indian fashion, until circumstances 
should decide which of the two parties it would prove most to 
their interest to espouse. In August, x8o3, a British force 
under Lord Lake advanced upon Aligarh, and was met by 
Perron at the frontier. The enemy did not wait after the first 
round of grape from the British artillery, and Perron fled 
precipitately from the field. Shortly after he surrendered him· 
self to Lord Like, leaving the fort of Aligarh still in the 
possession of the Marathii. troops, under the command of 
another European leader. On September 4 the British moved 
forward to the assault ; but they found the fortifications 
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planned with the experience of French engineers, and de
fended with true Maratha obstinacy. It was only after a most 
intrepid attack and an equally vigorous resistance that the 
fortress, considered impregnable by the natives, was carried by 
the British assault; and with it fell the whole of the Upper 
Doab to the very foot of the Siwaliks. The organir.ation of the 
conquered territory into British Districts was undertaken at 
once. After a short period, during which the parganas now 
composing the District of AlYgarh were distributed between 
Fatehgarh and Eta wah, the nucleus of the present District was 
separated in r8o4. Scarcely had it been formed when the war 
with Holkar broke out, and his emissaries stirred up the dis
contented revenue-farmers who had made fortunes by un
scrupulous oppression under the late Maratha rule to rise in 
rebellion against the new Government. This insurrection 
was promptly suppressed (x8o5~ A second revolt, however, 
occurred in the succeeding year ; and its ringleaders were only 
driven out after a severe assault on their fortress of Kamona. 
Other disturbances with the revenue-farmers arose in x8x6, 
and it became necessary to dismantle their forts. The peace 
of the District was not again interrupted until the outbreak of 
the Mutiny. · 

News of the Meerut revolt reached Koil on May u, x857, 
and was at once followed by the mutiny of the native troops 
quartered at Aligarh, and the rising of the rabble. The 
Europeans escaped with their lives, but the usual plunderings 
and burnings took place. Until July 2 the factory of Mandrak 
was gallantly held by a small body of volunteers in the face of 
an overwhelming rabble ; but it was then abandoned, and the 
District fell into the hands of the rebels. A native committee 
of safety was formed to preserve the city of Koil from plunder i 
but the Musalman mob ousted them, and one Nasim-ullah 
took upon himself the 'task of government, His excesses 
alienated the Hindu population, and made them more ready to 
side with the British on their return. The old Jat and Rajput 
feuds broke out meanwhile with their accustomed fury ; and, 
indeed, the people indulged in far worse excesses towards one 
another than towards the Europeans. On August 24 a small 
British force moved upon Koil, when the rebels were easily 
defeated, and abandoned the town. Various other bodies of 
insurgents afterwards passed through on several occasions, but 
the District remained substantially in our possession i and 
by the end of 1857 the rebels had been completely expelled 
from the Doab. 

A&2 
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There ar~ .many ancient mounds in the . Districf where 
carvings of the Buddhist and early Hindu periods have occa
sionally been_ exposed, but none of these has been explored. 
The principal Muhammadan buildings are at Aligarh and Jalali. 

The District contains 23 towns and~ 1;753 villages. At 
the last four enumerations the population was as follows : 
(1872) 11073,256, (1881) I,02I,I871 (1891) 1104311721 and (1901) 
1,2oo,822. In 1876-7 the District suffered from famine, and in 
1879 from fever.. Owing to the extension of canal-irrigation, it 
escaped in 1896-7. There are six tahszls-ATRAULi, ALiGARH, 
IGLA.s, KHAIR, HA.THRAS, and StKANDRA RAo-the head
quarters of each being at a place of the same name. The chief 
towns are the municipalities of Koil or ALiGARH, the head-. 
quarters of the District, HA.THRAS, ATRAULi, and SIKANDRA 
RAo. The following table gives the principal statistics of 
population in 1901 :-

The most numerous castes among Hindus are the Chamars 
(leather-workers and labourers), 223,ooo; Brahmans, 131,ooo; 
Jats, xo8,ooo; Rajputs, 9r,ooo; Banias, 45,ooo; Lodhas (cul
tivators), 4o,ooo; Gadarias (cultivatod and shepherds), 36,ooo; 
Kons (weavers), 3o,ooo; Kachhis (cultivators), 22,ooo; and 
Khatiks (poulterers and gardeners), 21,ooo. Jats belong 
chiefly to the west of the United Provinces, and Kachhis and 
Lodhas to the centre. The Musalmans are for the most part 
descended from converted Hindus. Shaikhs number 26,ooo; 
Pathiins, 2o,ooo; Rajputs, x 3,ooo; Saiyids, 6,ooo; and Mewatis, 
6,ooo. Agriculturists form 47 per cent. of the total population. 
Rajputs own 23 per cent. of the total area, Jilts 20 per cent., 
Brahmans 14 per cent., and Banias 13 per cent. Brahmans, 
Rajputs, and Jilts hold the largest areas as cultivators. Gene
ral labour supports 13 per cent. of the population, personal 
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services, 10 per cent., weaving. 3 per cent., an4 rain-dealing 
3 per cent. 

Of the 4.900 native Christians, more than 4,7oo belong to C~ri~tian 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, which started work here in miSSIOnS. 

1885 and has ten branches in the District. The Churcli Mis-
sionary Society has had a station at Aligarh since 1863, and 
also has a branch at Hathras. 

In the western laksils, Khair and Iglas, there are distinct ~eral 
sandy ridges, and the eastern part of the District also contains :~f:n
light soiL There are other sandy tracts near the rivers. In ditions. 
the central depression the chief characteristic is the presence 
of extensive plains of barren land called usar. In many cases 
these are covered with saline efflorescences (reh}. There is 
a sharp distinction between the homelands and the outlying 
portion of each village, the former receiving most of the 
manure. The best lands are double cropped, and sugar-cane 
is little grown. 

The tenures of the District are those commonly found, but Chief agri

a larger area than usual is held zamindiirt~ which includes 2,199 c~'t 
mah.Jls out of 3,334- Of the remainder, 649 malzals are ~nd p:fnci
pat!i.diin' and 486 IJ/zaiyJcharii. There are also a few talululiiri pal crops. 

estates, the chief of which, AluRS.iN, is described separately. 
Settlement is invariably made in these with the subordinate 
proprietors or !Jiswiitiars, who pay into the treasury the amount 
due to the laluMJ.rs. The principal agricultural statistics for 
1903-4, according to the village papers, are given below, in 
square miles :-

T.JuiL Total Cult.iwalled. Irrigated. Cultiwable 
waste. 

Atrauli . Ul a66 U3 26 
Aligarh . 356 a +<I 167 2l 
lglis II.J 187 78 9 
Khair . . . 407 19a ll9 s6 
Hatbras 2!}0 239 113 II 
Sikandra Rao 337 118 •6• 19 

Total 1,946 1,448 764 142 

The chief food-aops with their area (in square miles) in 
1903-4 were: wheat (386), barley (z81), jowiir (188), gram 
(203), maize (139), MjrtJ (148), and arltar (78). The most 
important oC the other aops is cotton (138~ 

Some experiments have been made in the reclamation of Improve
~IV land, but only '1\'itb partial succeSs. The most important ments in 
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agricul· of these was the establishment of a dairy farm at Chherat near 
~~~ce. Aligarh. In some places plantations of babul trees have been 

made in barren soil. Satisfactory features are the increase in 
the area of wheat grown by itself for export, and in the double· 
cropped area. The area under gram is decreasing. From 
:1891 to 1900 the advances under the Agriculturists' Loans 
Act amounted to Rs. 6r,ooo, of which Rs. 14,ooo was lent in 
1896-7. In 1903-4, Rs. r,7oo was advanced. Slightly larger 
advances have been taken under the Land Improvement Loans 
Act, amounting to Rs. 72,ooo during the ten years ending 
19oo, and to as much as Rs. 131ooo in 1903-4. A large agri~ 
cultural show is held annually at Aligarh. Important drains 
have been made in several parts of the District, espechilly in 
the central depression; but in the south-west of the District 
the spring-level has sunk considerably, 

Cattle, There is no peculiar breed of cattle or sheep, and the best 
:d!h'eep. cattle are imported from beyond the J umna. Horse-breeding 

bas, however, become popular, and a number of stallions are 
maintained by Government. Since 1903 operations have been 
in charge of the Army Remount department. 

Irrigation. The Upper Ganges Canal passes through the centre of the 
District. East of the Kiili Nadi' the Aniipshahr branch of 
the same work supplies part of the Atrauli tahsil, and west of 
the Karon the Mat branch supplies Khair. The Lower Ganges 
Canal crosses the east of the District, but supplies no irrigation 
to it. The Igliis and HiithraVahsi/s are at present practically 
without canal-irrigation, but two distributaries have been pro· 
jected to water the tract east of the Karon. The total area 
irrigated from canals in 1903-4 was 229 square miles. Well
irrigation is at present still more important, the area supplied 
in this way being 515 square miles. Other sources are insig
nificant. The Irrigation department maintairts about 330 
miles of drains. 

Minerals. The chief mineral product of the District is kankar, which 
is used for road-making and for building. In the Sikandra 
Rao tahsil saltpetre and glass are manufactured from saline 
efflorescences. 

Arts and The principal manufactures of the District are the weaving 
m~~nufac· of cotton cloth and of cotton r.ugs and carpets, the latter being 
tures. especially noted. Since 1904 the manufacture of indigo has 

been almost abandoned ; and not one of seventy-five fac· 
tories, which used to employ 4,500 hands, was working in 
that year. The postal workshops supply the Post Office 
department with numerous articles, and employ about 300 
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hands. There are three lock works with 320 workmen. 
Although the area under cotton has decreased, there were 
more than twenty steam gins and presses with 1,78x hands 
in 1903, and one cotton-spinning mill with 516 hands. The 
District also contains an important dairy farm, and there is 
a small manufacture of dried meat for Burma. The most 
striking feature of the industries in Aligarh is the large extent 
to which they have b~en developed and maintained by native 
capital and management. 

Grain and cotton are the principal articles of export ; but Commerce. 
oilseeds, saltpetre, and country ·glass are also considerable 
items. Sugar, rice, piece-goods, spices, metals, and timber 
form the chief imports. Ilathras is by far the most important 
. centre of trade, ranking second in the United Provinces to 
Cawnpore. The trade and importance of Koil or Aligarh is, 
however, increasing, and Atrauli and Harduaganj are also 
thriving. The commerce of the District is largely with 
Cawnpore, Bombay, and Calcutta. 

Aligarh is well supplied with means of communication. Railways 
The East Indian Railway passes through it from south· to and roads. 
north, and a branch of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway 
from Moradabad and Bareilly meets it at Aligarh. The south 
of the District is crossed by the metre-gauge Cawnpore
Achhnera section of the Rajputana-Malwa Railway; and 
Hathras, which lies on this line, is also connected by a broad-
gauge line with the East Indian Railway. 

There are 243 miles of metalled roads, all in charge of the 
Public \Vorks department, though 125 miles are maintained 
at the cost of Local funds. Besides these, 338 miles of 
unmetalled roads are also maintained by, and at the cost of, 
the District board. - Every tahslll town is connected by 
metalled road with the District head-quarters. The through 
lines which cross the District are the grand trunk road, the 
Muttra-Kasganj road, and the Agra-Moradabad road. Avenues 
of trees are maintained on about 90 miles. 

Aligarh suffered severely from famine in former times. In Famine. 
1783-4 many villages were deserted, and the memory of this 
terrible famine long survived. Droughts periodically caused 
more or less severe scarcity in the early years of the nineteenth 
century, culminating in the great famine of 1837. By 186o-1 
the canal had made its influence felt ; and in 1868--9 distress 
was confined to the areas not protected, and grain was exported 
to the Punjab and Central Provinces. In 1887 there was con
siderable distress in the same areas; but in 1896-7 the District 
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hardly suffered at all, owing to recent extE;nsions ~nd improve
ments in the canal system. Private charity was sufficient to 
relieve the many immigrants from more distressed areas. 

The Collector is usually assisted by a member of the Indian 
Civil Service, and by three or four Deputy-Collectors recruited 
in India. A tahsildiir is stationed at the head-quarters of each 
tahsil. Besides the ordinary staff, two Executive Engineers 
of the Upper and Lower Ganges Canals are stationed in the 
District. 

~iv!l There are three Munsifs, a Subordinate Judge, and an 
~ri!~~ and additional Subordinate Judge. The District and Sessions 

Judge is assisted by an additional Judge, and both of these 
have civil and criminal jurisdiction over the whole of Buland
!!hahr (excluding the Sikan<:larabad tahsil), Aligarh, and Etah 
Districts. · Organized dacoities are common, especially in the 
south of the District. Cattle-lifting is still prevalent in the 
tract bordering on the J umna, where many small Gujar and Jat 
landholders, in co-operation with receivers in the Punjab, levy 
blackmail from the owners of lost cattle, who prefer to recover 
their property in this way rather than to call in the police. 
Haburas and Aherias are small criminal tribes, who are respon
sible for many thefts and burglaries ; but they differ widely, 
the former being mostly gipsies and the latter resident criminals. 
Infanticide was formerly prevalent, but no villages are now 
proclaimed. 

A District of Alrgarh was first formed in x8o4, but several 
revenne additions and alterations were made both before and after 1824, 
adminis-
tration. when the District approximately took its present shape. The 

Land ' 

early land revenue settlements were for the usual short periods, 
and were chiefly remarkable for the length of time during 
which the revenue was farmed, instead of being settled direct 
with the village zamzndiirs. In 1833 the first regular settle· 
ment was commenced, and the circumstances of the talukas 
were carefully examined. Where village proprietors did not 
exist, the taluMiir received full proprietary rights ; where the 
original proprietors survived, settlement was made with 
them, and. the amount payable to the lalukdiir through 
Government was fixed. The settlement, which was based 
on assumed rent rates, amounted to x8·4 lakhs on the 
present area. The revenue at the next revision between x867 
and x874 was also based on soil rates; but these were tested 
by the recorded rates, though the latter were generally rejected 
as inadequate, and the standard rates were modified according 
to the circumstances of individual villages. The demand. was 
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fixed at 21· 5 lakhs. Another revision was made between 1899 
and 1903, when the rent-rolls were found to be generally 
accurate, but the competition rents were reduced in calculating 
the revenue, and the occupancy rents were enhanced. The 
new revenue amounts to 24·5- lakhs, and the incidence is 
Rs. 1·9 per acre, varying from Rs. 1·6 to Rs. 3'4 in different 
tahsils. The total receipts, in thousands of rupees, on account 
of revenue from land and from all sources have been :-

188o-l. •119<>-•· 1!)00-1. 1903-4· ----------
Land revenue u,34 I zo,88 u 187 24,16 
Total revenue 25,07 29,28 32·54 34.91 

There are four municipalities and nineteen, towns adminis- Local self

tered under Act XX of x8s6. Outside these, local affairs are ~~:~:n
managed by the District board, which has an income of about 
2 lakhs, chiefly derived from local rates. The expenditure 
in 1903-4 was 2 Iakhs, of which Rs. 73,ooo was spent on roads 
~~~p . 

The District Superintendent of police is in charge of a force Police and 

of 4 inspectors, 96 subordinate officers, and 442 constables, jails. 

besides 374: municipal and town. police, and 2,033 rural and · 
road police. The District jail contained a daily average of 
350 prisoners in 1903. 

In 1901 the number of persons able to read and write Education. 

was 2·9 per cent. (5•2 males and o·2 females), Musalmans show-
ing a slightly higher percentage than Hindus. While the 
number of public institutions fell from :ux in x88o-1 to 204 in 
19oo-x, the pupils increased from 6,722 to xo,o6o. In 1903-4 
there were 226 schools with n,76o pupils, including 563 girls, 
besides 350 private schools with 5,592 pupils, of whom 
2 7 were girls. The most important institution is the Muham-
madan Anglo-Oriental College at ALiGAR.H. Of the public 
institutions, 4 are managed by Government and x6o by the 
District and municipal boards, the rest being chiefly aided 
schools. In 1903-4 the total expenditure on education was 
1·8 Iakhs, of which Rs. 5~,ooo was met from fees, Rs. 45,ooo 
from Local and municipal funds, and Rs. 25,ooo from Provin-
cial revenues. 

There are 15 hospitals and dispensaries, with accommo- Hospitals 

dation for 185 in-patients. In 1903 the number of cases and di~ 
treated was u6,ooo, of whom 2,591 were in-patients, and pensanes. 
S ,96 3 operations were performed. The total expenditure was 
.Rs. 23,ooo, chiefly met from Local funds. 
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About 42,ooo persons were successfully vaccinated in x go 3-4, 
representing 35 per x,ooo of population. Vaccination is com
pulsory only in the municipalities. 

[.District Gazetteer(t875, under revision); W. J.D. Burkitt, 
Settlement Report (xgo3).] 

Atrauli Tahsll.-North-eastern tahsil of Aligarh District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Atrau!I and 
Gangiri, and lying between 27° 48' and 28° 9' N. and 78° 12' 

and 78° 38' E., with an area of 343 square miles. The popula
tion rose from 164,073 iri x8gx to 198,o34 in 19oi. There 
are 289 villages and four towns, the largest of which is 
ATRAULI (population, x6,561), the talzszl head-quarters. The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 3,77,ooo, and for 

· cesses Rs, 6x,ooo. The Ganges forms part of the northern 
boundary, and the Kali Nadi skirts the tahstl on the west and 
south. The Nim Nadi and its tributary the Chhoiya flow 
through the middle. Between the Ganges and Nim Nadi the 
soil is naturally sandy, except in the Ganges khiidar, which is 
a rich alluvial deposit j irrigation is provided by the Anupshahr 
branch of the Upper Ganges Canal. The rest of the tahsil is 
a good loam tract, except where patches of usar land are 
found.· In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 266 square 
miles, of which 123 were irrigated. 

Aligarh Tahsil (or Koil).-Central nort.Pern tahsil of 
Aligarh District, United Provinces, comprising theparganas of 
Koil, Morthal, and Barauli:, and lying between 27° 46' and 28° 
8' N. and 77° 55' and 78<:' x7E., with an area of 356 square 
miles. The population rose from 229,767 in x8gx to 268,ou 
in xgox. There are 342 villages and three towns: ALiGARH or · 
Koil (population, 70,434), the District and tahsil head-quarters, 
JALALi (8,83o), and HARI>U.AGANJ (6,619). The demand for 

·land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 4157,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 76,ooo. On the east the tahsil is bounded by the Kalr 
Nadi. In the centre lies a depression which has been much 
improved by two main-drainage cuts, and the tahsil is now one 
of the most prosperous in the District; ample irrigation is 
provided by the Upper Ganges Canal. In 1903-4 the area 
under cultivation was 246 square miles, of which 167 were 
irrigated. 

lglas.-Central western tahsil of Aligarh District, United 
Provinces, comprising the parganas of Hasangarh and Gorai, 
and lying between 27° 35' and 27° 55' N. and 77° 47' and 78° 
3' E., with an area of 213 square miles. Population increased 
from 1071227 in 1891 to n8,8oJ in 1901. There are 209 
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villages and one town, Beswln (population, 2,871). The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,96,ooo, and for 
cesses Rs. 49,ooo; The tahsil is intersected by high ridges of 
sandy soil with good loani between. There is no canal-irriga
tion, and well-irrigation has become more difficult of late years 
owing to a fall in the spring-level. In 1903-4 the area under 
cultivation was 187 square miles, of which only 78 were 
irrigated. . 

Khair.-North-western tahsil of Aligarh District, United 
Provinces, comprising the parganas of Khair, Chandaus, and 
Tappal, and lying between 27° 51' and 28° n' N. and 77° 29' 
and 78° x' E., with an area of 407 square miles. The popu. 
lation rose from 1So,6s6 in 1891 to 178,867 in 1901. There 
are 2 7 2 villages and three towns, none of which has as many 
as s,ooo inhabitants ; Khair, the tahsil head-quarters, has 
a population of 41537· The density, 439 persons per square 
mile, is much below the District· average. The demand 
for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 4,n,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 66,ooo. The tahs'il is bounded on the west by the Jumna, 
and has a considerable area of nhiidar land in which nothing 
grows but coarse grass and tamarisk, the haunt of innumerable 
wild hog. Large herds of cattle are grazed by the G\ijar in
habitants of this tract, who are inveterate cattle-thieves. The 
Mat branch qf the Upper Ganges Canal provides irrigation, 
In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 292 square miles, of 
which 119 were irrigated. 

Hithras Tahsil.-South-western tahsil of Aligarh District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Hathras and 
Mursan, and lying between 27° 29' and 27° 47' N. and 77° 52' 
and 78° 17' E., with an area of 290 square miles. The popu
lation rose from 208,264 in 1891 to 225,574 in 1901. There 
are 393 villages and five towns, the largest of which is HiTHRAS, 
the tahsil head-quarters (population, 42,578). The density is 
778 persons per square mile, while the District average is 6u. 
The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 4,44,ooo, and 
for cesses Rs. 74.000, The eastern portion of the tahsil lies 
low, and the drainage is naturally bad, but it has been much 
improved by artificial channels. There is no canal-irrigation, 
and well-irrigation has recently become more difficult owing to 
a fall in the spring-level ; but an extension of the Mat branch 
of the Upper Ganges Canal is contemplated. In 1903-4 the 
area under cultivation was 239 square miles, of which IIJ 
were irrigated. 

Sikandra Rao Tahsil.-South-eastern tahsil of Alrgarh 
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District, United Provinces, comprising the parg~nas of Sikan
'dra and Akrabad, and lying between 27° 32' and 27° 53' N. 
and 78° Io' and 78° 32' E., with an area of 337 square miles. 
The population rose from 183,185 in 1891 to 211,532 in 1901. 
There are 248 villages and seven towns, the largest of which 
are SU{ANDRA RAo (population, II,372), the tahsil head
quarters, and PxLKHANA (5,109). The demand for land revenue 
in 1903-4 was Rs. 4,32,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 69,000. On 
the north-east the Kali Nadi forms the boundary, and in the 
south one or two small streams rise. Irrigation is supplied by 
the Eta wah branch of the Upper Ganges Canal; and the tahsil 
is one of the most prosperous in the District, in spite of the 
presence of large waste areas covered with saline efflorescences. 
In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was u8 square miles, 
of which 164 were irrigated. 

Mursan.-An estate situated in the. Aligarh, Muttra, and 
Etah Districts of the United ProvincesJ with an area of 6o square 
miles. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was a lakh 
and for cesses Rs. x6,ooo,. while the rent-roll was 2·1 lakhs. 
This is the most important Jat estate in the United Provinces. 
In the sixteenth or seventeenth century a Jat, named Makan, 
came_ from Rii.jputana to the neighbourhood of Mursii:n town, 
and he and his descendants acquired considerable estates, 
partly by clearing waste land. The result was the formation 
of a number of talukas or baronies, linked together by the kin
ship of the owners. Nand Ram, head of the clan, submitted 
to Aurangzeb, when the latter had firmly established himself, 
and was appointed an administrative official. He died in 
1695, leaving fourteen sons, th~ eldest of whom was. called 
Zulkaran, at\d predeceased his father. The Jat possessions 
were divided among the other children of Nand Ram; but 
Zulkaran's son, Khushal Singh, who obtained only two villages, 
attracted the notice of Saadat Khan, Nawab of Oudh, and was 
granted the farm of other property.. In I 7 49 he was succeeded 
by Puhup Singh, who largely increased the estates he had 
inherited by obtaining from the amils leases of villages which 
had fallen out of cultivation, or in which arrears of revenue 
were due. He also acquired a considerable share in the 
talullas left by Nand Ram, though dispossessed for a time by 
S11raj Mal, Raja of Bharatpur, and was the first of the family 
to assume the title of Raja. In 1803 Bhagwant Singh, son of 
Puhup Singh. was allowed to engage for payment of revenue 
of all the estates held by him, without any detailed inquiry into 
their internal circumstances, and retained some independent 
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judicial authority. He also received a jag;r for services 
rendered in Lord Lake's campaign. A few years later both 
Bhagwant Singh and Daya Ram, talukdlir of Hathras, another 
descendant of Nand Ram, came into conflict with. the authori
ties for persistent default in the payment of revenue and 
defiance of the courts, and in 1817 troops were sent against 
them. Dayit Ram at first resisted, and on the fall of Hathras 
his estates were confiscated ; but Bhagwant Singh surrendered. 
He was treated leniently~ and his possessions were not escheated, 
though his special police jurisdiction was cancelled. On his 
death in 1823 the process of direct engagement with the village 
proprietors was commenced, and his son, Tikam Singh, lost 
considerably. The separation of subordinate rights was com
pleted in the first regular settlement, and was resisted in the 
courts by the Raja, but without success. Owing to his loyalty 
in the Mutiny, Raja Tik.am Singh received an abatement of 
Rs. 6,ooo a year in his assessment, and was also created 
C.S.I. The present owner of the estate is Raja Dat Prasad 
Singh, who succeeded a grandson of Tikam Singh in 1902. 

The principal place in the estate is Mursli.n, a small town on 
the Cawnpore-Achhnera Railway, with a population (1901) of 
4,395, which is administered under Act XX of 1856. A 
primary school here contains 120 pupils. 

AUgarh City.-Head-quarters of the District and tahszl of 
the same name, in the United Provinces, situated in 27° 53' N. 
and 78° 4' E., on the grand trunk road, at the junction of 
a branch of the Oudh and Rohilkhand with the East Indian 
Railway, 876 miles by rail from Calcutta and 904 miles from 
Bombay. The native city lies west of the railway and is 
generally called Koil or Kol, Alrgarh being strictly the name 
of a fort beyond the civil station, on the east of the railway. 
Population has increased, especially in the last ten years. At 
the four enumerations the numbers were as follows: (1872) 
58,5391 (t88x) 62,443, (1891) 61,485, and (1901) 70,434· 
Hindus number 41,076 and Musalmans 271518. 

Various traditions explain the name of the city as derived 
from one Kosharab, a Kshattriya, or from a demon named Kol, 
-.·ho was slain by Balarii.ma, brother of Krishna. Buddhist and 
ancient Hindu remains prove the antiquity of the place; but 
nothing is known of its history till the twelfth century, when it 
-.·as held by the Dor Rli.jputs, who were defeated by Kutb-ud
din, after a desperate struggle, in 1194· Koil then became 
the seat of a Muhammadan governor, and is recorded in the 
Ain-i-Akbari as head-quarters of a sark.Jr in the Suba!t of 
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Agra. The later history of the place has beeri given under 
ALiGARH DISTRICT. The fort lies three miles from Koil, and is 
surrounded by marshy land and pieces of water which add to 
its strength, especially in the rains. It was called Muhammad
garh in the sixteenth century, after Muhammad, the ruler 
of Koil under the Lodrs. About 1717 it was called Sabitgarh 
after Sabit Khan, another governor, and about 1757 the Jats 
changed the name to Ramgarh. The name Alrgarh was given 
by Najaf Khan, who took the place.· It was strengthened by 
its successive holders ; and De Boigne and Perron, the French 
generals in Marlitha employ, took great pains to render it im
pregnable. In 1803 Lord Lake captured the fort by storm, 
and said in his dispatch : ' From the extraordinary strength of 
the place, in my opinion British valour n~ver shone more con
spicuous.' The native troops at Aligarh joined the Mutiny 
of 1857; and the town was plundered successively by the 
Mewatis of the neighbouring villages, by the passing rebel 
soldiery, by Nasim-ullah during his eleven days' rule, and by 
the British troops. 

The town of Koil has a handsome appearance, the centre 
being occupied by the lofty site of the old Dor fortress, now 
crowned by a mosque built early in the eighteenth century, 
which was repaired during x8g8-9 at a cost of more than 
Rs. go,ooo, subscribed by residents in the District. A pillar, 
erected in 1253 to commemorate the victories of Sultan Nasir-

. ud-din Mahmud, was pulled down in x862. In and about the 
town are several tombs of Miifiammadan saints. Koil contains 
a general hospital with seventy-nine beds, and a female hospital 
with eighteen beds; and the Lyall library, opened in x88g, is 
a handsome building. The civil station has been adorned by 
a magnificent clock tower and by a fine public hall opened in 
x8g8. The chief want of the city hitherto was a satisfactory 
drainage scheme, as a large part of it is built on swampy 
land round the fort, and the excavations from which earth 
was taken have become insanitary tanks. The outfall drains 
for sullage have now been completed. 

Aligarh-Koil was constituted a municipality in I 86 5· During 
the ten years ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged 
Rs. 64,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 95,ooo, chiefly 
derived from octroi (Rs. 81,ooo). Expenditure amounted to 
a lakh, including general administration (Rs. g,ooo ), public 
safety (Rs. x6,ooo), drainage (Rs. u,ooo), and conservancy 
(Rs. u,ooo). · 

Koil has a considerable export trade in grain, indigo, and 
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cotton, but it is not so important as Hathras. It is, however, 
becoming to some extent a manufacturing centre. The Govern
ment postal workshop, which turns out numerous articles 
required by the department, includes a steam printing press, 
employing 220 men in 1903. ·There are three large lock 
factories, employing more than 300 hands, and a number of 
smaller concerns. Three cotton gins and one press employed 
285 workmen in 1903. The dairy farm at Chherat, a few miles 
away, was opened by Government, but it is now piivately owned 
and employs about xoo hands. There is also a small manu
facture of inferior art pottery, and dried meat is prepared for 
export to 'Burma. 

The municipality manages three schools and aids two others, 
attended by x,ooo pupils. The District board maintains the 
District and lalzslli schools with 287 and 175 pupils respec
tively, three branch schools with more than 300 pupils, and 
two girls' schools with so. Alrgarh is, however, chiefly cele
brated for the Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College. This 
institution owes its foundation to the labours of the late 
Sir Saiyid Ahmad Khan, K.C.S.I., to improve the condition of 
his co-religionists. He founded a society, called the Aligarh 
Institute, with the primary purpose of inquiring into the objec
tions felt by the Musalman community to the ordinary education 
offered by Government. In 1875 a school was opened, which 
was attended by fifty-nine boys during the first year. N otwith
standing opposition and apathy, the movement progressed 
rapidly, and Sir Saiyid ultimately obtained support from all 
parts of India. The school was affiliated to the Calcutta 
University up to the First Arts standard in 1878, and up to 
the B.A. standard in x88x. It was subsequently affiliated 
to the Allahabad University, which was not founded till 
r887. In 1904 there were 353 students in the school, 269 
in the college, and 36 in the law classes; 76 of the total 
number were Hindus. Since the foundation-stone of the 
permanent buildings was laid in 1877 there have been large 
extensions. The college now includes five quadrangles of 
students' quarters, and also hires several houses for students, 
and it contains a magnificent hall and a hospital. The 
income and expenditure amount to about a lakh, and the 
Government grant is R.s. xS,ooo annually. Students come 
from all parts of India, and even from Burma, Somiililand, 
Persia, Baluchistan, Arabia, Uganda, Mauritius, and Cape 
Colony. Between 1893 and 1902 the number of degrees in Arts 
taken by students of the Aligarh College was 24 per cent. 
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of the total number conferred on Muhamm~dans in the 
whole of India. The Aligarh Institute society is extinct ; but 
the Gazette, which was formerly issued by it, is now issued· by 
the Honorary Secretary to the college. 

Atrauli Town.-Head-quarters of the talzsil of the same 
name in Aligarh District, United Provinces, situated in 
28° 2' N. and 78° x8' E., on a metalled road from Aligarh 
town. Population (x9ox), x6,s6x. The town was founded 
about the twelfth century, but little is known of its early 
history. It was a centre of local disaffection ·during the 
Mutiny. The Muhammadan: inhabitants, who are chiefly 
descended from converted Hindus, have always had a bad 
reputation for turbulence ; and during the rebellion the town 
was in the hands of the insurgents from June till September, 
1857• when order was restored. The chief public buildings 
are the talzslli, which was once a fort, the town hall, dispensary, 
and school. Atrauli has been a municipality. since x865. 
During the ten years ending 1901 the income and expenditure 
averaged Rs. n,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 17,ooo, 
chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. xs,ooo}, and the expenditure 
was Rs. 171ooo. The trade is largely local, and includes 
grain, sugar, cotton1 cloth, and metals. There is one cotton 
gin, which employed 192 bat'jds in 1903. Four schools are 
attended by 6oo pupils. 

Harduaganj.-'fown in the District and talzsil of Aligarh, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° 56 N. and 78° 12 E., 6 miles 
east of Aligarh town. Poptitation (x9ox), 6,619. Tradition 
assigns the foundation to Har Deva and Balarama, brothers of 
Krishna; but no ancient remains have been found. The 
Chauhan Rajputs say they settled here when Delhi was taken by 
the Musalmans. In the eighteenth century Sabit Khan improved 
the town considerably. There is a good hazar, lined with 
brick-built shops, and the town contains a police station, post 
office, and school. It was formerly a municipality, but is now 
administered under Act XX of x856, with an income of 
Rs. 1,450· The chief imports are salt, timber, and bamboos, 
and the chief exports cotton and grain. A cotton gin has 
been set up which employed 106 hands in 1903. The primary 
school has go pupils, and there are two girls' schools with 29. 

Hathras City.-Head-quarters of the talzs'il of the same 
name in AIIgarh District, United Provinces, situated in 27° 
36' N. and 78° 4' E., on the roads from Muttra to the Ganges 
and from Agra to Aligarh, and on the Cawnpore-Achhnerli. Rail
way, and also connected with the East Indian Railway by a short 
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branch; distance by rail from Calcutta 857 miles, and from 
Bombay 890 miles. Population is increasing rapidly: {1872) 
23,589, (1881) 34,932, (1891) 39,181, and {1901) 42,578. In 
1901 Hindus numbered 36,133 and Musalmans 5,482. After 
the British annexation in x8o3, the talukdlir, Daya Ram, a Jat 
of the same family as the Raja of MuRsiiN, gave repeated 
proofs of an insubordinate spirit; and in 1817 the Government 
was compelled to send an expedition against him under the 
command of Major-General Marshall. Hathras was then one 
of the strongest forts in Upper India, the works having been 
carefully modelled on the improvements made in the fort at 
ALiGARH. After a short siege, terminated by a heavy cannonade, 
a magazine within the fort blew up and destroyed half the 
garrison. Daya Ram himself made his escape under cover 
of the night, and the remainder of the garrison surrendered 
at discretion. During the Mutiny the town was kept tranquil 
by Chaube Ghansham Das, a blind pensioned taksildiir, who 
was afterwards murdered by the rebels at Kasganj. The town 
is essentially a trading centre, and the site is crowded. A pro
ject for improved drainage is under consideration, and it is 
also proposed to bring a water-supply from the Mat branch 
canal. The chief public buildings are the municipal hall and 
male and female dispensaries. The Church Missionary Society 
and Methodist Episcopal Mission have branches here. 

Hathras bas been a municipality since x865. The income 
and expenditure during the ten years ending 1901 averaged 
Rs. 34,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 66,ooo, chiefly 
from octroi (Rs. 53·0oo), and the expenditure was Rs. 54,000. 
The municipality also had a closing balance of Rs. z6,ooo 
and Rs. 3 r,ooo invested. 

Hathras was a place of some importance even before British 
rule, and now it ranks second to Cawnpore among the trading 
centres of the Doab. There is a large export trade in both. 
coarse and refined sugar. Grain of all sorts, oilseeds, cotton, 
and gltl form the other staples of outward trade ; while the 
return items comprise iron, metal vessels, European and native 
cloth, drugs and spices, and miscellaneous wares. The town 
is becoming a considerable centre for industrial enterprise. It 
contains six cotton gins and five cotton presses, besides a 
spinning mill. These factories employed 1,074 hands in 1903. 
There are two schools with 300 pupils. 

Jallili.-Town in the District and taksi/ of Aligarh, United 
Provinces, situated in 27° 5Z'N. and 78°16 E.,1 I miles south-east 
of Aligarh town. Population (1901), 8,830. The chief inhabi-

u.t. L B b 
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tants are the Saiyids, Shiahs by sect. They are. descendants 
of one Kamal-ud-din, who settled here about A.D. 1295. This 
Saiyid family subsequently expelled the old Pathan landholders, 
and obtained full proprietary rights in the town, which they 
still possess. The family has supplied many useful subordinate 
officers to the British Government. The town contains a con
siderable number of imiitrtbiiras, one of which is a handsome 
building. Jalali is administered under Act XX of x856, the 
income being about Rs. x, 700. There is a primary school 
with 6o pupils, and the Muhammadans maintain several 
schools for reading the Koran. The place has little trade. 

Pilkhana.-Town in the Sikandra Rao tahsil of AlYgarh 
District, United Provinces, situated in 27° sx' N. and 78° I7' E., 
II miles south-east of Aligarh town. Population(I90I), s,xog. 
The town is old, and gave its name to a 'taluka farmed to 
Daya Ram of Hathras at the beginning of British rule. It is 
administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about 
Rs. 1,2oo. There is a primary school with 6o pupils. 

Sikandra Rao Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of 
the same name, in AIIgarh District, United Provinces, situated 
iri 27° 41' N. and 78° 23' E., on the grand trunk road and on 
the Cawnpore-Achhnera Railway. Population {xgox), II,372. 
The town was founded in the fifteenth century by Sikandar 
Lodr, and afterwards given as a jiiglr to Rao Khan, an Afghan, 
from which circumstances the double name is derived. During 
the Mutiny'of x857, Ghaus Khan, of Sikandra Rao, was one 
of the leading rebels, and 'lR:ld •Koil or Aligarh as deputy 
for Walidad Khan of Malagarh in Bulandshahr District. 
Kundan Singh, a Pundir Rajput, did good service on the 
British side. and held the pargana as niizim. Sikandra Rao is 
a squalid, poor-looking town, on a high mound surrounded by 
low, badly-drained environs. A great swamp spreads eastwards, 
attaining a length of 4 miles in the rains. There is a mosque 
dating from Akbar's time, and a ruined house in the town was 
once the residence of a Muhammadan governor. The public 
buildings include the tahsili, dispensary, and school. Sikandra 
Rao has been a municipality since x865. During the ten years 
ending xgox, the income and expenditure averaged Rs. 8,ooo. 
The income in 1903-4 was Rs. IJ,ooo, chiefly derived from 
octroi (Rs. 9,ooo), and the expenditure was Rs. 14,ooo. The 
town is declining, and its trade is chiefly local There is 
a small export of glass and saltpetre, which are made in the 

· neighbourhood. The middle school has 220 pupils, and five 
primary schools 270. 
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Agra Division.-A Division in the United Provinces, lying 
between 26° u' and ;.~8° 2' N. and 77° 17' and 8o0 r' E., with 
an area of xo,o78 square miles. It is situated in the west of 
the Provinces, and the greater portion forms the central part 
of the DoA.B or area between the Jumna and Ganges rivers. 
On the north lie Aligarh District in the Meerut Division, and 
the Punjab District ofGurgaon, while the Ganges forms most of 
the eastern boundary, dividing the Agra from the Bareilly 
Division and from Oudh. The southern border meets the 
Allahabad Division and the States of Gwalior and Dholpur, 
while the western frontier marches with Bharatpur State. The 
head-quarters of the Commissioner are at AGRA CITY. The 
population of the Division has fluctuated considerably, as shown 
by the figures of the last four enumerations: (x872) 51039,247, 
(t88x) 4,834.064, (x8gx) 4,767,375, and (1901) 5,249,542. 
In 1877-8 the Division suffered from famine, and between 
x88x and 1891 from floods. In the last decade the eastern 
Districts recovered rapidly. The density is 521 persons per 
square mile, compared with 445 for the Provinces as a whole. 
The Division is smaller than any other in the Pro~ces except 
Gorakhpur, but ranks seventh in population. In 1901 Hindus 
formed 90 per cent. of the total and Musalmans 9 per cent., 
while among the followers of other religions were J ains 
(:z8,2o5), Christians {xo,8751 of- whom 9,847 were natives), 
and Aryas (xo,7J6). The Division comprises six Districts, 
as shown below :-

Am& ~u:ll&nl Populatioa, 
Land l'l!venue and 
.,,,.,..,., for IQ0~-4, 

19()1. in thousands 
of rupees. 

Mutua , .. ..... s 763,099 17,57 
Agra 1,84:5 l,o6o,sz8 19,75 
Fanukhibid. 1,685 925,812 l.f:,31 
Mainpuri 1,675 829,357 14:,4:5 
Etiwah. 1,691 8o6,7g8 15,38 
Eta.h 1,737 863.94:8 13,76 

Total 10,078 5,24:9·54:2 gs,u 

Bb:z 
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The Districts of Muttra, Agra, and Eta wah lie on both sides 
of the Jumna, and a small portion of Farrukhabad extends east 
of the Ganges, while Etab and Mainpuri lie entirely in the 
Doab. The Division contains 62 towns and 8,043 villages. 
The largest towns are AGRA (population, 188,o22 with canton
ments), FARRUKHABAD (67,338 with Fatehgarh and canton
ments), MUTTRA (60,042 with cantonments), ETA WAH (42,57o), 
and BRINDABAN (22,717). The chief places of commercial 
importance are Agra, Farrukhabad, and Mainpuri. Muttra 
and Brindaban are important centres of Vaishnava religion, 
being connected with the life of Krishna, the eighth incarnation 
of Vishnu. KANAUJ ·was the chief town of several great 
dynasties in Northern India before the Muhammadan invasion. 
Agra was the capital of the Mughal empire during the sixteenth 
and part of the seventeenth centuries, and successive emperors . 
have left memorials of their rule in stone and marble which 
are unrivalled throughout India. 

Muttra District (Matkuni).-North-western District of the 
Agra Division, United Provinces, lying between 27° 14' and 
27° ss' N. and 77° I7' and 78° xJ' E., with an area of 1,445 
square miles. It is bounded on the north by the Punjab Dis
trict of Gurgaon and by Aligarh ; on the east by Aligarh and 
Etah; on the south by Agra; and on the west by the Bharat
pur State. Muttra Distris:S.,"lies on both sides of the Jumna, 
which is fringed with ravines. In the centre of the western 
border the outlying spurs of the Aravallis penetrate the Dis
trict, but do not rise morethan 200 feet above the plain. 
Muttra is remarkable for the absence of rivers. Besides the 
J umna there are no channels, except the Karon or Karwan 
which flows across the east of the District, and the Patwai or 
Patwaha which joins the J umna in the Mat taksil. The J umna 
has left a chain of swamps, representing an older channel, east 
of its present bed. One of these is called Nohjhil, a shallow 
marsh, which before it was drained sometimes attained a length 

· of 6 miles in the rains. There is a curious depression in the 
west of the District, which extends from the Bharatpur and 
Alwar States, but there is no flow of water. 

The greater part of the District is the ordinary alluvium of 
the Gangetic plain, but the western hills are chiefly composed 
of quartzite. Kanllar or nodular limestone is common, espe
cially in the Jumna ravines. While the water in many wells is 
brackish, saline efflorescences are less common than elsewhere 
in the Doab. 

The flora of the western half of the District resembles that 
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of R.ijputana. Early in the nineteenth century Bishop Heber 
":as struck by the wildness of the country. There are still 
large stretches of waste land, especially in the Chhiita tahsil, 
covered with jungle in which the ber (Zizypkus Jujuba) is 
the largest tree. Along the canal the babul (Acacia arabica) 
has been largely planted, and the nlm (Melia Azadirackta) is 
fairly common, but other trees are scarce 1• The total area of 
grove land is less than 9 square miles. 

Leopards, wolves, hyenas, and mlgai are found chiefly in Fauna. 

the hilly tracts near the Bharatpur border; and wild cattle 
from the Bharatpur State formerly did much damage, but are 
now kept out by a continuous fence and ditch. Wild hog are 
plentiful in the Jumna ravines and khiidar, and Muttra is 
celebrated for ' pig-sticking.' Antelope are very common, and 
the chinhiira or 'ravine deer' is also round In the cold season 
snipe and duck abound in the swamps and small tanks. Fish 
are found in the J umna and in many tanks, but are not much 
used for food 

The climate is very dry and hot, owing to the proximity of Climate 

sandy deserts to the west. Great extremes of temperature and ttem-
0 • • pera ure. 

occur. In January the mean temperature falls to 6o, wh1le m , 
June it rises to over 93°. In winter ice is not uncommonly 
formed in shallow puddles in the early morning, while in April, 
May, and June hot winds blow wi!h great force. 

The annual rainfall during the last seventeen years has RainfalL 

averaged 26 inches, which is evenly distributed, though the 
Jumna valley receives slightly more than the portions of the 
District on either side. Variations from year to year are 
large ; the fall has been less than I 6 inches, and has reached 
nearly 36. 

Muttra was the capital of the ancient kingdom of SORASENA, History. 

and its importance as a religious centre is referred to by 
Ptolemy, who calls it 'Modoura of the gods.' Arrian and 
Pliny describe it as Methora. The earliest facts relating to 
its history are derived from the coins found there, which indi-
cate that M.uttra was ruled by a series of Hindu Rajas in the 
second and first centuries B.c., followed by Saka Satraps, who 
gradually assume Hindu names. In the first and second cen-
turies .L D., the inscriptions, found in considerable numbers, 
prove that the sway of the great Kushan kings was recognized 
here, and :Muttra was a great stronghold of the Jains. In the 
sixth century Hiuen Tsiang found a large city, containing 
20 monasteries with z,ooo priests. Muttra was probably one 

l A list o( trees is given in Mr. F. S. Growse'& J/aJIIurtJ. (p. 421). 
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of the places sacked by Mahmud of Ghazni in xox8-g, 
but the District plays little part in the early Muhammadan 
period, when it was largely held by Me·watis. While its 
political history is slight, Mutua is import.ant in the religious 
history of modern Hinduism. The reformed Vaishnava 
creeds had their origin in Southern and Eastern India, but 
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries several new sects were 
founded here, which still influence Hindu thought. The 
western side of the District is celebrated as the Braj Mandai 
or country of Krishna, and almost every grove, mound, and 
tank is associated with some episode in his life. Throughout 
the year, and especially in the rains, bands of pilgrims from all 
parts of India may be seen reverently visiting the holy shrines. 
The increased religious zeal of the Hindus attracted the notice 
of Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb, who took steps to repress it. 

As the Mughal empire fell to pieces, the history of the 
District merges in that of the Jats of Bharatpur, and only 
acquires a separate individuality with the rise of Suraj Mal. 
In 1712 Badan Singh, father of the famous adventurer, pro
claimed himself leader of the Jats, and took up his residence at 
Sahar, where he built a handsome palace. In his old age he 
distributed his possessions among his sons, giving the south
western portion of Bharatpur to his youngest, Pratap Singh, 
and the remainder of his dominions, including Muttra, to his 
eldest, Suraj Mal. On Badan Singh's death, Suraj Mal moved 
to Bharatpur and assumed the title of Raja. In x 748 the 
Mughal emperor, Ahmad Shih; invited the Jat leader to join 
with Holkar under the command of Nawab Safdar Jang in 
suppressing the Rohilla rebellion. When Safdar J ang revolted 
(see OUDH), Suraj Mal and his Jats threw in their lot with him, 
while Ghazi-ud-din, the Wazir, obtained the help of the 
Marathas. Safdar Jang retreated to Oudh, whereupon Ghazi
ud-din laid siege to Bharatpur, but, mistrusting his Maratha 
allies,shortlyreturnedtoDelhi,deposed Ahmad Shah, and raised 
Alamgir II to the throne. When Ahmad Shah Durrani invaded 
India in 1757, Sardir Jahan Khin endeavoured to levy tribute 
from Muttra; but finding that the people withdrew into their 
forts, he fell back upon the city, plundered its wealth, and 
massacred the inhabitants. Two years later the new emperor 
was murdered, and the Afghan invader once more advanced 
upon Delhi. Ghazi-ud-din fled to Muttra and Bharatpur, and 
joined the Hindu confederacy of Marathis and Jats which 
shattered itself in vain against the forces of Ahmad Shah at 
Piinipat in January, 1761. · Silraj Ma~ however, withdrew his 
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forces before the decisive battle, marched on Agra. ejected 
the Marithis, and made himself master of the city. 

Ahmad Shah having returned to AfgMnistan, Suraj Mal 
thought it a favourable opportunity to attack the Rohilla chief, 
Najrb-ud-daula. Marching to Shabdara, 6 miles from Delhi, be 
was, however, surprised, captured, and put to death in 1763 by 
a small party of the imperialists. Two of his sons, who sue· 
ceeded to his command, were successively murdered, and the 
third, Nawal Singh, after losing Agra during zabita Khan's 
rebellion, died in 1776. The fourth son, Ranjlt Singh (not 
to be confounded with the more famous Sikh Maharaja), 
inherited Bharatpur with only an insignificant strip of territory. 

During the contest between Sindhia and the Rajput princes 
in q88, the former obtained the aid of the Jats in raising the 
siege of Agra. then held by Sindhia's forces, and besieged by 
Ghulam KAdir. In t8o3 Ranjtt Singh of Bharatpur joined 
Lord Lake in his campaign against Sindhia, with a. force of 
s,ooo Jat horsemen; and upon the defeat of the ?.iarathas he 
received as a reward the south·westem portion of Muttra, with 
Kishangarh and RewllrL But in the following year he gave 
shelter to Holkar, when a fugitive after the battle of Dig. 
This led to the first siege of Bharatpur by Lord Lake, and, 
although his capital was not taken, Ranjit Singh lost the terri
tory granted to him in 1803. 

Thenceforward Muttra remained free from historical inci
dents till the Mutiny of 1857. News of the Meerut outbreak 
reached Muttra on May 14 in that year_ Two days later, 
some Bharatpur troops arrived, and marched for Delhi under 
British officers. The force halted at Hodal on the 26th; and 
on the 3oth the sepoys sent to escort the treasure from Muttra. 
to Agra proved mutinous, so that the officials were compelled 
to fly and join the troops at Hodal Shortly afterwards the 
Bharatpur force likewise mutinied, and the Europeans lied 
for their lives. The :Magistrate returned to Muttra, and after 
vainly visiting Agra in search or aid. remained with the friendly 
Seths {native bankers) till June 14- After the mutiny of the 
Gwalior Contingent at Ali"garh on July 2, the Nimach insur
gents, marching on Muttra. drove all the Europeans into Agra. 
The whole eastern portion of the District then rose in re hellion, 
till October 5, when the Magistrate made an expedition from 
Agra. and captured the rebel leader, Deokaran. Colonel 
Cotton's column shortly afterwards proceeded through the 
District lO Kosi, punishing the insurgent villages ; and after 
its return to Agra through Muttra no further disturbances 
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took place. In the nineteenth century the reliiious teaching 
of Muttra affected Dayanand, founder of the Arya Samaj, 
who studied here for a time. 

The town of Muttra and its neighbourhood are rich in archae
ological remains, and the exploration of the Jain stiipa in the 
Kankali lila or mound has yielded valuable dated inscriptions 
of the Kushan kings 1• The finest Hindu temples at Muttra 
were demolished or converted into mosques by the Muham
madans, but some have survived at BRINDABAN and MAHABAN. 
There are also fine specimens of the Jat architecture of the 
eighteenth century at GoBARDHAN. 

Muttra contains 14 towns and 837. villages. Population 
has hardly yet recovered from the effects of the famine of 
1877-8. The number at the four enumerations was: (x872) 
782,460, (x88x) 671,690, (1891) 713,421, and (1901) 763,099. 
The District is divided into five tahslls-MuTTRA, CHHATA, 
M.iiT, MAHABAN, andSADABAD-the head-quarters of each being 
at a place of the same name. The principal towns are the muni
cipalities of MuTTRA, BRINDABAN, and Kosi. The following 
table gives the chief statistics of population in 1901 :-

~ Number of t!! .... ' 
8 oc:" '-".£~ l1 «.l._,.c c; . O,.c 10 

~~ ~ "i g·a ..... """ ~ t«t~u 
TaMil. " ·~ cu ~·!·~; ... 1§1·c j .. -a .... ~.!!..!!II"' ·-a .. l 1~ ..~ .. ~~= 

~ ~ "lil itil: fa Z<>O 

< ~ .. p,=-:s," """ 
Muttra 396 6 218 246,5H 623 + 5·0 I7,IOO 
Chhata 406 2 i!8 173.756 428 + lJ·2 5.463 
Mat 223 .. l.j-2 97.370 437 + 8·9 2,683 
Mahaban. 240 -4 192 x36,s66 569 + 2·3 4·934 
Sadabad 180 a U7 xo8,886 6o:; +6.6 a,Bx8 

--- --
District total I,H5 '4 837 763.099 528 + 7·0 32,998 

Of the total, 89 per cent. are Hindus and xo per cent. 
Musalmans. The density of population is higher than the 
Provincial average, but lower than in the other Doab Districts. 
Between 1891 and 1901 the rate of increase was higher than 
in the Provinces as a whole. About 99 per cent. of the people 
speak Western Hindi, the prevailing dialect being Braj. 

Castes and The most numerous Hindu caste is that of Chamars (Ieather-
occupa- workers and labourers), uo,ooo. Brahmans number us,ooo; 
tions. Jats, 102,ooo; and Rajputs, 67,ooo. The numbers then de

crease, and the largest castes are: Koris (weavers), 17,ooo; 
Gadarias (shepherds), 16,ooo; and Gujars, 14,ooo. The Jats, 

a Epi'grapkia Indica, vols. i nnd ii; V. A. Smith, Tluf ain Stiipa at Mathur a, 
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Gujars, and Aheria.s ( q.,ooo) belong to the western Districts; 
and the Ahivasis, who claim to be Brahmans and numbel' x,4oo, 
are hardly found outside this District. Among Muhammadans, 
Shaikhs number 131ooo; Rajputs, 9,ooo; and Pathans, 7,ooo. 
The agricultural population forms 53 per cent. of the total, 
while general labourers form ro per cent., and those sup-
ported by personal services 8 per cent. 

There were 2,031 native Christians in 1901. The earliest Christian 
mission was that of the Baptists, who commenced work early missions. 
in the nineteenth century. It was followed in r86o by the 
Church Missionary Society, and in x887 by the American 
Methodist Church. The last of these has been most success-
fu~ and 1,887 of the native Christians in 1901 w~re Methodists. 

A considerable difference is to be noted between the tracts General 
east and west of the J umna. The latter is less fertile, and ~gric1ul-. . . 'ffi b r h . f h A ura con-lrrlgatlon was d1 cult e1ore t e construction o t e gra ditions. 

Canal, as the subsoil water is often brackish. Hamlets, apart 
from the main village site, are almost unknown; and this 
custom, which had its origin in the troubled times when the 
cultivator ploughed with sword and shield lying in a corner of 
his field, affects cultivation, as manure is applied only to the 
home land near the village. On the other hand, Jats, who are 
the best cultivators, are chiefly found west of the Jumna, 
and the eastern taltsils are plagued by a weed called baisun 
(Pluclua lanceolata). Besides the barren land bordering on 
the J umna ravine, there is a strip of sandy soil along the foot 
of the hills on the western border. 

The tenures are those commonly found in the Provinces. Chief agri
ln I88J, out of 1,375 makii/s 478 were zamindiiri, 492 patlidiiri cult.url!-1 

d . r J- • d bk . _ ,z.: _ W statistics an lmper.ect paltluan, an 505 atyacrw,ra. est of the and princi-
Jumna some villages belong to lalukdiiri estates, chiefly to pal crops. 

MuRs.AN. The main agricultural statistics for 1903-4 are 
given below, in square miles:-

TaMil. Total. Cultivated. Irrigated. Cultivable 
waste. 

Muttra 396 ~97 117 53 
Chhita • 400 329 JI,J # 
Mit . UJ 170 53 30 
Mahiban 240 195 47 20 
Sadibid. 180 •s4 !19 8 

Total ..... s l,l.f5 389 155 

The chief food-crops are j'owiir and barley, which occupied 
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268 and 205 square m~es respectively, or 23 and x8 per cent. 
of the net area cropped. Gram {193), wheat (153), and biijra 
(93) are also important, while cotton covered an area of 13 t 
square miles. The small area under specially valuable crops
sugar-cane, tobacco, and vegetables-is striking. 

Improve- There have been no improvements of recent years either in 
me~ts 1in . methods or in the introduction of new seed. The principal 
agncu- h h b h b · · tural c ange as een t e su stltutiOn of wheat for cotton, largely 
practice. owing to the extension of canals. A small but steady demand 

exists for loans under the Land Improvement and Agri
culturists' Loans Acts, which amounted to Rs. 96,ooo and 
Rs. x,x6,ooo during the ten years ending 1900; but advances in 
the famine year 1896-7 account for Rs. 48,ooo and Rs. 39,ooo 
respectively. In 1903-4 the loans were only Rs. 1,5oo and 
Rs. x,o65. With the extension of canal-irrigation, drainage 
has also been improved, especially in the Chhata tahsil, and 
the Patwai or Patwaha in Mat has been deepened. Private 
enterprise has drained the lake known as Nohjhii, while a 
few miles south of Muttra a dam has been built by the 
zamindilrs near Koela to keep out the Jumna. 

Cattle, The Jumna ravines and the khiidar provide ample grazing-
hot~ ground, but there is no indigenous breed of cattle. Kosi is 
an s eep. a great cattle mart, at which animals are sold which have 

been imported from the Punjab or Bharatpur State. Horse 
and mule-breeding are becoming popular, and three horse 
and two donkey stallions have been provided by Government. 
The sheep are of the ordinary-type. 

Irrigation. In 1903-4 the area irrigated was 389 square miles, out of 
a cultivated area of 1,145 square miles. Canals supplied 201 
square miles, and wells 188. The western division of the 
District is amply served by the Agra Canal and its distribu
taries. Up to 1903 the eastern portion had no canal-irrigation 
except in a few villages of the Mat tahsil; but the Mat branch 
of the Upper Ganges Canal now supplies every portion, irrigating 
25,ooo acres in the spring of 1904 and more than 2o,ooo in 
the autumn. Tanks and rivers are not used at all for irrigation, 
and the use of the former is forbidden by the religious sanctity 
attaching to most of them. 

Minerals. Sandstone is obtainable from the low hills in the Chhlita 
tahsil, but most of the stone used in the District is obtained 
from Agra or Bharatpur. The Giri Raj, which is of sandstone, 
is considered so holy that to quarry it would be sacrilege. 
Kankar is found in all parts, and occurs in block form in the 
Sadabad tahsil. 
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The manufactures of the District are not very important. Arts and 
Calico printing is carried on at Brindaban, and old flannel is =fac

skilfully repaired. The masons and stone-carvers of Muttra are 
justly celebrated, and many houses and temples are adorned 
with the graceful reticulated patterns which they produce. A 
special paper used for native account-books is made here, 
and the District is noted for the quaint silver models of animals 
produced at Gokul. In 1903 there were xo cotton gins and 
presses, employing about 970 hands. A few small indigo 
factories are still worked, but the industry is not thriving. 

Grain and cotton are the chief exports, and the imports Commerce. 
include sugar, metals, oilseeds, and piece-goods, most of the 
trade being with Hathras. Muttra city is. an important dep6t 
for through traffic. Thus cotton and oilseeds from Bharatpur 
State pass through here to Hathras, while sugar, salt, and 
metals are returned. Kosr, in the north of the District, is a 
great cattle market, where the peasants of the Upper Dolib 
purchase the plough-animals brought from Rlijputana or the 
Punjab. 

The East Indian Railway runs for 7 miles across the east of Railways 
the District, with one station. The narrow-gauge Cawnpore- and roads. 

Achhnerli. line enters the District at the centre of the eastern 
boundary, crosses the Jumna, and then turns south. It provides 
communication with Hii.thras on the east and Agra on the 
south, and from Muttra city a short branch serves the pilgrim 
traffic to Brindaban. An extension of the Midland section 
of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway from Agra to Delhi, 
passing through Muttra, was opened in 1905. · 

The District is well supplied with roads. Out of soo miles, 
I 7 I are metalled and 329 unmetalled. Excluding 57 miles of 
metalled roads, all of these are kept up at the cost of Local 
funds. Avenues of trees are maintained on 31 miles. The 
main route is that from Agra to Delh~ a famous road under 
native rule, which traverses the western half of the District 
from south to north. Other roads pass from Muttra west to 
Dig and Bharatpur, east through Hathras to the Ganges, and 
south-east to J alesar and Etah. The Agra Canal was used 
for navigation, but has been closed for this purpose since 
1904-

Though precise records do not exist, famine must have been Famine. 
frequent before British rule began, and the awful disaster of 
1783-4 was especially severe in this tract. In 1813 the north 
of the District was a centre of great distress. M.any persons 
perished of hunger, or sold their wives and children for a few 
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rupees or a single meal. In x825-6 a terrible drought affecting 
. the neighbouring country was especially felt in the Mahaban 
taltsil. In 1837-8 there was scarcity in all parts of the 
District, but it was not so severe as in the Central Doab ; and 
in x86o-I and 1868-9 Muttra again suffered less than other 
Districts, though distress was felt. The famine of 1877-8 
struck this tract more heavily than any other District in the 
Division, and mortality rose to n·s6 per x,ooo. The mon
soon fall in 1877 was only 4·3 inches, and the deficiency 
chiefly affected the main food-crops which are raised on un
irrigated land. As usual, distress was aggravated by an influx 
of starving people from Rajputlina. In 1896-7 famine was 
again felt, especially in the Mahaban and Sadabii.d taltszls, 
which had no canal-irrigation. In June, 1897, the number 
on relief works amounted to 23,ooo. About Rs. 86,ooo was 
advanced for the construction of temporary wells, chiefly east 
of the Jumna, and I·8 lakhs of revenue was remitted or 
suspended. There was scarcity in 1899-19001 and advances 
were freely made, but relief works were not found necessary. 
The canal extensions of 1903 have probably secured the 
District against serious famine in the future. 

The ordinary staff of the District includes a member of the 
Indian Civil Service and three Deputy-Collectors recruited 
in India. A taltsildiir resides at the head-quarters of each 
o( the five taltslls.. Two Executive Engineers of the Canal 
department are stationed at Muttra. 

Muttra is included in ~ Civil and Sessions Judgeship 
of Agra. There are two Munsifs, one at Muttra and one at 
Mahaban. Owing to its situation near a Native State, serious 
dacoities are not infrequent, and cattle-theft is common. JiHs, 
and in some places Gujars, are the chief cattle-lifters; and 
langij11 is regularly practised, a system by which the owner 
recovers his stolen property on payment of a certain proportion 
of its value. The Mallahs (boatmen and fishermen) of the north 
of the District are noted pickpockets and railway-thieves, 
frequenting all the large fairs of the United Provinces, and 
even visiting Bengal. 

Most of the District came under British administration at 
the end of x8o3, and was then distributed between the sur
rounding Districts of Farrukhabad, Etliwah, and Agra. In 
1804 the parganas included in Farrukha.bad and Eta wah were 
made over to Aligarh; but in 1823 the nucleus of the eastern 
part of the District was formed with head-quarters at Sadabid, 
and in 1832 Muttra, which had always been a cantonment, 
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became the civil capital. There are still enclaves belonging 
to Bharatpur State, the Raja of which held part of the present. 
District up to 1826. The early settlements were made under 
the ordinary rules for short periods of one, three, or five years, 
and were based on estimates. In the western part of the 
District the farming and lalukdiiri system was maintained for 
some time as in Aligarh, and was even extended, as talulldari 
rights were sometimes granted in lieu of farms. In the eastern 
portion. farmers and talukdiirs were set aside from the first •. 
The first regular settlement under Regulation VII of 1822 was 
made on different principles. West of the river an attempt 
was made to ascertain the rental • assets,' while in the east the 
value of the crops was estimated. The former settlement was 
not completed when Regulation IX of 1833 was passed, and 
the latter broke down from the excessive demand imposed. 
The revenue of the whole District (excluding eighty-four vil
lages transferred from Agra in 1878) was therefore revised 
under Regulation IX of 18331 and an assessment of 13·6 lakhs 
fixed. The next settlement was made between 1872 and 1879. 
The method adopted was to assess on what were considered 
fair rents, arrived at by selection from actual rents paid. These 
were applied to the different classes of soil into which each 
village was divided. The revenue sanctioned amounted to 
15·3 lakhs, to which must be added 1 lakh, the revenue 
of villages transferred from Agra in 1878. The incidence of 
revenue fell at Rs. 1-13-o per acre, varying from Rs. 1-4-0 to 
Rs. 2-14-o. The bad years following the famine of 1877-8 
and the fever of 1879 led to a decline in cultivation; and 
revisions of settlement were made between x887 and x891, 
which reduced the demand by a lakh. The settlement has 
now been extended for a further period of ten years. Collections 
on account of land revenue and revenue from all sources are 
shown below, in thousands of rupees :-

188o-l. l!lgo-1. 19(»-1. 1903-4· ------
Land revenue . 15,95 rs,oB 15,41 l.f:,I)O 
Total revenue . 19,73 20,f2 :n,66 u,u 

Outside the three municipalities, MUTTRA, BRINDABAN, and Local self
Kosi, and eleven towns administered under Act XX of 1856 govem
local affairs are managed by the District board, which b~ ment. 

a total income and expenditure of about I·J la.khs, chiefly 
derived from rates. About half the expenditure is incurred 
on the maintenance or roads and buildings. 
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Police and There are 24 police stations, and the District Superinten
jails. dent of police is assisted by 4 inspectors. In I 904 the force 

consisted of 91 subordinate officers and 392 constables, besides 
320 municipal and town police, and x,64o rural and road 

Educa· 
tion. 

police. The District jail has accommodation for 318 prisoners. 
Muttra takes a fairly high place in the Provinces in regard 

to literacy, and 4·3 per cent. of the population {7·8 males and 
0•3 females) could read and write in 190I, This is largely 
owing to its importance as a religious centre. The number 
of public schools fell from 165 in x88o-x to 132 in 19oo-x, 
but the number of pupils increased from s,sos to 6,sn. 
In 1903-4 there were 197 public schools with 8,981 pupils, 
including 478 girls, besides 82 private institutions with 1,781 
pupils. All of these schools were primary, except nine of the 
public and two of the private schools. The expenditure on 
education in 1903-4 was Rs. 43,ooo, of which Rs. 31,ooo 
was provided from Local and municipal funds and Rs. 8,300 
by fees. Most of the schools are managed by the District 
and ·municipal boards. 

Hospitals There are eight hospitals and dispensaries, which contain 
anddis- accommodation for 77 in-patients. In 1903 the number of 
pensaries. 

cases treated was 58,ooo, of whom 995 were in-patients, and 

Vaccina
tion. 

3,6oo operations were performed. The total expenditure was 
Rs. x6,ooo, chiefly from Local funds. 

In 1903-4 the number of persons vaccinated was 24,ooo, 
representing 31 per x,ooo of population. Vaccination is com
pulsory only in the municipalities and the cantonment. 

[R. S. Whiteway, Settlement .Report (1879); F. S. Growse, 
Mathurii {Allahabad, x883); District Gazetteer (x884, under 
revision); V. A. Smith, The Jain Stupa at Mathura.] 

Muttra Tahsil.-South-westem tahstl of Muttra District, 
United'Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of Muttra, 
lying between 27° 14' and 27° 39' N. and 77° 20' and 77° 
sx'. E., with an area of 396 square miles. Population rose 
from 234.914 in 1891 to 246,521 in 1901. There are 218 
villages and six towns, the largest of which are MUTTRA (popu
lation, 6o,o42 ), the District and tahsil head-quarters, BRINDA
BAN (22,717), and GoBARDHAN (6,738). The demand for land 
revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,94,ooo, and for cesses Rs. ss,ooo. 
The density of population, 623 persons per square mile, is the 
highest in the District. The tahstl extends from the J umna 
to the low bills on the Bharatpur border, and contains the 
celebrated hill called Girl Raj. To the east the influence 
of the Jumna extends for three miles inland, low alluvial 
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soi~ ravines, and sandy dunes being found along its banks. 
From the edge of this broken ground a flat uniform plain 
stretches to the hills, without a single stream. The principal 
autumn crops are jowiir, cotton, and biijra; the spring crops 
are gram and wheat. In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 
297 square miles, of which 117 were irrigated. The Agra 
Canal supplies an area twice as large as that served by wells. 

Chhata TahsD.-North-western tahsil of Muttra District, 
United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same 
name, lying between 27° 33' and 27° s6' N. and 77° 171 

and 77° 42' E., with an area of 406 square miles. Population 
rose from 1531465 in 1891 to 173,756 in 1901. There are 
158 villages and two towns, Kosi (population, 9,565) and 
CHHATA (8,287), the tahsil head-quarters. The demand for 
land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 3,38,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 
59,ooo. The density of population, 428 persons per square 
mile, is the lowest in the District. Up to 1894 the northern 
portion formed a separate tahsil called Kosi. The tahsil is 
bounded on the east by the Jumna,' which is fringed with 
ravines and a sandy strip of land ; but these are not so 
extensive as in the Muttra tahsil to the south. A ridge of sand 
traverses the centre, and another narrow belt is found farther 
west, beyond which is a shallow· depression not sufficiently 
marked to form a drainage channel. The western boundary 
is formed by the Bharatpur State, and in places low stone hills 
are found. In the north the wells are very deep and the water 
they contain is usually brackish. The autumn harvest is more 
important here than the spring harvest, and j'owar is the most 
common staple. In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 
329 square miles, of which 113 were irrigated. The Agra 
Canal supplies a rather larger area than wells. A drain has 
recently been completed from a depression near Kosi to the 
Jumna. 

Mat Tahsil (Man/).-North-eastern tahsil of Muttra 
District, United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana 
of the same name, lying between 27° 35' and 27° 58' N. and 
77° 31' and 77° so' E., with an area of 223 square miles. 
Population rose from 89,451 in 1891 to 97,370 in 1901. 
There- are 142 villages, but no town. In 1903-4 the demand 
for land revenue was Rs. 2,6s,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 43,ooo. 
The density of population, 43 7 persons per square mile, is 
much below the District average. The Jumna forms the 
western boundary of the lahsi 4 and parallel to its course lie 
a series or depressions marking an old bed. Nohjhil, the most 
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northern of these, was formerly a lake 6 miles long by a mile 
broad, but it has been drained.. The Moti jlul in the south, 
which is smaller, still contains water, and is celebrated for the 
number of fish caught in it. A small stream called the 
Patwahli. is used as a canal escape. Light and sandy soil 
prevails in the taksil, which forms a long strip of land stretch
ing along the J umna, the valley being narrow and badly 
defined. Up to 1903 canal-irrigation was confined to very 
few villages, and in 1903:._4 only 53 square miles were irrigated 
(chiefly by wells), out of a cultivated area of 170 square miles. 
The new Mat branch of the Upper Ganges Canal now com
mands a considerable area. · 

Mahaban TahsiL-Central eastern taksil of Muttra 
District, United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of 
the same name, lying between 27° 14' and 27° 41' N. and 
77° 41' and 77° 57' E., with an area of 240 square miles. 
Population rose from 133,488 in 1891 to IJ6,s66 in 19ox. 
There are 192 villages and four towns, the largest of which 
is MAHABAN (population, 5,523), the taksll head-quarters. 
The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,951ooo, 
and for cesses Rs. 52,ooo. The density of population, 569 
persons per square mile, is slightly above the District average. 
On the west and south the J umna flows in a sinuous course, 
bordered by a strip of sandy ravine land, I to 3 miles wide, of 
no value except as grazing-ground; East of this the land is 
generally fertile, but up to 1903 irrigation was entirely supplied 
by wells, which irrigated 47-square miles in 1903-4 out of 195 
under cultivation. Most of the taksil is now commanded 
by the Mat branch of the Upper Ganges Canal, opened in 
November, 1903. Cultivation has suffered from the spread of 
a weed called bai'surf, which flourishes in dry seasons. The 
most important crops are jowar and cotton in the autumn, 
and mixed barley and gram and pure wheat in the spring. 

Sadabad Tahsll.-Easternmost taksil of Muttra District, 
United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same 
name, lying between 27° x6' and 27° 31' N. and 77° 53' 
and 78° 13' E., with an area of x8o square miles. Population 
rose from I021 I03 in 1891 to to8,886 in 1901. There are 
127 villages and two towns, including Sadabad (population, 
4,091), the taksil head-quarters. The demand for land 
revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. J,o,,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 49,ooo, 
The density of population, 6os persons per square mile, is 
considerably above the District average. A small river, the 
Karon or Jhirna., crosses the centre of the laksil, and its 
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channel has been improved by the Irrigation department to 
serve as an escape. The Jumna just touches the south-western 
corner. In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 154 square 
miles, of which 59 were irrigated. The latter were supplied 
entirely from wells; but in November, 19031 the Mat branch 
of the Upper Ganges Canal was opened, which commands the 
western half of the tahsll. Cotton is relatively a more 
important crop than in any other part of the District. 

Bald eo.-Town in the Mahli.ban tahsil of Muttra District, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° 2,( N. and 77° 49' E., on 
the metalled road from Muttra city to J alesar. population 
(1901), 3,367. It is generally known in the neighbourhood as 
Daujr, and derives its importance from a celebrated temple. 
A shrine was first erected in the seventeenth century, when 
a statue of Baldeo was found in a tank. The present temple 
was built late in the eighteenth century. It is of mean 
appearance, and is surrounded by a number of quadrangles 
where the resident priests and pilgrims are accommodated. 
The temple is in charge of a peculiar caste called Ahivasi 
Brahmans, found only in this neighbourhood. Baldeo is 
administered under Act XX of 1856, with an annual income 
of about Rs. t,xoo. There is a. primary school with about 
120 pupils. 

Barsana.-Town in the Chhata tahsil of Muttra District, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° 39' N. and 77° 23' E., 31 
miles north-west of Muttra city. Population (19oi}, 3,542, 
According to modern Hindu belief, this was one of the 
favourite residences of Krishna's mistress, Rli.dhii.. It lies at 
the foot and on the slope of a hill originally dedicated to 
Brahmli.. The hill has four peaks, each crowned with build
ings erected at intervals during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries ; and the importance of the place dates from the 
settlement here of a Brahman who had been family priest to 
the Rajas of Bharatpur, Gwalior, and Indore early in the 
eighteenth century. In 1774 the Jats under Sumrii were 
defeated near Barsana by the imperial troops, who plundered 
the town. A magnificent new temple is being built by the 
Maharaja of Jaipur. 

Brindaban (from brinda, Ocymum sandum, and ban, 
'a grove ').-Town in the District and tahstl of Muttra, United 
Provinces, situated in 27° 33' N. and 77° 42' E., near the 
J umna, and connected by a metalled road and the branch line 
ofthe Ca wnpore-Achhneri Railway with Muttra city. Population 
(1901~ u,717, of 11·hom only 1,409 are Muhammadans. The 

v.r. 1. cc 
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town has no political history, but according to tradition was 
the place where Krishna passed most of his youth and where 
his mistress, Radha, loved to dwell. It is visited annually by 
thousands of Hindu pilgrims from the most distant parts of 
India. ,It contahl.s about x,ooo temples, and the peacocks and 
monkel'S with which the neighbourhood abounds enjoy special 
endowments. :rhe town itself dates from the sixteenth century, 

' when several holy men from different parts of India settled 
here, and four of the e~isting temples were built. about that 
tithe. The finest of these is the temple of Govind Deva, built 
ill 1590 by Raja Man Singh of Amber (Jaipur), a magnificent 
building of red sandstone, cruciform, with a vaulted roof. It 
has been restored by the British Government The develop
ment of various Vaishnava cults connected with the worship of 
Krishna has · caused the growth of the place. Some large . 
temples were erected in the nineteenth century, one of which 

. was built on the model of Southern Indian temples, at a cost 
of 45 lakhs, by the great banking firm or Seth~ of Muttra. 
Another large temple is still under construction by the 
Maharaja of Jaipur. The town lies some distance from the 
J umna, surrounded by sacred groves of trees, most of which 
contain shrines. The· river face has been improved by hand
some ghats of stone steps. There are branches of the Church 
Missionary Society and the American Methodist Mission ; and 
the latter society maintains a dispensary, apart from the 
District board dispensary. ~ 

Brindaban has been a municipality since 1866. During the 
ten years ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged 
Rs. 24,ooo. In 1903-4 the .income was Rs. 26,ooo, chiefly 
from octroi (Rs. 19,ooo), and the expenditure was Rs. 28,ooo. 
There is a considerable industry in calico printing, and second
hand flannel is largely imported from Miirwiir and Bikaner 
to be renovated. The town, however, depends on the pilgrim 
traffic for its prosperity. There ·are two municipal and four 
aided schools for boys with 296 pupils in 1904, besides a small 
girls' school maintained by the American Methodist Mission. 

Chhata Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Muttra District, United Provinces, situated in 27° 44' 
N. and 77° 31' E., on the Agra-Delhi road Population (x9oi), 
8,287. The principal feature of the town is its large fort-like 
sarai, covering an area of I 2 acres, with battlemented walls 
and bastion~ and two lofty gateways of decorated stonework, 
dating from the time of Sher Shah or Akbar. The interior is 
disfigured by a number of mean mud huts. During the Mutiny 
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of 1857 the sara•' was occupied by the rebels, who, however, 
had to blow one of the towers down before they could effect 
an entrance. The town is administered under Act XX· of 
1856, with an income of about Rs. 1,2oo. Trade is 'Chiefly 
local. There is a primary school with -.bout 8o pupils: 

Girl Raj ('The royal hill'; called Annakiit in early .Sanskrit 
literature).-A sandstone hill, about 4 or 5 mile!!~ long, near the 
town of GoBARDHANj in Muttra. District, United Provinces,• 
between 27° 28' and 27° 31' N. a~d 77° 26' and 77° '24 E. 
The rock rises abruptly from the alluvial plain, and runs 
north-east and south-west with an average elevation of xoo feet. 
On the north, it ends in the Manasi Ganga tank at Gobardhan. 
According to Hindu fable, Indra, enraged at being deprived of 
his usual sacrifices, caused violent storms to pour down on the 

• people of Braj, who were protected by Krishna by means of 
this hill, which he held aloft on the tip of his finger for seven 
days and nights. Pious pilgrims may still be seen measuring, 
their length 'in the dust the whole way round it, while the hill 
is reckoned so holy that the main road, which crosses it at 
its lowest point, is carried over by a paved causeway. 

Gobardhan.-Town in the tahsil and District of Muttra, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° 30' N: and 77° 28' E., on the 
road from Muttra city to Dig (Bharatpur State). Population 
(1901), 6,738. It lies in a recess in the sacred hill called GIRl 
RAJ, and is built round a fine ta;nk lined with masonry steps, 
called the Manasi Ganga. At dl.e Dewali festival in autumn 
the steps and fa~de of the surrounding buildings are outlined 
with rows of small lamps, producing a beautiful effect. Gobar
dhan is famous in tradition as oae of the favourite residences of 
Krishna, and is also remarkable for its architectural remains. 
The oldest is the temple of Hari Deva, originally built about 
1560 and restored by a Bania in 187a. Two stately cenotaphs 
of richly carved stone commemorate Randhir Singh and Baldeo 
Singh, Rajas of Bharatpur, and are crowned by domes, the 
interiors of which are adorned with curious paintings. A third 
cenotaph is being constructed in memory of Raja Jaswant 
Singh. North of the town, on the bank of the beautiful 
artificial lake called Kusum Sarovar, stands a group of buildings 
built in memory of Siiraj Mal by his son, Jawahir Singh. soon 
after Suraj Mal's death near Gha.ziabad in 1763. Gobardhan 
is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of 
about Rs. a,aoo. There is little or no trade. The primary 
school has about 140 pupils. · 

Kosi.-Town in the Chbita laluil of Muttra District, 
ccz 
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United Provinces, situated in 27~ 48' N. and 77° :z6' E., on 
the Agra-Delhi road. Population (xgor), 9,565. The town 
contains a fine sarai ascribed to Khwaja Itibiii Khan, governor 
under ·Akbar. During the Mutiny the District officials took 
refuge at Kosi for a time, but were compelled to flee by the 
defection of the Bharatpur force. There is a dispensary, and 
the Baptist Mission has a station here. The town lies low, and 
is surrounded by hollows containing stagnant water which had 
most injurious effects on the health of the inhabitants. A main 
drain has now been constructed. Kosi became a municipality 
in 1867. During the ten years ending 1901 the income and 
expenditure averaged Rs. u,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was 
Rs. x7,ooo, chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. 8,ooo) and rents 
(Rs. 3,ooo); and the expenditure was Rs. 23,ooo. The muni
cipality has Rs. xo,ooo invested. There is a considerable trade 
in the collection of grain and cotton for export to Muttra, and 
six cotton gins and presses employed s8o hands in 1903· 
Kosi is, however, chiefly known for its large cattle market, one 
of the most important in this part of India, where more than 
3o,ooo head of cattle are sold annually. There are four 
schools with about :240 pupils. 

Mahiiban Town • ......,.. Head-quarters of the tahsll of the same 
name in Muttra District, United Provinces, situated in :27° 27' N. 
and 77° 45' E., near the left bank of the Jumna. Population 
(x9o1), 51523. According to tradition, Krishna spent his child
hood at Mahaban. The le~d goes that his uncle Kans, a 
giant, knew by prophecy that his sister's son would slay him, 
and commanded that if she brought forth a male child it should 
at once be killed. The nurse, however, fled with the baby, and 
though the J umna was in flood, the waters parted, and the 
fugitives reached Mahaban. A covered court divided into four 
aisles by five rows of sixteen r-ichly decorated pillars, from 
which it takes its popular name of Assi Khamba, or the 'eighty 
pillars,' is said to have been the palace of Nanda, who adopted 
Krishna, and gave up his own female child. The building was, 
however, reconstructed in the time of Aurangzeb, from ancient 
Hindu and Buddhist materials, to serve as a mosque. Its 
architecture presents interesting features, which have been dis
cussed by the late Mr. F. S. Growse 1• Krishna's reputed cradle, 
a coarse structure, covered with calico and tinsel, still stands in 
the pillared hall, while a dark blue image of the sacred child 
looks out from a canopy against the wall. The churn from 
which he stole his foster-mother's butter is shown, consisting of 

• 1¥fathurii. (1883), p. 27+ 
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a carved stone in which a long bamboo is placed, while a spot 
in the wall is shown as the place where the sportive milkmaids 
hid Krishna's flute. In addition to the steady stream of 
devotees from all parts of India, the pillared hall is resorted 
to by Hindu mothers from the neighbouring Districts for their 
purification on the sixth day after childbirth, whence the 
building derives its local name of the Chhatthi Palna, or 
place of the Chhatthi Puja., i.e. 'the sixth day of worship.' 

Mahaban first emerges into history in IOI8-g, when it shared 
the fate of the neighbouring city of Muttra, and was sacked by 
Mahmt1d of Ghazni. The Hindu prince is said, when the fall 
of the town became inevitable, to have solemnly slain his wife 
and children, and then to have committed suicide. An inscrip
tion found here records the erection of a temple in II5I in the 
reign of Ajayapala, whose dynasty is uncertain 1• In 1234 a 
contemporary writer mentions Mahaban as one of tli'e gathering
places of the imperial army sent by Shams-ud-din against 
Kalinjar. It is incidentally referred to by the emperor Babar 
in 1526. In 1804 Jaswant Rao Holkar fled from the Doab, 
after his defeat at Farrukhabad, by a ford a little west of Maha
ban. A mile away lies the small village ofGokul, celebrated as 
the residence of the founder of the Vallabhacharya sect, and 
still the head-quarters of the sect. Mahaban is administered 
under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about Rs. r,ooo. 
It contains a middle school with about 130 pupils, and at Gokul 
there is a primary school with So pupils. 

Muttra City.-Head-quarters of the District of the same 
name, with cantonments, in the United Provinces,situat!!d in 27° 
3o' N. and 77° 41' E., on the right bank of the Jumna, on the · 
main road from Agra to Delh~ and on the Cawnpore-Achhnera 
Railway, 886 miles from Calcutta and 914 from Bombay. 
A new broad-gauge line from Agra to Delh~ passing thxough 
Muttra, has recently been completed, and another towards 
Bombay is under construction. Population has fluctuated in 
the last thirty years: (1872) 59,:181, (x881) 57.724, (1891) 
61,195, and {1901) 60,042. In 1901 Hindus numbered 46,523, 
and Musalmiins 12,598. 

The city of Muttra is one of the great centres of Hindu 
religious life, being famous as the birthplace of Krishna,· who is 
now reverenced as the eighth incarnation of Vishnu. Its early 
history has been narrated in that ofMUTTRA. DISTRICT. Inscrip
tions and other relics prove that early in the Christian era it 
was a great centre of Buddhism and Jainism, and in the seventh 

I Epipo;AUJ /11</kil, vol. ii, p. au. 
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. century the Chinese pilgrim still found Buddhi;t priests and 
monasteries. The Persian historians chiefly refer to it as a 
town to be plundered, or as a seat of idolatry with buildings to 
be destroyed. ·A town called Mahiirat-ul-Hind, identified as 
Muttra, was sacked by Mahmiid of Ghazni in 1018-g. About 
1500 Sultan Sikandar Lodi utterly destroyed all the shrines, 
temples, and images. During Akbar's reign religious tolerance 
led to the building of new temples; but in 1636 Shah Jahan 
appointed a governor to 'stamp QUt idolatry ' in Muttra. In 
x66g-7o !Aurangzeb visited the city, changed its name to Islam
abad, and destroyed many temples and shrines, building 
mosques on two of the finest sites. Muttra was again 
plundered by the Afghan cavalry of Ahmad Shah Durrani in 
1757, when a crowd of defenceless pilgrims were slaughtered. 
The town fell into. British hands in 1803 and was at once 
occupied as a cantonment, but did not become the civil head
quarters of the· District till 1832. Archaeological remains of 
the greatest value have been discovered in and near Muttra 1• 

The native city lies along the Jumna, presenting a highly 
picturesque appearance from the railway bridge or the opposite 
bank. From the water's edge· rises a continuous line of stone 
ghats, thronged in the early morning by crowds of bathers. 
Fine stone houses and temples line the narrow road which 
passes along the ghats ; and abave these are seen, tier upon tier, 
the flat-roofed houses of the town, which stand on ground rising 
up from the river bank. At_Qle north end is the old ruined 
fort where was situated one of the observatories erected by Raja 
Man Sipgh of Jaipur, which .has now disappeared. In the 
centre the white minarets of !he Jama Masjid, built in 1662, 
crown the picture. The main streets are wider and straighter 
than is usual in an Indian city, and they are paved continu
ously with stone flags, raised in the centre to secure good 
drainage. The numerous temples for which the city is noted 
are usually quadrangles, the walls and entrances of which are 
adorned with handsome stone carving and reticulated screens. 
Th~ existing buildings are chiefly modern, and new temples 
and dharmsiilas or shelters for pilgrims are still being added by 
wealthy bankers and the rulers of Native States. West of the 
city stands the mosque of Aurangzeb, built about x66g, on the 
lofty site of the temple of Kesava Deva, which was formerly the 
finest temple in Muttra and was celebrated throughout India. 
On the ghats towers the Sati bulj or pillar commemorating the 
sati of a Rani of Jaipur, built about 1570. The Hardinge Gate 
1 Epigrap!tia Indita, vols.i and ii; V. A. Smith, Tile Jain Stiipaal Matllu1'a, 
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at the principal entrance to the town, which is ~ fine specimen 
of stone carving, was erected by public subscription in memory 
of a former Collector. South ()f the town and a little distance 
from the river lie the cantonments and civil station. Muttra is 
the head-quarters of the ordinary District sta!f and also of an 
Executive Engineer of the Agra Canal Close· to the District 
offices stands a museum faced with stone, carved in the usual 
manner, which contains a number of sculptures and other 
objects found in the· District. Muttra is the chief station of 
the Baptist Church Missionary Society and of the Methodist 
Episcopal Mission in the District. 

Muttra was constituted a municipality in x866. During the 
ten years ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged 
Rs. 6x,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 89,ooo, chiefly 
derived from octroi (Rs. 64,ooo); and the expenditure was 
Rs. 8x,ooo. The sewage of the dty is collected in tanks and 
carried by carts to a distance. Solid matter is trenched on the 
grass farm in cantonments. 

While the prosperity of the town chiefly depends on its 
religious attractions, i.ts commercial importance is increasing. 
Throughout the nineteenth century it was the head-quarters of 
the great banking firm of the Seths, Mani Ram and Lakshml 
Chand, one of the most celebrated in India, which has now 
collapsed. Four cotton gins and presses employed 392 hands 
in 1903, and there is a considerable export of cotton and grain, 
while sugar, piece-goods, and metals are imported. The city is 
noted for the producti()n of paper for native account-books, and 
also for the manufacture of brass idols and other small articles 
sold to pilgrims. It contains a large number of schools, in- . 
eluding a high school with 170 pupils, a taltsili school with 15o, 
the American Methodist school with 140, besides seven schools 
for boys and eleven for girls, aided by the District or municipal 
boards, and twenty private schools and piithsiilas. 

The population of the cantonments in 1901 was 2,928, and 
the ordinary garrison consists of a regiment of British cavalry. 
In 1903-4 the income and expenditure of cantonment fUnds 
were both about Rs. 7 ,ooo. 

Agra District.-District in the Division of the same name, Bonn-
in the United Provinces, lying between 26° 45' and 27° 24' N. dari:S, 
and 77° 26' and 78° 51' E., with an area of'I,845 square miles. ti~~~~;
It is bounded on the north by Muttra and Etah, and on the ~ill and 

east by Mainp~rl and Etawah; on the south lie the Native ;ms. 
States of Gwahor and Dholpur, and on the west Bharatpur. 
The District is divided into four distinct tracts by the rivers 
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Jumna, Utangan or Banganga, and Chambal. North-east of 
the J umna, which crosses the District with a. very winding 
course from north-west to south-east, lie two tahstls with an 
upland area of productive loam, separated from the river by 
a network of ravines which are of little use ex.cept for grazing. 
Three smaller streams, the Jhirni (or Karon1 Sirsa, and 
Sengar, cross this tract. The greater part of the District lies 
south-west of the Jumna. and north of its tributary the Utangan. 
This tract is remarkable for the uniformity of its soil, which is 
generally a fertile loam, with little clay or sand. The ravines 
of the two great rivers, and of the Khan N adi, which fiows into 
the Utangan, are the chief breaks, while in the west of Fatehpur 
Sikri a few~.ranges of low rocky hills appear. South of the 
Utangan lie two.sinaller tracts of markedly different appearance. 
In the' south-west a low range and numerous isolated hills are 
found, and the country is traversed by many watercourses. The 
south-east of the District consists of a long strip of land, wider 
in the centre than at the ends, lying between the Utangan and 
Jumna on the north, and the Chambal on the south. Half of 
this area is occupied by the deep and- far-spreading ravines 
of the rivers. 

The District is almost entirely occupied by the Gangetic 
alluvium, which conceals all the older rocks, except in the west 
and south-west, where ridges of Upper Vindhyan sandstone rise 
out of the plain. Several divisions appear to be represented, 
from the lowest, known as the Kaimur group, to the highest, 
known as the Bhander. A boring at Agra was carried to a 
depth of 513 feet before striking the underlying rock. 

The flora is that of the Doab north of the J umna, while 
south of the great river it resembles that of Rajputana. The 
former area is fairly well wooded, while in the latter trees are 
scarce. 

Leopards and hyenas are found in the ravines and in the 
western hills, while wolves are common near the Jumna, and 
• ravine deer' (gazelle) frequent the same haunts. Antelope are 
to be seen in most parts of the District. Fish are plentiful 
in the rivers and are eaten by many classes. 

Owing to its pro~imity to the sandy deserts on the west, 
Agra District is very dry, and suffers from greater extremes 
of temperature than the country farther east. Though cold 
in winter, and exceedingly hot in summer, the climate is not 
11nhealthy. The ·mean annual tempe.-ature is about 7 5°; the 
lowest monthly average being about 59° in January, and the 
highest 95° or 96° in May and June. 
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The annual rainfall averages about 26 inches. There is not RainfalL 
much variation in different parts, but the tract near the Jumna 
receives the largest falL Great variations occur from year to 
year, the amount ranging from I I to 36 inches. 

The District of Agra has scarcely any history, apart from History. 

the city. Sikandar Lodi, king of Delh~ bad a residence on 
the left bank of the Jumna, which became the capital of the 
empire about 1501. It was occupied by Babar after his victory 
over Ibrahim Khan iD 1526, and its foundations are still to be 
seen opposite the modern Agra. Babar fought a decisive battle 
with the Rajputs near Fa.tehpur Sikri in 1527. His son, 
Humayiin, also resided at Old Agra., until his expulsion in 
1540. Akbar lived in the District for the greall!i part of his 
reign, and founded the present city of Agra on. the right. ~nk. 
The town of Fatehpur Sikri, which owes its origin to the same 
emperor, dates from 1569 or 1570. A tank of 20 miles 
in circumference, which he constructed in its neighbourhood, 
can now be traced in the fragmentary ruins of the embank-
ment. The mausoleum at Sikandra, 5 miles from Agra, marks 
the burial-place of the great Mughal emperor. It was built 
by his son, Jahangir, and has a fine entrance archway of red 
sandstone. Jabangll, however, deserted Agra towards the close 
of his reign, and spent the greater part of his time in the 
Punjab and Kabul Shah Jahan. removed the seat of the 
imperial court to Delhi, but continued the construction of 
the Taj and the other architectural monuments to which the 
city owes much of its fame. The success of Aurangzeb's 
rebellion against his father was assured by the victory gained 
at Samogarh in this District in 1658, and the deposed emperor 
was then confined in the fort. From the year I666 the District 
dwindled into the seat of a provincial governor, and was often 
attacked by the Jats. During the long decline of Mughal 
power, places in this District were constantly the scene of 
important battles. On the death of Aurangzeb his sons fought 
at Jajau near the Dholpur border. Early in 1713 the fate of 
the Mughal empire was again decided near Agra by the victory 
of Farrukh Siyar over Jahandar. The importance of the Dis-
trict then declined; but in 1761 Agra was taken by the Jats 
of Bharatpur under Siiraj Mal and Walter Reinhardt, better 
k.nov.n by his native name of SumrU. In 1770 the Alarathas 
O\'ertan the v.·hole Doab, but were expelled by the imperial 
forces under Naja( Khan in 1773· The ]its then recovered 
Agra for a while, and were driven out in turn by Najaf Khan 
in the succeeding year. After passing through the usual con~ 
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vulsions which marked the end of the last century in Upper 
India, the District came into the hands of the British by the 
victories of Lord Lake in x8og. The city was the capital of 
the North-Western Provinces from 1843 until the events of 
1857, and still gives its name to the Province of Agra. 

The story of the outbreak of the Mutiny at Agra in May, 
x857, is related under AGRA CITY. As regards the District, 
the lahszls and tluinas fell into the hands of the rebels, after 
the defection of the Gwalior Contingent, on June 15. By 
July 2 the Nimach and Nasirii.bad mutineers had reached 
Fatehpur Sikri, and the whole District became utterly disorgan
ized. On July 29, however, an expedition from Agra recovered 
that post, and another sally restored order in the ltimii.dpur 
and Firozlibii.d jarganas. The Raja of Awa maintained tran
quillity in the north, and the Raja of Bhadawar on the eastern 
border. But after the fall of Delhi in September the rebels 
from that city, joined by the bands from Central India, 
advanced towards Agra on October 6. Four days later 
Colonel Greathed's column from Delhi entered Agra without 
the knowledge of the mutineers, who incautiously attacked the 
city and hopelessly shattered themselves against his well-tried 
force. They were put to flight easily and all their guns taken. 
The rebels still occupied Fatehpur Sikri, but a column dis
patched against that place successfully dislodged them. On 
November 20 the villages remaining in open rebellion were 
stormed and carried; and on February 4. x858, the last man 
still under arms was driven OUt of the District. 

Arcbaeo- · Fragments of Hindu buildings have been discovered at a 
logy. few places, but none of any importance, and the archaeological 

remains of the District are chiefly those of the Mughal period. 
Among these must be mentioned the magnificent fort, with 
the buildings contained in it, and the beautiful Taj at Agra; 
the tomb of Akbar at SIKANDRA; the buildings near Agra on 
the opposite bank of the river; and Akbar's city at F ATEHPUR 
SiKRI. The preservation and restoration of these splendid 
memorials has been undertaken by Government, and large 
sums have been spent, especially in recent years. 

The · The District contains I 1 I97 villages and 9 towns. The 
people. population fell considerably between 1872 and x881 owing to 

famine, and has not yet recovered its former level. The 
number at the last four enumerations was: (1872) x,o76,oos, 
(x881) 974,656, (x89x) x,oo3,796, and (x9o1) I,o6o,528. The 
District is divided into seven tahst/s-ITIMADPUR, FiROZABAD, 
BA.u, FATEHABAD, AGRA, KIRAOLi, and KHAIRAGARH-the 
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head-quarters of each being at a place of the same name. The 
principal towns are the municipalities of AGRA, the adminis
trative head-quarters of the District, and FiROZABAD, and the 
'notified area' of FATEHPUR SiKRI. The following table 
gives the chief statistics of population in 1901 :-

iu 
Number or 

.. 
~.:..8 0...: .; ~..!! -c~-g 

.Sl g·e ~gg~g. ~ooeded• 

Tt~lut1. .5] l t :i ·.:::&I c:·.::;:·.::c:: .... .8 m]·~ 
" .!!:; g·~iH eo!!~ 

J ::!l "" s.= :Ho :> ~ £i p., &. "' ... 
I timid pur 277 2 x8o 159,881 574 + 4·0 4.333 
Firozibid 203 I 186 119,775 590 + 6-8 ,3,324 
Bah 341 l 104· u3,591 a6a - 1•9 3,824 
Fatehibid 241 l r6x ll4,733 476 + s-s a,897 
Agra 202 I 140 291,044: 1 1of4I + 6.7 21,409 
Kiraoli 272 2 171 123,812 455 + 15·7 a,6os 
Khairigarh 309 I 155 127,692 413 + 3·1 2,911 

District total 1,845 9 r,I97 r,o6o,528 575 + s·6 42,303 

Hindus form 86 per <Jent. of the total, and Musalmans 
u per cent., while the followers Qf other religions include 
12,953 Jains, 5,522 Christians, and 2,354 Aryas. The density 
is above the Provincial average, and the rate of increase 
between 1891 and 1901 was also high. More than 99 per 
cent. of the population speak Western Hindi, the prevailing 
dialect being Braj. 

The most numerous caste is that of Chamars (leather-workers Castes 

and labourers), 175,ooo. Next come Brahmans, uo,ooo; and. occu
Rajputs, 89,000; Jii.ts, 69,000; Baniii.s, 6s,ooo; Kii.chhis (cul- patlons. 

tivators), 53,ooo; and Koris (weavers), 32,ooo. Gadarias 
(shepherds), Ahirs (cowherds), Giijars (graziers), Lodhas 
(cultivators), and Mallii.hs (boatmen and fishermen), each 
number from 3o,ooo to 2o,ooo. More than a quarter of the 
Musalmans call themselves Shaikhs, but most of these are 
descended from converts. Pathlins number u,ooo j and 
Bhishtis (water-carriers), Saiyids (converted Rajputs), Bhang1s 
(sweepers), and Fakirs number from 8,ooo to 6,ooo. About 
48 per cent. of the population are supported by agriculture, 
10 per cent. by general labour, and 8 per cent. by personal 
services. Rajputs, Brahmans, Baniii.s, Jii.ts, and Kayasths are 
the principal landholders, and Brahmans, Rajputs, Jats, and 
Chamii.rs the principal cultivators. 

Out of 2,343 native Christians in 1901, 11158 were Metho- Christian 

dists, 7 7 4 Anglicans, and 346 Roman Catholics. The Roman missions. 
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Catholic Mission has been maintained continuously since the 
sixteenth century, while the Church Missionary Society com
menced work in x8x3 and the American Methodist Mission 
in x88x. 

The quality of the soil is generally uniform, and the relative 
facility of irrigation is the most important agricultural factor. 
Along the rivers there is usually a rich tract of low alluvial soil 
called Rathhar t but the area is very small, except on the bank 
of the Chambal. On the Gwalior border is found a black 
soil resembling the mar of BuNDELK.HAND and called by the 
same name. In the tract north of the J umna there has been 
some deterioration owing to the spread of the weed baisuri 
(Pluchea lanceolata), which is yet more common in MuTTRA 
DISTRICT. · The west of the District is subject to considerable 
fluctuations, owing to excessive or deficient rainfall, and was 
formerly ravaged by wild cattle from Bharatpur, which are 
now kept out by a fence and ditch made in 1893· 

Chief The tenures found in the District are those common else
agricul- where. Zamindliri mahals number 21III, perfect pattidiin' 
tural 
statistics x,824, and imperfect pattzdari x,668. The last mentioned also 
~d rcrin- include bhaiyachlirii or, as they are called here, habzadiiri 
clpa crops. mahals. There are a few talukdiin" estates, but none of im-

Improve
ments i.u 
agricul
tural 
practice. 

portance. The main agricultural statis.tics for 1903-4 are given 
below, in square miles :-

Tall.sil. Total. Cultivated. Irrigated. Cultivable 
waste. -

Itimadpur 2 77 aos 75 23 
Firozabad 203 l.oj.l 6o 13 
Bah 3·P 190 u 25 
Fatehiibad :ll.oj.l l69 6o 19 

Agra . 1102 151 6o 23 
Kiraoli • 272 210 67 a6 
Khairagarh 3°9 206 34 55 

Total 1,845 1,272 36s 194 

The staple food-crops, and the areas under each in 1903-4, 
were: biijra (283 square miles), gram (237),jowiir (179), wheat 
(176), and barley (192). Cotton covered n8 square miles, 
being grown in all parts of the District. 

There have been no improvements in agricultural practice 
of recent years. Since the last settlement, despite a slight 
increase in canal-irrigation, cultivation hl!S fallen oft: A steady 
demand exists for advances under the Land Improvement and 
Agriculturists' Loans Acts, which amounted to more than a 
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lakh under each Act during the ten years ending 19oo, 
including sums of Rs. 42,ooo and Rs. 28,ooo, respectively, 
advanced in the famine year 1896-7. In 1903-4 the advances 
were Rs. 5,ooo. 

No indigeno1,1s breed of cattle is found, and the best animals Cattle, 
are imported from Central India or the Punjab. An attempt ho~es, 
has been made to improve the breed of horses, and two :nels. 
stallions are maintained by Government. A fair is held at 
BATESAR. about November, to which large numbers of cattle, 
horses, and camels are brought by dealers from distant parts. 

In 1903-4 the area irrigated was 368 square miles, out of Irrigation. 
a cultivated area of 1,271 square miles. Canals supplied 
68 square miles and wells 299. The Upper Ganges Canal 
served about 5 square miles in the tract north of the J umna, 
while the Agra Canal supplied the area between the Jumna 
and Utangan. The two tracts south of the Utangan are entirely 
dependent on wells, which are very deep and in places yield 
brackish water. The Utangan was once used as a source of 
irrigation; but in 1864 the works were closed, as the altera-
tions in the natural channel had caused much damage. 

The most valuable mineral product of the District is sand- Minerals. 
stone, which is quarried in the western talzsils of Kiraoli and 
Khairagarh, and is extensively used for building, while mill-
stones and grindstones are also · largely made. Block 
ianllar is found in the Chambal ravines, and nodular !lanka, 
is common everywhere. 

Agra city is the most important centre of arts and manu- Arts and 

factures in the District. It is especially celebrated for marble ::rae
articles beautifully inlaid with precious stones, and for the · · 
carving of stone or marble into screens of delicate pierced 
tracery. Cotton and woollen carpets are manufactured, and 
the silk and gold and silver embroidery of this place have 
some reputation. Hukka stems are also made, but the trade 
is decreasing. There were 8 cotton gins and presses in the 
District in 1903, employing 1,192 hands, and 3 spinning mills 
employing 1,562. Smaller industries include a flour-mill, a 
bone-miU. and a few indigo factories. 

The city likewise monopolizes the greater part of the trade. Commerce. 
It is a centre for the collection of grain, oilseeds, and cotton for 
export; and also a distributing centre from which cotton goods, 
metals, sugar, and salt are sent to the surrounding tracts. R.aj
putina. and Central India supply cotton, oilseeds, stone, and 
sa.lt, tak.ing in return sugar, grain, cotton goods, and metals. 
Grain and cotton are exported to Bombay and Calcutta. 
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Railways Agra is well supplied with railways. The East Indian 'Rail· 
and roads. way passes through the tract north o( the Jumna, and is 

connected by •a branch from Tii,ndla to Agra city with. the 
Midland section of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway .. The 
narrow-gauge Rajputana-Malwi line runs west from Agra, and 
a branch from this at Achhnera joins Muttra. and Hathras. 
A new broad-gauge line from Agra to Delhi has recently been 
completed. The total length of metalled roads is x 7 7 miles, 
of which 7o are maintained at the cost of Provincial 
revenues, while the remainder and also 434 miles of un
metalled roads are maintained from Local funds. Avenues 
of trees are kept up on 232 miles. An old imperial route 
from Delhi to the east passed through . Agra, and other roads 
lead towards Bombay through Dholpur, to Rajputana, and 
to the Doab. 

Famine. The District has suffered much in periods of .drought, and 
famin~. occurred in 1783, in x8x3, in' x8x9, and in x838. ·In 
the last-named year as many as x 131ooo paupers were relieved 
in Agra city alone, while Joo,ooo starving people immigrated 
into the District. In x86o-x the District was again visited by 
severe scarcity, though it did not suffer so greatly as the 
country immediately to the north. In July, x86x, the daily 
average of persons on relief works rose to 66,ooo. Distress 
was felt in x868-9, but did not deepen into famine. In 
1877-8 the failure of the autumn crops following high prices 
in the previous year caused_famine, and relief works were 
opened on the Achhnera-Muttra Railway and on the roads, 
the highest number employed at one time being 28,ooo. The 
last famine was in 1896-7, when distress was felt throughout< 
the District, and most severely in the Bii.h aJ!d Khairagarh 
tahsils, which are not protected by canals and Ja.ave exception
ally poor means of irrigation. The labouring classes were 
the chief sufferers, and the number on relief rose to 33,ooo, 
but many of these were the wives and children of persons 
employed in the city who added to the family income by· 
working on the new park at Agra. 

District The District staff includes, besides the Collector, one or two 
staff. members of the Indian Civil Service and five Deputy Collectors 

recruited in India. A tahsildii.r resides at the head-quarters of 
each of the seven tahsils. 

Civil There are two District Munsifs and a Judge of the Small 
ju~ticeand Cause Court. The Subordinate Judge and the District and 
crime. Sessions Judge have jurisdiction throughout the two Districts 

of Agra and Muttra. Serious crime is not uncommon, and 
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the. District is noted for the large number of robberies and 
dacoities which occasionally take place. Cattle-thefts are also 
frequent, and the difficulty in detecting these 'Offences is en
hanced by the proximity of the borders of Native States. 
Infanticide wa~. formerly prevalent, and the inhabitants of a 
few villages ar~ still proclaimed and kept under observation. 

After the acquisition of the District in x8o3, settlements Land 

were made for short terms, the demand being fixed on a con- ~;~~~
sideration of the o«ers made by persons for whole parganas ; tration. 
but after the first 'year or two the demand was distributed over 
individual villages. The Bah tahsil was, however, farmed for 
some time. The first regular settlement was completed be-
tween 1834 and x841, on the basis of a professional survey. 
Soils were classified and rent rates applied, which were derived 
by selection from actual rates ; and the revenue was fixed at 
two-thirds of the ' assets' so calculated, but the estimates were 
also cl,Je~ked by comparison with the earlier assessments.. The 
revenu~ demand amounted to 16·2 lakhs. In t872 a "Ievision 
was commenced. The valuation was basoo, as before, on 
rent rates actually paid; but several difficulties arose in fixing 
standard rates. Rents were usually paid in the lump, without 
any differentiation for different . classes of soil. One-quarter 
of the cultivation was in the hands of th~ landlords, and in 
half the area rents had remained unchanged since the last 
settlement. The ' assets ' calculated were revised by a com
parison with the actual rent-rolls, but the assessment provided 
for prospective increases. The revenue fixed amounted to 
x8lakhs, representing so per cent. of the 'assets'; the incidence 
fell at Rs. 1·7 per acre, varying from Rs. I•I in Bah toRs. 2 in 
the ltimadpur tahsil. Extensive reductions of revenue were 
made in x886 \nd 1891 in the Agra and Kiraoli lahsils, owing 
to deterioration and a high assessment, but these tracts are 
now recovering. In 1903 it was decided that the settlement, 
which would ordinarily expire in 1907-9, should be extended 
for a further period of ten years. The receipts from land 
revenue and all sources have been, in thousands of rupees :-

. 
188o-1. 18go-l. 19Q0-1. '903-4----

Land reveoae • . 17,84 17,40 17,78 17,55 
Total revenue • u,78 27,49 28,19 28,34 

Besides the two municipalities of AGRA and FiRoziBiD, and Local ~~elf
the ' notified area. ' of F ATEHPUR. SiKRI, there are six towns govern

administered under Act XX of 1856. The income and expen- ment. 
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diture of the District board is about I·S lakhs. The ihcome 
is chiefly derived from rates, and nearly half the .expenditure is 
on roads and buildings. . 

The District Superintendent of police usually has 2 Assis-
tant Superintendents and 9 inspectors working under him, 
and in 1904 he had a force of xs8 subordinate officers and 
840 men. There are also about 90 municipal and town 
police, and 2,300 rural and road police. The District con
tains thirty-three police stations, and a District and also a 
Central jail. 

Education. Agra takes a fairly high place in the United Provinces as 
regards literacy. At the Census of I9o1, 4 per cent. of the people 
(7 males and o·s females) were returned as able to read and 
write. The number of schools recognized as public fell from 
~45 in x88o-1 to 192 in 190o-x, but the number of pupils 
rose from 7,683 to 9,322. In 1903-4 there were 266 public 

. institutions with 13,9XI pupils, of whom 11513 were girls, besides 
102 private schools with 2,099 pupils. Of the public institu
tions, five are managed by Government, and the rest chiefly 
by the. District and municipal boards. There are three Arts 
colleges in AGRA CITY, in two of which law classes are held, 
and also a normal school and a medical school. Out of 
a total expenditure on education in 1903-4 of 2·4 lakhs, 
Rs. 67,ooo was received from fees. 

Hospitals The District contains x6 hospitals and dispensaries, with 
and dis- • · h b pensaries. accommodation for 333 ln:;E!tttents. In 1903 t e num er 

of cases treated was 178,ooo, of whom s,ooo were in-patients, 
and 8,ooo operations were performed. The ·expenditure 
amounted to Rs. sS,ooo, chiefly from Local and municipal 
funds. The Thomason Hospital is one ·of the finest in the 
United Provinces. 

Vaccina
tion. 

About 35,ooo persons were vaccinated in 1903-4, repre
senting 33 per 1,ooo of the population. Vaccination is com
pulsory only in the municipalities and the cantonment. 

[H. F. Evans, Settlement Report(188o); H. R. Nevill, Dis
trict Gazetteer (1905).] 

Itimadpur Tahsil.-Northern tahsil of Agra District, 
United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same 
name, lying between 27° s' and 27° 24' N. and 77° 58' and 
78° 22' E., with an area of 277 square miles. It was formerly 
known as Khandauli. Population increased from 1531761 in 
1891 to 159,881 in 1901. There are x8o villages and two towns, 
lTIMADPUR (population, 5,322), the tahsil head-quarters, and . 
TUNDLA (3,044). The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
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was Rs. J,to,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 38,ooo. The density of 
population, 574 persons per square mile, is about the same as 
the District average. The ta/z.sil lies entirely north of the 
J umna, and is crossed by the small river Jhiml or Karon. 
Most of it forms a level upland of uniformly rich loam; but a 
network of ravines spreads inland from the Jumna. and Jhima, 
which are barren and only of use for grazing. Bordering on 
the river beds lies a small tract of alluvial soil, which often 
deteriorates to sand, ·capable of producing only melons. In 
1903-4 the area under cultivation was aos square miles, of 
which 7 5 were irrigated, almost entirely from wells. 

ru-ozabid TahsiL-North-eastern ta/z.sil of Agra District, 
United Provinces, conte~ous with the pargana of the same 
name, lying between 26° 59' and 2t 22' N. and 78° 19' and 
78° 32' E., with an area of 203 square miles. Population 
increased from 112,153 in 1891 to 119,775 in 1901. There 
are r86 villages and one town, FiROZABAD (population, x6,849), 
the tahsil head-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 
1903-4 was Rs. 2,25,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 27,ooo. The 
density of population, 590 persons per square mile, is slightly 
above the District average. The tahsil lies north of the 
J umna, and is crossed by two small streams, the Si.rsa and 
Sengar. About one-sixth of the total area consists of the 
Jumna. ravines, which produce only thatching-grass and a little 
stunted timber. The rest is a fertile tract of upland soi~ with 
a few patches of usar, dlzia jungle (Butea front/usa), and 
here and there sandy ridges. In 1903-4 the area under cul
tivation was 141 square miles, of which 6o were irrigated. Wells 
supply over 90 per cent. of the irrigated area, and the Upper 
Ganges Canal serves about 5 square miles. 

Bah.-South-eastem tahsil of Agra District, United Pro
vinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same namej 
lying between 26° 45' and 26° 59' N. and 78° n' and 78° 51' E., 
with an area of 341 square miles. The tahsil is sometimes 
called Pinahat. Population decreased from 125,848 in 1891 
to 123,591 in 1901. There are 204 villages and one town, 
Bah (population, 3,867), the tahsil head-quarters. The demand 
for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,o9,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 28,ooo. The density of population, 362 persons per square 
mile, is the lowest in the District. The talzsll is almost an 
island. being cut off from the rest of the District by the Utan~ 
gan and J umna on the north. and from the Gwalior State by 
the Chambal on the south. While the average breadth betweell 
these ri\·ers is 8 or 9 miles, the wild maze of_deep ravineii 

v.r. L D d 
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'Which fringes them reduces the comparatively. level central 
tract to a width of 4 or 5 miles. The villages in this area are 
perched on almost inaccessible positions-a memorial of the 
time when security was required against the revenue collector 
and foreign invaders. While the actual ravines are totally 
barren, and do not produce even trees, the low-lying land, here 
called kachhiir, is exceptionally fertile. This is especially the 
case near the Chambal, where black soil, called milr as in 
Bundelkhand, is common, The Utangan kachlzlir, though of 
different compositiOtJ., is equally fertile, while the Jumna low
lands are poorer. In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 
190 square miles, of which only 12 were irrigated, almost 
entirely from wells. The. great depth of spring-level and the 
cost of irrigation make this tract peculiarly liable to distress in 
dry seasons, and it was the only tahsil in the District which 
lost in population between 1891 and 1901, 

Fatehabad,-South central tahsil of Agra District, United 
Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same name, 
lying between 26° 56' and 27° 8' N. and 7t 55' and 78° 26' E., 
with an area of 241 square miles, The tahsil is bounded on 

· the north-east by the Jumna, on the south by the Utangan, 
and on the west by the Khari Nadi. Population increased 
from xo8,446 in 1891 to II41733 in 1901, There are x6x 
villages and one town, Fatehabli.d (population, 4,673), the 
tahsil head-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was Rs. 2,51,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 3o,ooo. A considerable 
area is occupied by the raVInes of the Jumna and Utangan; 
but most of the tahsil is an upland tract of average fertility 
ip which well-irrigation is easy, while the Agra Canal passes 
through it. There are two main depressions, one of which 
was probably an old bed of the Jumna, In 1903-4 the area 
under cultivation was 169 square miles, of which 6o were 
irrigated. The Agra Canal serves about one-quarter of the 
irrigated area, but wells are the most important source of 
supply • 

.Agra Tahsn.-North central tahsil of Agra District, United 
Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same name, 
lying between 27° 3' and 27° I7' N. and 77° sx' and 78° I3' E., 
with an area of 202 square miles, Population increased from 
~72,718 in 1891 to 291,044 in 1901, There are 140 village$ 
and one town, AGRA CITY (population, x88,o22), the District 
and tahsil head-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 
1903-4 was Rs. 2124,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 3o,ooo, The 

' density of population, 11441 persons per square mile, is more 
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than double the District average, owing to the inclusion of the 
city. On the north and east the Jumna forms the boundary, 
bordered by a fringe of ravines, usually extending a mile from 
the river. The ravines, though barren, produce valuable grass 
used for making thatch and rope, and also form grazing~ 
grounds. In the lowlands near the river melons and other 
vegetables are grown. The greater part of the tahsil is a level 
upland, with a well-marked depression in the west. In 1903-4 
the area under cultivation was 151 square miles, of which 6o 
were irrigated, The Agra Canal supplies about one-third of 
the irrigated area, and wells '!ierve most of the remainder. In 
a few places the subsoil water is brackish. · 

Kiraoli.-North-westem tahsil of Agra District, United 
Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of Fatehpur Sikri, 
lying between 27° o' and 27° I7' N. and 77° 30' and 77° 55' E., 
with an area of 272 square miles. Population increased from 
ro6,977 in x8gx to 123,812 in 1901. There are 171 villages 
and two towns, FATEHPUR SiKRI (populatio~ 7,147) and 
AcHHNERA (5,375). The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was Rs. 2,5t,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 31,ooo. The density of 
population, 455 persons per square mile, is below the District 
average. The Utangan flows close to the southern border, 
while the Khari Nadi crosses the centre. The eastern portion 
is level, but in the western half there are hills, the most 
important being the range on which the town of Fatehpur 
Sikri stands. A much shorter and lower range of hills runs 
parallel to this, north of the Khan NadL Both ranges consist 
of red sandstone. The area under cultivation in 1903-4 was 
:no square miles, of which 67 were irrigated. About one~ 
third of the irrigated area is served by the Agra Canal, and 
extensions are contemplated. Wells supply the rest, but in 
many parts the water is so brackish that without good rains it 
cannot be used. 

Khairigarh.-South-western tahsil of Agra District, United 
Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same name, 
lying between 26° 45' and 27° 4' N. and 77° 26' and 78° 7' E., 
with an area of 309 square miles. Population increased from 
123,893 in'1891 to 127,692 in 1901. There are 155 villages 
and one town, J agnair (populatio~ 4,0 51). Khairagarh, the 
tahsil head-quarters, is a small village. The demand for land 
revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. z,8s,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 35,ooo. 
The density of populatio~ 413 persons per square mile, is 
much below the District average. The tahsil is divided into 
two portions by the Utangan. The tract south-west of this 
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rivet is a· spur· of British: territory almost surr~ilnded by the 
Native States of Bharatpur and Dholpur, with a range of the 
Vindhyas along the . north em boundary and isolated hills 
scattered farther south. These hnls are of red sandstone, which 
is valuable for building purposes. Near the hills the soil is 
sandy, but after passing a tract of infertile clay a richer soil 
is reached. East of the Utangan the ordinary loam is found, 
stretching up to the ravines of the Khii.ri Nadi, which forms 
the eastem boundary of the tahsil and is bordered by deep 
and precipitous ravines. There is no canal-irrigation, and in 
1903-4 the irrigated area was only 34 square miles out of 206 
under cultivation. Wells are the sole source of supply, but owing 
to the faulty sub-strata they cannot be made in many places. 

Achhnera.-Town in the Kiraoli tahsil of Agra District; 
United Provinces, situated in 27° xo' N. and 77° 46' E., on 
the road from Agra city to Rajputii.na, and at the junction 
of the Rajputii.na-Mii.lwii. and Cawnpore-Achhnera Railways. 
Population (I901)1 5,375· The place first became of impor· 
tance under the Jiits in tlie eighteenth century, and a British 
'tahsil was sit(Iated here from x8o3 to 1832. It then declined, 
but has again prospered since it became a railway junction. 
Achhneri is administered under Act XX of I 8 s6, with an. 
income of about Rs. 1,2oo. The trade is largely local, but 
there is a cotton gin which employed 130 hands in 1903. 
The town contains a primary school with 85 pupils. 

Sit11ation. Agra City.-Administra..fure head-quarters of Agra District, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° xo' N. and 78° 3' E., on 
the right bank of the river J umna, 843 miles by rail from 
Calcutta and 839 miles from Bombay. The city is the fourth 
in size·in the United Provinces and is growing rapidly in popu
lation. The number of inhabitants at the four enumerations 
was as follows: (1872} I49,oo8, (x88x) x6o,2o3, (1891) 
168,622, and (x9ox) x88,o22, . The figures include the popu-; 
lation of ·the cantonments, which amounted to 22,041 in 
1901. Hindus numbered ux,249, and Musalmans 57,760. 

History. . .Before the time of Akbar Agra had been a residence of the 
Lodi kings, whose city, however, lay on the left or eastern 
bank of the Jumna. Traces of its foundations nfay still be 
noticed opposite the modem town, and a flourishing suburb 
bas grown up on part of the ancient site. Biibar occupied the 
old palace after his victory over Ibrahim Khan in 1526; and 
when a year later he defeated the Rajput forces near Fatehpur 
Sikri and securely established the Mughal supremacy, he took 
up his permanent residenc~ at this place. He died at Agra in. 
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l53o; but his remains were removed to Kabul, ·so that no 
mausoleum preserves his memory here. His son, liumayiin, 
was for a time driven out of the Ganges valley by Sher Shah, 
the Afghan governor of Bengal, and after his re-establishment 
on the throne he fixed his court at Delhi. Humayun was suc
ceeded by his son Akbar, the great organizer of the imperial 
system, who removed the seat of government to the present 
Agra, which he founded on the right bank of the river, and 
built the fort in 1566. A second name of the city, Akbarabad, 
is still used by natives. Four years later he laid the founda
tions of Fatehpur Si:kr~ and contemplated making that town 
the capital of his empire, but was dissuaded apparently by the 
superior situation of Agra on the great waterway of the J umna. 
From 1570 to 16oo Akbar was occupied with his conquests to 
the south and east; but in x6o1 he rested from his wars and 
returned to Agra, where he died four years later. During his 
reign the palaces in the fort were commenced, and the gates 
of Chitor were set up at Agra. Jahiingir built his father's 
mausoleum at Sikandra, and also erected the tomb of his 
father-in-law, Itimad-ud-daula, on the left bank of the river, 
as well as the portion of the palace in the fort known as the 
Jaha.ngir MahaL In 1618 he left Agra and never returned. 
Shah Jahiin was proclaimed emperor at Agra in 1628, and 
resided here from 1632 to 1637. It is to his reign that most 
of the great architectural works in the fort must be referred, 
though doubtless many of them had been- commenced at an 
earlier date. The Mon Masjid or pearl mosque, the Jama 
Masjid or great mosque, and the Khas Mahal were all com
pleted under this magnificent emperor. The Taj Mahal, 
generally allowed to be the most exquisite piece of Muham
madan architecture in the world, commemorates his wife, 
Mumt.'iz MahaL In 1658 Shih Jahan's third son, Aurangzeb, 
rebelled and deposed him ; but the ex-emperor was permitted 
to live in imperial state at Agra, though in confinement, untU 
his death seven )'ears later. Agra then sank for a while to 
the position of a provincial city, as Aurangzeb removed the 
seat of government permanently to Delhi. It had often to 
resist the attacks of the turbulent Jats during the decline of 
the Mughals; and in 1761 it was actually taken by the Bharat
pur forces under Siiraj Mal and Walter Reinhardt, better known 
by his native name of Sumrii. In 1770 the Marathas ousted 
the Jat<;, but were themsel\'es driven out by the imperial troops 
under Najaf KJ:lin four years later. Najaf Khan then resided 
in the city for many years \\;tb great state as imperial minister .. 
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After his death in 1779 Muhammad Beg was governor of 
Agra; and in 17 84 he was besieged by the forces of the 
emperor Shah Alam and Mahadji Sindhia. Sindhia took 
Agra, and held it till 1787, when he was in tum attacked by 
the imperial troops under Ghulam Kadir and Ismail Beg. The 
partisan, General De Boigne, raised the siege by defeating them 
near Fatehpur Sikri in June, 1788. Thenceforward the Ma
rathas held the fort till it was taken by Lord Lake in October, 
x8o3. From this time it remained a British frontier fortress; 
and in 1835, when the new Presidency of Agra was founded, 
this city was chosen as the seat of government, though the 
Board of Revenue and the principal courts remained at Allah
abad till 1843, when they were moved to Agra. 

British rule continued undisturbed until the Mutiny in 1857· 
News of the outbreak at Meerut reachedAgra on May u, and 
the fidelity of the native soldiers at once became suspected. 
On May 30 two companies of Native Infantry belonging to the 
44th and 67th Regiments, who had been dispatched to Muttra 
to escort the treasure into Agra, proved mutinous and marched 
off to Delhi. Next morning their comrades were ordered to 
pile arms, and sullenly obeyed. Most of them then quickly 
retired to their own homes. The mutiny at Gwalior took 
place on June 15, and .it became apparent immediately that 
the Gwalior Cont:Ulgent at Agra would follow the example of 
their comrades. On July 3 the British officials found it 
necessary to retire into the..furt. Two days later the Nimach 
and Nasiriibad rebels advanced towards Agra, and drove 
back the small British force at Sucheta after a brisk 
engagement. The mob of Agra rose at once, plundered 
the city, and murdered every Christian, European or native, 
upon whom they could lay their hands. The mutineers, 
however, moved on to Delhi without entering the city ; 
and on July 8 partial order was restored in Agra. During 
the months of July and August the officials remained shut 
up in the fort, though occasional raids were made against 
the rebels in different directions. The Lieutenant-Governor 
of the North-Western Provinces (John Colvin) died during 
those months of trouble, and his tomb now forms a graceful 
specimen of Christian sculpture within the fort of the Mughals. 
After the fall of Delhi in September, the fugitives from that 
city, together with the rebels from Central India, unexpectedly 
advanced against Agra on October 6. Meanwhile, Colonel 
Greathed's column from Delhi had entered the city without 
the knowledge of the m~tineers. Neither force knew of the 
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presence of the other till the attack took place, but the rebels 
were repulsed after a short contest, which completely broke 
up their array. Agra was henceforth relieved from all danger, 
and the work of reconstituting the District went on unmolested. 
The provisional Government continued to occupy the fol'mer 
capital until February, 1858, when it removed to Allahabad, 
which was considered a superior military position. Since that 
time Agra bas become for administrative purposes merely the 
head-quarters of a Division and a District. But the ancient 
capital still maintains its natural supremacy as the finest city 
of Upper India, while the d_evelopment of the railway system, 
of which it forms a great centre, is gradually restoring its 
commercial importance. 

The city of Agra stretches inland west and south from the Descrip
J umna, forming a roughly equilateral triangle, with its base tion. 

running west from the river. The cantonments lie beyond the 
southern point, and include a large rectangular area. Most of 
the civil station is surrounded by portions of the native city, 
but the Judge's court and the jails lie north of it. The bazars 
are better built than those of most towns in the Provinces, and 
contain a large proportion of stone houses. The Mughal 
buildings for which the place is famous lie on the edge of the 
city or some distance away. The Jama Masjid or great mosque 
stands at the eentre of the south-eastern face, separated from 
the river by the vast pile of buildings included in the fort. 
From the north angle of the fort the Jumna curves away to the 
east, and on its bank at a distance of a mile and a half rises 
the lovely marble building famous as the Taj. The space 
between, which was formerly an unsightly stretch of ravines, is 
now occupied by the MacDonnell Park, commenced as a 
famine work in 1897, which occupies about 250 acres. The 
tomb of Itimad-ud-daula and the Chini-ka-rauza are situated 
on the left bank of the river ; and the magnificent tomb of 
Akbar is at SIKANDRA, 5 miles north-west of the city. 

The main building of the Jama Masjid, 130 feet in length by The Jiirn.a; 

roo in breadth, is divided into three compartments, each of M~jid. 
which opens on the courtyard by a fine archway, and is sur
mounted by a low dome built of white and red stone in 
oblique courses, producing a singular, though not unpleasing, 
effect. The work has all the originality and vigour of the early 
Mughal style, mixed with many reminiscences of the Pathan 
school. The inscription over the main archway sets forth that 
the mosque was constructed by the emperor Shah Jahlin in 
1644. after five years' labour. It was built in the name of his 
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daughter, Jahanii.ra, who afterwards devotedly shared her 
father's captivity when he had been deposed by Aurangzeb. 
This is the noble-hearted and pious . princess whose modest 
tomb lies near that of the poet Khusn1, outside Delhi. 

The fort. Opposite to the Jama Masjid, across an open square, stands 
the fort, whose walls are 70 feet high and a mile and a half 
in circuit ; but as they are only faced with stone and consist 
within of sand and rubble, they have no real strength, and 
would crumble at once before the fire of modern artillery. A 
drawbridge leads across the deep moat which surrounds the 
crenelated ramparts, giving access through a massive gateway 
and up a paved ascent to the inner portal. The actual 
entrance is flanked by two octagonal towers of red sandstone, 
inlaid with ornamental designs in white marble. The passage 
between them, covered by two domes, is known as the Delhi 
Gate. Within it, beyond a bare space once occupied by a 
courtyard, lie the palace buildings, the first of which is the 
Piwan-i-am, .or hall of public audience, formerly used as an 
armoury. It was built by Aurangzeb in x685, and did duty as 
an imperial hall and courthouse for the palace. The roof is 
supported by colonnades which somewhat impair the effect of 
the interior. This hall opens on a large court or tilt-yard ; and 
while the emperor with his grandees sat in the open hall, the 
general public occupied three of the cloisters. A raised throne 
accommodated the sovereign, behind which a door communi-

. cated with the private apartments of the palace. The main 
range of buildings does not "belong to Akbar's time, but was 
built by his son and grandson. The centre consists of a great 
court soo feet by 370, surrounded by arcades and approached 
at opposite ends through a succession of corridors opening into 
one another. The Diwan-i-am is on tme side, and behind it 
are two smaller enclosures, the one containing the Diwan-i-khiis 
and the other the harem. Three sides were occupied by the 
residences of the ladies, and the fourth by three white pavilions. 
The Diwan-i-khas, or hall of private audience, consists of two 
corridors, 64 feet long, 34 feet broad, and 22 feet high, both 
built in 1637. It has been repaired in a spirit of fidelity to the 
original. The Machchhi Bhawan, or court between these and 
the Diwan-i-am, was probably built by Shah Jahan. On the 
river side of this court are two thrones, oneofwhitemarbleand 
the other of black slate. The substructures of the palace are 
of red sandstone; but the corridors, rooms, and pavilions are 
of white marble elaborately carved. Next to the Diwan-i-khas 
~ome.s . the Shish Mahal or palace of glass,, which was an 
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Oriental bath adorned with thousands of small mirrors. To the 
south again lies a large red building called the J ahanglr Maha1, 
with a fine two-storeyed f8.9lde and relieving lines of white 
marble. One of the inner courts is 70 feet square, and both 
are of red stone ; between them is a handsome entrance on 
pillars. The J ahangrr Ma.hal presents some admirable examples 
of Hindu carving, with projecting brackets as supports to the 
broad eaves and to the architraves between the pillars, which 
take the place of arches. This Hindu form is adopted in the 
J ahangrr Mahal and in the neighbouring Saman Burj instead 
of the arch ; and the ornamentation of the former is purely 
Hindu. The exquisite Moti :lllasjid, or pearl mosque, stands 
to the north of the Diwan-i-am. It is raised on a lofty sand
stone platfonn, and has three domes of white marble with 
gilded spires. The domes crown a corridor open towards the 
court and divided into three aisles by a triple row of Saracenic 
arches. The pearl mosque is 142 feet long by 56 feet high, 
and was built by Shah Jahan in r654- It is much larger than 
the pearl mosque at Delhi ; and its pure white marble, spar
ingly inlaid. with black lines, has an effect at once noble and 
relined. Only in the slabs composing the floor is colour 
employed-a delicate yellow inlaid into the white marble. 
There is, however, in the Agra fort a second and much smaller 
pearl mosque, which was reserved for the private devotions of 
the emperor. This exquisite miniature house of prayer is 
entirely of the finest and whitest marble, without gilding or 
inlaying of any sort. 

The Taj Mahal, with its beautiful domes, 'a dream in marble,> The Tij. 

rises on the river bank. It is reached from the fort by the 
Strand Road made in the famine of r838, and adorned with 
stone gM.ts by native gentlemen. The Taj was erected as a 
mausoleum for the remains of Arjmand Banu Begam, wife of 
the emperor Shah Jahan, and known as Mumtiz Mahal or 
'exalted of the palace.' She died in 1629, and this building 
was begun soon after her death, though not completed till 1648. 
The materials are white marbles from Malu:iina. and red sand-
stone from Fatehpur Sikri. The complexity of its design and 
the delicate intricacy of the workmanship baffie description. 
The mausoleum stands on a raised marble platfonn, and at 
each of the comers rises a tall and slender minaret of graceful 
proportions and exquisite beauty. Beyond the platform 
stretch the two wings, one of which is itself a mosque of great 
architectural merit. In the centre of the whole design, the 
mausoleum occupies a square of 186 feet, with the angles 
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deep~y truncate_d, so as to forrri an unequal octagon. The 
main feature of this central pile is the great dome, which swells 
upward to nearly two-thirds of a sphere, and tapers at its 
extremity into a pointed spire, crowned by a crescent. Each 
corner of the mausoleum is covered by a similar though much 
smaller dome, · erected on a pediment pierced with graceful 
Saracenic arches. Light is admitted into the interior through 
a double screen of pierced marble, which tempers the glare of 
an Indian sky, while its whiteness prevents the mellow effect 
from degenerating into gloom. The internal decorations con· 
sist of inlaid work in precious stones, such as agate and jasper, 
with which every spandril or other salient point in the architec
ture is richly fretted. Brown and violet marble is also freely 
employed in wreaths, scrolls, and lintels, .to relieve the mono· 
tony of the white walls. In regard to colour and design the 
interior of the Taj may rank first in the world for purely 
decorative workmanship ; while the perfect symmetry of its 
exterior, once seen, can never be forgotten, nor the aerial grace 
of its domes, rising like marble bubbles into the clear sky. 

The Taj represents the most highly elaborated stage of 
ornamentation reached by the Indo·Muhammadan builders
the stage at which the architect ends and the jeweller begins. 
In its magnificent gateway the diagonal ornamentation at the 
corners which satisfied the designers of the gateways of the 
Itimad-ud-daula and Sikandra mausoleums is superseded by 
fine marble cables, in bold twists, strong and handsome. The 
triangular insertions of whitemarble and large flowers have in 
like manner given place to a fine inlaid work. Firm perpen
dicular lines in black marble, with well-proportioned panels of 
the same material, are effectively used in the interior of the 
gateway. On its top, the Hindu brackets and monolithic 
architraves of Sikandra are replaced by Moorish cusped arches, 
usually single blocks of red sandstone in the kiosks and 
pavilions which adorn the roof. From the pillared pavilions 
a magnificent view is obtained of the Taj gardens below, with 
the J umna at their farther end, and the city and fort of Agra 
in the distance. 

From this splendid gateway one passes up a straight alley, 
through a beautiful garden cooled by a broad shallow piece of 
water running along the middle of the path, to the Taj itself. 
The Taj is entirely of marble and gems. The red sandstone 
of other Muhammadan buildings has disappeared ; or rather 
the red sandstone, where used to form the thickness of the 
walls, is in the Taj overlaid completely with white marble, 
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and the white matble is itself inlaid with precious stones 
arranged in lovely patterns of flowers. A feeling of purity 
impresses itself on the eye and the mind, from the absence of 
the coarser material which forms so invariable a feature of 
Agra architecture. The lower walls and panels are covered 
with tulips, oleanders, and full-blown lilies, in flat carving on 
the white marble ; and although the inlaid work of flowers, 
done in gems, is very brilliant when looked at closely, there is 
on the whole but little colour, and the all-prevailing sentiment 
is one of whiteness, silence, and calm. The whiteness is 
broken only by the fine colour of the inlaid gems, by lines in 
black marble and by delicately written inscriptions, also in 
black, from the Koran. Under the dome of the vast mauso· 
leum a high and beautiful screen of open tracery in white 
marble rises round the two tombs, or rather cenotaphs 11 of the 
emperor and his princess ; and in this marvel of marble, the 
carving has advanced from the old geometric patterns to a 
trelliswork of flowers and foliage, handled with great freedom 
and spirit. The two cenotaphs in the centre of the exquisite 
enclosure have no carving, except the plain nalamdiin, or 
oblong pen-box, on the tomb of Shah Jahan. But both the 
cenotaphs are inlaid with flowers made of costly gems, and 
with the ever-graceful oleander scroll. 

The tomb of Itimad-ud-daula stands some distance from the Tomb of 
opposite or left bank of the river. Itimiid-ud-daula was the Iud·mad-

1 

''

r I , . . f h J h- - d h' u -dau a. az r or pnme mmtster o t e emperor a ang1r, an 1s 
mausoleum forms one of the treasures of Indian architecture. 
The great gateway is constructed of red sandstone, inlaid with 
white marble, and freely employing an ornamentation of 
diagonal lines, which produce a somewhat unrestful Byzantine 
effect. The mausoleum itself in the garden looks from, the 
gateway like a structure of marble filigree. It consists of two 
storeys. The lower one is of marble, inlaid on the outside with 
coloured stones chiefly in geometrical patterns, diagonals, 
cubes, and stars. The numerous niches in the walls are 
decorated with enamelled paintings of vases and flowers. The 
principal entrance to the mausoleum is a marble arch, grained, 
and very finely carved with flowers in low relief. In the 
interior, painting or enamel is freely used for the roof and the 
dado of the walls; the latter is about 3! feet high, of fine 
white marble inlaid with coloured stones in geometrical 
patterns. The upper storey consists of pillars of white marble 
(also inlaid with coloured stones), and a series of perforated 

1 The real tombs are ia a vault below, 
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marble screens stretching from pillar to pill~. . The whole 
forms a lovely example of marble open filigree work. 

In addition to the ordinary District offices, Agra contains 
some fine public buildings. Among these may be mentioned 
the three colleges, the Roman Catholic Cathedral and the 
Mission buildings, the Thomason Hospital, now one of the 
best equipped in the United Provinces, and the Lady Lyall 
Hospital, the Central and District jails, and the Lunatic 
Asylum. Agra is the head-quarters of the Commissioner of 
the Division, the Commissioner of Salt Revenue in Northern 
India, two Superintending Engineers in the Irrigation Branch, 
the Chemical Examiner to Government in the United Pro
vinces, and an Inspector of Schools. The city was the 
earliest centre of missionary enterprise in Northern India, for 
the Roman Catholic Mission was founded here in the sixteenth 
century, and in 1620 a Jesuit College was opened. Northern 
India was constituted an Apostolic Vicariate in 1822, with 
head-quarters at Agra; but in x886 Agra became the seat of 
an Archbishop appointed by the Holy See. The Baptist 
Mission here was founded in r8n, and the Church Missionary 
Society commenced work in x8x3. 

Agra was constituted a municipality in x863. During the 
ten years ending xgox the income and expenditure averaged 
3·3 lakhs, excluding the loan account. In 1903-4 the income 
was 5·3 lakhs, which included octroi (2·4 lakhs), water rate 
(Rs. 68,ooo ), rents (Rs. 3 7 ,ooo ), sale of water (Rs. 33,ooo ), and 
tolls (Rs. 35,ooo). The expenditure was 4·8 lakhs, including 
repayment of loans (1·3 lakhs), conservancy (Rs. 7o,ooo), 
water~supply and drainage (capital, Rs. u,ooo; maintenance, 
Rs. 63,ooo), administration and collection (Rs. so,ooo), roads 
and buildings (Rs. 24,ooo), and public safety (Rs. 41,ooo). 
An attempt was made between x884 and x887 to obtain 
a water-supply from an artesian well, but was abandoned in 
favour of a supply from the J umna. The work commenced in 
t88g, and water was first supplied to the city in x8gx. Many 
extensions and improvements have been made since, and loans 
amounting to nearly x6lakhs have been obtained from Govern
ment. In 1903 the daily consumption of filtered water was more 
than 9l gallons per head, and there were 8 I I house connexions. 
About 27 miles of drains are flushed daily. The drainage 
system has long been recognized as defective, owing to the 
small flow in the J umna during the hot season and changes in 
its channels. ..1\n intercepting sewer has recently been com· 
pleted, which discharges its c~ntents below the city. 
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The cantonment is ordinarily garrisoned by British and Canton

native infantry and British artillery. Agra is also the head- ment. 

quarters of the Agra Volunteer Corps. The cantonment fund 
has an annual income and expenditure of over Rs. 6o,ooo; 
a Cantonment Magistrate is stationed here. 

The trade of Agra has undergone considerable changes Trade. 
under British rule, the principal factors being the alteration in 
trade•routes due to the extension of railways and changes in 
native fashions. It ·was formerly the great centre through 
which sugar and tobacco passed to Rajputii.na and Central 
India, while salt was received from Rlljputllna, cotton and gkl 
from the surrounding country, and stone from the quarries 
in the west of the District. There was also a considerable 
trade in grain, the direction of which varied according to the 
seasons. Agra has now become a great railway centre, at 
which the East Indian and Great Indian Peninsula broad-
gauge lines and the narrow-gauge Rajputllna-Mlllwii. line meet; 
and these important functions of collection and distribution 
have increased and been added to. The recent opening of 
another broad-gauge line to Delhi will increase its trade still 
further. In addition to the products of the country, European 
piece-goOds and metals are largely imported, and distributed 
to the neighbouring towns and villages. Agra. was also famous 
for its native arts and manufactures, such as gold and silver 
wire-drawing, embroidery, silk-weaving, calico-printing, pipe. 
stems, shoes, carving in marble and soapstone, inlaying of 
precious stones· in marble, and the preparation of millstones, 
grinding-stones, and stone mortars. Consequent on the 
growing preference for articles of European manufacture, the 
industries connected with embroidery, silk-weaving, wire. 
drawing, shoemaking, and pipe-stems have declined; and 
calico-printing is little practised. On the other hand, the trade 
in useful stone articles has prospered, and ornamental work 
has been fostered by the large sums spent in the restoration o( 
the principal buildings and by the demand created by European 
visitors. And although some of the indigenous arts are 
depressed, new industries have been created. In 1903 there 
were six cotton gins and presses, employing 959 hands i and 
three cotton-spinning mills, with 3o,ooo spindles and 1,562 
workers. The Agra Central jail has long been noted for the pro
duction of carpets, of which about 1 s,ooo square yards are turned 
out annually ; and a private factory manufactures the same 
articles. A flour-mill and a bone-mill are also working. The 
total value of the annual rail-borne traffic of Agra is nearly, 
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4 crores of rupees. The trade with the rest of the United Pro
vinces amounts to nearly half of this, and that with Rajputana 
and Central India to a quarter. Bombay has a larger share of 
the foreign trade than Calcutta. 

Education. Agra is one of the chief educational centres in the United 
Provinces.· The Agra College was founded by Government in 
1823, and endowed by a grant of land in 1831. In x883 it was 
made over to a local committee, and now receives an lnnual 
,grant of Rs. 7,ooo from Government. In 1904 it contained 
175 students in the Arts classes, besides 45 in the law classes 
and 312 in the school department. The Roman Catholic 
College, St. Peter's, was founded in x8411 and is a school for 
Europeans and Eurasians, with six students reading in college 
classes in 1904. In x8so the Church Missionary Society 
founded St. John's College, which in I 904 contained I 2 8 
students in college classes and 398 in the school. It also 
has a business department with 56 pupils, and five branch 
schools with 350. 'rhe municipality maintains one school 
and aids 22 others with 1,756 pupils. In addition to these 
colleges and schools, there are a normal school for teachers, 
and a medical school (founded in 1855) for training Hospital 
Assistants. The latter contained 26o pupils, including female 
candidates for employment under the Lady Dufferin Fund. 
There are about twenty printing presses, and four weekly and 
six monthly papers are published. Agra is noted as the birth· 
place of Abul Fazl, the historian of Akbar, and his brother, 
Faizi, a celebrated poet. if produced several distinguished 
authors of Persian and vernacular literature during the nine· 
teenth century. Among these may be mentioned Mir Taki 
and Shaikh Wali Muhammad (Nazir). The poet Asad-ullah 
Khan (Ghalib) resided at Agra for a time. 

Batesar.-Village in the Bah tahsil of Agra District, 
United Provinces, situated in . 26° 56' N. and 78° 33' E., at 
a bend of the Jumna, 41 miles south-east of Agra city. Popu· 
lation (19oi), 2,189. The place is celebrated for its fair, the 
largest in the District. Originally this was a religious festival, 
the great day being on the full moon of Kartik (October
November), but it is now also ·celebrated as a cattle fair. 
Horses, cattle, camels, and even elephants are exhibited, and 
remounts for the ~tive army and police are often bought here. 
For convenience a branch Government treasury is opened 
at the time of the fair. In 1904 the stock shown included 
35,ooo horses and ponies, x8,ooo camels, xo,ooo mules and 
donkeys, and 79,ooo head of cattle; and about Rs. IJ,ooo 
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was collected on account of bridge tolls, registration fees, and 
shop rents. 

Fatehpur Sikrl.-Town in the Kiraoli lahsll of Agra. 
District, United Provinces, situated in 27° 5' N. and 77° 4o' 
E., on a metalled road 23 miles west of Agra. city. Population 
(t9or), 7,147· It was close to the village of Sikri that Babar 
defeated the Rajput confedera.cyin 1527; and here on the ridge 
of sandstone rocks dwelt the saint Salim Chisht~ who foretold 
to Akbar the birth of ·a son, afterwards the emperor J a.ha.ngir. 
In x 569 Akbar commenced to build a great city called Fatehpur, 
and within fifteen years a magnificent series of buildings had 
been erected. The city was abandoned as a royal residen~ 
soon after its completion, but was occupied for a short time 
in the eighteenth century by Muhammad Shah ; and Husain 
Ali Khan, the celebrated Saiyid general, was murdered near 
here in 17 20. The site of Fatehpur Sikri is still surrounded 
on three sides by the great wall, about 5 miles long, built by 
Akbar ; but most of the large space enclosed is no longer 
occupied by buildings. The modem town lies near the 
western end, partly on the level ground and partly on the 
slope of the ridge, It is a small, well-paved place, 'COntaining 
a dispensary and a police station. 

From close by the highest houses in the town a flight of 
steps leads up to the magnificent gateway, called the Buland 
Darwaza or ' lofty gate,' which forms the entrance to the great 
quadrangle of the mosque, 350 feet by 440. In this stands 
the marble building containing the tomb of the saint Salim 
Chishti, the walls of which are elaborately carved. The sarco
phagus itself is surrounded by a screen of lattice-work and 
& canopy inlaid with mother-of-pearl, which has recently been 
restored. Close by the north wall of the mosque are the houses 
of the brothers, Abul Fazl and Fa.izf, but the main block of 
the palace buildings lies some distance to the north-east. On 
the west of this block is the large palace called after Jodh 
Bai, the Raj put wife of Akbar. It consists of a spacious court
yard. surrounded by a continuous gallery, from which rise 
rows of buildings on the north and south, roofed with slabs of 
blue enameL- A lofty and richly carved gate gives access to 
a terrace, on which stand the so-called houses of Birbal and 
Miriam, or the 'Christian lady.' The former is noticeable for 
its massive materials and the lavish minuteness of its detail. 
The ' Christian la.dy ' was probably a Hindu wife. Beyond 
these buildings is mother great courtyard, divided into two 
parts. The southern half contains the private apartments of 
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Akbar with the Khwabgah, or sleeping-place,. and the lovely 
palace of the Turkish Sultana. The latter is of sandstone; 
richly carved with geometrical patterns and hunting scenes. 
The :Panch Mahal or five-storeyed 'building,' and the Diwan-i
khas or private audience chamber, are the principal struttur~s 
in the northern portion. The Panch Maha:l consists of five 
galleries, one above another, and appears to ·have been copied 
from a Buddhist model. The Diwan-i-khas contains an 
enormous octagonal pillar, crowned by a circular capital, from 
which four galleries run to the comers of the room. According 
to tradition, Akbar used to hold his famous theological discus
sions in this place. Many of the buildings, and especially 
Miriam's house and the· Khwabgah, were adorned with paint
ings. These have largely perished or been destroyed; but the 
scheme of some has been recovered, and a few restorations 
have been made. The eastern front of the palace was formed 
by the Diwan-i-am or public hall, close to which lay the baths 
on the south, and a great square called the Mint on the north
east. The palace buildings stand on the crest of the ridge, 
and below them lies a depression which once formed a great 
lake. Beyond the lake stretched the royal park. The long 
descent from the Diwan-i-am, through the Naubat-khana or 
entrance gate to the Agra road, is flan~ed by confused masses 
of ruins, the remains of the bazars of the old city. 

Fatehpur Sikri was a municipality from x865 to 1904. 
During the ten years ending I 901 the income and expenditure 
averaged about Rs. s,ooo, oCfroi supplying most of the income. 
In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 9,ooo, and the expenditure 
Rs. xo,ooo. The town has now been made a 'notified area.' 
In the time of Akbar it was celebrated for its fabrics of hair 
and silk-spinning, besides the skill of its masons and stone
carvers. At present cotton carpets and millstones are the chief 
products. There are two schools with about xoo pupils. 

[E. W. Smith, The Mughal Architecture of Fatehpur Sikri, 
4 vols. (Allahabad, 1894-8).] 

Firozabad Town.-Head-quarters of the iahsil of the same 
name in Agra District, United Provinces, situated in 27° 9' 
N. and 78° 23' E., on the road from Agra ·city. to Mainpuri, 
and on the East Indian Railway. Population (xgox), 16,849· 
The town is ancient, but is said to have been destroyed and 
rebuilt in the sixteenth century by a eunuch, named Malik 
Firoz, under the orders of Akbar, because Todar Mal was 
insulted by the inhabitants. It contains an old mosque and 
some temples, besides a dispensary, and branches of the Ameri4 
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cah Methodist Mission and the Church Missionary Society. 
A municipality was constituted in x869. During the ten years 
ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged about 
Rs. 14,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 16,ooo, chiefly 
from octroi (Rs. u,ooo) ; and the expenditure was Rs. 2o,ooo. 
The trade of the place is chiefly local, but there is a cotton
ginning factory employing about 100 hands. The municipality 
maintains a school and aids four others with 190 pupils .. 
besides the lahslli school with about So pupils. 

Itimii.dpur Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the 
same name in Agra District, United Provinces, situated in 
27° 14' N. and 78° u' E., on the main road from Agra city 
to Mainpuri, and 2j miles· from the East Indian Railway 
junction at TuNDLA. Population (1901), s,J22. The town 
is named after its founder, Itimad Khan, who built a large 
masonry tank here, and is said to have been a eunuch in the 
service of Akbar. It is administered under Act XX of 1856, 
with an income of about Rs. 900. Trade is purely locaL The 
tahsili school has about 1oo pupils, and a primary . girls' 
school 16 pupils, and there is a branch of the American 
Methodist :Mission. 

Sikandra.-Village in the District and tahsil of Agra, United 
Provinces, situated in 27° 13' N. and 77° 57' E., 5 xniles north
west of Agra city on the Muttra road. Population (1901), 
1618. The village is said to have received its name from 
Sikandar Lodi, who built a palace here in 1495, which now 
forms part of the orphanage. J ahangir's mother, who died 
at Agra in 1623, is buried here; but the place is chiefly famous 
for the tomb of Akbar, which was built by Jahangir, and com
pleted in r6u-3. It stands in a spacious garden of rso acres, 
surrounded by massive walls and gateways in the middle 
of each side. The entrance is by a gateway of magnificent 
proportions, with four lofty minarets of white marble. The 
building is of unusual design, and according to Fergusson was 
probably copied from a Hindu or Buddhist modeL It consists 
of a series of four square terraces, placed one above the other 
and gradually decreasing in site. The lowest is 320 feet square 
and 30 feet high, and has a large entrance adorned with marble 
mosaic. Above the highest of these four terraces, which are 
chiefly of sandstone, stands a white marble enclosure, 157 feet 
square, the outer wall of which is composed of beautifully carved 
screens. The space within is surrounded by cloisters of marble, 
and paved with the same material. In the centre is the marble 
cenotaph of the great emperor, a perfect example of the most 

v.r. 1. Ee 
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delicate arabesque tracery, among which may_ be seen the 
ninety-nine names of God. Finch, after describing his visit to 
the tomb' in 16og, says that the intention was to cover this 
upper enclosure with a marble dome lined with gold. > The 
Church Missionary · Society has an important brap.ch at 
Sikandra., with a church built in 184o, and an orphanage 
established after the famine of 1837-8, which contains about 
409 boys and girls, mostly famine waifs. In addition to ordi· 
nary literary subjects, some of the children are taught cloth 
and carpet-weaving, bookbinding, printing, and other trades. 

Tiindla.-Village in the Itimil:.dpur tahsil of Agra. District, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° 13' N. and 78° 14' E. Popu
lation (1gox}, 3,044· It is the junction for Agra on the main 
line of the East Indian Railway, and is an important railway 
centre. The railway medical officer residing here is usually 
invested with magisterial powers tp try petty cases, and there 
js a church with a resident clergyman. The town is adminis
tered under Act XX ofx8s6, with an income of about Rs. sao. 

Bonn· Farrukhabad District. - Easternmost District of the 
daries,,con· Agra Division, United Provinces, lying between 26° 46' and 
figuration, ,.. , N d o 8' d 8 o , E . h f 68 and river 21 43 . an 79 an o I ., wtt an area o I, 5 
system. square miles. On the north the Ganges divides if from 

Budaun and Shahjahanpur; on the east is the Oudh District 
of Hardoi, partly separated by the Ganges; Cawnpore and 
Etawah lie to the south, and Mainpuri and Etah to the 
west. The greater part of the District lies in the DoXB along 
the right bank of the Ganges, but the AIIga~h tahsil lies wholly 
on the opposite bank. The former division consists of an 

. upland area called biingar, and a low-lying tract called farai, 
katn', or J:achoM. The lowlands stretch from the present bed 
of the Ganges to the old high bank, with a breadth. of 6 miles 
in the north of the District. At Farrukhabad the river is at 
present close to its high bank, but farther south it diverges again 
to a distance of 4 miles. The tract across the Ganges is entirely 
comp<>Sed of low-lying land subject to floods, which cover 
almost the whole area. The uplands are divided into a series 
of small thiibs by the rivers Bagar, Kall Nadi (East), Isan, 
Arind, and Pandii, which flow roughly parallel to .each other 
and join the Ganges. These divisions are generally similar. 
On each bank of the rivers is a small area of alluvial soil, from 
which rise sandy slopes. The soil gradually improves, becom
ing less sandy; and the central portion is good loam, with here 
and there patches of barren land called usar, often covered 
with saline efflorescences. The most northern division, from 
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the old high bank to the Bagar, is the poorest Besides the 
small rivers already mentioned, the Ramgangi Bows through 
part of the Aligarh taluil; and an old channel of the Ganges, 
call~ the Biirhganga, lies between the high bank and the 
preseqt bed of the rl\-er in the north of the District Shallow 
lakes or j!Ub are common in the Kaimganj, Aligarh, ChJll.. 
bramau, and Tirwi taltsils. 

The District consists entirely of Gangetic allu\ium. Kanhl, Geology. 
is the chief mineral product, but saline efflorescences (nk) are 
also found. 

The Bora presents no peculiarity. The principal groves, Botany. 
which cover 55 square miles, are of mango trees, and the 
District is uniformly though not thickly wooded. The toddy 
palm (Bqrassvs jla!JeUiftr') is commoner than in the neigh· 
bouring Districts. In the alluvial tract lla!Jiil is the commonest 
tree. In the uplands thete are considerable stretches of tlhM 
jungle (Butea frowsa). Some damage has been done in the 
sandy tracts by the spread of a grass called kiiJIS (Sa«lzarum 
spo,tatrn~m). 

Antelope are still ,.ery common, and nifKai are occasionally Fauna. 
seen. Jackals, hyenas, wolves, and foxes are also found, "and 
wild hog are numerous. Snipe and duck abound in the 
cold season. Fish are common in the rivers and small tanks, 
and are largely used as food. Crocodiles are found in the 
Ganges and Kali NadL 

Farruk:habad is one of the healthiest Districts in the Doab. Climate 
Its general ele-,;ation is considerable, the climate is dry, and and tem
the country is remarkably free from epidemics. The trans- per.il:llre. 

Gangetic pal'grlllas are, howe¥er, damper and more feverish, 
though they are cool in summer. The mean temperature 
n.ries from about 58° in January to about 95° in June. 

The annual rainfall averages about 33 inches. Variations Rainfall. 
from year to year are considerable, but the fall is very uniform 
throughout the District. 

The northern part of the District was included in the ancient History. 
kingdom of P ANCBALA mentioned in the !.Iahabhlirata, and 
places are still connected by tradition with episodes in the 
life of Draupadi, wife of the Pandava brothers. Numerous 
remains of the Buddhist period point to the importance of 
several towns early in the Christian era. In the fourth and 
fifth centuries Kanauj was included in the domains of the 
Gupta emperors ; and when the power of that dynasty declined. 
in the sixth century, a petty independent line of Mauk.bari 
kings ruled here. The Maukba.ris fell before the king$ of 
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~alwa, who in tum were defeated by the ruler of Thanesar 
in the Punjab. Harshavardhana of Thanesar; early in the 
seventh century, founded a great empire in Northern India, 
and Hiuen Tsiang, the Chinese pilgrim, describes the. mag· 
{l.ificence of his court 1• The empire collapsed ·on Harsha
vardhana's death, but inscriptions and copp~rplates tell of 
other dynasties ruling at Kanauj in later years. At the end 
of Iot8, when Mahmud of Ghazni crossed the Jumna, the 
~jputs were in power at Kanauj, and had to submit to the 
sudden shock of Muslim invasion. Although Kanauj was 
plundered, the expedition was a mere raid, and Rathors ruled 
it for nearly 200 years longer. In 1194. however, Muhammad 
Chon defeated the last great Raja, Jai Chand, and Hindu rule 
in the central parts of the Provinces was practically at an end. 
During the early years of Muhammadan rule Kanauj was the 
seat of a governor, and the District was constantly the scene 
of revolt. At the end of the fourteenth century part of it was 
incorporated in the new kingdom of Jaunpur, while Kanauj 
became the residence of MahmUd.Tughlak whe~ he lost the 
throne of Delhi. · During the first eighty years of the fifteenth 
century the District suffered much from the struggle between 
Delhi and Jaunpur, but in 1479 was finally restored to the 
empire, While the Mughal power was gradually being con
solidated in the sixteenth century, and during the struggle with 
the Pathans which led to the establishment of the short-lived 
Suri dynasty, fighting was frequent, and in 1540 HumayG.tt 
suffered a disastrous defeat near Kanauj. Under the great 
Mughal emperors the DistricT enjoyed comparative peace, but 
early in the eighteenth century it became the nucleus of one 
of the indepep.dent states which arose as the Mughal empire 
crumble<:! away. The founder was Muhammad Khan, a Ban
gash Afghan belonging to a village near Kaimganj. He · 
brought 12,ooo men to Farrukh Siyar in his fight for the throne, 
and was rewarded by a grant in Bundelkhand. In 1714 he 
obtained a grant near his own home and founded the city 
, of Farrukhabad. Muhammad Khan was governor of the 
'Province of Allahabad for a time, and later of Malwa, but his 
chief serviceswere rendered as a soldier. At his death in 1743 
he held most of the present Districts of Farrukhabad, Mainpuri, 
~nd Etab, with parts. of Cawnpore, Aligarh, Eta wah, Budaun, 
and ~h~hjahanpur. His son, Kaim Khan, was craftily ~m
broiled with the_ Rohillas by Safdar Jang, Nawab of Oudh, and 

I Deal, Bt~itiMsl Rectmls of 1114 Western Wlrltl, vol. i, P· 306; see also 
Bana's Hti.rsa Charita, 
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lost his life near Budaun in I 7 49· The Farrukhlibiid domains 
were formally annexed to Oudh, but were recovered in 17 so 
by Ahmad Khan, another son of the first Nawlib, who defeated 
and slew Raja Nawal Rai, the Oudh governor. Safdar Jang 
called in the Marlithlis, .who besieged Ahmad Khan in the fort 
at Fatehgarh near Farrukhlibii.d, and drove off the Rohillas 
who had come to his aid. Ahmad Khlin had to fly· to the 
foot of the Himalayas, and in 1752 was aliowed to return 
after ceding half his. possessions to the Marlithas. In 1761 
he did good service to Ahmad Shii.h Durrlini at Pampat, 
and regained much of his lost territory. The recovery 
embroiled him with Shuja-ud-daula, the Nawlib of Oudh; 
who coveted the tract for himself; but Ahmad Khliri was 
too strong to be attacked. In 1 7 7 r the · Mar:ithlis again 
recovered the parganas which had been granted to them, and 
shortly afterwards Ahmad Khan died. His territory then 
became tributary to Oudh. In 1777 British troops were 
stationed at Fatehgarh as part of the brigade which guarded 
Oudh, and from q8o to 1785 a British Resident was posted 
here. The latter act was one of the charges against Warren 
Hastings, who had engaged to withdraw the Resident. In 
r8o 1 the Oudh government ceded to the British its lands 
in this District, together with the tribute paid by the Nawlib 
of Farrukhabad, and the latter gave up his sovereign rights 
in r8o:z. Two years later Holkar raided the Doab, but was 
caught by Lord Lake after a brilliant night march and his force 
was cut to pieces close to Farrukhiibiid. 

The District remained free from historical events up to the 
date of the Mutiny. News of the outbreak at Meerut reached 
Fatehgarh on May 14, 1857; and another week brought· 
tidings of its spread to Aligarh. The roth Native Infantry 
showed symptoms of a mutinous spirit on May 29; but it was 
not till June 3 that a body of Oudh insurgents crossed the 
Ganges, and arranged for a rising on the following day. The 
European officials and residents abandoned Fatehgarh the 
same evening ; but several of them returned a few days later, 
and remained till June 18, when another outbreak occurred, 
and the rebels placed the Nawii.b of Farrukhabiid on the 
throne. The 41st Native Infantry, from Sitiipur, marched 
into Fatehgarh, and the Europeans began to strengthen the fort. 
On June 2 5 the rebels attacked their position, which became 
untenable by July 4· The fort was then mined, and its 
defenders escaped in boats. The first Fatehgarh boat reached 
Cawnprire, where all its fugitives were murdered by the Nana 
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on July 10; the second boat was stopped ten miles down the 
Ganges, and all in it were captured or killed except three. 
The Nawab governed the District unopposed till October 23, 
when he was defeated by the British at Kanauj. The troops, 
however, passed on, and the Nawab, with Bakht Khan of 
Bareilly, continued in the enjoyment of power until Christ
mas. . On January 2, xSsS, British forces crossed the Ka.li 
Nadi and took Fatehgarh next day. The Nawab and Firoz. 
Shah fled to Bareilly. Brigadier Hope defeated the Budaun 
rebels at Shamsii.biid on January x8, and Brigadier Seaton 
routed another body on April 7· In May, a force of 3,ooo
Bunde1kband insurgents crossed the District, and besieged 
Ka.imganj ; but they were soon driven off into the last rebel 
refuge in Oudh, and order was not again disturbed. 

The ancient sites in the District are numerous. SANKisA. 
has been identified with a great city mentioned by Hiuert 
Tsiang, and. from KAMPU. westwards are mounds which con
tain a buried city. The buildings of the Hindu and Buddhist 
periods have, however, crumbled away, or, as at KANAUJ, been 
used as the material for mosques. The buildings of the 
Nawabs of Farrukhabad are not important. 

There are eight towns and 1,689 villages in the District. 
Population decreased between 1872 and 1881 owing to famine, 
and in the next decade owing to deterioration due to floods ; 
it has risen with the return of more favomable seasons. The 
number of inhabitants at the last four enumerations was as 
follows: (1872) 917,178, !.!.881) 907,6o8, (r891) Ss8,687, 
and (xgor) 925,812. There are six /amUs-KANAUJ, TIRWA, 
CHHIBRAMAU, FARRUKHABAD, KAIMGANJ, and ALiGARH
the head-quarters of each being at a town of the same name, 
except in the case of Kanauj, of which the head-quarter~ 
are at Sarai Miran. The principal towns are the munici· 
pality ofFARRUKHABAD cum FATEHGARH and KANAUJ. The 
table on the next page gives the chief statistics of popu
lation in 1901. 

Hindus form 88 per cent. of the total, and Musalmans 
u per cent. There are only 11100 Christians. The density 
is mthei above the Provincial average, and between 1891 
and 1901 the rate of increase was comparatively large. More 
than 99 per cent. of the population speak Western Hindi of 
the ~ujia dialect. 

The following are the most numerous Hindu castes: Kisans 
(culri~-ators, akin to the Lodhas of other Districts), 94.ooo; 
Chamm (leather-workers and labourers), 93,000 ; Ahrn> 
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(graziers and cultivators), 89,ooo; Brahmans, 76,ooo; Rajputs, 
73,ooo; and Kachhrs (cultivators), 7o,ooo. Kurmis (:a8,ooo) 
are also important for their skill and industry in agriculture. 
The only caste peculiar to the District is that of the Sadhs, 
most of whom are cotton-printers by trade ; they are distin
guished by belonging to a special sect, which does not recog· 
nize the worship of idols or the supremacy of the Brahman. 
The District is notable for the large number of Muham
madans of foreign origin ; Pathlins number 34,700; Shaikhs, 
29,8oo; Saiyids; s,Soo; the most numerous artisan caste is 
that of the Dhunas or cotton-carders, 7,xoo. As many as 6x 
per cent. of the population are supported by agriculture, which 
is a high proportion. Rajputs hold two-fifths of the land, and 
Brahmans and Musalmiins nearly one-fifth each. Ahirs, Kisans, 
Riijputs, Brahmans, Kachhrs, and Kurmis occupy the largest 
areas as cultivators. · 

f! Number of r:! ~..!l ~.5.8 ;..: 'a ..!I"" .. 
" 0 .., .. 

=·~ r.~.§~ ~ t:•! :r~ 

i 
.i .e a 

Tllhsi/. == :! -; ~~ c1ij~C: "'c:]·~ 
·; E !10 §' fl·p!l"l! §E~ 
I! ~ Po. &~r D > Q.,~ CIS Z"'g < ;:;: Po. 8.'"' ,_ -----

Kanauj 181 J 206 114,215 631 - 2·6 4,157 
Tirwa 380 2 356 18o,o86 474 + 6.8 3,529 
Chhibraman 240 2 240 126,705 528 + 14·0 3,204 
Flll'nlk habi.d 339 J 387 2,50,352 739 + 2•2 u,zo6 
Kaimganj 363 2 397 168,6o6 464 +IN. 3,061 
Aligarh • 1!b ... 203 8,5,848 •f7a + 17·2 2,059 

•,GssJs --District total 1,689 925,8IZ 549 + 7·8 28,216 

The American Presbyterian Mission was founded in 1838, Christian 
and 489 out of the 699 native Christians in 1901 were Pres- missions. 
b)terians. Many of them reside. in the village of Rakha near 
Fatehgarh, which. was held by the mission on lease for sixty 
years. 

The soil varies from sand to fertile loam and stiff' clay, which General 
ordinarily produces rice. Each of the four watersheds between atgric

1
ul-

h 11 . h' h d' 'd . ura con-t e sma nvers w tc lVl e the uplands lS generally composed ditions. 
of good loam, with occasional patches of sandy soi~ and some 
large usar plains, the soil near which is clay. The slopes to 
the rivers are usually sandy ; and these and the lowlands near 
the Ganges and the Aligarh tahsil are precarious tracts, espe-
cially liable to suffer from excessive rain, which causes a rank 
growth of coarse grasses. On the whole the Ramganga 
deposits a more fertile silt than the Ganges. 
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Chief The District· is held on the usual tenures of the United 
agricol- P · 0 t f 6 h-Is · - ~- · tural sta- rovmces. u o 3,5 3 ma a , 2,432 are zamznu.arz, x,o4? 
tistics and Jaltidari, and 85 bh.aiyiichara. A few es4l.tes are held on 
principal talukdari tenure. The main agricultural statistics for 1 90 3-4 
crops. are given below, in square miles:-

Improve
ments in 
agricul
tural 
practice. 

TaMil. Total. Cultivated. Irrigated. Cultivable 
waste. 

Kanauj 181 124 43 2l 

Tirwi 380 197 101 76 
Chhibriman 240 160 64 29 
Farrnkhabid 339 223 81 51 
Kaimganj. 363 226 72 IO 
Aligarh 182 III I7 33 

Total 1,68,5 1,041 378 280 

The principal food-crops, with the areas sown in 1903-4, are: 
wheat (326 square miles), barley (19I),jowiir (14o), and gram 
(93). Less important are maize (87), biijra (102), and arhar 
(72). Rice is grown chiefly in the outlying village lands, and 
is of poor quality except in the Tirwa tahsil. Cotton occupied 
19 square miles and sugar-cane 21; but the most valuable 
miscellaneous crops are poppy (47 square miles), tobacco (3), 
and potatoes (7). The tobacco of the Kaimganj tahsil has 
a more than local reputation, as it is irrigated with brackish 
water, which improves the flavour. Indian hemp or bhang 
(Cannabis sativa) is cultivated in a few villages. 

Cultivation has slightly decreased in area during the last 
thirty years, but has intensified in quality. The District is 
noted for its high standard of cultivation, chiefly in the hands 
of the Kurmis and Kachhis. The best fields bear three crops 
in a year : maize in the rains, potatoes in the cold season, 
and tobacco in the spring. The two latter crops require rich 
manuring and plentiful irrigation, and are thus largely grown 
near towns. The cultivation near Farrukhii5ad and Kaimganj 
can hardly be excelled in the United Provinces. Loans under 
the Agriculturists' Loans Act are taken freely during adverse 
seasons; they amounted to a total of 1•3lakhs between 1891' 
and 1900, but have now dropped to about Rs. 2,ooo a year. 
The amounts advanced under the Land Improvement Loans 
Act are. still smaller. Drainage works have been carried out 
in many parts of the District with good results. 

Cattle, There is no indigenous breed of cattle, and · all the best 
~nies, d animals are imported. Attempts to improve the breed have 
;o:~ an had no result so far. The ponies likewise are inferior. Sheep 
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and goats are bred locally, and are also imported from beyond 
the Jumna. 

The north and south of the District are fairly well supplied Irrigation. 

by canal-irrigation from branches of the Lower Ganges Canal, 
and a third branch irrigates a small area in the centre. Wells, 
however, are the principal source of irrigation, and. in 1903-4 
supplied 223 miles, while canals served only 105. The jhils 
and rivers are used to an appreciable extent, serving 38 and 
12 square miles respectively. Water is generally raised from 
wells in a leathern bucket worked by bullocks, but in low-lying 
tracts the lever (d!tenkli) is used. In the case of jhils and 
rivers, a closely-woven basket swung on ropes held by two or 
four men is the common form of lift. 

Kankar is the only form of stone found, and it occurs in Minerals. 
many parts of the District in both block and nodular forms. 
Saltpetre is manufactured · to a considerable extent and 
exported. 

Farrukhabad and Kanauj are celebrated for cloth printing Arts and 

applied to curtains, quilts, table-covers, and the like; but the :nanufac
industry is languishing at Kanauj. A European demand for ures. 
the articles produced at Farrukhabiid has recently sprung up. 
Farrukhabad is also a considerable centre for the manufacture 
of gold lace and of brass and copper vessels. Tents are made 
in the Central jail and by several private firms, and Kanauj is 
noted for the production of scent. There are a few indigo 
factories ·in the District, but the manufacture is declining. 
A flour-mill has recently been opened. The Government gun
carriage factory employed 795 hands in 1903, but has under-
taken no new work since the completion of the Jubbulpore 
factory. 

The chief exports are : tobacco, opium, potatoes, fruit, Commer~. 
/Jhang, saltpetre, cotton-prints, scent, and brass and copper 
vessels; while the imports include grain, piece-goods, salt, 
timber, and metals. Tobacco, scent, and mangoes are largely 
exported to Central India and Rajputana. The rest of the 
trade is chiefly local, and is carried on at small markets. Up to 
1881 the want of railway communication affected the commerce 
of the District, which has revived considerably since. 

Farrukhabad is fairly well supplied with means of communi- Railways 
cation, except in the Alrgarh tahsil, which is often flooded. and roads. 

The Cawnpore-Achhnera Railway passes through the length of 
the District near the Ganges, and a branch of the East Indian 
Railway from Shikohabad was opened in 1906. There are 
142 miles of metalled roads, all maintained by the Public 
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Works department; the cost of half of these is, however, 
local, and 868 miles of unmetalled roads are also maintained 
by the District board. Avenues of trees have been planted 
along n8 miles. The grand trunk road passes through the 
southern half of the District with a branch to Farrukhabad 
city, which is continued to Shiihjahanpur and Bareilly. 
Another road gives communication with the north of the 
District. 
Th~ . famine of 1 7 8 3 doubtless affected this District, 

though it is not specially referred to in the accounts. In sub
sequent famines Farrukhabiid suffered most in x8o3-4, x8xs-6, 
1825-6, and 1837-8. In the latest of these, relief works 
on the modern system were started, especially along the grand 
trunk road. Distress was intense, and Brahmans were seen 
disputing the possession of food with dogs, while mothers sold 

· their children. Expenditure from Government funds amounted 
to I•8 lakhs, and 6 lakhs of revenue was remitted. There was 
nqt much distress in x86o-1 or 1868-7o, but in 1877-8 
scarcity was severely felt. The southern part of the District 
was then the most precarious, and this is now the portion 
best protected by canals. In 1 8g6-7 there was some distress ; 
but it was not severe, and population increased during the 
decade, except in the Kanauj tahsil. 

Besides the Collector, the District staff usually includes one 
member of the Indian Civil Service and four Deputy-Collectors 
recruited in India. There is a tahsildiir at the head-quarters 
of each taMil. Other officials include an Executive Engineer 
of the Canal department, two opium officers, a salt officer, 
and the Superintendent of the District and Central jails. 

Civil Civil work is disposed of by three District Munsifs, a Sub
ja~tice and Judge, and a District Judge, who also hears Sessions cases 
cnme. Crime is of the ordinary nature, but the District is subject to 

outbreaks ·of dacoity. Female infanticide was formerly very 
common, but few households are now under surveillance. 
Opium is largely grown in the District, and small portions 
of the drug are often retained by the cultivators for personal 
use or illicit sale. 

Land The District was acquired in x8ox and x8oz, and was at 
revenue first administered by an Agent to the Governor-General, but 
adminis-
tration. a Collector was appointed in 18o6. Early settlements were 

for short periods, and the collection of revenue gave much 
trouble, owing to the turbulence of the people, especially east 
of the Ganges. The first regular settlement was made about 
1837• the demand being fixed at 12·9 lakhs; but this was 
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reduced in x845 by 1•4 lakhs, owing to the effects of the 
famine of I8J8. The next re,ision was made between 1866 
and x8 7 5, and is noteworthy for the improvements in procedure 
introduced by Mr. (now Sir Charles) Elliott, whose methods 
were copied it1 other Districts. The assessment was made on 
a valuation of the rental 'assets,' calculated by ascertaining 
standard rates for different classes of soil from rates actually 
paid. Each \illage was divided for this purpose into tracts of 
similar soi~ instead of each field being separately classified. 
The estimated ' assets ' were also checked by comparison with 
the actual rent-rolls. The revenue assessed was 12•5 lakhs: 
In the precarious tracts liable to flooding the demand broke 
down, and m I89o-2 reductions amounting to Rs. 62,000 
were made. The latest revision was carried out between 
1899 and 1903· Revenue was assessed on actual rent-rolls, 
checked and corrected, where necessary, by standard rates, and· 
during settlement rents were enhanced by Rs. 6J,ooo. About. 
two-thirds of the tenants' holdings are protected by occupancy 
rights. The new demand amounts to 12·2 lakhs, representing 
49 per cent. of the net 'assets.' The settlement was thus 
practically a redistribution, and the deteriorated tracts have 
been assessed lightly. The incidence of revenue is Rs. 1-4-o 
per acre, varying from Rs. I-S-o m the high land to 8 annas 
in the alluvial tract. The total collections on account of land 
revenue and total revenue have been, in thousands of 
rupees:-

lllSo-1. •89o-•. •900--•· 1903-4· ------------
Land revenue 12,29 ll ,19 11,59 12,18 
Total revenue 15,54 I7,o6 18,7-.J 19,73 

Besides the municipality of FARRUKHABAD cum FATEHGARH, Local self
seven towns are administered under Act XX of 1856. Out- govern
side these, local affairs are managed by the District board, ment. 

which had an income of I•J lakhs in I90J-41 chiefly derived 
from rates. The expenditure was I·Slakhs, of which Rs. 81,ooo 
was spent on roads and buildings. 

There are eighteen police stations and one outpost m the Police and 
District. The Superintendent of police had a force of 4 jails. 

inspectors, 82 subordinate officers, and 410 constables in 
1904. besides 230 municipal and town police, and 2,100 
,·illage and road police. At Fatehgarh there is a Central 
jail, besides the ordinary District jail. 
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Education. The District takes a medium position in the Provinces as 
regards literacy, and only 3 per cent. (5·4 ~ales and 0•4 
females) of the population could read and write in 1901. The 
number of public schools fell from 184 in 188o-x to 156 in 
19oo-x; but the number of pupils rose from 5,294 to 7,271. 
In 1903-4 there were 233 public schools with 9,383 pupils, of 
whom 6"72 were girls, besides 41 private schools with 457 
pupils. Four schools are niahaged by Government and uS by 
the District or municipal boards. The total expenditure on 
education in the same year was Rs. 55,ooo, of which Rs. 37,ooo 
was met from Local funds and Rs. 1 1,ooo from fees. 

Hospitals · There are nine hospitals and dispensaries, with accommoda
;ne!~s. tion for u2 in-patients. In 1903 the number of cases treated 

was 52,ooo, of whom 1,9oo were in-patients, and 4,5oo opera
tions were performed. The total expenditure was Rs. 141500, 

Vaccina
tion. 

chiefly met from Local funds. 
About 22,300 persons were successfully vaccinated in 

1903-41 representing 24 per l,ooo of the population-a low 
proportion. Vaccination is compulsory only in the munici
pality and the cantonment. 

LW. Irvine, 'The Bangash Nawabs of Farrukhli.bad,' Journal 
of the Bengal Asiatic Society (1878, p. 26o); District Gazetteer 
(1884, under revision); H. J. Hoare, SettlementReport(1903).] 

Kanauj Tahsil (Kannauj).-South-eastem tahsil of Far
rukhablid District, United Provinces, conterminous with the 
pargana of the same name, lying along the Ganges, between 
26° 56' and 27° 12' N. and 79° 43' and 8o0 x' E., with an area 
of 181 square miles. Population decreased from u7,229 in 
1891 to II4,215 in 1901, There are 206 villages and one town, 
KANAUJ (population, x8,552). The demand for land revenue 
in 1903-4 was Rs. I 19510oo, and for cesses Rs. 31,ooo. The 
density of population, 631 persons per square mile, is above the 
District average. The tahsil consists of two parts : the uplands 
or biingar, and the lowlands near the Ganges, or kacltoltii, the 
former covering the larger area. The Kali Nadi (East) crosses 
the tahsil and joins the Ganges. In 1903-4 the area under 
cultivation was 124 square miles, of which 43 were irrigated. 
Irrigation is supplied almost entirely from wells, and the tract 
is liable to suffer in dry seasons. This was the only tahsil in 
the District which lost in population between 1891 and 1901. 

Tirwa Tahsil.-Southem faltsil of Farrukhliblid District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Tirwa, Saurikh, 
Sakatpur, and Sahrliwli, and lying between 26° 46' and 27° s' N. 
and 79° 19' and 79° 58' E., with an area of 380 square miles. 
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It is bounded on the north by the Isan, and the Arind and 
Pandii rivers form part of its southern boundary. Population 
increased from 168,673 in 1891 to 18o,o86 in 1901. )'here are 
256 villages and two towns, the larger being TIRwX, the taltsil 
head-quarters (population, 5,76 3). The demand for land revenue 
in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,5J,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 45,ooo. The 
density of population, 474 persons per square mile, is below the 
District average. The tahsil consists of a central table-land of 
fertile loam, through the centre of which passes the Cawnpore 
branch of the Lower Ganges Canal, flanked by sandy tracts 
sloping down to the rivers north and south. In the north are 
found numerous swamps and small lakes, but drainage opera
tions have improved this area considerably. Rice is grown 
more extensively in this taltsil than elsewhere in the District. 
In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 197 square miles, 
of which 101 were irrigated, canals and wells serving an equal 
area. Tanks and small streams supply 7 or 8 square miles. 

Chhibriimau Tahsil.-South central tahsil of Farrukhabad 
District, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Chhibra
mau and Talgram, and lying between 26° 58' and 27° q.' N. 
and 79° 23' and 79° 47' E., with an area of 240 square miles. 
It is bounded by the rivers Kali Nadi (East) and Ganges on 
the north, and by the Isan on the south. Population increased 
from III,II4 in 1891 to x26,7o5 in' 1901. There are 240 
villages and two towns : CHHIBRAMAU (population, 6,526); 
the tahsil head-quarters, and TXLGRAM (5,457). The demand 
for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. x,9o,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 32,ooo. The density of population, 528 persons per square 
mile, is almost the same as the District average. In the centre 
of the taltsil there is a level stretch of fertile loam, crossed from 
north to south in the west by a ridge of sandy soil, and with · 
sandy slopes approaching the alluvial soil on the banks of the 
rivers. The eastern portion is remarkable for the large area 
covered by swamps and lakes. The area under cultivation in 
1903-4 was 160 square miles, of which 64 were irrigated. The 
Bewar branch of the Lower Ganges Canal supplies about 14 
square miles in the west of the tahsil, and wells most of the 
remainder, but tanks or jltlls irrigate 4 or 5 square miles. In 
several villages 6/zang (Indian hemp) is cultivated. 

Farrukhabad Tahsil-Head-quarters tahsil of Farrukh
abad District, United Provinces, comprising_ the parganas of 
Bhojpur, Muhammadibad, Pahara, and Shamsabad East, and 
lying between 27° 9' and 27°28'N. and 79°.15'and '19° 44'E., 
with an area of 339 square. miles. It is bounded on tqe east 
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by the Ganges and on the south by the Kali Nadi (East). 
Popu!ation increased from 244,896 in x8gt to 2,50,352 in xgor. 
There are 387 villages and one town, FARRUKHABAD cum 
FATEHGA~H (population, 67,338), the talzsU and District head
quarters. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 
2155,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 48,ooo. The density of population, 
7 39 persons per square mile, is the highest in the District. 
Excepting a small tract of alluvial land near the Ganges, the 
whole talzsil lies on the uplands, sloping down on the south to 
the basin of the Kall Nadr. Through the north-east comer 
flows the small river Bagar, whose bed has been deepened and 
straightened to improve the drainage. Immediately above the 
Ganges, and especially round Fatehgarh, some of the finest 
cultivation in the Distri~t is to be found. Here a treble crop 
of maize, potatoes, and tobacco is often raised, while fine 
groves of mango trees produce a plentiful supply of fruit, 
which is largely exported. In 1903-4 the area under cultiva
tion was :z 2 3 square miles, of which 81 were irrigated. The 
Fatehgarh branch or the Lower Ganges Canal serves a small 
area, but wells are the chief source of irrigation. 

Kaimganj TahsU.-North-westem talzsit. of Farrukhabad 
District, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Kampil 
and Shamsabiid West, and lying along the southern bank of the 
Ganges, between 27° :n' and 27° 43' N. and 79° 8' and 79° 37' 
E., with an area of 363 square miles. Population increased 
from 143,557 in 1891 to x68,6o6 in 1901, There are 397 
villages and two towns: KAIMGANJ (population, xo,369), the 
talzsil hea,d-quarters, and SH2\MSJ\BAD (8,375). The demand 
for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,1o,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 36,ooo. The density of population, 464 persons per square 
mile, is b~;Jlow the District average. The talzs'il contains a larger 
tract of lowland than any other in the District except Aligarh ; 
but the greater part of it is situated in the uplands. . The Bagar 
river winds through the southern portion, and on either bank 
stretches a wide expanse of sandy land, which extends on the 
north to near Kampil. North and west of this is a belt of fine 
yellowish loam, tilled by Kurmrs, and famous for its sugar-cane, 
and near the towns of Kampil, Kaimganj, and Shamsabad for 
its tobacco, which acquires a special flavour from the brackish 
water of the wells. The area under cultivation in 1903-4 was 
226 square miles, of which 72 were irrigated. The Fatehgarh 
branch of the Lower Ganges Canal supplies irrigation through 
the centre of the uplands, and the area irrigated from canals is 
slightly larger than that supplied by wells. There are several 
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considerable swamps, from which water is also taken; but a good 
deal has been done to improve the drainage. • 

Aligarh TahsU.-North-eastem taltsi/ of Farrukhabad Dis
trict, United Provinces, comprising the pargamzs of Amritpur, 
Paramnagar, and Khakhatmau, and lying between 27° 14' and 
2 7° 40' N. and 79° 32' and 79° 45' E., with an area of 182 
square miles. Population increased from 73,218 in 1891 to 
85,848in 1901. There are 203 ";llages, but no town. AIIgarh, 
the taltsil head-quarters, is a small village. The demand for 
land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 1,18,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 
19,ooo. The density of population, 472 persons per square 
mile, is below the District average. The talzsil is a damp allu
vial tract, lying along the left bank of the Ganges, and crossed 
by the Rlimganga, which has an erratic course, changing almost 
every year. After heavy rains a large portion is under water, 
and several channels connect the two rivers. In 1903-4 the 
area under cultivation was III square miles, of which 17 were 
irrigated. The wells are usually small shallow pits, from which 
water is raised in an earthen pot tied to a lever (dlunkli). 
Where floods are n~t feared, sugar-cane and poppy are largely 
grown. 

Chhibramau Town.-Head-quarters of the talzstl of the 
same name in Farrukhabad District, United Provinces, situated 
in 27° 9' N. and 79° 31' E. It lies on the grand trunk road,. 
and is connected by an unmetalled road with Farrukhabad city. 
Population (1901), 6,526. The early history of the town is 
legendary, but by the time of Akbar it was the head-quarters of 
a pargana. Nawab Muhammad Khan of Farrukhabad, early 
in the eighteenth century, founded a new quarter called M uham· 
madganj, with a fine sarai which was improved too years later 
by a British Collector. The town prospered by its situation. 
on the grand trunk road. It is administered under Act XX of 
•8s6, ";than income of about Rs. I,Ioo. It contains a talzsili 
and dispensary. A market is held twice a week. The town 
school has uo pupils, and two primary schools 57· 

Farrukhibad City.-Town which gives its name to 
Farrukhabad District, United Provinces, situated in 27° 24 
N. and 79° 34' E.. 769 miles by rail from Calcutta and 924 
miles from Bombay. It lies near the Ganges, at the terminus 
of a branch of the East Indian Railway from Shikoha.bad, and 
also on the Cawnpore-Achhnera Railway, and on a branch of the 
grand trunk road. The head-quarters of the District and the 
cantonment are at F ATEHGARH, 3 miles east, and the two towns 
form a single municipal area. Population is decreasing. At 
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the last four enumerations the number of inhabitants was as 
follows: (1872) 79,204, (1881) 79,76x, (x89i) 78,o32, and 
(x9o1) 67,338. The population of Farrukhabad alone was 
sx,o6o in 1901. Out of the total, Hindus numbered 47;o41 
!l,nd Musalmans 19,208. 

Farr~habad was founded about' I 7 r4 by Nawab Muhammad 
Khan, and named after the emperor Farrukh Siyar. Its history 
has been related in that of the District. The tQwn is surrounded 
by tne remains of a wall which encloses a triangular area. The 
houses and shops are well built, and often adorned with beauti
fully carved wooden balconies. Near the northern boundary is 
situated· a high mound on which stood the Nawab's palace, but 
its place has been taken by the town hall and tahsili. The 
streets are fairly broad and often shaded by trees. There are, 
however, few buildings of much pretension, the District school 
being perhaps the finest. North of the city lie the tombs of the 
Nawabs, chiefly in a ruinous state. The town contains a dis
pensary and a female hospital. 
·The municipality was constituted in 1864. During the ten 

years ending 1901 the income averaged Rs. 571ooo, and the ex· 
penditure Rs. 56,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 7o,ooo, 
chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. 57,ooo); and the expenditure 
was Rs. 9310oo, including a drainage scheme (Rs. 38,ooo), con
servancy (Rs. IJ10oo), public safety (Rs. I510oo), and adminis
t.ration and collection (Rs. 8,ooo). The drainage scheme, which 
has been financed from savings, is to cost about a lakh. 

For many years after annexation the trade of Farrukhabad 
was considerable, owing. to its-position near the Ganges and the 
grand trunk road, but the opening of the East Indian Rail
way diverted commerce. At present there is some mamtfacture 
of gold lace and of brass and copper vessels, and the calico
printing industry is gaining a more than local celebrity. The 
latter is chiefly in the.hands of Sadhs, a kind of Hindu Quakers. 
A flour-mill has recently been started. There is also a con
siderable export of potatoes, tobacco, and mangoes. The high 
school contained 164 pupils in 1904; .the American Presby
terian Mission school, 2 x 7 ; and the town or middle school, 
x IJ. There are also several primary schools. · 

Fatehgarh.-Head-quarters of FarrukhabadDistrict, United 
Provinces, situated in 27° 24' N. and 79° 35' .E., on a branch 
of the grand trunk road, and on the Cawnpore-Achhnera Rail
way.· Population (x9o1), x6,278. The fort was built by Nawab 
'Muhammad Khan about 1714, but first became of impor
tance, in 175I, when Nawab Ahmad Khan was besieged in 
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it by the Marathas. In I7J7 this was chosen as one of the 
stations for the brigade of troops lent to the Nawab of Oudh,. 
but it did not pass into the possession of the Bdtish till 
18oa, when it became the head-quarters of an Agent to the, 
Governor-General. In 1804 Holkar reached Fatehgarh in his 
raid through the Doab, but was surprised and put to precipitate 
flight by Lord Lake. When the Mutiny broke out in 1857, a 
few of the European residents fled early in June to Cawnpore, 
where they were seized by the Nana and massacred. Those 
who remained behind,. after sustaining a siege of upwards of a 
week, were forced to abandon the fort, which had been um'Jer
mined by the rebels, and to betake themselves to boats. On 
their way down the Ganges, they were attacked by the rebels 
and villagers on both sides of the river. One boat reached 
Bithur, where it was captured; the occupants were taken 
prisoners to Cawnpore and subsequently massacred. Another 
boat grounded in the river the day after leaving Fatehgarh, and 
all the passengers but three were shot down or drowned in their 
attempt to reach land. A number of the refugees were brought 
back to Fatehgarh, and, after being kept in confineme11:t for 
nearly three weeks, were shot or sabred on the parade-ground; 
their remains were cast into a well over which has been built 
a monument, with a memorial church near it. The fort lies 
near the Ganges at the north of the station. From 18x8 it was 
used as a gun-carriage factory, but since xgo6 it has been con
verted into an army clothing depOt. Near it stand the barracks 
of the British and native infantry garrison, partly occupied at 
present by a mounted infantry class. The rest of the canton
ment and the civil station lie along the high bank of the river 
separating the native town from the Ganges. 

The municipal accounts are kept jointly with those of 
FARRUKHABAD CITY, which lies three miles away. The canton
ment had a population of 4,o6o in 19or, and the annual 
income and expenditure of cantonment funds are each about 
Rs. 8,ooo. Trade is almost entirely local, but tents are made 
in three private factories and in the Central jail. The gun. 
carriage factory employed 795 hands in 1903. A middle 
school has 143 pupils, and there are several primary schools, 
including one in the gun-carriage factory, a girls' school, and 
a school for European and Eurasian children. 

Kaimganj Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Farrukhabad District, United Provinces, situated 
in 27° 30' N. and 79° :u' E., on the Cawnpore-Achhnerii. 
Railway, and also at the terminus of a metalled road from 

v.r. a. 1! f 
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Farrukhabad city. Population.(I90I}, to,369. It was 
founded in 1713 by Muhammad Khan, first Nawab of Far
rukhiibad, who named it after his son, Kaim Khan. It is the 
centre of a group of villages inhabited by a colony of Pathans 
who settled here early in the seventeenth century. The best 
known of these villages is Mau Ra.shidabad, now a great 
tobacco field, about a mile north of Kaimganj. The Pathans 
of this neighbourhood are still noted for the number of men 
they supply to the native aqny. In x857 the tahszh was in
effectually besieged for a time'by a band of fugitive insurgents 
from Kalpi. The town consists chiefly of a wide metalled 
hazar, about a mile long, from which branch many narrow 
unmetallfid lanes. It contains a tahszli, munsift, and dispen
sary. Kaimganj is administered under Act XX of 1856, 
with an income of about Rs. 2,ooo. There is a consider
able trade in tobacco, which is largely grown in the neigh
bourhood. The old manufacture of swords and matchlocks 
has dwindled down to a trade in ordinary knives and betel
nut cutters. The town school has 193 pupils, and three primary 
schools 63. 

Kampil.-Village in the Kaimganj tahsil of Farrukhabad 
District, United Provinces, situated in 27° 35' N. and 79° 
14' E., 28 miles north-west of Fatehgarh. Population (1901), 
2 ,366. Kampil is mentioned in the Mahabharata as the 
capital of South P ANCHALA, under king Drupada. Here his 
daughter, Draupadi, married the five Pandava brethren. The 
villagers still show the mound where the Raja's castle stood, 
anp. the place, a few miles-away, where the swayamvara, or 
ceremony at which Draupadi chose her husband, took place. 
At the end of the thirteenth century, Kampil appears as a nest 
of highway robbers, against whom the emperor Ghiyas-ud-din 
Balban marched a force in person, and built here a fort. The 
town and its vicinity constantly ,gave trouble in later years, 
but the Rathor inhabitants were gradually suppressed. West 
of the town stretches a long series of ruins in which ancient 
coins are found. There are a fine Jain temple and a primary 
school with about 6o pupils, 

Kanauj Town (Kannauj).-Ancient city in Farrukhabad 
District, United Provinces, situated in 27° 3' N. and 79° 56' E., 
two miles from the grand trunk road and the Cawnpore
Achhnerii Railway, and close to the Kali Nadi (East). The 
Ganges once flowed below its walls, but is now some miles 
away. Population (1901), x8,552. The town finds no mention 
in the Mahabhiirata, but the legend of its foundation is given 
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in the Ramayana. Kusmabba, the founder, had a hundred 
daughters, all but the youngest of "·hom sco~ed the hermit, j 
Vay~. In revenge he cursed them and their ~s becamej 
humped, whence the city was called Kanya-kub)a or 'the 
crooked maiden.' Early in the Christian era Ptolemy refers 
to Kanauj as KaNJgixa. The town was included in the Gupta 
dominions in the fifth century, and when the Gupta. empire 
fell to pieces it became the capita.! of the Maukhans, one of 
the petty dynasties which arosll in its place. In the sixth 
century it suffered from war with the White Huns and their 
ally, the king of Malwi ; but early in the seventh century it 
was included in the great empire of Harshavardhana in 
Northern India. The Chinese pilgrim, Hiuen Tsiang, who 
visited this monarch and travelled with him from Allahlibad 
to Kanauj, describes the magnificence of his court. Harsha
vardhana's death was the signal for anarchy, and the detailed 
history of the following years is unknown. In the latter half 
of the ninth century a dynasty of Raghuvansi kings reigned 
from Kanauj, which was also called Mahodaya, over an 
extensi\·e dominion. One of these kings was defeated in 917 
by the lr.ing of Gujarat, but restored by the Chandel king of 
.Mahobi. In 1019 Mahmiid of Ghazni plundered Kanauj, 
which now came into the power of the lUlhors, the mostj 
celebrated of whom was Gobind Chand (urs-55). Nearlyl 
:loo years later, in 1194. Muhammad Ghon defeated Jaif 
Chand, the last of the Ratbor lr.ings. and the great kingdom 
of Kana.uj came to an end. Under the Muhammadans 
Kanauj became the seat of a governor, but lost its old 
importance. In the fifteenth century it was included for some 
years in the Sharld kingdom of Jaunpur; and when Mahmiid, 
son of Firoz Tughlalr., lost his hold on Delhi, he resided here 
for a time. It w-as close to Kana.uj, though across the Ganges in 
Hardoi District, that Humayiin was defeated by Sher Shah. 
l'nder Akbar, when order had once been restored. Kanauj 
entered on a long period of peace, and it is recorded in 
the .Ai,-i-.4/Wari as the head-quarters of a sarkdr. During the 
eighteenth century it belonged sometimes to the Nawabs of 
Farrukhabad, again to the Nall"abs of Oudh, and at times to 
the ~Iarathas. The tow-n or kingdom of Kanauj has given its 
name to an important division of Brahmans, and to many 
subdivisions of lower castes. or the Hindu building5 ll"hich 
must h.we graced the place, nothing remains intact. The fine 
Jlma ~[asjid, built in 1406 by Ibrahim Shih of Jaunpur, ll"as 
constructed from Hindu temples, and the site is still known 

Ffz 
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to Hindus as Sitii ki rasoi, or 'Sita's kitchen.' There are many 
tombs and shrines in the neighbourhood, the most notable 
being those of Makhdum Jahaniya south-east of the town, and 
of Makhdum Akhai Jamshid three miles away, both dating 
from the fifteenth century. The most conspicuous buildings 
are, however, the tombs of Bala Pir and his son, Shaikh 
Mahdi, religious teachers who flourished under Shah Jahan 
and Aurangzeb. The neighbourhood for miles along the river 
is studded with ruins, which have not been explored. The 
town lies on the edge of the old high bank of the Ganges, and, 
but for the high mounds and buildings described above, is not 
distinguishable from many towns of similar size. The houses 
are fairly well built but small, and the most conspicuous 
modem building is a fine sarai recently completed. The 
dispensary, tahsili, and munsifi are at Sarai MJran, two 
miles south of Kanauj. The town is administered under 
Act XX of I856, with an income of about Rs. 4,ooo. It 
is famous for its scent distilleries, where rose-water, otto of 
roses, and other perfumes are produced, which have a great 
reputation. Calico-printing is also carried on, but is not so 
important an industry here as in Farrukhabad city. There 
was. formerly a small manufacture of country paper, and a 
cotton gin has been worked at intervals in the last few years. 
The town school has I I 3 pupils and two primary schools 
96. There is also a flourishing aided school, housed in a 
fine building. 

Sankisa.-Village in ~ District and tahsil of Farrukh
ii.bad, United Provinces, situated in 27° 2o' N. and 79° x6' E., 
near the Kali Nadi (East). Population (x9ox), 951. The village 
is also called Sankisi Basantpur, and is chiefly celebrated for 
the ruins situated in it. These were identified by Cunningham 
with the site of the capital of the country called Sankasya by 

. Fa Hian and Kapitha by Hiuen Tsiang. This town was said 
to be the place at which Gautama Buddha descended from 
heaven, accompanied by Indra and Brahma. The identification 
depends chiefly on measurements and directions which are not 
perfectly definite, and its correctness has been doubted 1• The 
existing village is perched on a mound of ruins, locally known 
as 'the fort,' 41 feet high, with a superficial extent of x,soo feet 
by x,ooo. A quarter of a mile southward is another mound, 
composed of solid brickwork, and surmounted by a temple 
dedicated to Bisari Devi. Near the temple mound Cunning-

1 V. A. Smith in theJimma/ if the Royal Asiatic Society, 1898, p. 508, 
note. 
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ham found the capital of an ancient pillar, bearing. an erect 
figure of an elephant, which he considered to belong to the 
pillar of Asoka mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims. The 
latter describe the pillar as surmounted by a lion-a dis
crepancy explained away by supposing that the trunk had 
been broken at an early date, and the animal could not be 
distinguished at a height of so feet. Other smaller mounds 
containing masses of brickwork surround those mentioned, and 
there are the remains of an earthen rampart upwards of 3\ 
miles in circumference. This place has been very imperfectly 
explored, but ancient coins and clay seals bearing the Buddhist 
confession of faith are frequently found here. 

[Cunningham, Archaeological Survey Reports of Northern 
India, vol. i, p. 2711 and vol. xi, p. 22.] 

Shamsabad Town.-Town in the Kaimganj tahsil of 
Farrukhabiid District, United Provinces, situated in 27". 32' N. 
and 79° 28' E., on an unmetalled road 18 miles north-west 
of Farrukhabad, and also on a branch of the metalled road to 
Kaimganj. Population (t9o1), 8,375. An old town called/ 
Khor was founded on the cliff of the Ganges three miles away,! 
at the beginning of the thirteenth century, by a Rathor descended! 
from Jai Chand, last king of Kanauj. About 1228 Shams-ud-1 
din Altamsh came down the Ganges, which then flowed undet: 
the cliff, and expelled the Rathors, founding Shamsabad in:his 
own name. The Rathors returned to Khor, however, and later 
took Shamsabad, and often rebelled against Muhammadan rule. 
In the contest between Delhi and Jaunpur the Rajas of Khor 
or Shamsabad supported the emperor and were finally driven 
out by the J aunpur kings. Only the mound where the fort 
stood remains of old Shamsabad, and the new town was founded 
about 1585. In the :Mutiny of 1857 a European planter lost 
his life here. The place has now decayed, and is divided into 
scattered groups of houses by patches of cultivation. The 
principal thoroughfare is a long paved street, with a small 
grain market opening into a larger market-place. Shamsabad 
is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of 
about Rs. 1,2oo. Trade suffered by the alignment of the 
metalled road and railway, which left the town some distance 
away, and the old manufacture of fine cloth has died out. 
There is, however, a small export of potatoes and tobacco. 
The town school has 177 pupils. 

Talgram ('village of tanks').-Town in the Chhibramau 
tahsil of Farrukhabad District, United Provinces, situated in 2 7° 
z.' N. and 79° 39' E., 24miles south ofFatehgarb. Population 
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(19oi), 5•457· Talgram was the chief town of a pargana 
under Akbar, and from annexation to 1844 it 'was the head
quarters of a tahsil. It is administered under Act XX of 
1856, with an income of Rs. 6oo. Trade is local. There are 
two schools with 150 pupils. 

Tirwa Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Farrukhabad . District, United Provinces, situated in 
26° ss' N; and 79° 48' E., 25 miles south-east of Fatehgarh. 
Population (x9ox), 5,763. The town is in two portions, three
quarters of a mile apart, Tirwa proper being the. agricultural, 
and Ganj Tirwa the business and official quarter. The former 
contains a fine castle, the residence of the Raja of Tirwa, who 
·has a large estate in the neighbourhood. Attached to the fort 
are a handsome tank and temple constructed by a former Raja. 
'Ganj Tirwii. is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an 
income of about Rs. 900. It has· a flourishing local trade, 
and contains the tahsili and a dispensary. Two schools are 
attended by 152 pupils. · 

Boun- Mainpuri District.-=-District in the Agra Division, United 
daries,_con- Provinces, lying between 26° 53' and 27° 31' N. and 78° 27' and 
figuration, 0 , E . h f · • · b d d and river 79 26 ., Wit an area o x,67 5 square miles. It IS oun e 
system. · on the.north by Etah; on the east by Farrukhabad; on the south 

by Eta wah and Agra; and on the west by Agra and Etah. The 
whole District forms a level plain, and variations in its physical 
features are chiefly due to the rivers which flow across it or along 
its boundaries, generally from north-west to south-east. The 
Jumna, which forms part of the southern boundary, is fringed 
by deep ravines, extending two miles f~om the river, incapable of 
cultivation, but affording good pasturage for cattle, as well as 
safe retreats for the lawless herdsmen or Ahirs. North-east 
flow, in succession, the Sirsa, the Agangii., the Sengar, the Arind 
or Rind, the Isan, and the Kali Nadi (East), which last forms 
the greater part of the northern boundary. A well-defined 
sandy ridge lies in the west of the District, and a range of 
8andhills follows the course of the Kali Nadi, a little inland. 
Shallow lakes or marshes abound over the whole area, but are 
most common in the central table-land, in which are many 
large stretches of barren soil called usar. 

Geology. The soil consists entirely of Gangetic alluvium; but l<anl<ar 
is abundant, both in nodular and block form. Saline efflor
escences occur in many parts. 

llotany. The ·flora presents no peculiarities. The District is well 
wooded, and extensive groves of mango and shisham (Dal

. bergia Si'ssoo) abound. The great dhal< jungles (.Butea /rondos a) 
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which formerly studded t_he District have been largely cut away. 
Babul (Acacia arabica) is common. The weed baisuri 
(Pluchea lanceolala) is a pest in the-west, and lliins (Saccharum 
spontaneum) is sometimes troublesome in the sandy soil to 
the north-east. 

There are few wild animals in the District. Antelope occur Fauna, 

in some numbers, and nilgai in the dhiik jungles. Leopards 
and hyenas are foun~ in the Jumna ravines, and wolves 
everywhere. Pigeons, water-fowl, and quail are common. 
Fish are plentiful, and the· right of fishing in the rivers and 
tanks is often valuable. 

The climate of Mainpuri is that of the Doab generally.. It Clima!e 
' h b · 1 1 d ' h h and ratn-lS ot, ut not excess1ve y su try unng t e summer mont s. fall. 

The annual rainfall averages 31 inches, and the tract near the 
Jumna receives slightly more than the rest. Variations from 
year to year are considerable. 

Nothing definite is known of the early history of Mainpuri, History 
though mounds concealing ancient ruins are common. A few anchad 

'h 'd 'hMhbh ar eo-places are, as usual, connected Wlt eptso es m t e a a arata. logy. · 
The first precise notice of the District, however, is found in the 
records of its Muhammadan invaders. In I 194 Rapri was made 
the seat of a Musalman governor, and continued to be the local 
head-quarters under many successive dynasties. During the 
vigorous rule of Sultan Bahlol (145o-88) Mainpuri and Etawah 
formed a debatable ground between the powers of Delhi and 
Jaunpur, to both of which they supplied mercenary forces. 
After the •firm establishment of the Lodi princes, Rapri 
remained in their hands until the invasion of the Mughals. 
Babar occupied it in 1526, and Etawah also came into his 
hands without a blow. Riipri was wrested from the Mughals 
for a while by the Afghan, Kutb Khan, son of Sher Shah, who 
adorned it with many noble buildings, the remains of which 
still exist. On the return of Humayiin, the Mughals once more 
occupied MainpurL Akbar included it in the sarkiirs of Kanauj 
and Agra. The same vigorous ruler also led an expedition into 
the District for the purpose of suppressing the robber tribes by 
\'l'hom it was infested During the long ascendancy of the line 
of Biibar the Musalmiins made little advance in MainpurL A 
few Muhammadan families obtained possessions in the Dis-
trict, but a very small proportion of the natives accepted the 
faith of Islam. Under the successors of Akbar Rapri fell 
into comparative insignificance, and the surrounding country 
became subordinate to Etiiwah. 

Like the rest of the Central Doab, Mainpun passed towards 
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the end of the eighteenth century into the powt:r of the Marli.
thas, and finally became a portion of the province of Oudh. 
When the region was ceded to the British by the Nawab of 
Oudh in x8ox, Mainpuri became the head-quarters of the ex
tensive District of Etawah. With the exception of a raid by 
Holkar in 1804, which was repulsed by the provincial militia, 
there are no events of importance to recount during the early 
years of British supremacy. Its unwieldy size was gradually 
reduced by the formation of Etah and Etawah as separate 
Districts. The construction of the Ganges Canal was the 
only striking event between the cession and the Mutiny of 

. 1857· 
News of the massacre at Meerut reached Mainpuri on 

May 12; and on the 22nd, after tidings of the Allgarh 
revolt had arrived at the station, the 9th Infantry broke into 
open mutiny. The" few Europeans at Mainpuri gallantly 

·defended the town till the 29th, when the arrival of the Jhansi 
. rebels made it necessary to abandon the District entirely. The 
i Magistrate and his party were accompanied as far as Shikoh-
abad by the Gwalior troopers, who then refused to obey orders, 
but quietly rode off home without molesting their officers. The 
fugitives reached Agra in safety. Next day the Jhansi force 
attacked the town, but was beaten off by the well-disposed 
inhabitants. The District remained in the hands of the rebel 
Raja of Mainpuri, who held it till the reoccupation, when he 
quietly surrendered himself, and order was at once restored. 

The There are 8 towns and x,38o villages. Population has 
people. fluctuated during the last thirty years. Between x881 and 1891 

excessive floods threw much land out of cultivation; but the 
seasons in the following decade were more favourable. The 
number of inhabitants at the last four enumerations was : 
(1872) 765,845, (x88x) 8ox,216, (189x) 762,163, and (1901) 
829,357. The density of population is below the average of the 
western plain. The District is divided into five tahsils-MAIN
PURi, BHONGAON, KARHAL, SHIKOHABAD, and MusTAFABAD-
the head-quarters of which (except that of Mustala.bad, which 
is at J asrana) are at places of the same names. The principal 
town is the municipality of MAINPURi. The table on the next 
page gives the chief statistics of population in 1901. 

About 93 per cent of the population are Hindus, and less 
than 6 per cent Musalmans, a very low proportion for the 
United Provinces. Western Hindi is spoken almost universally, 
the prevailing dialect being Braj. 

Castes and The most numerous Hindu castes are Ahirs (graziers and 
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cultivators), 143,ooo; Chamars (tanners and labourers), xo7,ooo; ~ccnpa· 
Kachhis (cultivators}, 68,ooo; Brahmans, 68,ooo; and Rajputs, tlons. 
68,ooo. Among Musalmans the chief tribes or castes · are 
Shaikhs, S,xoo; Pathans, 6,6oo; Fakirs, 5,7oo; and Behnas 
(cotton-carders), 5,2oo. Agriculture supports 70 per cent. of 
the population, a high proportion; general labour 6 per cent., 
and personal service 6 per cent. 

Tahsil, 

Mainpuri. 
Bhongaon, 
Karhal 
Shikohliblid 
Mustafliblid 

Number of 

3s6 a :a49 1B3,18o 475 + ·7.o 5,327 
459 l 390 226,940 494 + 16•2 5,832 
uS 1 189 98,398 451 - 1·9 2,386 
294 a 287 157,659 536 + 12·5 3,792 
318 I 265 163,180 513 . + ~·I 21241 

-------- -------
District total I,67s s x,38o 829,357 495 + 8.8 19,57B 

There were only. 308 native Christians in 1901, of whom Christian 
196 were Methodists and 45 Presbyterians. The American missions, 

Presbyterian Church commenced work here in 1843. 

The District is divided by its rivers into three tracts of General 
varying qualities. On the north-east the area between the Isan agricul
and the Kali Nadi is composed of light sandy soil called bhiir, ~~~~n~~n
with here and there loam, especially near the west, where these 
two rivers are farthest apart. Between the !san and Sirsa lies 
the garden of the District, a rich tract of fertile loam, inter-
spersed with many shallow lakes, patches of barren iisar land, 
and occasional jungle. The third tract, commencing a little 
south of the Sengar, has some sandy stretches, but is much · 
better than the north-eastern tract, and as far as the Sirsa it is 
little inferior to the central tract. South of the Sirsa the soil 
deteriorates; there are no jhJls and no iisar; the land is not so 
rich, and irrigation is scantier, the water-level sinking rapidly as 
the J umna ravines are approached. 

The District contains the usual tenures of the ~rovinces, Chief 
but zamindiiri and patlldtin' are more common than bhaiyii- agricul- . 
Z.=· h-l Th • 1 77.J·• bl . turalsta-Crwra ma a s. ere IS one arge latUt<aan estate e ongmg tistics and 

to the Raja of MAINPURi, which is described separately. principal 
The main agricultural statistics are given on the next page, crops. 
in square miles. 

The chief food-crops, with the area under each (in square 
miles), are: wheat (uo), jawar (ru), barley (no), biijra 
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(xoo), and gram (go). Poppy and cotton are the most im
portant non-food crops, covering 28 and . 39. square miles 
respectively. 

TaAsil. Total. Cultivated. Irrigated. Cultivable 
waste. 

Mainpuri. . 386 179 152 so 
Bhongaon 459 260 205 6r 
Karhal 218 110 JOI 27 
Shikohiibiid 294 196 16o 44 
Mnstafiihiid 318 181 101 26 

Total r,67S 926 719 208 

~om.-; These figures are for various years from 1900 to 19031 later ligures not 
. be..ng available. . 

No improvements can be noted in agricultural practice 
except the increase in the area double cropped, and in the 
area under wheat, maize, and poppy. A steady demand exists 
for advances under the Agriculturists' and Land Improvement 
Loans Acts, which aggregated 1•3 lakhs during the ten years 
ending rgoo. One-third of this sum was advanced in the 
famine year x8g6-7. The loans in 1903-4 amounted to 
Rs. 4,5oo. In the central and part of the south-western tract 
drainage was defective and has recently been improved, 
especially in the latter, where the Bhognipur branch of the 
Lower Ganges Canal had caused some obstruction. 

Cattle, The cattle are of the ordinary inferior type, though a little 
hhrses, d success has been achieved in improving the strain by imported 
~0~~;: an bulls.· Something has also been done to improve the breed 

of horses, and stallions havebeen kept here for many years. 
In x87o an attempt was made, without success, to improve the 
breed of sheep. The best goats are imported from west of the · 
Jumna. Sirsaganj is the great cattle market. 

Irrigation. Mainpuri is well supplied by canal-irrigation in almost every 
.. portion, and goo square miles are commanded. In the latest 

"'years for which statistics are available, out of 719 square miles 
irrigated canals supplied 2 66. The central tract is served by 
the Cawnpore and Etawah branches of the Lower Ganges 
Canal, which originally formed part of the Upper Ganges 
Canal. The tract north-east of the I san is served by the Bewar 
branch, and part of that south-west of the Sengar and Sirsii. by 
the Bhognipur branch. The last tract is perhaps that in which 
irrigation is most defective. Wells supplied 396 square miles, 
and other sources, chiefly small streams, 57· Towards the 
Jumna, and in the sandy tracts, wells cannot be constructed 
easily. 
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Kankar is found abundantly in both block and nodular MineralS. 
form. The only other mineral product of the District is salt-
petre, which is largely manufactured from saline efflorescences. 

The District bas few arts or manufactures. Glass bangles Arts and 

are made from reh. Wood-carving was once popular in many ::~rae
parts, including a peculiar variety in which the wood is inlaid 
with brass or silver wire. There is one cotton gin at Shikoh-
abii.d, another was recently built at Mainpuri, and a third is 
working at Sirsaganj. Indigo is still made in twenty-three 
factories, which employ about I,ooo hands. 

The chief exports are wheat and other grains, oilseeds, hides, Commerce. 
and cotton ; and the imports are salt, metals, piece-goods, 
sugar, tobacco, and rice. The trade is largely with Cawnpore, 
but sugar comes from Rohilkhand and tobacco from Farrukh-
abad. Some traffic is carried by the canal. 

The East Indian Railway crosses the south-western corner, Railways 
and a branch line, recently constructed, connects Shikoh- and roads. 

ii.bad with Mainpuri and Farrukhabad, thus traversing the 
District from west to east. There are 197 miles of metalled 
and 200 miles ofunmetalled roads. The Public Works depart-
ment is in charge· of the former; the cost of all but 83 miles 
of the metalled and of all the unmetalled roads is met from 
Local funds. Avenues of trees are maintained on 102 miles. 
Few Districts in the Provinces are so well supplied with roads, 
and only in the south-west are communications defective. The 
grand trunk road passes through the north-west, with a branch 
to Agra through Mainpuri town, which is also connected by 
metalled roads with the surrounding Districts. 

Mainpuri suffered severely in 1837-8, when extensive remis- Famine. 
sions of revenue were necessary, but nothing more was done 
to relieve distress. In 186o-1 relief works were opened and 
4,ooo able-bodied persons worked daily, besides 4,6oo who 
received gratuitous relief. In 1868 the situation was saved 
by timely rain, and grain was actually exported. Distress was 
felt in 187 7-8, especially in the south-west of the District, where 
canal-irrigation was not available, and relief works had to be 
opened. In 1896-7 prices were high, but 2 1ooo temporary 
wells were made from Government advances, besides 1 2 1ooo 
constructed from private. capital, and distress was confined to 
the immigrants from Rajputana. A test work attracted only 
a daily average of 1oo persons. The four branches of the 
canal now make the District practically immune. 

The ordinary District staff includes the Collector, and four District 

Deputyullectors recruited in India. There is a talzsildar at stafl'. 
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the head-quarters of each tahsil. Mainpuri is also the head
quarters of an Executive Engineer in charge' of a division 
of the Lower Ganges Canal, and of an officer of the Opium 
department. 

Civil There are two regular Munsifs. The District and Sessions 
ju~tice and Judge of Mainpuri and the Sub-Judge exercise jurisdiction also 
cnme. over Etawah District. Crime is of the usual nature, but out-

breaks of dacoity are frequent. Cattle-theft is not unconuhon, 
and offences against the opium law are numerous. Main
puri has long held a bad reputation for female infanticide, 
and 2x,o82 persons were still under surveillance in 1904, 
by far the largest number in any District of the United 
Provinces. 

Land In x8ox Mainpuri became the head-quarters of the District 
~d'::i~- of Etawah, which then included, besides the present' District, 
tration. parts of Farrukhabad, Agra, Etah, and Etawah. In x8o3 large 

additions were made, and in 1824 four subdivisions were 
formed, the Mainpuri portion remaining under the Collector of 
Etawah, who still resided at Mainpuri. The District began 
to take its present form in 1837. Early settlements were for 
short periods, and were based on the records of previous 
collections and on a system of competition, preference, how
ever, being given to the hereditary zamindars, if they came 
forward. The first regular settlement was made in 1839-40, 
when a revenue of 12• 5 lakhs was fixed. This assessment was, 
as it turned out, excessive, owing to the failure to allow for 
the after-effects of the famine of 1837-8; and it was reduced 
in 1845-6 to IO•S lakhs, rising gradually to II•4 lakhs in 
x85o-1. The next settlement was made between x866 and 
1873• Soils ~ere marked off on the village map by actual 
inspection, and the rents payable for each class of soil were 
ascertained. The revenue assessed amounted to rather less 

;, than half the 'assets' calculated by applying these rates, and 
· was fixed at 12·8 lakhs. In 1877, owing to floods, mainly 

along the Kali Nadi:, the settlement of seventy villages was 
revised. Between x883 and x887 serious injury from floods 
again occurred along the Kali Nadr, and !lans grass spread, 
while in the south the new Bhognipur branch of the canal had 
caused damage. The revenue was reduced by about Rs. 19,ooo. 
The present demand falls at an incidence of Rs. 1-5-o per acre, 
varying from little more than 8 annas to nearly Rs. 1-12-o. A 
revision of settlement has just been completed. Collections 
on account of land revenue and total revenue are given on 
the next page, in thousands of rupees. 
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l88o-l. 189<>--1. 19QO-I• 1903"4• 
---

Land revenne u,6o U 123 12,74 U,H 
Total revenue 14·46 x6,9S 17,91 18,31 

Besides the single municipality of Mainpuri, there are seven Local self

towns administered under Act XX of I856. Outside these, ~~:~:n
local affairs are managed by the District board, which has an 
income of about a lakh, chiefly derived from rates. In 1903-4 
the largest item of expenditure was Rs. 8x,ooo on roads and 
buildings. 

The District Superintendent of police has a force of 4 ~?lice and 
inspectors, 83 subordinate officers, and 340 men, besides Ja.tls, 
102 municipal 'and town police, and r,859 rural and 
road police. A sub-inspector and I I head constables are 
specially maintained in connexion with the surveillance of 
villages where female infanticide is believed to be prevalent. 
There are 1 5 police stations. The District jail contained a 
daily average of 293 prisoners in 1903. 

Mainpuri takes a very low place in respect of literacy ; in x 901 Education. 
only 2•4 per cent of the population (4·2 males and o·2 females) 
could read and write. \The number of public schools fell from 
151 in x88x to 133 in 1901, but the number of pupils rose from 
4,146 to 4,851. In 1903-4 there were 153 public schools with 
5, I 5 I pupils, of whom 1 7 3 were girls, besides 82 private 
schools with 8u pupils. Three of the public schools are 
managed by Government, and most of the remainder by the 
District or municipal boards. In 1903-4, out of a total expen-
diture ·on education of Rs. 38,ooo, Local funds contributed 
Rs. 32,ooo and fees Rs. 3,ooo. . 

There are 8 hospitals and dispensaries, with accommoda- Hospitals 
tion for 36 in-patients. In 1903 the number of cases and di~ 

d f h . . d pensanes. 
treate was 47,ooo, o w om 772 were m-pat1ents, an 1,920 :. 
operations were performed. The expenditure in the same year 
was Rs. 8,:zoo, chiefly met from Local funds. 

About :zs,ooo persons were successfully vaccinated in 1903-4, Vaccina· 
representing 30 per x,ooo of population. Vaccination is tion. 
compulsory only in the municipality of Mainpuri. 

[M. A. McConaghey and D. M. Smeaton, Settlement Report 
(1875); Distni:t Gazetteer (1876, under revision).] 

Mainpuri Tahsil.-Central northern tahsil of Mainpuri 
District, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Main
purl, Ghiror, and Kurauli, and lying between 27° 5' and 27° 
28' N. and 78° 4:z' and 79° s' E., ·with an area of 386 square 
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miles. Population increased from 1711152 in 1891 to x83,18o 
in 1901. There are .249 villages and three to\vns, MAINPURi 
(population, 19,ooo), the District and tahsil head-quarters, being 
the largest. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was 
Rs. 2,24,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 36,ooo. The density of popu· 
lation, 4 7 5 persons 'per square mile, is slightly below the Dis
trict average. The tahsil is bounded on the north by the 
Kali Nadi, and is also crossed by the Isan and its tributary the 
Kaknadiya, and by the Arind. Near the Klili Nadi lies a con
siderable area of sandy soil or bhiir; but most of the tahsil 

. consists of fertile loaJl!, in which some large swatpps or jhzls, 
now partly drained, and patches . of usar or barren land alone 
break the uniformly rich cultivation. Three branches of the 
Lower Ganges Canal provide ample means of irrigation. In 
19oo-1 the area under cultivation was 179 square miles, of 
which 152 were irrigated. Wells supply about half the irri
gated area, canals one-third, and tanks or jhils most of the 
remainder. 

Bhongaon Tahsil.-Eastem tahsil of Mainpuri District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Bhongaon, 
Bewar, AlYpur Patti, and Kishni Nabiganj, and lying between 
26° 58' and 27° 26' N. and 79° x' and 79° 26' E., with an area 
of 459 square miles. Population increased from 195,368 in 
1891 to 226,940 in 1901. There are 390 villages and only 
one town, BHONGAON (population, 5,582), the tahsil head- · 
quarters. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was 

. Rs. 2,86,ooo, ·and for cesses Rs. 46,ooo. These figures have 
been raised in the new sett:tement toRs. 3,19,ooo for revenue 
and Rs. sx,ooo for cesses. The density of populatiop., 494 
persons per square mile, is above the District average. On the 
north the tahsil is bounded by the Kali Nadr, while the rivers 
Isan and Arind cross it from north-west to south-east. It con
tains a large proportion of sandy soil or bhiir, especially near 
the Kali Nadi, while the loam area south of the Isan includes 
considerable areas of barren· soil or usar and large swamps. 
During the cycle of wet years beginning in 1883 the tract 

.near the Kali Nadi suffered from flooding, and kiins spread in 
the affected area. Ample irrigation is provided by three 
branches of the Lower Ganges Canal, which supply more than 
half the irrigated area, and by wells, which supply about one
third. In 19oo-x the area under cultivation was 26o square 
miles, of which 205 were irrigated. Tanks and streams supply 
about 20 square miles, a larger area than in any other tahsil 
in the District. 
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Karhal Tahsil.-Central southern laksil of Mainpuri 
District, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Karhal 
and Barn!ha1, and lying between 26° 56' and 27° 9' N. and 
78° 46' and 79° 1o' E., with an area of 218 square miles. 
Population fell from 100,297 in 1891 to g8,398 in 1901. There 
are 189 villages and one town, · KARHAL (population, 6,:z68), 
the taluil head-quarters_ The demand for land revenue in 
1903-4 was Rs. I,7s,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 28,ooo. The, 
density of population, 451 persons per square mile, is the 
lowest in the District, and this is the only lakstl which lost in 
population between 1.891 and 1901. The Sengar, flowing 
from north-west to south-east, divides the tahsil into two 
parts. The eastern portion forms part of the great central 
loam tract, and ·its fertility is interrupted only by patches of 
barren land called usar, and great swamps from which are 
formed the Puraha and Ahneya streams, flowing into Etawah. 
Although the west is more sandy it contains no iisar; this 
tract suffered during the scarcity of 1896-7. In 1901-2 
the area under cultivation was 110 square miles, of which 
101 were irrigated. The Etawah branch of. the Lower Ganges 
Canal serves the tract east of the Sengar, supplying about · 
half of the irrigated area, and wells irrigate most of the re
mainder. 

Shikohabii.d TahsU.-South-western tahsil of Mainpuri 
District, United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of 
the same name, lying between z6° 53' and 27° I 1' N. and 78° 29' 
and 78" so' K, with an area of 294 square miles. Population 
increased from 140,o93 ~n 1891 to 157,659 in 1901. There 
are 287 villages and two towns, the larger of which is SHIKOH
ABAD (population, 10,798), the tahsil head-quarters. The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2 171,ooo, and for 
cesses Rs. 44,ooo. The density of population,_ 536 persons per 
square mile, is the highest in the District. On the south-west 
the laAsil is bounded by the Jumna, while the Sirsa flows 
through the centre. The Sengar crosses the northern portion, 
and the Aganga rises near Shikohiibad. North of the Sirs a 
the soil, though light, is very fertile; but south of this river 
it becomes sandy and continues to deteriorate till the Jumna 
ravines are reached. The tract south of the Sirsa is irrigated 
by the Bhognipur branch of the Lower Ganges Canal. When 
first constructed this work interfered with drainage, but cuts 
have been made to improve this. In 1902-3 the cultivated 
area was 196 square miles, of which r6o were irrigated. Wells 
supply more than half of the irrigated area, and the canal 
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about a third. The dry tract suffered to some extent during· 
the searcity of 1896-7. 

Mustafiibad.-North-western tahsil of Mainpuri District, 
United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the 
same name, lying between 27° 8' and 27° 31' N. and 78° 27' 
and 78° 46' E., with an area of 318 square miles .• Population 
increased from 155,253 in 1891 to x63,18o in 1901. There 
are 265 villages and only one town, which contains less than 
s,ooo inhabitants. The tahsil head-quarters were fo~merly 
at Mustafiibad, but were moved to Jasrana in 1898. The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,9o,ooo, and for 
cesses Rs. 46,ooo. The density of population, 513 persons 
per square mile, is slightly above the District average. Three 
rivers-the Arind, Sengar, and Sirsa-cross the tahsil, the Sengar 
having two branches known as Sengar and Senhar. A sandy 
ridge runs transversely from north-west to south-east, but most 
of the soil is a fertile loam. In the south-western half the 
wells are . often brackish, and the weed bai'suri (Piuchea 
lanceolata) is common. Irrigation is supplied by three 
branches of the Lower Ganges Canal. In 1902-3 the area 
under cultivation was 181 square miles, of which xox were 
irrigated. Canals serve about one-fifth of the irrigated area, 
and wells supply most of the remainder. 

Mainpuri Estate.-A talukdiiri estate in the District of 
the same name, United Provinces, with an area of 89 square 
iniles.: The rent-roll for I J03-4 amounted to more than 
a lakh, and the revenue and cesses payable to Government by 
the estate were Rs. 58,ooo. -The Raja of Mainpuri is regarded 
as the head of the Chauhan Rlijputs in the Doab. He traces 
descent to the renowned Prithwi Raj of Delhi, who fell before 
Muhammad Ghoriin 1192. According to tradition, the Chan
hans settled near Bhongaon early in the fourteenth century. 
It is probable that the Rai Pratap, mentioned by the Muham
madan historians as occupying part of this District towards 
the close of the fifteenth century, was a member of the family. 
Pratap aided Bahlol Lodi in his wars with Jaunpur and was 
confirmed in l:iis estates. J agat Man, ninth in descent from 
Pratap, founded the city of Mainpuri, which was extended in 
1749 by another descendant. Du;ing the rule of the Oudh 
government, towards the close of the eighteenth century, the 
Raja was deprived of many of the farms he had previously 
held ; but at the cession to the British a large tract was settled 
with him as talukdiir, the estate being sometimes known as 
Manchana. In 1840 it was decided that settlement should be 
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made with the subordinate proprietors where these existed, the 
laluMii,. receiving a certain proportion of the rental 'assets,' 
but being excluded from management of the villages. The 
Raja now receives this allowance from 133 villages, while his 
r.amindiiri estate comprises 75 villages. In the Mutiny Raja 
Tej Singh rebelled, and the estate was confiscated and co~ 
ferred on his uncle Bhawlini Singh, who had contested the. 
title when Tej Singh succeeded. The present Raja, Ram 
Parta~ Singh, is a son of Bhawani Singh. · 
. Bhongaon Town~-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the 

same name in M:ainpuri District, United Provinces, situated in 
27° 16' N. and 79° 11' E., on a branch of.the East Indian Rail
way, and on the grand trunk road. Population (xgox), 5.582. 
According to tradition, the town was .. founded by a mythical 
Raja Bhim, who was cured of leprosy by bathing in a pond 
here. It was the' head-quarters of a }a'l[ana under Akbar, 
and a high mound marks the residence o( the iimil or governor. 
Bhongaon is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an 
income of about Rs. I,Joo. It has very little trade. The 
talzsili school has about 70 pupils. 

Karhal Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Mainpuri District; United Provinces, situated in. 
27° N. and ,so 57' E., on the road from MainpUri town tG 
Etawah. Population (1901), 6,268. The town contains a 
hazar of poor shops, but has some substantial brick-built 
houses. A Saiyid family, some of the members of which are 
reputed to have miraculous powers, resides here. The talzslli 
and dispensary are the chief public buildings. Karhal is: 
administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about 
Rs. 1,4oo. Trade is local. The talzslli school has about 90 
pupils. 

Main purl Town.-Head-quarters of the District and lalzsll 
of the same name, United Provinces, situated in 27° 14' N. and 
79° 3' E., at the junction of metalled roads from Agra, 
Etawah, Etah, and Fatehgarh, and on a branch of the East 
Indian Railway recently opened from Shikohabad. Population 
(1901), rg,ooo. The town, which lies south of the Isan river, 
is made up of two parts, MainpUri proper and :Muhkamganj, 
lying respectively north and south of the Agra road. The 
former existed, according to tradition, in the days of the Pan
davas, while ano~er fable connects an image known as Main 
Deo with the name. It seems to have been of no importance till 
the Chauhlins migrated here from Asauli at dates ranging from 
the thirteenth to the sixteenth century, according to different 

"·'·•· G g 
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versions.· The town contains a fort, composed. partly of brick 
and partly of mud, belonging to the Raja. Muhkamganj was 
founded in 1803 by Raja Jaswant Singh. In the Mutiny the 
place was occupied by the Jhansi rebels, who plundered and 
bur11t the civil station, but were beaten off when they attempted 
to sacK. tlfe town. The Agra branch of the grand trunk road 
runs through the centre and forms a 'llide street, lined on eitber 
-sid~ by shops which constitute the principal hazar. Besides 
a la!mll and. dispensary, the town contains the head-quarters 
of the Alperican Presbyterian Mission, a large sarai' and grain 
market qlled Raikesganj, after the Collector who built it about 
18491 and a fine street, called Lanegan j, after another Collector. 
The civil statiQn, with the District offices and jail, lies north 
of the lsan, which is crossed by'stone bridges. Mainpuri has 
been a. municipality since l~66. During the ten years ending 
·1901 the income and expenditure averaged Rs. t6,ooo, In 
-1903-4 the income was Rs. 22,ooo, chiefly from octroi 
(Rs. 16,ooo); and the expenditure was Rs. 25,ooo. Trade is 
mainly local, but may be expected to expand when the railway 
iS opened. The place is noted foJ' the production of articles 
of carved wood inlaid with brass wire. A steam cotton-ginning 
factory, recently opened, employs about too hands. The 
municipality maintains two schools and aids two others, with 
322 pupils in 1904- There are also a District and taksili · 
schools, imd a Presbyterian Mission school. 

Pendhat.-Village in the Mustalabad taksil of Mainpuri 
District, United Provincel\_~j.tuated in 27° 21' N. and 78° 36' E., 
·2g miles north-west of Mainpuri town. Population (r9or), 
:~1423. It is noted for the worship of Jokhaiya, a deity be
-lieved by ~he lower classes in the Doab to have great powers. 
Jokhaiya was a Bhang!, who, according to tradition, fell 
in the· war between Prithwi Raj of Delhi and J ai Chand of 
Kanauj. The shrine is visited annually by thousands of pil-
1¢ms in the hope of obtaining offspring or an easy childbirth. 

Rapri.-Village in the Shikoha.bad taksil of Mainpuri Dis
trict, United Provinces, situated in 26° 58' N. and 78° 36' E., 
in the Jumna ravines, 44 miles south-west of Mainpurl 
town. Population (1901), 900. ThE; importance of Rapri lies 

, 1n its .past history; Local tradition ascribes its foundation to 
Rao Zorawar Sen, also known as Rapar Sen, whose descendant 
fell in batUe against ?>luhammad Ghori in A.p. 1 I 94· Mosques, 

• 'tombs, wells, and reservoirs mark its former greatness; and 
several inscriptions found among the ruins have thrown much 
light on the local history. The most important of these dates 
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from the reign of Allt-ud-din Khilji. Many buildings wer~ 
erected by Sher Shah and J ahangir ; and traces of the gate of 
one of the royal residences still exist. indicating that Rapri 
must at one time have been a large and prosperous town. 
Rapri has always been important 'ls commanding one of the 
crossings of the Jumna; and a bridge of boati1 is maintained 
here, forming one of the main routes to the cattle fair at. 
BATESAR in Agra District, which i~ one of the larges; in the 
United Provinces. ~'~ ... 

Shikohabad.. Town.-Head-quarters 'of the' ia;hsz1 of the 
same name in Mainpuri District, United, Provinces;.situated 
in 27° 6' N. and 78° 57' E., on the Agra branch of the grand 
trunk road, and 2 miles from the Shikohl!.bad station on 
the East Indian Railway. Population (1901), xo1798, The 
town is said to have l]een first colonized by a Musalmltn 
emigrant from RAPRi, named Muhammad, after whom it was 
called Muhammadl!.b~d. The name was <;hanged to Shikoh
abad in honour of Dara Shikoh. The Marath~ held the place 
and built a fort north of the site ; but during the eighte:enth 
century it often changed bands, and belonged at different tim.es 
to the Jats, the Rohillas, Himmat Bahlidur, and Oudh. The 
British obtained possession in 18o1 and established a canton. 
ment south-west of the town, the garrison of which was surprised 
by a Maratha force under Fleury in x8o2, after which the troop~ 
were moved to MainpurL Besides the lahsili, a dispensary 
is situated here. · The town is administered under Act ~ 
of x8s6, with an income of about Rs. 2,6oo, Shikohabad i$ 
celebrated for its sweetmeats and manufacture of country 
cloth. A steam cotton gin employed about xoQ hands in 
1904- The lahsili school has about J40 pupil$ and a. girls' 
school 45· 

Sirsaganj.-Village in the Shikohabad tahsil of MainpurJ 
District, United Provinces, situated in 27° 3' N. and 78° 43' E., 
6 miles north of the Bhadan station on the East Indian Railway, 
Population {1901), 4, 122. The village of Sirsa is purely agricul
tural; but Sirsaganj, the market adjoining. it, is the greatest 
centre of trade in the District. It consists of one principal 
street with a market-place called Raikesganj, after the Collector 
who improved it. Trade is chiefly in grain, cotton, and hides1 
and a small cotton gin has been opened. Sirsaganj is adminis. 
tered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about 
Rs. r,3oo. It contains a primary school with about so pupils, 

Etawah District (Itawii or /ltiw!f).-District in the Agra Bonn

Division of the United Provinces, lying between 26° 22' and daries,con
og:r 
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6g11ratioo, 27~ r' N. and 78° 45' and 79° 451 E., with a1;1 area of r,69r 
and river · • system. square m1les. It 1s bounded on the north by :Mainpuri and'. 

Fa.rrukha~d ; on the eru;t by Cawnpore; on the south by 
J!i.lann ; and on the west by the State of Gwalior and Agra 
District. Etliwah lies entirely in the Gangetic plain, bl!t it~ 
physical features vary considerably and are determined by the 

· rivers which cross it~ · Chief of these is the J umna, which form~ 
part of the western boundary, and then flows across the western 
portion of the District to the southern boundary, where it 
separates Etawah from Jalaun. The area north-east of the 
J umna is ·a level tract of extremely fertile soil, intersected 
by small rivers, the Pandii, the Arind, with its tributaries the 
Ahneya and Puraha, and the more important Sengar, with its 
tributary the Sirsa.. In this area. the stretch of rich cultivation is 
interrupted by patches Of barren Soil C;jlled usar, and by swamps 
'()r jlu!s. The banks of both the Sengar {in the lower reaches) 
and th~ J umna are.high and fissured by deep ravines, increasing 
in wildness ·and extent as the rivers flow eru;tward. West of 
the Jurnna the character of the country changes completely. 
The river Chambal forms part of the western bounda~y of the 
District, and after a winding course across part of it falls into 
the Jumna near the southern boundary, and south-west of it 

· the Kuari also divides Etawah from the State of Gwalior. The 
area. between the Jumna and Cha.mbal presents, for the most 
part, a scene of wild desolation, which can hardly be equalled 
in the plains of India.. In· the central tract a small area. of 
level upland is found ; buti!t the north-west and south-east the 
network of ravines which borders both the rivers meets in an 
inextricable maze. The finest view of this desolate wilderness is 
obtained from the fort at Bhareh, which stands near the junction 
of the Chambal and J umna, and within a few miles of the junc
tion of the Kuari, Sind, and Pahuj. South-west of the Cbambal 
lies a tract as inhospitable as that just described, but with 
ravines of a less precipitous nature. 

·Geology. The District consists entirely .of Gangetic alluvium, and the 
chief mineral product is llankar or limestone. This occurs 
in both nodular and block form, especially in the ravines. 
Reefs of kankar obstructing the navigation of the J umna were 
removed many years ago, when some interesting mammalian 
remains were discovered 1• 

Botany. The flora is that of the plains generally. A large jungle 
once existed in the north-east, but has been largely cut down 
and cultivated, and only patches of dltiik (Butea frondosa) 

1 Jt>wr7141, A11'atk S4dety of .Bengal, vol. ii, p. 6H. 
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remain. The chief trees growing wild are varieties of acacia, 
-especially the /Jabul (Acada ara/Jica), and the District is fairly 
well wooded. Near the town of Etawah a portion of the 
Jumna ravines was enclosed as a fueland fodder reserve, but 
this has been leased to a Cawnpore tannery as a babul planta· 
tion. Elsewhere the ravines are generally covef$d merely 
with grass and thorny brushwood, or are entirely bare. 

Leopards are occasionally seen in the wild tract south of Fauna, 

the J umna, and a tiger was shot in the Reserve in the Fisher 
Forest in 1902. Wolves are becoming rare, and hog are com
mon~st near the ravines and in the jungle near the north of 
the District. The antelope and ni/gai are found in the 
Doab, and 'ravine deer' ·(gazelle) near the rivers. Duck, teal, 
and snipe abound in the cold season. The larger rivers con· 
tain turtles, crocodiles, and the Gangetic porpoise, besides 
a great variety of fish. • 

The climate is that of the Doab generally. From April Climate 

to the break of the monsoon hot west winds are usual, but the an_d fall 
District is regarded as healthy. The-annual rainfall averages ram ' 
32 inches. Only slight variations occur in different parts, but 
the north-east receives a little more than the west. Consider· 

.able fluctuations are recorded from year to year. In 1868-9 
the fall was less than IS inches, while a year earlier it was 
nearly so. · 

Numerous mounds still show the ancient sites of prehistoric History. 

forts 'throughout the District, which long formed a main strong· 
hold of the Meos, the Ishmaelites of the Upper Doab. In 
their hands it doubtless remained until after the earliest 
Muhammadan invasion, as none of the tribes now inhabiting 
its borders has any traditions which stretch back beyond the 
twelfth century of our era. Etawah was probably traversed 
both by Mahmiid of Ghazni and by Kutb-ud-din on their 
successful expeditions against the native dynasties ; but the 
memorials of these events are indistinct on all local details. 
It is clear, however, that the Hindus of Etawah succeeded on 
the whole in maintaining their independence against the 
Musalman aggressors ; for while some of the neighbouring 
Districts have a number of influential Muhammadan colonies, 
only a thin sprinkling of Shaikhs or Saiyids can be found among 
the territorial families of Etawah. The Rajputs seem to have 
occupied the District during the twelfth century. Etawah 
town lies on one of the old routes through Northern India, 
and became the seat of a Muhammadan governor; but the 
histories teem with notices of raids conducted with varying 
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success by the Saiyid generals against the ' accursed infidels J 

of Eta wah. The Hindu chiefs were generally· able to defend 
their country from the invaders, though they made peace after 
each raid by the payment of a precarious tribute.. Early in 
the sixteenth century. Babar conquered the District, together 
with the rest of the Doab ; and it remained in the power 
of the Mughals until the expulsion of Humaylin. His Afghan 
rival, Sher Shah, found this portion of !Us dominions difficult 
to manage, and stationed 'u,ooo horsemen in and near the 
neighbouringpargana of Hatkiint (now the Bah tahsilin Agra. 
bistrict), who dealt. out such rude measures of justice as 
suited the circumstance~ of the place '>and the people. Akbar 
included parts of Etiiwah in his sarkiirs 9f Agra, Kanauj, 
Kalpi, and Erachli. But even that great administrator failed 
to incorporate Etawah thoroughly with the dominions of_ the 
Delhi court. Neither as proselytizers nor as settlers have the 
Musalmans impressed their mark so deeply here as in other 
Districts of the Doab.,. During the decline of the Mughal 
power, Etawah fell at first into the hands of the Marathas. 

· The battle of Pan'ipat dispossessed them for a while, and the 
District became ad apanage of the Jat garrison at Agra .. 
In 1770 the Marathas returned, and for three' years they 
occupied the Doab afresh. But when, in 1773, Naja( Khan 
drove the intruders southward, the Nawab Wazir of Oudh 
crossed the Ganges, and laid claim to his share of the spoil. 
During the anarchic struggle which closed the century, Etawah 
fell sometimes into the hands of the Marathiis, and sometimes 
into those of the W !t~Ir ; biit at last the power of Oudh became 
firmly established, and was. not questioned until the cession 

·to the East India Company in 18or. Even after the 13ritish 
took possession many of the local chiefs maintained a position 
of independence, or at least of insubordination ; and it was 
some time before the revenue officers ventured to approach 
them with a demand for the Government dues. Gradually, 
however, the turbulent landowners were reduced to obedience, 
and industrial organization took the place of the old predatory 
regime. The murderou~ practice of thag'i had been common 
before the cession, but was firmly repressed by the. new power. 
In spite of a devastating famine in 1837, which revolutionized 
the proprietary system by dismembering the great talukas or· 
fiscal farms, the District steadily improved for many years 
under the influence of settled government. The· Mutiny of 
1857 interrupted for some months this progress. 

News of the outbreak at Meerut reached Etawah two 
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days after its occurrence. Within the week, a small body of 
mutineers passed through the District and fired upon the 
authorities, upon which they were surrounded and cut down. 
Shortly after, another body occupied J aswantnagar, and,· 
although a gallant attack was made upon them by the local 
officials, they succeeded in holding the place. On May 22 it 
was thought desirable to withdraw from Etiiwah town ; but 
the troops mutinieq on their march, and it was ~th difficulty 
that the officers and ladies reached Barhpura. There they 
were joined by the first Gwalior Regiment, which, however, 
itself proved insubordinate on June 17. It then became 
necessary to abandon the District and retire to Agra. The 
Jhansi mutineers immediately occupied Etawah, and soon 
passed on to Mainpurr. Meanwhile many of the native officials 
proved themselves steady friends of order, and commup.i~ted 
whenever it was possible with the Magistrate in Agra. Bands 
of rebels from different quarters passed through between July 
and December, until on Christmas Day Brigadier Walpole's 
column re-entered the District. Etawah station was recovered 
on January 6, 1858; but the rebels stilt" held the Shergarh 
ghiil, on the main road to Bundelkhand, and the whole south
west of the District remained in their bands. During the 
early months of 1858 several endeavours were made to dis
lodge them step by step ; but the local force was not sufficient 
to allow of any extensive operations. Indeed, it was only by 
very slow degrees that order was restored ; and· as late · a.S 
December 7 a body of plunderers from Oudb, under Firoz 
Shah, entered the District, burning and killing indiscrimi
nately wherever they went. ·They were attacked and defeated 
at Harchandpur, and by the end of 1858 tranquillity was 
completely restored. Throughout the whole of this trying · 
period the loyalty exhibited by the people of Etawah them
selves was very noticeable. Though mutineers were constantly 
marching through the District, almost all the native officials 
remained faithful; and many continued to guard the treasure, 
and even to collect revenue, in the midst of anarchy and 
rebellion. The principal zamindiirs also were loyal almost 
to a man. · 

The District is rich in ancient mounds, though none has Archaeo
been explored. Munj and Asai Khera in the Eta wah tahsil have logy. 

been identified with places visited by Mahmiid of Ghazn~ but 
with doubtfur accuracy (see ZAFARABAD). At the latter place 
a number of Jain sculptures, dated between the ninth and 
twelfth centuries, have been discovered. Several copperplate 
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grants of Gobind Chand of Kanauj, dated early in the twelfth 
century, have been found at different places. . The most. 
striking building in the District is the Jama Masjid at ETA.w AH 
TowN, built by altering an ancient Hindu or Buddhist structure. 

The There are six towns and 11474 villages. Population has in-
people. creased considerably during the last thirty years. The number 

of inhabitants at the last four enumerations was as follows : 
(1872) 668,641, (x88x) 722,371, (x891) 727,629, and (1901) 
8o6,798. The District is divided into four tahszls-ETA.WAH, 
BHARtHANA, BIDHUNA, and AURAIYA.-the head.quarters of 
each being at a place of the same name. The principal 
town is the municipality of ETAWAH, the administrative head
quarters of the District. The foilowing table gives the chief 
statistics of population in 1901 :-

e Number of 
.. a=l> 

.:1 .; 8..!! G,l• .. ,c .... '!;~"g 

J g·a bt=c:C)....; 
:r~ ~ i·i·9~~ :u•"'.s 

Tahsil. .; ·-" ,.Q ~-g.~ 
·=1 ~ ~ ! ~i if!;~il'tl §iil~~ 
!. ~ u ~~g.! il z~g ... II< '!!"' 

Eta wah .. .p6 2 353 u6,142 507 + 9·1 s,oss 
Bharthana. 416 2 300 1911141 459 +12·4 s,xol 
Bidhiina 433 ... 413 zo61x8a 476 + 9·9 5,310 
Auraiya 416 2 408 193·333 465 + 12·3 s,S29 --- -----

District total 1,691 6 1,474 8o6,798 477 + 10·9 24,295 

About 94 per cent. of the total are Hindus and less than 
6 per cent. Musalmans, the -latter proportion being the lowest 
in any District of the Doab. The absence of large towns 
and the barren area in the south-west . cause a low density. 
The increase between 1891 and 1901 was large, as the 
District escaped from serious famine, and the number was 
augmented by immigration. Almost the whole population 
speak Western Hindi, the prevailing dialect being Kanaujia. 

Castes and Among Hindus the most numerous castes are Chamars 
occupa- (leather-workers and labourers), io71ooo ;. Ahirs (graziers and 
tions, 

cultivators), IOJ1ooo; Brahmans; 97,ooo; Rajputs, 69,ooo;. 
Kii.chhis (cultivators), sx,ooo; Lodhas (cultivators), 48,ooo; 
Banias, 29,000; and Koris (weavers), 27,ooo. It has already 
been stated that Muhammadans form a very small part of the 
total. The principal tribes are Pathans, n,ooo, and Shaikhs 
(many of whom are descended from converted Hindus), 
x6,ooo. The agricultural population forms 70 per cent. of the 
total, while 7 per cent. are supported by general labour and 
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6 per cent. by personal services. Brahmans and Rajputs each 
hold about one-third of the land in proprietary right. Brahmans, 
Rajputs, and Ahrrs occupy the largest areas as tenants; but 
Kachhis and Lodhas are the best cultivators. Ahirs are the 
founders of many new hamlets, as they prefer to have waste 
land as pasturage for their cattle, and are more ready to migrate 
than most castes. 

There were 198 native Christians in 1901, of whom 6:.a Christian 
were Presbyterians. The American Presbyteiian Church has missions. 

had a mission here since· 1863, with two out-stations. 
The District contains four natural divisions affecting cultiva· General 

tion. The tract north-east of the Sengar is known as the ja&kiir. at gnral· cui· 
• , , ( UCOD• 

The so1l is a rich loam, mterspersed w1th large tracts o iisar ditions. 
and marshes or jhils, and ·produces fine crops of wheat and. 
sugar-cane. South-west of the Sengar, and reaching to the high 
ground in which the J umna ravines begin, lies an area known 
as the gkiir, t~e soil of which is a red sandy loam. Water is at 
a great depth, and there are no usar plains and nojhils. The 
extension of canal-irrigation has made this the most fertile 
tract in the District, and there is now little difference between 
it and tl}e ja&kiir. The uplands and ravines of the Jumna ·are 
called the /i,arkha. The uplands are similar to the gkiir, but 
the ravines are barren. ;Along the Jumna rich alluvial land 
is found in places where the river does not approach the high 
bank. The area between the Jumna and Chambal and 
south-wes~ of the Chamba~ called Jar, is largely uncul!ivated. 
Where the ravines do not meet, the table-land is composed of 
good. loam. · The Chambal alluvium is black soil resembling 
the miir of Bundelkhand, and is fertile ; but there is little of 
it. Where the ravines contain good soil, this is protected by 
terraces and embankments, as in the Kumaun hiUs: 

The tenures are those usually found ih the United Provinces. Chief 
Out of 4,282 makiils, 21030 are held zamlntliiri and 1,252 agricul-
~ u-.1- • Lz.- • - z.: - b h las . tural sta.rautaan or vrwtya&rt.Ura ; ut t e t class of tenure 1S very tistics and 
rare. The main agricultural statistics in 1903-4 are given principal 
below, in square miles:- crops. 

Tt~luil. Total. Coltivated. I Irrigated. Coltivable 
waste. -Etiwah . -426 221 9~ 99 Bharthana • . ••6 :u3 103 • 96 

Bidhiina . .. 33 20-4 116 6r 
Auraiyi . •'6 238 82 105 

Total 1,691 876 397 361 
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The chief food-crops, with their area in square miles, in the 
same year were: wheat (179), gram (144), joitiiir (93), barley 
(135), and biijra (150~ Cotton covered 68 square miles 
and poppy 34· 

There has been no extension of the cultivated area in the 
last thirty years. The area twice cropped has, however, nearly 
doubled, and is now about a fifth of the cultivated area. The 
cultivation of cotton arid. sugar has decreased, but on the other· 
hand the area under maize and rice is higher than in 1872. In 
the west of. the District drainage was obstructed by the railway 
and by the Bhognipur branch of the canal, but has been im
proved, Advances under the Agriculturists' Loans. Act h11.ve 
been taken freely in adverse seasons. Thus in the wet years 
-189o-2, Rs. 6x,ooo was advanced, and in the scarcity of 1896-7 
Rs. u,ooo. In ordinary years the advances are usually less 
than Rs. x,ooo. About Rs. 47,ooo was advanced in 1896-7 
under the Land Improvement Loans Act; but in favourable 
seasons very few applications are received. 

Cattle, The District has no particular breed of cattle or horses. . No 
hhorses,~ .:a attempts have been made to improve the indigenous strains, 
s eep, .. nu .• 
goats. and the best cattle are tmported. The buffaloes are, ~owever, 

noted for milch purposes. Sheep and. goats are reared in 
considerable numbers between the Jumna and Chambal, and 
have a considerable reputation in the Doab. The goats, in 
particular, are purchased and kept to give milk. 

Irrigation. The paclt!ir or tract north-east of the Sengar is irrigated by 
the Etawah branch of the Lower Ganges Canal, and the ghiir 
or. red soil area between the Sengar and the J umna by the 
Bhognipur branch of the same canal. In 1903-4 canals 
irrigated 276 square miles, wells zos, and tanks and other 

· sources x6. · Wells are most common in the paclt!ir, and are 

Minerals. 

hardly used for irrigati<1n in the karkha or the par area. 
Calcareous limestone or kankar is found in many parts of 

the District, both in nodules and in block form. The hardest 
· variety is obtained from the ravines, where it has been washed 

free from earth. 
Arts and There are very few manufactures in the District. A little · 
manufac- cotton cloth is woven in many villages, and finer kinds were 
tures. formerly made at Etawah town. Crude glass is made at a few 

places, and Jaswantnagar is noted for brass-work. Indigo 
is still made' in 35 factories, employing about x, 700 hands ; 
and 8 cotton gins, 3 of which contain presses, employ 
about t,ooo. There is also a small sandal-oil factory at Sarai 
}11:ahajnau. 
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Cotton, glii, gram, and oilseeds form the principal exports. Commerce. 
Much of the glii comes from the State of Gwalior, and is sent 
to Calcutta and Bombay, while cotton is exported to Cawnpore, 
Bombay, and Calcutta. The. imports are chiefly piece-goods, 
metals, drugs, and spices. There was formerly considerable 
traffic on the J umna, but this has now ceased. Many fairs and 
markets are held in the District. 

The East Indian Railway passes through the centre of the Railway$ 

District from south-east to north-west ; and extensions to tap and roods. 

the trade of the rich g!tar tract are under consideration. There 
are 89 miles of metalled and 443 miles of unmetalled roads, all 
of which are maintained at the cost of Local funds, though the 
former are managed by the Public Works department. The 
old imperial road from Agra to Allahabad runs through the 
District, but very little of it has been metalled; The chief 
trade route is the road from Farrukhabad to Gwalior, which 
is metalled, and good feeder roads have been made to ~e 
principal railway stations. Avenues of trees are maintained 
on 305 miles. 

The District has suffer'oo repeatedly from famine. Imme- Famine. 

diately after the commencement of British rule, drought and 
hailstorms caused much distress in I8o3-4- Minor famines 
occurred in I8IJ-4, t819, and 18~5-6. The great famine of 
1837-8 was most severely felt, and led to the breaking up of 
many large estates. In 186o-1 and in 1868--9 Etawah escaped 
as compared with other Districts. In 1877-8, though the rains 
failed almost completely, the canal commanded a large area 
and saved the harvest. · Prices were high and relief works were 
opened, but famine was not severe. The famine of 1896-7 
was felt in the ldlarka and par tracts. Relief works were . 
necessary, and the daily number on them rose to nearly 
18,ooo in February, 1897· Revenue was remitted to the 
extent of Rs. 59,000. 

The ordinary District staff consists of a Collector, a Joint District 
l.la,oistrate belonging to the Indian Civil Service, and three stall. 

Deputy-Collectors recruited in India. There is a talt.si/Jiir at 
the head-quarter.; of each talt.sil. Two Executive Engineers 
in charge of divisions of the Lower Ganges Canal and an officer 
of the Opium department are stationed at Eta wah town. 

There are two regular District Munsifs ; but Etiwah is in- Civil ju.s
cluded in the Civil and Sessions Judgeship of Mainpuri. On ti<;e and 

the whole, crime is lighter than in other Districts of the Agra cnme. 
Division; dacoities and cattle-theft are, however, common. 
Female infanticide was formerly rife, but is rarely suspected now. . 
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Land A District of Etii.wah was formed at the cession in x8ox; but 
~d:f:i~- it included large areas now in adjoining Districts, and was ad
tration. ministered from Mainpuri. Many changes took place, and in 

1824 four subdivisions .were formed. In x84o the Di!>trict took 
its present shape. The first settlement of x 8o I -2 was based on 
the accounts of the celebrated Almas Ali Khan, an officer of 
the Oudh government, and it was followed by other short-term 
settlements lasting three to fiv~ years. The demand at each 
of these was based on the previous demand, and on general 
considerations, such as the area under cultivation and the ease 
or difficulty with which collecti?ns were made. A large part of 
the District was held on ta!ukdiiri tenures ; but many of the. 
ialukdiirs gave much trouble to the administration, and some 
of them were forcibly ejected after open rebellion. The early 
settlements were oppressive, and cultivation decreased and 
tenants emigrated. The famine of 1837-8 completed the ruin 
of. the talukdiirs, whose estates were settled with the resident 
cultivators. Operations were commenced on a more systematic 
principle under Regulation VII of, 1822; but progress was 
extremely slow, and when the first regular settlement was 
begun in 1833 by Mr. (afterwards Lord) John Lawrence under 
Regulation IX of x833, xoo villages had not been settled. The 
demand fixed in 1841 amQunted to IJ•I lakhs, and was a 
reduction of over xo per cent. on the previous demand. The 
next revision was made between x868 and 1874· The land of 
each village was classified ac<;ording to its soil, and suitable rent 
rates for each. class of soil were assumed. These rates were 
selected from rents actually paid, and the 'assets' of each 
village were calculated from them. The recorded 'assets ' were 
rejected, partly as being incorrect, and partly because rents had 
not been enhanced as much as it was. thought they might have 
been. The new revenue was fixed at 13•3 lakhs, which repre
sented so per cent. ·Of the assumed 'assets.' At present the 
demand falls at an incidence of Rs. 1-7-o per acre, varying from 
Rs. 1-6-o to Rs. x~-o .in different parts of the District. It was 

· expected that the actual ' assets ' would rise to the assumed 
' assets ' within fifteen years. The question of a revision was 
considered in 19oo, when it was decided that the settlement 
should be extended for a. further· ten years, as no increase 
of revenue was expected,,and the existing dema.nd was not so 
unequal as to require redistribution. 

Collections on account of land revenue and total revenue 
are given on the next page, in thousands of rupees. 

Local self· The only municipality is that of Etawah, but five smaller 
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towns are administered under Act XX of 1856. Outside these, govern
local affairs are managed by the District board, which had meut. 

an expenditure of 1•4 lakhs in 1903-4, of which Rs. 64,000 
was spent on roads and buildings. 

188o-l. 18Qo-l. rgoo-r. 1903-4------- ------
Laud revenue li!,28 13,34 1,3,30 13,23 
Total revenue . 14,66 18,24 19,08 19,18 

The District Superintendent of police has a force of 4 Police and 
inspectors, 8 5 subordinate officers, and 344 men, besides jails. 
135 municipal and town police, and I,soo village and road 
police. There are 19 police stations. The District jail con· 
tained a daily average of 231 prisoners in 1903. 

Education is not very advanced. Only 3 per cent. of the Education. 

papulation (S males and 0•3 females) could read and· write 
in 1901. The number of public schools fell from 147 in 
188o-1 to II9 in 1900-1; but the number of pupils rose from 
3,8o9 to s,o96. In xgo3-4 there were x6o public schools 
with 6,447 pupils, of whom 294 were girls, besides 114 private 
schools with 1,214 pupils. Of the public schools, 3 are man-
aged by Government and 107 by the District and municipal 
boards, the rest being under private management. The total 
expenditure on education was R!i 45,ooo, of which Rs. 3x,ooo 
was derived from Local funds, and Rs. 9,ooo from fees. 

There are 8 hospitals and dispensaries, with accommodation Hospitals 

for 75 in-patients. The number of cases treated in 1903 was and di~ 
f h 6 

. . . pensanes. 
45,ooo, o w om 02 were m-patlents, and. 2,7oo operat10ns 
were performed. The expenditure was Rs. 1 x,ooo, chiefly met · 
from Local funds. 

About 25,ooo persons were successfully vaccinated in 1903-4, Vacc:ina
representing a proportion o£ 31 per x,ooo of the population. ti(!n. 
Vaccination is compulsory only in the municipality. 

(C. H. T. Crosthwaite and W. E. Neale, Settlement .Report 
(187 5); District Gazetteer (1876, under revision~] 

Etlwah TahsD.-North-westem tahsil of Etawah District, 
United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same 
name, lying between 26° 38' and 27° 1' N. and 78° 45' and 
79° 13' E., with an. area of 426 square miles. Population 
increased from 'u8,o23 in 1891 to :nG,142 in 190I. There are 
353 villages and two towns: ETA WAH (population, 42,570), the 
talzsi/ head-quarters, and JASWANTNAGAR. (s,4os). The demand 
for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. J1I81ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 5 t,ooo. The density of population, 507 persons per square 
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p1ile, is a little above the District average. The i(lhsi! containll 
portions of the four natural tracts found in the District. North· 
east of the Sengar river lies the pachar, a fertile loam tract 
which, however, contains marshes and patches of barren land 
or iisar. A tract called gkiil' lies south of the Sengar, with 
a soil which, though lighter, is very fertile when irrigated. The 
Jumna ravines, known as llarkha, and the area between the 
J umna and Chambal, called piir, are generally barren and there 
is little alluvial land. In 1903-4 the area under cultivation 
.was 221 square miles, of which 96 were irrigated. The 
EtawaJ:>. and Bhognipur branches of the Lower Ganges Cl\nal 
supply more than half the irrigated area, and wells most of 
the remainder. 

Bharthana.-Central tahszl of Etawah District, United 
Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same ria.xne, 
lying between 26C! so' .and 26° 59' N. and 78° 59' and 79° :n' 
E., with an area of 416 square miles. Population increased 
from 169,979 in 1891 to 191,14I in 1901. · There are soo 
villages and two small towns: Lakhna (population, 3.771) and 
Ahenpur (3,144)· The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was· RS. 3,o71ooo, and for cesses Rs. sr,ooo. The density of 
population, 459 persons per square mile, is slightly below the 
District average. The tahsil is divided by the rivers Sengar, 
Jumna, and Chambal into four tracts. North of the Sengar lies 
a fertile area called paclziir, intersected by two smaller ·streams, 
and containing some large areas of barren land and marshes. 
Irrigation is provided by the Etawah branch of the Lower 
Ganges Canal. South of tlusriver the soil is red in colour and 
sandy in nature. Owing to the depth of the spring-level, irriga
tion was formerly difficult ; but the Bhogmpur branch of the 
Lo)Ver Ganges Canal now serves this area, which is called g'Mr. 
The tract bordering on the J umna, called karRha, and the area 
south of it, known as par, are intersected by ravines, but have 
a fair area of alluvial soil, or kachhiir, on the banks of the river. 
In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 213 square miles, 
of which 103 were irrigated. Canals supply six-sevenths of 
the irrigated area, and wells most of the rest. · 

Bidhiina.-North-eastern tahsil of Etawah District, United 
Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same name, 
lying between 26° 38' and 26° 57' N. and 79°.20' and 79° 45' 
E., with an area of 433 square miles. Population increase4 
from 187,530 in x891 to 2o61182 in 1901. There are 413 
villages, but no town. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was Rs. 3,68,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 6o,ooo. The density of 
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population, 476 persons per square mile, is almost exactly 
equal to the District average. The tahsil lies north of the 
river Sengar, and consists of a fertile area of rich soil, inter· 
rupted only by marshes and patches ·or barren land. On the 
north it is crossed by the Pandu; and two small streams, the 
Puraha and Ahneya, unite and then join the Arind, which also 
flows across it. This is the most fertile talt.sil in the District. 
In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 204 square miles, of 
which J 16 were irrigated. A distribuf!uy of the Cawnpore 
branch of the Lower Ganges Canal supplies the north of the 
Jaksil, and the Eta wah branch of the same carial th~ southern 
portion. Canals serve nearly half the irrigated area, and wells 
most of the remainder, 

Auraiya Tahsil.-Talzsi/ of Etawah District, United Pro
l'inces, conterminous with the pargana. of the same name, lying 
between 26° 22' and 26° 41' N. and 79° 3' and 79° 39' E., with 
an area of 416 square lniles. Population increased from 172,097 
in 1891 to 193,333 in 1901. There are 4o8 villages and two 
towns: PHAPHUND (population, 7,6os)andAURAIYA (7,393), the 
tahsil head-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was Rs. 313110001 and for cesses Rs. 53,000. The density of 
population, 46 5 persons per square mile, is a little below the 
District average. The taksil is divided into four tracts by the 
rivers Sengar, Jumna, and Chamba.J. .Most of it is included in 
the ghiir, an area lying between the Sengar and Jumna. This 
has a light sandy soi~ which is, however, fertile where irrigated, 
and it is crossed by the Bhognipur branch of the Lower Ganges 
Canal. North of the Sengar the land is richer and is irrigated 
chiefly from wells. The high land bordering on the J umna is 
intersected by ravines and is generally barren, while south of 
the J umna the soil is poor and gravelly, except near the rivers, 
where some good alluvial land is found. In 1903-4 the area 
under cultivation was 238 square miles, of which 82: were 
irrigated, almost entirely from canals. 

Auraiya Town.-Head-quarters of the taksil of the same 
name in Etawah District, U,Uted Provinces, situated in ~6° 28' 
N. and 79° 31' E.. 42 miles from Etawah town. It lies on the 
old im~rial road from Agra to .Allahabad, at the point where 
this is crossed by the metalled road from Jalaun to Debiapur
Phaphiind station on the East Indian Railway. Population 
(1901}, 7,393· The town is said to have been founded early 
in the sixteenth century, and contains some Hindu temples 
dating from a little later, and twa mosques built by a Rohilla 
go,·ernor in the eighteenth century. It ·also possesses some 
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good sarai's, a fine market-place called Hu~eganj, after a 
former Colle<::tor, and a dispensary. It is administered under 
Act XX of 1856, with an income of about Rs. 2,5oo. Trade 
is increasing, especially with Gwalior and Jalaun, and the 
hazar has recently been extended towards the south. There 
is one cotton gin, employing 200 hands in 1903, and a second 
was completed at the end of that year. The town school has 
about 200 pupils, and an aided primary school 25. . . 
. Etawah Town...!.Head-quarters of the District and tahsil 
of the same name in the United Provinces, situated in 26° 46' 
N. and 79". x' E., on the East Indian . Railway, and at the 
junction of. the road from Farrukhabii.d to Gwalior with the 
old imperial road from Agra to Allahabad. Population (xgoz), 

· 42,570, of whom 28,544 are Hindus and 12,742 Musalmins. 
The city dates back to a period before the Musalman 
conquest, but nothing is known ofits early history. It became 
the seat of a. Muhammadan governor, and was. repeatedly 
attacked and_plundered in the troublous times after the death 
of Frroz Shah Tughlak, when its Hindu chief raised the 
standard of revolt. Under Akbar it was the chief town of a. 
pargana · and is mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari as possessing 
a brick fort. A century later Etiiwah was famous as a bank
ing and commercial centre; but in the eighteenth century 
it suffered ·much from Rohilla and afterwards from Maratha. 
raids. For its later history and events of the Mutiny, see 
.EXAWAH DISTRICT. The Jama Masjid is a fine building 
constructed from a Hindu temple, with a massive front or 
propylon resembling those Of the great mosques at. J AUNPUR. 
There are also some fine Hindu temples and bathing gnats, 
and a great mound with a ruined fort. The town is situated 
among the ravines of the. Jumna, to the banks of which the 
suburbs extend. Humeganj, a handsome .square, called after 
a former Collector, Mr. A. 0. Hume, C.B., contains the public· 
buildingS' ilnd forms the centre of the city. It includes a 
market-place, tahsili, mission-hou.se, police station, and male 
and female hospitals. The Hume High School, built chiefly by 
private subs~riptions, and one of the first to be founded in 
the United Provinces, is a handsome building. The north 
and south sides of the square form the principal grain and 
cotton markets. The civil station lies about half a mile north 
of the town. Besides the ordinary District staff, two Executive 
Engineers and .an officer of the Opium department have their 
head-quarters here. Etii.wah is also the chief station of the 
American Presbyterian. Mission in the District. The rpuni-
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cipality was constituted in I 864. During the ten years ending 
1901, the income averaged Rs. 37,ooo and the expenditure 
Rs. 36,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. ss,ooo, chiefly 
from octroi (Rs. 41,ooo); and the expenditure was Rs. 59,ooo. 
There are no important manufactures, but cotton cloth is woven, 
and the town is noted for a specia.I sweetmeat. In I90J seven 
cotton gins and presses employed 8os hands. Trade consists 
largely in the export of gki, gram, cotton, and oilseeds. The 
municipality maintains four schools and aids eight others, 
with a total attendance of 814 pupils in 1904. 

J aswantnagar.-Town in the District and tahsil of Eta wah, 
United Provinces, situated in 26° 53' N. and 78° 53' E., on 
the East Indian Railway. Population (t901), 5,405. The 
town is named after J as want Rai, a Kiiyasth from Mainpuri, 
who settled here in 171 5· A small Hindu temple west of the 
town was occupied on May 19, x857, by mutineers of the 3rd 
Native Cavalry; during a bold attempt to dislodge them, 
the Joint Magistrate was wounded in the face. The to'l'ln 
was once a municipality, but is now administered under Act 
XX of 1856, with an income of about Rs. r,8oo. There 
is a considerable trade in yarn, cattle, country produce, 
and English piece-goods, besides an export of gki and of 
kMrua cloth, which is largely manufactured. Ornamental 
brassware is also made here, articles for religious use by 
Hindus being chiefly produced. The town school has about 
115 pupils, and there is a branch of the American Presby
terilm Mission. 

Phaphund.-Town in the Auraiya tahsil of Eta wah Dis
trict, United Provinces, situated in 26° 36' N. and 79° 28' E. 
36 miles south-east of Etawah town. Population (xgox), 7,6o5. 
The town was a place of some importance before British rule, 
but it declined during the eighteenth century. It was formerly 
the head-quarters of a tahsil, and is still the residence of 
a Munsif, and contains a dispensary. The tomb and mosque 
of a celebrated saint, Shah Bukharl, who died in 1549, attract 
about xo,ooo pilgrims annually. Phaphiind is administered 
under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about Rs. 2,ooo. 
There is little trade. The town school has about 200 pupils, 
and a girls' school about 30. 

Etah District (Eta).-District in the Agra Division of the Bonn

United Provinces, lying between 27° 18' and 28° 2' N. and 78° daries,,con-
' d o ' E · h f .1 I , figuration, I 1 an 79 17 ., Wit an area o I, 7 3 7 square m1 es. t IS and river 

bounded on the north by the river Ganges, separating it from system. 
Budaun; on the west by Alrgarh, Muttra, and Agra; on the 

I:.P, 1. H h 
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south by Agra. a.nd Ma.inpuri; and on the east ~y Farrukhabad .. 
Bordering on the Ganges lies a. broad stretch of alluvial land, 
known as the tarat~ reaching to the old high bank of the river. 
Below this is the stream called the Biirhiganga, or old bed of 
the Ganges, which had become blocked in places by spits of 
sa.nd, but has been deepened and straightened by the Irrigation 
department, and now carries off drainage. The rest of the 
District is situated in the upland plain of the Doab, and its 
physical features depend chiefly on the rivers which cross it 
from north-west to south-east. The largest of these is the 
KAu NADi (EAsT), or Kalindri, as it is generally and more 
correctly called in this District. It has a deep and well-defined 
channel, but occasionally brings down disastrous floods. The 
other rivers are the Isan, Arind, and Sengar (also called the 
!san here), which are dry in the hot season. The central 
tract contains a few marshes or jluls. 

· The District .consists entirely of Gangetic alluvium ; and 
llankar or calcareous limestone, and saline efflorescences on 
the soi~ are the only minerals found. 

The flora presents no peculiadties. Trees and groves are 
comparatively scarce; the mango, nim (Melia Azadi'rachta), 
tamarind, and jamun (Eugenia Jambolana) are perhaps the 
commonest trees. The only jungle is composed of dhiij 
(Buteafrondosa) or babii-1 (Acacia arabica). The reeds found 
in the tarai are us·ed extensively for thatching and for 
making rope. 

Etah was formerly noted for sport, and hog a.nd antelope· 
are still fairly common. ··Wild cattle have now become very 
rare, a.nd the improvements to the Biirhiganga have lessened 
the attractions for wild-fowl. Wolves are oceasionally seen, 
and jackals, though occurring in many parts, are compara
tively rare. 

The absence of large marshes and the common occurrence 
of barren areas and sandy soil, together with the facilities for 
drainage, make the climate of Etah, except south of the Kaii 
Nadi, dry and healthy; but dust-storms are frequent in the 
hot season. In winter the cold is sometimes intense, though 
frost is rare. The annual rainfall for the District averages 
29 inches, varying from 25 in the Jalesar tahsil in ~he west, 
to 34 in the Aliganj tahsil in the east. 

The early history of the District is altogether uncertain. 
Ancient mounds along the Kill Nadi point to the presence of 
important towns early in the Christian era. Tradition says 
that Ahirs and Bhars were followed by Rajputs, and the 
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District must have formed part of the kingdom of Kanauj. 
\Vhen that great state was conquered by Muhammadans, Etah 
came under Muslim rule, and was governed from Koil; Biana, 
or Kanauj. Patiali, in the north of the District, was the 
principal town ; and it was visited by Ghiyas·ud-din Balban 
about 12 7o, who chastised the lawless peasantry in the 
neighbourhood, and left a garrison to keep open the roads and 
protect caravans and merchants. Constant expeditions were 
required in later years, and in the fifteenth century the District 
suffered from the struggle between Delhi and J aunpur, being 
taken and retaken by the rival armies. Bahlol Lodi: died at 
Sakrt in 1489 from wounds inflicted in a. battle with the 
Rajputs. Under Akbar, raids against the refractory Hindus 
continued, and in the eighteenth century the District fell into 
the hands of the Bangash Nawabs of Farrukhabad; but even 
these never obtained a firm hold. Later it was shared between 
the N'awab of Oudh and the Nawab of Farrukhabad, and was 
acquired by the British in r8ox-2, when the present area was 
distributed among the surrounding Districts. Mter many 
territorial changes a subdivision was formed in 1845, on 
account of the lawlessness of the outlying portions, which 
included most of the present District; and Etah became a 
separate charge in 1856. 

The succeeding year saw the outbreak at Meerut which 
quickly developed into the Mutiny of 1857· As soon as the 
troops in garrison at Etah received intelligence of the revolt at 
A!Igarh, the whole body left the station without any disturbance. 
As there vo:as no place of strength in the town and no force with 
which to defend it, the Magistrate found it necessary to with
draw until.the mutineers from Mainpuri and Etawah had passed 
through. After a gallant but unsuccessful attempt to hold 
Kasganj, the whole District was abandoned on June 7, and 
the officers reached Agra in safety. Damar Singh, Raja of 
Etah, then set himself up as an independent ruler in the south 
of the District. As usual, however, rival claimants appeared in 
various quarters; and towards the end of July the rebel Nawab 
of Farrukhabad took practical possession of the country for 
some months. On the approach of General Greathed's column 
from Delhi, the rebels retired, and Mr. Cocks was appointed 
Special Commissioner for Etah and A!Igarh. ·The force at his 
disposal, however, was quite insufficient to restore order, and 
the rebels still continued to hold Kasganj. It was not till 
December 1 5 that Colonel Seaton's column attacked the 
rebels at Gangrri in Aligarh District, and after totally routing 
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them, occupied Kii.sganj. By the middle of. 1858 order was 
completely restored, and peace has not since been disturbed. 

The District contains several ancient sites, though these have 
not been fully explored. Atranji Khera and Bilsar have at 
different times been identified with the Pi-lo-shan-na visited by 
Hiueii Tsiang in the seventh century1• At Bilsar were found 
two pillars with inscriptions of Kumara Gupta, dated in A.D. 
415-6 2• The village of Nuh Khera has extensive mounds 
containing relics of the Buddhist period, and it is still re
garded by sever..al of the gipsy tribes as their head-quarters. 
Patiali, Sarai Aghat, and SoRON are other places of great 
antiquity, while the chief Muhammadan buildings are found 
at 'MXRAHRA and Sakit. 

There are 18 towns and 1,466 villages in the District. 
Population has fluctuated considerably in the last thirty years. 
The number of inhabitants at the last four enumerations was 
as follows: (1872) 82g,u8, (1881) 756,523, (x8gx) 7oi,679, 
and (i:gox) 863,948. The great decrease between 1872 and x8gx 
was due to the deterioration of the land owing to flooding about 
x884; but there is some reason to believe that the figure for 
1872 was over-estimated, and it is probable that the population 
did not alter much between 1872 and 1881. There are four 
tahsils-ETAH, KA.sGANJ, ALiGANJ, and JALESAR-the head
quarters of each being ·at a place of the same name. The 
principal towns are the municipalities of KA.SGANJ, J ALESAR, 
SoRON, and ETAH, the District head-quarters, and the 'noti
fied area ' of MXRAHRA. The following table gives the chief · 
statistics of population in 79o I :-

f• Number of g l.!l ~.5~ c;. ..... .!!'t' 

~:i g·e Q.O " 
·~ ~86~& ... c:'d<~~c.f 

Tallsil. "' ~~ Hl~i 
IU 11.1"0~ 

c=:-:: 

~ t'. l '8 ~ e·~ ·; e 
~ S." ... ; ~ ~ 8.s !! ~ ~ 

.~ ~f{ ~I> 8."' < --
Etah 4:92 4: 4:63 259,773 528 + 14:·4: 6,t6o 
Kasganj 4:92 6 4:68 265,216 539 +38·4: 6,ox6 
Aliganj 526 6 379 205,560 391 +26·9 2,900 
Jalesar . 227 2 156 133.399 588 + 10·2 3,567 

--- ------------
District total 1,737 18 1,466 863,948 4:97 + ~3·I 18,64:3 

Hindus form 88 per cent. of the total and Musalmans 
nearly 11 per cent. The density of population is about 
the same as that of the surrounding Districts, but the rate of 

' A: Cunningham, ArckQIJologica/ Surue)l Reports, vol. i, p. a69, and 
yol, xi, p. 13- . • J. F. Fleet, Gupta lnscrlptiuns, p. ~a. 
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increase between 1891 and 1901 was the highest in the United 
Provinces. This was due_to recovery after previous bad seasons 
due to flooding. Western Hindi is spoken by almost the entire 
population, the prevailing dialect being Braj. 

The most numerous castes among Hindus are :_ Chamars Castes and 

(leather-workers and labourers), I14,ooo; Ahrrs (graziers and~i~:;.a
cultivators), 88,ooo; Lodhas (cultivators), 88,ooo; Rajputs, 
8o,ooo; Brahmans, 63,ooo; and K&chhis (cultivators), 62,ooo.' 
The District contains several gangs of wandering tribes, such as. 
Haburas and Nats. Among Muhammadans are found Shaikhs,: 
rs,ooo; Pathans, n,ooo; Fakirs, J,ooo; and Rajputs, 6,ooo. 
The agricultural population forms nearly 69 per cent. of the 
total-a high proportion. Rlijputs, Brahmans, and Kayasths 
are the principal landholders, while Rajputs, Brahmans, 
Lodhas, Ahirs, and Kachhrs are the chief cultivators. 

Of the 4,268 native Christians in xgo1, more than J,7ccwere Christian 

Methodists. The American Methodist Mission, to which these missions. 
belong, is controlled from Agra, each tahsil forming a circuit. 
The American Presbyterian Church commenced work in the 
District in 1843, but has only recently appointed a minister 
here. There are also branches of the Church Missionary Society 
at Soron and K1isganj. 

The District comprises three natural tracts. The larai, Gel!-eral 
lying between the Ganges and its old high bank, south of the ~g~ul
Bw-higanga, contains rich fertile soil in its lower parts, while d~tion~~n
the higher ridges are bare sand. It is especially liable to 
injury from floods or from waterlogging. Between the Burhi-
gangii and the Kali Nadi lies an area which consists of a light 
sandy soil, flanked by strips of high sandy uplands near the 
crivers, but changing near the centre to loam and barren urar. 
This tract also has suffered much in the past from waterlogging, 
and, where cultivation is relaxed, from the growth. of the grass 
called kiins (Saccharum spontaneum). Along the south bank 
of the Kali Nad1 stretches another line of high sandy soil, 
beyond which is a rich plain of fertile loam interspersed with 
usar plains. 

The tenures are those usually found in the United Provinces. Chief 

Out of ~.sao maluilr, about I,soo are samintfiin" and 1,ooo •
1
gric

1
nl-

ura sta
patlidari or bhaiyiicluirii, the last class being very few in tistics and 
number. The main agricultural statistics for 1898-9 1 are principal 

given in the table on the next page, in square miles. crops. 
The areas in square miles under the principal food-crops in 

the same year were: wheat (332), barley (q.7), biijra (140), 
1 Later 6gures are not available, o"'in~ to settle!ILent operation._ 
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jowiir (123), maize (n3), and gram (99). <;:otton occupied 
48 square miles, sugar-cane 271 indigo 23, and poppy 12. 

Tallsil. Total. Cultivate!L Irrigated. Cultivable 
waste. 

Etah 492 27-f 171 41 
Kisganj 493 347 108 76 
Aliganj 526 287 ss 134 
Jalesat. . 227 148 87 IS 

Total 1,737 1,o56 451 266 

There has beefl some Improvement in agricultural methods 
during the last thirty years. This has chiefly taken the form 
of an increas_e in the double-cropped area. Wheat has largely 
taken the place of barley, and maize is more extensively grown. 
The cultivation of indigo largely extended at one time, but 
is now practically non-existent. A most important change has 
been the opening of the Fatehgarh branch of the Upper Ganges 
Canal, accompanied by the improvement of drainage through
out the District. The cultivators take advances readily under 
the Agriculturists' Loans Act in adverse seasons, whether wet 
or dry ; more than x !- Iakhs was lent between I 89 x and 1904. 
The amount lent under the Land Improvement Act was only 
Rs. 9o,ooo, more than half of which was advanced in x8g6-7. 

Cattle, The breed of cattle is of the ordinary inferior type found 
horses, throughout the Doii.b; but in the Jalesar tahsil the animals 
~::Fs: and are a little better: An attempt has been made to improve the 

breed of horses and ponies, and since 1894 a Government 
stallion has been kept. "Frivate persons also maintain two 
good stallions. The sheep and goats are inferior. 

Inigation. In the tarai irrigation is usually unnecessary, though wells 
can be readily made when required. The rest of the District 
is served by the Fatehgarh and Bewar branches of the Lower 
Ganges Canal, and by the Cawnpore and Etii.wah branches of 
the Upper Ganges CanaL The main channel of the Lower 
Ganges Canal crosses the Kii.li Nadi at Nadrai, near Kii.sganj, 
by a magnificent aqueduct which was carried away by a flood 
in 1885, but has been rebuilt. Wells can be made in the 
whole of this tract, except in the high sandy ridges near the 
rivers, but are often of little use where the subsoil is sandy. 
In 1902-3 the total area irrigated was 461 square miles, of 
which wells supplied 2 54, canals 176, tanks or jhils 18, and 

Minerals. 

rivers 13. In dry years the rivers are used more extensively. 
Block llankar or calcareous limestone is found in the 

uplands, and the nodular form occurs in all parts of the 
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District. Saltpetre, salt, and sulphate of soda are found in 
saline efflorescences. 

The chief industries carried on are cotton-weaving, sugar- Arts and 
refining, glass-making, and the preparation of saltpetre and mt an.ufac-

. ure. 
sulphate of soda. Cotton is woven as a hand mdustry all 
over the District. Sugar refineries conducted by native 
methods are found chiefly in the towns near the /arai,'where 
sugar-cane is largely grown. About 250 factories prepare 
crude saltpetre, the average out-turn at each being approxi
mately zoo maunds. ·There are also eight refineries, which 
produce an annual out-turn of nearly 8,ooo maunds of refined 
saltpetre. Sulphate of soda is made at about So factories, 
each producing 200 maunds annually. In 1903 a cotton 
press employed 128 hands, and three cotton gins 795 hands. 
Five other factories have been opened since. 

Etah has a considerable export trade in agricultural produce. Commerce. 
Cotton, wheat, barley, pulses, millet, opium, and sugar are the 
chief items ; but saltpetre and country glass are also exported. 
The imports include piece-goods, metals, and salt. Most of 
the foreign traffic is carried by the railway, but a great deal 
passes by road to and from the adjacent Districts. There is 
a little traffic on the canal with Aligarh, Mainpuri, and 
Cawnpore. Kasganj and Jalesar are the chief trading centres, 
and Soron is noted as a place of pilgrimage. 

The Cawnpore-Achhnera Railway crosses the District from Railways 
east to west. A branch line, connecting Kasganj with Soron and roads. 
on the Biirhiganga, meets at the latter place a branch of the 
Rohilkhand and Kumaun Railway, which passes across the 
Ganges to Budaun and Bareilly. The East Indian Railway 
passes close to the western border of the J alesar tahsil. The 
total length of metalled roads is 140 miles, and of unmetalled 
roads 488 miles, The metalled roads are all in charge of the 
Public Works department; but the cost of maintaining 87 miles 
is charged to the District board, which is also in charge of 
the unmetalled roads. Avenues of trees are maintained on 
165 miles. The grand trunk road passes through the District 
from south-east to north-west, and other metalled roads lead 
to Agra, Muttra, Mainpuri, and to the Ganges. 

The memory of the famines of 1783-4 and of 1803 long Famine. 
survived in this District. In x837-8 famine was again severe, 
and many deaths occurred in spite of relief measures, while the 
prices of all grain doubled. The next great famine occurred in 
x86o-x, and was known to the peasantry by the graphic title 
of 'seven seer famine,' as the cheapest food sold at the rate of 
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seven seers per rupee. In 1868-9 the District escaped ·from· 
famine, though visited by drought and scarcity;' and in 1877-8 
canal-irrigation saved a large area of the crops, but distress 
was felt among the crowds of immigrants who poured in from 
the tracts south of the J umna. Before the next famine of 
1896-7 canal-irrigation had been largely extended, and, though 
relief works were opened, the numbers who came . to them 
were small. 

The Collector is assisted by a member of the Indian Civil 
Service (when available) and by four Deputy-Collectors 
recruited in India. A tahsildiir is stationed at the head
quarters of each tahsil. 

There are three Munsifs, and the whole District is included 
in the civil and criminal jurisdiction of the Judge of Ali'garh, 
sessions cases being usually tried by the Additional Judge. 
Crime is very heavy in Etah, and murders, dacoities, and 
cattle-thefts are common, besides the more ordinary offences. 
Cases under the Opium and Excise Acts are also frequent. 
Female infanticide was formerly rife, but no portion of the 
population is now under surveillance. 

The nucleus of the District was formed out of the surround
ing Districts in 1845, and its early fiscal history belon'gs to 
Farrukhabad, Budaun, Al'igarh, and Mainpuri. The earliest 
settlements after acquisition by the British were for short terms, 
and were based merely on a consideration of the previous 
demands and a rough estimate of the condition of villages. 
The first regular settlement under Regulation IX of 1833 
was carried out in the Districts named above before Etah 
became a separate unit, and the revenue assessed was about 
7·2 lakhs, excluding the Jalesar tahsil, which was added later . 

• A subsequent revision was made at first by various Collectors, 
in addition to their ordinary District work, and later by 
settlement officers, between x863 and 1873· The methods 
adopted varied, but agreed in selecting rates of rent for each 
class of soil, and valuing the 'assets' at these rates, modified 
by the circumstances of individual villages. The demand so 
fixed amounted to 9'3 lakhs. In 1879 the Jalesar tahsil was 
transferred from Agra to this District, the revenue on which 
amounted to 2•9 lakhs. Mter heavy rainfall in x884-6 there 
was great deterior~tion in the tarai and central tract, and a 
large area fell out of cultivation and became overgrown with 
kiins (Saccharum spontaneum). By 1893 the revenue had 
been reduced by Rs. 57,ooo. The latest revision was made 
between 1902 and 1905, Although_ the revenue was slightly 
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raised to I 2·4 lakhs, much relief has been afforded ,by a re
distribution of the demand, which now amounts to 48 per cent. 
of the net • assets.' Collections on account of land revenue 
and total revenue have been, in thousands of rupees :-

188o-1. 18go-1. 19(>0-1. 1903-4· 

Land revenue 10187 9.90 II,JJ 10,93 
Total revenue 14,32 IJ,BS r6,39 16,67 

There are four municipalities-KA.sGANJ, J ALESAR, SoRON, Local self-

d 'fi d ' M- b "d govern-and ETAH-an one 'not1 e area, ARAHRA1 es1 es ment. 
thirteen towns administered under Act XX of 1856. Beyond 
the limits of these, local affairs are managed by the District 
board, which had an income of Rs. 96,ooo in 1903-4, chiefly 
from rates. The expenditure on roads and buildings was 
Rs. 51,ooo. 

There are 1 7 police stations ; and the District Superintendent Poli~e. 
of police commands a force of 4 inspectors, 83 subordinate and Jails. 
officers, and 322 men, besides 200 municipal and town police, 
and over 1,500 rural and road police. The District jail 
contained a daily average of 267 prisoners in 1903. 

Etah takes a low place as regards literacy, and in 1901 0nly Education, 

2•2 per cent. of the population (3·8 males and 0·2 females) 
could read and write. The number of public schools fell from 
155 in x88o-1 to 139 in 19oo-x; but the number of pupils 
increased from 4,3o6 to 4,585. In 1903-4 there were 229 
public schools with 7,179 pupils, of whom 6:zo were girls, 
besides 129 private schools with 1,314 pupils; Most of the 
schools are primary ; three are managed by Government, and 
136 by the District or municipal boards. Out of a total , 
expenditure on education of Rs. 34,ooo in 1903-4, Local 
funds contributed Rs. z8,ooo and fees Rs. 2,5oo. 

There are 10 hospitals and dispensaries, with accommoda- Hospitals 

tion for 90 in-patients. In 1903 the number of cases and di;r 
treated was 76,ooo, of whom 8oo were in-patients, and 2,6oo pensanes. 

operations were performed. The expenditure was Rs. n,ooo, 
chiefly met from Local funds. 

About 3o,ooo persons were successfully vaccinated in Vaccina-

1903-4, representing a proportion of 35 per I,ooo of population. tion. 
Vaccination is compulsory only in the municipalities. 

[S. 0. B. Ridsdale, Selllement Rporl (1874); .District 
Gaullur (1876, under revision).] 

Etah TahsU.-Central tahsil of Etah District, United 
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Provinces, comprising the parganas of Etah-Sakrt, Sonhar, 
and Marabra, and lying between 27° 2o' and· 27° 47' N. and 
78° 25' and 78° 56' E., with an area of 492 square miles. 
Population increased from 227,030 in 1891 to 259,773 in 
1901. There are 463 villages and four towns, the largest of 
which are ETAH (population, 8,796), the District and tahsil 
head-quarters, and MA.RAHRA . (8,622). The demand for 
land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 4,o6,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 66,ooo. The density of population, 528 persons per 
square mile, is above the District average. This tahsil is 
bounded on tl;le north and east by the Kali Nadi, while the 
lsan flows across the southern portion. A small alluvial tract 
lies on the bank of the Kali: N adi, from which a gentle slope 
leads to the upland area. The edge of the slope is sandy, 
but most of the tahsil is a fertile area which, however, tends 
to become sandy in the east and is interspersed with stretches 
of barren ii.sar land. Ample irrigation is afforded by the 
main channel of the Lower Ganges Canal and its Bewar 
branch, and by the Cawnpore and Eta wah· branches of the 
Upper Ganges CanaL The Irrigation department has done 
much to improve the drainage. In 1898-9 the area under 
cultivation was 274 square miles, of which 171 were irrigated. 
Wells supply more than double the area served by canals. 

Kasganj TahsU.-Northern tahsil of Etah District, United 
Provinces, comprising the parganas of Ulai, Bilram, Pachllina, 
Soron, Sidhpura, Sahawar-Karsana, and Faizpur-Badaria, and 
lying between 27° 33' and 28° 2' N. and 78° 29' and 78° 59' 
E., with an area of 492 !Etllare miles. Population increased 
from 191,625 in x891 to 265,216 in I90I. There are 468 
villages and six towns, the largest of which are KA.sGANJ (popu
lation, 19,686), the tahsil head-quarters, SoaoN (12,I75), and 
SAHAWAR (5,079)· The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was Rs. 2,9x,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 44,ooo. The new settle· 
ment will raise the demand for revenue toRs. 3,26,ooo, and 
for cesses to Rs. 53,ooo. The density of population, 539 
persons per square mile, is above the District average. Popu
lation increased by nearly 28 per cent. between x891 and 19oo, 
a higher rate of increase than in any other tahsil in the United 
Provinces. The tahsil is bounded on the north-east by· the 
Ganges and on the south-west by the Kali Nadi. It thus lies 
entirely in the tarai and in the central doiib, which are the 
most precarious tracts in the District. Heavy rain in 1884-6 
led to extensive waterlogging, and the land which fell out of 
cultivation was overgrown with kans (Saccharum spontaneum). 
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Extensive reductions of revenue were made, and, to prevent 
further deterioration, the drainage was improved. The Biirhi
ganga, which lies below the old high bank on the southern 
edge of the tarat', has been deepened and straightened. In 
1898-9 the area under cultivation was 347 square miles, of 
which xo8 were irrigated. The tarat' is so moist that irrigation 
is not usually required, and the upland area is served by 
the Lower Ganges Canal and its Fatehgarh branch. Wells 
supply about half the irrigated area. · 

Aliganj Tahsil.:-Eastern tahsil of Etah District, United 
Provinces, comprising the parganas of Azamnagar, Barna, 
Patiali, and Nidhpur, and lying between 27° 19' and 'If 54' N. 
and 78° 52' and 79° q' E., with an area of 526 square miles. 
Population increased from x61,994 in 1891 to 2o5,56o in 1901. 
There are 379 villages and six towns, the largest of which is 
ALIGANJ (population, s,835). the tahsil head-quarters. The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,u,ooo, and for 
cesses Rs. 38,ooo. The new settlement has raised the demand 
for revenue toRs. 2,29,ooo. The density of population, 391 
persons per square mile, is the lowest in the District. The 
Ganges forms the northern boundary and the Kali Nadi the 
southern, and the tahSil thus lies entirely in the most precarious 
tract in the District. Bordering on the Ganges is a low area of 
alluvial land, stretching up to the· old high bank of the river1 

below which the Burhiganga, which has been deepened and 
straightened, indicates the old bed. The banks of the Ganges 
and Kali N adi are both marked by sandy ridges, and where the 
rivers approach each other the light soil almost meets. In the 
east is found a considerable area of rich loam. Heavy rain 
causes the whole tahsil to deteriorate, and reductions of revenue 
were made l:>etween 1891 and 1893. In 1898-9 the area under 
cultivation was 287 square miles, of which 85 were irrigated. 
The Ganges tarai does not require irrigation as a rule ; but 
the upland portion is served by the Fatehgarh branch of the 
Lower Ganges Canal. Wells supply about two-thirds of the 
irrigated area. 

Jalesar Tahsil.-South-western tahsil of Etah District, 
United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same 
name, lying between 27° 18' and 27° 35' N. and 78° u' 
and 78° 31' E., with an area of 227 square miles. Population 
increased from 12I,o3o in 1891 to 133,399 in 1901. There are 
156 villages and two towns, including ]ALESAR (population, 
14,348), the tahsil head-quarters. The demand for land reve
nue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,76,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 45,ooo; 
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but under the new settlement these figures will be raised to 
Rs. 2,88,ooo and Rs. 47~ooo. The density of 'population, 588 
persons per square mile, is the highest in· the District. The 
tahsil forms an almost unbroken plain. The Rind or Arind 
touches the north-east comer ; but the chief river is the 
Sengar, known in this part of its course also as the !san. 
Irrigation is provided by means of the Etawah branch of the 
Upper Ganges Canal. The tahsil is generally fertile, but is 
crossed by a line of sandhills, and is interspersed with patches 
of barren soil or itsar and marshes. The drainage has recently 
been improved., In 1898-9 the .area under cultivation was 148 
square miles, of which 87 were' irrigated. The canal serves 
more than a third of the irrigated area, and wells supply 
most of the remainder. In dry seasons the Sengar or !san is 
largely used as a source of irrigation. 

Awa Estate.-A large estate situated in the Districts of 
Etah, Aligarh, Mainpuri, Agra, and Muttra, United Provinces, 
with an area of 265 square miles. The land revenue payable 
to Government in 1903-4 was 3·3 lakhs, and cesses amounted 
to Rs. 51,ooo; the rent-roll was 7•3 lakhs. A small area in 
Muttra is revenue-free. The· family annals commence in the 
early part of the eighteenth century, when Chaturbhuj, a Jadon 
Rajput, migrated from Chhli.ta in Muttra District to Jalesar, 
:;tnd was employed as physician by the local governor. His 
son, Bijai Singh, obtained a small military command ; and the 
family gained local influence by assisting the zamindiirs of 
adjacent villages, who were involved in pecuniary difficulties. 
Bakht Singh, son of Bijai Singh, was for a time in the service 
of Jawli.hir Singh, Raja of Bharatpur, and obtained a number of 
villages, the profits from which enabled him to enlist a troop 
of marauding Mewatis. The Marathas allowed him to build 
a fort atAwa. During the Maratha Wars the head of the family 
aided Lord Lake, and in 1803 was confirmed in the estate he 
held. When the Mutiny broke out in 1857 the District officer 
made over the pargana of Jalesar to the Raja, and requested 
him to show his loyalty by maintaining Government authority. 
The confidence was well repaid ; the Raja raised troops, 
attacked the insurgent villages, collected the revenue, and 
remitted it to Agra. The present Raja, Balwant Singh, C.I.E., 
who was for some time a member of the Legislative Council of 
the United Provinces, takes a keen interest in the management 
of his estate. J ALESAR is the principal town in the estate, and 
a cotton gin and press, with the latest machinery, have recently 
been opened here. The Raja's residence is at Awa, a small 
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place in Etah District, 14 miles from Etah town, on a 
metalled road, with a population (1901) of 2,823. The fort, 
situated close to the town, is a formidable stronghold, built of 
mud and brick, and surrounded by a deep moat nearly a mile 
in circumference. Awa is administered under Act XX of 
x8s6, with an income of about Rs. 900. The town contains 
a dispensary maintained by the Raja, and a saltpetre refinery is 
situated close by. A primary school has about xoo pupils. 

Aliganj Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Etah District, United Provinces, situated in 27° 29' N. 
and 79° u' E., 34 miles east of Etah on the r9ad to Farrukh
abad. Population (1901), 5,8·35· It was founded by Yakiit 
Khan, a eunuch in the employ of the Nawab of Farrukhabad, 
who was killed in I 748 in battle with the Rohillas, and is buried 
here. The shops are chiefly of mud, but there are a .few large 
brick-built houses, the residences of the wealthier traders. 
Aliganj contains a tahsili and dispensary. It was for some 
years a municipality, but is now administered under Act 
XX of 1856 with an income of about Rs. x,soo. There is 
a small trade in the collection of grain and cotton, which are 
exported from Thana-Daryaoganj station on the Cawnpore
Achhnera Railway, 9 miles away. The town school has 140 
pupils. . 

Etah Town.-Head-quarters of the District and tahsil of 
the same name, United Provinces, situated in 27° 34' N. and 
78° 41' E., on the grand trunk road, 19 miles from the 
Kasganj station on the Cawnpore-Achhnera Railway. Popula
tion (x9or), 8,796. The town is said to have been founded in 
the fourteenth century by Sangram Singh, a Chauhan Rajput 
descended from Prithwi Raj of Delhi. His descendants occu
pied the surrounding territory until the Mutiny, when Raja 
Damar Singh rebelled. Etah derives its importance chiefly 
from the presence of the civil station, removed here from 
Patiali in 1856 on account of its more central position. The 
principal market-place, Mayneganj, which ha.S been recently 
improved and enlarged and is the property of the municipality, 
perpetuates the name of Mr. F. 0. Mayne, C.B., a former 
Collector. Westward lies the new town with the principal 
public buildings, a fine temple, school, municipal hall, tahsili, 
dispensary and hospital, and the District offices. The site is 
low and was formerly subject to floods ; but a cutting to the 
Isan river, effected by Mr. Mayne, partially remedied this evil, 
and an effective drainage scheme has been undertaken by the 
municipality, through the Canal department. The American 
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Methodist and Presbyterian Missions are both represented. 
Etah has been a municipality since x865. ·During tri.e ten 
years ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged 
Rs. I2,5oo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 2x,ooo, chiefly 
from octroi (Rs. 14,ooo); and the expenditure was Rs. 23,ooo. 
There is a good deal of. road traffic through the town, and 
eight commodious sarais provide for this. The tahsili 
school has about 200 .pupils, and the municipality maintains 
one school and aids nine others with 340 pupils. 

Jalesar Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Etah District, United Provinces, situated in 27° 28' N. 
and 78° 19' E., on the road from Muttra to Etah town, 8! miles 
from the J alesar Road station on the East Indian Railway. 
Population (x9ot), 14,348. The tOWll consists of two parts, 
the fort and the lower town. The fort is said to have been 
erected by a Rani of Mewii.r .in the fifteenth century; but 
nothing remains of the buildings except a mound on which 
the tahsili, munsift, police station, and municipal hall now 
stand. The lower town is a collection of narrow streets and 
lanes, the drainage of which was very defective, but the muni
cipality has completed an effective drainage scheme, through 
the Canal department. The streets are. well paved and there 
is a dispensary. Jalesar has been a municipality since x866. 
During the ten year,s ending 190I the income and expenditure 
averaged Rs. xo,ooo. In 1903-'4 the income was Rs. 141ooo, 
chiefly from octroi (Rs. I I, ooo) ; and the expenditure was 
Rs. 131ooo. There is not much trade; but cotton cloth, glass 
bangles, and pewter ornaments are made, and the largest 
saltpetre factory in the District is situated here. The Raja of 
A w A has opened a cotton gin, which employed 12 5 hands 
in 1903. A tahsili school has about 130 pupils, and the 
municipality maintains two schools and aids six others with 
a total attendance of 331. 

Kasganj Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Etah District, United ];>rovinces, situated in 27° 48' N. 
and 78° 39' E., on the Cawnpore-Achhnera Railway, and also 
on the road from Muttra to Bareilly. A short branch railway 
connects Kasganj with SoRoN near the Ganges, and an exten
sion to Bareilly is under construction. This is the chief trade 
centre of the District, and population is increasing: (r8gx) 
r6,oso, (x9o1) 19,686. The town is said to have been founded 
by Yakllt Khan, a eunuch in the service of Muhammad Khan, 
Nawab of Farrukhabad. It afterwards came into the hands 
of Colonel James Gardner, who was in the employ of the 
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Marlithas, and later in British service. He raised a regiment, 
now known as Gardner's Horse, and acquired a large property 
which was dissipated by his descendants. Part of the property 
fell into the hands of Dilsukh Rai, once an agent to the 
Gardner family, and one of his descendants has built a mag
nificent residence near the town. Kasganj stands on an 
elevated site, its drainage flowing towards the Kali Nadi, 
which runs about a mile south-east of the town. A new 
drainage scheme has recently been completed. . The town con
tains two fine bazars :crossing each other at right angles. 
At the junction a fine octagonal building, consisting of shops, 
forms a suitable centre to the town. The chief public 
buildings are the town hall, dispensary, tahsili, a_nd munsifi. 
There are also branches; of the Church Missionary Society and 

. the American Methodist Mission. Close to the railway station 
is a considerable colony of railway employes. The town was 
constituted a municipality in x868. During the ten years 
ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged Rs. xs,ooo. 
In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 22,ooo, chiefly derived from 
octroi (Rs. x6,ooo); and the expenditure was Rs. 23,ooo. 
Kasganj is becoming an important centre for the collection 
and distribution of country produce, especially grain, sugar, 
and cotton. Sugar~refining is a growing industry, and there 
were two cotton gins and a cotton press which employed 788 
hands in 1903, while another ginning factory was opened in 
1904. The town school has about 190 pupils, and x6 
other schools aided by the municipality have 420 pupils. 

Marahra (or Marhara).-Town in the District and tahsil of 
Etah, United Provinces, situated in 27° 44' N. and 78° 35' E., 
on the Cawnpore-Achhnera Railway. Population (1901), 8,622, 
The Musalman residents, who form more than half the total 
population, have great influence throughout the District. The 
name is said to be derived from the mythical destruction of 
a former village (mar, 'killing' and hara, 'green,' i.e. jungle). 
During Akbar's reign the town was the head-quarters of a 
dastur. In the eighteenth century it belonged to the Saiyids 
of Barba in Muzatfarnagar, and then passed to the Nawabs of 
Farrukhabad and of Oudh. The town is scattered and of 
poor appearance, but contains the ruins of two seventeenth
century tombs, and another tomb and a beautiful mosque built 
in 1729 and 173z respectively. There is also a dispensary. 
Marahra was a municipality from 1872 to 1904, with an income 
and expenditure of about Rs. s,ooo, chiefly derived from octroi. 
It has now been constituted a 'notified area,' and octroi has 
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been abolished.· The trade is entirely local, but glass bangles 
are made. Marahra contains four schools with xoo pupils, and 
a small \>ranch of the Aligarh College. · 

Sahiiwar.-Town in the Kasganj tahsil of Etah District, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° 48' N. and 78° 51' E., near 
the Ganeshpur station on the Cawnpore-Achhnera Railway. 
Population (xgox), 5,079· The town was founded by Raja 
Naurang Deo, a Chauhan Rajput, who called it Naurangabad 
after his own pame. On being attacked by the Musalmans, 
the Raja fled to Sirhpura, and the inhabitants who remained 
were forcibly converted to Islam. Shortly afterwards Naurang, 
assisted by the Raja and the people of Sirhpura, expelled 
the Musalmans, and changed the name to Sahawar. The town 
is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of 
about Rs. 700. There is very little trade. The primary 
school has about 8o pupils. 

Soron.-Town in the Kasganj tahsil of Etah District, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° 54' N. and 78° 45' E., on 
the Burhiganga, an old bed of the Ganges. It is the junction 
of a branch of the Cawnpore-Achhnerii Railway from Kasganj 
with a branch of the Rohilkhand and Kumaon Railway which 
passes through Budaun to Bareilly. Population (x9or), 12,174· 
Soron is a place of considerable antiquity. According to tradi· 
tion it was known as Ukala-kshetra, but after the destruction of 
the demon, Hiranya Kasyapa, by Vishnu, in ilis boar incarnation, 
the name was changed to Sukara-kshetra (Siikaror 'wild boar'). 
A mound, known as the kila or fort, marks the site of the 
ancient town. A temple <tedicated to Sita and Rama, and 
the tomb of a Muhammadan saint, Shaikh Jamal, stand on the 
mound; but large antique bricks strew the ground on all sides, 
and the foundations of walls may be traced throughout. The 
temple was destroyed during the fanatical reign of Aurangzeb, 
but restored towards the close of the last century by a wealthy 
Bania, who built up the vacant interstices between the pillars 
with plain white-washed walls ... The ·architectural features of 
the pillars resemble those of the quadrangle near the Kutb 
Minar at Delhi Numerous inscriptions by pilgrims in the 
temple bear date from A. D. u69 1 downward. · Soron lies on 
the old route from the foot of the hills to Hathras and Agra, 
and has some pretensions as a trading mart; but it is chiefly 
important for its religious associations and as the scene of 
frequent pilgrim fairs. Up to the seventeenth century the 
Ganges flowed in the channel now known as the Burhiganga; 

1 A. Cunningham, ArthaeQ/ogiwl Survey Reports, vol. i, p. 267. 
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and devout Hindus, after visiting Muttra, come on to Soron to 
bathe in the latter, which here forms a considep.ble pool, lined 
with handsome temples and glziits. The pool is now fed by 
an irrigation channeL The most important bathing, however, 
takes place in the Ganges itself, 4 miles north of Soron. The 
road to Budaun crosses the Biirhiganga by a fine stone bridge. 
There are many substantial houses and fifty or sixty temples 
shaded by fine Jiipal trees, and thirty large tlharmsiilas or 
resthouses for pilgrims ; some of these, exquisitely carved in 
Agra stone, attest the wealth and piety of pilgrims from the 
Native States of Gwalior and Bharatpur. The town also · 
contains a dispensary, a municipal hall, and a branch of the 
Church Missionary Society. Soron bas been a municipality 
since t868. During the teo years ending 1901 the income and 
expenditure averaged Rs. 1o,ooo. lti 1903-4 the income was 
Rs. 15,ooo, chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. S,ooo); and the 
expenditure was Rs. 2o,ooo. The trade is largely devoted to 
supplying the wants of the pilgrims ; but sugar;efining is 
increasing in importance, and a great deal of cotton yarn is 
spun here as a band industry. The municipality supports two 
schools and aids two others with a total attendance of 243 
pupils. 

1: ..... I i 
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Bareilly Division:-North central Division of the United 
Provinces, lying below the Himalayas and between 27" 35' and 
29" 58,. N. and 78" and 8o" 27' E. It is bounded on the 
north by the sub-Himalayan tract of the Kumaun Division and 
by Nepal; on the west and south by the Ganges, which divides 
it from the Meerut and Agra Divisions ; and on the east by 
the Lucknow Division of Oudh. The RA.MPUR STATE forms 
a wedge of territory between the Districts of Moradabad and 
Bareilly, and political control is exercised by the Commissioner 
of this Division, whose head-quarters are at Bareilly city. Popu
lation decreased between 1872 and 188I1 but has increased con
siderably since. The numbers at the four enumerations were as 
follows: (1872) 5,252,325, (188x) 5,I22,557, (x8gr) 5•344,054, 
and (Igor) 51479,688. The total area is 10,720 square miles, 
and the density of population su persons per square mile, 
compared with 445 for the Provinces as a whole. The Division 
is the sixth largest in area and the sixth in population in the 
United Provinces. In 1901 Hindus formed nearly 75 percent. 
of the total, and Musalmans 24 per cent., while the other 
religions most largely represented were Christians (24,459, of 
whom 21,421 were natives), Aryas (14,993), Sikhs (3,334), 
and Jains (2,o16). The Division includes six Districts, as 
shown below :-

Land revenue and 
Area in square Population, cesses for 1903-4, 

miles. 1901. in thousandS 
of rupees. 

Bareilly . r,s8o 110901II7 17,47 
Bijnor 1,791 779·951 16,63 
Budaun 1,987 1,oz5,753 14·98 
Morii.dabiid . z,z85 1,191,993 17,38 
Shiihjahii.npur . 1,727 921,535 13,40 
Pilibhit 1,350 470,339 8,39 

Total 10,720 5>479,688 88,zs 

The northern portions of each of these Districts, except 
Budaun, reach to the damp submontane area called the tarai; 
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and the Division generally is a fertile tract, especially noted for 
the production of sugar-cane. There are 65 towns and u,4o3 
villages. The largest towns are BAREILLY (tJI,2o8 with can
tonments), SHAHJAHANPUR (76,458 with cantonments), MORAD· 
ABAD~(751 128), AMROHA (40,017), SAMBHAL (39,715), BUDAUN 

. (J910JI), PiLiBHiT (33,490), CHANDAUSi (251711), and NAGiNA 
(21,412). The chief places of commercial importance are 
Bareilly, Shiihjahanpur, Moradablid, Pilibhit, Chandausi, and 
TILHAR. Sugar and grain are dealt with alsQ in many smaller 
places. Although ancient sites occur in many parts of the 
Division, lliMNAGAR is the only one which has been even 
partially explored. BUDAUN and SAMBHAL were early seats of 
Muhammadan governors; and BAREILLY, PiLiBHiT, lliMPUR1 

and AoNLA were important centres during the Rohilla rule in 
the eighteenth century. (See RoHILK.HAND.) 

Bareilly District (Bareli).-District in the Bareilly or Bo~n
Rohilkhand Division, United Provinces, lying between 28° x' dfianesti,!!on-

• gnra on, 
and 28° 54' N. and 78° 58' and 79° 47' E., wrth an area and river 

of x,sSo square miles. It is bounded on the north by Nainl sy.;tem. 
Tal; on the east by Pilibhlt and Shahjahanpur; on the 
south by Shlihjahanpur and Budaun; and on the west by 
Budaun and the State of Rampur. The District of Bareilly, 
though lying not far from the outer ranges of the Himalayas, is 
a gently sloping plain, with.no greater variety of surface than is 
caused by the shifting channels of its numerous streams. Water 
lies almost everywhere near the surface, giving it a verdure that 
recalls the rice-fields of Bengal. The most prominent physical 
feature is the lliMGANGA River, which traverses the south-
western portion. Its channel has a well-defined bank at first 
on the south, and later on the north ; but except where th~ 
stream is thus confined, the khadar or lowland merges imper-
ceptibly into the upland, and the river varies its course capri-
ciously through a valley 4 or 5 miles wide, occasionally wander-
ing to a still greater distance. North of the Ramganga are 
numerous streams running south to meet that river. The chief 
of these (from west to east) are the Dojora, which receives the 
Kichha or West Bahgul, the Deoranian, the Nakatia, and the 
East Bahgul, which receives the Pangaili. The Deoha forms 
the eastern boundary for some distance. The gentle slope of 
the country makes it possible to use these rivers for irrigation 
in the upper part of their courses. LOwer down, and more 
especially in the east of the District, they flow below the 
general level and are divided by elevated watersheds of sandy 
plaill& . 

li2 
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The District exposes nothing but alluvium, in which even 
llankar, or calcareous limestone, is scarce. 

The flora resembles that of the Gangetic plain generally. In 
the north a few forest .trees are found, the semat or cotton tree 
{.Bombax malabaricum) towering above all others. The rest of 
the District is dotted with fine groves of mangoes, while the. 
jiimun (Eugenia .fambolana), shisham (Dalbergia Sissoo), tama
rind, and various figs (Ficus glomerata, religt.'osa, t.'nfectoria, and 
indica) are common. Groves and villages are often surrounded 
by bamboos, which flourish luxuriantly. The area under trees, 
which is increasing, amounts to about 32 square miles. 

Leopards are frequently found in the north of the District, 
and wolves are common in the east. Antelope are seen in 
some localities, and parka or hog deer haunt the beds of 
rivers. The ordinary game-birds are found abundantly, and 
fish are plentiful. Snakes are also very numerous. 

The climate of the District is largely influenced by its proxi
mity to the hills, Bareilly city and all the northern parganas 
lying within the limits of the heavier storms. The rainy 
season begins earlier and continues later than in the south, 
and the cold season lasts longer. The north of the District 
is unhealthy, on account of excessive moisture and bad drink
ing-water. Tpe mean temperature varies from 54° to 6o0 in 
January, and from 85° to 93° in May, the hottest month. 

The annual rainfall in the whole District averages nearly 
44 inches; but while the south-west receives only 39, the fall 
amounts to nearly 47 in~s in the north and exceeds 48 in 
the north-east Fluctuations from year to year are consider
able; in x883 less than 19 inches was received, and in 1894 
nearly 6 5 inches. 

Before the Christian era the District was included in the 
kingdom of Northern PANCHAL'A; and the names are known, 
from coins found at RAMNAGAR, of a number of kings who 
probably reigned in the second century B. c. These kings were 
connected by marriage with a dynasty ruling in the south of 
Allahabad, and it has been suggested they were the Sunga kings 
of the Puranas 1• A kingdom called Ahichhattra, in or near 
this District, was visited by Hiuen Tsiang in the seventh 
century A.D., and is described as flanked by mountain crags. 
It produced wheat and contained many woods and fountains, 
and the climate was soft and agreeable. 

In the early Muhammadan period the tract now known as 
1 J(!Urna/, .Asiatk Sodet,1 of Bengal, 1897, p. 303; A. CU!lningbam, 

Coins of Andent India. 
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Rohilkhand was called Katehr, and the Rajputs who inhabited 
it gave continual trouble. Shahab-ud-din, or his general Kutb
ud-din, captured Bangarh in Budaun District abouf the yeal' 
I I 94 ; but nothing more is heard of the Muhammadans in this 
neighbourhood till Mahmii.d II_ made his way along the foot of 
the hills to the Ramganga in 1252. Fourteen years later, Bal
ban, who succeeded him, marched to Kampil, put all the Hindus 
to the sword, and utterly crushed the Katehriyas, who had 
hitherto lived by viol~nce and plunder. In ugo Sultan Firoz 
invaded Katehr again, and brought the country into final sub
jection to Musalman rule, which was not afterwards disputed 
except by the usual local revolts. Under the various dynasties 
which preceded the Mughal empire, the history of Katehr con
sists of the common events which make VP the annals of that 
period : constant attempts at independence on the part of the 
district governors, followed by barbarous suppressions on the I 
part of the central authority. The city of Bareilly itself was 
founded in 1527 by Bas Deo and Barel Deo, from the latter of( 
whom it takes its name. It was, however, of small importance 
till the reign of Shah J ahan, when it took the place of Budaun. 
In 1628 Air Kuli Khan was governor of Bareilly, which had 
grown into a considerable place. In 1657 Raja Makrand Rai 
founded the new city of Bareilly, cut down the forest to the 
west of the old town, and expelled all the Katehriyas from the 
neighbourhood. A succession of regular governors followed 
during the palmy days of the great Mughal emperors ; but after 
the death of Aurangzeb, in x7o7, when the unwieldy organiza
tion began to break asunder, the Hindus of Bareilly threw ofrl 
the imperial yoke, refused their tribute, and commenced a series\ 
of anarchic quarrels among themselves for supremacy. 

Their dissensions only afforded an opportunity for the rise of 
a new Muhammadan power. Air Muhammad Khan, a leader 
of Rohilla Pathlins, defeated the governors of Bareilly and 
Morlidlibad, and made himself supreme throughout the whole 
Katehr region. In x 7 44 the Rohilla chieftain conquered 
Kumaun right up to Almora; but two years later the emperor 
Muhammad Shah marched against him, and Ali Muhammad 
was taken a prisoner to Delhi. However, the empire was too 
much in need of vigorous generals to make his captivity a long 
one, and in I 748 he was restored to his old post in Kate hr. 
Next year he died, and a mausoleum at Aonla, in this District, 
still marks his burial-place. Hafiz Rahmat Khan, guardian to 
his sons, succeeded to the governorship of Rohilkhand, in spite 
of the crafty designs of Safdar Jang of Oudh, who dispatched 
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the Nawib of Farrukhlibid against him witho~t effect. Hafiz 
· Rahmat Khan defeated and slew the Nawab, after which he 

marched northward and conquered Pi!Ibhit and the Tarai. 
The Oudh Wazir, Safdar Jang, plundered the property of the 
Farrukhabad Nawab after his death, and this led to a union of 
the Rohilla Afghans with those of Farrukhablid. Ahmad Khan 
of Farrukhabad defeated Nawal Rai, the deputy of Safdar Jang, 
besieged Allahabad, and took part of Oudh; but the Wazir 
called in the aid of the Marathas, and with them defeated 
Ahmad Khan and the Rohillas at Fatehgarh and at Bisaulr, 
near Aonla. He then besieged them for four months at the 
foot of the hills_; but owing to the invasion of Ahmad Shah 
Durrani terms were arranged, and Rahmat Khan became the 
de facto ruler of Rohilkhand. 

After the accession of Shuja-ud-daula as Nawab of Oudh, 
Rahmat Khan joined the imperial troops in their attack upon 
that prince, but .the Nawab bought them off with a .subsidy 
of 5 lakhs. Rahmat Khan took advantage of the victory at 
Panipat in 1761 to make himself master of Etawah, and dgring 
the eventful years in which Shuja-ud-daula. was engaged in 
his struggle with the British power, he continually strengthened 
himself by fortifying his towns and founding new strongholds. 
In 1770 Najib-ud-daula advanced with the Maratha army under 
Sindhia. and Holkar, · defeated Rahmat Khan, and forced the 
Rohillas to ask the aid of the Wazrr. Shuja-ud-daula became 
surety for a bond of 40 lakhs, by which the Marathas were 
induced to evacuate Rohilkhand. This bond the Rohillas 
were unable to meet, whereupon Shuja-ud-daula, after getting 
rid of the Marathas, attacked Rohilkhand with the help of a 
British force lent by Warren Hastings, and . subjugated it by 
a desolating war. Rahmat Khan was slain, but Faiz-ullah, the 
son of Ali Muhammad, escaped to the north-west and became 
the leader of the Rohillas. After many negotiations he effected 
a treaty with Shuja-ud-daula in 1774, by which he accepted nine 
parganas worth 15 lakhs a year, giving up all the remainder of 
Rohllkhand to .the Wazir (see R:AMPUR STATE). Saadat Ali was 
appointed governor of Bareilly under the Oudh government. 
In 1794 a revolution in Rampur State led to the dispatch of 
British .troops, who fought the insurgents at Bhitaura or Fateh
ganj (West), where an obelisk still commemorates the slain. 
The District remained in the hands of the Wazir until x8oi, 
when Rohilkhand, with Allahabad and Kora, was ceded to the 
British in lieu of tribute. Mr. Henry Wellesley, brother of the 
Governor-General, was appointed President of the Board of 
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Commissioners sitting at Bareilly, and afterwards at Farrukh
iibad. In 1 So 5 Amir Khan, the Pindari, made an inroad 
into Rohilkhand, but was driven oft Disturbances- occurred 
in x8x6, in x83j, and in 1842; but the peace of the District 
was not seriously endangered until the Mutiny of 1857· 

In that year the troops at Bareilly rose on May 31. The 
European officers, except three, escaped to Naini Tal; and 
Khan Bahadur, Hafiz Rahmat Khan's grandson, was proclaimed 
Nawab Nazim of Rohilkhand. On June u the mutinous 
soldiery went off to· Delh4 and Khan Bahadur organized a 
government in July. Three expeditions attempted to attack 
Nainl Tal, but without success. In September came news of 
the fall of Delhi. Walidad Khan, the rebel leader in Buland
shahr, and the Nawiib of Fatehgarh then took refuge at Bareilly. 
A fourth expedition against Naini Tal met with no greater 
success than the earlier attempts. On March 25, 1858, the 
Nana Sahib arrived at Bareilly on his flight from Oudh, and 
remained till the end of April; but the rebellion at Bareilly had 
been a revival of Muhammadan rule, and when the commander
in-chief marched on Jala.labad, the Nana Sahib fled back again 
into Oudh. On the fall of Lucknow, Firoz Shah retired to 
Bareilly, and took Moradabad on April 22, but was compelled 
to give it up at once. The Nawab of Najibiibid, leader of 
the Bljnor rebels, joined him in the city, so that the principal 
insurgents were congregated together in Bareilly when the 
English army arrived on May 5· The city was taken on 
May 7, and all the chiefs fled with Khan Bahiidur into Oudh. 

Ahichhattra or RAMNAGAR is the only one of many ancient Arcbaeo
mounds in the District which has been explored. It yielded logy. 

numerous coins and some Buddhist sculptures. It is still 
a sacred place of the Jains. The period of Rohilla rule has 
left few buildings of importance; but some tombs and mosques 
are standing at AoNLA and BAREILLV. 

There are 12 towns and 1,924 villages. Population has The 
risen steadily during the last thirty years. The numbers at the people. 

four enumerations were as follows: (1872) I 10I5104I, (x88x) 
I 10J019J6, (1891) 11040,949, and (xgox) x,ogo,n7. The 
District is divided into six tahsi!s-FA:aiDPUR, BAREILLV, 
AONLA, !IHRGANJ, BAHERi, and N AWABGANJ- the head
quarters of each being at. a place of the same name. The 
principal towns are the municipality of BAREILLY and AONLA. 
The table on _the next page gives the chief statistics of area 
and population in xgox. 

Hindus form 75 per cent. of the_ total and Musalmans 
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24 per cent., while Christians number 7,148 ar1d Aryas x,:z:z8. 
The density is much higher than the Provincial average, and 
the rate of increase between 1891 and 1901 was larger than 
in most parts of the United Provinces, More than 99 per 
cent. of the population speak Western Hindi, the ordinary 
dialect being Braj. 

§ Number of 
.. ..... 

.; 8.v ~.!!..8 c;,. ...... ., 
.. = o:c = 

lri!i j ~g g~ §. looo«Sc:dd 
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oa ~a~·~ Taksil. ·==a 

.. ·~ ~ ~-;p·~ c:: .... 

~ 6. 'il'" l:l·e-a tl~ g~~jl: 

! ~ ""g. ~~g.tcd z" 0 
foot ~ ~"' Po. "" "'" 

Faridpur 249 ~ 314 u8,86x 518 + 7·6 2,635 
Bareilly 310 I 414 325,650 1,050 + 9·1 171III 

Aonla 306 3 320 2II ,836 692 + 8·1 4·9'3 
Mirganj 149 I ISS 103,198 640 + 8·3 1,225 
Baheri 345 2 .po I93.412 s6x -6.6 2,522 

Nawabganj 221 3 308 I2j'1I6o 575 + 2•2 1,404 

District total t,sso 12 r,924 I 10901II7 690 +4·7 29,810 

Castes and The most numerous Hindu caste is that of Chamars (leather
occupa- workers and cultivators), xoo,ooo. Other castes numerically 
tions. 

strong in this District are: Kurmis (agriculturists), 94,ooo; 
Muraos (market-gardeners), 73,ooo; Kisans (cultivators), 
67,ooo; and Kahars (cultivators and water-carriers), s6,ooo. 
Brahmans number 48,ooo and Rajputs 38,ooo. Ahars, who 
are found only in Rohilkhand, but are closely allied to the 
Ahirs of the rest of the Provinces, number 46,ooo. Daleras 
(1,724), who are nominally basket-makers but in reality thieves, 
are not found outside this District. Among Muhammadans, 
Shaikhs number 54,ooo; Julahas (weavers), 41,ooo; and 

· Pathans, 4x,ooo. The Mewatls, who number g,ooo, came 
from MEWAT in the eighteenth century, owing to famine. 
Banjaras, who were formerly sutlers and are still grain-carriers, 
have now settled down as agriculturists, chiefly in the submon
tane Distncts, and number g,ooo here. About 66 per cent. of 
the population are supported by agriculture, 6 per cent. by 
personal services, and 4 per cent. by general labour. Cotton
we~ving by hand supports 3·5 per cent. Rajputs, Pathans, 
Brahmans, Kayasths, and Banias are the largest landholders. 
KUimis occupy nearly a quarter of the total area as cultiva
tors, while Ahars, Kisans, and Brahmans each cultivate about 
7 or 8 per cent. 

Christian There were 4,6oo native Christians in 19011 of whom 
missions. 4,488 were Methodists. The American Methodist Episcopal 
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Mission was opened here in 1859, and has ten stations in ·the 
District, besides a theological college at Bareilly city. 

The north of the District contains a damp unhealthy tract, General 

where rent rates are low and population is sparse, while cultiva- atgric1ul-
. • ura con-

tion depends largely on the season. The central portton ts ditions. 

extremely fertile, consisting chiefly of loam, with a considerable 
proportion of clay in the Mirganj and Nawabganj tahsils. In 
the south, watersheds of sandy soil divide the rivers; but these 
sandy strips are regularly cultivated in the Bareilly and Aonla 
tahsils, while in Faridpur much of the light soil is very poor and 
liable to be thrown out of cultivation after heavy rain. The 
alluvial strip along the Ramganga is generally rich, but is 
occasionally ruined by a deposit of sand. Excluding garden 
cultivation, manure is applied only when the tum comes round 
for sugar-cane to be grown, at intervals of from 3 to 8 years. 

The tenures are those common to the United Provinces. Chief 
Zamindtin.' or joint zamindan: tenures prevail in 5,547 mahiils, agricul-

r • r ·J-• d 6 bL-·-.z.--turalsta-503 are per,ect or 1mpenect patltaan, an 3 are rwtyatnara. tistics and 
The District is thus chiefly held by large proprietors. The principal 

main agricultural statistics for 1903-4 are shown below, in crops. 

square miles :-

Tall.ril. Total. Cultivated. Irrigated. Cultivable 
waste. 

Faridpur . 249 196 34 19 
Bareilly 310 240 so 20 
Aonla ao6 J40 s6 27 
Mirganj 149 III I7 , ... ' 

Baheri 345 258 # 31 
Na\\ii.bganj Ul 178 55 12 

Total 1,.!)80 1,223 256 U3 

The principal food-crops, with their areas in square miles in 
1903-4• are: rice (237), wheat (368), gram (201), biijra (166), 
and maize (us). Sugar-cane covers 71 square miles, and is 
one of the most important products; while poppy (23), oilseeds 
(27}, cotton (13), and san-hemp (xo), are also valuable crops. 

The total cultivated area has not varied much during the Improve

last thirty years ; but there has been a permanent increase to m~~ in 
the west of Aonla and north of Faridpur tahsils, which is~ -
counterbalanced by a temporary decrease in the north of the practice. 

District owing to vicissitudes of the seasons. The principal 
changes in cultivation have been directed towards the sub
stitution of more valuable crops for inferior staples. The 
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area under biijra has decreased, while sugar-;eane, rice, and 
maize are more largely grown. Poppy has been reintroduced 
recently, and . the area sown with it is increasing. A rise in 
the area producing barley and gram points to an increase 
in the area double cropped. Very few loans are taken under 
the Land Improvement Loans Act; between x8go and 1903 
the total amounted to Rs. 41,ooo, of which Rs. 38,ooo was 
advanced in the famine year, x8g6-7. Nearly xllakhs was 
lent under the Agriculturists' Loans Act, of which Rs. 63,ooo 
was advanced in 1896-7. In good seasons the advances are 
small. 

Cattle, The cattle used' for agricultural purposes are chiefly bred . 
horses,and • th D' · · d fi h · hb · b sheep. m e 1stnct or 1mporte rom t e ne1g ounng su montane 

tracts, those bred in Pilibhit being called panwiir. These 
varieties ·are small but active, and suffice for the shallow 
ploughing in vogue. Stronger animals, used in the well-rups 
in the south-west of the District, are imported from west of the 
J umna. Horse-breeding is confined to the Ram ganga and 
Aril basins, where wide stretches of grass and in some ·places 
a species . of Oxali's resembling dover are found. Four horse 
and two donkey stallions are maintained by Government and 
by the District board, and two donkey stallions are kept on 
estates under the Court of Wards to encourage mule-breeding. 
There has, however, been little progress in either horse or 
mule-breeding. Sheep are not kept to any great extent. 

Irrigation. The soil of the District is generally moist, and in ordinary 
seasons there is very little demand for irrigation of the spring 
crops. In the north, wherea regular supply of water is valued 
for rice and sugar-cane, the Rohilkhand canals are the main 
source. Elsewhere, wells, rivers, andj'hi!s are used. In 1903-4 
canals and wells supplied 76 and 75 square miles respectively, 
tanks or /hils s8, and other sources (chiefly rivers) 47· The 
canals are all small works and may J:?e divided into two classes. 
Those drawn from the Bahgul, Kailas, Kichha, and Paha have 
permanent masonry head-works, with channels dug to definite 
sections, and are provided with subsidiary masonry works, 
regulators, &c., like the regular canals of the Doab. The 
others are small channels, into which water is turned from the 
rivers by earthen dams, renewed annually. Masonry wells are 
not constructed for irrigation, except by the Court of Wards. 
In most parts of the District the wells are temporary excava
tions worked by pulley, or by a lever, as the spring-level is high ; 
but in some tracts to the south water is raised in a leathern 
bucket by a rope pulled by bullocks or by men. 
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Kanllar or nodular limestone is comparatively scarce and Minerals. 
of poor quality. A little lime is made by burning the ooze 
formed of lacustrine shells. 

The most important industry of the District is sugar-refining. Arts and 

Th. . . d f . h d h' h b . manufac· ts 1s carne on a ter natlve_ met o s, w tc are now emg tures. 
examined by the Agricultural department in the hope of 
eliminating waste. Coarse cotton cloth and cotton carpets 
or daris are woven largely, and Bareilly city is noted for the 
production of furniture. A little country glass is also manu
factured. The Rohilkhand and Kumaun Railway workshops 
employed 8r hands in 1903, and a brewery in connexion 
with that at Naini Tal is wtder .construction. The indigo 
industry is declining. 

Grain and pulse, sugar, hides, hemp, and oilseeds are the Commerce. 
chief exports, while salt, piece-goods, metals, and stone and 
lime are imported. The grain is exported to Calcutta, while 
sugar is sent to the Punjab, Rajputana, and Central India. 
Bareilly city and Aonla are the chief centres of trade. 

The main line of. the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway passes Railways 
through the south of the District, with a branch from Bareilly lliid roads. 
city through Aonla to Aligarh. The north is served by the 
Rohilkhand and Kurnaun Railway, which is the only route to 
the hill station of Naini Tal, and by a line through Pilibhit 
and Sitiipur to Lucknow, which leaves the Rohilkhand and 
Kumaun Railway at Bhojupura, a few miles north of Bareilly 
city. Another metre-gauge line, recently opened, leads from 
Bareilly south-west through Budaun to Soron in Etah District. 

The total length of metalled roads is 139 miles, and of 
unmetalled roads 186 miles. Of the former, 125 miles are in 
charge of the Public Works department, but the cost of all but · 
88 miles is met from Local fwtds. There are avenues of trees 
along 2 54 miles. The District is not well supplied with roads. 
Those which are metalled follow roughly the alignment of the 
railways, and there are no others, except the road from Aonla 
to Budaun. In the north communications are almost im
possible during the rains ; but the streams can easily be forded 
in the hot and cold seasons. 

Bateilly is not liable to severe famine, owing to the natural Famine. 

moisture of the soil and the rarity of so complete failure of the 
rains as occurs elsewhere. It is also well served by railways, 
and a considerable portion can be irrigated. Ample grazing· 
growtds for cattle are within easy reach. In x8o3-4 distress 
was felt, and the spring crops were grazed by the cattle as no 
grain had formed. In 1819 and 1825-6 there was scarcity, 
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The famine of 1837-8 followed a succession of .bad years, and 
its effects were felt, but not so severely as in the Doab. While 
famine raged elsewhere in x86o-x, Bareilly suffered only 
from slight scarcity, owing. to the failure of the autumn crop, 
and relief works, which were opened for the first time, 
alleviated distress. Relief works were also necessary in 
x868-9, 1877-8, and 1896-7, but the numbers attracted to 
them never rose very high. 

The Collector is usually assisted by a member of the Indian 
Civil Service, and by four Deputy-Collectors recruited in India 
There is a tahsildiir at the head-quarters of each tahsil. The 
Executive Engineer of the Rohilkhand division (Roads and 
Buildings) and the Executive Engineer of the Rohilkhand 
Canals are stationed at Bareilly. . . 

There are three regular District Munsifs and a Subordinate 
Judge, and the appointment of village Munsifs commenced 
recently. The District and Sessions Judge of Bareilly has 
civil and criminal jurisdiction in both Bareilly and Pillbhit 
Districts. Crime is very heavy, especially offences affecting 
life and grievous hurt. Religious feeling runs high, and 
quarrels between Hindus and Muhammadans, accompanied by 
serious rioting, are not infrequent. The thieving caste of 
Daleras has already been mentioned. Female infanticide is 
now very rarely suspected, and in 1904 only 130 names re
mained on the registers of proclaimed families. 

Under the Rohillas proprietary rights did not exist, and 
villages were farmed to the highest bidder. After annexation 
in x8o1 Rohilkhand was divided into two Districts, Moradabad 
and Bareilly. The Shahjahanpur District was formed in 
1813-4; Budaun was carved out of both the original Districts 
in 1824; the south of Naini Tal District was taken away in 
1858, and sixty-four villages were given, as a reward for loyalty, 
to the Nawab of Rampur. Pilibhit was made a separate 
District in 1879· In the early short-term settlements the 
Rohilla system of farming was maintained till 1812, when 
proprietary rights were conferred on persons who seemed best 
entitled to them. The demand then fixed was so high that. 
heavy balances were frequent, and many estates were aban
doned. A more enlightened method of settlement based on 
a survey was commenced under Regulation VII of 1822, and 
the first regular settlement followed under Regulation IX of 
1833. Different methods were adopted by the officers who 
carried this out. Some divided each village into circles accord
ing to soil and situation, while others classified villages accord· 
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ing to their general condition as a whole. Rent rates were 
sometimes assumed for the various soils, while in other cases 
general revenue rates were deduced from the collections in 
previous years. The revenue fixed amounted to 1 x lakhs on 
the present area. Another settlement was made in x867-70. 
The rental 'assets' were calculated from rent rates selected after 
careful inquiry. A large area was grain-rented ; and the rent 
rates for this tract were selected after an examination of the 
reputed average share of the landlord, and after experiments 
in the out-tum of various crops, the average prices for twenty 
years being applied to ascertain the cash value. The result 
was an assessment of 13·5 lakhs; but this was reduced by 
about Rs. 4,ooo in 1874-6, owing to the assessment of too 
large an area in the norlh of the District, where cultivation 
fluctuates. The latest revision was carried out in x898-1902. 
Cash rents were then found to be paid on about two-thirds of 
the total cultivated area, and the actual rent-roll formed the 
basis of assessment Rents of occupancy tenants had remained 
for the most part unaltered since the previous settlement, and 
enhancements were given where they were inadequate. Grain 
rents, chiefly found in the north of the District, were largely 
commuted to cash rates. The demand fixed amounts to 
IS lakhs, representing 45 per cent. of the net 'assets,' and 
the incidence falls at Rs. I·7 per acre, varying from Rs. 1•3 to 
Rs. z in different parts. Collections on account of land revenue 
and total revenue have been, in thousands of rupees:-

188o-J. 18go-l. lgoG-1. 1903-4· 

Land revenue 13,14 U,93 IS·« 14,94 
Total revenue 16,67 20,45 25,13 26,o1 

There is one municipality, BAREILLV, and ten towns are ad· Local self
ministered under Act XX of 1856. Outside of these, local govern
affairs are managed by the District board, which has an income ment. 

of 1·7 lakhs, chiefly from rates. In 1903-4 the expenditure 
on roads and buildings amounted to Rs. 63,ooo. 

There are 2Z police stations and 19 outposts, all but one of Police and 
the latter being in Bareilly city. The District Superintendent jails. 
of police has under him an assistant and 4 inspectors, besides 
a force of II 2 subordinate officers and 587 men of the regular 
police, 374 municipal and town police, and 1,989 village and 
road ekaukidars. The Central jail, which has accommodation 
for more than 3,ooo prisoners, contained a daily average of 
nearly 1,8oo in 1903, while the District jail contained 715. 
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The latter was formerly used for convicts from. Nainl Tal and 
from Pllibhit, and is a central jail for female prisoners. 

Education, The District takes a medium place as regards the literacy of 
its inhabitants, of whom 2•7 per cent (4·7 males and o·6 females) 
can read and write. The number of public institutions increased 
from 143 in x88o-1 to 154 in 19oo-1, and the number of pupils 
from 5·033 to 6,675· In 1903-4 there were 196 such institu
tions, with 9,636 pupils, of whom' 996 were girls, besides 163 
private schools with 2,479 pupils. Of the total, 3 were man
aged by Government and 136 by the District and municipal 
boards, while 55 were aided. There is an Arts College at 
Bareilly city. In 1903-4 the total expenditure on education 
was a lakh, of which Rs. 53,ooo was derived from Local and 
municipal funds, Rs. 23,ooo from fees, and Rs. u,ooo from 
Provincial revenues. 

Hospitals There are 13 hospitals and dispensaries, with accommo-. 
and dis- dation for 287 in-patients. In 1903 the number of cases pen sarles. 

treated was II4,ooo, of whom 3,o68 were in-patients, and 2,815 

Vaccina
tion. 

operations were performed. The expenditure was Rs. 3o,ooo, 
most of which was met from Local and municipal funds. There 
is a lunatic asylum at Bareilly city with about 400 inmates. 

In 1903-4 the number of persons successfully vaccinated 
was 36,ooo, representing a proportion of 33 per x,ooo of the 
population. Vaccination is compulsory only in Bareilly city. 

[Distn"ct Gazetteer (x8-79, under revision); S; H. Fremantle, 
.Settlement Report (1903).] 

Faridpur Tahsll.-South.-eastem tahsil of Bareilly District, 
United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same 
name, lying between 28° x' and 28° 22' N. and 79° 23' and 79° 
45' E., with an area of 249 square miles. Population increased 
from u9,8os in 1891 to tz8,86x in 19o1. There are 314 vil
lages and two towns, including FARIDPUR (population, 6,635), 
the tahsil head-quarters. The . demand for land revenue in 
1903-4 was Rs. x,84,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 3o,ooo. The 
density of population, 5 I 8 persons per square mile, is the 
lowest in the District. 011 the south-west the Ramgangli 
river divides the tahsil from Budaun, while the East Bahgul 
crosses it from north to south. Fandpur is the most unproduc
tive part of the District, consisting for the most part of plateaux 
of light siliceous soil, undulating into gleaming sandy ridges, 
which sometimes present the appearance oflow hills. In seasons 
of favourable rainfall such soil often produces a good autumn 
crop, but a series of years of heavy rain throws it temporarily 
out of cultivation. The basins of the rivers are more fertile, 
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both naturally and because irrigation is easier. In 1903-4 .the 
area under cultivation was 196 square miles, of which 34 were 
irrigated. Wells supply more than half the irrigated area, 
tanks or jhils about a quarter, and rivers the remainder. 

Bareilly Tahsll.-Central talzsil of Bareilly District, United 
Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of Karor or Bareilly, 
lying between 28° 131 and 28° 37' N. and 79° I41 and 79° 38' 
E., with an area of 310 square miles. Population increased 
from 298,482 in 1891 to 325,650 in 1901. There are 414 
villages and one town, BAREILLY (population, I3I12o8), the. Dis
trict and talzsil head-quarters. The demand for land revenue 
in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,7x,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 48,ooo. The 
high density of population, x,oso persons per square mile, is due 
to the inclusion of a large city. There is some poor soil, but 
the tract across which the Ramganga flows in a constantly vary
ing channel is generally fertile. Five smaller streams flow from 
north to south and are used for irrigation. Sugar-cane is the 
most valuable crop, and is largely grown, while sugar is refined 
at many places, especially in Bareilly city. In 1903-4 the· 
area under cultivation was 240 square miles, of which so were 
irrigated. Small canals drawn from the East Bahgul river irri
gate 6 or 7 square miles, and wells 15 or 20, Tanks or jkils 
and rivers supply the remainder. 

Aonla TahsiL-South-western talzsil of Bareilly District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Aonla, Ballill, 
Saneha, and Sirauli (South)1 and lying between 28° xo' and :z8° 
31' N. and 78° 58' and 79° 26' E., with an area of 306 square 
miles. Population increased from 195,950 in 1891 to 2n,836 
in 1901. There are 320 villages and three towns, including 
AoNLA (population, 14,383), the talzsil head-quarters. The · 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,7s,ooo, and for 
cesses Rs. 46,ooo. The density of population, 692 persons per 
square mile, is almost exactly the District average. On the 
north and east the Rilmganga flows in a shifting channel, and 
its tributary, the Aril, crosses the south-west portion. The allu
vial tract bordering on the larger river contains good grazing 
and is very fertile, except where a deposit of sand has been left 
by floods. A gentle slope leads to the uplands, watered by wells 
and by the Aril, which is dammed at intervals for the purpose. 
To the south are found a large war plain and a stretch of tilt.iik 
jungle, and in the north-east the soil is sandy. In 1903-4 the 
area under cultivation was 240 square miles, of which 56 were 
irrigated Rivers and wells each supply about two-fifths of the 
irrigated area, and tanks or jhils the remainder. 
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Mirg~;~.nj.-West central tahsil of Bareilly District, United 
Provinces, comprising the parganas of Shlihi, Sirauli (North), 
and Ajaon, and lying between 28° 24' and 28° 41' N. and 79° 
6' and 79° 24' E., with an area of 149 square miles. Popula
tion increased from 95,300 in 1891 to 103,198 in 1901, There 
are 158 villages and one town, Shlihi (population, 3,556). The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 1,5o,ooo, and for 
cesses Rs. 26,ooo. The density of population, 64o persons per 
square mile, is below the District average. The shifting 
char.mel of the Rii.mganga winds through the south of the tahsil, 
and the Dhakra., Dhora., and West Bahgul, after flowing from 
the northern border, unite to form the Dojora. Mirganj is a level 
well-cultivated plain, the greater portion of which is sufficiently 
moist not to require artificial irrigation. It produces sugar-cane 
largely, and sugar is refined in many places. In 1903-4 the 
area under cultivation was 111 square miles, of which 17 were 
irrigated. Tanks or }hils supply more than half the irrigated 
area. The new dam across the Kiili Nadi will supply irrigation 
to the north of this tahsil. 

Baheri.-Northem tahsil of Bareilly District, United Pro
vinces, comprising the parganas of Sirsii.wan, Kabar, Chaumahla, 
and Richha, and lying between 28° 35' and 28° 54' N. and 79° 
x6' and 79° 41' E., with an area of 345 square miles. Popula
tion fell from 207,063 in 1891 to 193,412 in 1901. There are 
410 villages and two small towns, neither of which has a 
population of s,ooo. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was Rs. 3,64,ooo, and for,£.esses Rs. 6x,ooo. The density of 
population, 561 persons per square mile, is considerably below 
the District average. This tahsil was the only one which 
decreased in population between 1891 and 1901, It is a level 
plain, intersected by numerous small rivers which have nearly 
all been dammed to supply an extensive system of canals. It 
is damp and malarious, especially towards the north, and popu
lation is liable to fluctuate considerably with the variations in 
rainfall. This is the chief rice tract in the District, and sugar
cane is less grown than in the areas farther south. The latter 
crop is also inferior, and its place is taken by maize in the 
higher lands. In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 258 
square miles, of ;hich 44 were irrigated, almost entirely from 
canals. 

Nawiibganj TahsU.-East central tahsil of Bareilly Dis
trict, United Provinces, ~nterminous with the pargana of the 
same name, lying between 28° 21

1 and 28° 39' N. and 79° 28' 
and 79° 47' E., with an area of 221 square miles. Population 
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increased from 124,349 in 1891 to 127,160 in 1901. There are 
308 villages and three towns, none of which has a population 
of s,ooo. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was 
Rs. 2,51,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 42,ooo. The density of popu
lation, 57 5 persons per squarf! mile, is· below the District 
average. The tahsil is a gently sloping plain, intersected by 
several small rivers from which canals are drawn. It is not so 
damp as the Baheri tahsil to the north, but the increase in 
population between 1~91 and 1901 was less than in the south 
of the District. Rice and sugar-cane are largely grown. In 
1903-4, q8 square miles were cultivated, of which 55 were 
irrigated. Canals supply half the irrigated area, and wells most 
of the remainder. · 
· Aonla Town (Anwla).-Head-quarters of the tahs"ie of the 
same name in Bareilly District, United Provinces, situated in 
28° 17' N. and 79° xo' E., on a branch of the Oudh and 
Rohilkhand Railway from Aligarh to Bareilly city, and con
nected by a ~etalled road with Budaun. Population (xgox), 
141383. The name is probably derived from that of the iinwlii 
tree (Phyllanthus Emblica). In the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries the neighbourhood was a thick forest, the lurking
place of the Katehriyas. In the Ain-i-Akbari Aonla is shown 
as the head-quarters of a mahiil or pargana. About 1730 Ali 
Muhammad, the rising leader of the Rohillas, procured the 
assassination of Do.ja Singh, the Katehriyii chief, and shortly 
afterwards made Aonla his own residence. The town thus 
became the capital of Rohilkhand; but after Ali Muhammad's 
death, about x 7 49, separate residences were allotted to his sons, 
and Bareilly and Pilibhit became more important, as Hafiz 
R.ahmat Khan, who wielded most of the power, preferred 'these 
places. The town thus decayed and sank into insignificance. 
It is now divided into four separate quarters, which are in fact 
distinct villages, the intervals between them being filled with 
shaded graveyards or decaying mosques. A small castle still 
stands in which the first great Rohilla chief held his court, 
and his tomb lies in an extensive high-walled enclosure. The 
chief public buildings are the tahsili and dispensary, and the 
American Methodist Mission has a branch he1f;115 Aonla is ad
ministered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about 
R.s. J,ooo. There is a considerable local traffic, especially in 
grain; but it is possible that when Budaun is opened to railway 
communication trade will decrease .. ,The tahsili school has 
about 150 pupils. . 

Bareilly City (.Bareli).-Administrative head-quarters of 
I'.P... K k 
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the ].3areilly Division and District, United Provinces, with 
a cantonment, situated in 28° u' N. and 79° 24' E., 812 miles 
by rail f~;om Calcutta and x,o31 from Bombay. It lies at the 
junction of a branch of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway from. 
Aligarh with the main line ; and these are met by the narrow
gauge railways from Lucknow through Sitapur, from Kath
godam at the foot of the hills, and from Soron through Budaun. 
Population has increased ste&.dily. The numbers at the four 
enumerations were as follows: (1872) 102,982, (z88x) IIJ14I7, 
(1891) 121,0391 and (1901) 1311208. These figures include the 
population of cantonments, which numbered 13,828 in 1901, 
There are 67,000 Hindus, 59,ooo Musalmans, and. 3,ooo 
Christians. 

Tradition relates that the old city was founded in 1537, and 
derived its name of Bans Bareli from Bas, a Barhelii. by caste, 
or from Bas and Barel, Katehriya Rii.jputs. The prefix is now 
usualiy interpreted as being the word biins or 'bamboo,' and is 
still used by the inhabitants. About 1573 a subordinate post 
was established here, to check the turbulent Katehriyas of 
Rohilkhand, and a small town gradually grew up round the 
fort. By the close of Akbar's reign, in 1596, Bareilly had 
become the head-quarters of a malziil or pargana. In 1657 
it was made the capital of Katehr (see ROHILKHAND), and 
a new city was founded hy Makrand Rai, who was appointed 
governor. As the Mughal empire decayed in the eighteenth 
century, the Rohilla power was consolidated by Ali Muhammad, 
who established his capital. at Aonla, and Bareilly was for a 
time of small importance. Hii.fil'l Rahmat Khan, who virtually 
succeeded Ali Muhammad, though nominally guardian to his 
sons, lived alternately at Pilibhit and at Bareilly, .which again 
rose into prominence. The town fell, with the surrounding 
country, into the possession of the Nawab of Oudh after the 
defeat of the Rohiilas by the combined British and Oudh 
forces in 17741 and passed to the British by cession in x8ox, 
when it became the head-quarters of a District and of a pro
vincial court. In x8x6 ~n in!)urrection took place in con
sequence of the imposition of a house tax, and in 1837 and 
1842 serious religious disturbances occurred between Hindus 
and Musalmans. · · 

During the Mutiny of 1857 Bareilly was an important centre 
of disaffection. The sepoys rose on May 31, and Khan 
Bahii.dur Khan, grandson of Hafiz Rahmat Khan, was pro
claimed .governor. Most of the Europeans escaped to Naini 
Tal. The rebel ruler found government no easy task, and the 
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annals of his brief term relate many dissensions and difficulties. 
As British troops recovered ground to the south and, west, the 
Nawab of Farrukhabad, the Nana Sahib from Cawnpore, F'rroz 
Shah from Lucknow, and othet leading rebels took refuge in 
Bareilly. On May s, x8s8, a. British army arrived before the 
city, and two days later the rebels fled into Oudh, and the 
British occupied Bareilly. In x87r, the peace of the city was 
again disturbed by serious religious riots, and since then religious 
differences have occasionally threatened to develop into actual 
fighting. 

Bareilly stands on a plateau slightly elevated above the basin 
of the Ramganga, a branch of which now runs under the city. 
The native quarter is traversed by a long, well-kept street, widen
ing at intervals into markets. The houses are usually of brick 
coated with white plaster, which is sometimes adorned with 
tracery, but few have any pretensions to architectural merit.. 
The oldest building of any importance is the tomb of Hafiz 
Rahmat Khan, close to the city on the Aonla road, which is an 
elegant building of plastered brick with gilded finials. It was 
built by his son in 1775 and repaired by his daughtel;' in 1839, 
and was again repaired in 1891-2 at the cost of Government. 
The finest public buildings are the dispensary and Dufferin 
Hospitals, the taltsil'i and chief police station~ and a triangular 

· l?uilding containing the municipaf hall, a literary institute,. 
and the Honorary Magistrates' courthouse. The Central jail 
is situated north of the city on the Naini Tal road South 
of the city lies the civil station, whieh contains the high 
school, the American Methodist Orphanage and Theological 
Seminary, the District offices and District jail, . and several 
churches. The cantonments lie south of the civil station, and · 
contain a small fort built after the disturbance of x8x6. The 
usual garrison consists of British and native infantry, native 
cavalry, and British artillery. Bareilly is the head-quarters 
of the Commissioner of the Division, and of the Executive 
Engineers of the Rohilkhand Canals and Rohilkhand division 
(Roads and Buildings). 

A municipality was constituted in x8sS, which in 1901 had 
a population of II7138o. During the ten years ending 1901 
the income and expenditure averaged I•2 lakhs. In 1903-4 
the income was z.t lakhs, chiefly from octroi (x·s lakhs). 
The expenditure of 2•2 lakhs included public works (Rs. 
42,ooo}, conservancy (Rs. 33,ooo), public safety (Rs. 31,ooo), 
and administration and collection (Rs. xg,ooo). An excellent 
water-supply is dra\\n from wells. In the same year the 
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income of the cantonment fund was Rs. 48,ooo, and the 
expenditure Rs. 49,ooo. 

The chief industry of the city is sugar-refining, and about 
2o,ooo tons of raw sugar are imported annually, while 1o,ooo 
tons of sugar are exported by rail alone, . Bareilly is also noted 
for its. furniture, made both of bamboo and of the ordinary 
timbers in use for this purpose. ClOth is woven and brass 
vessels are made; but these industries are not very important. 
The Rohilkhand . .and . .({umaun Railway workshops employ 
about eighty hands, and there is a dairy farm in connexion 
with the lunatic asylum. The principal educational institution 
is the college, which contains 104 students. A new building 
for this institution will be erected shortly on a site in the civil 
station presented by the Nawab of Rampur. The District 
school has about 450 pupils and the tahs'ili school 370. The 
municipality maintains 21 schools and aids 3 others, with 
a total attendance in 1904 of 2,321. There are also three 
orphanages maintained by the Arya Samaj, the American 
Methodist Mission, and a Muhammadan Association. 
. Faridpur Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Bareilly District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 
13' N. and 79° 33' E., on the main line of the Oudh and 
Rohilkhand Railway, and on the road from Lucknow to 
Delhi. Population (1901), 6,635. The place was formerly 
called Pura, and was fo.unded by insurgent Katehriya Rajputs 
~jected from Bareilly between 1657 and 1679. It derives its 
present name from one Sha.ikh Farid, a mendicant or, accord
ing to others, a governor, who built a fort here during Rohilla 
rule {1748-74). The town contains a tahsili, a dispensary, 
and a branch of the American Methodist Mission. It is 
admi.O.istered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of 
about Rs. x,ooo. The tahsili school has 125 pupils, and a 
girls' school about 20. 

Ramnagar .-Village in the Aonla tahsil of Bareilly District, 
United Provinces, situated in 28° 22' N. and 79° 8' E., 8 miles 
north of Aonla. The place is celebrated for the ruins in its 
neighbourhood. A · vast mound rises on the north of the 
village, with a circumference ofabout 3i miles, which still 
bears the name of Ahichhattra and is identified with the 
capital of the ancient kingdom of Panchala and the place 
visited by Hiuen Tsiang in the seventh century. In one 
portion of the mound a conical heap of brick towers 68 feet 
above the plain, crowned by the ruins of a Hindu temple. 
Large quantities of stone carvings, Buddhist railings, and 
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ornamental bricks have been found in various parts of the5e 
mounds, and a series of coins bearing inscriptions which may 
be dated approximately in the first or second century B.C: 
The kings who struck them have been cmijecturally identified 
"ith the Sunga dynasty mentioned in the Puranas. · 
[C~ingham, Arduuological SurlMy Rtporls, vol. i, p. 255 i 

Coim of Ancient India;, p. 79; V. A. Smith, Journal, Asiatic 
Sodtly of Bengal, 1897, p. 303 ; Progress .Report, Epigrap!tical 
Branch, North-Wesferfl Provinm ami Oudlz, 1891-2.] 

Bijnor District (B!i"naur).-Northernmost District in the llo~· 
B ill D.··· U · dP · 1· be o, ddanescon a~e y LVlSion, mte rovmces, ym~ tween 29 1 an liguratiOll, 
rz9° 58' N. and 78° o' a.nd 78° 57' E., v.'!th an a.rea of 1,791 and h_ill 
square miles. On the north-east the road which passes along an~ nver 
the foot of the Himalayas divides Bijnor from Garhwal District; sys ems. 
south-east and south lie Nairn Tal and Moradabad; while the 
Ganges flows along the western border between Bijnor and 
the Districts of Dehra DUn, Saharanpur, Muzaffamaga~, and 
Meerut. The District of Bijnor, an irregulaJ triangle of which 
the apex points directly northwards, forms the uppermost por-
tion of the Rohilkhand plain, stretching like a wedge between 
the valley of the Ganges and the hills of Garhwal. In the north 
is a system of small elevations, known as the Chandi hills, 
1\·hich resemble in geological formation the Siwalik range in 
Dehra. D\in on the western bank of the Ganges. . These hills 
are little more than rugged and barren rocks, except in the 
valleys and on the lower slopes. They covet an a.rea of 
about ~ 5 square miles. South of the hills and along the 
north-east border lies a broad level belt of forest varying from 
2 to 10 miles in width, across which flow numerous streams 
from the hills in the neighbouring District of Garhwal. Large 
clea~ances have been made in places, and cultivation sometimes 
extends as fa.r as the submontane road. This tract resembles 
the Dhabar in the adjacent District of Naini Tal, but the 
marshy /arai belt found in Naini Tal does not occur here: 
The rest of the District is an open upland plain crossed by 
river valleys. The largest river is the.Ganges, which debouches 
on the plain near the north of the District, and is there a. rapid 
&Stream flov.-ing over boulders. Lower do\11-n its course is less 
rapid, its bed •-idens, and the river becomes navigable from 
Nagal The first considerable affluent of the Ganges is the 
Malin, which rises in the Garhwal hills and flows across the 
north-west portion of the District. This river is celebrated in 
Sanskrit literature, and the scene of K.alidasa's play of SaAun
taiJ is laid near its banks. It has also been identified with the 
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Erineses mentioned by Megasthenes. The Khoh rises irt the 
Garhwal hills, east of the Malin, and flows almost due south, 
joining the RAMGANGA near the border of the District. The 
latter river crosses the Garhwii.l border near the eastern corner, 
and meanders across the eastern portion of the Nagina tahsil. 
Both the Khoh and Ramganga are liable to sudden floods, 
which S)lbside as quickly as they rise. Many smaller streams 
from the lower hills join these large rivers after a short course. 

Nearly the whole of the District is situated on the Gangetic 
alluvium,· with a bhiibar zone of coarse gravels along the 
north-east borders. The Chandi,hills are composed of Upper 
Tertiary rocks, all in a rapid state of decay by weathering. 
These rocks comprise, towards the plains, a gentle normal 
anticlinal arch in middle Siwalik soft sand rock, which is very 
micaceous. North-east lies the southern limit of a synclinal 
trough in upper Siwalik conglomerates 1• 

, The forests of Bijnor will be described later. The rest 
of the District presents no peculiarities in its flora. Fine 
groves ·of mango trees are found in every part. The river 
valleys as well as the forest glades produce grasses' which 
are used for thatching, for basket-work, for matting, and for 
making rope and twine. The wild hemp (Cannabis sativa) 
grows abundantly; the leaves are collected and, when dry, 
are known as bhang, which is used for preparing a refreshing 
drink. 

Tigers and leopards were formerly common in the forests, 
together with chilal ( Cerous axis) and siimbar ( Cervus 
unlcolor). The deer have, however, been almost exter
minated, ·and the carnivora have consequently retired farther 
into the hills. A tiger occasionally strays down, and leopards 
are still met with in ravine tracts. Antelope are common, and 
a few hog deer and wild hog survive along the Ramganga and 
Ganges. Four-horned deer and barking-deer are occasionally 
met with in the forests. There are some hyenas, and the 
lynx is not unknown. Wild elephants come down from the 
hills during the rains. . The chief game-birds are duck, snipe, 
peafo\vl, black partridge, jungle-fowl, quail, and sand-grouse. 

Its proximity to the Himalayas renders the climate of 
Bijnor cool and pleasant, while the abundance of drainage 
channels prevents the District from being as unhealthy as 

1 R. D. Oldham, • Geology of Part of the Gangasulan Pargana,' Records, 
Geological Survey of India, vol. xvii, pt. iv ; and C. S. Middlemiss, 'Physical 
Geology of the Sub-Himalaya of Garhwiil and Kumaun,' Memoirs, Ge11· 
l11gical Survey of India, vol. xxiv, pt. ii. 
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other tracts near the foot of the mountains. The annual 
rainfall averages 44 inches, varying from 38 near the Ganges 
to 47 in the north of the District. Between 1864 Jlnd ·1898 
the variations from the average did not exceed 25 per cent. 
in twenty-seven years, while in four years the fall was in excess, 
and there were four years of considerable deficit. 

Legend ascribes the foundation of Bijnor town to the History. 
mythical king Ben or Vena, who is familiar in tradition from 
the Punjab to Bihar. In the seventh century Hiuen 
Tsiang visited a kingdom the capital of which has been 
identified with MANDAWAR. The early history of Muham-
madan rule is obscure, but raids by the Mongols are referred 
to. In 1399 Timiir visited the District, and committed his 
usual atrocities, massacring a large number of the inhabitants, 
and fighting several pitched battles. Thence he marched to 
Hardwar, returning to the Doab. No more is heard of Bijnor 
till the time of Akbar, when it formed part of the sarkiir of 
Sambhal in the Subalt. of Delhi. During the most prosperous 
age of _the Delhi empire, the District shared in the general 
freedom from historical incidents~ though in zs66 and again 
in 1587 peace was disturbed by ambitious jiigirdiirs or by 
rebels fleeing from other parts of India. As the power of the 
Mughals relaxed, the Rohilla Pathans began to assert inde
pendence, under Ali Muhammad. Although this chieftain 
had managed to annex the rest of RoHILKHAND by 17 40, his 
first acquisitions in Bijnor seem to have been made in 1748, 
after· his return from exile, while his friend, Dunde Khan, 
occupied another tract about the same time. The remainder 
of the District was rapidly acquired, and before his death in 
1749 Ali Muhammad made a grant of the northern portion to 
Najib Khan, who was to become a great leader. In the forests 
on the border of the District lies a strong fort, called Lal 
Dhang, which often proved a safe refuge in the struggles 
between the Rohillas and the Nawiibs of Oudh. Here in 
1752, after a trying siege, the Rohillas gave a bond to the 
1\Iarii.thas, as the price of release, which was afterwards made 
the excuse for further invasions. N a jib Khan married Dunde 
Khan's daughter, and gradually extending his influence west 
of the Ganges, and at Delh~ obtained the title of Najib-ud-
daula and in 1757 became paymaster of the imperial armr. 
His success laid him open to the attacks of jealous rivals ; 
and the infamous Wazir Ghiizi-ud-din called in the Marathiis, 
who besieged Najrb-ud-daula in the fort of Shukartiir on the 
west bank of the Ganges, but retreated on the approach of 
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the Rohillas. After the-battle of Piinipat. ·~'here· Najib-ud
daula distinguished himself, he became Wazii', and filled the. 
highest post in the !dngdom, wit~ credit to himself and benefit 
to the state. · After his death in 1770 his son, Ziibita Khan, 
was defeatedoy the Marathas, who now ravaged Rohilkhand;. 
and a few years later, in 1774, the Rohilla power east of the 
Ganges was crushed, and the final treaty by which tqe territory 
was incorporated in Oudh was concluded at Liil Dhang. The 
DistriCt was ceded to the British by the Nawiib of Oudh in 
x8ox; and four years later Amir Khan, the Pinda~i, rode 
through it like a whirlwind, recalling the raid of Timiir 4oo 
years before. The District then remained quiet until the 
Mutiny of 1857· 

News of the Meerut outbreak reached Bijnor on May 13. 
The Roorkee sappers mutinied and arriveq at Bijnor on the 
19th, but they passed on without creating any disturbance, and 
the District remained quiet till June 1. On that date the 
Nawab of Najibiibad, a grandson of Zabita Khan, appeared 
at Bijnor with 200 armed Pathans. On the 8th, after the out
break at Bareilly and Moradiibad, the European officers quitted 
Bijnor, and reached Roorkee on the nth. The Nawab at 
once proclaimed himself as ruler, and remained in power till 
August 6, when the Hindus of the District rose against the Musal
man authority and defeated him for the time. On the 24th 
the Muhammadans returned in force and drove out the Hindus. 
The latter attacked their conquerors again on September 18, 
but without success, ·and the Nawiib ruled unopposed until 
April 17, 1858. Our troops then crossed the Ganges, and 
utterly defeated the rebels at Nagina on the 21st. British 
authority was immediately re-established, and has not since 
been disturbed. 

Archaeo- The forests in the north of the District contain many ancient 
logy. ruins and mounds which have not been fully explored; but 

Buddhist remains have been unearthed in places. At NAJiB· 
ABAD, the tomb of Najib Khan, the founder of the town, and 
a few remains of other buildings are the chief memorials of 
Muhammadan rule. 

The- The District contains x6 towns and 2,132 villages. The vii-
people. lage sites still preserve the old compact appearance, which was 

\Jle.tesult of the unsettled times when men built their houses 
close together for protection, and there are few outlying hamlets. 
Population fluctuates considerably. The numbers at the four 
enumerations were as follows: (1872) 737,1531 (x88x) 7211450, 
(x89x) 794,o7o, and (1901) 779,951. The variations largefy 
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depend o11 the' iajnf~ll, excessive rain causing land to fall out 
of cultivation. There are four lahsi/s-BIJNOR, N.\JIBiBiD, 
NAGiNA1 and DHAMPUR-the head-quarters of each being at a 
place ofthe same name. The. chief towns are the !f1Unicipalities 

. of NAGiNA, NAJiBABAD, BIJNOR (the District head-quarters~ 
CHiNDPUR, and DHAMPUR. The following table gives the 
chief statistics of population in 190 I :-

~ Number or ll<l ~ . 
-J!"d . .: Oe" .. • ;i fi.'~g~& c.o c ~ ·i .,.. t .. •d 

Tallsil. ~ ~ 

= j ~= ~-~~ ~~ .&1 g~-c c;-;o ;; 
·~ e ~ t "" ~·~a;; I" ~~~~ 

;; til' £;. g: .. CIJ )I; ~ " < ... c.~ 

- -----
Bijnor 483 6 57 2 203,972 42a + 2·0 5.2.8 
Najibabad 396 2 422 rs3,896 389 - 1·9 3.558 
Nagina ~53 2 464 156,898 346 -14'3 2 18r6 
Dhampur. +59 6 674 z6s,185 s?s + 4•4 4,1137 

-- - -----
~I District total I,79I 16 z,r32 779.951 - r.S r6,-f59 

Hindus form 64 per cent. of the total, Musalmans 35 
per cent., and there are 5,730 Aryas, a larger number than 
in any District in the Provinces except Bulandshahr, The , 
density of population is almost the same as the Provincial 
average. Between 1891 and 1901 the District suffered both 
from excessive rain and from drought. Almost the whole 
population speak Western Hindr, the prevailing dialect being 
Hindustani. 
Chama~ (leather-dressers and cultivators), 1 i 8,ooo, are ·the Castes and 

most numerous of the Hindu castes, forming nearly 25 per cent ~~c;:za
of the total Hindu population. Rajputs number 72,ooo, but · 
61,ooo of these are so-called Chauhans, who intermarry among 
themselves and therefore are not true Rajputs. Jats (agricul-
turists), ss,ooo; Tagas (agriculturists), 8,ooo; and Sainis {culti-
vators), 2o,ooo, are chiefly found in the west of the United 
Provinces. Brahmans number only 26,ooo. A caste peculiar 
to the District is that of the Ramaiyas or pedlars (2,200). 

Among Muhammadans are Shaikhs, 591ooo; Julahiis (weavers) 
57,ooo; and Telis (oil-pressers), rs,ooo. The Jhojhlis (6,ooo) 
are not found east of Bijnor. Agriculture supports only 47 pef 
cent. of the population, while personal services support 8 ·per--
cent., general labour 8 per cent., and cotton-weaving 6 per cent. 
Chauhans, Banias, Jats, Tagas, and Shaikhs are the largest 
holders of land; and Jii.ts, Chauhlins, Shaikhs, Rawas, and 
Sainrs are the chief cultivators. 
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Christian Out of x,853 native Christians in 19oi, 1,824 were Metho
missions. dists. The American Methodist Mission has laboured here 

General 
agricul
tural con
ditions. 

since 1859, and has several branches in the District. 
Most of Bijnor is included in the uplands, which are divided 

into three portions. The western tract, near the Ganges, con
sists.of low sandy ridges, the space between which is occupied 
by a fair loam ; but facilities for irrigation are not good. East 
of this tract the central portion of the District forms the low
lying valley of the Ban, Gangan, and ~ruia rivers. This is 
decidedly more fertile, and opportunities for irrigation are better 
than in the western tract Another elevated watershed farther 
east, which divides the central portion from the Khoh and 
Ra.mgangli rivers, is sandy but more fertile than the western 
tract East of the Ra.mganga lies an area the soil of which is 
moist and fertile, but the deadly climate . makes cultivation 
fluctuate. As in most Districts where Jiits are found, equal 
care is devoted to all good land, instead of the lands near 
village sites receiving most of the manure available. 

Chief The tenures are those usually found in the United Provinces. 
~C:t. There are 4,348 zamindiiri mahiils, thirty-five patfidiiri, and 
tistics and 369 bhaiyikhiirii, the local term for the last being liiniidari. 
principal• The main agricultural statistics for 1903-4 are shown below, 
crops. in square miles:-

Improve,. 
mentsin 
agricul
tural 
practice. 

To.IISiL Total. Cnltivated. Irrigated. Cllltivable 
waste.. 

Bijnor 4S3 32S 8 53 
Najibabid. 31& ISS 'I 66 
Nagina 453 197 14 14S 
Dhlimpur • 459 320 39 51 

Total 11'J91 1,033 68 3IS 

The chief food-crops, with their areas in square miles in 1903-4. 
are: rice (221), wheat (276), barley (us), biijra {12o), and gram 
(98). Sugar-cane is the most important of the other crops, cover
ing 1 o 5 square Iniles. Cotton and oilseeds are also largely grown. 

Cultivation has not extended within the last forty years ; but 
·the area sown with the more valuable crops-such as rice, 
sugar-cane, and wheat-has increased, the area double cropped 
is rising, and a better variety of wheat has been introduced. 
Loans under the Land Improvement and Agriculturists' Loans 
Acts are not taken to any large extent, amounting to only 
Rs. 771000 between 1890 and 1903, Of which Rs. 40,000 Was 
ad·.-anced in the famine year 1896-7. 
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The ordinary breed of cattle is inferior ; but the forests pro- Cattle, 
vide ample grazing for cattle from other Districts. · An attempt ~~;:;'and 
has been made to improve the breed of horses, and two Govern-
ment stallions are kept. Mule-breeding has become popular, 
and several donkey stallions are maintained. The sheep are 
of the ordinary inferior type. 

Bijnor is remarkable for the small extent of its irrigation by Irrigation. 
artificial means. In 1903-4 canals supplied 26 square miles, 
wells 33, and other sources 9· The canals are small works, 
those drawn from the Khoh and Gangan rivers being maintained 
by Government; while a third canal, drawn from the Miilin, is 
a private enterprise. Some of the rivers are used directly for 
irrigation, especially in years of drought. Masonry wells are 
practically never used for irrigation; and water is generally 
obtained, where required, from shallow temporary wells, from 
which it is raised in a pot by a lever. • 

Three portions of the forest land in the District are 'reserved' Forests. 
under the Forest Act. The Chiindr forest of 6o square miles, 
which includes the hills in the north of the District, some 
islands in the Ganges, and part of the plains, is part of the 
Ganges division of the Western Circle. In the northern half 
siil (Shorea robusta) is well established; but the southern por-
tions are more open. The forest supplies bamboos and other 
minor products to Hardwar, and the revenue varies from 
Rs. Io,ooo toRs. 2o,ooo. The Rebar forest is situated in the 
south-east of the District and belongs to the Garhwal Forest 
division. Its area is 26 square miles ; and siil and other 
timber, fuel, and grass are supplied to inhabitants of the neigh
bourhood, the revenue varying from Rs. 2,ooo to Rs. 7,ooo. 
The Amsot and Mohanwali Reserves, managed by the Collector, 
include an area of 8 square miles. 

Kankar or nodular limestone is extremely rare, and is Minerals. 
generally imported from Moradabad. Lime is made from the 
limestone found in the Chiindi hills. 

The chief industry of the District is the manufacture of raw Arts and 
and refined sugar, which are largely exported. Coarse cotton manufac
cloth is woven in many parts, and in a few towns a finer material tures. 
is produced. There are small local industries at several places, 
such as the manufacture of Brahmanical threads (janeo) at 
Bijnor, papier mache at Mandawar, carved ebony, glassware, 
and ropes at Nagina, and ironwork at Dhampur. 

Sugar and forest produce are the chief exports, while gram Commerce. 
and other grain, salt, piece-goods, and metals are imported. 
The grain and salt come chiefly from the Punjab. The trade 
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of Western Kumaun largely passes through the District from 
Kotdwara at the foot of the hills. The chief commercial centres 
are the towns of Seohii.ra, Dhampur, Nagina, and Najibablid on 
the railway. Before the railway was opened, sugar was exported 
by road to Meerut or Muzalrarnagar; but the railway now takes 
about four-fifths of the total exports. 

Railways The main line of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway passes 
and roads. through the centre of the District, with a branch from Najibabad 

to Kotdwara at the foot of the Himalayas in Garhwal District~ 
A line from Gajraula on the Moradabli.d-Ghaziabad Railway 
to Chandpur in the south of the District has been surveyed. 
Communications are very defective. Only 39 miles of road 
are metalled, while 553 miles are unmetalled. The whole of 
the former and r 7 miles of the latter are maintained by the 
Public Works de~artment; but the cost of repairs is met 
almost entirely from Local funds. The metalled roads radiate 
from Bijnor town to the railway at Nagina, and to the Ganges 
on the Meerut and Muzaffarnagar roads. The tracts most irt 
need of improved roads are the northern Ganges khiitlar and 
the area north-east of the railway. Avenues of trees are main
tained on 95 miles. 

Famine. Bijnor has suffered comparatively little from drought. The 
natural moistness of the soil and the rarity of a complete failure 
of the rains, due to the proximity of the hills, combine to save 
a crop in most years, while the profits from sugar-cane have 
been fairly constant. The dependence for food-grains on other 
tracts is the most serious factor in prolonged drought. In 
1803-4 famine was severe!yfelt; but Bijnor escaped distress in 
later years till 1837-8, when Rs. 91,ooo of the revenue demand 
was remitted. Famine attacked the District in x86o-r, when 
Rs. 32,ooo was spent on relief, and in 1868-9 the expenditure 
was I·8lakhs. In 1878 the number on relief works rose to 
over 22,ooo. Bijnor again escaped lightly in 1896-7, when relief 
works were opened but did not attract considerable numbers. 

District The Collector is" assisted by a member of the Indian Civil 
staff. Service (when available), and by two Deputy-Collectors recruited 

in India. A tahsildiir is stationed at the head-quarters of each 
of the four tahsils. 

Civiljus- There are two regular District Munsifs, and village Munsifs 
tice and have recently been appointed. The District is included in the 
crime. k Civil and Sessions Judgeship of Moradabad, criminal wor 

being usually disposed of by the Additional Judge. Crime is 
not heavy, and Bijnor is not remarkable for any special offences. 
Female infanticide was formerly suspected in the case of the Jats, 
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and in 1904 as many as r,884 persons were still registered 
and under surveillance. 

Bijnor, when acquired by cession in x8ox, formed the Land 

northern subdivision of the new District of Moradabad. In ~d'!r;:~
x8I7 it was constituted a separate charge with head-quarters tration. 

at Nagina, and in x824 Bijuor became the capital. The early 
settlements were for short periods, and were based on rough 
statements of area and probable out-turn and on a consideration 
of previous collections. Up to 1822 the system of administra-
tion was one of farming; but in that year proprietary rights 
were first recognized. A rough survey was commenced about 
1827, and the first regular settlement on modem principles was 
made under Regulation IX of 1833 between x834 and 1839· 
It was preceded by a regular survey and was carried out in the 
usual method, by ascertaining standard rent and revenue rates. 
The revenue fixed was l1•2 lakhs, which, though very uneven, 
was much more moderate than earlier settlements. Another 
revision took place between x863 and 1874, when a revenue of 
I I ·8lakhs was assessed. The last resettlement of the District was 
made between 1893 and x8g8, but four parganaswere settled in 
xgox-2. The revenue then fixed amounted to 14·5 lakhs, or 
about 46 per cent. of the net ' assets.' The incidence is a little 
more than R. I an acre, varying {rom about 5 annas to slightly 
more than Rs. 2. Assessments of revenue in Bijnor have always 
been difficult, owing to the prevalence of grain rents. Cash 
rents are always taken on account of sugar-cane and cotton, 
but the produce of other crops is divided equally between the 
landlord and the tenant. Another custom exists by which for 
a short period, usually three to five years, the owner of a village 
agrees with the whole cultivating community to receive from 
them a lump sum in place of the cash rents and a share of 
produce. The latest revision of settlement was largely based 
on rent rates derived from these leases. The soil was classified, 
and rates paid for different classes were ascertained. 

Collections on account of land revenue· and total revenue 
have been, in thousands of rupees:-

•88o-l. 1890-r. 19QO-I. 1903-4· ---
Land revenue U 129 llt93 r6,o7 I.J,21 
Total revenue • 13,87 t6,s7 n,s9 19,77 

There are five municipalities-NAGiNA, NAJiBA.BAI>, BIJNOR, Local self
CHANDPUR, and DHAMPUR-and eight towns are administered govern

under Act XX of 1856. Beyond the limits of these, local ment. 
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affairs are managed by the District board, which has an 
income and expenditure of about a lakh. In 1903-4 roads 
and buildings cost Rs. 69,ooo. 

Police and ~he District contains 20 police stations ; and the Super
jails; intendent of police commands a force of 4 inspectors, 7 5 

subordinate officers, and 308 constables, besides 210 muni
cipal and town police, and 1,827 rural and road police. 
The District jail contained a daily average of 256 prisoners 
in 1903· 

Education. Few Districts in the United Provinces are so backward in 
regard to literacy as Bijnor. In 1901 only 2 per cent. ·(3;9 
males and o·2 females) could read and write. The number of 
public schools increased from 128 with 3,99~ pupils in 188o-x 
to 204 with 8,588 pupils in 1900-1, In 1903-4 there were 209 
with 9,307 pupils, including 53 7 girls, besides 2 so private schools 
with 3, 71?8 pupils. Three of the schools are managed by 
Government and 107 by the District and municipal boards. 
Out of a total expenditure on education of Rs. 46,ooo, Local 
funds contributed Rs. Js,ooo and fees Rs. 9,ooo. An attempt 
has been made by the Arya Samii.j to revive the old Hindu 
system of education, and a guritkul has been founded at 
Kangri in the north of the District. · 

Hospitals There are 10 hospitals and dispensaries, with accommoda
and dis- · tion for 88 in-patients. The number of cases treated in 1903 
pensaries. • • 

Vaccina
tion. 

was 89, ooo, of whom I, 5 oo were m-patients, and 400 operations 
were performed. The total expenditure was Rs. xs,ooo, most 
of which was met from Local funds. 

About 26,8oo persqns were successfully vaccinated in 
1903-41 representing a proportion of 34 per I,ooo of 
population, Vaccination is compulsory only in the munici- · 
palities, 

[.District Gazetteer (1879, under revision); F. J. Pert, Settle
ment Report (1899).] 

Bijnor TahsD.-Western tahsil o£ Bijnor District, United 
Provinces, comprising the parganas of Bijnor, Darii.nagar, 
Mandawar, Chii.ndpur, and Bashta, and lying between 29° I( 

and 29° 38' N. and 78° o' and 78° 25' E., with an area of 
483 square miles. Population increased from 2oo,o39 in 1891 
to 203,972 in 1901, There are 572 villages and six towns, the 
largest of which are BIJNOR (population, I7,583), the Dis.: 
trict and tahsil head-quarters, CHANDPUR (12,586), MANDA
WAR (7,210), ]HALU (6,444), and HALDAUR (5,628). The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 3,96,ooo, and for 
cesses Rs. 64,ooo. The density of population, 422 persons 
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per square mile, is slightly below the District average. The 
tahsilis bounded on the west by the Ganges, and the Malin 
crosses its northern portion. Near the Ganges is a rich alluvial 
tract, from which a gentle ascent leads to the sandy uplands. 
In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 328 square miles, of 
which only 8 were irrigated. 

Najibabad Tahsil.-Northem tahsil of Bijnor District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Najibabad, 
Kiratpur, and Akbarabad, and lying between 29° 2 s' and 
29° 58' N. and 78° 7' and 78° 31' E., with an area of 396 
square miles. Population fell from xs6,873 in I89I to 153,896' 
in 1901. There are 422 villages and two towns: NAJiBABAD 
(population, t9,568), the tahsil head-quarters, and KiRATPUR 
(ts,ost). The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was 
Rs. 2,7s,ooo, and for cesses 45,ooo. The density of popula
tion, 389 persons per square mile, is much below the District 
average. The tahsil contains a considerable area of forest, 
besides a hilly tract which is uninhabited. The northern por
tion is scored with torrents, which are dry for eight months in 
the year but scour deep ravines during the rains. Numerous 
other streams cross the rich alluvial plain which constitutes 
the rest of the tahsil, the chief being the Malin. The Ganges 
forms the western boundary. In 1903-4 the area under culti
vation was t88 square miles, of which only 7 were irrigated. 
A small private canal from the Malin serves about one square 
mile, but rivers are the chief source of supply. 

Nagina Tahsll.-North-eastern tahsil of Bijnor District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Nagina, Barha
pura, and Afzalgarh, and lying between 29° x3' and 29° 43' N. 
and 78° 17' and 78° 57' E., with an area of 453 square miles. 
Population fell from t83,I47 in I89I to xs6,898 in 1901. 
There are 464 villages and two towns: NAGiNA (population, 
21,412), the tahsil head-quarters, and AFZALGARH (6,474). 
The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,76,ooo, 
and for cesses Rs. 49,ooo. The density of population, 346 per
sons per square mile, is the lowest in the District. The tahsil 
contains a considerable area of forest. It is crossed by several 
small streams, and also by the Riimganga and its tributary 
the Khoh. The soil is rich, and irrigation is provided in the 
Naglna pargana by small canals from the Khoh and Gangan; 
but the climate is not healthy, and the considerable decrease 
of population between 1891 and 1901 is chiefly due to the 
unfavourable seasons ending with the excessive rain of 1894. 
Cultivation also suffers from the depredations of wild animals, 
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In 1903:-4 the area under cultivation was 197 square miles, 
of which 14 were irrigated Canals supply the greater part 
of the irrigated area. 

])hampur Tahsil.-South-eastern taksil of Bijnor District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Dhampur, 
Seohara, Nihtaur, and Burhpur, and lying between 29° l and 
29° as: N. and 78° 19' and 78° 41' E., wi,th an area of 459 
square miles. Population increased from 254,011 iri. 189~ 
to :z6s,x8s in 1901, There are 674 villages and 6 towns: 
SHERKOT (population, 14,99,), NIHTAUR (n1 74o), SEOHARA 
(1o,o6z), DHA.MPUR (7,027), SAHASPUR (5,85I), and TAJPUR 
(s,ors). The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was 
Rs. I 174,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 82,ooo. The density of 
population, 578 persons per square mile, is the highest in 
the District Several rivers cross the tahsil from north to 
south, the chief being the Gangan, the Khoh, and the Ram
ganga. Dhampur lies in the central depression of the District 
and is fertile; but parts of it are liable to flooding, and sandy 
tracts are found in the east. In 1903-4 the area under culti
vation was 320 square miles, of which 39 were irrigated. 
Wells supply about half the irrigated area, and small canals 
from the Gangan and Khoh about a third. 

Afzalgarh.-Town in the Nagina tahsil of Bijnor District, 
United' Provinces, situated in 29° 24' N. and 78° 41' E., 
34 miles east of Bijnor town. Population (1901), 6,474. The 
place was founded by one Afzal Khan about the middle of 
the eighteenth century. It lies low, and is very unhealthy 
owing to the dampness ofthe neighbourhood. The fort built 
by Afzal Khan was dismantled after the rebellion of 1857. 
The town is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an 
income of about Rs- 1, I oo. Excellent cotton cloth is made 
here by Julahas (Muhammadan weavers). There is a primary 
school with Ioo pupils. 

Bijnor Town (Bijna11r).-Head-quarters pf the District 
and tahsil of the·same name,- United Provinces, situated in 
29° 22' N. and 78° 8' E., on a metalled road 19 miles from 
Nagina station on the Oudh-and Rohilkhand Railway. Popu
lation (t9o1), 17,s8j, of whom 9,429 were Musalmans. Ac
cording to tradition, the town was founded by the mythical 
Raja Ben or Vena. Its early history is, however, a blank 
until the time ofAkbar, when Bijnor gave its name to a 
nUJ.hiil or pargana. In the seventeenth century it was the 
head-quarters of the Jats, who struggled long with the Musal
mans of the place. It became the head-quarters of the District 
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in 1824, and was occupied in the Mutiny by the rebel Nawab 
of Najibabad. The town stands on undulating ground 3 miles 
east of the Ganges, and is well paved and drained. Besides 
the District offices it contains male and female dispensaries, 
the District jail, and the local _head-quarters · of the Ameri~ 
can Methodist Mission. Bijnor has been a municipality 
since x866. During the ten years ending 1901 the income 
and expenditure averaged Rs. n,ooo. In 1903-4 the in~ 
come was Rs. 17,ooo, .chiefly from octroi (Rs. 12,ooo}; and 
the expenditure was Rs. 16,ooo: There is some trade in 
sugar, and the pocket-knives and Brahmanical threads (janeo) 
made here enjoy more than a local reputation. The District 
school has 155 pupils, a middle school 282, a girls' school 
48, and eight aided schools 300 boys and so girls. 

Chandpur.-Town in the District and talziil of Bijnor, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 8' N. and 78° x6' E., 21 

miles south of Bijnor town. A line from Chii.ndpur to Gajraula 
on the Moradabad-Ghaziabad branch of the Oudh and Rohil~ 
khand Railway has been surveyed. Population (1901), 12,586. 
Chandpur was the chief town of a maltiil or pargana under 
Akbar, but nothing more is known of its history. It was occu~ 
pied by the Pindaris in 1805, and by Musalman rebels in 1857· 
Up to 1894 it was the head-quarters of a separate tahsil. The 
town is well paved and drained, and presents a thriving appear~ 
ance. It contains a dispensary and police station, and has 
been a municipality since 1866. During the ten years ending 
1901 the income and expenditure averaged Rs. 7,ooo. In 
1903-4 the income was Rs. u,ooo, chiefly from octroi 
(Rs. 8,ooo); and the expenditure was Rs. n,ooo. The princi~ 
pal manufactures are pipe-bowls and water-bottles of earthen~ 
ware, and coarse cotton cloth. A middle school has 200 
pupils and 12 smaller schools about 530. 

Dhampur Town.-Head-quarters of the lalziil of the same 
name in Bijnor District, United Provinces, situated in 29° x8' 
N. and 78° 311 E., on the main line of the Oudh and Rohil
khand Railway. Population (1901), 7,027. The first historical 
event connected \\;tb the town is the defeat of the imperial 
forces here by Dunde Khan, the Rohilla, about t 7 so. Dham
pur was sacked by the Pindaris under Amir Khan in 18o5, 
and an attempt was made to plunder the treasury during the 
Mutiny in 1857· The town is well built and thriving, and con~ 
tains the ta!t.sili, a private dispensary, and .a branch of the 
American Methodist Mission. Dhampur has been a munici
pality since 1866. During the ten years ending 1901 the 

IJ.P, L Ll 
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income and expenditure averaged Rs. 7,ooo. In 1903-4 the 
income was Rs. Io,ooo, chiefly from octroi (Rs. 6,ooo); and 
the expenditure was also Rs. xo,ooo. There is a considerable 
trade in iron and brassware ; and locks, brass candlesticks, 
carriage ornaments, gongs, and badges are largely made. 
The tahsili school has x6o pupils, and the municipality manages 
two schools and aids seven others with 574 pupils. 

Haldaur.-Town in the District and Jalzsil ofBijnor, United 
Provinces, situated in 29° J71 N. and 78° 161 E., 12 miles 
south-east of Bijnor town. Population (x9ox), 5,628. The 
place is said to have been founded by one Halda Singh, the 
reputed ancestor of the Chauhiins, to whom it now belongs. 
The head of the family suffered for his loyalty in x 8 57, and was 
rewarded with the title of Raja. Haldaur contains a post office 
and a handsome bouse, the residence of the Chauhan proprietor. 
A panchiiyat of sugar-refiners is held annually, which settles 
the price to be paid to cultivators for raw sugar, and the rate 
so fixed is accepted as a standard over the whole District. The 
primary school has 40 pupils, and two aided schools have 94 
.pupils. 

Jha.J.u.-Town in the District and tahsil of.Bijnor, United 
Provinces, situated in 29° 201 N. and 78" 14' E., 6 miles south
east of Bijnor town. Population (r9ox), 6,444. Under Akbar 
it was the head-quarters of a mahiil or pargana. It !s ad
ministered under Act XX of x856, with an income of about 
Rs. r,ooo. It contains a primary school with 113 pupils, and 
three aided schools with 6z boys and 35 girls. · 

Kiratpur.-Town in the Najtbabad tahsil of Bijnor District, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 301 N. and 78° 131 E., 10 miles 
north of Bijnor town. Population (19or), xs,osx. There are 
two divisions of the town, Kiratpur Khas and Basi. The 
former was founded in the fifteenth century during the reign 
of Bahlol Lodi, and the latter in the eighteenth century by 
Pathans, who built a fort.. The walls are still standing near 
the gateway, and within is a · handsome mosque. Kiratpur 
is administered under Act XX .of x856, with an income of 
about Rs. 3,6oo. Trade is insignificant, but lacquered chairs 
and boxes are made. The District board school has HZ 

pupils, and six aided schools. 216 pupils. The American 
Methodist MissiQn has a branch here. 

Mandawar.-Town in the District and tahsil of Bijnor, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 291 N . .and 78° 8' E., 8 miles 
north ofBijnor town. Population(rgox), 7,21o. It was identi
fied by St. Martin and by General Cunningham with the Motf-
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pura visited by Hiuen Tsiang in the seventh century; but this 
· identification rests entirely on its distance from various places, 
and no excavations have been made 1• According to tradition, 
some Agarwal Banias settled here in the twelfth century, when 
they found the place deserted.. The town was captured by 
Timlir in 1399, and was the capital of a malziil or pargana 
under Akbar. In r8o5 it was pillaged by Amir Khan, the 
Pindui, and during the Mutiny it suffered at the hands of Jat 
marauders. A mound half a mile square rises some 10 feet · 
above the rest of the town, containing large bricks. The Jamal 
Masjid stands on this, cpnstructed from the materials of a 
Hindu temple. North-east of the town is another large 
mound, and there are two tanks in the neighbourhood. Man
dawar is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income 
of about Rs. 1,2oo. There is a small industry in papier mache; 
and boxes, pen-trays, paper-knives, &c., are made. A primary 
school has t26 pupils, and two aided schools have 85 pupils. 
The American Methodist Mission has a branch here. 

Nagina Town.-Head-quarters of the lahsil of the same 
name in Bijnor District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 3l' 
N. and 78° 2f: E., on the Oudh and Rohilkhand :Railway, and 
at the terminus of a metalled road from Bijnor, Population\ 
(r9o1), 21,.p2, of whom 14,887 were Musalmans. The early 
histo-ry of the town is unknown, but it is mentioned in the 
Ain-i-Allbari as head-quarters of a mahiil or parJJana. During 
the rise of the Rohilla power in the middle of the eighteenth 

· century a fort was built here. In 1805 the place was sacked 
by the Pindaris under Amlr Khan, and from 1817 to 1824 it 
was the head-quarters of the newly-formed District ca.lled 
Northern Moradabad. During the Mutiny the town was the 
scene of several conflicts between rival parties, as well as of the 
final defeat of the rebels on April u, 1858, which crushed the 
revolt in Bijnor. Nagina is a large and busy place, with good 
brick houses and paved streets, which drain into a tributary of 
the Khoh on the east and into the Karula on the west. It 
contains the old fort, now used as a tahsili, a dispensary, a tahsili 
school, and a branch of the American Methodist Mission. 
Nagina has been a. municipality since x886. During the ten 
years ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged 
Rs. u,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 18,ooo, chieOy 
from octroi (Rs. 1s,ooo); and the expenditure was Rs.. x8,ooo, 
A market is held twice a week, when there is a. considerable 
_trade in sugar, rice, and cotton.. Nagina is celebrated forth~ 

' .Ardtuult!gi£al Survey Repqrts, vol. i, p. 2t3. 
Ll2 
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excellent workmanship ofits carved ebony wares, such as walk
ing-sticks, trays, boxes, &c:, which are frequently inlaid with 
ivory. Large quantities of small glass phials are blown here, 
and exported to Hardwar for the pilgrims who carry away 
'Ganges water in them. In former days matchlocks were 
largely made, and some ironwork is still produced. Hempen 
sacking and ropes and lacquered goods are also made. The 
lahsili school has 192 pupils, and the municipality aids 12 
primary schools attended by 513 pupils. 

N ajibabad Town. -Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Bijnor District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 37' 
N. and 78° 21' E., at the junction of the main line of the Oudh 
and Rohilkhand Railway with the branch to Kotdwara in 
Garhwal. Population (1901), 191568. Najrbabad was founded 
by Najrb-ud-daula, paymaster and for a time Wazir of the 
Mughal empire, who built a fort at Patthargarh, a mile to the 
east, in I755· In 1772 the town was sacked by the Marathas, 
and in 1774 it passed into the hands of the Nawab of Oudh. 
During the Mutiny Mahmiid, great-grandson of Najib-ud-daula, 
revolted, and in 1858, when the place was recovered, the 
palace was destroyed. . Najrbabad is close to the forest and its 
climate is. unhealthy, but the town is well drained into the 
Malin. The principal relic of Pathan rule is the tomb of 
Najrb-ud-daula; and a fine carved gateway still marks the site 
of the palace, now occupied by the tahsili. A spacious build
ing called the Mubarak Bunyad, which was built at the close 
of the eighteenth century, is used as a resthouse. The fortress 
of Patthargarh, also know.n... as Najafgarh, is in ruins. The 
stone used in its construction was taken from an ancient fort, 
called Mordhaj, some distance away. Najrbabad contains 
a dispensary and police station, and a branch of the American 
Methodist Mission. It has ·been administered as a munici
pality since 1866. During the ten years ending 1901 the 
income and expenditure averaged Rs. 15,ooo, In 1903-4 the 
income was Rs. 25,ooo, chiefly from octroi (Rs. 2o,ooo); and 
the expenditure was Rs.-28,ooo; Najibabad is of considerable · 
importance as a depot for trade with the hills. Metal vessels, 
cloth, blankets, shoes, &c., are made here, and exported to 
Garhwal, while there is a through trade in salt, sugar, grain, 
and timber. The town is also celebrated for its production of 
sweetmeats and small baskets, and in former days its match
locks were well-known. The tahsili school has over 220 pupils 
and an English school about xoo. A primary school and II 
aided schools have about 350 pupils. 
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Nihtaur.-Town in the Dhiimpur talt.sil of Bijnor District, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 20' N. and 78° 2.{ E., 16 
miles east of Bijnor town. Population (1901), n,74o. The 
town has a mean appearance, most of the houses being built 
of mud, but there is a handsome old mosque, to which three 
modern domes have been added. A few years ago a seditious 
organization was discovered here. It was known as the Biira 
Topi, or '"twelve hats,' and resembled the Sicilian secret 
societies. Nihtaur is administered under Act XX of 1856, 
with an income of about Rs. J,Joo. There is a little trade 
in dyeing, but the chief industry is sugar-refining. A middle 
school has 16o pupils, and two aided schools are attended by 
52 boys and 40 girls. 

Sahaspur.-Town in the Dhiimpur tahsi/ofBijnorDistrict, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 7' N. and 78° 37' E., on the 
Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway. Population (x9o1), s,Ssx. It 
was the head-quarters of a malziil or pargana in Akbar's time. 
The town is extremely dirty ; and though most of its inhabi
tants are Musalmans, it swarms with pigs. There is a finesarai 
used by Hindu pilgrims on their way to Hardwar. The only 
industry is. the weaving of cotton cloth of good quality. A 
prin1ary school has so pupils. 

Seob.ara (Siulziirii).-Town in the Dhampur tahsil of 
Bijnor District, United Provinces, situated in 29° 13' N. and 
78° 35' E., on the main line of the Oudh and Robilkhand 
Railway. Population (1901), to,o6z, The town contains a 
police station and a handsome mosque, and also a branch of 
the American Methodist Mission. It is administered under 
Act XX of 1856, with an income of about Rs. 3,000. Its 
trade is of some importance. A primary school has 63 and 
five aided schools have 18z pupils. 

Sherkot.-Town in the Dhiimpur tahsil of Bijnor District, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 2o' N. and 78° 35' E., 28 
miles east of Bijnor town. Population (t9o1), 14.999· Sherkot 
was founded during the reign of Sher Shah, and under Akbar 
it was the chief town of a malziil or pargana. In 18o5 it was 
sacked by Amir Khan, the Pindiiri, and in the Mutiny of 1857 
it became the scene of struggles between loyal Hindus and 
rebel Musalmans. Up to 1844 it was the bead-quarters of 
the talt.sil, and a dispensary is maintained here. Sberkot is 
administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of 
about Rs. 4,ooo. There is a considerable trade in sugar, and 
embroidered rugs are made. A middle school has 135 pupils, 
and three aided schools are attended by 42 boys and 65 girls. 
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Tajpur.-Town in the bh~mpur tahsil of Bijnor District, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 1o' N. and 7go 29' E., 27 miles 
south-east of Bijnor town. Population (19or), s,oxs. The 
town is chiefly noted as the residence of the leading Taga 
family in the District, some members of which have embraced 
Christianity. The Tajpur estate was acquired in the eighteenth 
century, and further extended in the nineteenth for services 
rendered to the newly established British administration. In 
1g57 the zamindiir or chaudhr'i of Tajpur remained loyal, and 
was rewarded by the title of Raja and by remissions of revenue. 
The present Raja lives in a fine house built after the European 
fashion, and is a member of the Provincial Legislative Council. 
Tajpur contains a dispensary maintained by the Raja, a primary 
school with 79 pupils, and an aided girls' school with 32 pupils. 

Boun- Budaun District (Badiiyun).-South-western District of 
dfiariest,,con- the Bareilly Division, United Provinces, lying between 2 7° 40' 

gnra JOn, d go ' N d go • o ' and river an 2 29 • an 7 16 and 79 31 E., with an area of 
system. x,9g7 square miles. It is bounded on the north by Morad

ii.biid; on the north-east by the State of Ram pur and Bareiliy 
District; on the south-east by Shahjahanpur ; and on the 
south-west by the Ganges, which divides it from the Districts 
of Bulandshahr, Aligarh, Etah, and Farrukhabad. The greater 
part consists of a level plain crossed by numerous rivers, and 
much of it requires little irrigation when the rainfall is normal. 
A high ridge of sand, rarely more than 4 or 5 miles broad, 
running through the District from north-west to south-east, once 
formed the old high bank of the Ganges. Between this and 
the present course of the... river is a low tract of country, 
traversed by a chain of swamps or }hils, and by the river 
Mal).awa. The fertile plain north-east of the sandy ridge is 
watered by the Sot or Yar-i-Waladar, a river which enters the 
Bisaulr tahsil from Moradabad and flows diagonally across the 
District, piercing the sandy tract. Although the Mahawa 
flows in a deep channel, it is liable to sudden floods, which do 

·much damage, and it receives spill-water from the Ganges. 
The Sot is fringed by ravines and seldom inundates its 
banks. In the north-east the lliMGANGA forms the boundary 
for .about 36 miles, and is joined by the Aril. 

Geology. The District consists entirely of Gangetic alluvium, varying 
from pure sand to stiff clay. Kankar or calcareous limestone 
is found in places. 

Botany. The District is well wooded, and the whole of the rich 
upland tract is studded with beautiful mango groves. In the 
north of the Ganges khadar there is thick dhak jungle (Butea 
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froftdosa); and the north-east corner still contains part of the 
celebrated dhiik jungle which formerly sheltered the Kateh· 
riya Rajputs in their frequent contests with the Musalman 
rulers of Delhi. On the sandy ridge vegetation is scanty, and 
thatching grass and hans {Saccharum spontaneum) spring up 
where cultivation is neglected. 

A tiger was killed in 1893 near the Ganges, but this is an Fauna. 

extremely rare event.. Antelope, wild hog,. and nugai are 
common, and wolves cause more .damage to human life than 
in any other District· of the United Provinces. Il!ack partridge, 
quail, water-fowl, and sand-grouse abound, and florican are 
occasionally met with. 

The climate of Budaun resembles that of other Districts in Climate 
Rohilkhand, being somewhat cooler and moister than the and tem
adjacent portions of the Duab, owing to the neighbourhood perature. 

of the hills. The average monthly temperature varies from 
53° to 6o0 in January to 88° and 93° in May and June. 

The annual rainfall over the whole District averages 34 Rainfall. 

inches, varying from more than 36 in the east to 31 in the 
west. Fluctuations in the amount are large; in 1883 only 17· 
inches fell, and in r874 as much as 56 inches. 

Budaun owes its name, according to tradition, to oneHistory. 
Buddh, an Abar prince, who founded the city at the begin
ning of the tenth century. When the forces of Islam were 
beginning to spread eastwards. into India, it was held, as 
recorded in an inscription found at Budaun, by the Rathor, 
Lakhana Pala, eleventh in descent from Chandra, the founder 
of the dynasty'· The half-legendary hero, Saiyid Salar, is said 
to have stayed for a time in Budaun; but authentic history 
commences with the victory of Kutb-ud-din Aibak in u96, 
who slew the Raja and sacked the city. Shams-ud-din Altamsh 
obtained the government of the new dependency, which he 
exchanged in 1210 for the throne of Delhi. Under his suc
cessors, Budaun ranked as a place of great importance; and in 
IZJ6 it gave a second emperor to Delhi in the person of Rukn
ud-din, whose handsome mosque, the Jama Masjid Shams!,· 
still adorns the city of which he bad been governor. During 
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the annals of Budaun 
are confined to the usual local insurrections and bloody repres
sions which form the staple of Indian history before the advent 
of the Mughals. In 1415 1\fahabat Khan, the governor, rose 
in rebellion, and the emperor, Khizr Khan, marched against 
him in vaiiL After a. reign of eleven years' duration, the 

•· Epigraphia /mlica, vol. i, p. 63-
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rebellious vassal was compelled in 1426 to surrender to 
Mubarak Shah, Khizr Khan's successor. Alam Shah, the last 
of the Saiyids, retired to the city in 1450; and during his stay 
his Wazir joined with Bahlol Lodi in depriving him of all his 
dominions, ·except Budaun, which he was permitted to retain 
until his death in 1479. His son-in-law, Husain Shah of 
Jaunpur, then took possession of the District; but Bahlol Lodi. 
soon compelled the intruder to restore it to the Delhi empire. 
After the establishment of the Mughal power, Humaylin 
appointed governors of Sambhal and Budaun ; but they dis
agreed, and the Sambhal governor, having taken Budaun by 
siege, put his rival to death. Under the administrative organ
ization of Akbar, Budaun was formed in 1556 into a sarkiir of 
the Subak of Delhi, which was granted as a fief to Kasim Ali 
Khan. In Shah J ahan's time the seat of government was 
removed to Bareilly. The rise of the Rohilla power, which 
centred in the latter town, accelerated the decline of Budaun. 
In 1719, during the reign of Muhammad Shah, Muhammad 
Khan Bangash annexed the south-eastern portion of the Dis
trict~ including the city, to Farrukhabad, while the Rohillas, 
under Ali Muhammad, _subsequently seized upon the remainder. 
In I 7 54, however, the Rohillas recovered the parganas which 
had been united to Farrukhabad. Budaun fell, with the rest 
of Rohilkhand, into the power of the Nawab of Oudh in 1774, 
and was ceded to the British with other territory in x8ot. 
Shortly afterwards a revolt. took place, which was speedily 
repressed, and the Mutiny of 1857 alone disturbs the peaceful 
course of civil administratio!!:_ 

News of the outbreak at Meerut reached Budai.m on May 15. 
A fortnight later the treasury guard mutinied, plundered the 
treasury, and broke open the jail. The civil officers then 
found themselves compelled to leave for Fatehgarh. On 
June 2 the Bareilly mutineers marched in, and on the I 7th 
Abdur Rahim Khan assumed the government. As usual, dis· 
turbances broke out between the Hindus and the Musalman 
leaders; and in July and August the Muhammadans fought two 
regular battles with the Rajputs, whom they completely defeated. 
At the end of August several European fugitives crossed the 
Ganges into the District and were protected at Dataganj 
by the landholders. After the fall of Walrdad Khan's fort 
at Malagarh in Bulandshahr, that rebel chieftain passed 
into Budaun in October, but found it advisable to proceed 
to Fatehgarh. On November 5 the Musalmii.ns defeated 
the Ahars at Gunnaur, and took possession of that -tahszl, 
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hitherto held by the police.. Towards the close of January, 
1858, the rebels, under Niyaz Muhammad, marched against 
Fatehgarh, but were met by Sir Hope Grant's force at Shams
abad and dispersed. Niyaz Muhammad then returned to 
Budaun. On April 2 7 General Penny's force defeated the 
rebels at Kakralii., though the .general himself was killed in 
the action; while Major Gordon fell upon them in the north, 
near Bisaulr. Their leaders fled to Bareilly, and. managers 
were at once appointed to the various• parganas on behalf of 
the British Government. By May x 2 Budaun came once more 
into our hands, though Ta.ntia Topi, with his fugitive army, 
afterwards crossed this portion of Rohilkhand into Oudh on 
the 27th. Brigadier Coke's column entered the District on 
June 3, and Colonel Wilkinson's column from Bareilly on the 
8th. Order was then' permanently restored. 

The principal archaeological remains are at BuDAUN, Archaeo

where a series of tombs, mosques, and other religious build- logy. 

ings remain to mark the former importance of the place. 
The District contains I I towns and x,o87 villages. Owing The 

to unfavourable seasons the population fell considerably be- people. 

tween 1872 and x88x, but has risen siJ:!ce. The numbers at 
the four enumerations were as follows: (x872) 934,67o, (x88x) 
9o6,541, (x89x) .925,982, and (x9o1) x,o25,753· There are 
five takslls-GUNNAUR1 BISAULi; SAHASWAN1 BUDAUN1 and 
DATAGANJ-the head-quarters of _each being at a place of 
the same name. The principal towns are the municipalities 
of BunAUN, SAHASWAN, · UJHANi, and the 'notified area' 
of BxLsi. The following table gives the chief statistics of 
population in 1901 :-

I! Number of L! 'ac:ll- "'"..!"'tt .. .. .. 0 l'io.~..a """ ""' .. 
TdsiL i"~ ! 

.ii g·a " c:QC 8. ~~= .. ~ a! ~~ ~~~fiM .a .,""·c ·"11 " -; ~gh ~ ..!!! l ~h:- .. -g 
~ "" J: ~ l! .. ~ """' :Z:B,S 1-< If'" 

Gunnaur. 370 I 313 162,291 439 + 28·3 r,671 
Bisauli , 36o 3 350 an,so7 sss +15·1 a,sas 
Sahaswin, 454 2 383 193,628 426 + 0•3 2,813 
Budaun. 385 2 377 243,141 632 +" 7·3 6,938 
Ditaganj. 418 3 ass 215,186 515 + 9·7 2,824 

1-- -
District total 1,987 II r,8o7 10,25,753 516 +Jo·S 16,784 

Hindus form 83 per cent. of the total and Musalmans 16 
per cent. There are 6, I x 6 Christians, chiefly natives. Between 
1891 and 1901 the District was prosperous owing to favourable 
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agricultural conditions, and the increase in population was 
remarkably large. Almost the whole population speak Western 
Hindi, the principal dialect being Braj. 

Caste;. and Ahars are the most numerous Hindu caste, numbering 144,ooo1 

occupa- or about I 6 per cent. of the total. They are a hardy, independent 
tions. 

caste, allied to the Ahirs, living by agriculture, and are only 
found in Rohilkhand and a few adjoining Districts. The. other 
important Hindu castes are Chamars {leather-dressers and cul
tivators), 134,ooo; Muraos (cultivators), 86,ooo; Rajputs, 
6z,ooo; Brahmans, 6t,ooo; and Kahars (servants and culti
vators), 47,ooo. The chief Muhammadan tribes are Pathans, 
29,ooo; Shaikhs, 23,ooo; and Julahas (weavers), 2o,ooo. 
Agriculture supports more than 67 per cent. of the population, 
personal services support 5 per cent., general labour 5 per 
cent., and cotton-weaving 3 per cent. Rajputs, Shaikhs, and 
Ahars are the principal holders of land; Muraos and the few 
Jats in the District are the best cultivators. 

Christian The American Methodist Mission opened work in Budaun 
missions. in 1859, and has recently been very successful in making 

General 
agricul
tural con
ditions. 

co~verts. Of the 6,o8o native Christians in the District in 
19oi, · 5,972 were Methodists. 

The fertile plain which includes most of the District is called 
Katehr and is well cultivated. With good rains it does not 
need irrigation, but if necessary temporary wells can be dug at 
small cost. Wheat and jowiir are here the principal crops, and 
sugar-cane and rice are grown to some extent. South-west of 
this lies the sandy ridge of blzur, whlch is rendered infertile by 
excessive rain, and in which wells cannot be made. Mter 
cultivation in favourable seasons for two or three years a fallow 
of five to ten years is required. The blzur chiefly produces 
barley and biijra. The Ganges k/ziidar is generally liable to 
inundations and to injury from wild animals. Wheat is grown 
where possible, and fine crops of barley and peas are obtained 
in good years. Rice is grown largely in the north-east near 
the Ramganga, and in the south-east near the Sot. 

Chief agri- The ordinary tenures of the~ United Provinces are found, 
cnlt!lr:d 2,984 malziils being held samindiiri, 1,355 pattldiirt~ and 
statistics 6 biz • - .z.- - Lar fi . b Th and princi- 9 azyacr~ara. ge estates are ew m num er. e 
pal crops. main agricultural statistics for 1903-4 are shown in the 

table on the next page, in square miles. 
The chief food-crops are wheat and biijra, which covered 

583 and 373 square miles respectively, or 37 and 24 per cent. 
of the net area cropped. Barley, jowiir, maize, gram, and 
pee each cover from 9 to 6 per cent. The area under cotton 
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is decreasing, but still amounts to about 26 square miles; 
sugar-cane covers 23, and poppy 59· Indigo cultivation is 
almost extinct 

Tallsil. Total. Cnltivated. Irrigated. Cnltivable 
waste. 

Gunnaur . 370 246 40 70 
Bisauli 360 323 69 IO 

Sahaswan • 454 338 54 48 
Budaun ass 341 6s 49 
Diitliganj 418 311 64 62 

Total 1,987 x,sss 291 239 

The great feature of the agriculture of the District is the Impro~e
increase in the area double cropped, which rose in thirty years :_'r¢~!i~ 
from z per cent. of the total to 2 1. per cent. In the Rhiidar tural 

maize is growing in popularity, as it rises above floods before practice. 

the other autumn crops, and sugar-cane is also being more 
largely planted. The area under wheat and barley is increasing. 
Advances under the Land Improvement and Agriculturists' 
Loans Acts are rarely taken except in unfavourable seasons. 
Out of I·J lakhs advanced from x8go to 1904 nearly Rs. 72,ooo 
was lent in the famine years x8g6-7. 

Stud bulls were at one time stationed in the District ; but Cattle, 

none is kept now, and the ordinary breed .of cattle is inferior. h~rses, d 

Horse-breeding is popular, and six stallions are maintained by ~oC:~: an 
Government., Sheep and goats are of the ordinary poor type, 
and the best animals are imported from R.ajputana. 

Wells are the chief source of irrigation, and in I go 3-4 sup- Irrigation. 

plied 194 square miles, while tanks or jluls supplied 64 
and rivers 2 7. Masonry wells are used for this purpose 
only in the north of the District, where the spring-level 
is low. Elsewhere temporary wells are made, lasting for a 
single harvest. A system of private canals, irrigating about 
x,ooo acres of rice, has been made in the south-east of the 
District, where the Sot cuts through the bhur and enters the 
khadar, and another rough system exists on the Aril The 
Mahawa is not used for irrigation, but the Sot supplies a 
small area in dry years. 

KanRar or nodular limestone is the chief mineral product. Minerals. 

Lime is occasionally made from this, but more commonly from . 
a kind of calcareous marl. 

The chief manufacturing industry is that of sugar-refining. Arts and 

Indigo was formerly made largely, but very little is prepared tmannfac-
ures. 

now. Colton-weaving, carpentry, brasswork, and pottery are 
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of the ordinary type; a littie. papier mache work is turned out 
at Budaun town. · 

Commerce. Owing to the poorness of communications, the District has 
been left behind in the general growth of trade. BrLsi, once 
the second largest mart for grain in this part of Rohilkhand, 
is now of small account; and SAHASWAN, another centre in the 
days before railways changed the direction of commerce, has 
no trade at all. Agricultural produce, chiefly grain and sugar, 
~s exported with d~culty. · The imports include cloth, salt, 
and metals. A large fair is held annually at KA.KORA, which 
~s attended by 15o,ooo people. 

Railways The branch of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway · from 
and roads. B 'll 

Famine. 

District 
staff. 

are1 y and Aligarh cuts through two portions of the north 
of the District. A narrow-gauge line from Bareilly through 
Budaun, opened in 1906, crosses the Ganges and joins the 
Cawnpore-Achhnera Railway at Soron in Etah District. 
· A good deal has been done in recent years to improve the 
roads in the District, which contains 120 miles of metalled and 
445 miles of unmetalled roads. The former are maintained by 
the Public Works department; but the cost of all but 33 
miles is met from Local funds. There are avenues of trees on 
126 miles. The chief roads are that leading from Bareilly 
to Hathra.S and Muttra, which passes through Budaun town, 
and a road from Budaun to Aonla railway station. Feeder 
roads to other stati;ns have been made and internal communi
Cations improved ; but the south and east of the District are 
still backward. 

A native historian recol'Gs a famine in r761, during which· 
large riumbers of people died and many emigrated. In 
1,803-4, soon after the commencement of British rule, the 
harvest failed and many farmers absconded. In the great 
famine of 1837-8 Budaun suffered the extreme of misery: 
thousands died of starvation, grain rose to unattainable prices, 
and the police found themselves powerless to preserve order. 
The '!lcarcity of x86o-1 was less serious; but relief works were 
opened and remissions made,·~ and similar measures were 
required in x868-9. In 1877 a deficiency in the rainfall 
caused some distress, but timely rain m October gave relief. 
Tbe famine of 1896-7 did not affect Budaun appreciably. 

The Collector is usually assisted by a member of the Indian 
Civil Service (when available), and by four Deputy-Collectors 
recruited in India. A tahs'ildiir is stationed at the head
quarters of each talzs'il, and an officer of the Opium depart
ment at Budaun town. 
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There are four regular Munsifs, and the District is included ~iv!l 
in the Civil Judgeship of Shahjahanpur and in the Sessions:!~~ and 
Judgeship of Moradabid. Sessions cases are tried by the 
Additional Judge of the latter District. Budaun holds a bad 
reputation for violent crimes and for dacoity. Female 
infanticide was formerly strongly suspected, and entailed the 
maintenance of a special police; but in 1904 only 11141 

names remained on the register of persons proclaimed under 
the Act. 

The · area now forming. Budaun was, at the cession in I£nd 

18or, included in Moradab.id. Various changes were made, re~~ 
and in 1823 a District of Sahaswan was formed, which also :rati~n~ 
comprised parts of the present Districts of Etah and Alrgarh. 
By 1845 the District had assumed its present shape. The 
early settlements were for short periods, and were based 
on the previous demand or on a system of competition. 
Rights in land were very lightly prized and were freely 
transferred. Operations under the improved system, laid down 
by Regulation VII of 1822, commenced with estates which 
were being directly managed by the Collector owing to the 
resignation of proprietors or the failure to find purchasers at 
sales. The first regular settlement under Regulation IX of 
1833 was made between 1834 and 1838. It was preceded by 
a survey, and rights were completely recorded. The land was 
valued as the basis of the assessment and a demand of 9 lakhs 
was fixed. The next revision took place between 1864 and 
187o, on the usual lines. Soils were dassified, and the rent 
paid for each class of land carefully ascertained · A rate, 
usually in excess of this, was assumed as the basis of assess-
ment, and applied village by village, with modifications where 
necessary. The revenue was raised from 9·3 to 10·3 Iakhs, 
and the new assessment was subsequently found to have been 
very light. The latest revision was carried out between 1893 
and 18g8. In this the assessment was made on the recorded 
rentAls, which were found to be, on the whole, reliable. Land 
was again classified into circles according to the quality of its 
soil, and rates for each class were ascertained by analysis of 
the rents actually paid for different kinds of holdings. These 
rates were used in checking and correcting the recorded rent-
rolls. In assessing, the revenue was fixed at less than half 
the accepted 'assets' in cases where there was reason to 
believe that these could not be collected over a series of years. 
The new revenue is 13·2 lak.hs, representing 46·3 per cent. of 
the ' assets.' The incidence is a little more than R. 1 an 
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acre, varying from II an:r:ia.S .to about Rs. 1·6. Receipts from 
land revenue and from all sources have been, in thousands 
of rupees:-

I88o-t. 18<)0-1. rgoo-r. 11~03-4· 

Land revenue xo,a6 · 10,37 12,78 13,29 
Total revenue u,os If,91 x8,7f 19,39 

Localself- There are three municipalities-BUDAUN, SAHASWAN, and 
govern~ UJHANi-besides one 'notified area,' BILSi, and seven towns ment, 

administered under Act XX of x856. Outside of these, local 
affairs are managed by the District board, which had an 
income and expenditure Q[ I·2 lakhs in 1903-4. Roads and 
buildings cost Rs. ss,ooo in that year. 

Police and Budaun contains 1 8 police stations ; and the District Super
jails. intendent of police commands a force of 3 inspectors, 97 sub

ordinate officers, and 36o constables, besides 98 municipal and 
town police and 2,045 rural and road police. The District 
jail contained a daily average of 317 prisoners in 1903. 

Education. This is the most backward District in the United Provinces 
as regards the literacy ofits population, of whom only I·6 (2·8 
males and o-2 females) could read and write in 190I. The 
number of public institutions rose from x6o with 4,686 pupils 
in x88o-x, to 171 with 7,oo2 pupils in 19oo-x. In 1903-4 
there were x68 public schools with 7,909 pupils, of whom 8o2 
were girls, and also 2 n private schools with 2, I 99 pupils. 
Two of the public schools were managed by Government, and 
165 by the District a.n4 municipal boards. The total 
expenditure on education was Rs. 43,ooo, of which Rs. 35,ooo 
was provided by Local funds and Rs. 8,ooo from fees. 

Hospitals There are xo hospitals and dispensaries, with accommodation 
and dis- for 113 in-patients. In 1903 the number of cases treated was pen sarles. 

,:o8,ooo, of whom 1,5oo were in-patients, and 3,500 operations 

Vaccina
tion. 

were performed. The expenditure was Rs. 19,ooo, chiefly met 
from Local funds. ' 

About 34.000 persons were successfully vaccinated in 
1903-4, representing a proportion of 33 per 1,ooo of 
population. Vaccination is compulsory only in the munici-
palities. . 

[District Gazetteer (1879, under revision); J. S. Meston, 
Settlement Report (1901).] 

Gunnaur TahsD.-N orth-western tahsil of Budaun District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Asadpur and 
Rajpura, and lying between 28° 6' and 28° 29' N. and 78° x6' 
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and 78° 39' E., with an area of 370 square miles. Population 
increased from 126,440 in 1891 to 162,291 in 1901. There 
are 313 villages and one town, GuNNAUR (population, 6,644), 
the tahsil head-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 
1903-4 was Rs. 2,x6,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 26,ooo. The 
density of population, 439 persons per square mile, is below 
the District average, though the rate of increase between 1891 
and 1901 was higher than in any other tahsil. Gunnaur lies 
almost entirely in the Ganges khiidar, the high sandy tract 
characteristic of Budaun only crossing the south-east comer, 
It is thus liable to floods, but benefits by comparatively dry 
seasons; A considerable tract is still occupied by jungle. In 
1903-4 the area under cultivation was 246 square miles, of 
which 40 were irrigated, wells being the chief source of supply, 

Bisauli Tahsil.-North-eastem tahsil of Budaun District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Bisaul, Islam
nagar, and Satasi, and lying between 28° 8' and 28° 28' N. and 
78° 32' and 79° 8' E., with an area of 360 square miles. 
Population increased from x83,716 in 1891 to 2II1507 in 1901, 
There are 350 villages and three towns, the la~gest being 
ISLAMNAGAR (population, 6,367) and BISAULi (5,323), the 
head-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was Rs. 3,18,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 38,ooo. The density of 
population, 588 persons per square mile, is considerably above 
the District average. Bisaull is one of the most prosperous 
tahsils in Budaun. .It lies almost entirely in the fertile Katehr 
tract, and is watered by the Sot and Aril rivers. There are 
also numerous small lakes or jhils. In 1903-4 the area under 
cultivation was 322 square miles, of which 69 were irrigated, 
mostly from wells. 

Sahaswan Tahsil.-Tahsil of Budaun District, United 
Provinces, comprising the parganas of Sahaswan and Kot, 
and lying between 27° 57' and 28° 20' N. and 78° 30' and 79° 
4' E., with an area of 454 square miles. Population increased · 
very slightly, from 193,o7o in 1891 to 193,628 in 1901, There 
are 328 villages and two towns: SAHASWAN (population, 18,oo4), 
the tahsil head-quarters, and BxLsi (6,o35). The demand 
for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,JJ,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 29,ooo. The density of population, 426 persons per 
square mile, is the lowest in the District. The tahsil contains 
a fertile stretch of rich upland soil watered by the Sot river, 
in the tract known as Katehr ; but this is mostly held by 
impoverished and quarrelsome Rajputs, and it also suffers 
from defective drainage. South of the Katehr a large area 
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is occupied by a sandy ridge, 4 or 5 miles wide, and poor in 
quality; and beneath this the Rhiitlar stretches away to the 
Ganges, which forms the south-western boundary. The 
Rlt.iidar is crossed by the Mahawa, which is gradually scouring 

. out a larger bed, and in years of heavy rainfall brings down 
disastrous floods, increased by the· spill-water from the Ganges. 
Portions of the khiidar are extremely fertile, but the tract is 
liable to great vicissitudes. In 1903-4 the area under cultiva
tion was 338 square miles, of which 54 were irrigated, mostly 
from wells. 

Budaun Tahsil.-Head-quarters tahsil of Budaun District,· 
United. Provinces, comprising the parganas of Budaun and 
Ujhani, and lying between 27° so' and 28° u' N. and 78° 48' 
and 79° 19' E., with an area of 385 square miles. Population 
increased from 226,673 in 1891 to 243,141 in 1901. There 
are 377 villages and two towns: BuDAUN (population: 39,o3r), 
the District and tahsil head-quarters, and UJHANi (7,917). 
The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 2,78,ooo, and 
for cesses Rs. 39,ooo. The density of population, 632 persons 

'per square mile; is the highest in the District. A large portion 
of the tahs'ilis situated in the fertile Katehr tract, and is watered 
by the Sot. In the north-east this slopes to the valley of the 
Aril, and still contains portions of the famous forest which 
once surrounded Aonla in Bareilly District. South-west of the 
Katehr lies a high ridge of sandy land, 3 or 4 miles wide, 
from which a stretch of precarious alluvial khiidar reaches 
to the Ganges on the south-west border. In 1903-4 the area 
under. cultivation was 34I.....Square miles, of which 6 5 were 
irrigated. . Wells supply two-thi~ds of the irrigated area. 

Dataganj.-Easternmost tahsil of Budaun District, United 
Provinces, comprising the parganas of Salempur and Usehat, 
and lying between 27° 40' and 28° n' N. and 79° 6' and 
'79° 31' E., with an area of 418 square miles. Population 
increased from 196,o83 in 1891 to 215,186 in 1901. There 
are 385 villages and three .towns, the largest being ALAPUR 
(population, 6,327) and KAKRALA (5,954). The demand for 
land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. z,8s,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 35,ooo. The density of population, 515 persons per 
square mile, is almost the same as the District average. The 
tahsil is bounded by the Ganges on the south, and by the 
Ramganga on the east. The northern portion is crossed by 
the Aril, a tributary of the latter, and by many small channels, 
while the Sot traverses the southern portion. The natural 
moisture and . the character of the soil are peculiarly favour-
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able to the growth of rice, which this taltsil produces largely. 
A considerable area in the south is watered by a system of 
private canals taken from the Sot, of some antiquity. As 
a whole the upland area is inferior to the rich Katehr tract 
found in other taltsils of this District, while the areas bordering 
~n the Ramganga and Ganges are liable to disastrous floods. 
In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 311 square miles, of 

.which 64 were irrigated. Wells supply half the irrigated area, 
·and tanks or }hils and rivers the remainder in about equal 
proportions. 
· Anipur.-Town in the Dataganj tahsil of Budaun District, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° 55' N. and 79° xs' E., 12 

miles south-east of Budaun town. Population (1901), 6,327. 
The town is said to have been founded by the emperor Ala-ud~ 
din Alam Shah after his abdication in 1450. The only building 
of any interest is the mosque built during the time of Aurang
zeb, which, however, contains a fragment of an older inscription 
dated 1307. AHipur is administered under Act XX of x8s6, 
with an income of about· Rs. 900. A market, held twice a 
week, is of some local importance. The middle school has 
86 pupils. 

Bilsi.-Town in the Sahaswan tahsil of Budaun District, 
.United Provinces, situated in 28° 8' N. and 78° ss' E., I6 
miles west of Budaun town. Population (1901), 6,oJS· The 
town was founded towards the close of the eighteenth century, 
and owes its name to one Bilasi Singh. In the first half of the 
nineteenth century the new road system gave great advantages 
to Bilsi, which became the sec!>nd trading centre in the neigh
bourhood. The railway, however, passed Bilsi at a distance of 
20 miles and it has lost its trade, while its prosperity has further 
decreased owing to the decline in indigo, which was largely 
manufactured here. From x884 to 1904 Bilsi was administered 
as a municipality, with an income and expenditure of about 
Rs. 3,ooo. In 1904 it was reduced to the position of a' notified 
area.' It contains a primary school with 94 pupils and a small 
girls' school, besides a dispensary and a branch of the American 
Methodist Mission. 

Bisauli Town.-Head-quarters of the taltsil of the same 
name in Budaun District, United Provinces, situated in 28° x8' 
N. and 78° 57' E., 23 miles north-east of Budaun town. Popu
lation {r9o1), s,J2J. The town first became of importance 
under Dunde Khan, lieutenant of Ali Muhammad and Hafiz 
Rahmat Khan, the celebrated Rohilla chiefs, who built a fort 
here about 17 so. After the fall of the Rohilla power Bisauli 

II.P, L Mm 
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declined. Near the town is Dunde Khan's tomb, which stands 
on a commanding spot overlooking the broad valley of the 
Sot. Bisaull contains a tahs'ili, a munsifi, a dispensary, and 
a branch of the American Methodist Mission. It is adminis
tered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about Rs. 
·1,400. The trade of the place is purely locaL The tahsili 
school has 11 7 pupils, and there is a small girls' school. 

Budaun Town (Badayun).-Head-quarters of the District 
and tahsil of the same name, United Provinces, situated in 
28° 2' N. and 79° 7' E., on a branch of the Rohilkhand and 
Kumaun Railway from Bareilly to Soron, and on the road from 
Bareilly to Muttra. Population (1901), 39,031, of whom 21,995 
were Musalmans and 16,033 Hindus. According to tradition, 
the town wa:s founded by a mythical Raja Buddh, an Ahar 
by caste, about A. D. 905, or by a descendant of his named 
AjayaplUa. An inscription, dating probably from the early 
part of the twelfth century, records the founding of a temple 
and mentions a list of eleven Rathor kings reigning at Budaun, 
which is called V odama yuta 1• Legend relates that the town 
w~ taken by Saiyid Salar in 1028; but the first historical 
event is its capture by Kutb-ud-din in ng6, when the last 
Hindu king .was slain. Budaun then became an important 
post on the northern boundary of the Delhi empire, and its 
governors were chosen from distinguished soldiers who had 
constantly to face revolts by the turbulent Katehriya Rajputs. 
Two of its governors in the thirteenth century, Shams-ud-din 
Altamsh and his son Rukn-ud-din Firoz, passed from Budaun 
to the throne at Delhi. In-the fifteenth century Mahabat Khan, 
the governor, imitated the example of the J aunpur ruler and 
became independent for a time. About 1450 Ala-ud-din, the 
last of the ·'Saiyid kings of Delhi, after abdicating the throne, 
retired to Budaun, where he lived for twenty-eight years. In 
I 57 x the town was destroyed by fire ; and in the reign of Shah 
J ahan, nearly a century later, the governor of the sarkiir was 
transferred to Bareilly, and the importance of Budaun declined. 
For a time it was included in the State formed early in the 
eighteenth century by the Nawab ofFarrukhabad; but it then 
passed to the Rohillas. In 1838 it became the head-quarters 
of a British District. On the outbreak of the Mutiny in May, 
1857, the treasury guard at Budaun rose, and being joined 
by the townspeople broke open the jail, and burned the civil 
station. A native government was then established and 
remained in power till General Penny's victory at Kakrili 

• Epigraphia Indica, vol. i, p. 63. 
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in the follotring April. when the rebel governor fled the city, 
and order 1faS again ~blished. 

Budaun stands .about a mile east of the river Sot, and 
consists of two parts. the old and new to'A'D. In the fonner 
are the remains of the old fort, with massive ramparts once 
so wide that foUJ carriages could be driven abreast. The Jama 
J.lasjid, built in n23 by Sbam$-Ud-din AllamSb, largely from 
the materials of the temple referred to above, is an immense/ 
building_ 276 feet long ~ 216 broad. with a central dom1 
restored in Akbar's time. It stands higb and is an imposing 
feature in the landscape for many miles.. Numerous smaller 
mosques and tiaTKiilu remain as memorials ol the palmy days 
of Path.an and :Mughal rule 1• In the neighbourhood are 
graveyards filled with mouldering tombs, chief ~oog which 
may be mentioned that of Sultan .Ala-ud-dln and his lrife. 
Budaun is also famous as having been the birthplace of the 
historian Badiyfull, the rival of Abul Fa.zl. The chief modem 
public buildings are the District courts. the jail, a commodious 
dispensary, two large Jtuais, and a small leper asylum; and 
a park is now being laid out. Budaun is a centre fOI' the 
work of the American Methodist Mission in the District. The 
municipality 1l"liS constituted in 1884- During the ten yevs 
ending 19oo-1 the income averaged Rs. Js.soo and the ex· 
penditure Rs. 34.500. In 1903--4 the income 1i'llS Rs. 57,000, 
including Rs. 3z,ooo from octroi and Rs. 15,ooo from rents; 
a.nd the expenditure 1l"liS Rs. s6,ooo. The municipality has 
Rs. 10,000 invested. Budaun is not now a great bade centre; 
but its former proximity to the railway, as compared with Bilsf, 
has given it some advantages which may increase now that a 
line actually passes through it. The grain market, called Urmi
chaelganj after a former Collector, belongs to the municipality. 
Papier mac~ pell-hoxes made here have some reputation. 
The District school has 16o pupils, a mission &ebooluo, and 
the ta!&sili &ebool 270. The municipality manages 10 schools 
and aids 16 others attend¢ by more than 1,000 pupils.. 

Gunna.ur Town.-Head-quarters of the tdsflofthe same 
name in Budaun District, United Provinces, situated in 
2SO 14' N. and 78a 27' E., 4 miles south of the Babrili 
station of the Oudh a.nd Rohilkhand Railway. Population 
(ll)oi), 6,644- The town lfas the head-quarters ol a tiUJ!UiJ 
or parga114 undet Akbat, but its early history is legeodaly. 
It is chiefly composed of mud huts"with a Cew brick houses; 
and contains a dispensary and a bc.anch ol the American 

I JllfUW4/, .Asi.Ji~ .s.cid,T #f 8~ ~ sii. 
11m2 
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Methodist Mission. Gunn~~r is administered under Act XX 
of 1856, with an income of about Rs. x,ooo: A good deal 
of trade passes through the place to Babrala station. There 
are a middle school with 90 pupils and a girls' school with 15; 

lsUimnagar.-Town in the Bisauli tahsil of Budaun Dis
trict, United Provinces, situated in a8° ao' N. and 78° 44' E., 
6 miles south-east of the Bahjoi station on the Oudh and 
Rohilkhand Railway. Population (1901), 6,367. During the 
Mutiny, in May, 1858, there was a skirmish near this place 
between a body of rebels and the troops of the loyal Nawab of 
Rampur, the latter being victorious. The town is administered 
under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about Rs. x,soo. 
It is the chief market in the neighbourhood for agricultural 
produce, and there is. a large export of raw sugar. It contains 
a dispensary and a middle school with I 12 pupils. 

K.akora.-Village in the District and tahsil of Budaun, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° 53' N. and 79° 3' E., near 
the bank of the Ganges, 12 miles south-west of Budaun town. 
Population (1901), 2,941. The place is noted for a religious 
and trading fair held at the full moon of Kartik (October
November), which is attended by as many as xoo,ooo to 
2oo,ooo ·persons, who come from all parts of Rohilkhand, as 
well as from Delhi, Muttra, and Cawnpore. The principal 
object is bathing, but a good deal of trade is carried on in 
.cloth, metal goods, leather, and cattle. The actual site of the 
fair varies within a few miles according to the movements 
of the river. 

Kakrala.-Town in the..Dataganj tahszl of Budaun District, 
United Provinces, situated in 27° 53' N. and 79° u' E., 12 

miles south of Budaun town. Population (1901), 51954· The 
name is said to have been derived from kankar or nodular 
limestone, which is largely found in the neighbourhood. In 
April, 1858, General Penny defeated near Kakrala a party 
of Ghazis or fanatical Musalmans, who were lying in ambush 
for him. This victory put ·an end to the rebel government 
which had ruled at Budaun for el~ven months. The town · 
contains a sarai, and a br.anch of the American Methodist 
Mission. It is administered under Act XX of x8s6, with an 
income of about Rs. I,ooo. The primary school has 7 5 pupils. 

Sahaswan Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the 
same name in Budaun District, United Provinces, situated in 
28° 4' N. and 78° 45' E., near the left bank of the Mahii.wa, 
24 miles west of Budaun town by metalled road. Population 
(19oi), 18,oo4. According to tradition, the town was founded 
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by Sahasra Bahu, a king of SANK.isA. in Farrukhabad District, 
who built a fort now represented by an earthen mound. The 
Ain-i-Akban records this place as the chief town of a maltiil 
or pargana. In 1824 Sahaswlin became the head-quarters of 
a British District, which were removed to Budaun owing to the 
unhealthiness of the site. The ·town is really a collection of 
scattered villages, standing at the point where the sandy ridge 
of the District meets the Ganges kltiidar. It contains a taltsili, 
a munsijl, and a dispensary. A municipality was constituted in 
1872. During the ten years ending 1901 the income and 
expenditure averaged Rs. 8,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was 
Rs. 14,ooo, chiefly from a tax on circumstances and property 
(Rs. 6,ooo); and the expenditure was Rs. 13,ooo. The town 

· has little commercial importance j but perfumes are manu
factured, especially from the keora or screw pine which grows 
in the neighbourhood. The middle school has 16o pupils, 
and the municipality manages six schools and aids three 
others with a total attendance of 390. 

Ujhiini,-Town in the District and tahsil of Budaun, 
United Provinces, situated in 28° x' N. and 79° x' E., on the 
Rohilkhand and Kumaun Railway, 8 miles west of Budaun 
town. Population (1901), 71917. According to tradition, it 
was originally called Piparia, from the number of jJljJal trees 
here, and the name was changed by Mahipal of Ujjain. 
Under the Rohillas it became the residence of Abdullah Khan, 
second son of Ali Muhammad, who died here of snake-bite. 
Shortly after British rule commenced, a revolt was raised at 
Ujhani over the collection of revenue. The town, though 
chiefly built of mud, has a flourishing appearance, and the 
main streets are paved. The mosque and unfinished tomb of 
Abdullah Khan are the principal buildings. The American 
Methodist Mission has a branch here. Ujhani has been a 
municipality since 1884- During the ten years ending 1901 
the income and expenditure averaged Rs. 5,ooo. In 1903-4 
the income was Rs. 7,ooo, of which Rs. 3,ooo came from a 
tax on circumstances and property ; and the expenditure was 
Rs. 7,ooo. There is a small export trade in glti, sugar, and 
grain; and sugar-refining is the chief industry. Indigo was 
formerly manufactured largely, but the trade has declined. 
The municipality manages two schools and aids two others, 
attended by 328 pupils. Boun-

Moriidiibiid District.-District in the Bareilly Division, daries,con
United Provinces, lying between 28° 20' and 29° x6' N. and li~tion, 
~so • d o , E .th . and nver 
1 4 an 79 o ., WI an area of 2,285 square mtles. On system. 
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the north it is bounded by Bijnor and Na.ini Tal; on the east 
by the State of Rampur; on the south by Budaun ; and on 

)he west the Ganges divides it from the Districts of Meerut 
and :Bulandshahr. Near the Ganges lies a stretch of low 
kharlar- land, from which rises a high sandy ridge. The central 
portion o( the District comprises a fertile level plain, chiefly 
drained by the Sot or Yar-i-Wa!adar river, into which many 
smaller channels flow. This plain sinks gradually into the 
broad valley of the lliMGANGA, which crosse$ the north-east 
corner of the District, cutting off a portwn which borders on 
the Tarai and presents the usual characteristics of the sub
Himalayan tracts; many small streams rising for the most part 
in the Tarai flow through it. There are a few ponds in the 
District, but none of considerable size. 

Mora:dabad consists almost entirely of alluvium, in which 
boulders of stone are occasionally found. Kankar or cal
careous limestone is obtained in all parts south-west of the 
valley of the Ramganga. The saline efflorescence called rek 
is found in the southei-n part of ihe Ganges kiadar. 

The sandy tmcts in the west are extremely bare, and pro
duce nothing spontaneously except long thatching-grass. In 
the richer tract near the centre trees. are more common, espe
cially near the older towns, which are shaded by fine mango 
groves. On the whole the District is not well wooded. 

Tigers are occasionally shot in the jungles in the north-east 
of the District or in the Ganges llhiidar, and leopards are more 
common. Hog deer and wild hog are numerous in the same 
tracts, and nilgai are founa-.i.n small numbers. The wolf, fox, 
badger, otter, wease~ porcupine, and monkey are found more 
or less throughout the District. The commoner game-birds 
include quail, sand-grouse, grey and black partridge, wild duck 
of many varieties, snipe, wild goose, &c. Fish of many kinds 
are found in the rivers, and form an important element in the 
food-tiupply of the people. 

The climate of Morlidiibad is generaUy healthy, except in 
the submontane tract which borders on the Tarai, and in the 
lowlands of the Ganges and Sot. The temperature is cooler 
thai\ in Districts west of the Ganges and farther from the 
Himalayas, and frost is common. in the winter. The annual 
mean is about 75°1 the minimum monthly temperature 56" in 
January, and the maximum go0 to 93° in May or June. 

The annual rainfall. averages about 40 inches, varying 
from 35 inches in the sandy tract to 45 in the damp sub
montane area in the north-east. Variations are consider~ 
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able, and the amount has ranged from about zo to nearly 
6o inches. 

Tradition ascribes great antiquity to SAMBHAL1 but very History. 

little is known of the early history of the District. Prithwr 
Raj, the last Hindu king of Delhi, is said to have fought, first 
with the half-mythical Saiyid Salar, and later with Jai Chand, 
king of Kanauj. The first historical events are, however, in 
the early Muhammadan period. Sambhal became the seat of 
a series of govc;rnors, whose duties were largely taken up with 
suppressing revolt!! of the turbulent Katehriyas. In 1266 f 
Ghiyas-ud-din Balban attacked Amroha, where he ordered 
a general massacre. In 1365 Fi:roz Tughlak invaded Katehr, 
as Rohilkhand was then called, to punish a chief named 
Rai Kakara, who had murdered the Musalman governor. RaV 
Kakara fled to Kumaun, whereupon the emperor plundered' 
the country, and left Malik Khitab as governor. Ibrahim, the 
famous Sultii.n of Jaunpur, conquered Sambhal in 1407, and 
placed his own deputy in the town ; but a year later Mahmad 
Tughlak, emperor of Delhi, expelled the· intruder, and replaced 
his own officials. In 1473, under Sultan Husain, the Jaunpur 
dynasty once more established itself for a while in Sambhal. 
The emperor Sikandar Lodi recovered the District in 1498 
for the Delhi throne, and resided at Sambhal for four years. 
Thenceforward the surrounding country remained a permanent 
fief of the imperial court. In the middle of the sixteenth 
century, Ahya Maran, governor of Sambhal, rebelled against 
Sultan Muhammad Adil, and defeated a force sent against him 
by the emperor. In the succeeding year, Raja Mittar Sen, 
Katehriya, seized Sambhal, and Ahya Maran attacked him. 
A fierce battle ensued at Kundarkhi, in which the Raja sus-
tained a crushing defeat, Under Humay11n, Ali Kuli Khan 
was governor of Sambhal and repelled an incursion of the still
independent Katehriyas. In I s66 some Mirzas, descendants 
of Tim11r, rebelled and seized Akbar's officers, whom they 
confined in the fort of Sambhal. Husain Khan marched 
against them, and they fled to Amroha, On his following 
them up to their retreat, they finally escaped across the Ganges. 
Shah Jahan- appointed Rustam Khan governor of Katehr; 
and the latter founded Moradii.bad about x625, calling it 
after Murad Bakhsh, one of the imperial princes, who was 
afterwards murdered by Aurangzeb. After the death of that 
emperor, and subsequent decline of the central power, the 
Katehriyas revolted, becoming independent for a time, and the f 
Jl.1usalman governor removed his head-quarters to Kanauj.l 
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On the rise of Ali Muhammad, the Rohilla chief, an attempt 
was made by the governor of Moradabad to· crush him, but 
the new leader was victorious and by I 7 40 had acquired the 
whole of this District. Rohilla rule lasted till I 7 7 4, when 
Rohilkhand became subject to Oudh, and the District passed 
to the British with other territory by the cession of x8ox. 
Very. soon afterwards, in x8os, the notorious Amlr Khan, a 
native of Sambhal; swept through the District with a swarm 
of Pindari horsemen, but was not successful in his attempt 
to plunder the Government treasury. 

Apart from a few serious riots the District remained peace
ful till 1~57• News of the Meerut rising arrived on May 12 
in that year, and on the x8th the Muzaffarnagar rebels were 
captured. Next day, however, the 29th Native Infantry 
mutinied, and broke open the jail; but on the 21st they 
united with the artillery in repelling a Rampur mob. On 
the 31st the Rampur cavalry, who had gone to Bulandshahr, 
returned; and on the succeeding day news of the Bareilly and 
Shahjahanpur outbreaks arrived. On June 3 the 29th Native 
Infantry fired on the officials, who then abandoned the station, . 
and reached Meerut in safety on the 5th. Ten days later, 
the Bareilly brigade arrived at Moradabad, and shortly after
wards marched on for Delhi, taking with them the local 
mutineers. At the end of June, the Nawab of Rampur took 
charge of the Pistrict for the British ; but he possessed little 
authority, and a rebel named Majju Khan was the real ruler 
of Moradabad, till the arrival of General Jones's brigade 
on April 25, x8s8, when he-was hanged. Early in May the 
District was occupied by Mr. (afterwards Sir S.) Cracroft 
Wilson, the . Judge of Moradabad, with a body of troops, and 
order was restored. 

Archaeo- Many ancient mounds exist in the District, especially in the 
logy. Bilari tahsil, but theyhave not been explored. AMRQHA and 

SAMBHAL contain some fine mosques and shrines, and the 
. former has also a few Hindu remains. Moradabad city dates 
only from the seventeenth centui:y. 

The There are 15 towns and 2,450 villages in the District. 
people. Population is increasing steadily, though variations occur in 

different areas owing"to the vicissitudes of the seasons. The 
numbers at the four enumerations were as follows: (1872) 
I,I221JS71 (x88x) I 11551173, (1891) 111791398, and (1901) 
'111911993· There are six tahsils-MoRADABAD, THAKUR
nwXR.A, BxL.A.Ri, SAMBHAL, AMROHA, and HASANPUR-each 
named from its head-quarters. The principal towns are the 
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municipalities ·of MoRADABAD, CHANDAUSi, AMROHA, and 
SAMBH AL. The chief statistics of population in 1901 axe 
shown below:-

5 Number of R.· - ~ '0..!1"8 g 0 ~.0-
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Moridahid 313 3 298 24s.a69 784 + 1·9 7,668 
Th3kurdwiri 240 I 261 u6,814 ..S7 - a-6 t ,6os 
llilart 333 3 387 u6,340 6so - 6-i s,ooa 
Sa~bbal 469 3 466 3.~.886 524 + ()o [ 4·035 
Amroha 383 a soS ,o6,564 539 + 10·9 4,461 
Hasallpnt , H7 a 530 161,020 2?4 + 4·8 3,4U 

-- -
District total ••• s5 IS 2>45° 1,191·993 sn + 1·1 25,190 

About 64 per cent. of the total are Hindus and 35 per Castes and 
cent. Musalmans, the latter being a higl). proportion. Chris- t~o~pa~ 

0 1 .c •• 
tians number 6,103, and Aryas :z,834· Moriidab!d. ts the_ head-
quarters of the Arya. Samiij in the United Provinces. More 
than 99 per cent. of the population speak Western Hindi, 
the prevailing dialect being H ipdustllni. 

The most numerous Hindu caste is that of the C~mllrs 
(leather-dressers and cultivators), who form more than :zr. pet: 
cent. of the total. Other important castes axe Jats, 71,ooo; 
Rajputs, 62,ooo; Brahmans, 44,ooo ; Khagis (cultivators), 
41,ooo; and Ahars (agriculturists), 37,ooo. Jats are not found 
in considerable numbers east of this District; while Ahars and 
Khagls chiefly reside in and near it. Bishnois, a small caste 
with 1,6oo members, which was originally a religious sect, are 
hardly found elsewhere in the United Provinces. More than 
one-third (ISJ,ooo) of the Musalmans are so-called Shaikhs, 
many of'Whom are descended from converts, while ·the Julahlls 
(weavers), 33,000; Bathais (carpentexs), 23,ooo ;. and Telis 
(oil-pressers), x6,ooo, axe also largely of Hindu origin. The 
Saiyids, numbering t6,ooo, are the most considerable of the 
foreign tribes. About 62 per cent. of the total population are 
supported by agriculture, more than 6 per cent. by personal 
services, neaxly s per cent. by general labour, and 3 per cent. 
by weaving. 

Of the 5,866 native Christians in 19011 4, 78o were Metho- Christian 
dists. The American Methodist Church commenced work in miiiSion~ 
1859. and the American Reformed Presbyterian Church in 1894. 
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The Ganges lthiitlar is raised in the centre and escapes 
ordinary floods, but the lower portions are liable to inunda
tion and to over-saturation. This tract chiefly produces wheat, 
ric~, and sugar-cane. Above the khiitlar is a broad sandy tract, 
consisting of ridges separated by level plains and minor drain
age channels. The land is poor and liable to waterlogging 
in wet years, while crops fail in seasons of drought. Wheat, 
mixed with barley~ and biijra are the chief crops. The great 
central plain is a fertile tract, known as Katehr, which prQduces 
wheat, jowlir, blij'ra, rice, and sugar-cane. In the Ramganga 
khiidar floods frequently occur, and the autumn harvest is 
liable to great loss ; but wheat, ric(::, and sugar-cane are grown. 
Rice is the principal crop grown in the damp submontane 
area north-east of the Ramganga. In good years irrigation is 
hardly required. A striking feature of the cultivation is the 
distribution of manure in all parts of a village where sugar-cane 
is grown, instead of its concentration on the fields near the 
village site. 

Chief agri- The ordinary tenures of the United Provinces are found; 
cult.ur~l , but zamindiiri malziils are more common than pattidiiri, and 
statistics bh . -lz- - lz-l A 1 b f . and princi- atyac ara ma a s are rare. arge num er o separate 
pal crops. blocks of land are found in the Amroha talzstl, the owners of 

which have no connexion with the village communities. About 
half of the mahlils in the same talzsil are revenue-free, subject 
to a peculiar quit-rent payable to Government. The main 
agricultural statistics for 1902-3 1 are sho~ below, in square 
miles:-

Tahsil. Total. Cultivated, Irrigated. Cultivable 
waste. 

Moridiibiid • 313 UI 19 •P 
Thaknrdwiirii . 240 164 14 as 
Bilari • 333 279 34 :n 
Sambhal . 469 399 25 ,26 
Amroha 383 304 19 34 
Hasan pur 547 315 16 157 

Total a, as~ 1,682 U7 317 

Wheat is the crop most largely grown, covering 599 square 
miles, or 35 per cent. of the total cultivated area. Rice (152 
square miles), biijra (26o), barley (x6o), gram (125), andjowiir 
(59) are also important ·food-crops. The most valuable crop 
is, however, sugar-cane, grown on 70 square miles. Cotton, 

l Later ligures are not available, owing to settlement operations. 
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()i\seeds, and hemp (san) are the remaining products of 
importance. 

There have been no marked improvements in agricultural Improve-
. d · · 1 · · · ·t T h ments in practice, an no mcrease m cu tlvatton m recen years. e agricnl-

area double cropped is probably iocreasing, and the more turd 

valuable crops--wheat, sugar.<:a.ne, and rice-are being ' more practice. 

largely grown. The cultivation of poppy is spreading. 
Advances under the Agriculturists' Loans and Land Improve-
ments Loans Acts are rarely taken. The total amounted to 
only Rs. 56,ooo between . x89:r and 1904, and Rs. 45,000 of 
this sum was advanced in two unfavourable seasons. 

The cattle bred in the District are of the ordinary inferior Cattle, 
type. Something has been done to improve the ·breed of bhorses, nd 

G 
. . tall' s eep, a 

horses and ponies, and ovemment mamtams one s Jon goats. . 
and the District board six, besides three donkey stallions for 
mule-breeding. The sheep and goats are inferior. · 

Masonry wells are rarely used for irrigation, except in the hrigatioo. 
south of the rich. Katehr tract ; but earthen wells lasting for 
a single harvest can be made in most parts of the District, 
except in the sandy tract above the Ga.nges ld:at!ar. Out of 
12 r square miles inigated in 1903~4. wells supplied 89, tanls 
orjm'ls 18, and rivers 14. In drier years the rivers are more 
largely used. 

Kankar or nodular limestone is the only mineral product, Minerals. 
and is used for metalling roads and for making lime. 

The chief industry in the' District is sugar-refining, which is Arts and 

carried on in many places after native methods. Cotton cloth DWIQ&.c· 
. . II . h d II t qres. Js woven, espec1a y m t e towns, an ,woo en carpets are made 
in a few places. Morad!bad city is known for the ornamental 
brassware produced there, and other local industries are the · 
pottery of Amroha and the manufacture of rough glass in 
the south-west of the District, where rdt is found Cotton
weaving is said to be declining. There are four cotton gins 
and presses at Chandausi, besides one steam press and several 
hand presses for baling hemp (san). 

Agricultural products form the chief exports, sugar being the Commerce. 
most important, followed by wheat, rice and other grains, and 
cotton. A good deal of the trade is with Calcutta, but the old 
trade with Delhi has been revived by a railway extension. Salt, 
tobacco, metals, and piece-goods are the principal imports. The 
largest commercial centre after Moradabad is CHANDAUsi, and 
there are several smaller flourishing market towns, 

The main line of the Oudh and Rohilk.hand Railway passes Railways 

through the north-east of the District, while the south ~ crossed and road$. 
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by the Bareilly-Alrgarh branch through Chandausi, whence 
another line runs to Mora.dabad city. A branch from Morad
ii.bii.d to Ghaziabad on the East Indian Railway traverses the 
north-west of the District. Another branch from Gajraula to 
Chii.ndpur in Bijnor has been surveyed, and a branch of the 
Rohilkhand and Kumaun Railway is being constructed from 
Morii.dii.bad to Ram nagar. There are 1 1 8 miles of metalled 
roads and 4 7 3 miles of unmetalled roads. The cost of all but 
52 miles of the former is met from Local funds, but the 
Public Works department has charge of all the metalled roads. 
A venues of trees are maintained on 11 9 miies. The main route 
is that from Bareilly through Moradabad city to the Ganges 
and on to Meerut. Communications are, on the whole, not 
good beyond the f!'!w metalled roads. 

The District has. suffered repeatedly from scarcity, but has 
escaped visitations of great severity. In x8o3-4 distress was 
chiefly due to losses caused by the Marathii invasions and the 
raids of the Pindari freebooter, Amir Khan. The second 
famine after cession, in 1825, was aggravated by rack-renting, 
and the throwing of l~nds out of cultivation by landholders in 
view of the approaching settlement. In the famine of x837-8, 
Moradabad, like all Rohilkhand Districts, suffered less than 
the Doab. The famine of x86o-r was aggravated by the 
effects of the Mutiny. Relief works were undertaken, but 
this was not among the Districts where distress was most 
intens~. Relief was again necessary in x868-9 and in x877-8, 
but the number. of workers never became high. ll). the latest 
famine of 1.896-7 the laboui'thg classes were distressed, but the 
cultivators suffered comparatively little, and the number on 
relief was only about 7,ooo. 

The Collector is usually assisted by a member of the Indian 
Civil Service, and by five Deputy-Collectors recruited in India. 
A tahsildiir is stationed at the head-quarters of each tahsil. 

Civil There are five District Munsifs. The District Judge, an 
ju~tice and Additional Judge, and the Sub-Judge have civil jurisdiction 
cnme. over the neighbouring District of Bijnor. Both Bijnor and 

Budaun are included in the Sessions Judgeship of Moradabad. 
Serious crime is heavy, and ·offences against public tranquillity 
and crimes of violence are especially common. Religious 
differences, both between Hindus and Musalmans, and 
between the Sunni and Shiah sects of the latter, have. caused 
serious riots from time to time. Female infanticide was 
formerly suspected, but no repressive measures are now 
necessary. 
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At cession in x8ox RoHILKHAND was divided into two Land 
Districts called Moradiibiid and Bareilly, the former including, ~~-:i:~. 
besides its present area, the District of Bijnor, parts of Budaun, tration. 

Bareilly, and the Rampur State. Bijnor was made a separate 
subdivision called Northern Moradiibad in x817, and Budaun 
was taken away in 1822. The ·early settlements were for short 
periods, and proprietary rights were only gradually recognized, 
the system being practically a farm to the highest bidder. 
A feature of the early settlements was the inquiry into the 
terms on which the very numerous revenue-free grants were 
held. The District was surveyed between 1831 and 1836, 
and the first regular settlement under Regulation IX of 
1833 was carried out between 1840 and 1843. It involved 
a summary inquiry into rents actually paid in each village; 
but the 1 assets' assumed as the basis of the assessment were 
very roughly estimated, and a good deal of reliance was 
placed on the reports of the kiinungos as to the annual value 
of villages. The revenue assessed amounted to II·5 lakhs, 
which rose to 12 lakhs during the currency of settlement 
owing to additions to the District area. In the Thiikurdwarii. 
tahsil, which is dependent on rice cultivation, a succession of bad 
seasons ruined the zamindiirs, who had fallen into the clutches 
of a usurer, and from t86o to 1863 the tahsil was taken under 
direct management. Elsewhere. the ·settlement worked well. 
The next revision was carried out between 1872 and 188o. 
Soils were carefully classified, either according to the estimate 
of their productive value formed by the Settlement officer, or 
according to their physical characteristics. Rates were then 
ascertained for application to these. In some parts of the 
District cash rents were paid, and these were carefully analysed 
and rent rates were selected, which were applied with necessary 
corrections to the large area of land paying rent in kind. The 
revenue fixed was 14·3 lakhs, amounting to half the assumed 
• assets.' This has been raised by small alterations to 14•6 
lakhs, which falls at an incidence of Rs. 1•3 per acre, varying 
from R. o·6 to Rs. I·8 in different parts. ·A new revision 
of settlement commenced in 1905. 

The total collections on account of land revenue, and revenue 
from all sources, have been, in thousands of rupees :-

a88o-a. a&p-a. IQCJ0-1. l90H-

Land revenue . 13,36 13,88 •5,81 14,61 
Total revenue 18,14 U,09 24·48 24,17 
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Local self- There are four municipalities-MORADABAD, AMROHA, 
~:~- SAMBHAL, and CHANDAUSi-and eleven towns are administered 

under Act XX of 1856. Beyond the limits of these, local 
affairs are managed by the District board, which in 1903-4 
had an income of 1·6 lakhs and an expenditure of 1·7 lakbs. 
The expenditure included Rs. 92,ooo on roads and buildings. 

Police and There are 20 police stations in the District ; and the 
jails. Superintendent of police has a force of 4 inspectors, roo 

subordinate officers, and 480 constables. Municipal and 
town police number 284, and rural and road police 2,285. 
There is a police training-school at Moradiibiid city. The 
District jail contained a daily average of 393 prisoners in 1903. 

Education. The population of Moradabiid is not distinguished for its 
literacy, and in 1901 only 2 per cent of the total (4 males and 
0·3 females) could read and write. The number of public 
schools rose from 184 with 5,549 pupils in 188o-r to 290 
with 9,167 pupils in 1900-1. In 1903-4 there were 301 such 
institutions with 10,794 pupils, of whom r,28o were girls, 
besides 293 private schools with 4.122 pupils. Five of the 
public schools were managed by Government, and 139 by the 
District and municipal boards. The total expenditure on 
education was Rs. 5o,ooo, of which Rs. 4o,ooo was· provided 
by Local funds and Rs. g,ooo from fees. A normal school 
for teachers is maintained at Moradabad city, which is also 
the head-quarters of an Inspector and an Inspectress of 
schools. 

Hospitals There are 13 hospitals and dispensaries, with accommo
and dis- dation for u6 in-patients:- In 1903 the number of cases 
pensaries. 

treated was r6o,ooo, of whom 3,5oo were in-patients, and 

Vaccina
tion. 

7,ooo operations were performed. The expenditure amounted 
toRs. r6,ooo, chiefly met from LOcal funds. 

About 41,ooo persons were vaccinated in 1903-4, represent
ing 34 per r,ooo of population. Vaccination is compulsory 
only in the municipalities. 

[District Gasetteer(r883, under revision); E. B. Alexander, 
Seltle11U!nl Report ( 1 88 r ). ] 

Moradabad TahsD.-North-eastem tahsil of Moradabad 
District, United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of 
the same name, lying between 28° 41' and 29° 8' N. and 
78° 42' and 79° E., with an area of 313 square miles. 
Population increased from 240,795 in 1891 to 245,369 in 
1901. There are 298 villages and three towns, including 
MoRA.i>A.BAI> CITY (populatio!l, 75,u8), the District and tahszl 
bead-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
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n.s Rs. 2,58,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 47,000. The density of 
population, 784 persons per square mile, is the highest in the 
District, owing to the inclusion of the city. A large part of 
the taluil Corms the valley of the Ramganga and is liable to 
inundation, but it is generally fertile and irrigation is easy 
when required. In 1902-3 the area under cultivation was 
221 square miles, of which only 19 were irrigated. Wells 
supply about half the irrigated area, and tanks or jliils and 
rivers the remainder in equal proportions. 

Thak.urdwadl Tahs.U.-Northern taA.siJ of Mora.da.bad 
District, United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of 
the same name, lying between zSO 5({ and 29° 1({ N. and 78° 
39' and 78° ss' E., with an area of 240 square miles. Popula
tion fell from 121,174 in 1891 to u6,814 in 1901. There are 
261 villages and one town, THix.URDwill (population, 6,111}, 
the talzsi/ head-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 
1903-4 was Rs. 1,87,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 32,000. The 
density of population, 487 persons per square mile, is below 
the District average. The taJuil is a submontane tract, cut up 
by numerous small st:reams, none of which is of importance. 
The Ramgangli, into which they fall, flows near the western 
border. The staple crop is rice, but sugar-cane is also grown 
largely. In 1902-3 the area under cultivation was 164 square 
miles, of which 14 were irrigated. Wells and rivers each 
supply about two-fifths of the irrigated area. 

Biliiri.-South-eastern talui/ of Moradabad District, United 
Provinces, conterminous with the JargaiUI of the same name, 
lying between 28° zz' and 28° 48' N. and 78° 39 and 78° 
s8' E., with an area of 333 square miles. Population fell from 
231,947 in 1891 to 216,J.f.O in 1901. There are 387 villages 
and three towns, the largest of which are CHANDAUsi (popula
tion, 25,711), and Bilari (4,766). the talui/head-quarters. The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 3.38,ooo, and for 
cesses Rs. 57,000. The density of population, 6so persons 
per square mile, is considerably above the District average. 
Most of the taluil is a fertile level plain, richly wooded, and 
requiring artificial irrigation more than any other portion of 
the District. The Gangan forms part of the northern boundary, 
and the Aril and Sot cross the centre and southern portions. 
Sugar-cane is the most profitable crop, but wheat covers the 
largest area. In 1902-3 the area under cultivation was 
279 square miles, of which 34 were irrigated, mostly from 
wells. 

Sambhal Tahsil-South central taiW/ of Morlidiba.d. 
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District, United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of 
the same name, lying between 28° 20' and 28°. 49' N. and 78° 
24' and 78° 44' E., with an area of 469 square miles. Popula
tion increased from 245,619 in x89r to 245,886 in 1901. 
There are 466 villages and three towns : SAMBHAL (population, 
391715), the tahsll head-quarters, SaLAH SARAI (xo,623), and 
SIRsi (5,894). The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was 
Rs. 3,55,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 6x,ooo. The density of 
·population, 524 persons per square mile, is about the District 
average. In the east of the tahsil the soil is sandy and 
agriculture is precarious, but the rest consists of fertile loam, 
including some of the best villages in the District. The Sot 
or Yar-i-Waia.dar drains the central portion, and smaller 
channels cross the south. Wheat and sugar-cane are the most 
important crops. In 1902-3 the area under cultivation was 
399 square tniles, of which 25 were irrigated, mostly .from 
wells. 

Amroha Tahsil.-North centr:al tahsil of Moradablid Dis
trict, United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the 
same name, lying between 28° 46' and 29° 9' N .. and 78° 2o' 
and 78° 43' E., with an area of 383 square miles. Population 
increased from x86,x83 in x89x to 2o6,564 in 19ol. There 
are 508 villages and'two towns: AMROHA (population, 40,077), 
the tahsil head-quarters, and K:\NTH (7,092). The demand 
for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 1,34,ooo, and for cesses 
Rs. 46,ooo. The density of population, 539 persons per 
square mile, is above the District average. In the east of 
the tahsil is a high sandy "Tract, well· drained,. but including 
extensive areas of scrub jungle, while the western portion con
sists of open plains with hardly a bush to relieve its monotony. 
The Gangan and its tributaries cross the north-east and the Sot 
rises in a swamp near Amroha. ·In 1902-3 the area under 
cultivation was 304 square miles, of which only 19 were 
irrigated, wells being the chief source of supply. 

Hasanpur Tahsil.•--Western tahsil of Moradabad District, 
United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same 
name, lying along the Ganges between 28° 26' and 29° 4' N. 
and 78° 4' and 78° 26' E., with an area of 547 square miles. 
Population increased from 153,68o in 1891 to x6x,o2o in 1901. 
There are· 530 villages and three towns, the largest of which are 
HASANPUR (population, 91579), the tahszl head-quarters, and 
BACHHRAON (7,452). The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was Rs. x,9o,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 34,ooo. The density of 
population, 294 persons per square mile, is the lowest in the Dis-
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trict. The east of the fahsi l consists of a high sandy tract, which 
suffers from either excess or deficiency of rainfall. Between 
this and the Ganges lies a stretch of low Rhiidar land with bleak 
sandy wa.stes, reed jungle alternating with patches of rich culti
vation. The Mahiiwa rises in the flltiidar, while a long wind· 
ing m~rsh marks its eastern bo~ndary at the foot of the sandy 
ridge. In J902-3 the area under cultivation was 315 square 
miles, of which only 16 were irrigated, chiefly from wells. 

Amroha Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Mod.dabad District, United Provinces, situated in 
28° 54' N. and 78° 28' E., on the Oudh and Rohilkhand 
branch line from Mor1idabl!.d city to Ghaziabad {)n the East 
Indian Railway. Population (1901), 40,077. The founding of 
the city is attributed variously to a ruler of Hastinapur, or to 
a sister of Prithwi Raj; but the first historical event connected 
with it is the arrival of Ghiyiis-ud-dln Balban in 1266, to put 
down a rebellion in Katehr. In 1304 the Mongols invaded 
Hindustin, but were defeated near this town by 'the imperial 
troops. Early in the fourteenth century the celebrated ·saint, 
Sharf-ud-din, <:ommonly known as Shah Wilayat, made Amroha 
his head-quarters, and is claimed as ancestor by .many of the 
Saiyids who now reside there. From about the same time the 
importance of the town decreased, Sambhal taking its place. 

Amroha is situated on a low site1 the country .on each 
side being of some elevation. It is surrounded by a belt .of 
fine mango groves, and a large gateway and the remains of an 
ancient wall give the place an air of some importance. The 
main streets are neat and clean, and many of the shops have 
handsome fronts of carved wood ; but the large blank walls of 
the houses belonging to the Muhammadan gentry present 
a gloomy appearance. Besides a few Hindu remains there are, 
more than I oo mosques, and the Ji!ma. Masjid is one of the 
oldest existing buildings. It was originally a Hindu temple,! 
converted to its present use at the end of the thirteenth 
century ; and it <:ontains the shrine of Shaikh Saddu, a former 
attendant of the mosque. Saddu is believed to have practised 
magic, and his shrine and that of Shah Wilayat are visited by 
crowds of Musalm1ins and low-class Hindus. Amroha. con
tains a lahsili, a munsifi, male and female dispensaries, and a 
branch of the American Methodist Mission, It has been 
a municipality since r87o. During the ten years ending 1901 

the income and expenditure averaged Rs. :u,coo. In 1903-4 
the income was Rs. Jz,ooo, chiefly from octroi (Rs. 28,ooo); 
and the expenditure was Rs. 35,ooo. There is a good deal of 

Nn 
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local trade, which may be expected to increase owing to the 
new railway. Cloth and ornamental pottery are the chief 
manufactures. The high scbool has 82 pupils, and there 
are also a middle school with I 76, and nine municipal schools 
with 6xo 'pupils. 

Bachhraon.-Town in the Hasanpur tahsil of Moradabad 
District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 56' N. and 78° xs' 
E.1 41 miles west of Moradabad city. Population (1901), 7,452. 
According to tradition, it was founded in the time of Prithwi 
Raj. The town contains several mosques and a temple. It is 
administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about 
Rs. 1,3oo. A primary school has 78 pupils. 

Chandausi.-Town in the Bilari tahsil of Morii.dabad Dis
trict, United Provinces, situated in 28° 27' N. and 78° 47' E., 
at the junction of branches of the Oudh and Rohilkhand 
Railway from Moradiibii.d and Bareilly to Aligarh. Population · 
(I901), 25,7II. Till the middle of the nineteenth century 
Chandausi was a mere village, but it has now become an 
important trading centre, largely owing to the extension of 

. railway communications, The town is traversed by broad 
well-made roads, and contains a municipal hall, a police 
station, a munsifi, and a branch of the American ·Methodist 
Mission. ·It has been a municipality since x863 .. During the 
ten years ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged 
Rs. 26,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was Rs. 33,ooo, chiefly 
from octroi (Rs. 27,ooo); and the expenditure was Rs. 34,ooo. 
Chandausi is an emporium for all sorts of country produce 
collected from the neighbourhood. Sugar is chiefly exported 
to the Punjab and Rii.jputii.na, while grain goes to the dearest 
market. Cotton is sent to Calcutta and Cawnpore. Salt from 
Rii.jputii.na and piece-goods are the chief imports. During the 
last few years a considerable trade has arisen in hemp (san), 
which is sent to Calcutta and Bombay. There were four cotton 
presses and gins, employing x6I hands in 1903, and one hemp 
press. A little cotton cloth is made for local use. The 

'middle SChool has 191 pupils, and the municipality manages 
two schools and aids four others attended by 276 pupils. 

Hasanpur Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Morii.dii.bii.d District, United Provinces, situated in 
28° 44' N. and 78° 17' E., 33 miles west of Moradii.biid city. 
Population (190I), 9,579. The town derives its name from 
Hasan Khan, who founded it in 1634· It contains a dispen
sary and a branch of the American Methodist Mission. 
It is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income 
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of about Rs. 2,ooo. Its trade iS purely local; but a small 
quantity of \'ery good cloth is made. The middle school has 
125 pupils. 

Kanth.-Town in the Amroba talzsil of Moriid.abad District, 
United Provinces, situated in 29° 3' N. and 78° 37' E., 17 miles 
north-west of Moriid.abad city. Population (1901), 7,092. The 
town contains a branch of the American Methodist Mission. 
It is administered under Act XX of 1856, with an income 
of about Rs. 1,6oo. .There is a small local industry in cotton 
cloth and sugar. The middle school has 146 pupils. 

Mora.dabad City.-Head-quarters of the District and talt.si/ 
of the same name, United Provinces, situated in 28° 51' N. 
and 78° 46' E., on the Delhi-Bareilly road, and on the main 
line of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway, 868 miles by rail 
from Calcutta and 1,087 from Bombay. Population is rising 
steadily. The numbers at the four enumerations were as 
follows: (1872) 62,417, (r88t) 69,352, (1891) 72,921, and 
(r9o1) 75,128. Hindus numbered JI,I4t in 1901 and Musal
mli.ns 42,472. The city was founded by Rustam Khan, 
governor of Katehr under Shah Jahan, and named after the 
ill-fated Murad Bakhsh, the emperor's son. From this time 
Morada.bad takes the place of Sambhal as the seat of the local 
governor. Early in the eighteenth century it· was for a few 
years ruled by Nizam-ul-Mulk, who afterwards distinguished 
himself as Nizam of the Deccan. A later governor of Morid
abad attempted to arrest the growing power of Ali Muhammad, 
leader of the Rohillas, but was defeated and slain ; and by 
17 40 Morada.bad was included in the new State of RomL
KHAND. Its subsequent history is that of the District, which 
has already been related. In 1774 the Rohilla possessions fell 
into the power of Oudh and in 1801 were ceded to the British. 
Four years later Amir Khan, the Pindari leader of part of 
Holkar's forces, dashed through Rohilkhand, but was foiled 
in his attempt to plunder the Government treasury by Mr. 
Leycester, the Collector, who shut himself up in the court
house, defended by two small field-pieces. 

The town is built on a ridge forming the right bank of the 
Ramgangli, and drains naturally into that river. The Jama 
Masjid, or chief mosque, which stands high on the river bank, 
is a handsome building, erected in 163t by Rustam Khan. 
Close by are the ruins of the fort built by the same governor. 
The city contains a municipal hall, a talulll, male and female 
dispensaries, and a mission church. Part of the barracks of the 
old cantonment, which is no longer a station for troops, is used 

Nnz 
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as a police training-school, ·where candidates for employment 
as sub-inspectors and newly appointed Assistant Superinten
dents pass a period of probation, the school being in charge of 
a selected District Superintendent assisted by an inspector. A 
poorhouse and leper asylum were built near the railway station 
in 188x. . Moradablid is the head-quarters of an Inspector 
and an lnspectress of schools, and is the central station of the 
American Methodist and Reformed Presbyterian Missions in 
the District. 

The municipality was constituted in 1863. During the ten 
years ending 1901 the income averaged Rs. 66,ooo and the 
expenditure Rs. 64,ooo. In 1903-4 the income was I•I lakhs, 
chiefly derived from octroi (Rs. 8x,ooo} and municipal pro
perty (Rs. 25,ooo). The expenditure was I·2 lakhs, including 
conservancy (Rs. 29,ooo), public safety (Rs. 22,ooo), and 
administration (Rs. n,ooo). 

The trade largely consists of sugar, wheat, and, in good years, 
rice, which are exported by rail. The recent extension of direct 
railway communication with Delhi, which has long been one of 
the important markets for the produce of Rohilkhand, has 
favoured commerce. The principal manufacture of the town 
is brassware, some of which is highly ornamental. · Formerly 
brass articles -were plated with tin and patterns were then 
engraved, so that the pattern showed the brass ground. In 
place of tin a coating of lac is now generally used, the lac being 
coloured black, blue, or red. Cotton is also woven, and some 
calico-printing is done ; but both the brass and cotton indus
tries are declining in pro8perity. The munictpality manages 
three schools and aids twelve others with 1,458 pupils. The 
District school has 274 boys, and the Arya Samaj, the 
Muhammadan Association, and a private school educate about 
450 more. A normal school for training teachers is also main
tained here. There are twenty-three printing presses, about 
half of which issue newspapers, but none is important. 

Sambhal Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Moradabad District, United Provinces, situated in 
28° 35' N. and 78° 34' E., 23 miles south-west of Moradiibad 
city by a. metalled road. Population (x9or), 391715. The 
town is believed by the Hindus to have existed in the three 
epochs (yuga) preceding the present or Kali Yuga, at the end 
of which the tenth incarnation of Vishnu will appear in Sambhal. 
Many ancient mounds exist in the neighbourhood, but have 
not been explored. Tradition relates that Prithwi Raj of 
Delhi finally defeated Jai Chand of Kanauj close to Sambhal, 
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and an earlier battle is said to have taken place between the 
Raja of Delhi and Saiyid Salar. Kutb-ud-di:n Aibak reduced 
the neighbourhood "for a time ; but the turbulent Katehriyas 
repeatedly engaged the attention of the early Muhammadan 
kings, who posted a governor -here. In r 346 the governor 
revolted, but was speedily crushed. Firoz Shah III appointed 
an Afghan to Sambhal in 138o, with orders to invade Katehr 
every year and ravage the whole country till Khargu, the 
Hindu chief, who had murdered some Saiyids, was given up. 
In the fifteenth century Sambhal was the subject of contest 
between the sovereigns of Delhi and the kings of J aunpur, 
and on the fall of the latter Sikandar Lodi held his court here 
for some years. Babar appointed his son, Humayun, to be 
governor of the place, and is said to have visited it himself. 
Under Akbar Sambhal was the head"'J.uarters of a sarkiir, but 
in the reign of Shalt Jahan its importance began to wane and 
Moradabad took its place. In the eighteenth century Sambhal 
was chiefly celebrated as the birthplace of the Pindari, 
Amir Khan, who raided Rohilkhand in r8o5 and afterwards 
founded the State of ToNK. 

The town site is scattered over a considerable area, and con
tains a mound marking the ruins of the old fort. No building 
stands on this except a mosq_ue; claimed by the Hindus as 
a Vaishnava temple, but in reality a specimen of early Pathan 
architecture in which Hindu materials were probably used. 
The mosq_ ue contains an inscription recording that it was raised 
by Babar; but doubts have been cast on the authenticity of this. 
There are many Hindu temples and sacred spots in the neigh
bourhood. The town contains a talzsili, a munsifi, a dispensary, 
and a branch of the American Methodist Mission. It has been 
a municipality since 1871. During the ten years ending rgor 
the income and expenditure averaged Rs. 2r,ooo. The income 
in rgo3-4 was Rs. 3o,ooo, chiefly from octroi (Rs. 23,ooo); and 
the expenditure was Rs. 2g,ooo. Refined sugar is the chief 
article or manufacture and or trade, but other places nearer the 
railway have drawn away part of its former commerce. Wheat 
and other grain and ghi are also exported, and there is some 
trade in hides. Combs of buffalo hom are manufactured. 
The laksllf school has 14:r pupils, and the municipality 
manages two schools and aids seven others with 349 pupils. 

Sirsi.-Town in the Sambhal tahsil of Moradiibad District, 
United Provinces, situated in 28° 38' N. and 78° 39' E., 16 
miles south-west of Moradabad city. Population {Igor), s,8g4. 
It is administered under Act XX of r8s6, with an income of 
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about Rs. x,xoo. There is a small industry of.cotton-weaving. 
The primary school has 105 pupils. 

Solah Sarai ('sixteen inns').-The suburbs of the town of 
SAMBHAL, in Moradabad District, United Provinces, are not 
included in the municipality of that name, but are administered 
separately under Act XX of x 8 56. They form a scattered area, 
with a population (1901) of 10,623; and a sum of about 
Rs. x,ooo is raised annually and expended on watch and ward 
and on conservancy. 

Thak'l;ll'dwara Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsll of the 
same name, in Moradabad District, United Provinces, situated 
in 29° 12' N. and 78° 52' E., 27 miles north of Moradabad 
city. Population (1901), 6,nx. The town was founded in 
the reign of Muhammad Shah (1719~48), and was plundered 
by the Pindari, Amir Khan, in 18o5. It contains a tahsili, 
a police station, a dispensary, and a branch of the American 
Methodist Mission. It is administered under Act XX of x8s6, 
with an income of about Rs. 1,3oo. The tahsili school has 
83 pupils. 

Boun- Shahjahanpur District.-Southem District of the 
d
6

ariest,,con- Bareilly Division, United Provinces, lying between 27° 35' and 
gura 1on1 0 

, 0 1 0 , • 

and river 28 29 N. and 79 20 and 8o 23 E., wrth an area of 1,727 
system. square miles. It is bounded on the north by Bareilly and 

Pilibhit; on the east by Kheri; on the south by Hardoi and 
Farrukhabad ; and on the west by Budaun. The District 
consists of a narrow alluvial tract, running north-east from the 
river Ganges towards the llimalayas. It is crossed nearly at 
right angles by the river system .of South Rohilkhand, and 
its natural features thus depend almost entirely upon the various 
streams which have cut deep channels through the alluvial 
soil of the Gangetic basin. The principal rivers are the RAM
GANGA, the Deohii. or Garrli, and the GuMTI. Near the 
Ganges is a stretch of wild hhiidar, from which an area of stiff 
clay, drained by the Sot or Yar-i-Waladlir, reaches to the 
Ramganga. The channel of the latter river shifts from side to 
side of a broad valley to an _extraordinary extent. Between the 
Ramgangli. and the Garra lies an extensive tract of sandy soi~ 
which changes east of the Garai to clay and then to a fertile 
loam extending north-east of the Garrli.. The loam tract is 
crossed by the Khanaut, a tributary of the Garrli., beyond 
which another sandy area is found, gradually changing to a 
forest tract on the border of the damp sub-Himalayan Districts. 

Geology. Shahjahanpur is situated entirely in the Gangetic alluvium, 
and hanhar or nodular limestone is the only stone found in it. 
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The District is fairly well wooded, and contains nearly so Botany. 

square miles of groves. Mango, bamboo, babul (Acacia arabi'ca), 
skis ham (Dalbergia Sissoo); tUn ( Cedrela Toona), and,· in the 
north, siil (Slwrea robusta), are the chief tif!1ber trees. 

Leopards are sometimes seen in the jungles in the north Fauna. 

of the District, and the tiger and lynx have been shot there, 
but not recently. Spotted deer frequent the same tract, and 
nilgai and wild hog are common everywhere, especially near 
the rivers. Antelope are found near the Gumti and Ganges. 
Hares, partridges, quail, sand-grouse, and peafowl are in
cluded in the smaller game, while the large ponds and marshes 
abound in the cold season with geese, duck, and teal. 

The climate is moister than in the Doab, though drier than Climate 
in the more northern Districts of Rohilkhand. The central and ttem-

. · h h b · h hbdr d peraure. portton lS ealt y ; ut m t e nort a 1ever an ague are 
prevalent, and in the south the neighbourhood of the Sot is 
also unhealthy. 

The annual rainfall averages about 3 7 inches, varying from Rainfall. 

33 in the south-west of the District to 40 inches at Shii.h
jahli.npur city. In 1895-6 the fall was only 23 inches, and in 
1893-4 as much as 57 inches. 

In ancient times this District must have been included in History. 

the kingdom of PANCHALA, and during the early Muhammadan 1 
period it formed part of the tract known as Katehr. Shli.hjahan- · 
pur city was founded in the reign of Shli.h Jahan by Nawab 
Bahadur Khan; who named it in honour of the emperor. 
Early in the eighteenth century part of the south of the Dis-
trict was included in the territory of Muhammad Khan, Nawab 
of Farrukhabad, but the central portions were acquired by Ali 
Muhammad, the Rohilla chief. On the east the Katehriyli.s 
retained their independence, and the land held by them formed 
a debatable ground between OunH and RoHILKHAND. In 
1774, after the defeat of the Rohillas by the allied forces of 
Oudh and the British, the two Provinces became united; and 
in 18ox this District, with other territory, was ceded to the 
British. 

Thencefon~•ard order was never seriously disturbed until the 
Mutiny, although the District bordered upon the most turbulent 
part of Oudh. In 1857, however, Shahjahli.npur became the 
scene of open rebellion. The news of the Meerut outbreak 
arrived on May 15; but all remained quiet till the 25th, when 
the sepoys informed their officers that the mob intended to 
plunder the treasury. Precautions were taken against such 
an attempt; but on the JISt, while .most of the officers, civil 
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and military, were at church, some of the sepoys forced their 
way into the building and attacked them. Three Europeans 
were shot down at once ; the remainder were joined by the 
other officers, and the whole party escaped first to Pawayan, 
and afterwards to Muhamdi in Kheri District. The mutineers 
burnt the station, plundered the treasury, and made their way 

· to the centre of local disaffection at Bareilly. A rebel govern
ment under Kadir Ali Khan was proclaimed on June x. On 
the x8th Ghulam Kadir Khan, the hereditary Nawab of 
Shahjahanpur, passed through on his way to Bareilly, where he 
was appointed Nlizim of Shahjahanpur by Khan Bahadur 
Khan. On the 23rd the Nawab returned to his titular 
post, and supersed~d Kadir Ali. He remained in power from 
June~ x857, till January, 1858, when British troops reoccupied 
Fatehgarh. The Nawab of Fatehgarh and Frroz Shah then 
hastened to Shahjahanpur and on to Bareilly. After the fall 
of Lucknow, the Nana Sahib also fled through Shahjahanpur 
to Bareilly. In January the Nawab put to death Hamid 
Hasan Khan, Deputy-Collector, and Muhammad Hasan, 
Subordinate Judge, for corresponding with the Britis):l. On 
April 30, 1858, the British force, .under Lord Clyde, reached 
Shahjahanpur. The rebels fled to Muhamdi and Lord 
Clyde went on to Bareilly on May 2, leaving only a small 
detachment to guard the station. The rebels then assembled 
once more, and besieged the detachment for- nine days; 
but Brigadier Jones's column relieved them on the 12th, and 
authority was then finally re-established. 

Archaeo- The District contains a few ancient sites which have not 
logy. been explored, Gola and Mii.ti in the Pawayan tahsil being the 

largest. A copperplate grant by Harsha of Kanauj, dated 
A.D. 628, was found at Banskhera 1• There are no Muhamma
dan buildings of importance. 

The The District contains 6 towns and 2,034 villages. The popu-
people. lation has fluctuated during the last thirty years. The numbers 

at the four enumerations were as follows: (1872) 951,oo6, 
(x88x) 856,946, (1891) 918,551; and (xgox) 921,535. Be
tween 1872 and 1881 the· District suffered severely in the 
famine of x877-8 and the fever epidemic of 1879· There 
are four tahsilr-SHAHJAHANPUR~- J ALALABAD, TILHAR, and 
PAWAYAN-each of which is named after its head-quarters. 
The principal towns are the municipalities of SHAHJAHANPUR 
CITY1 the District head-quarters, and TILHAR. The table on 
the next page gives the chief statistics of population in r9o1. 

l Epigraphia Indica, vol iv, p. 208. 
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~ Number of 

" L 'lS 1\\1 lJ M ' \too.,!l't1 61"-"' ,g-M O..Q 0: 

~rl ~ t a·a ::oa!lMB- t~•u 
TaAsil. 

""" 
o! j~ 1:'~-~ ~; ~g]·C .• s ~ ~ !l··-;" " i§.gjl: ~ ~ II'! a= ll til""!"' 

< ;> £r p.~>&, 

1-
Shahjahanpur 394 1 463 265,467 67f - 2·8 9.672 
Jalalii.biid • .. 324 1 a6o 175,674 $42 + 10·6 3,3fO 
Tilhar 418 3 ss8 257,035 615 + 8·3 .... 924 
Fa wayan 591 I 653 223,359 378 -10·4 5,189 

-----1-
District total 1,727 6 2,034 g:n,sss 534 • + 0·3 23,125 ' 

About 8 5 per cent. of the total are Hindus and more 
than 14 per cent. Musalmans. The Arya Samaj, though its 
members number only r,646, is increasing in importance. 
More than 99 per cent. of the people speak Western Hindi, 
the prevailing dialect being Kanaujia. 

Chamars (leather-dressers and cultivators), 98,ooo, are the Castes and 

most numerous Hindu caste. The other large castes are Kisans 0t.ccupa· 

1 . ( , l . ) IOnS. (cu tlvators), 79,ooo; Ahirs grazters and cu tlvators, 71,ooo; 
R.iijputs, 68,ooo; Brahmans, 6x,ooo; Kahars (fishermen and 
cultivators), 4o,ooo; Kachhis (cultivators), 34,ooo; Muraos 
(market-gardeners),Jt,ooo; and Kurmis (agriculturists), 27,ooo. 
Among Musalmans, Pathiins number 41,ooo, followed by 
Shaikhs, 24,ooo, and Julahas (weavers), x8,ooo. The propor• 
tion of the population supported by agriculture is 69 per cent.-
a high figure. Personal services support 5 per cent., general 
labour 4 per cent., and cotton-weaving 2 per cent. R.iijputs and 
Brahmans are the chief holders of land; and R.iijputs, Kachhis, 
Muraos, Ahirs, and Chamars are the principal cultivators. 

Out of 11739 native Christians in 1901, 11495 were Metho- Christian 
dists. The American Methodist Mission opened work in the missions. 

District in 1859, and has seven stations, besides two in Oudh. 
Agricultural conditions are exceedingly complex, owing to General 

the varied character of the soil and of the facilities for irrigation. ~grilul
The Ganges ldtadar is either sand or light loam, and suffers d~~~n~~n· 
from drought, though it is also liable to disastrous floods. The 
clay tract adjoining it produces rice in the autumn, and requires 
constant irrigation for wheat and poppy, the principal spring 
crops. This is the only part of the District where sugar-cane 
is not grown. Along the Ramganga irrigation is easy, but the 
autumn crops are liable to great damage from flooding. East 
of this river the sandy tract produces biijra and wheat of 
medium quality. Another clay tract is found between the 
Garai and the Garra, which is liable to suffer in dry years. 
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The most fertile tract is the loam area in the centre of the 
District, which produces much sugar-cane and· other valuable 
crops. :.North-east of this the soi~ deteriorates and becomes 
sandy; there is a good deal of jungle, and wild animals damage 
the crops, while the drinking-water is bad in places. Some 
better land is found in the extre~e north-east, but its value 
depends largely on its distance from the forests on the border, 
and on its immunity from wild beasts. 

Chief agri- The ordinary tenures of the United Provinces are found. 
~;:;:~! Zamindiiri mahiils include 56 per cent. of the total area, and 
and princi- pattidiiri mahals 44 per cent. The main agricultural statistics 
pal ~;rops. for 1903-4 are shown below, in square miles:-

Improve
ments in 
agricul
tural 
practice. 

Tak.!il. Total. Cultivated. Irrigated. Cultivable 
waste. 

Shahjahiilipur 394 293 84 44 
Jalalabad • .. lP4 us 6s so 
Tilhar -. . 418 330 84 26 
Pawiiyan • 591 360 Jl4 146 

Total 1,727 1,207 347 266 

. The chief food-crops, with the area under each in square 
miles in 1903-4, are: wheat (444), rice (1o6), gram (159), and 
bajra (173). Sugar-cane covered 56 square miles, and poppy 
27. Of the uncultivated area, about 52 miles are occupied 
by the forests in the north-east of the District, and an equal 
amount by swamps and sandy tracts near the Gumti'. 

There have been no improvements in the means of irrigation, 
and no expansion of cultivatiOn in recent years. On the other 
hand, a rise is noticeable in the area bearing a double crop, and 
the valuable crops are being more largely sown. Thus rice has 
taken the place of biijra and jowiir, and the area under poppy 
and sugar-cane has increased. Considerable advances were 
made under the Agriculturists' Loans Act during the ten years 
ending 1900, amounting to x·6 lakhs, but a quarter of this was 
lent in the famine year 1896-7. _Only small sums have been 
advanced in later years, and the loans granted under the Land 
Improvement Act have been insignificant, except in 1896-7. 

Cattle, In the north of the District the biingar breed of cattle is 
horses, found, the bullocks being hardy and quick-moving. In 1866 
sheep, and d · d b · goats. and x867 attempts were rna e to mtro uce a etter stram near 

Shahjahiinpur ; but the climate did not suit the animals im
ported. The ordinary breed of horses is also poor ; stallions 
have been kept by Government for some years, and two are 
now at stud. The sheep and goats are small and inferior. 
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In 1903-4, out of 347 square miles irrigated, wells supplied Irrigation. 

207 square miles, tanks orjhi/s 86, and other sources 54· The 
spring-level is high, and in ordinary years irrigation is not re· 
quired for many crops, or can be supplied easily by temporary 
wells lasting for a single harvest~ In two tracts a deficiency of 
water is experienced in dry years. The sandy area along the 
Gumti is unprotected, while the clay tract in the south of the 
District depends on the numerous small channels which in-
tersect it, and which are dammed at the end of the rains, to 
supply water for the spring harvest. 

There are no 1 reserved' or 1 protected' forests the property Forests •. 

of Government; but in the north-east of the District are some 
tracts of unreclaimed forest, chiefly sal, which, with a few 
exceptions, do not now contain any large timber, but supply 
poles for use in house-building. Their total area is about 
52 square miles. 

Kankar or nodular limestone is the only mineral product, Minerals. 
and is used for metalling roads and for burning into lime, · 

Sugar-refining is by far the most important industry in the Arts and 
District Indigo was once manufactured, but has now become ~anufac
a minor product. The matting made from a jungle grass ures. 
called baib is largely exported. Coarse cotton cloth, chintz, 
and brass vessels are made in various places for local use, and 
there are small manufactures of ironware inlaid with gold and 
silver, and of lacquered goods. The Rosa sugar and rum 
factory near Shiihjahlinpur is one of the largest in India, and 
employed 632 hands in 1903. 

The grain trade is of ordinary dimensions, and sugar is the Commerce. 

principal article of export, the Shahjahanpur production being 
celebrated throughout India. It is largely exported to Raj-
putana and the Punjab. There is also a considerable trade in 
oilseeds at Tilhar. European goods, metals, and salt are the 
principal imports. Forest produce is floated down the rivers 
from Pilibhrt ; but the spread of railways has largely decreased 
the river traffic, which was formerly important. Tilhar and 
Shahjahanpur are the chief trade centres, though markets are 
held at many smaller places. 

The Oudh and Rohilkhand main line crosses the centre of Railways 
the District and is the chief trade route i but a little traffic is and roads. 

carried by the Lucknow-Sitapur-Bareilly State Railway, which 
traverses the north-east comer. The two lines are connected 
by a steam tramway or light railway, 40 miles long, from Shah
jahanpur city to Mailani in Kherl District. The District is well 
supplied with roads, except in the tract south-west of the Ram-
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ganga. Of these 1 18 miles axe metalled, and .are maintained 
by the Public Works department, but the cost of 46 miles is 
charged to Local funds. The remaining 326 miles are un
metalled. Avenues of trees are maintained on 222 miles. The 
principal routes comprise the branch of the grand trunk road 
from Fatehgarh which divides at J alalabad, one line going to 
Bareilly and one to Shahjahanpur city; the road from Bareilly 
through 'Tilhar and Shahjahlinpur to Sitll.pur and Lucknow ; 
and the road from Shahjabanpur through the north of the 
District. 

Famine. In a large part of the District the effects of drought can be 
mitigated as long as the cultivators are able to make temporary 
wells; but elsewhere a failure of the rains is disastrous, and 
Shll.hjahanpur has suffered severely. The great famine of 
1783-4 did not press so heavily here as in the tracts south of 
the Ganges. In 1803-4, two years after ce~sion, rain completely 
failed for the autumn harvest. In x825-6 drought again oc
curred, but hardly caused famine. The autumn rains failed in 
1837-8, but a slight fall in :Februaxy saved the spring harvests. 
The famine of x86o-x was severely felt throughout Rohilkhand, 
though Shahjahll.npur escaped more lightly than the contiguous 
District of Budaun. In x868-9 the period of pressure was 
severe, but only lasted for seven weeks. The famine of 1877-8 
was the worst since the commencement of British rule. A series 
of bad harvests had followed the previous scarcity of 1868-9, 
and prices had risen owing to the demand for grain in Southern 
India. On August 17, 1871!.. the Collector reported 'roaring 
hot winds, and not a vestige of green anywhere.' The autumn 
harvest, which provides the chief food-grains for the lower 
classes, was a complete failure. Rain early in October enabled 
the sowings for the rabz' or spring crop to be made, and ad~ 
vances were given for seed. Relief works were opened in 
December ; but the people refused to come on them, and large 
numbers succumbed in the cold season. The after-effects of 
the famine were severely felt when an epidemic of fever broke 
out in x879. The registered death-rate rose from 29·37 per 
x,ooo in 1877 to 57•04 in 1878, and stood at 53·59 in 1879· 
In 1895 the rains ceased prematurely, and distress was felt in 
the north of the District by May, 1896. The monsoon of 
1896 closed even earlier than in 1895, and the sugar-cane and 
rice were seriously damaged, besides the ordinary food-crops. 
Great use was made of river water, so that a fair spring harvest 
was secured, and the relief works opened were not resorted to 
by any large number. 
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The Collector is usually assisted by a member of the Indian District 

Civil Service, and by four Deputy-Collectors recruited in India. staff. 
A tahsUda,. is stationed at the head-quarters of each tahsil. 
Two officers of the Opium department are posted to this 
District. 

There are three regular District Munsifs, and a scheme for Civil jus
village Munsifs was introduced in 1894. The District Judge tic;e and 
and Sub-Judge exercise civil jurisdiction over the neighbouring cnme. 

District of Budaun; but the former hears sessions cases from 
Shahjahanpur alone. ·Crime is heavy, the more serious forms 
of offences against life and limb, and robbery and dacoity, being 
common. Female infanticide was formerly suspected; but in 
1904 only 154 persons remained under surveillance. 

At cession in 1801 the present area formed part of Bareilly; I.lind 
but a separate District of Shahjahanpur was constituted in redve':ln~ 

• a mmlS-
1813-4· Early settlements were for short periods, bemg based tration. 
as usual on the previous collections coupled with a system 
of competition. The first regular settlement under Regulation 
IX of 1833 was carried out in 1838-9. The District had been 
over-assessed, and considerable reductions, amounting to about 
12 per cent., were made, the demand being fixed at 9·8 lakhs. 
Villages were grouped according to their capabilities of soil and 
irrigation, and revenue rates fixed per acre of cultivation. An-
other revision took place thirty years later, and the new settle-
ment was based on rates selected from the rents actually paid, 
with some regard to prospective increases. The result was an 
assessment of 11-8 lakhs, which was subsequently reduced by 
Rs. x8,ooo. The latest revision was made between 1896 and 
1900. In this settlement prospective increases in the rental 
value of villages were altogether disregarded, except where the 
rents were found to be totally inadequate. About four-fifths of 
the area assessed was held by tenants, cash rents being paid 
in the greater part. The assessment amounted to II•7 lakhs, 
or 48-6 per cent. of the accepted 'assets,' and the operations 
chiefly resulted in a redistribution of the demand. The inci-
dence per acre is Rs. I·:z, varying from R 0·5 in the north of the 
District to Rs. I•7 in the fertile central tract. 

The total collections on account of land revenue, and 
revenue from all sources, have been. in thousands of rupees :-,. 

r88o-l. 1890-L 19(10-1. 1903-4o 

Land revenue 11,20 u,og 13,91 11 ·53 
Total revenue 16,87 19,9:11 '5,80 ,6,o1 

~ 
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Local self- There are two municipalities, SHAHJAHANPUR and TILHAR, 
~e~:n- and four towns are administered under Act XX of 1856. 

Beyond the limits of these places local affairs are managed by 
the District board, which has an income and expenditure of 
more than a lakh. In 1903-4 the expenditure on roads and 
buildings amounted to Rs. "46,ooo. 

Police and The District Superintendent of police commands a force of 
jails. 3 inspectors, 89 subordinate officers, and 365 constables, 

besides 302 municipal and town police, and 2,097 rural and 
road police. There are 19 police stations. The District jail 
contained a daily average of 316 prisoners in 1903. 

Education. The population of Shiihjahli.npur is not conspicuous fqr lite-
racy, and in 1901 only 2·6 per cent. (4 males and o·3 females) 
could read and write. The number of public schools, how
ever, increased from 149 in x88o-x to 184 in 19oo-x, and the 
number of pupils from 4,324 to 8,796. In 1903-4 there were 
x86 public schools with 8,744 pupils, of whom 514 were girls, 
and 6o private schools with 667 pupils. Four of the public 
schools are managed by Government and 124 by the Dis
trict and municipal boards. Out of a total expenditure on 
education of Rs. 52,ooo, Local funds provided ~. 41,ooo 
and fees Rs. xo,ooo. 

Hospitals The District possesses I I hospitals and dispensaries, with 
and dis- accommodation for 130 in-patients. About 8s,ooo cases were 
pensaries. 

treated in 1903, of whom x,4oo were in-patients, and 3,~oo 

Vaccina
tion. 

operations were performed. The total expenditure was x6,ooo, 
chiefly met from Local funds. 

In 1903-4, 3o,ooo persons were vaccinated, representing a 
proportion of 32 per x,ooo of population. Vaccination is com
pulsory only in the two municipalities. 

[District Gazetteer (1883, under revision); W. A. W. Last, 
Settlement Report (1901).] 

Shahjahanpur Tahsll.-Head-quarters t{Zhsi! of Shah
jahlinpur District, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of 
Shahjahiinpur, Jamaur, and Kant, and lying between 27° 39' 
and 28° x' N. and 79° 36' and 8o0 5' E., with an area of 394 
square miles. Pop'ulation fell from 273,146 in 1891 to 265,467 
in 1901. There are 463 villages and only one town, SHAH· 
JAHANPUR CITY (population, 76,458), the District and tahsil 
head-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was 
Rs: 3,oo,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 49,ooo. The density of popu
lation, 674 persons per square mile, is considerably above the 
District average, owing to the inclusion of the city. Through 
the centre of the tahsil flows the Garrli., with a narrow belt of 
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rich alluvial soil on either bank, while· several smaller streams 
act as drainage channels. The eastern portion has a good loam 
soil ; but the centre is clay, and the western tract is sandy 
and liable to periods of depression. In 1903-4 the area under 
cultivation was 293 square miles, of which 84 were irrigated, 
mostly from wells. · 

JaHilabad Tahsll.-South-western talzsil of Shahjahanpur 
District, United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of 
the same name, lying between 27° 35' and Z7° 53' N. and 79° 
zo' and 79° 44' E., with an area of 324 square miles. Popula
tion increased from 158,798 in 1891 to 175,674 in 19011 the 
rate of increase being the highest in the District. There are 
360 villages and one town, ]ALALABAD (population, 71017), the 
talzsil head-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was Rs. z,x7,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 35,ooo. The density of 
population, 542 persons per square mile, is about the District 
average. Along the south western border flows the Ganges, 
and the Ramgangi crosses the centre of the lalzsil. The Ganges 
Rhiidar is very poor. Beyond the khiidar a hard clay plain, 
called bankali, extends up to the Ramganga alluvial tract. The 
bankali area requires constant irrigation, which is supplied by 
damming numerous small streams. Near the Ram ganga the 
soil is usually richer, but deposits of sand are occasionally left 
by the river floods. East of the Ramgangi lies a small tract of 
light sandy soil, requiring irrigation. In 1903-4 the area under 
cultivation was zzs square miles, of which 65 were irrigated. 
Rivers supply more than half the irrigated area. 

Tilhar TahsU.-North-western lalzsil of Shahjahanpur 
District, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Tilhar, 
Miranpur Katra, Nigohi, Khera Bajhera, and J alalpur, and 
lying between 27° sx' and 28° xs' N. and 79° 27' and 79° 56' E., 
with an area of 418 square miles. Population increased 
from 237.385 in I89I to 257,035 in 1901. There are ss8 vil
lages and three towns: TILHAR. (population, I9,091), the talzsil 
head-quarters, KHUDAGANj (6,356), and KATRA {6,209). The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 3,46,ooo, and for 
cesses Rs. s6,ooo. The density of population, 615 persons per 
square mile, is considerably above the District average, This 
is the most prosperous lalzsil in Shahjahanpur. The Ramgangii. 
flows on or near the western border, fringed by a tract of rich 
alluvial soil. This is succeeded by a stretch of clay near the 
Bahgul river, east of which lies a sandy area. The central and 
eastern portions consist of a rich fertile loam, crossed by the 
Garri. In 1903-4 the area under cultivation was 330 square 
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miles, of which 84 were irrigated. Wells supply two-thirds of the 
.irrigated area, but the Bahgul river is also used· for irrigation. 

Pawayan Tahsll.-North-eastem tahs11 of Shahjahanpur 
District, United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Pawayan, 
Baragaon, and Khutar, and lying between 27° 55' and 28° 29' N. 
and 79° 53' and 8o0 23' E., with an area of 591 square miles. 
Population fell .from 249,222 in 1891 to 223,359 in 1901, the 
decrease being the largest in the District. There are 6 53 
villages and one ·town, PAWAYAN (population, 5.4o8), the tahsil 
head-quarters. The demand for land revenue in 1903-4 
was Rs. 2,9o,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 46,ooo. The density of 
population, 37& persons per square mile, ·is the lowest in the 
District. Ia the north lies an area ·of about 52 miles of 
forest. Th~ Gumti, whic;h is here a small stream, crosses the 
centre of the tahsil, and on either bank lies an arid stretch of 
sandy soil with malarious swamps in the low-lying places. The 
western portion is more fertile, and there is some good land 
.between the forest and the central tract. In 1903-4 the area 
under cultivation was .360 .square miles, ·of which 114 were 
.irrigated. Wells supply three-quarters of the irrigated area, and 
swamps or jhils most of.the remainder. 

Jalalabad Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Shahjahanpur District, United Provinces, situated in 
27° 43' N. and 79° 40' E., .at the junction of the roads from 
Bareilly and Shahjahanpur to Farrukhabad. Population (1901), 
71017. Jalalabad is an old Pathan town, said to have been 
founded by Jalal-ud-din Firoz Shah. Its importance has de
creased owing to its distance from the railway. The houses 
are chiefly built of mud, and none of the mosques and temples 
is of special interest. The Government offices .stand on the 
site of an ·old. fort, and the town also contains a dispensary 
and a branch of the American Methodist Mission. It is 
administered under Act XX of x856, with an income of 
=about :Rs. 2,5oo. Trade is only -local. The tahszlz school has 
.about 2 II pupils. · 

Katra {or Miranpur Katra).-Town in the Tilhar tahsil 
of Shahjahanpur District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 2' N • 
. and 79° 40' E., on the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway. Popu
lation (x9ox), 6,209. The town generally is built of mud, and 
contains a police station, a dispensary, and a branc:;h of the 
-American Methodist Mission. Between this place and Fateh
ganj East in Bareilly District was fought the battle in which the 
united British and Oudh forces defeated the Rohillas under 
Rahmat Khan, and effected the annexation of Rohilkhand to 
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Oudh. Katra is administered under.Act XX of 1856, with an 
income of about Rs. x,soo. There is a considerable export of 
local produce by railway. The middle school has 128 pupils. 

Khudlganj.-Town in the Tilbar tahsil of Shahjahanpur 
District, United Provinces, situated in 28° 8' N. and 79° 44' E., 
24 miles north-west of Shahjahanpur city. Population (1901), 
6,356. The ·place is said to have been founded as a market in 
the middle of the eighteenth century, and under British rule 
was the head-quarters of a tahsll as late as x8so. It is ad
ministered under Act XX of 1856, with an income of about 
Rs. 2,ooo. Khudaganj is a thriving place, with a consider
able trade in agricultural products. The middle school has 
95 pupils. 

Pawlyln Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Shahjahanpur District, United Provinces, situated 
in 28° 4' N. and 8o0 s' E., on the steam tramway from Shah
jahanpur city to Mailani in Kheri District. Population (1901), 
5,4o8. Pawayan was founded early in the eighteenth century 
by a Raja whose descendants still own a large estate in the 
neighbourhood. It contains a takslll, a munsifi, a dispensary, 
and a branch of the American Methodist Mission. Pawayan. 
is administered under Act XX of x8s6, with an income of 
about Rs. x,8oo. The hazar is poor and straggling, but there 
is some trade in sugar and brass vessels. The tahslli school 
has xs8 pnpils. ~ ..- f"" 

Shlhjahlnpur City.- Administrative head-quarters of 
Shahjahiinpur District and tahsil, with cantonment, United 
Provinces, situated in 27° 53' N. and 79° 54' E., on the left 
bank of the river Deoha. or Garrli, crowning the high ground 
just above its junction with the Khanaut, with a station on the 
Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway, 768 miles by rail from Calcutta 
and 987 from Bombay. Population has fluctuated. The num
bers at the four enumerations were as follows: (1872) 72,136, 
(x88x) 77,404, (x891) 78,sa, and (1901) 76,458, of whom 
73,544 resided in the municipality and 2,914 in cantonments. 
Hindus numbered 35,636 in 1901 and Muhammadans 401017. 

The date usually assigned to the foundation of the city is 
1647, after the defeat of the Rajputs in this neighbourhood by 
Diler Khan and Bahadur Khan, and a mosque was built here 
by the lattl'!r in that year. The city has no history apart from 
that of the District, which has already been related. There 
are few buildings of any interest, The old fort was completely 
destroyed after the Mutiny; and the mosque referred to above 
and a few tombs, including that of Bahadur Khlin, one of the 
, 1/.P,J, 0 0 
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founders of the city, are the only memorials of the former rulers. 
The principal public. buildings, besides the ordinary District 
offices, are the municipal hall, District school, and the male 
~d female dispensaries. The American Methodist Mission 
h!J.s its head-quarters here, and possesses several churches and 
an orphanage. A new 'ineeting-house has recently been built 
by the Arya Samiij. Shiihjahiinpur is the head-quarters of an 
officer of the Opium department. The municipality was con
stituted in ~864. During the ten years ending 1901 the income 
and expenditure averaged Rs. 74,ooo and Rs. 72,ooo respec
tively. Jn 1903-4 the income was I·4 lakhs, incluc.iing octroi 
(Rs. s8,ooo), rents of municipal markets (Rs. 27,ooo), and sale. 
of refuse (Rs. 23;ooo). The municipality also has Rs. 3o,ooo 
invested. The expenditure amounted t9 1·3 lakhs, including 
conservancy (Rs. 39,ooo), roads and buildings (Rs. 13,ooo)1 

public safety (Rs. 24,ooo), and administration (Rs. x8,ooo). 
~hiihjahiinpur is remarkable for the excellence of its drainage 
and general sanitation. British troops form the usual garrison 
of the cantonment, and in 1901-2 Boer prisoners were encampe<i 
here. The income and expenditure of the cantonment fund 
in 1903-4 were Rs. xs,ooo and Rs .. x8,ooo. The trade o( 
Shiihjahiinpur is small compared with its population. Sugar i~ 
the chief article of manufacture and commerce. . The Rosa 
(Rausar) factory, which lies two miles south.of the city, is the 
only establishment managed by Europeans. It deals with 
about xo or 12 per cent. of the sugar produced in the District, 
arid employed 632 hands in I\lQ3· Raw sugar was formerly 
purchased for refining, but ~ne-crushing machinery has recently 
been erected, to. supplement the supply. Rum is also manu. 
factured and exported to many parts of India. The District 
high school has 188 pupils, and the taltstll school 2i4, while 
the municipality maintains four schools and aids seventeen 
others, with 1,452 pupils. . 

Tilhar Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the same 
name in Shiihjahanpur District, United Provinces, situated 
in 27° 58' N. and 70° 44' E., on the Oudh and Rohilkhand 
Railway, and on the road from Shiihjahiinpur city to Bareilly. 
P9pulation (x9oi), X9109I· The town is said to have been 
lounded in the time of Akbar, but has little history. During 
t~e Mutiny the principal Muhammadan residents joined th~ 
rebels, and their estates were confiscated. Tilhar was the!) 
~ small and unimportant place; but the opening of the .railway 
lias stimulated its trade, and it is now the second town in tht'; 
P.i~tr(ct, with several com.modious m~rkets belonging to th~ 
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municipality. It contains a branch of the American Methodist 
Mission and a dispensary. It became a municipality in x872. 
During the ten years ending 1901 the income and expenditure 
averagedRs. x8,ooo and Rs. xs,ooo respectively. In 1903-4 
the income was Rs. 29,ooo, including octroi (Rs. 14,ooo) and 
rents (Rs. 4,ooo), and the expenditure was Rs. 29,ooo. Under 
native rule Tilhar was chiefly celebrated for the bows and 
arrows made here ; and piilku, varnished boxes, and similar' 
articles are still made. The chief trade is, however, in unre
fined sugar (gur) and .grain, the latter being a very important 
article of commerce. Oilseeds are also largely exported. The 
takslll school has 205 pupils, and eight municipal schools 

. have 6oo pupils. 
Pilibhit District.-North-eastern District of the Bareilly Bonn

Division, United Provinces, lying between 28° 6' and 28° 53' N. d
6

aries,,con-

d 0 , 0 , • f .
1 

guration, 
an 79 37 and So 27 E., w1th an area o I,350 square m1 es •. and river 
On the north it is bounded by N aini Tal ; on the north-east system. 

and east by the State of Nepal and Kheri District; on the 
south by Kheri and Shahjahanpur; and on the west by Bareilly. 
Though separated only by a short distance from the outet 
ranges of the Himalayas, Pilibhit consists entirely of a level 
plain, containing depressions but no hills, and intersected by 
several streams. The largest river is the SA.RDA, which, after 
a long course through the Himalayas and across the boulder~ 
strewn tract known as the Bhabar, becomes an ord~ry river of 
the plains at the north-east corner of the District. It then flowS' 
south-east, sometimes dividing Pilibhrt from Nepal, and often 
giving off smaller channels. A few miles south-west of the 
Sii.rda is an affluent called the Chauka, which flows in what was 
probably an old bed of the main river. In the cen:tre of the 
District a long swamp, called the Mala, lies north and south, 
dividing it into two distinct portions. The eastern tahsil of 

· Pilranpur contains a large area of forest land, and is remarkable 
for its unhealthy climate, the poverty of its inhabitants, and the 
instability of cultivation. The river GuMTi rises in the centre 
of this tract, but has a badly-defined bed, consisting of a series 
of swamps. West of the Mala conditions are better, and the 
country gradually assumes the prosperous appearance of 
the plain's of Rohilkhand. The Khanaut, Kama, and Deohi. 
are the principal rivers in this tract. 

The District consists almost entirely of alluvium, though the Geology. 
bed of the Sarda contains gravel and small boulders. · 

The flora of the District presents no peculiarity. In the Botany. 
north and east a large forest area is found, consisting chiefly of 
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siil, which, gives place to the ordinary trees Qf the · plains in 
the south and west, 

In the wilder parts of Puranpur tigers and leopards are 
numerous, but elsewhere scarce. Wild hog and deer of various 
kinds are found in many parts, and do much damage to the 
f;rops. The jackal and wolf are also common. Black and 
grey partridge, quail, sand-grouse, jungle-fowl, peafowl, geese, 
ducks, and snipe are the commonest game-birds, The 
mahseer is found in the Sarda, and fish are common every
where. 

Fever is endemic throughout the District, and is especially 
virulent in the swamps near the forests in Piiranpur. Except 
for fever, Pilibhit is fairly healthy, and its proximity to the 
hills causes a more even temperature and cool climate than 
ill the. Districts farther south. 

The same cause ensures a copious rainfall, the annual 
. amount averaging more than 49 inches. The two northern 

tahsils receive 52 inches and Brsalpur in the south about 44· 
· Pamage is occasionally caused both by excess and by defi-
(;iency of rain, . 

At the end of the tenth cent~ry a line of princes of the 
Chhinda family ruled in the north of the District; nothing 
is known of them but their names, recorded in an inscription 
found near DEw AL, and the fact that they made a canal. Local 
history commences with the rise of the Rohilla power in the 
eighteenth 'century, when Pilibhi:t fell into the hands of Hafiz 
Rahmat Khan, the great l~.der of the Rohillas after the death 

·of Ali Muhammad. He resided for a time at Pi:libhit, which 
is indebted to him for its mosque and walls, some of its 
markets, and all that distinguished it before the advent of 
British rule, Rahmat Khan was killed in the battle near 
KATRA. in 17741 fought between the Rohillas and the Nawah 
of Oudh, who was aided by a British force lent by Warren 
Hastings. Pilibhit was occupied without resistance, and 
became part of the new dominions added to Oudh. In r8or, 
with the rest of Rohilkhand, it passed to the British, being 
ceded in lieu of the payment of tribute. 
· At the time of the Mutiny, in x 8 57, part of the present Dis~ 
trict was included in a subdivision of Bareilly. News of the 
rising of the troops at Bareilly reached Pilibhit on June x, and 

: tumults at once broke out among the population. The Joint 
Magistrate was forced to retire to Naini Tal; and while the 

· · surrounding villages remained a. prey to the rapacity and 
~~tortions of rival zamindiirs1 the city nomina}ly submitted 
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to the authority of Khan Bahadur Khan, the rebel Nawih 
of Bareilly, a grandson of Hafiz Rahmat Khan. Order was 
restored in 1858, and has since then only been seriously 
disturbed in 1871, when a riot, which was not suppressed with
out bloodshed, occurred between Hindus and Muhammadans 
on the occasion of a Hindu festivaL 

Besides the ruins near Dewal several extensive mounds are An:haeo
situated in various parts of the District, which have not been logy. 

explored. Local tradition connects them with the mythical 
Raja Vena. 

There are five towns and r,o56 villages. Population haS Tbe 
fluctuated considerably, owing to the unhealthy nature ofpeo~le.. 
a great part of the District, and the facility with which its 
inhabitants migrate. The numbers at the four enumerations 
were as follows: (1872) 492,098, {x88x) 451,6o1, (1891) 485,1o8, 
and (1901) 470,339. The famine of 1877-8 and the fever 
epidemic of 1879 had serious effects on population. There axe 
3 /aksils-BisALPU~ PitiBHir, and PuR.ANPUR-each named 
from its head-quaxters. The principal towns are the muni
cipalities of PiiiBHiT and BisALPUR. The following table 
gives the chief statistics of population in 1901 :-

f! Nl&lllhos-ol .. ... ;, .. ., . 
Ot:,g ... ,. -.!!., .. 

0 "".!! ....... Q\M t;-; ::l.; i'i 
11. 

1i ~re :g.§~ & 
Td.dl. c:= ,; 

! 'ii! C:ili; 1:!~~ c :;e l 
-d 

~~~!; .. ~e~ .!! B. a e 
~ !l!ii zx.g 

< ~~.=-l>o 

Bisa.lpur . 363 ll 424 •96.333 541 + ll-9 4J26o 
Pilibhit . 474 3 390 184.921 390 - 7·1 s,o66 
Piiranpur . . 513 . . :1142 . !J9,o84 '2'4 -6-4 ........ ,. 

District total 1,350 5 r,o56 470.339 us - 3.0 10,2'73 

Hindus form 82 per cenL of the total and Mnsalmans more 
than 17 per cenL The density is below the Prolincial average, 
owing to the large .area of forest and waste in Pllranpur. Almost 
the entire population speak Western Hindi, Kanaujia. being 
the pre\-a.iling dialecL • 

Among Hindus the most numerous castes are: Kisans Castes and 

(cultivators), 54.000; K.urmis (agriculturists), 47,000; Lodhas O:OC:Upa· 
(culth-ators), 35,000; Chamars (leather-workers and labourers), tions. 

31,000; Brahmans, 25,000; and Muraos (maxk.et-gardeners), 
25,000. The chief Muhammadan tribes and castes axe: Julahis 
(weavers). 15,000; Pathans, 13,000; Shaikhs, u,ooo; Behnis 
(cotton-carders). 6,ooo; Ba.njaras (grain-carriers and agricultur. 
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ists), s,ooo; and Rains (cultivators), s,ooo. The Kisans and 
Lodhas are found chiefly in the Bareilly and Agra Divisions, 
the Kurmis in the centre of the Province, and the Banjaras in 
the submontane tracts. About 69 per cent. of the population 
are supported by agriculture- a high proportion ; 6 per cent. 
by general labour, and 2 per cent. by weaving. 

Out of 1,283 native Christians in I90I, x,x38 were Metho
dists. The American Methodist Mission has worked in this 
District since x86I. 

In the north-western tahsil of Pilrbhit, with its clay soil and 
heavy rainfall, rice forins the most important crop ; wheat and 
gram are also grown, and the cultivation of sugar-cane has 
extended considerably. Piiranpur produces rice and wheat, 
but barley and oilseeds are grown to a larger extent than in 
Yllibhit, as the soil is lighter. In the south of the District rice 
is also an important crop, but sugar-cane is more valuable, and 
wheat and gram cover a larger area than in the north-west. 
The standard of cultivation varies considerably. In the south 
and west it will bear comparison with the best of the Rohil-
khand Districts ; but in the north-east and east, where the 
energies of the cultivator are devoted to protecting. his crops 
from the depredations of. wild beasts, tillage is slovenly and 
irrigation rare. 

Chiefagri· The ordinary tenures of the United Provinces are found; 
ctaulti~urt~l but the District is remarkable for the extent to which 
S SICS · , d' , , 
and princi- zamzndiin' mahiils have remamed un lVlded, especially in the 
pal crops. two northern tahsils. Out of 1,493 mahiils in these only 

jo are pattltliin~ while in tlie Bisalpur tahsil 617 mahiils are 
pamdiiri and 3 7 I zamindiiri. The main agricultural statistics 
for 1903-4 are given below, in square miles:-

TaMil. Total. Cultivated. Irrigated, Cultivable 
waste. 

Bisalpur 363 241 84 66 
Pilibhit 474. 240 37 59 
Piiranpur ·• . . 513 .• Ij8 I8 230 

Total I 135Cf 6sg 139 355 

Rice covered x86 square miles, or 28 per cent. of the net 
cultivated area, and wheat 194 square miles, or 29 per cent.; 
gram, barley, and biijra are the next most important food-crops. 
Sugar-cane was grown on 58, and oilseeds on 23 square 
miles. Hemp (stin), though it covered only II square miles, 
is increasing in importance. 
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There has been no permanent increase in cultivation during Impro!e--

fl · "d bl • lim · ments m recent years, and uctuanons are const era e, owmg to c atlc agricnl-
reasons. A rise is, however, noticeable in the area sown with tnral 
the more valuable crops, rice and sugar-cane. Wheat sown practice. 

alone has been replaced by barley or by mixed crops, and there 
has been an increase in the area double cropped. Except in 
adverse seasons loans from Government are rarely taken. No 
advances were made from x8go to 1894; and though Rs. 97,ooo 
was lent during the next ten years, Rs. 53,ooo of this amount· 
was advanced in 1896-7. 

The District contains large stretches of grazing-ground; Cattle,

especially in the Piiranpur tahsil, and a special breed of cattle ~rses, d 
is found here. It is called janwiir, and the bullocks are of go':J: an 
average size, quick movers, and fiery tempered. Some Hansi 
bulls were once imported, but were not a success. Very few 
ponies or horses are kept, and the sheep and goats are generally 
inferior. 

There is great divergence between the dilferent tahslls in the Irrigation. 

methods of irrigation, and the need and facilities for supplying 
water. In x8o3-4 wells supplied 64 square miles, lakes and 
swamps 37, rivers 19, and Government canals 19 square miles. 
The canals, which are situated entirely in the western part of 
the Pilibhit tahsil, consist of two systems, drawn from the 
Bahgul and Kailis, both of which are small streams. In 
ordinary years irrigation is not necessary, and small temporary 
wells can be made wherever required, except in the sandy 
tracts of Piiranpur. In the Bisalpur tahs"il the supply from 
11·ells is regularly supplemented by a defective and wasteful 
private arrangement of dams on the small streams which 
traverse that area, especially on the Mala swamp. The minor 
rivers are similarly used in the p-Jlibhit and Piiranpur tahst1s in 
seasons of drought. Water is generally raised in earthem pots 
suspended from a lever (dlzenllli), as the spring-level is high. 

The' reserved' forests of p-ffibbit District cover 149 square Forests. 
miles, and are included, with some forest lying in N aini 
Tal District, in the PIIIbhit Forest division. They lie on 
both sides of the Mala swamp and south-west of the Chauka, 
forming an area shaped like a horseshoe. The forests are 
the poorest in the Province, and are chiefly valuable for the 
grazing they afford, and the products used by the inhabitants 
of the neighbourhood. Siil (Siwrea robusta) and lzaldu (Adina 
cordifolia) are the most valuable trees; but many years must" 
elapse before timber of value is produced. About 64 miles are 
occupied by similar forests belonging to private persons in the 
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Piiranpur tahsil, and 44 miles in the south of Bisalpur are 
covered with jungle, chiefly dhiik (Butea frondosa). 

Arts and Sugar-refining is the most important industry. Boat-building 
manufac-
tures. and wood-carving were formerly carried on largely ; but the 

carpenters have now turned their attention to cart-making. 
There is a small manufacture of hempen bags and metal 
vessels, and cotton-weaving is carried on, but chiefly for local 
supply. Catechu is prepared in the north of the District. 

Commerce. The staple exports are wheat, sugar, and rice. In the last 
few years a flourishing export trade in hemp has sprung up. 
The finer varieties of rice grown in the rich lowlands of Nepal 
are exported through this District, and there is also a con
siderable trade in hill produce,· such as borax, pepper, and 
ginger. N eoriii., Bisa1pur, and Puranpur are the principal 
trade centres, outsid.e. the bead-quarters toWn, 

Railways The Lttcknow-Sitapur-Bareilly metre-gauge railway passes 
IIIld roads. h. f h D" . d b h • 1 d 

Famine. 

District 
staff. 

across t e centre o t e 1stnct, an a ranc 1s contemp ate 
from Pilibhit town to Tanakpur, the ·great mart at the foot of 
the Kumaun hills. Pili:bhit is very badly provided with roads, 
and the northern and eastern parts are almost impassable, 
except by elephants, during the rainy season. There are 
13 miles of metalled roads from Pilibhit towards Bareilly, and 
299 miles of unmetalled roads. The absence of kankar or 
nodular limestone is the chief cause of the want of better roads. 
Avenues of trees are maintained along 84 miles. 

The natural moisture of the soil is generally sufficient 
to protect the District from the extremity of famine, and 
excessive rain is more to be feared than drought. In the 
sandy tracts in the east and south, however, where wells 
capnot be made, drought affects the people. Large remissions 
of revenue were made in x825-6, and the famine of 1837-8 
was felt. Details of later famines are not available till that 
of 1868-9, when Rs. 43,ooo was spent on relief, and large 
advances were made for seed and bullocks. The famine of 
1877-8 caused some distress an~d the revenue demand was 
reduced. In 1896-7 scarcity was again felt, but liberal 
advances were made and the District recovered rapidly. 

The Collector is ordinarily assisted by two Deputy-Collectors 
recruited m India, and a tahsilaiir resides at the head-quarters 
of each tahsil. An officer of the Forest department is stationed 
at Pilibhit, while the canals are part of the Rohilkhand Canals 
under an officer at Bareilly. 

Civil jns- · h' f tice and Pilibhit is included in the Civil and SessiOns Judges 1p o. 
crime. Bareilly, and there is one District Munsif. Crime is usually light. 
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At annexation, in r8ox, Pilibhit was included in the large Land 
District of Bareilly. From 1833 to 1842 part of the area now :.d::!~:. 
forming Pilibhit was included with other tahsils in a District tration. 

called North Bareilly. A subdivision was then created, con~ 
sisting of Prlibhit, Puranpur, and other territory, which became 
a separate District in 1879· Iri x88o the Baheri tahsil was 
restored to Bareilly, and the Bisalpur tahsil added to Pilibhit. 
The early settlements were thus made as part of BAREILL¥ 
DISTRICT, to which reference may be made for the methods 
followed. The demand fixed at the first regular settlement 
under Regulation IX of 1833 on the present area was 5•9 lakhs.· 
At the next settlement, between 1865 and 1872, the Bisalpur 
tahsil was treated as part of Bareilly District, and the Pilibhit 
and Puranpur tahsils were settled separately. The total 
revenue was raised to 7·2 lakhs; but a succession,of bad years 
caused reductions to be made, and part of the. District has 
since been under a system of short settlements. The Bisalpui: 
tahsil was again settled in 1902 together with Bareilly District, 
the revenue being raised from 3·1 to 3·3lakhs ;, but the revision 
of settlement in the other two tahsils has been postponed fo'f . 
ten years. In 1902-3 the incidence of revenue wl).s R. I per 
acre, varying from 5 annas in Piiranpur to Rs. I· 5 in Pllibhrt. · · 

The total collections 'on account of land revenue, and revenu~ 
from all sources, have been, in thousands of rupee~ ::-

r88o-r. 189o-l. 19(>0-1. 1903-4,. ------
Land revenue • 7,JS 7,o1 7,29 7,11 
Total revenue. 9·24 9,81 J0,52 10,7-f 

There are two municipalities, PiLiBHiT and BisALPUR, and Local self

three towns are administered under Act X)!: of 1856. Beyond govetm

the limits of these, local affairs are managed by the District men • 

board, which had an income of. Rs. 72,ooo in 1903-4, chiefly 
derived from rates. The expenditure was Rs. 79,ooo, including 
Rs. 40,ooo on roads and buildings. , 

The District Superintendent of police has a force of Police and 

3 inspectors, 55 subordinate officers, and 221 men, distri-jails. 
buted in 9 police stations. There are also 109 municipal 
and town police, and .t,o66 village and road police. Up 
to 1902 convicts were sent to the Bareilly District jail; but 
a jail has now been built, which contained a, daily average of 
48 prisoners in 1903. . · 

PI!ibhit occupies a medium place as regards the literacy of Education. 

its population, of whom 2•3 per cent. {4 males and o·:z females). 
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could read and write in 1901. The number of public schools 
rose from 62 with 2,124 :pupils in x88o_:x to 77 with 
J,o66 pupils in 19oo-1. In 1903-4 there were 107 public 
schools with 4,289 pupils, of whom 238 were girls, besides 
45 private schools with 667 pupils, including 46 girls. Three 
of the schools were managed by Government, and 87 by the 
District and municipal boards. The total expenditure on 
education in 190.3-4 was Rs. 27,ooo, chiefly met from Local 
funds. 

Hospitals There are 5 hospitals and dispensaries, with accommodation 
and dis- ·for 66 in-patients. About 52,ooo cases were treated in 1903, 
pensaries. 

of whom 777 were in-patients, and x,xoo operations were per-

Vaccino.
tion. 

formed. The expenditure was Rs. xo,ooo, chiefly from Local 
funds. 
: In 1903-41 21,ooo persons were vaccinated, giving the high 
proportion of 45 per 1,ooo of the population. Vaccination is 
compulsory only in the municipalities. 

[Settlement .Report of Pilibhit (1873); .Barei'lly District 
Gazetteer (1879, under revision); Assessment .Report, Tahsil 
Bisalpur (xgo2}.] 

Bisalpur TahsU.--Southem tahsil of Pilibhit. District, 
United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the same 
name, lying between 28° 6' and 28° 32' N. and 79° 42' and 
8o0 2' E., with an area of 363 square miles. Population 
increased from 190,864 in 1891 to 196,333 in 1901. There 
are 424 villages and two towns, including BisALPUR (popula
tion, 9,85x), the tahsil head-quarters. The demand for land 
revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 3;'25,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 53,ooo. 
The density . o~ population, 541 persons per square mile, is 
the highest in the District. Three considerable rivers, the 
Deoha, Katna, and. Khanaut, and a number of smaller streams 
flow from north to south, and are dammed and used for 
irrigation, especially the upper course of the Katna, which 
passes through the Mala swamp. In 1903-4 the area under 
cultivation was 241 square miles, of which 84 were irrigated, 
mostly from wells. 

P"illbhit TahsU.-North-westem tahsil of Pilibhit District, 
United Provinces, comprising the parganas of Pilibhit and 
Jahanabad, and lying between 28° 29' and 28° 53' N. and 
79° 37' and 8o0 ·3' E., with an area of 474 square miles. 
Population fell from 199,o39 in 1891 to 184,922 in 1901. 
There are 390 villages and three towns, including PiLiBHiT 
(population, 33,490), the District and tahsil head-quarters. The 
demand for land revenue in 1903-4 was Rs. 3,o3,ooo, and for 
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cesses Rs. 5o,ooo. The density of population, 390 persons 
per square mile, is considerably above the District average.· 
The Deoha and Katna and many smaller streams traverse the 
tahsil, and in the west two canals from the Bahgul and Kailas 
irrigate a small area. A long swamp, called the Mala, forms 
the eastern boundary, fringed by a siil forest. In 1903-4 the 
area under cultivation was 240 square miles, of which 37 were 
irrigated. In dry years temporary wells can be made readily, 
and the rivers are also used. 

Piiranpur Tahsn.:.....Nortb-eastem tahsil of Pilibhit Dis
trict, United Provinces, conterminous with the pargana of the 
same name, lying between 28° 21

1 and 28° so' N. and 79° 56' 
.and 8o0 27' E., with an area of 513 square miles. Population 
fell from 95,205 in 1891 to 8g,o84 in 1901. There are 242 
villages, but no town. The demand for land revenue in 
1903-4 was Rs. 93,ooo, and for cesses Rs. 15,ooo. The 
density of population, 17 4 persons per square mile, is very 
low. This tahsil forms one of the most backward tracts in 
the United Provinces. Along or near the north-eastern border 
the S.ARDA forms the Nepal frontier, and is joined by the 
Chauka, which has a channel roughly parallel to that of the 
Sarda. The Mala swamp divides Puranpur from the Pilibhit 
tahsil, and a stunted forest forms a horseshoe-shaped border 
round three sides of the tahsil. The central portion consists 
of a sandy plain, which easily falls out of cultivation; and the 
whole area is distinguished by its unhealthiness, the poverty of 
its inhabitants, the scarcity of cultivators, and their readiness 
to migrate. Since x883 many villages have been subject to 
a light assessment revised every year, or every five years, 
according to the instability of cultivation. In 1903-4 the area 
under cultivation was only 178 square miles, of which 18 
were irrigated. 

Bisalpur Town.-Head-quarters of the tahsil of the 
same name in Pilibhrt District, United Provinces, situated 
in 28° 18' N. and 79° 49' E., 23 miles south of Pilibhit town. 
Population (t9o1), 9,851. It is said to have been founded by 
one Bisfi, Ahir, in the reign of Shah Jahii.n, and a fort was 
built here during the rule of the Rohillas. The town is merely 
an overgrown agricultural village, surrounded on all sides but 
the south by groves. The centre is occupied by a good market
place, where four roads meet, and brick houses are increasing 
in number. The chief public buildings are the municipal hall, 
lahsili, dispensary, and school. Bisalpur has been a munici
pality since 1862. During the ten years ending 1901 the 
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income and expendit~re averaged Rs. 6,ooo. The income in 
· 1903-4 was Rs. u,ooo, chiefly from octroi (Rs. 7,ooo); and 

the expenditure was Rs. xo,7oo. Trade is largely local, and 
consists in the collection of sugar and grain. The munici
pality maintains one school and aids two others, attended 
by 239 pupils. 

Dewal.-Village in the Bisalpur tahsil of PI!Ibhrt District, 
United Provinces, situated in 28° 25' N. and 79° 56' E. It 
lies on the western bank of a small channel called the Khawa 
or Katni, which unites the Katna to the Khanaut river, and 
on the . opposite bank are situated two other villages, called 
Deoria and Garh Gajana, An inscription found here, dated in 
/I.. D. 992, records the building of temples by a prince named. 
Lalla of the Chh,inda line ; and the neighbourhood contains 
several mounds covering the remains of the city of Mayuta 
mentioned. in ~he inscription, The . Katni appears to have 
been dug as a canal by the same prince. 

[ Epi'graphia Indica, vol. i, p. 7 5·] . 
PiUbhit Town.-Head-quarters of the District and tahsil 

of the same name, United Provinces, situated in .z8° 38' N. 
and 79° 48' E., on the Lucknow-Sitapur-Bareilly Railway. 
Population (x9ox), 33,490. The name is derived from Periya, 
the title of a Banjara clan, and bhit, a ' wall' or 'mound.' It 
\las no history till the middle of t?e eighteenth century, when 
it became the residence of Hafiz :Rahmat Khan, the Rohilla. 
leader. In I763 he surrounded it with a mud wall, and six 
years later with a brick wall. For a time Pilibhit was called 
Hafizabiid, 11.fter the title of t1re great soldier. The town never 
rose to the importance of B.areilly ; and after the defeat and 
death of ·Hafiz Rahmat Khan in 1 7 7 4 it declined under the 
rule of Oudh, and under the· British, to whom it was ceded 
in x8ox. At the time of the Mutiny in x857. Pilibhit, though 
it had been the capital of a Distri«t from 183:r to 1842, was 
the head-quarters of a subdivision. The Joint Magistrate was 
c;:ompelled to retire to N aini Tiil, and the town was the scene 
ofconstant disturbances, though nominally subject to the rebel 
governor of Bareilly. 

Pilibhrt is almost surrounded by water. It lies between the 
Deohii and Kakra, which were formerly connected by ditches 
still forming drainage channels, though not constantly filled. 
A fine mosque built by Hafiz Rahmat Khan, in imita
tion of the Jama Masjid at Delhi, is the chief ornament 
of the town, The public buildings include the District courts, 
male and female dispensaries, ,a clock-tower, a Sanskrit school," 
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and a Turkish bath. The houses are largely built of brick, and . 
there are several good market-places lined with shops. Besides 
the ordinary District staff, a Forest officer resides at Pi:li:bhit, and 
there is a branch of the American Methodist Mission. The 
municipality was constituted in x865. During the ten years 
ending 1901 the income and expenditure averaged Rs. 46,ooo 
and Rs. 45,ooo respectively. In 1903-4 the income was 
Rs.76,ooo, including octroi (Rs.Js,ooo) and rents (Rs.22,ooo); 
and the expenditure was Rs. 71,ooo. A revised drainage scheme 
has lately been carried out. The trade of the town is largely 
concerned with the agricultural produce of the District, wheat, 
rice, sugar, and hemp forming the chief exports. In addition, 
Pilibhit is an important depot for the produce of Nepal and 
the Himalayas. Carts and bedsteads are largely made and 
exported. The municipality maintains eight schools and aids 
four others, attended by 724 pupils. 
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